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NOTE BY THE EDITOR
J.H. FAIRCHILD

Two editions of President Finney’s Lectures on Systematic Theology have
been published--the first in this country in 1846, the second in England in
1851,--the English edition being somewhat more full than its predecessor.
Both editions have been exhausted, and the book has disappeared from the
market.

The present edition has been prepared from the English edition by a
process of condensation, omitting, to some extent, restatements or
repetitions of the argument, paragraphs of a hortatory character, and other
parts not essential to the expression or elucidation of the doctrine.

Aside from these omissions, no changes have been made. No liberties have
been taken with the author’s style or thought. Every sentence is his own,
and even in those parts where, in the judgment of the editor, the author’s
views are not elaborated with perfect consistency, as in the presentation of
sin as selfishness, and in the lectures on sanctification, no attempt has been
made to secure consistency, as might have been done by judicious
omissions. The author was in the habit of thinking and speaking for
himself while living, and no one can undertake to speak for him now that
he is dead.

This condensed edition, it is believed, will not be less valuable, as an
exponent of Mr. Finney’s teaching, than the English edition, but even more
valuable. Unnecessary bulk in a volume is a hindrance and discouragement
to the reader. The topics will be found to be presented with all necessary
fullness.

J.H.F. OBERLIN COLLEGE, 1878.
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PREFACE BY THE AUTHOR
1. To a great extent, the truths of the blessed gospel have been hidden
under a false philosophy. In my early inquiries on the subject of religion, I
found myself wholly unable to understand either the oral or written
instructions of uninspired religious teachers. They seemed to me to resolve
all religion into states either of the intellect or of the sensibility, which my
consciousness assured me were wholly passive or involuntary. When I
sought for definitions and explanations, I felt assured that they did not
well understand themselves. I was struck with the fact that they so seldom
defined, even to themselves, their own positions. Among the words of
most frequent use, I could find scarcely a single term intelligibly defined. I
inquired in what sense the terms “regeneration,” “faith,” “repentance,”
“love,” etc., were used, but could obtain no answer, at which it did not
appear to me that both reason and revelation revolted. The doctrines of a
nature, sinful per se, of a necessitated will, of inability, and of physical
regeneration, and physical Divine influence in regeneration, with their
kindred and resulting dogmas, embarrassed and even confounded me at
every step. I often said to myself, “If these things are really taught in the
Bible, I must be an infidel.” But the more I read my Bible, the more clearly
I saw that these things were not found there upon any fair principles of
interpretation, such as would be admitted in a court of justice. I could not
but perceive that the true idea of moral government had no place in the
theology of the church; and, on the contrary, that underlying the whole
system were the assumptions that all government was physical, as
opposed to moral, and that sin and holiness are rather natural attributes,
than moral, voluntary acts. These errors were not stated in words, but I
could not fail to see that they were assumed. The distinction between
original and actual sin, and the utter absence of a distinction between
physical and moral depravity, embarrassed me. Indeed, I was satisfied
either that I must be an infidel, or that these were errors that had no place
in the Bible. I was often warned against reasoning and leaning to my own
understanding. I found that the discriminating teachers of religion were
driven to confess that they could not establish the logical consistency of
their system, and that they were obliged to shut their eyes and believe,
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when revelation seemed to conflict with the affirmations of reason. But
this course I could not take. I found, or thought I found, nearly all the
doctrines of Christianity embarrassed by the assumptions above named.
But the Spirit of God conducted me through the darkness, and delivered
me from the labyrinth and fog of a false philosophy, and set my feet upon
the rock of truth, as I trust. But to this day I meet with those who seem to
me to be in much confusion upon most of the practical doctrines of
Christianity. They will admit, that sin and holiness must be voluntary, and
yet speak of regeneration as consisting in anything but a voluntary change,
and of Divine influence in regeneration, as anything but moral or
persuasive. They seem not at all aware of what must follow from, and be
implied in, the admission of the existence of moral government, and that
sin and holiness must be free and voluntary acts and states of mind. In this
work I have endeavored to define the terms used by Christian divines, and
the doctrines of Christianity, as I understand them, and to push to their
logical consequences the cardinal admissions of the more recent and
standard theological writers. Especially do I urge, to their logical
consequences, the two admissions that the will is free, and that sin and
holiness are voluntary acts of mind. I will not presume that I have satisfied
others upon the points I have discussed, but I have succeeded at least in
satisfying myself. I regard the assertion, that the doctrines of theology
cannot preserve a logical consistency throughout, as both dangerous and
ridiculous.

2. My principal design in publishing Systematic Theology at first, was to
furnish my pupils with a class or textbook, wherein many points and
questions were discussed of great practical importance, but which have
not, to my knowledge, been discussed in any system of theological
instruction extant. I also hoped to benefit other studious and pious minds.

3. I have written for those who are willing to take the trouble of thinking
and of forming opinions of their own on theological questions. It has been
no part of my aim to spare my pupils or any one else the trouble of
intense thought. Had I desired to do so, the subjects discussed would have
rendered such an attempt abortive.

4. There are many questions of great practical importance, and questions in
which multitudes are taking a deep interest at present, that cannot be
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intelligently settled without instituting fundamental inquiries involving the
discussion of those questions that lie at the foundation of morality and
religion.

5. Most of the subjects of dispute among Christians at the present day are
founded in misconceptions upon the subjects discussed in the volume. If I
have succeeded in settling the questions which I have discussed, we shall
see, that in a future volume most of the subjects of disagreement among
Christians at the present day can be satisfactorily adjusted with
comparative ease.

6. What I have said on “Moral Law” and on the “Foundation of Moral
Obligation” is the key to the whole subject. Whoever masters and
understands these can readily understand all the rest. But he who will not
possess himself of my meaning upon these subjects, will not understand
the rest.

7. Let no one despair in commencing the book, nor stumble at the
definitions, thinking that he can never understand so abstruse a subject.
Remember that what follows is an expansion and an explanation by way of
application, of what you find so condensed in the first pages of the book.
My brother, sister, friend: read, study, think, and read again. You were
made to think. It will do you good to think; to develop your powers by
study. God designed that religion should require thought, intense thought,
and should thoroughly develop our powers of thought. The Bible itself is
written in a style so condensed as to require much intense study. I do not
pretend to so explain theology as to dispense with the labor of thinking. I
have no ability and no wish to do so.

8. If any of my brethren think to convince me of error, they must first
understand me, and show that they have read the book through, and that
they understand it, and are candidly inquiring after truth and not “striving
for masteries.” If my brother is inquiring after truth, I will, by the grace of
God, “hear with both ears, and then judge.” But I will not promise to
attend to all that cavilers may say, nor to notice what those impertinent
talkers and writers may say or write who must have controversy. But to
all honest inquirers after truth I would say, Hail, my brother! Let us be
thorough. Truth shall do us good.
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9. It will be seen that the present volume contains only a part of a course
of Systematic Theology. Should the entire course ever appear before the
public, one volume will precede, and another succeed the present one. I
published this volume first, because it contains all the points upon which I
have been supposed to differ from the commonly received views. As a
teacher of theology, I thought it due to the church and to the world, to give
them my views upon those points upon which I had been accused of
departing from the common opinions of Christians.

10. I have not yet been able to stereotype my theological views, and have
ceased to expect ever to do so. The idea is preposterous. None but an
omniscient mind can continue to maintain a precise identity of views and
opinions. Finite minds, unless they are asleep or stultified by prejudice,
must advance in knowledge. The discovery of new truth will modify old
views and opinions, and there is perhaps no end to this process with finite
minds in any world. True Christian consistency does not consist in
stereotyping our opinions and views, and in refusing to make any
improvement lest we should be guilty of change, but it consists in holding
our minds open to receive the rays of truth from every quarter and in
changing our views and language and practice as often and as fast, as we
can obtain further information. I call this Christian consistency, because
this course alone accords with a Christian profession. A Christian
profession implies the profession of candor and of a disposition to know
and obey all truth. It must follow, that Christian consistency implies
continued investigation and change of views and practice corresponding
with increasing knowledge. No Christian, therefore, and no theologian
should be afraid to change his views, his language, or his practices in
conformity with increasing light. The prevalence of such a fear would keep
the world, at best, at a perpetual standstill, on all subjects of science, and
consequently all improvements would be precluded.

Every uninspired attempt to frame for the church an authoritative standard
of opinion which shall be regarded as an unquestionable exposition of the
word of God, is not only impious in itself, but it is also a tacit assumption
of the fundamental dogma of Papacy. The Assembly of Divines did more
than to assume the necessity of a Pope to give law to the opinions of men;
they assumed to create an immortal one, or rather to embalm their own
creed, and preserve it as the Pope of all generations; or it is more just to
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say, that those who have adopted that confession of faith and catechism as
an authoritative standard of doctrine, have absurdly adopted the most
obnoxious principle of Popery, and elevated their confession and
catechism to the Papal throne and into the place of the Holy Ghost. That
the instrument framed by that assembly should in the nineteenth century
be recognized as the standard of the church, or of an intelligent branch of it,
is not only amazing, but I must say that it is most ridiculous. It is as
absurd in theology as it would be in any other branch of science, and as
injurious and stultifying as it is absurd and ridiculous. It is better to have a
living than a dead Pope. If we must have an authoritative expounder of the
word of God, let us have a living one, so as not to preclude the hope of
improvement. “A living dog is better than a dead lion” (Ecclesiastes 9:4),
so a living Pope is better than a dead and stereotyped confession of faith,
that holds all men bound to subscribe to its unalterable dogmas and its
unvarying terminology.

11. I hold myself sacredly bound, not to defend these positions at all
events, but on the contrary, to subject every one of them to the most
thorough discussion, and to hold and treat them as I would the opinions of
any one else; that is, if upon further discussion and investigation I see no
cause to change, I hold them fast; but if I can see a flaw in any one of them,
I shall amend or wholly reject it, as further light shall demand. Should I
refuse or fail to do this, I should need to blush for my folly and
inconsistency, for I say again, that true Christian consistency implies
progress in knowledge and holiness, and such changes in theory and in
practice as are demanded by increasing light.

On the strictly fundamental questions in theology, my views have not, for
many years, undergone any change, except as I have clearer apprehensions
of them than formerly, and should now state some of them, perhaps, in
some measure, differently from what I should then have done.

THE AUTHOR
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LECTURE 1

MORAL GOVERNMENT

Law, in a sense of the term both sufficiently popular and scientific for my
purpose, is a rule of action. In its generic signification, it is applicable to
every kind of action, whether of matter or of mind whether intelligent or
unintelligent whether free or necessary action.

Physical law is a term that represents the order of sequence, in all the
changes that occur under the law of necessity, whether in matter or mind. I
mean all changes whether of state or action, that do not consist in the
states or actions of free will. Physical law is the law of the material
universe. It is also the law of mind, so far as its states and changes are
involuntary. All mental states or actions, which are not free and sovereign
actions of will, must occur under, and be subject to, physical law. They
cannot possibly be accounted for, except as they are ascribed to the law of
necessity or force.

Moral law is a rule of moral action with sanctions. It is that rule to which
moral agents ought to conform all their voluntary actions, and is enforced
by sanctions equal to the value of the precept. It is the rule for the
government of free and intelligent action, as opposed to necessary and
unintelligent action. It is the law of liberty, as opposed to the law of
necessity of motive and free choice, as opposed to force of every kind.
Moral law is primarily a rule for the direction of the action of free will, and
strictly of free will only. But secondarily, and less strictly, it is the rule for
the regulation of all those actions and states of mind and body, that follow
the free actions of will by a law of necessity. Thus, moral law controls
involuntary mental states and outward action only by securing conformity
of the actions of free will to its precept.

THE ESSENTIAL ATTRIBUTES OF MORAL LAW ARE,

1. Subjectivity. It is, and must be, an idea of reason developed in the mind
of the subject. It is an idea, or conception, of that state of will, or course of
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action, which is obligatory upon a moral agent. No one can be a moral
agent, or the subject of moral law, unless he has this idea developed; for
this idea is identical with the law. It is the law developed or revealed
within himself; and thus he becomes “a law to himself,” his own reason
affirming his obligation to conform to this idea, or law.

2. Objectivity. Moral law may be regarded as a rule of duty, prescribed by
the supreme Lawgiver, and external to self. When thus contemplated, it is
objective.

3. Liberty, as opposed to necessity. The precept must lie developed in the
reason, as a rule of duty a law of moral obligation a rule of choice, or of
ultimate intention, declaring that which a moral agent ought to choose, will,
intend. But it does not, must not, cannot possess the attribute of necessity
in its relations to the actions of free will. It must not, cannot, possess an
element or attribute of force, in any such sense as to render conformity of
will to its precept unavoidable. This would confound it with physical law.

4. Fitness. It must be the law of nature, that is, its precepts must prescribe
and require just those actions of the will which are suitable to the nature
and relations of moral beings, and nothing more nor less; that is, the
intrinsic value of the well-being of God and of the universe being given as
the ground, and the nature and relations of moral beings as the condition of
the obligation, the reason hereupon necessarily affirms the intrinsic
propriety and fitness of choosing this good, and of consecrating the whole
being to its promotion. This is what is intended by the law of nature. It is
the law or rule of action imposed on us by God, in and by the nature
which He has given us.

5. Universality. The conditions and circumstances being the same, it
requires, and must require, of all moral agents, the same things, in whatever
world they may be found.

6. Impartiality. Moral law is no respecter of per sons knows no privileged
classes. It demands one thing of all, without regard to anything, except the
fact that they are moral agents. By this it is not intended that the same
course of outward conduct is required of all; but the same state of heart in
all that all shall have one ultimate intention that all shall consecrate
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themselves to one end that all shall entirely conform, in heart and life, to
their nature and relations.

7. Practicability. That which the precept demands must be possible to the
subject. That which demands a natural impossibility is not, and cannot be,
moral law. The true definition of law excludes the supposition that it can,
under any circumstances, demand an absolute impossibility. Such a
demand could not be in accordance with the nature and relations of moral
agents, and therefore practicability must always be an attribute of moral
law. To talk of inability to obey moral law is to talk nonsense.

8. Independence. It is an eternal and necessary idea of the divine reason. It
is the eternal, self-existent rule of the divine conduct, the law which the
intelligence of God prescribes to Himself. Moral law, as we shall see
hereafter more fully, does not, and cannot originate in the will of God. It
eternally existed in the divine reason. It is the idea of that state of will
which is obligatory upon God, upon condition of His natural attributes, or,
in other words, upon condition of His nature. As a law, it is entirely
independent of His will just as His own existence is. It is obligatory also
upon every moral agent, entirely independent of the will of God. Their
nature and relations being given, and their intelligence being developed,
moral law must be obligatory upon them, and it lies not in the option of
any being to make it otherwise. Their nature and relations being given, to
pursue a course of conduct suited to their nature and relations, is
necessarily and self-evidently obligatory, independent of the will of any
being.

9. Immutability. Moral law can never change, or be changed. It always
requires of every moral agent a state of heart, and course of conduct,
precisely suited to his nature and relations. Whatever his nature is, his
capacity and relations are, entire conformity to just that nature, those
capacities and relations, so far as he is able to understand them, is required
at every moment, and nothing more nor less. If capacity is enlarged, the
subject is not thereby rendered capable of works of supererogation of
doing more than the law demands; for the law still, as always, requires the
full consecration of his whole being to the public interests. If by any
means whatever, his ability is abridged, moral law, always and necessarily
consistent with itself, still requires that what is left nothing more or less-
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shall be consecrated to the same end as before. Whatever demands more or
less entire, universal, and constant conformity of heart and life, to the
nature, capacity and relations of moral agents, be they what they may, is
not, and cannot be moral law. If therefore, the capacity is by any means
abridged, the subject does not thereby become incapable of rendering full
obedience; for the law still demands and urges, that the heart and life shall
be fully conformed to the present, existing nature, capacity, and relations.
Anything that requires more or less than this, cannot be moral law. Moral
law invariably holds one language. It never changes its requirement. “Thou
shalt love” (Deuteronomy 6:5), or be perfectly benevolent, is its uniform
and its only demand. This demand it never varies, and never can vary. It is
as immutable as God is, and for the same reason. To talk of letting down,
or altering moral law, is to talk absurdly. The thing is naturally impossible.
No being has the right or the power to do so. The supposition overlooks
the very nature of moral law. Moral law is not a statute, an enactment, that
has its origin or its foundation in the will of any being. It is the law of
nature, the law which the nature or constitution of every moral agent
imposes on himself and which God imposes upon us because it is entirely
suited to our nature and relations, and is therefore naturally obligatory
upon us. It is the unalterable demand of the reason, that the whole being,
whatever there is of it at any time, shall be entirely consecrated to the
highest good of universal being, and for this reason God requires this of us,
with all the weight of His authority.

10. Unity. Moral law proposes but one ultimate end of pursuit, to God,
and to all moral agents. All its requisitions, in their spirit, are summed up
and expressed in one word, love or benevolence. This I only announce
here. It will more fully appear hereafter. Moral law is a pure and simple
idea of the reason. It is the idea of perfect, universal, and constant
consecration of the whole being to the highest good of being. Just this is,
and nothing more nor less can be, moral law; for just this, and nothing more
nor less, is a state of heart and a course of life exactly suited to the nature
and relations of moral agents, which is the only true definition of moral
law.

11. Expediency. That which is upon the whole most wise is expedient.
That which is upon the whole expedient is demanded by moral law. True
expediency and the spirit of moral law are always identical. Expediency
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may be inconsistent with the letter, but never with the spirit of moral law.
Law in the form of commandment is a revelation or declaration of that
course which is expedient. It is expediency revealed, as in the case of the
decalogue, and the same is true of every precept of the Bible, it reveals to
us what is expedient. A revealed law or commandment is never to be set
aside by our views of expediency. We may know with certainty that what
is required is expedient. The command is the expressed judgment of God in
the case, and reveals with unerring certainty the true path of expediency.
When Paul says, “All things are lawful unto me, but all things are not
expedient” (1 Corinthians 6:12), we must not understand him as meaning
that all things in the absolute sense were lawful to him, or that anything
that was not expedient was lawful to him. But he doubtless intended, that
many things were inexpedient that are not expressly prohibited by the
letter of the law, that the spirit of the law prohibited many things not
expressly forbidden by the letter. It should never be forgotten that which
is plainly demanded by the highest good of the universe is law. It is
expedient. It is wise. The true spirit of the moral law does and must
demand it. So, on the other hand, whatever is plainly inconsistent with the
highest good of the universe is illegal, unwise, inexpedient, and must be
prohibited by the spirit of moral law. But let the thought be repeated, that
the Bible precepts always reveal that which is truly expedient, and in no
case are we at liberty to set aside the spirit of any commandment upon the
supposition that expediency requires it. Some have denounced the doctrine
of expediency altogether, as at all times inconsistent with the law of right.
These philosophers proceed upon the assumption that the law of right and
the law of benevolence are not identical but inconsistent with each other.
This is a common but fundamental mistake, which leads me to remark that:
Law proposes the highest good of universal being as its end, and requires
all moral agents to consecrate themselves to the promotion of this end.
Consequently, expediency must be one of its attributes. That which is
upon the whole in the highest degree useful to the universe must be
demanded by moral law. Moral law must, from its own nature, require just
that course of willing and acting that is upon the whole in the highest
degree useful, and therefore expedient. It has been strangely and absurdly
maintained that right would be obligatory if it necessarily tended to and
resulted in universal and perfect misery. Than which a more nonsensical
affirmation was never made. The affirmation assumes that the law of right
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and of good will are not only distinct, but may be antagonistic. It also
assumes that that can be law that is not suited to the nature and relations
of moral agents. Certainly it will not be pretended that course of willing
and acting that necessarily tends to, and results in, universal misery, can be
consistent with the nature and relations of moral agents. Nothing is or can
be suited to their nature and relations, that is not upon the whole
promotive of their highest well-being. Expediency and right are always and
necessarily at one. They can never be inconsistent. That which is upon the
whole most expedient is right, and that which is right is upon the whole
expedient.

12. Exclusiveness. Moral law is the only possible rule of moral obligation.
A distinction is usually made between moral, ceremonial, civil and positive
laws. This distinction is in some respects convenient, but is liable to
mislead, and to create an impression that something can be obligatory, in
other words can be law, that has not the attributes of moral law. Nothing
can be law, in any proper sense of the term, that is not and would not be
universally obligatory upon moral agents under the same circumstances. It
is law because, and only because, under all the circumstances of the case,
the course prescribed is fit, proper, suitable, to their natures, relations, and
circumstances. There can be no other rule of action for moral agents but
moral law, or the law of benevolence. Every other rule is absolutely
excluded by the very nature of moral law. Surely there can be no law that
is or can be obligatory upon moral agents but one suited to, and founded in
their nature, relations, and circumstances. This is and must be the law of
love or benevolence. This is the law of right, and nothing else is or can be.
Every thing else that claims to be law, and to impose obligation upon
moral agents, must be an imposition and “a thing of nought” (Isaiah 29:21).
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LECTURE 2

MORAL GOVERNMENT

The primary idea of government, is that of direction, guidance, control by,
or in accordance with, rule or law.

All government is, and must be, either moral or physical; that is, all
guidance and control must be exercised in accordance with either moral or
physical law; for there can be no laws that are neither moral nor physical.

Physical government is control, exercised by a law of necessity or force, as
distinguished from the law of free will, or liberty. It is the control of
substance, as opposed to free will. The only government of which
substance, as distinguished from free will, is capable, is and must be
physical. This is true, whether the substance is material or immaterial,
whether matter or mind. States and changes, whether of matter or mind,
that are not actions of free will, must be subject to the law of necessity.
They must therefore belong to the department of physical government.
Physical government, then, is the administration of physical law, or the
law of force.

Moral government consists in the declaration and administration of moral
law. It is the government of free will by motives as distinguished from the
government of substance by force. Physical government presides over and
controls physical states and changes of substance or constitution, and all
involuntary states and changes. Moral government presides over and
controls, or seeks to control the actions of free will: it presides over
intelligent and voluntary states and changes of mind. It is a government of
motive, as opposed to a government of force control exercised, or sought
to be exercised, in accordance with the law of liberty, as opposed to the
law of necessity. It is the administration of moral as opposed to physical
law.
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Moral government includes the dispensation of rewards and punishments;
and is administered by means as complicated and vast as the whole of the
works, and providence, and ways, and grace of God.

THE FUNDAMENTAL REASON OF MORAL GOVERNMENT.

Government must be founded in a good and sufficient reason, or it is not
right. No one has a right prescribe rules for, and control the conduct of
another, unless there is some good reason for his doing so. There must be a
necessity for moral government, or the administration of it is tyranny.
Moral government is indispensable to the highest well-being of the
universe of moral agents. The universe is dependent upon this as a means
of securing the highest good. This dependence is a good and sufficient
reason for the existence of moral government. Let it be understood, then,
that moral government is a necessity of moral beings, and therefore right.

Our nature and circumstances demand that we should be under a moral
government; because no community can perfectly harmonize in all their
views and feelings, without perfect knowledge, or to say the least, the
same degree of knowledge on all subjects on which they are called to act.
But no community ever existed, or will exist, in which all possess exactly
the same amount of knowledge, and where the members are, therefore,
entirely agreed in all their thoughts, views, and opinions. But if they are
not agreed in opinion, or have not exactly the same amount of knowledge,
they will not, in every thing, harmonize, as it respects their courses of
conduct. There must, therefore, be in every community, some standard or
rule of duty, to which all the subjects of the community are to conform
themselves. There must be some head or controlling mind, whose will shall
be law, and whose decision shall be regarded as infallible, by all the
subjects of the government. However diverse their intellectual attainments
are, in this they must all agree, that the will of the lawgiver is right, and
universally the rule of duty. This will must be authoritative, and not
merely advisory. There must of necessity be a penalty attached to, and
incurred by, every act of disobedience to this will. If disobedience be
persisted in, exclusion from the privileges of the government is the lowest
penalty that can consistently be inflicted. The good, then, of the universe
imperiously requires that there should be a moral governor.
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WHOSE RIGHT IS IT TO GOVERN?

We have just seen that the highest well-being of the universe demands, and
is the end of moral government. It must, therefore, be his right and duty to
govern, whose attributes, physical and moral, best qualify him to secure
the end of government. To him all eyes and hearts should be directed, to
fill this station, to exercise this control, to administer all just and necessary
rewards and punishments. It is both his right and duty to govern.

THAT GOD IS A MORAL GOVERNOR, WE INFER:

1. From our own nature. From the very laws of our being, we naturally
affirm our responsibility to Him for our conduct. As God is our creator,
we are naturally responsible to Him for the right exercise of our powers.
And as our good and His glory depend upon our conformity to the same
rule to which He conforms His whole being, He is under a moral obligation
to require us to be holy, as He is holy.

2. His natural attributes qualify Him to sustain the relation of a moral
governor to the universe.

3. His moral character also qualifies Him to sustain this relation.

4. His relation to the universe as creator and preserver, when considered in
connection with the necessity of government, and with His nature and
attributes, confers on Him the right of universal government.

5. His relation to the universe, and our relations to Him and to each other,
render it obligatory upon Him to establish and administer a moral
government over the universe. It would be wrong for Him to create a
universe of moral beings, and then refuse or neglect to administer over
them a moral government, since government is a necessity of their nature
and relations.

6. His happiness must demand it, as He could not be happy unless He
acted in accordance with His conscience.

7. If God is not a moral governor He is not wise. Wisdom consists in the
choice of the best ends, and in the use of the most appropriate means to
accomplish those ends. If God is not a moral governor, it is inconceivable
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that He should have had any important end in view in the creation of moral
beings, or that He should have chosen the most desirable end.

8. The conduct or providence of God plainly indicates a design to exert a
moral influence over moral agents.

9. His providence plainly indicates that the universe of mind is governed
by moral laws, or by laws suited to the nature of moral agents.

10. If God is not a moral governor, the whole universe, so far as we have
the means of knowing it, is calculated to mislead mankind in respect to this
fundamental truth. All nations have believed that God is a moral governor.

11. We must disapprove the character of God, if we ever come to a
knowledge of the fact that He created moral agents, and then exercised over
them no moral government.

12. The Bible, which has been proved to be a revelation from God,
contains a most simple and yet comprehensive system of moral
government.

13. If we are deceived in respect to our being subjects of moral
government, we are sure of nothing.

WHAT IS IMPLIED IN THE RIGHT TO GOVERN?

1. From what has just been said, it must be evident, that the right to govern
implies the necessity of government, as a means of securing an intrinsically
valuable end.

2. Also that the right to govern implies the duty, or obligation to govern.
There can be no right, in this case, without corresponding obligation; for
the right to govern is founded in the necessity of government, and the
necessity of government imposes obligation to govern.

3. The right to govern, implies obligation, on the part of the subject, to
obey. It cannot be the right, or duty, of the governor to govern, unless it is
the duty of the subject to obey. The governor and subjects are alike
dependent upon government, as the indispensable means of promoting the
highest good. The governor and the subject must, therefore, be under
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reciprocal obligation, the one to govern, and the other to be governed, or to
obey. The one must seek to govern, the other must submit to be governed.

4. The right to govern, implies the right and duty to dispense just and
necessary rewards and punishments distribute rewards proportioned to
merit, and penalties proportioned to demerit, whenever the public interest
demands their execution.

5. It implies obligation, on the part of the subject, cheerfully to acquiesce
in any measure that may be necessary to secure the end of government,
and in case of disobedience, to submit to merited punishment, and also, if
necessary, to aid in the infliction of the penalty of law.

6. It implies obligation, on the part both of the ruler and the ruled, to be
always ready, and when occasion arises, actually to make any personal and
private sacrifice demanded by the higher public good to cheerfully meet
any emergency, and exercise any degree of self-denial, that can, and will,
result in a good of greater value to the public than that sacrificed by the
individual, or by any number of individuals, it always being understood,
that present voluntary sacrifices shall have an ultimate reward.

7. It implies the right and duty to employ any degree of force, which is
indispensable to the maintenance of order, the execution of wholesome
laws, the suppression of insurrections, the punishment of rebels and
disorganizers, and sustaining the supremacy of moral law. It is impossible
that the right to govern should not imply this, and to deny this right, is to
deny the right to govern. Should an emergency occur, in which a ruler had
no right to use the indispensable means of securing order, and the
supremacy of law, the moment this emergency occurred, His right to
govern would, and must, cease: for it is impossible that it should be His
right to govern, unless it be at the same time, and for the same reason, His
duty to govern; and it is absurd to say, that it is His right and duty to
govern, and yet at the same time, that He has not a right to use the
indispensable means of government. If it be asked, whether an emergency
like the one under consideration is possible, and if so what might justly be
regarded as such an emergency, I answer, that should circumstances occur
under which the sacrifice necessary to sustain, would overbalance the good
to be derived from the prevalence of government, this would create the
emergency under consideration, in which the right to govern would cease.
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THE LIMITS OF THIS RIGHT.

The right to govern is, and must be, just coextensive with the necessity of
government. We have seen, that the right to govern is founded in the
necessities of moral beings. In other words, the right to govern is founded
upon the fact, that the highest good of moral agents cannot be secured, but
by means of government. But to avoid mistake, and to correct erroneous
impressions, which are sometimes entertained, I must show what is not
the foundation of the right to govern. The boundary of the right must, as
will be seen, depend upon the foundation of the right. The right must be as
broad as the reason for it. If the reason of the right be mistaken, then the
limits of the right cannot be ascertained, and must necessarily be mistaken
also.

1. The right to govern the universe cannot be founded in the fact, that God
sustains to it the relation of Creator. This is by itself no reason why He
should govern it, unless it needs to be governed unless some good will
result from government. Unless there is some necessity for government,
the fact that God created the universe can give Him no right to govern it.

2. The fact that God is owner and sole proprietor of the universe is no
reason why He should govern it. Unless either His own good or the good
of the universe, or of both together, demand government, the relation of
owner cannot confer the right to govern. Neither God, nor any other being,
can own moral beings, in such a sense as to have a right to govern them,
when government is wholly unnecessary, and can result in no good
whatever to God, or to His creatures. Government, in such a case, would
be perfectly arbitrary and unreasonable, and consequently an unjust,
tyrannical and wicked act. God has no such right. No such right can, by
possibility, in any case exist.

3. The right to govern cannot be founded in the fact, that God possesses all
the attributes, natural and moral, that are requisite to the administration of
moral government. This fact is no doubt a condition of the right; for
without these qualifications He could have no right, however necessary
government might be. But the possession of these attributes cannot confer
the right independently of the necessity of government: for however well
qualified He may be to govern, still, unless government is necessary to
securing His own glory and the highest well-being of the universe, He has
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no right to govern it. Possessing the requisite qualifications is the
condition, and the necessity of government is the foundation of the right to
govern. More strictly, the right is founded in the intrinsic value of the
interests to be secured by government, and conditioned upon the fact, that
government is the necessary means of securing the end.

4. Nor is the right to govern conferred by the value of the interests to be
secured, nor by the circumstance of the necessity of government merely,
without respect to the condition just above mentioned. Did not God’s
natural and moral attributes qualify Him to sustain that relation better than
any one else, the right could not be conferred on Him by any other fact or
relation.

5. The right to govern is not, and cannot be, an abstract right based on no
reason whatever. The idea of this right is not an ultimate idea in such a
sense, that our intelligence affirms the right without assigning any reason
on which it is founded. The human intelligence cannot say that God has a
right to govern, because He has such a right; and that this is reason enough,
and all the reason that can be given. Our reason does not affirm that
government is right because it is right; and that this is a first truth, and an
ultimate idea. If this were so, then God’s arbitrary will would be law, and
no bounds could possibly be assigned to the right to govern. If God’s right
to govern be a first truth, an ultimate truth, fact, and idea, founded in no
assignable reason, then He has the right to legislate as little, and as much,
and as arbitrarily, as unnecessarily, as absurdly, and injuriously as
possible, and no injustice is, or can be done; for He has, by the
supposition, a right to govern, founded in no reason, and of course without
any limit. Assign any other reason, as the foundation of the right to
govern, than the value of the interests to be secured and the necessity of
government, and you may search in vain for any limit to the right. But the
moment the foundation and the condition of the right are discovered, we
see instantly, that the right must be coextensive with the reason upon
which it is founded, or in other words, must be limited by, and only by the
fact, that thus far, and no farther, government is necessary to the highest
good of the universe. No legislation can be valid in heaven or earth no
enactments can impose obligation, except upon the condition, that such
legislation is demanded by the highest good of the governor and the
governed. Unnecessary legislation is invalid legislation. Unnecessary
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government is tyranny. It can, in no case be founded in right. It should,
however, be observed, that it is often, and in the government of God
universally true, that the sovereign, and not the subject, is to be the judge
of what is necessary legislation and government. Under no government,
therefore, are laws to be despised or rejected because we are unable to see
at once their necessity, and hence their wisdom. Unless they are palpably
unnecessary, and therefore unwise and unjust, they are to be respected and
obeyed as a less evil than contempt and disobedience, though at present
we are unable to see their wisdom. Under the government of God there can
never be any doubt nor of course any ground for distrust and hesitancy as
it respects the duty of obedience.

MORAL OBLIGATION

The idea of obligation, or of oughtness, is an idea of the pure reason. It is a
simple, rational conception, and, strictly speaking, does not admit of a
definition, since there are no terms more simple by which it may be
defined. Obligation is a term by which we express a conception or idea
which all men have, as is manifest from the universal language of men. All
men have the ideas of right and wrong, and have words by which these
ideas are expressed, and, perhaps, no idea among men more frequently
reveals itself in words than that of oughtness or obligation. The term
cannot be defined, for the simple reason that it is too well and too
universally understood to need or even to admit of being expressed in any
language more simple and definite than the word obligation itself.

THE CONDITIONS OF MORAL OBLIGATION.

There is a distinction of fundamental importance between the condition
and the ground of obligation. The ground of obligation is the consideration
which creates or imposes obligation, the fundamental reason of the
obligation. Of this I shall inquire in its proper place. At present I am to
define the conditions of obligation. But I must in this place observe that
there are various forms of obligation. For example, obligation to choose an
ultimate end of life as the highest good of the universe; obligation to choose
the necessary conditions of this end, as holiness, for example; and
obligation to put forth executive efforts to secure this end. The conditions
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of obligation vary with the form of obligation, as we shall fully perceive in
the course of our investigations.

A condition of obligation in any particular form is a sine qua non of
obligation in that particular form. It is that, without which, obligation in
that form could not exist, and yet is not the fundamental reason of the
obligation. For example, the possession of the powers of moral agency is a
condition of the obligation to choose the highest good of being in general,
as an ultimate end, or for its own sake. But the intrinsic value of this goal
is the ground of the obligation. This obligation could not exist without the
possession of these powers, but the possession of these powers cannot of
itself create the obligation to choose the good in preference to the ill of
being. The intrinsic difference between the good and the ill of being is the
ground of the obligation to will the one rather than the other. I will first
define the conditions upon which all obligation depends, and without
which obligation in no form can exist, and afterward proceed to point out
the conditions of distinct forms of obligation.

1. Moral agency is universally a condition of moral obligation. The
attributes of moral agency are intellect, sensibility, and free will.

(1.) Intellect includes, among other functions which I need not name,
reason, conscience, and self-consciousness. As has been said on a
former occasion, reason is the intuitive faculty or function of the
intellect. It gives by direct intuition the following among other truths:
the absolute for example, right and wrong; the necessary space exists;
the infinite space is infinite; the perfect God is perfect God’s law is
perfect, etc. In short, it is the faculty that intuits moral relations and
affirms moral obligation, to act in conformity with perceived moral
relations. It is the faculty that postulates all the a priori truths of
science whether mathematical, philosophical, theological, or logical.

Conscience is the faculty or function of the intellect that recognizes the
conformity or disconformity of the heart and life to the moral law as it lies
revealed in the reason, and also awards praise to conformity, and blame to
disconformity to that law. It also affirms that conformity to the moral law
deserves reward, and that disconformity deserves punishment. It also
possesses a propelling or impulsive power, by which it urges the
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conformity, and denounces the nonconformity of will to moral law. It
seems, in a certain sense, to possess the power of retribution.

Consciousness is the faculty or function of self-knowledge. It is the
faculty that recognizes our own existence, mental actions, and states,
together with the attributes of liberty or necessity, belonging to those
actions or states.

“Consciousness is the mind in the act of knowing itself.” By
consciousness I know that I am that I affirm that space is, that I also
affirm that the whole is equal to all its parts that every event must have a
cause, and many such like truths. I am conscious not only of these
affirmations, but also that necessity is the law of these affirmations, that I
cannot affirm otherwise than I do, in respect to this class of truths. I am
also conscious of choosing to sit at my desk and write, and I am just as
conscious that liberty is the law of this choice. That is, I am conscious of
necessarily regarding myself as entirely free in this choice, and affirming
my own ability to have chosen not to set at my desk, and of being now
able to choose not to sit and write. I am just as conscious of affirming the
liberty or necessity of my mental states as I am of the states themselves.
Consciousness gives us our existence and attributes, our mental acts and
states, and all the attributes and phenomena of our being, of which we have
any knowledge. In short, all our knowledge is given to us by
consciousness. The intellect is a receptivity as distinguished from a
voluntary power. All the acts and states of the intellect are under the law
of necessity, or physical law. The will can command the attention of the
intellect. Its thoughts, perceptions, affirmations, and all its phenomena are
involuntary, and under a law of necessity. Of this we are conscious.
Another faculty indispensable to moral agency is:

(2.) Sensibility. This is the faculty or susceptibility of feeling. All
sensation, desire, emotion, passion, pain, pleasure, and in short, every
kind and degree of feeling, as the term feeling is commonly used, is a
phenomenon of this faculty. This faculty supplies the chronological
condition of the idea of the valuable, and hence of right and wrong, and
of moral obligation. The experience of pleasure or happiness develops
the idea of the valuable, just as the perception of body develops the
idea of space. But for this faculty the mind could have no idea of the
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valuable, and hence of moral obligation to will the valuable, nor of right
and wrong, nor of praiseworthiness and blameworthiness.

Self-love is a phenomenon of this department of the mind. It consists in a
constitutional desire of happiness, and implies a corresponding dread of
misery. It is doubtless through, or by, this constitutional tendency that the
rational idea of the intrinsic value of happiness or enjoyment is at first
developed. Animals, doubtless, have enjoyment, but we have no evidence
that they possess the faculty of reason in the sense in which I have defined
the term. Consequently they have not, as we suppose, the rational
conception of the intrinsic worth or value of enjoyment. They seek
enjoyment from a mere impulse of their animal nature, without, as we
suppose, so much as a conception of moral law, obligation, right or wrong.

But we know that moral agents have these ideas. Self-love is
constitutional. Its gratification is the chronological condition of the
development of the reason’s idea of the intrinsically valuable to being. This
idea develops that of moral law, or in other words, the affirmation that this
intrinsic good ought to be universally chosen and sought for its own sake.

The sensibility, like the intellect, is a receptivity or purely a passive,
distinguished from a voluntary faculty. All its phenomena are under the
law of necessity. I am conscious that I cannot, by any direct effort, feel
when and as I will. This faculty is so correlated to the intellect that when
the intellect is intensely occupied with certain considerations, the
sensibility is affected in a certain manner, and certain feelings exist in the
sensibility by a law of necessity. I am conscious that when certain
conditions are fulfilled, I necessarily have certain feelings, and than when
these conditions are not fulfilled, I cannot be the subject of those feeling. I
know by consciousness that my feelings and all the states and phenomena
of the sensibility are only indirectly under the control of my will. By
willing I can direct my intellect to the consideration of certain subjects, and
in this way alone affect my sensibility, and produce a given state of
feelings. So on the other hand, if certain feelings exist in the sensibility
which I wish to suppress, I know that I cannot annihilate them by directly
willing them out of existence, but by diverting my attention from the cause
of them, they cease to exist of course and of necessity. Thus, feeling is
only indirectly under the control of the will.
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(3.) Moral agency implies the possession of free will. By free will is
intended the power of choosing, or refusing to choose, in every
instance, in compliance with moral obligation. Free will implies the
power of originating and deciding our own choices, and of exercising
our own sovereignty, in every instance of choice upon moral questions
of deciding or choosing in conformity with duty or otherwise in all
cases of moral obligation. That man cannot be under a moral obligation
to perform an absolute impossibility, is a first truth of reason. But
man’s causality, his whole power of causality to perform or do
anything, lies in his will. If he cannot will, he can do nothing. His
whole liberty or freedom must consist in his power to will. His
outward actions and his mental states are connected with the actions of
his will by a law of necessity. If I will to move my muscles, they must
move, unless there be a paralysis of the nerves of voluntary motion, or
unless some resistance be opposed that overcomes the power of my
volitions. The sequences of choice or volition are always under the law
of necessity, and unless the will is free, man has no freedom; and if he
has no freedom he is not a moral agent, that is, he is incapable of moral
action and also of moral character. Free will then, in the above defined
sense, must be a condition of moral agency, and of course, of moral
obligation.

As consciousness gives the rational affirmation that necessity is an
attribute of the affirmation of the reason, and of the states of sensibility,
so it just as unequivocally gives the reason’s affirmation that liberty is an
attribute of the actions of the will. I am as conscious of the affirmation that
I could will differently from what I do in every instance of moral
obligation, as I am of the affirmation that I cannot affirm, in regard to
truths of intuition, otherwise than I do. I am as conscious of affirming that
I am free in willing, as I am of affirming that I am not free or voluntary in
my feelings and intuitions.

Consciousness of affirming the freedom of the will, that is, of power to
will in accordance with moral obligation, or to refuse thus to will, is a
necessary condition of the affirmation of obligation. For example, no man
affirms, or can affirm, his obligation to undo all the acts of his past life, and
to live his life over again. He cannot affirm himself to be under this
obligation, simply because he cannot but affirm the impossibility of it. He
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cannot but affirm his obligation to repent and obey God in future, because
he is conscious of affirming his ability to do this. Consciousness of the
affirmation of ability to comply with any requisition, is a necessary
condition of the affirmation of obligation to comply with that requisition.
Then no moral agent can affirm himself to be under obligation to perform
an impossibility.

2. A second condition of moral obligation is light, or so much knowledge of
our moral relations as to develop the idea of oughtness. This implies:

(1.) The perception or idea of the intrinsically valuable.

(2.) The affirmation of obligation to will the valuable for its own sake.
Before I can affirm my obligation to will, I must perceive something in
that which I am required to will as an ultimate end, that renders it
worthy of being chosen. I must have an object of choice. That object
must possess, in itself, that which commends itself to my intelligence
as worthy of being chosen.

All choice must respect means or ends. That is, everything must be willed
either as an end or a means. I cannot be under obligation to will the means
until I know the end. I cannot know an end, or that which can possibly be
chosen as an ultimate end, until I know that something is intrinsically
valuable. I cannot know that is right or wrong to choose or refuse a certain
end, until I know whether the proposed object of choice is intrinsically
valuable or not. It is impossible for me to choose it, as an ultimate end,
unless I perceive it to be intrinsically valuable. This is self-evident; for
choosing it as an end is nothing else than choosing it for its intrinsic value.
Moral obligation, therefore, always and necessarily implies the knowledge
that the well-being of God and of the universe is valuable in itself, and the
affirmation that it ought to be chosen for its own sake, that is, impartially
and on account of its intrinsic value. It is impossible that the ideas of right
and wrong should be developed until the idea of the valuable is developed.
Right and wrong respect intentions, and strictly nothing else, as we shall
see. Intention implies an end intended. Now that which is chosen as an
ultimate end, is and must be chosen for its own sake or for its intrinsic
value. Until the end is apprehended, no idea or affirmation of obligation
can exist respecting it. Consequently, no idea of right or wrong in respect
to that end can exist. The end must first be perceived. The idea of the
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intrinsically valuable must be developed. Simultaneously with the
development of the idea of the valuable the intelligence affirms, and must
affirm, obligation to will it, or, which is, strictly speaking, the same thing,
that it is right to will it, and wrong not to will it.

It is impossible that the idea of moral obligation, or of right and wrong,
should be developed upon any other conditions than those just specified.
Suppose, for instance, it should be said that the idea of the intrinsically
valuable is not necessary to the development of the idea of moral
obligation, and of right and wrong. Let us look at it. It is agreed that moral
obligation, and the ideas of right and wrong respect, directly, intentions
only. It is also admitted that all intentions must respect either means or
ends. It is also admitted that obligation to will means, cannot exist until the
end is known. It is also admitted that the choice of an ultimate end implies
the choice of a thing for its own sake, or because it is intrinsically valuable.
Now, from these admissions, it follows that the idea of the intrinsically
valuable is the condition of moral obligation, and also of the idea of moral
obligation. It must follow also that the idea of the valuable must be the
condition of the idea that it would be right to choose, or wrong not to
choose, the valuable. It is, then, nonsense to affirm that the ideas of right
and wrong are developed antecedently to the idea of the valuable. It is the
same as to say that I affirm it to be right to will an end, before I have the
idea of an end; or wrong not to will an end when as yet I have no idea or
knowledge of any reason why it should be willed, or, in other words, while
I have no idea of an ultimate end.

Let it be distinctly understood then, that the conditions of moral
obligation, in the universal form of obligation to will the highest well-being
of God and of the universe, for its own sake, are the possession of the
powers, or faculties, and susceptibilities of a moral agent, and light or the
development of the ideas of the valuable, of moral obligation, of right and
wrong.

I have defined the conditions of obligation in its universal form, i.e.,
obligation to be benevolent, to love God and our neighbor, or to will the
universal good of being for its intrinsic value. Obligation in this form is
universal and always a unit, and has always the same conditions. But there
are myriads of specific forms of obligation which relate to the conditions
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and means of securing this ultimate end. We shall have occasion hereafter
fully to show that obligation respects three classes of the will’s actions,
viz. the choice of an ultimate end the choice of the conditions and means of
securing that end and executive volitions or efforts put forth to secure the
end. I have already shown that moral agency, with all that is implied in it,
has the universal conditions of obligation to choose the highest good of
being, as an ultimate end. This must be self-evident.

Obligation to choose the conditions of this end, the holiness of God and of
all moral agents, for example, must be conditionated upon the perception
that these are the conditions. In other words, the perception of the relation
of these means to the end must be a condition of the obligation to will their
existence. The perception of the relation is not the ground but simply the
condition of obligation in this form. The relation of holiness to happiness
as a condition of its existence, could not impose obligation to will the
existence of holiness without reference to the intrinsic value of happiness,
as the fundamental reason for willing it as a necessary condition and
means. The ground of the obligation to will the existence of holiness, as a
means of happiness, is the intrinsic value of happiness, but the perceived
relation of holiness to happiness is a condition of the obligation. But for
this perceived relation the obligation could not exist, yet the perceived
relation could not create the obligation. Suppose that holiness is the means
of happiness, yet no obligation to will holiness on account of this relation
could exist but for the intrinsic value of happiness.

CONDITIONS OF OBLIGATION
TO PUT FORTH EXECUTIVE ACTS.

Having now defined the conditions of obligation in its universal form, and
also in the form of obligation to choose the existence of holiness as a
necessary means of happiness, I now proceed to point out the conditions
of obligation to put forth executive volitions or efforts to secure holiness,
and secure the highest good of being. Our busy lives are made up in efforts
to secure some ultimate end, upon which the heart is set. The sense in
which obligation extends to these executive volitions or acts I shall soon
consider; at present I am concerned only to define the conditions of these
forms of obligation. These forms of obligation, be it understood, respect
volitions and consequent outward acts. Volitions, designed as executive
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acts, always suppose an existing choice of the end designed to be secured
by them. Obligation to put forth executive effort to secure an end must be
conditionated upon the possibility, supposed necessity, and utility of
such effort. If the end chosen does not need to be promoted by any efforts
of ours, or if such efforts are impossible to us, or if they are seen to be of
no use, there can be no obligation to make them.

It is important, however, to observe that the utility of ultimate choice, or
the choice of an object for its own sake, is not a condition of obligation in
that form. Ultimate choice, or the choice of an object for its own sake, or
for its intrinsic value, is not an effort designed to secure or obtain that
object; that is, is not put forth with any such design. When the object
which the mind perceives to be intrinsically valuable (as the good of being,
for example), is perceived by the mind, it cannot but choose or refuse it.
Indifference in this case is naturally impossible. The mind, in such
circumstances, is under a necessity of choosing one way or the other. The
will must embrace or reject it. The reason affirms the obligation to choose
the intrinsically valuable for its own sake, and not because choosing it will
secure it. Nor does the real choice of it imply a purpose or an obligation to
put forth executive acts to secure it, except upon condition that such acts
are seen to be necessary, and possible, and calculated to secure it.

Ultimate choice is not put forth with design to secure its object. It is only
the will’s embracing the object or willing it for its own sake. In regard to
ultimate choice the will must choose or refuse the object entirely
irrespectively of the tendency of the choice to secure the object. Assuming
this necessity, the reason affirms that it is right, fit, suitable, or, which is
the same thing, that the will ought, or is under obligation to choose, the
good or valuable, and not refuse it, because of its intrinsic nature, and
without regard to whether the choosing will secure the object chosen.

But executive acts, be it remember, are, and must be put forth with design
to secure their object, and of course, cannot exist unless the design exist,
and the design cannot exist unless the mind assumes the possibility,
necessity, and utility of such efforts.
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LECTURE 3

MORAL OBLIGATION

MAN IS A SUBJECT OF MORAL OBLIGATION.

That man has intellect and sensibility, or the powers of knowing and
feeling, has not, to my knowledge, been doubted. In theory, the freedom of
the will in man has been denied. Yet the very deniers, have, in their
practical judgment, assumed the freedom of the human will, as well, and as
fully as the most staunch defenders of human liberty of will. Indeed,
nobody ever did or can, in practice, call in question the freedom of the
human will, without justly incurring the charge of insanity. By a necessity
of his nature, every moral agent knows himself to be free. He can no more
hide this fact from himself, or reason himself out of the conviction of its
truth, than he can speculate himself into a disbelief of his own existence.
He may, in speculation, deny either, but in fact he knows both. That he is,
that he is free, are truths equally well known, and known precisely in the
same way, namely, he intuits them sees them in their own light, by virtue
of the constitution of his own being. I have said that man is conscious of
possessing the powers of a moral agent. He has also the idea of the
valuable, of right and of wrong; of this he is conscious. But nothing else is
necessary to constitute man or any other being a subject of moral
obligation, and the possession of these powers, together with sufficient
light on moral subjects to develop the ideas just mentioned.

Man, by a law of necessity, affirms himself to be under moral obligation.
He cannot doubt it. He affirms absolutely and necessarily, that he is
praiseworthy or blameworthy as he is benevolent or selfish. Every man
assumes this of himself, and of all other men of sound mind. This
assumption is irresistible, as well as universal.

The truth assumed then is not to be called in question. But if it be called in
question in theory, it still remains, and must remain, while reason remains,
a truth of certain knowledge, from the presence of which there is, and can
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be no escape. The spontaneous, universal, and irresistible affirmation than
men of sound mind are praiseworthy or blameworthy, as they are selfish
or benevolent, shows beyond contradiction, that all men regard themselves,
and others, as the subjects of moral obligation.

EXTENT OF MORAL OBLIGATION

By this is intended, to what acts and states of mind does moral obligation
extend? This certainly is a solemn and a fundamentally important question.
In the examination of this question, let us inquire first, to what acts and
states of mind moral obligation cannot directly extend.

1. Not to external or muscular action. These actions are connected with the
actions of the will, by a law of necessity. If I will to move my muscles,
they must move, unless the nerves of voluntary motion are paralyzed, or
some resistance is offered to muscular motion, that overpowers the
strength of my will, or, if you please, of my muscles. It is generally
understood and agreed that moral obligation does not directly extend to
bodily or outward action.

2. Not to the states of the sensibility. I have already remarked that we are
conscious, that our feelings are not voluntary, but involuntary states of
mind. Moral obligation cannot, therefore, directly extend to them.

3. Not to states of the intellect. The phenomena of this faculty, we also
know by consciousness, to be under the law of necessity. It is impossible
that moral obligation should extend directly to any involuntary act or state
of mind.

4. Not to unintelligent acts of will. There are many unintelligent volitions,
or acts of will, to which moral obligation cannot extend, for example, the
volitions of maniacs, or of infants, before the reason is at all developed.
They must at birth, be the subjects of volition, as they have motion or
muscular action. The volitions of somnambulists are also of this character.
Purely instinctive volitions must also come under the category of
unintelligent actions of will. For example: a bee lights on my hand, I
instantly and instinctively shake him off. I tread on a hot iron, and
instinctively move my foot. Indeed there are many actions of will which
are put forth under the influence of pure instinct, and before the intellect
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and affirm obligation to will or not to will. These surely cannot have moral
character, and of course moral obligation cannot extend to them.

WE INQUIRE IN THE SECOND PLACE,
TO WHAT ACTS AND STATES OF MIND

MORAL OBLIGATION MUST DIRECTLY EXTEND.

1. To ultimate acts of will. These are and must be free. Intelligent acts of
will, as has been before observed, are of three classes. First, the choice of
some object for its own sake, i.e., because of its own nature, or for reasons
found exclusively in itself, as, for example, the happiness of being. These
are called ultimate choices, or intentions. Second, the choice of the
conditions and means of securing the object of ultimate choice, or for
example, holiness, as the conditions or means of happiness. Third,
volitions, or executive efforts to secure the object of ultimate choice.
Obligations must extend to these three classes of the actions of the will. In
the most strict and proper sense it may be said, that obligation extends
directly only to the ultimate intention.

The choice of an end necessitates the choice of the known conditions and
means of securing this end. I am free to relinquish, at any moment, my
choice of an end, but while I persevere in the choice, or ultimate intention,
I am not free to refuse the known necessary conditions and means. If I
reject the known conditions and means, I, in this act, relinquish the choice
of the end. The desire of the end may remain, but the actual choice of it
cannot, when the will knowingly rejects the known necessary conditions
and means. In this case, the will prefers to let go the end, rather than to
chose and use the necessary conditions and means. In the strictest sense
the choice of known conditions and means, together with executive
volitions, is implied in the ultimate intention or in the choice of an end.

When the good or valuable per se, is perceived by a moral agent, he
instantly and necessarily, and without conditions, affirms his obligation to
choose it. This affirmation is direct and universal, absolute, or without
condition. Whether he will affirm himself to be under obligation to put
forth efforts to secure the good, must depend upon his regarding such acts
a necessary, possible, and useful. The obligation, therefore, to put forth
ultimate choice, is in the strictest sense direct, absolute and universal.
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Obligation to choose holiness, (as the holiness of God), as the means of
happiness, is indirect in the sense that is conditionated, first, upon the
obligation to choose happiness as a good per se, and, second, upon the
knowledge that holiness is the necessary means of happiness.

Obligation to put forth executive volitions is also indirect in the sense that
it is conditionated; first, upon obligation to choose an object as an end,
and, second, upon the necessity, possibility and utility of such acts.

It should here be observed, that obligation to choose an object for its own
sake, implies, of course, obligation to reject its opposite; and obligation to
choose the conditions of an intrinsically valuable object for its own sake,
implies obligation to reject the conditions or means of the opposite of this
object. Also, obligation to use means to secure an intrinsically valuable
object, implies obligation to use means, if necessary and possible, to
prevent the opposite of this end. For example: Obligation to will
happiness, for its intrinsic value, implies obligation to reject misery, as an
intrinsic evil. Obligation to will the conditions of the happiness of being,
implies obligation to reject the conditions of misery. Obligation to use
means to promote the happiness of being, implies obligation to use means,
if necessary and practicable, to prevent the misery of being.

Again, the choice of any object, either as an end, or a means, implies the
refusal of its opposite. In other words, choice implies preference, refusing
is properly only choice in an opposite direction. For this reason, in
speaking of the actions of the will, it has been common to omit the
mention of willing, or refusing, since such acts are properly included in the
categories of choices and volitions. It should also be observed that choice,
or willing, necessarily implies an object chosen, and that this object should
be such that the mind can regard it as being either intrinsically, or relatively
valuable, or important. As choice must consist in an act, an intelligent act,
the mind must have reason for choice. It cannot choose without a reason,
for this is the same as to choose without an object of choice. A mere
abstraction without any perceived or assumed, intrinsic, or relative
importance, to any being in existence, cannot be an object of choice, either
ultimate or executive. The ultimate reason which the mind has for choosing
is in fact the object of choice; and where there is no reason there is no
object of choice.
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2. I have said, that moral obligation respects in the strictest sense and
directly the intention only. I am now prepared to say still further, that this
is a first truth of reason. It is a truth universally and necessarily assumed
by all moral agents, their speculations to the contrary, in any wise, not
withstanding. This is evident from the following considerations:

(1.) Very young children know and assume this truth universally. They
always deem it a sufficient vindication of themselves, when accused of
any delinquency to say, “I did not mean to,” or if accused of short
coming, to say, “I meant or intended to have done it I designed it.”
This, if true, they assume to be an all-sufficient vindication of
themselves. They know that this, if believed, must be regarded as a
sufficient excuse to justify them in every case.

(2.) Every moral agent necessarily regards such an excuse as a perfect
justification, in case it be sincerely and truly made.

(3.) It is a saying as common as men are, and as true as common, that
men are to be judged by their motives, that is, by their designs,
intentions. It is impossible for us not to assent to this truth. If a man
intend evil, though, perchance, he may do us good, we do not excuse
him, but hold him guilty of the crime which he intended. So if he intend
to do us good, and, perchance, do us evil, we do not, and cannot
condemn him. For this intention and endeavor to do us good, we
cannot blame him, although it has resulted in evil to us. He may be to
blame for other things connected with the affair. He may have come to
our help too late, and have been to blame for not coming when a
different result would have followed; or he may have been blamable for
not being better qualified for doing us good. He may have been to
blame for many things connected with the transaction, but for a
sincere, and of course hearty endeavor to do us good, he is not
culpable, nor can he be, however it may result. If he honestly intended
to do us good, it is impossible that he should not have used the best
means in his power, at the time. This is implied in honesty of
intention. And if he did this, reason cannot pronounce him guilty, for it
must judge him by his intentions.
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(4.) Courts of criminal law have always in every enlightened country
assumed this as a first truth. They always inquire into the quo animo,
that is, the intention, and judge accordingly.

(5.) The universally acknowledged truth that lunatics are not moral
agents and responsible for their conduct, is but an illustration of the
fact that the truth we are considering is regarded, and assumed, as a
first truth of reason.

(6.) The Bible everywhere either expressly or impliedly recognizes this
truth. “If there be a willing mind,” that is, a right willing or intention,
“it is accepted, “etc (2 Corinthians 8:12). Again, “All the law is
fulfilled in one word, love” (Galatians 5:14). Now this cannot be true,
if the spirit of the whole law does not directly respect intentions only.
If it extends directly to thoughts, emotions, and outward actions, it
cannot be truly said that love is the fulfilling of the law The love must
be goodwill, for how could involuntary love be obligatory? The spirit
of the Bible everywhere respects the intention. If the intention is right,
or if there be a willing mind, it is accepted as obedience. But if there be
not a willing mind, that is, right intention, no outward act is regarded as
obedience. The willing is always regarded by the scriptures as the
doing. “If a man look on a woman, to lust after her,” that is, with
licentious intention, or willing, “he hath committed adultery with her
already” (Matthew 5:28), etc. So on the other hand, if one intends to
perform a service for God, which, after all, he is unable to perform, he
is regarded as having virtually done it, and is rewarded accordingly.
This is too obviously the doctrine of the Bible to need further
elucidation.

3. We have seen that the choice of an end implies, and, while the choice
continues, necessitates the choice of the known conditions and means of
the end, and also the putting forth of volition to secure the end. If this is
true, it follows that the choice of the conditions and means of securing an
end, and also the volitions put forth as executive efforts to secure it, must
derive their character from the ultimate choice or intention, which gives
them existence. This shows that moral obligation extends, primarily and
directly, only to the ultimate intention or choice of an end, though really,
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but less directly, to the choice of the conditions and means, and also to
executive volitions.

But I must distinguish more clearly between ultimate and proximate
intentions, which discrimination will show, that in the most strict and
proper sense, obligation belongs to the former, and only in a less strict and
proper sense, to the latter.

An ultimate end, be it remembered, is an object chosen for its own sake.

A proximate end is an object chosen as a condition or means of securing an
ultimate end.

An ultimate end is an object chosen because of its intrinsic nature and
value.

A proximate end is an object chosen for the sake of the end, and upon
condition of its relation as a condition or means of the end.

Example: A student labors to get wages, to purchase books, to obtain an
education, to preach the gospel, to save souls, and to please God. Another
labors to get wages, to purchase books, to get an education, to preach the
gospel, to secure a salary, and his own ease and popularity. In the first
supposition he loves God and souls, and seeks, as his ultimate end, the
happiness of souls, and the glory and gratification of God. In the last case
supposed, he loves himself supremely and his ultimate end is his own
gratification. Now the proximate end, or immediate objects of pursuit, in
these two cases, are precisely alike, while their ultimate ends are entirely
opposite. Their first, or nearest, end is to get wages. Their next end, is to
obtain books; and so we follow them, until we ascertain their ultimate end,
before we learn the moral character of what they are doing. The means
they are using, i.e., their immediate objects or proximate ends of pursuit,
are the same, but the ultimate ends at which they aim are entirely different,
and every moral agent, from a necessary law of his intellect, must, as soon
as he understands the ultimate end of each, pronounce the one virtuous,
and the other sinful, in his pursuits. One is selfish and the other
benevolent. From this illustration it is plain, that strictly speaking, moral
character, and, of course, moral obligation, respect directly the ultimate
intention only. We shall see, in the proper place, that obligation also
extends, but less directly, to the use of means to obtain the end.
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OUR NEXT INQUIRY IS, TO WHAT ACTS AND MENTAL
STATES MORAL OBLIGATION INDIRECTLY EXTENDS.

1. The muscles of the body are, directly, under control of the will. I will to
move, and my muscles must move, unless there be interposed some
physical obstruction of sufficient magnitude to overcome the strength of
my will.

2. The intellect is also directly under the control of the will. I am conscious
that I can control and direct my attention as I please, and think upon one
subject or another.

3. The sensibility, I am conscious, is only indirectly controlled by the will.
Feeling can be produced only by directing the attention and thoughts to
those subjects that excite feeling, by a law of necessity.

THE WAY IS NOW PREPARED TO SAY:

1. That obligation extends indirectly to all intelligent acts of will, in the
sense already explained.

2. That moral obligation extends indirectly, to outward or bodily actions.
These are often required, in the word of God. The reason is, that, being
connected with the actions of the will, by a law of necessity, if the will is
right, the outward action must follow, except upon the contingencies just
named; and therefore such actions may reasonably be required. But if the
contingencies just named intervene, so that outward action does not follow
the choice or intention, the Bible accepts the will for the deed, invariably.
“If there be a willing mind, it is accepted according, . . .” (2 Corinthians
8:12).

3. Moral obligation extends, but less directly, to the states of the
sensibility, so that certain emotions or feelings are required as outward
actions are, and for the same reason, namely, the states of the sensibility
are connected with the actions of the will, by a law of necessity. But when
the sensibility is exhausted, or when, for any reason, the right action of the
will does not produce the required feelings, it is accepted upon the
principle just named.
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4. Moral obligation indirectly extends also to the states of the intellect;
consequently the Bible, to a certain extent, and in a certain sense, holds
men responsible for their thoughts and opinions. It everywhere assumes
that if the heart be constantly right, the thoughts and opinions will
correspond with the state of the heart, or will:

“If any man will do His will,
he shall know the doctrine whether it be of God” (John 7:17).

“If thine eye be single thy whole body shall be full of light”
(Luke 11:34).

It is, however, manifest, that the word of God everywhere assumes that,
strictly speaking, all virtue or vice belong to the heart or intention. Where
this is right, all is regarded as right; and where this is wrong, all is regarded
as wrong. It is upon this assumption that the doctrine of total depravity
rests. It is undeniable that the vilest sinners do many things outwardly
which the law of God requires. Now unless the intention decides the
character of these acts, they must be regarded as really virtuous. But when
the intention is found to be selfish, then it is ascertained that they are
sinful notwithstanding their conformity to the letter of the law of God.

The fact is, that moral agents are so constituted that it is impossible for
them not to judge themselves, and others, by their subjective motives or
intentions. They cannot but assume it as a first truth, that a man’s
character is as his intention is, and consequently, that moral obligation
respects, directly, intention only.

5. Moral obligation then indirectly extends to everything about us, over
which the will has direct or indirect control. The moral law, while, strictly,
it legislates over intention only, yet in fact, in a sense less direct, legislates
over the whole being, inasmuch as all our powers are directly or indirectly
connected with intention, by a law of necessity. Strictly speaking,
however, moral character belongs alone to the intention. In strict propriety
of speech, it cannot be said that either outward action, or any state of the
intellect, or sensibility, has a moral element or quality belonging to it. Yet
in common language, which is sufficiently accurate for most practical
purposes, we speak of thought, feeling, and outward action as holy or
unholy. By this, however, all men really mean, that the agent is holy or
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unholy, is praiseworthy or blameworthy in his exercises and actions,
because they regard them as proceeding from the state or attitude of the
will.
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LECTURE 4

FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION

IN THE DISCUSSION OF THIS QUESTION,
I WILL FIRST STATE WHAT IS INTENDED BY THE

FOUNDATION, OR GROUND, OF OBLIGATION.

I shall use the terms ground and foundation as synonymous. Obligation
must be founded on some good and sufficient reason. Be it remembered,
that moral obligation respects moral action. That moral action is voluntary
action. That properly speaking, obligation respects intentions only. That
still more strictly, obligation respects only the ultimate intention. That
ultimate intention or choice, which terms I use as synonymous, consists in
choosing an object for its own sake, i.e., for what is intrinsic in the object,
and for no reason that is not intrinsic in that object. That every object of
ultimate choice must, and does, possess that in its own nature, the
perception of which necessitates the rational affirmation, that it ought to
be universally chosen, by moral agents, for its own sake, or, which is the
same thing, because it is what it is, or, in other words still, because it is
intrinsically valuable and not on account of its relations.

The ground of obligation, then, is that reason, or consideration, intrinsic in,
or belonging to, the nature of an object, which necessitates the rational
affirmation, that it ought to be chosen for its own sake. It is that reason,
intrinsic in the object, which thus creates obligation by necessitating this
affirmation. For example, such is the nature of the good of being that it
necessitates the affirmation, that benevolence is a universal duty.

I will next call attention to some points of general agreement, and some
principles essentially self-evident.

1. In the most strict and proper sense, moral obligation extends to moral
actions only.

2. Strictly speaking, involuntary states of mind are not moral actions.
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3. Intentions alone are, properly, moral actions.

4. In the most strict and proper sense, ultimate intentions alone are moral
actions, ultimate intention being the choice of an object for its own sake, or
for what is intrinsic in the object.

5. While, in the strictest sense, obligation respects only the ultimate
intention, yet, in a less strict and proper sense, obligation extends to the
choice of the conditions and means of securing an intrinsically valuable
end, and also to executive acts put forth with design to secure such end.
Hence there are different forms of obligation: for example, obligation to put
forth ultimate choice to choose the known necessary conditions and means
to put forth executive volitions, etc.

6. These different forms of obligation must have different conditions. For
example, moral agency, including the possession of the requisite powers,
together with the development of the ideas of the intrinsically valuable, of
obligation, of right and wrong, is a condition of obligation in its universal
form, namely, obligation to will the good of being in general, for its own
sake; while obligation to will the existence of the conditions and means to
the end, or to put forth executive efforts to secure the end, have not only
the conditions above named, but obligation in these forms must be
conditional, also, upon the knowledge that there are conditions and means,
and what they are, and also that executive efforts are necessary, possible,
and useful.

7. The well-being of God, and of the universe of sentient existences, and
especially of moral agents, is intrinsically important, or valuable, and all
moral agents are under obligation to chose it for its own sake. Entire,
universal, uninterrupted consecration to this end, or disinterested
benevolence is the duty of all moral agents.

8. This consecration is really demanded by the law of God, as revealed in
the two great precepts laid down by Christ, and this benevolence, when
perfect, is in fact a compliance with the entire spirit of the law. This is
right in itself, and consequently is always duty and always right, and that
in all possible circumstances; and, of course, no obligation inconsistent
with this can ever, in any case, exist. Reason and revelation agree in this:
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that the law of benevolence is the law of right, the law of nature, and no
moral law, inconsistent with this, can exist.

9. Holiness, or obedience to moral law, or, in other words still,
disinterested benevolence, is a natural, and of course necessary condition
of the existence of that blessedness which is an ultimate or intrinsic good
to moral agents, and ought to be chosen for that reason, i.e., that is a
sufficient reason. Of course, the ground of obligation to choose holiness,
and to endeavor to promote it in others, as a condition of the highest well-
being of the universe, is the intrinsic nature of that good or well-being, and
the relation of holiness to this end is a condition of the obligation to choose
it, as a means to this end.

10. Truth, and conformity of heart and life to all known and practical
truths, are conditions and means of the highest good of being. Of course,
the obligation to conform to such truths is universal, because of this
relation of truth, and of conformity to truth, to the highest good. The
intrinsic value of the good must be the ground, and the relation only a
condition, of the obligation.

11. God’s ultimate end, in all He does, or omits, is the highest well-being
of Himself, and of the universe, and in all His acts and dispensations, His
ultimate object is the promotion of this end. All moral agents should have
the same end, and this comprises their whole duty. This intention or
consecration to this intrinsically and infinitely valuable end, is virtue, or
holiness, in God and in all moral agents. God is infinitely and equally holy
in all things, because He does all things for the same ultimate reason,
namely, to promote the highest good of being.

12. All God’s moral attributes are only so many attributes of love or of
disinterested benevolence; that is, they are only benevolence existing and
contemplated in different relations. Creation and moral government,
including both law and gospel, together with the infliction of penal
sanctions, are only efforts of benevolence to secure the highest good.

13. He requires, both in His law and gospel, that all moral agents should
choose the same end, and do whatever they do for its promotion; that is,
this should be the ultimate reason for all they do. Consequently, all
obligation resolves itself into an obligation to choose the highest good of
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God, and of being in general, for its own sake, and to choose all the known
conditions and means of this end, for the sake of the end.

14. The intrinsic value of this end is the ground of this obligation, both as
it respects God and all moral agents in all worlds. The intrinsic value of
this end rendered it fit, or right, that God should require moral agents to
choose it for its own sake, and of course, its intrinsic value, and not any
arbitrary sovereignty, was, and is, His reason for requiring moral agents to
choose it for its own sake.

15. Its known intrinsic value would, of itself, impose obligation on moral
agents to choose it for its own sake, even had God never required it; or, if
such a supposition were possible, had He forbidden it. Thus, disinterested
benevolence is a universal and an invariable duty. This benevolence
consists in willing the highest good of being, in general, for its own sake,
or, in other words, in entire consecration to this good as the end of life.
The intrinsic value of this good does, of its own nature, impose obligation
upon moral agents to will it for its own sake, and consecrate the whole
being, without intermission, to its promotion.

Thus it is self-evident that moral character belongs to the ultimate
intention, and that a man’s character is as the end for which he lives, and
moves, and has his being. Virtue consists in consecration to the right end,
the end to which God is consecrated. This end is, and must be, by virtue of
its own nature, the ground of obligation. That is, the nature of this end is
such as to compel the reason of every moral agent to affirm, that it ought
to be chosen for its own sake. This end is the good of being, and therefore
disinterested benevolence, or goodwill, is a universal duty.

Now, with these facts distinctly kept in mind, let us proceed to the
examination of the various conflicting and inconsistent theories of the
ground of obligation.

OF THE WILL OF GOD AS THE GROUND OF OBLIGATION.

I will first consider the theory of those who hold that the sovereign will of
God is the ground, or ultimate reason, of obligation. They hold that God’s
sovereign will creates, and not merely reveals and enforces, obligation. To
this I reply:
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1. That moral law legislates directly over voluntary action only that moral
obligation respects, primarily and strictly, the ultimate intention ultimate
intention consists in choosing its object, for its own sake that ultimate
intention must find its reasons exclusively in its object that the intrinsic
nature and value of the object must impose obligation to choose it for its
own sake that therefore this intrinsic value is the ground, and the only
possible ground, of obligation to choose it for its own sake. It would be
our duty to will the highest good of God and of the universe, even did God
not will that we should, or were He to will that we should not. How
utterly unfounded then, is the assertion, that the sovereign will of God is
the ground of obligation. Obligation to do what? Why to love God and our
neighbor. That is to will their highest good. And does God’s will create
this obligation? Should we be under no such obligation, had He not
commanded it? Are we to will this good, not for its own value to God and
our neighbor, but because God commands it? The answer to these
questions is too obvious to need so much as to be named. But what
consistency is there in holding that disinterested benevolence is a universal
duty, and at the same time that the sovereign will of God is the foundation
of obligation; How can men hold, as many do, that the highest good of
being ought to be chosen for its own sake that to choose it for its own sake
is disinterested benevolence that its intrinsic value imposes obligation to
choose it for its own sake, and that this intrinsic value is therefore the
ground of obligation, and yet the will of God is the ground of obligation?

Why, if the will of God be the ground of obligation, then disinterested
benevolence is sin. If the will of God does of itself create, and not merely
reveal obligation, then the will, and not the interest and well-being of God,
ought to be chosen for its own sake, and to be the great end of life. God
ought to be consecrated to His own will, instead of His own highest good.
Benevolence in God, and in all beings, must be sin, upon this hypothesis.
A purely arbitrary will and sovereignty in God is, according to this theory,
of more value than His highest well-being, and than that of the whole
universe. But observe,
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MORAL OBLIGATION RESPECTS ULTIMATE INTENTION,
OR THE CHOICE OF AN END.

The foundation, or fundamental reason for choosing a thing, is that which
renders it obligatory to choose it.

This reason is the thing on which the choice ought to terminate, or the true
end is not chosen. Therefore, the reason and the end are identical.

If, then, the will of God be the foundation of obligation, it must also be the
ultimate end of choice.

But it is impossible for us to will or choose the divine willing as an
ultimate end. God’s willing reveals a law, a rule of choice, or of intention.
It requires something to be intended as an ultimate end, or for its own
intrinsic value. This end cannot be the willing, commandment, law, itself.
Does God will that I should choose His willing as an ultimate end? This is
impossible. It is a plain contradiction to say that moral obligation respects,
directly, ultimate intention only, or the choice of an end, for its own
intrinsic value, and yet, that the will of God is the foundation, or reason of
the obligation. This is affirming at the same breath that the intrinsic value
of the end which God requires me to choose, is the reason, or foundation
of the obligation to choose it, and yet that this is not the reason, but that
the will of God is the reason.

Willing can never be an end. God cannot will our willing as an end. Nor can
He will His willing as an end. Willing, choosing, always, and necessarily,
implies an end willed entirely distinct from the willing, or choice, itself.
Willing, cannot be regarded, or willed, as an ultimate end, for two reasons:

(1.) Because that on which choice or willing terminates, and not the
choice itself, must be regarded as the end.

(2.) Because choice or willing is of no intrinsic value and of not relative
value, aside from the end willed or chosen.

2. The will of God cannot be the foundation of moral obligation in created
moral agents. God has moral character, and is virtuous. This implies that
He is the subject of moral obligation, for virtue is nothing else than
compliance with obligation. If God is the subject of moral obligation, there
is some reason, independent of His own will, why He wills as He does;
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some reason, that imposes obligation upon Him to will as He does. His
will, then, respecting the conduct of moral agents, is not the fundamental
reason of their obligation; but the foundation of their obligation must be
the reason which induces God, or makes it obligatory on Him, to will in
respect to the conduct of moral agents, just what He does.

3. If the will of God were the foundation of moral obligation, He could, by
willing it, change the nature of virtue and vice, which is absurd.

4. If the will of God were the foundation of moral obligation, He not only
can change the nature of virtue and vice, but has a right to do so; for if
there is nothing back of His will that is as binding upon Him as upon His
creatures, He has a right, at any time, to make malevolence, a virtue, and
benevolence a vice. For if His will is the ground of obligation, then His will
creates right, and whatever He wills, or might will, is right simply and only
because so He wills.

5. If the will of God be the foundation of moral obligation, we have no
standard by which to judge of the moral character of His actions, and
cannot know whether He is worthy of praise or blame. Upon the
supposition in question, were God a malevolent being, and did He require
all His creatures to be selfish, and not benevolent, He would be just as
virtuous and worthy of praise as now; for the supposition is, that His
sovereign will creates right, and of course, will as He might, that would be
right, simply because He willed it.

6. If the will of God is the foundation of moral obligation, He has no
standard by which to judge of His own character, as He has no rule but His
own will, with which to compare His own actions.

7. If the will of God is the foundation of moral obligation, He is not
Himself a subject of moral obligation. But,

8. If God is not a subject of moral obligation, He has no moral character;
for virtue and vice are nothing else but conformity or nonconformity to
moral obligation. The will of God, as expressed in His law, is the rule of
duty to moral agents. It defines and marks out the path of duty, but the
fundamental reason why moral agents ought to act in conformity to the
will of God, is plainly not the will of God itself.
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9. The will of no being can be law. Moral law is an idea of the divine
reason, and not the willing of any being. If the will of any being were law,
that being could not, by natural possibility, will wrong; for whatever He
willed would be right, simply and only because He willed it.

10. But let us bring this philosophy into the light of divine revelation.

“To the law and to the testimony; if it agree not therewith,
it is because it hath no light in it” (Isaiah 8:20).

The law of God, or the moral law, requires that God shall be loved with all
the heart, and our neighbor as ourselves. Now it is manifest that the love
required is not mere emotion, but that it consists in choice, willing,
intention, i.e., in the choice of something on account of its own intrinsic
value, or in the choice of an ultimate end. Now what is this end? Is it the
will or command of God? Are we to will as an ultimate end, that God
should will that we should thus will? What can be more absurd, self-
contradictory, and ridiculous than this? But again, what is this loving,
willing, choosing, intending, required by the law? We are commanded to
love God and our neighbor. What is this, what can it be, but to will the
highest good or well-being of God and our neighbor? This is intrinsically
and infinitely valuable. This must be the end, and nothing can possibly be
law that requires the choice of any other ultimate end. Nor can that, by
any possibility, be true philosophy, that makes anything else the reason or
foundation of moral obligation.

But it is said that we are conscious of affirming our obligation to obey the
will of God, without reference to any other reason than His will; and this,
it is said, proves that His will is the foundation of obligation.

To this I reply, the reason does indeed affirm that we ought to will that
which God commands, but it does not and cannot assign His will as the
foundation of the obligation. His whole will respecting our duty, is
summed up in the two precepts of the law. These, as we have seen, require
universal good willing to being, or the supreme love of God and the equal
love of our neighbor that we should will the highest well-being of God and
of the universe, for its own sake, or for its own intrinsic value. Reason
affirms that we ought thus to will. And can it be so self-contradictory as to
affirm that we ought to will the good of God and of the universe, for its
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own intrinsic value, yet not for this reason, but because God wills that we
should will it? Impossible! But in this assertion, the objector has reference
to some outward act, some condition or means of the end to be chosen, and
not to the end itself. But even in respect to any act whatever, his objection
does not hold good. For example, God requires me to labor and pray for
the salvation of souls, or to do anything else. Now His command is
necessarily regarded by me as obligatory, not as an arbitrary requirement,
but as revealing infallibly the true means or conditions of securing the great
and ultimate end, which I am to will for its intrinsic value. I necessarily
regard His commandment as wise and benevolent, and it is only because I
so regard it, that I affirm, or can affirm, my obligation to obey Him. Should
He command me to choose, as an ultimate end, or for its own intrinsic
value, that which my reason affirmed to be of no intrinsic value, I could
not possibly affirm my obligation to obey Him. Should He command me
to do that which my reason affirmed to be unwise and malevolent, it were
impossible for me to affirm my obligation to obey Him. This proves,
beyond controversy, that reason does not regard His command as the
foundation of the obligation, but only as infallible proof that which He
commands is wise and benevolent in itself, and commanded by Him for
that reason.

If the will of God were the foundation of moral obligation, He might
command me to violate and trample down all the laws of my being, and to
be the enemy of all good, and I should not only be under obligation, but
affirm my obligation to obey Him. But this is absurd. This brings us to the
conclusion that he who asserts that moral obligation respects the choice of
an end for its intrinsic value, and still affirms the will of God to be the
foundation of moral obligation, contradicts his own admissions, the
plainest intuitions of reason and divine revelation. His theory is grossly
inconsistent and nonsensical. It overlooks the very nature of moral law as
an idea of reason, and makes it to consist in arbitrary willing.

PALEY’S THEORY OF SELF-INTEREST.

This theory, as every reader of Paley knows, makes self-interest the
ground of moral obligation. Upon this theory I remark:
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1. That if self-interest be the ground of moral obligation, then self-interest
is the end to be chosen for its own sake. To be virtuous I must in every
instance intend my own interest as the supreme good. Then, according to
this theory, disinterested benevolence is sin. To live to God and the
universe, is not right. It is not devotion to the right end. This theory
affirms self-interest to be the end for which we ought to live. Then
selfishness is virtue, and benevolence is vice. These are directly opposite
theories. It cannot be a trifle to embrace the wrong view of this subject. If
Dr. Paley was right, all are fundamentally wrong who hold the benevolence
theory.

2. Upon this hypothesis, I am to treat my own interest as supremely
valuable, when it is infinitely less valuable than the interests of God. Thus
I am under a moral obligation to prefer an infinitely less good, because it is
my own, to one of infinitely greater value that belongs to another. This is
precisely what every sinner in earth and hell does.

3. But let us examine this theory in the light of the revealed law. If this
philosophy be correct, the law should read, “Thou shalt love thyself
supremely, and God and thy neighbor not at all.” For Dr. Paley holds the
only reason of the obligation to be self-interest. If this is so, then I am
under an obligation to love myself alone, and never do my duty when I at
all love God or my neighbor. He says, it is the utility of any rule alone
which constitutes the obligation of it (Paley’s Moral Philos., book 2, chap.
6). Again he says, “And let it be asked why I am obliged (obligated) to
keep my word? and the answer will be, Because I am urged to do so by a
violent motive, namely, the expectation of being after this life rewarded if I
do so, or punished if I do not” (Paley’s Moral Philos., book 2, chap. 3).
Thus it would seem, that it is the utility of a rule to myself only, that
constitutes the ground of obligation to obey it.

But should this be denied, still it cannot be denied that Dr. Paley maintains
that self-interest is the ground of moral obligation. If this is so, i.e., if this
be the foundation of moral obligation, whether Paley or any one else holds
it to be true, then, undeniably, the moral law should read, “Thou shalt love
thyself supremely, and God and thy neighbor subordinately,” or, more
strictly, “Thou shalt love thyself as an end, and God and thy neighbor,
only as a means of promoting thine own interests.”
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If this theory be true, all the precepts in the Bible need to be altered.
Instead of the injunction, “Whatever you do, do it heartily unto the Lord”
(Colossians 3:23), it should read, “Whatever you do, do it heartily unto
yourself.” Instead of the injunction,

“Whether, therefore, ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do,
do all to the glory of God” (1 Corinthians 10:31), it

should read, “Do all to secure your own interest.” Should it be said that
this school would say, that the meaning of these precepts is, Do all to the
glory of God to secure your own interest thereby, I answer: This is
contradiction. To do it to or for the glory of God is one thing; to do it to
secure my own interests is an entirely different and opposite thing. To do
it for the glory of God, is to make His glory my end. But to do it to secure
my own interest, is to make my own interest the end.

4. But let us look at this theory in the light of the revealed conditions of
salvation.

“Except a man forsake all that he hath he cannot be My disciple”
(Luke 14:33).

If the theory under consideration be true, it should read: “Except a man
make his own interest the supreme end of pursuit, he cannot be My
disciple.” Again, “If any man will come after Me, let himself and take up
his cross” (Matthew 16:24), etc. This, in conformity with the theory in
question, should read: “If any man will come after Me, let him not deny
himself, but cherish and supremely seek his own interest.” A multitude of
such passages might be quoted, as every reader of the Bible knows.

5. But let us examine this theory in the light of other scripture declarations.
“It is more blessed to give than to receive” (Acts 20:35). This, according to
the theory we are opposing, should read, “It is more blessed to receive
than to give.” “Charity (love) seeketh not her own” (1 Corinthians 13:5).
This should read, “Charity seeketh her own.” “No man (that is, no
righteous man) liveth to himself” (Romans 14:7). This should read, “Every
(righteous) man liveth to himself.”

6. Let this theory be examined in the light of the spirit and example of
Christ. “Even Christ pleased not himself” (Romans 15:3). This should
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read, if Christ was holy and did His duty, “Even Christ pleased Himself,
or which is the same thing, sought His own interests.” “I seek not Mine
own glory, but the glory of Him who sent Me” (John 8:50). This should
read, “I seek not the glory of Him who sent Me, but Mine own glory.”

But enough, we cannot fail to see that this is a selfish philosophy, and the
exact opposite of the truth of God.

THE UTILITARIAN PHILOSOPHY.

This maintains that the utility of an act or choice renders it obligatory.
That is, utility is the foundation of moral obligation; that the tendency of
an act, choice, or intention, to secure a good or valuable end, is the
foundation of the obligation to put forth that choice or intention. Upon
this theory I remark:

1. That utilitarians must hold, in common with others, that it is our duty
to will the good of God and our neighbor for its own sake; and that the
intrinsic value of this good creates obligation to will it, and to endeavor to
promote it; that the tendency of choosing it, would be neither useful nor
obligatory, but for its intrinsic value. How, then, can they hold that the
tendency of choosing to secure its object, instead of the intrinsic value of
the object, should be a ground of obligation. It is absurd to say that the
foundation of the obligation to choose a certain end, is to be found, not in
the value of the end itself, but in the tendency of the intention to secure
the end. The tendency is valuable or otherwise, as the end is valuable or
otherwise. It is, and must be, the value of the end, and not the tendency of
an intention to secure the end, that constitutes the foundation of the
obligation to intend.

2. We have seen that the foundation of obligation to will or choose any end
as such, that is, on its own account, must consist in the intrinsic value of
the end, and that nothing else whatever can impose obligation to choose
anything as an ultimate end, but its intrinsic value. To affirm the contrary
is to affirm a contradiction. It is the same as to say, that I ought to choose
a thing as an end, and not yet as an end, that is, for its own sake, but for
some other reason, to wit, the tendency of my choice to secure that end.
Here I affirm at the same breath, that the thing intended is to be an end,
that is, chosen for its own intrinsic value, and yet not as an end or for its
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intrinsic value, but for an entirely different reason, to wit, the tendency of
the choice to secure it.

3. But the very announcement of this theory implies its absurdity. A
choice is obligatory, because it tends to secure good. But why secure good
rather than evil? The answer is, because good is valuable. Ah! Here then
we have another reason, and one which must be the true reason, to wit, the
value of the good which the choice tends to secure. Obligation to use
means to do good may, and must, be conditionated upon the tendency of
those means to secure the end, but the obligation to use them is founded
solely in the value of the end.

4. Does the law require us to love God and our neighbor, because loving
God and our neighbor tends to the well-being either of God, our neighbor,
or ourselves? Is it the tendency or utility of love that makes it obligatory
upon us to exercise it? What! Will good, not from regard to its value, but
because willing good will do good! But why do good? What is this love?
Here let it be distinctly remembered that the love required by the law of
God is not a mere emotion or feeling, but willing, choosing, intending, in a
word, that this love is nothing else than ultimate intention. What, then, is
to be intended as an end, or for its own sake? Is it the tendency of love, or
the utility of ultimate intention, that is the end to be intended? It must be,
if utilitarianism is true.

According to this theory, when the law requires supreme love to God, and
equal love to our neighbor, the meaning is, not that we are to will, choose,
intend the well-being of God and our neighbor for its own sake, or because
of its intrinsic value, but because of the tendency of the intention to
promote the good of God, our neighbor and ourselves. But let the tendency
of love or intention be what it may, the utility of it depends upon the
intrinsic value of that which it tends to promote. Suppose love or intention
tends to promote its end, this is useful tendency only because the end is
valuable in itself. It is nonsense then to say that love to God and man, or
an intention to promote their good, is required, not because of the value of
their well-being, but because love tends to promote their well-being. This
represents the law as requiring love, not to God and our neighbor as an
end, but to tendency as an end. The law is this case should read thus:
“Thou shalt love the utility or tendency of love with all thy heart,” etc.
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If the theory under consideration is true, this is the spirit and meaning of
the law: “Thou shalt love the Lord and thy neighbor, that is, thou shalt
choose their good, not for its own sake or as an end, but because choosing
it tends to promote it.” This is absurd, for, I ask again, why promote it but
for its own value? If the law of God requires ultimate intention, it is a
contradiction to affirm that the intention ought to terminate on its own
tendency as an end.

5. But it is said that we are conscious of affirming obligation to do many
things, on the ground, that those things are useful, or tend to promote
good.

I answer, that we are conscious of affirming obligation to do many things
upon condition of their tendency to promote good, but that we never
affirm obligation to be founded on this tendency. I am under an obligation
to use the means to promote good, not for the sake of its intrinsic value,
but for the sake of the tendency of the means to promote it! This is
absurd.

I say again, the obligation to use means may and must be conditionated
upon perceived tendency, but never founded in this tendency. Ultimate
intention has no such condition. The perceived intrinsic value imposes
obligation without any reference to the tendency of the intention.

6. But suppose any utilitarian should deny that moral obligation respects
ultimate intention only, and maintain that it also respects those volitions
and actions that sustain to the ultimate end the relation of means, and
therefore assert that the foundation of moral obligation in respect to all
those volitions and actions, is their tendency to secure a valuable end. This
would not at all relieve the difficulty of utilitarianism; for in this case
tendency could only be a condition of the obligation, while the
fundamental reason of the obligation would and must be, the intrinsic value
of the end, which these may have a tendency to promote. Tendency to
promote an end can impose no obligation. The end must be intrinsically
valuable, and this alone imposes obligation to choose the end, and to use
the means to promote it. Upon condition that anything is perceived to
sustain to this end the relation of a necessary means, we are, for the sake
of the end alone, under obligation to use the means.
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LECTURE 5

FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION

THE THEORY OF RIGHT
AS THE FOUNDATION OF OBLIGATION.

In the examination of this philosophy I must begin by defining terms.

What is right? The primary signification of the term is straight. When used
in a moral sense it means fit, suitable, agreeable to the nature and relations
of moral agents. Right, in a moral sense, belongs to choice, intention, and is
an intention straight with, or conformed to, moral law. The inquiry before
us is, what is the ground of obligation to put forth choice or intention.
Rightarians say that right is the ground of such obligation. This is the
answer given to this question by a large school of philosophers and
theologians. But what does this assertion mean? It is generally held by this
school, that right, in a moral sense, pertains primarily and strictly to
intentions only. They maintain, as I do, that obligation pertains primarily
and strictly to ultimate choice or intentions, and less strictly to executive
volitions, and to choice of the conditions and means of securing the object
of ultimate choice. Now in what sense of the term right do they regard it as
the ground of obligation?

Right is objective and subjective. Right in the objective sense of the term,
has been recently defined to consist in the relation of intrinsic fitness
existing between ultimate choice and its object (Mahan’s Moral
Philosophy). For example, the nature or intrinsic value of the highest well-
being of God and of the universe, creates the relation of intrinsic fitness
between it and choice, and this relation, it is insisted, creates, or is the
ground of, obligation.

Subjective right is synonymous with righteousness, uprightness, virtue. It
consists in, or is an attribute of, that state of the will which is conformed
to objective right or to moral law. It is a term that expresses the moral
quality, element, or attribute of that ultimate intention which the law of
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God requires. In other words still, it is conformity of heart to the law of
objective right; or, as I just said, it is more strictly the term that designates
the moral character of that state of heart. Some choose to regard subjective
right as consisting in this state of heart, and others insist that it is only an
element, attribute, or quality of this state of heart, or of this ultimate
intention. I shall not contend about words, but shall show that it matters
not, so far as the question we are about to examine is concerned, in which
of these lights subjective right is regarded, whether as consisting in ultimate
intention conformed to law, or, as being an attribute, element, or quality of
this intention.

The theory under consideration was held by the ancient Greek and Roman
philosophers. It was the theory of Kant, and is now the theory of the
transcendental school in Europe and America. Cousin, in manifest
accordance with the views of Kant, states the theory in these words: “Do
right for the sake of the right, or rather, will the right for the sake of the
right. Morality has to do with the intentions” (Enunciation of Moral Law
Elements of Psychology, p. 162). Those who follow Kant, Cousin, and
Coleridge state the theory either in the same words, or in words that
amount to the same thing. They regard right as the foundation of moral
obligation. “Will the right for the sake of the right.” This must mean, will
the right as an ultimate end, that is, for its own sake. Let us examine this
very popular philosophy, first, in the light of its own principles, and
secondly in the light of revelation.

The writer first above alluded to, has professedly given a critical definition
of the exact position and teaching of rightarians. They hold, according to
him, and I suppose he has rightly defined the position of that school, that
subjective right is the ground of obligation. We shall see, hereafter, that
subjective right, or righteousness, can never be a ground of moral
obligation. We will here attend to the critically defined position of the
rightarian who holds that the relation of intrinsic fitness existing between
choice and an intrinsically valuable object, is the ground of obligation to
choose that object.

Now observe, this writer strenuously maintains, that the reason for
ultimate choice must be found exclusively in the object of such choice, in
other words, that ultimate choice, is the choice of its object for its own
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sake, or for what is intrinsic in the object itself. He also affirms repeatedly,
that the ground of obligation is, and must be, found exclusively in the
object of ultimate choice, and also that the ground of obligation is the
consideration, intrinsic in the object of choice, which compels the reason to
affirm the obligation to choose it for its own sake. But all this as flatly as
possible contradicts his rightarian theory, as above stated. If the ground of
obligation to put forth ultimate choice is to be found, as it certainly must
be, in the nature of the object of choice, and in nothing extrinsic to it, how
can it consist in the relation of intrinsic fitness existing between the choice
and its object? Plainly it cannot. This relation is not intrinsic in the object
of choice.

Observe, the obligation is to choose the object of ultimate choice, not for
the sake of the relation existing between the choice and its object, but
exclusively for the sake of what is intrinsic in the object itself. The relation
is not the object of choice, but the relation is created by the object of
choice. Choice being what it is, the intrinsic nature or value of the object,
as the good of being for example, creates both the relation of rightness and
the obligation to choose the object for its own sake. That which creates the
relation of objective rightness must, for the same reason, create the
obligation, for it is absurd to say that the intrinsic value of the object
creates the relation of rightness between itself and choice, and yet that it
does not impose or create obligation to choose itself for its own sake.

It is self-evident then, that since the object ought to be chosen for the sake
of its own nature, or for what is intrinsic in it, and not for the sake of the
relation in question, the nature of the object, and not the relation, is, and
must be, the ground of obligation.

But the writer who has given the above defined position of the rightarians,
says that “the intelligence, in judging an act to be right or wrong, does not
take into the account the object nor the act by itself, but both together, in
their intrinsic relations, as the ground of its affirmation.”

But the nature of ultimate choice, and the nature of its object, the good of
being, for example, with their intrinsic relations to each other, form a
ground of obligation to choose what? The choice, the object, and their
intrinsic relations? No, but simply and only to choose the good for its own
sake, or solely for the sake of what is intrinsic in it. Observe, it is often
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affirmed by this writer, that ultimate choice is the choice of an object for
its own sake, or for what is intrinsic in the object itself. That the ground of
obligation to put forth ultimate choice, must in every case, be intrinsic in
the object of choice. But the object of choice in this case is the good of
being, and not the nature of the choice and of the good of being, together
with the intrinsic relation of rightness existing between them. The form of
the obligation discloses the ground of it. The form of the obligation is to
choose the good of being, i.e., the object of choice, for what is intrinsic in
it. Then, the ground of the obligation must be, the intrinsic nature of the
good, i.e., of the object of choice. The nature of choice, and the intrinsic
relations of the choice, and the good, are conditions, but not the ground, of
the obligation. Had this writer only kept in mind his own most critical
definition of ultimate intention, his often repeated assertions that the
ground of obligation must be, in every case, found intrinsically in the
object of ultimate choice, and in nothing extraneous to it, he never could
have made the statement we have just examined.

The duty of universal disinterested benevolence is universally and
necessarily affirmed and admitted. But if the rightarian be the true theory,
then disinterested benevolence is sin. According to this scheme, the right,
and not the good of being, is the end to, and for which, God and all moral
agents ought to live. According to this theory, disinterested benevolence
can never be duty, can never be right, but always and necessarily wrong. I
do not mean that the advocates of this theory see and avow this
conclusion. But it is wonderful that they do not, for nothing is more self-
evident. If moral agents ought to will the right for the sake of the right, or
will good, not for the sake of the good, but for the sake of the relation of
rightness existing between the choice and the good, then to will the good
for its own sake is sin. It is not willing the right end. It is willing the good
and not the right as an ultimate end. These are opposing theories. Both
cannot be true. Which is the right to will, the good for its own sake, or the
right? Let universal reason answer.

BUT LET US EXAMINE THIS PHILOSOPHY
IN THE LIGHT OF THE ORACLES OF GOD.

1. In the light of the moral law. The whole law is expressed by the great
Teacher thus:
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“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,
and with all thy soul, with all thy might, and with all thy strength;

and thy neighbor as thyself” (Deuteronomy 6:5).

Paul says:

“All the law is fulfilled in one word love:
therefore love is the fulfilling of the law” (Galatians 5:14).

Now it is admitted by this philosophy, that the love required by the law is
not a mere emotion, but that it consists in willing, choice, intention; that it
consists in the choice of an ultimate end, or in the choice of something for
its own sake, or, which is the same thing, for its intrinsic value. What is
this which the law requires us to will to God and our neighbor? Is it to will
something to, or respecting, God and our neighbor, not for the sake of the
intrinsic value of that something, but for the sake of the relation of
rightness existing between choice and that something? This were absurd.
Besides, what has this to do with loving God and our neighbor? To will the
something, the good, for example, of God, and our neighbor, for the sake of
the relation in question, is not the same as to love God and our neighbor, as
it is not willing their good for its own sake. It is not willing their good, out
of any regard to them, but solely out of regard to the relation of fitness
existing between the willing and the object willed. Suppose it be said, that
the law requires us to will the good, or highest blessedness of God and our
neighbor, because it is right. This is a contradiction and an impossibility.
To will the blessedness of God and our neighbor, in any proper sense, is to
will it for its own sake, or as an ultimate end. But this is not to will it
because it is right. To will the good of God and our neighbor for its own
sake, or its intrinsic value, is right. But to will it, not for the sake of its
intrinsic value to them but for the sake of the relation of fitness between
the willing and the object, is not right, because it is not willing it for the
right reason. The law of God does not, cannot require us to love right more
than God and our neighbor. What! Right of greater value than the highest
well-being of God and of the universe? Impossible! It is impossible that
the moral law should require anything else than to will the highest good of
universal being as an ultimate end, i.e., for its own sake. It is a first truth of
reason, that this is a most valuable thing possible or conceivable; and that
could by no possibility be law, which should require anything else to be
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chosen as an ultimate end. According to this philosophy, the revealed law
should read: “Thou shalt love the right for its own sake, with all thy heart
and with all thy soul” The fact is, the law requires the supreme love of
God, and the equal love of our neighbor. It says nothing, and implies
nothing, about doing right for the sake of the right. Rightarianism is a
rejection of the divine law, and a substituting in its stead an entirely
different rule of obligation: a rule that deifies right, that rejects the claim of
God, and exalts right to the throne.

2. “Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the
glory of God” (1 Corinthians 10:31). Does this precept require us to will
the glory of God for its intrinsic or relative value, or for the sake of
intrinsic fitness between the willing and its object? The glory and renown
of God is of infinite value to Him, and to the universe, and for this reason
it should be promoted. The thing required here is doing, an executive act.
The spirit of the requisition is this: Aim to spread abroad the renown or
glory of God, as the means of securing the highest well-being of the
universe. Why? I answer: for the sake of the intrinsic value of this will-
being, and not for the sake of the relation of fitness existing between the
willing and the object.

3. “Do good unto all men, as ye have opportunity” (Galatians 6:10). Here
again, are we required to do the good, for the sake of the good, or for the
sake of the relation of rightness, between the doing and the good? I answer:
we are to do the good for the sake of the good.

4. Take commands to pray and labor for the salvation of souls. Do such
commandments require us to go forth to will or do the right for the sake of
the right, or to will the salvation of souls for the intrinsic value of their
salvation? When we pray and preach and converse, must we aim at right,
must the love of right, and not the love of God and of souls influence us?
When I am engaged in prayer, and travail night and day for souls, and have
an eye so single to the good of souls and to the glory of God, and am so
swallowed up with my subject as not so much as to think of the right, am I
all wrong? Must I pray because it is right, and do all I do, and suffer all I
suffer, not from good will to God and man, but because it is right? Who
does not know, that to intend the right for the sake of the right in all these
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things, instead of having an eye single to the good of being, would and
must be anything rather than true religion?

5. Examine this philosophy in the light of the scripture declaration:

“God so loved the world that he gave His only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in Him might not perish, but have everlasting life”

(John 3:16).

Now, are we to understand that God gave His Son, not from any regard to
the good of souls for its own sake, but for the sake of the right? Did He
will the right for the sake of the right? Did He give His Son to die for the
right, for the sake of the right, or to die to render the salvation of souls
possible, for the sake of the souls? Did Christ give Himself to labor and die
for the right, for the sake of the right, or for souls, from love to souls? Did
prophets, and apostles, and martyrs, and have the saints in all ages, willed
the right for the sake of the right, or have they labored and suffered and
died for God and souls, from love to them?

6. But take another passage which is quoted in support of this
philosophy: “Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this right”
(Ephesians 6:1). Now what is the spirit of this requirement? What is it to
obey parents? Why, if as this philosophy holds, it must resolve itself into
ultimate intention, what must the child intend for its own sake? Must he
will good to God and his parents, and obey his parents as the means of
securing the highest good, or must he will the right as an end, for the sake
of the right, regardless of the good of God or of the universe? Would it be
right to will the right for the sake of the right, rather than to will the good
of the universe for the sake of the good, and obey his parents as a means of
securing the highest good?

It is right to will the highest good of God and of the universe, and to use all
the necessary means, and fulfill all the necessary conditions of this highest
well-being. For children to obey their parents is one of the means, and for
this reason it is right, and upon no other condition can it be required. But it
is said that children affirm their obligation to obey their parents, entirely
irrespective of the obedience having reference, or sustaining any relation, to
the good of being. This is a mistake. The child, if he is a moral agent, and
does really affirm moral obligation, not only does, but must perceive the
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end upon which his choice or intention ought to terminate. If he really
makes an intelligent affirmation, it is and must be, that he ought to will an
end; that this end is not, and cannot be the right, as has been shown. He
knows that he ought to will his parents’ happiness, and his own
happiness, and the happiness of the world, and of God; and he knows that
obedience to his parents sustains the relation of a means to this end. The
fact is, it is a first truth of reason, that he ought to will the good of his
parents, and the good of everybody. He also knows that obedience to his
parents is a necessary means to this end. If he does not know these things,
it is impossible for him to be a moral agent, to make any intelligent
affirmation at all; and if he has any idea of obedience, it is, and must be,
only such as animals have who are actuated wholly by hope, fear and
instinct. As well might we say, that an ox or a dog, who gives indication of
knowing, in some sense, that he ought to obey us, affirms moral obligation
of himself, as to say this of a child in whose mind the idea of the good, or
valuable to being is not developed. What! Does moral obligation respect
ultimate intention only? and does ultimate intention consist in the choice
of something for its own intrinsic value, and yet is it true that children
affirm moral obligation before the idea of the intrinsically valuable is at all
developed? Impossible! But this objection assumes that children have the
idea of right developed before the idea of the valuable. This cannot be. The
end to be chosen must be apprehended by the mind, before the mind can
have the idea of moral obligation to choose an end, or of the right or wrong
of choosing or not choosing it. The development of the idea of the good or
valuable, must precede the development of the ideas of right and of moral
obligation.

Take this philosophy on its own ground, and suppose the relation of
rightness existing between choice and its object to be the ground of
obligation, it is plain that the intrinsically valuable object must be
perceived, before this relation can be perceived. So that the idea of the
intrinsically valuable must be developed, as a condition of the existence of
the idea of the relation in question. The law of God, then, is not, and
cannot be, developed in the mind of a child who has no knowledge or idea
of the valuable, and who has, and can have, no reference to the good of any
being, in obedience to his parents.
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It is one thing to intend that, the intending of which is right, and quite
another to intend the right as an end. For example, to choose my own
gratification as an end, is wrong. But this is not choosing the wrong as an
end. A drunkard chooses to gratify his appetite for strong drink as an end,
that is, for its own sake. This is wrong. But the choice does not terminate
on the wrong, but on the gratification. The thing intended is not the wrong.
The liquor is not chosen, the gratification is not intended, because it is
wrong, but notwithstanding it is wrong. To love God is right, but to
suppose that God is loved because it is right, is absurd. It is to suppose
that God is loved, not from any regard to God, but from a regard to right.
This is an absurdity and a contradiction. To love or will the good of my
neighbor, is right. But to will the right, instead of the good of my neighbor,
is not right. It is loving right instead of my neighbor but, this is not right.

1. But it is objected, that I am conscious of affirming to myself that I ought
to will the right. This is a mistake. I am conscious of affirming to myself,
that I ought to will that, the willing of which is right, to wit, to will the
good of God and of being. This is right. But this is not choosing the right
as an end.

But it is still insisted, that we are conscious of affirming obligation to will,
and do, many things, simply and only because it is right thus to will, and
do, and in view of this rightness.

To this I reply, that the immediate reason for the act, thought of at the
time, and immediately present to the mind, may be the rightness of the act,
but in such cases the rightness is only regarded by the mind as a condition
and never as the ground of obligation. The act must be ultimate choice, or
the choice of conditions and means. In ultimate choice, surely, the mind
can never affirm, or think of the relation of rightness between the choice
and its object, instead of the intrinsic value of the object, as the ground of
obligation. Nor can the mind think of the relation of rightness between the
choice of conditions and means, and its object, as the ground of the
obligation to choose them. It does, and must, assume, the value of the end,
as creating both the obligation to choose, and the relation in question. The
fact is, the mind necessarily assumes, without always thinking of this
assumption, its obligation to will the good, for its own sake, together with
all the known conditions and means. Whenever therefore it perceives a
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condition, or a means of good, it instantly and necessarily affirms
obligation to choose it, or, which is the same thing, it affirms the rightness
of such choice. The rightness of the choice may be, and often is the thing
immediately thought of, but the assumption is, and must be, in the mind,
that this obligation, and hence the rightness is created by the nature of the
object to which this thing sustains the relation of a condition or a means.

2. But it is said again, “I am conscious of affirming to myself that I ought
to will the good of being, because it is right.” This is, to will the good of
being, as a means, and the right as an end! Which is making right the
supreme good, and the good of being a means to that end. This is absurd.
But to say, that I am conscious of affirming to myself my obligation to
love or will the good of God and my neighbor, because it is right, is a
contradiction. It is the same as to say, I ought to love, or intend the good
of God and my neighbor, as an ultimate end, and yet not to intend the good
of God and my neighbor, but intend the right.

3. But it is said, that “I ought to love God in compliance with, and out of
respect to my obligation; that I ought to will it, because and for the reason
that I am bound to will it.” That is, that in loving God and my neighbor, I
must intend to discharge or comply with my obligation; and this, it is said,
is identical with intending the right. But ought my supreme object to be to
discharge my duty to meet obligation, instead of willing the well-being of
God and my neighbor for its own sake? If my end is to do my duty, I do
not do it. For what is my obligation? Why, to love, or will the good of God
and my neighbor, that is, as an end, or for its own value. To discharge my
obligation, then, I must intend the good of God and my neighbor, as an
end. That is, I must intend that which I am under an obligation to intend.
But I am not under an obligation to intend the right, because it is right, nor
do my duty because it is my duty, but to intend the good of God and my
neighbor, because it is good. Therefore, to discharge my obligation, I must
intend the good, and not the right the good of God and my neighbor and
not to do my duty. I say again, to intend the good, or valuable, is right but
to intend the right is not right.

4. But it is said, that in very many instances, at least, I am conscious of
affirming my moral obligation to do the right, without any reference to the
good of being, when I can assign no other reason for the affirmation of
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obligation than the right. For example, I behold virtue; I affirm
spontaneously and necessarily, that I ought to love that virtue. And this, it
is said, has no reference to the good of being. Is willing the right for the
sake of right, and loving virtue, the same thing? But what is it to love
virtue? Not a mere feeling of delight or complacency in it. It is agreed that
moral obligation, strictly speaking, respects the ultimate intention only.
What, then, do I mean by the affirmation that I ought to love virtue? What
is virtue? It is ultimate intention, or an attribute of ultimate intention. But
what is loving virtue? It consists in willing its existence. But it is said that I
affirm my obligation to love virtue as an end, or for its own sake, and not
from any regard to the good of being. This is absurd, and a contradiction.
To love virtue, it is said, is to will its existence as an end. But virtue
consists in intending an end. Now, to love virtue, it is said, is to will,
intend its existence as an end, for its own sake. Then, according to this
theory, I affirm my obligation to intend the intention of a virtuous being as
an end, instead of intending the same end that he does. This is absurd; his
intention is of no value, is neither naturally good nor morally good,
irrespective of the end intended. It is neither right nor wrong, irrespective
of the end chosen. It is therefore impossible to will, choose, intend the
intention as an end, without reference to the end intended. To love virtue,
then, is to love or will the end upon which virtuous intention terminates,
namely, the good of being; or, in other words, to love virtue is to will its
existence for the sake of the end it has in view, which is the same thing as
to will the same end. Virtue is intending, choosing an end. Loving virtue is
willing that the virtuous intention should exist for the sake of its end. Take
away the end, and who would or could will the intention? Without the end,
the virtue, or intention, would not and could not exist. It is not true,
therefore, that in the case supposed, I affirm my obligation to will, or
intend, without any reference to the good of being.

5. But again, it is said, that when I contemplate the moral excellence of
God, I affirm my obligation to love Him solely for His goodness, without
any reference to the good of being, and for no other reason than because it
is right. But to love God because of His moral excellence, and because it is
right, are not the same thing. It is a gross contradiction to talk of loving
God for His moral excellence, because it is right. It is the same as to say, I
love God for the reason that He is morally excellent, or worthy, yet not at
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all for this reason, but for the reason that it is right. To love God for His
moral worth, is to will good to Him for its own sake upon condition that
He deserves it. But to will His moral worth because it is right, is to will the
right as an ultimate end, to have supreme regard to right, instead of the
moral worth, or the well-being of God.

But it may reasonably be asked, why should rightarians bring forward
these objections? They all assume that moral obligation may respect
something else than ultimate intention. Why, I repeat it, should rightarians
affirm that the moral excellence of God is the foundation of moral
obligation, since they hold that right is the foundation of moral obligation?
Why should the advocates of the theory that the moral excellence of God
is the foundation of moral obligation, affirm that right is the foundation, or
that we are bound to love God for His moral excellence, because this is
right? These are gross contradictions. Rightarians hold that disinterested
benevolence is a universal duty; that this benevolence consists in willing
the highest good of being in general, for its own sake; that this good, by
virtue of its own nature, imposes obligation to choose it, for its own sake,
and therefore, and for this reason, it is right thus to choose it. But
notwithstanding all this, they most inconsistently affirm that right is
universally the ground of obligation. Consistency must compel them to
deny that disinterested benevolence ever is, or can be, duty and right, or to
abandon the nonsensical dogma, that right is the ground of obligation.
There is no end to the absurdities in which error involves its advocates,
and it is singular to see the advocates of the different theories, each in his
turn, abandon his own and affirm some other, as an objection to the true
theory. It has also been, and still is, common for writers to confound
different theories with each other, and to affirm, in the compass of a few
pages, several different theories. At least this has been done in some
instances.

Consistent rightarianism is a Godless, Christ less, loveless philosophy.
This Kant saw and acknowledged. He calls it pure legality, that is, he
understands the law as imposing obligation by virtue of its own nature,
instead of the intrinsic value of the end, which the law requires moral
agents to choose. He loses sight of the end, and does not recognize any end
whatever. He makes a broad distinction between morality and religion.
Morality consists, according to him, in the adoption of the maxim, “Do
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right for the sake of the right,” or, “Act at all times upon a maxim fit for
law universal.” The adoption of this maxim is morality. But now, having
adopted this maxim, the mind goes abroad to carry its maxim into practice.
It finds God and being to exist, and sees it to be right to intend their good.
This intending the good is religion, according to him. Thus, he says, ethics
lead to or result in religion (See Kant, on Religion). But we feel prompted
to inquire whether, when we apprehend God and being, we are to will their
well-being as an end, or for its own sake, or because it is right? If for its
own sake, where then is the maxim, “Will the right for the sake of the
right?” For if we are to will the good, not as an ultimate end, but for the
sake of the right, then right is the end that is preferred to the highest well-
being of God and of the universe. It is impossible that this should be
religion. Indeed Kant himself admits that this is not religion.

But enough of this cold and loveless philosophy. As it exalts right above
all that is called God, and subverts all the teachings of the Bible, it cannot
be a light thing to be deluded by it. But it is remarkable and interesting to
see Christian rightarians, without being sensible of their inconsistency, so
often confound this philosophy with that which teaches that good will to
being constitutes virtue. Numerous examples of it occur everywhere in
their writings, which demonstrate that rightarianism is with them only a
theory that “plays round the head but comes not near the heart.”
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LECTURE 6

FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION

I now enter upon the discussion of the theory, that the goodness, or moral
excellence of God is the foundation of moral obligation.

TO THIS PHILOSOPHY I REPLY,

1. That the reason of obligation, or that which imposes obligation, is
identical with the end on which the intention ought to terminate. If,
therefore, the goodness of God be the reason, or foundation of moral
obligation, then the goodness of God is the ultimate end to be intended.
But as this goodness consists in love or benevolence, it is impossible that
it should be regarded or chosen, as an ultimate end; and to choose it were
to choose the divine choice, to intend the divine intention as an ultimate
end, instead of choosing what God chooses, and intending what He
intends. Or if the goodness or moral excellence of God is to be regarded not
as identical with, but as an attribute or moral quality of benevolence, then,
upon the theory under consideration, a moral agent ought to choose a
quality or attribute of the divine choice or intention as an ultimate end,
instead of the end upon which the divine intention terminates. This is
absurd.

2. It is impossible that virtue should be the foundation of moral obligation.
Virtue consists in a compliance with moral obligation. But obligation must
exist before it can be complied with. Now, upon this theory, obligation
cannot exist until virtue exists as its foundation. Then this theory amounts
to this: virtue is the foundation of moral obligation; therefore virtue must
exist before moral obligation can exist. But as virtue consists in a
conformity to moral obligation, moral obligation must exist before virtue
can exist. Therefore neither moral obligation nor virtue, can ever by any
possibility, exist. God’s virtue must have existed prior to His obligation,
as its foundation. But as virtue consists in compliance with moral
obligation, and as obligation could not exist until virtue existed as its
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foundation; in other words, as obligation could not exist without the
previous existence of virtue as its foundation, and as virtue could not exist
without the previous existence of obligation, it follows, that neither God
nor any other being could ever be virtuous, for the reason that he could
never be the subject of moral obligation. Should it be said, that God’s
holiness is the foundation of our obligation to love Him, I ask in what
sense it can be so. What is the nature or form of that love, which His virtue
lays us under an obligation to exercise? It cannot be a mere emotion of
complacency, for emotions being involuntary states of mind and mere
phenomena of the sensibility, are not strictly within the pale of legislation
and morality. Is this love resolvable into benevolence or goodwill? But
why will good to God rather than evil? Why, surely, because good is
valuable in itself. But if it is valuable in itself, this must be the fundamental
reason for willing it as a possible good; and His virtue must be only a
secondary reason or condition of the obligation to will His actual
blessedness. But again, the foundation of moral obligation must be the
same in all worlds, and with all moral agents, for he simple reason that
moral law is one and identical in all worlds. If God’s virtue is not the
foundation of moral obligation in Him, which it cannot be, it cannot be the
foundation of obligation in us, as moral law must require Him to choose
the same end that it requires us to choose. His virtue must be a secondary
reason of His obligation to will His own actual blessedness, and the
condition of our obligation to will His actual and highest blessedness, but
cannot be the fundamental reason, that always being the intrinsic value of
His well-being.

If this theory is true, disinterested benevolence is a sin. Undeniably
benevolence consists in willing the highest well-being of God and the
universe for its own sake, in devoting the soul and all to this end. But this
theory teaches us, either to will the moral excellence of God, for its own
sake, or as an ultimate end, or to will His good and the good of the
universe, not for its own sake, but because He is morally excellent. The
benevolence theory regards blessedness as the end, and holiness or moral
excellence only as a condition of the end. This theory regards moral
excellence itself as the end. Does the moral excellence of God impose
obligation to will His moral excellence for its own sake? If not, it cannot be
a ground of obligation. Does His moral excellence impose obligation to will
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His highest good, and that of the universe, for its own sake? No, for this
were a contradiction. For, be it remembered, no one thing can be a ground
of obligation to choose any other thing, for its own sake. That which
creates obligation to choose, by reason of its own nature, must itself be the
identical object of choice; the obligation is to choose that object for its own
sake.

If the divine moral excellence is the ground of obligation to choose, then
this excellence must be the object of this choice, and disinterested
benevolence is never right, but always wrong.

2. But for the sake of a somewhat systematic examination of this subject, I
will:

(1.) Show what virtue, or moral excellence is.

(2.) That it cannot be the foundation of moral obligation.

(3.) Show what moral worth or good desert is.

(4.) That it cannot be the foundation of moral obligation.

(5.) Show what relation virtue, merit, and moral worth sustain to moral
obligation.

(6.) Answer objections.

(1.) Show what virtue, or moral excellence is.

Virtue, or moral excellence, consists in conformity of will to moral law. It
must either be identical with love or goodwill, or it must be the moral
attribute or element of good will or benevolence.

(2.) It cannot be the foundation of moral obligation.

It is agreed, that the moral law requires love, and that this term expresses
all that it requires. It is also agreed that this love is goodwill, or that it
resolves itself into choice, or ultimate intention. Or, in more common
language, this love consists in the supreme devotion of heart and soul to
God and to the highest good of being. But since virtue either consists in
choice, or is an attribute of choice, or benevolence, it is impossible to will
it as an ultimate end. For this would involve the absurdity of choosing
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choice, or intending intention, as an end, instead of choosing that as an end
upon which virtuous choice terminates. Or, if virtue be regarded as the
moral attribute of love or benevolence, to make it an ultimate end would be
to make an attribute of choice an ultimate end, instead of that which choice
terminates, or ought to terminate. This is absurd.

(3.) Show what moral worth, or good desert is.

Moral worth, or good desert, is not identical with virtue, or obedience to
moral law, but is an attribute of character, resulting from obedience. Virtue,
or holiness, is a state of mind. It is an active and benevolent state of the
will. Moral worth is not a state of mind, but is the result of a state of
mind. We say that a man’s obedience to moral law is valuable in such a
sense that a holy being is worthy, or deserving of good, because of his
virtue, or holiness. But this worthiness, this good desert, is not a state of
mind, but, as I said, it is a result of benevolence. It is an attribute or quality
of character, and not a state of mind.

(4.) Moral worth or good desert cannot be the foundation of moral
obligation.

(a.) It is admitted, that good, or the intrinsically valuable to being, must
be the foundation of moral obligation. The law of God requires the
choice of an ultimate end. This end must be intrinsically valuable, for it
is its intrinsic value that imposes obligation to will it. Nothing, then,
can be the foundation of moral obligation but that which is a good, or
intrinsically valuable in itself.

(b.) Ultimate good, or the intrinsically valuable, must belong to, and be
inseparable from, sentient existences. A block of marble cannot enjoy,
or be the subject of, good. That which is intrinsically good to moral
agents, must consist in a state of mind. It must be something that is
found within the field of consciousness. Nothing can be to them an
intrinsic good, but that of which they can be conscious. By this it is
not intended that everything of which they are conscious, is to them an
ultimate good, or a good in any sense; but it is intended, that cannot be
to them an ultimate, or intrinsic good, of which they are not conscious.
Ultimate good must consist in a conscious state of mind. Whatever
conduces to the state of mind that is necessarily regarded by us as
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intrinsically good or valuable, is to us a relative good. But the state of
mind alone is the ultimate good. From this it is plain, that moral worth,
or good desert, cannot be the foundation of moral obligation, because it
is not a state of mind, and cannot be an ultimate good. The
consciousness of good desert, that is, the consciousness of affirming of
ourselves good desert, is an ultimate good. Or, more strictly, the
satisfaction which the mind experiences, upon occasion of affirming its
good desert, is an ultimate good. But neither the conscious affirmation
of good desert, nor the satisfaction occasioned by the affirmation, is
identical with moral worth or good desert. Merit, moral worth, good
desert, is the condition, or occasion, of the affirmation, and of the
resulting conscious satisfaction and is therefore a good, but it is not,
and cannot be an ultimate, or intrinsic good. It is valuable but, not
intrinsically valuable. Were it not that moral beings are so constituted,
that it meets a demand of the intelligence, and therefore produces
satisfaction in its contemplation, it would not be, and could not
reasonably be regarded as a good in any sense. But since it meets a
demand of the intelligence, it is a relative good, and results in ultimate
good.

(5.) Show what relation moral excellence, worth, merit, desert, sustain
to moral obligation.

(a.) We have seen, that neither of them can be the foundation of moral
obligation; that neither of them has in it the element of the intrinsic, or
ultimate good, or valuable; and that therefore, a moral agent can never
be under obligation to will or choose them as an ultimate end.

(b.) Worth, merit, good desert, cannot be a distinct ground, or
foundation, of moral obligation, in such a sense as to impose obligation,
irrespective of the intrinsic value of good. All obligation must respect,
strictly, the choice of an object for its own sake, with the necessary
conditions and means. The intrinsic value of the end is the foundation
of the obligation to choose both it and the necessary conditions and
means of securing it. But for the intrinsic value of the end there could
be no obligation to will the conditions and means. Whenever a thing is
seen to be a necessary condition or means of securing an intrinsically
valuable end, this perceived relation is the condition of our obligation
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to will it. The obligation is, and must be, founded in the intrinsic value
of the end, and conditionated upon the perceived relation of the object
to the end. The intelligence of every moral agent, from its nature and
laws, affirms, that the ultimate good and blessedness of moral beings is,
and ought to be, conditionated upon their holiness and good desert.
This being a demand of reason, reason can never affirm moral obligation
to will the actual blessedness of moral agents, but upon condition of
their virtue, and consequent good desert, or merit. The intelligence
affirms that it is fit, suitable, proper, that virtue, good desert, merit,
holiness, should be rewarded with blessedness. Blessedness is a good
in itself, and ought to be willed for that reason, and moral agents are
under obligation to will that all beings capable of good may be worthy
to enjoy, and may, therefore, actually enjoy blessedness. But they are
not under obligation to will that every moral being should actually
enjoy blessedness, but upon condition of holiness and good desert. The
relation that holiness, merit, good desert, etc., sustains to moral
obligation, is this: they supply the condition of the obligation to will
the actual blessedness of the being or beings who are holy. The
obligation must be founded in the intrinsic value of the good we are to
will to them. For it is absurd to say, that we are, or can be, under
obligation to will good to them for its own sake, or as an ultimate end,
and yet that the obligation should not be founded in the intrinsic value
of the good. Were it not for the intrinsic value of their good, we should
no sooner affirm obligation to will good to them than evil. The good or
blessedness is the thing, or end, we are under obligation to will. But
obligation to will an ultimate end cannot possibly be founded in
anything else than the intrinsic value of the end. Suppose it should be
said, that in the case of merit, or good desert, the obligation is founded
in merit, and only conditionated on the intrinsic value of the good I am
to will. This would be to make desert the end willed, and good only the
condition, or means. This were absurd.

(c.) But again, to make merit the ground of the obligation, and the good
willed only a condition, amounts to this: I perceive merit, whereupon I
affirm my obligation to will what? Not good to the deserving because
of its value to Him, nor from any disposition to see Him enjoy
blessedness for its own sake, but because of His merit. But what does
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He merit? Why, good, or blessedness. It is good, or blessedness, that I
am to will to Him, and this is the end I am bound to will; that is, I am
to will His good, or blessedness, for its own intrinsic value. The
obligation, then, must be founded in the intrinsic value of the end, that
is, His well-being, or blessedness, and only conditionated upon merit.

(6.) I am to answer objections.

(a.) It is objected, that, if virtue is meritorious, if it merits, deserves
anything, this implies corresponding obligation, and that merit, or
desert, must impose, or be the ground of, the obligation to give that
which is merited. But this objection is either a mere begging of the
question, or it is sheer logomachy. It assumes that the words, desert
and merit, mean what they cannot mean. Let the objector remember,
that he holds that obligation respects ultimate intention. That ultimate
intention must find the grounds of its obligation exclusively in its
object. Now, if desert or merit is a ground of obligation, then merit or
desert must be the object of the intention. Desert, merit, must be willed
for its own sake. But is this the thing that is deserved, merited? Does a
meritorious being deserve that his merit or desert should be willed for
its own sake? Indeed, is this what he deserves? We understandingly
speak of good desert, the desert of good and of evil; can a being deserve
that his desert shall be chosen for its own sake? If not, then it is
impossible that desert or merit would be a ground of obligation; for be
it remembered, that whatever is a ground of obligation ought to be
chosen for its own sake. But if good desert deserves good, it is self-
evident that the intrinsic value of the good is the ground, and merit
only a condition, of obligation to will the actual and particular
enjoyment of the good by the meritorious individual. Thus, merit
changes merely the form of obligation. If an individual is wicked, I
ought to will his good as valuable in itself, and that he would comply
with the necessary conditions of happiness, and thereupon actually
enjoy happiness. If he is virtuous, I am to will his good still for its
intrinsic value; and, since he has complied with the conditions of
enjoyment, that he actually enjoy happiness. In both cases, I am bound
to will his good, and for the same fundamental reason, namely, its
intrinsic value. Neither the fact nor the ground of obligation to will hi
good is changed by his virtue; the form only of the obligation is
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changed. I may be under obligation to will evil to a particular being, but
in this case I am not bound to will the evil for its own sake, and
therefore, not as an end or ultimate. I ought sometimes to will the
punishment of the guilty, not for its own sake, but for the sake of the
public good; and the intrinsic value of the good to be promoted is the
ground of the obligation, and guilt or demerit is only a condition of the
obligation in that form. If merit or desert be a ground of obligation, then
merit or desert ought to be chosen for its own sake. It would follow
from this, that ill desert ought to be chosen for its own sake, as well as
good desert. But who will pretend that ill desert ought to be willed for
its own sake? But if this is not, cannot be so, then it follows, that
desert is not a ground of obligation, and that is not an object of ultimate
choice, or of choice at all, only as a means to an end.

(b.) It is asserted, in support of the theory we are examining, that the
Bible represents the goodness of God as a reason for loving Him, or as
a foundation of the obligation to love Him.

To this I answer, the Bible may assign, and does assign the goodness of
God as a reason for loving Him, but it does not follow, that it affirms, or
assumes, that this reason is the foundation, or a foundation of the
obligation. The inquiry is, in what sense does the Bible assign the goodness
of God as a reason for loving Him? Is it that the goodness of God is the
foundation of the obligation, or only a condition of the obligation to will
His actual blessedness in particular? Is His goodness a distinct ground of
obligation to love Him? But what is this love that His goodness lays us
under an obligation to exercise to Him? It is agreed, that it cannot be an
emotion, that it must consist in willing something to Him. It is said by
some, that the obligation is to treat Him as worthy. But I ask, worthy of
what? Is He worthy of anything? If so, what is it? For this is the thing that
I ought to will to Him. Is He merely worthy that I should will His
worthiness for its own sake? This must be, if His worthiness is the ground
of obligation; for that which is the ground of obligation to choose must be
the object of choice. Why, He is worthy of blessing, and honor, and praise.
But these must all be embraced in the single word, love. The law has
forever decided the point, that our whole duty to God is expressed by this
one term. It has been common to make assertions upon the subject, that
involve a contradiction of the Bible. The law of God, as revealed in the two
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precepts, “Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and thy
neighbor as thyself,” covers the whole ground of moral obligation
(Deuteronomy 6:5). It is expressly and repeatedly taught in the Bible, that
love to God and our neighbor is the fulfilling of the law. It is, and must be
admitted, that this love consists in willing something to God and our
neighbor. What, then, is to be willed to them? The command is, “Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself” (Matthew 19:19). This says nothing
about the character of my neighbor. It is the value of His interests, of His
well-being, that the law requires me to regard. It does not require me to
love my righteous neighbor merely, nor to love my righteous neighbor
better than I do my wicked neighbor. It is my neighbor that I am to love.
That is, I am to will His well-being, or His good, with the conditions and
means thereof according to its value. If the law contemplated the virtue of
any being as a distinct ground of obligation, it could not read as it does. It
must, in that case, have read as follows: “If thou art righteous, and thy
neighbor is as righteous as thou art, thou shalt love him as thyself, and not
thy neighbor.” How far would this be from the gloss of the Jewish rabbis
so fully rebuked by Christ, namely,

“Ye have heard that it hath been said by them of old time, Thou
shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy. But I say unto you,
Love your enemies; bless them that curse you; do good to them
that hate you; and pray for them that despitefully use and
persecute you. For if ye love them that love you, what thank have
ye? Do not even the publicans the same” (Matthew 5:43-44, 46)?

The fact is, the law knows but one ground of moral obligation. It requires
us to love God and our neighbor. This love is goodwill. What else ought we
to will, or can we possible will to God and our neighbor, but their highest
good, or well-being, with all the conditions and means thereof? This is all
that can be of any value to them, and all that we can or ought to, will to
them under any circumstances whatever. When we have willed this to
them, we have done our whole duty to them. “Love is the fulfilling of the
law” (Romans 13:10). We owe them nothing more, absolutely. They can
have nothing more. But this the law requires us to will to God and our
neighbor, on account of the intrinsic value of their good, whatever their
character may be; that is, this is to be willed to God and our neighbor, as a
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possible good, whether they are holy or unholy, simple because of its
intrinsic value.

But while the law requires that this should be willed to all, as a possible
and intrinsic good, irrespective of character; it cannot, and does not require
us to will that God, or any moral agent in particular, shall be actually
blessed, but upon condition that he be holy. Our obligation to the unholy,
is to will that they might be holy, and perfectly blessed. Our obligation to
the holy, is to will that they be perfectly blessed. As has been said, virtue
only modifies the form, but does not change the ground of obligation. The
Bible represents love to enemies as one of the highest forms of virtue:

“God commandeth His love toward us, in that,
while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us” (Romans 5:8).

But if love to enemies be a high and a valuable form of virtue, it must be
only because the true spirit of the law requires the same love to them as to
others, and because of the strong inducements not to love them. Who does
not regard the virtue of the atonement as being as great as if it had been
made for the friends, instead of the enemies of God? And suppose God
were supremely selfish and unreasonably our enemy, who would not
regard good will exercised toward Him as being as praiseworthy as it now
is. Now if He were unjustly our enemy, would not a hearty good will to
Him in such a case be a striking and valuable instance of virtue? In such a
case we could not, might not, will His actual blessedness, but we might and
should be under infinite obligation to will that He might become holy, and
thereupon be perfectly blessed. We should be under obligation to will His
good in such a sense, that should He become holy, we should will His
actual blessedness, without any change in our ultimate choice or intention,
and without any change in us that would imply an increase of virtue.

So of our neighbor: we are bound to will his good, even if he is wicked, in
such a sense as to need no new intention or ultimate choice to will his
actual blessedness, should he become holy. We may be as holy in loving a
sinner, and in seeking his salvation while he is a sinner, as in willing his
good after he is converted and becomes a saint. God was as virtuous in
loving the world, and seeking to save it while in sin, as He is in loving
those in it who are holy. The fact is, if we are truly benevolent, and will
the highest well-being of all, with the conditions and means of their
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blessedness, it follows of course, and of necessity, that when one becomes
holy we shall love him with the love of complacency; that we shall, of
course, will his actual blessedness, seeing that he has fulfilled the necessary
conditions, and rendered himself worthy of blessedness. It implies no
increase of virtue in God, when a sinner repents, to exercise complacency
toward him. Complacency, as a state of will or heart, is only benevolence
modified by the consideration or relation of right character in the object of
it. God, prophets, apostles, martyrs, and saints, in all ages, are as virtuous
in their self-denying and untiring labors to save the wicked, as they are in
their complacent love to the saints.

This is the universal doctrine of the Bible. It is in exact accordance with the
spirit and letter of the law. “Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself”
(Matthew 19:19), that is, whatever his character may be. This is the
doctrine of reason, and accords with the convictions of all men. But if this
is so, it follows that virtue is not a distinct ground of moral obligation, but
only modifies the form of obligation. We are under obligation to will the
actual blessedness of a moral being, upon condition of his holiness. We
ought to will good or blessedness for its own value, irrespective of
character; but we ought to will the enjoyment of it, by an individual, in
particular, only upon condition of his holiness. Its intrinsic value is the
foundation of the obligation, and his holiness changes not the fact, but
form, of the obligation, and is the condition of the obligation to will his
actual enjoyment of perfect blessedness in particular. When, therefore, the
Bible calls on us to love God for His goodness, it does not and cannot
mean to assign the fundamental reason, or foundation of the obligation to
will His good; for it were absurd to suppose, that His good is to be willed,
not for its intrinsic value, but because He is good. Were it not for its
intrinsic value, we should as soon affirm our obligation to will evil as good
to Him. The Bible assumes the first truths of reason. It is a first truth of
reason, that God’s well-being is of infinite value, and ought to be willed as
a possible good whatever His character may be; and that it ought to be
willed as an actual reality upon condition of His holiness. Now the Bible
does just as in this case might be expected. It asserts His actual and infinite
holiness, and calls on us to love Him, or to will His good, for that reason.
But this is not asserting nor implying that His holiness is the foundation of
the obligation to will His good in any such sense as that we should not be
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under obligation to will it with all our heart, and soul, and mind, and
strength, as possible good, whether He were holy or not. It is plain that
the law contemplates only the intrinsic value of the end to be willed. It
would require us to will the well-being of God with all our heart, etc., or as
the supreme good, whatever His character might be. Were not this so, it
could not be moral law. His interest would be the supreme and the infinite
good, in the sense of the intrinsically and infinitely valuable, and we
should, for that reason, be under infinite obligation to will that it might be,
whether He were holy or sinful, and upon condition of His holiness, to
will the actual existence of His perfect and infinite blessedness. Upon our
coming to the knowledge of His holiness, the obligation is instantly
imposed, not merely to will His highest well-being as a possible, but as an
actually existing, good.

Again, it is impossible that goodness, virtue, good desert, merit, should
be a distinct ground or foundation of moral obligation, in such a sense as to
impose or properly to increase obligation. It has been shown that neither
of these can be an ultimate good and impose obligation to choose itself as
an ultimate end, or for its intrinsic value. But if goodness or merit can
impose moral obligation to will, it must be an obligation to will itself as an
ultimate end. But this we have seen cannot be, therefore, these things
cannot be a distinct ground or foundation of moral obligation.

But again, the law does not make virtue, good desert, or merit, the ground
of obligation, and require us to love them and to will them as an ultimate
end but, to love God and our neighbor as an ultimate good. It does, no
doubt, require us to will God’s goodness, good desert, worthiness, merit,
as a condition and means of His highest well-being, and of the well-being of
the universe; but it is absurd to say that it requires us to will either of
these things as an ultimate end, instead of His perfect blessedness, to
which these sustain only the relation of a condition. Let it be distinctly
understood that nothing can impose moral obligation but that which is an
ultimate and an intrinsic good; for if it impose obligation, it must be an
obligation to choose itself for what it is, in and of itself. All obligation
must respect the choice either of an end or of means. Obligation to choose
means is founded in the value of the end. Whatever, then, imposes
obligation must be an ultimate end. It must possess that, in and of itself,
that is worthy or deserving of choice as an intrinsic and ultimate good.
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This we have seen, virtue, merit, etc., cannot be, therefore, they cannot be
a foundation of moral obligation. But it is said they can increase obligation
to love God and holy beings. But we are under infinite obligation to love
God and to will His good with all our power, because of the intrinsic value
of His well-being, whether He is holy or sinful. Upon condition that He is
holy, we are under obligation to will His actual blessedness, but certainly
we are under obligation to will it with no more than all our heart, and soul,
and mind, and strength. But this we are required to do because of the
intrinsic value of His blessedness, whatever His character might be. The
fact is, we can do no more, and can be under obligation to do no more, than
to will His good with all our powers, and this we are bound to do for its
own sake, and no more than this can we be under obligation to do, for any
reason whatever. Our oblation is to will His good with all our strength, by
virtue of its infinite value, and it cannot be increased by any other
consideration than our increased knowledge of its value, which increases
our ability.

(c.) But it is said that favors received impose obligation to exercise
gratitude; that the relation of benefactor itself imposes obligation to
treat the benefactor according to this relation.

Answer: I suppose this objection contemplates this relation as a virtuous
relation, that is, that the benefactor is truly virtuous and not selfish in his
benefaction. If not, then the relation cannot at all modify obligation.

If the benefactor has in the benefaction obeyed the law of love, if he has
done his duty in sustaining this relation, I am under obligation to exercise
gratitude toward him. But what is gratitude? It is not a mere emotion or
feeling; for this is a phenomenon of the sensibility, and, strictly speaking,
without the pale both of legislation and morality. Gratitude, when spoken
of as a virtue and as that of which moral obligation can be affirmed, must
be an act of will. An obligation to gratitude must be an obligation to will
something to the benefactor. But what am I under obligation to will to a
benefactor, but his actual highest well-being? If it be God, I am under
obligation to will His actual and infinite blessedness with all my heart and
with all my soul. If it be my neighbor, I am bound to love him as myself,
that is, to will his actual well-being as I do my own. What else can either
God or man possess or enjoy, and what else can I be under obligation to
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will to them? I answer, nothing else. To the law and to the testimony, if
any philosophy agree not herewith, it is because there is no light in it. The
virtuous relation of benefactor modifies obligation, just as any other and
every other form of virtue does, and in no other way. Whenever we
perceive virtue in any being, this supplies the condition upon which we are
bound to will his actual highest well-being. He has done his duty. He has
complied with obligation in the relation he sustains. He is truthful, upright,
benevolent, just, merciful, no matter what the particular form may be in
which the individual presents to me the evidence of his holy character. It is
all precisely the same so far as my obligation extends. I am, independently
of my knowledge of his character, under obligation to will his highest well-
being for its own sake. That is, to will that he may fulfil all the conditions,
and thereupon enjoy perfect blessedness. But I am not under obligation to
will his actual enjoyment of blessedness until I have evidence of his virtue.
This evidence, however I obtain it, by whatever manifestations of virtue in
him or by whatever means, supplies the condition upon which I am under
obligation to will his actual enjoyment or highest well-being. This is my
whole obligation. It is all he can have, and all I can will to him. All
objections of this kind, and indeed all possible objections to the true
theory, and in support of the one I am examining, are founded in an
erroneous view of the subject of moral obligation, or in a false and anti-
scriptural philosophy that contradicts the law of God, and sets up another
rule of moral obligation.

Again, if gratitude is a moral act, according to this objector, it is an
ultimate intention, and as such must terminate on its object, and find its
reasons or ground of obligation exclusively in its object. If this is so, then if
the relation of benefactor is the ground of obligation to exercise gratitude,
gratitude must consist in willing this relation for its own sake, and not at
all in willing anything to the benefactor. This is absurd. It is certain that
gratitude must consist in willing good to the benefactor, and not in willing
the relation for its own sake, and that the ground of the obligation must be
the intrinsic value of the good, and the relation only a condition of the
obligation in the particular form of willing his enjoyment of good in
particular. It is now said, in reply to this, that the “inquiry is not, what is
gratitude? but, why ought we to exercise it?” But the inquiry is after the
ground of the obligation; this, it is agreed, must be intrinsic in its object,
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and is it impertinent to inquire what the object is? Who can tell what is the
ground of the obligation to exercise gratitude until he knows what the
object of gratitude is, and consequently what gratitude is? The objector
affirms that the relation of benefactor is a ground of obligation to put forth
ultimate choice. Of course, according to him, and in fact, if this relation is
the ground of the obligation, it is, and must be, the object chosen for its
own sake, to exercise gratitude to a benefactor, then, according to this
teaching is, not to will any good to him, nor to myself, nor to any being in
existence, but simply to will the relation of benefactor for its own sake.
Not for his sake, as a good to him. Not for my sake as a good to me, but
for its own sake. Is not this a sublime philosophy?

(d.) But it is also insisted that when men attempt to assign a reason
why they are under moral obligation of any kind, as to love God, they
all agree in this, in assigning the divine moral excellence as the reason of
that obligation.

I answer: The only reason why any man supposes himself to assign the
goodness of God as the foundation of the obligation to will good to Him is,
that he loosely confounds the conditions of the obligation to will His
actual blessedness, with the foundation of the obligation to will it for its
own sake, or as a possible good. Were it not for the known intrinsic value
of God’s highest well-being, we should as soon affirm our obligation to
will evil as good to Him, as has been said. But if the divine moral excellence
were the foundation of moral obligation, if God were not holy and good,
moral obligation could not exist in any case.

That every moral agent ought to will the highest well-being of God and of
all the universe for its own sake, as a possible good, whatever their
characters may be, is a truth of reason. Reason assigns and can assign no
other reason for willing their good as an ultimate end than its intrinsic
value; and to assign any other reason as imposing obligation to will it as an
end, or for its own sake, were absurd and self-contradictory. Obligation to
will it as an end and for its own sake, implies the obligation to will its
actual existence in all cases, and to all persons, when the indispensable
conditions are fulfilled. These conditions are seen to be fulfilled in God,
and therefore upon this condition reason affirms obligation to will His
actual and highest blessedness for its own sake, the intrinsic value being
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the fundamental reason for the obligation to will it as an end, and the divine
goodness the condition of the obligation to will His highest blessedness in
particular. Suppose that I existed and had the idea of blessedness and its
intrinsic value duly developed, together with an idea of all the necessary
conditions of it; but that I did not know that any other being than myself
existed, and yet I knew their existence and blessedness possible; in this
case I should be under obligation to will or wish that beings might exist and
be blessed. Now suppose that I complied with this obligation, my virtue is
just as real and as great as if I knew their existence, and willed their actual
blessedness, provided my idea of its intrinsic value were as clear and just
as if I knew their existence. And now suppose I came to the knowledge of
the actual existence and holiness of all holy beings, I should make no new
ultimate choice in willing their actual blessedness. This I should do of
course, and, remaining benevolent, of necessity; and if this knowledge did
not give me a higher idea of the value of that which I before willed for its
own sake, the willing of the real existence of their blessedness would not
make me a what more virtuous than when I willed it as a possible good,
without knowing that the conditions of its actual existence would ever, in
any case, be fulfilled.

The Bible reads just as it might be expected to read, and just as we should
speak in common life. It being a truth of reason that the well-being of God
is of infinite value, and therefore ought to be willed for its own sake, it also
being a truth that virtue is an indispensable condition of fulfilling the
demands of His own reason and conscience, and of course of His actual
blessedness, and of course also a condition of the obligation to will it, we
might expect the Bible to exhort and require us to love God or will His
actual blessedness, and mention His virtue as the reason or fulfilled
condition of the obligation, rather than the intrinsic value of His
blessedness as the foundation of the obligation. The foundation of the
obligation, being a truth of reason, needs not to be a matter of revelation.
Nor needs the fact that virtue is the condition of His blessedness, nor the
fact that we are under no obligation to will His actual blessedness but upon
condition of His holiness. But that in Him this condition is fulfilled, needs
to be impressed upon us, and therefore the Bible announces it as a reason
or condition of the obligation to love Him, that is, to will His actual
blessedness.
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God’s moral excellence is naturally, and rightly, assigned by us as a
condition, not the ground of obligation to receive His revealed will as our
law. Did we not assume the rectitude of the divine will, we could not
affirm our obligation to receive it as a rule of duty. This assumption is a
condition of the obligation, and is naturally thought of when obligation to
obey God is affirmed. But the intrinsic value and importance of the
interest He requires us to seek, is the ground of the obligation.

(e.) Again: it is asserted that when men would awaken a sense of moral
obligation they universally contemplate the moral excellence of God as
constituting the reason of their obligation, and if this contemplation
does not awaken their sense of obligation nothing else can or will.

I answer: The only possible reason why men ever do or can take this
course, is that they loosely consider religion to consist of feelings of
complacency in God, and are endeavoring to awaken these complacent
emotions. If they conceive of religion as consisting in these emotions, they
will of course conceive themselves to be under obligation to exercise them,
and to be sure they take the only possible course to awaken both these and
a sense of obligation to exercise them. But they are mistaken both in regard
to their obligation and the nature of religion. Did they conceive of religion
as consisting in goodwill, or in willing the highest well-being of God and of
the universe for its own sake, would they, could they, resort to the
process in question, that is, the contemplation of the divine moral
excellence, as the only reason for willing good to Him, instead of
considering the infinite value of those interests to the realization of which
they ought to consecrate themselves?

If men often do resort to the process in question, it is because they love to
feel and have a self-righteous satisfaction in feelings of complacency in
God, and take more pains to awaken these feelings than to quicken and
enlarge their benevolence A purely selfish being may be greatly affected by
the great goodness and kindness of God to him. I know a man who is a
very niggard so far as all benevolent giving and doing for God and the
world are concerned, who, I fear, resorts to the very process in question,
and is often much affected with the goodness of God. He can bluster and
denounce all who do not feel as he does. But ask him for a dollar to
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forward any benevolent enterprise, and he will evade your request, and ask
you how you feel, whether you are engaged in religion, etc.

But it may well be asked, why does the Bible and why do we, so often
present the character of God and of Christ as a means of awakening a sense
of moral obligation and of inducing virtue? Answer:

It is to lead men to contemplate the infinite value of those interests which
we ought to will. Presenting the example of God and of Christ, is the
highest moral means that can be used. God’s example and man’s example is
the most impressive and efficient way in which He can declare His views,
and hold forth to public gaze the infinite value of those interests upon
which all hearts ought to be set. For example, nothing can set the infinite
value of the soul in a stronger light than the example of God the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost has done.

Nothing can beget a higher sense of obligation to will the glory of the
Father and the salvation of souls, than the example of Christ. His example
is His loudest preaching, His clearest, most impressive exhibition, not
merely of His own goodness, but of the intrinsic and infinite value of the
interest He sought and which we ought to seek. It is the love, the care, the
self-denial, and the example of God, in His efforts to secure the great ends
of benevolence, that hold those interests forth in the strongest light, and
thus beget a sense of obligation to seek the same end. But let it be
observed, it is not a contemplation of the goodness of God that awakens
this sense of obligation, but the contemplation of the value of those
interests which He seeks, in the light of His painstaking and example; this
quickens and gives efficiency to the sense of obligation to will what He
wills. Suppose, for example, that I manifest the greatest concern and zeal
for the salvation of souls; it would not be the contemplation of my
goodness that would quicken in a bystander a sense of obligation to save
souls, but my zeal, and life, and spirit would have the strongest tendency
to arouse in him a sense of the infinite and intrinsic value of the soul, and
thus quicken a sense of obligation. Should I behold multitudes rushing to
extinguish a flaming house, it would not be a contemplation of their
goodness, but the contemplation of the interests at stake, to the
consideration of which their zeal would lead me, that would quicken a
sense of obligation in me to hasten to lend my aid.
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Revelation is concerned to impress the fact that God is holy, and of course
call on us, in view of His holiness, to love and worship Him. But in doing
this, it does not, cannot mean that His holiness is the foundation of the
obligation to will His good as an ultimate end.

Our obligation, when viewed apart from His character, is to will or wish
that God might fulfill all the conditions of perfect blessedness, and upon
that condition, that He might actually enjoy perfect and infinite
satisfaction. But seeing that He meets the demands of His own intelligence
and the intelligence of the universe, and that He voluntarily fulfills all the
necessary conditions of His highest well-being, our obligation is to will His
actual and most perfect and eternal blessedness.

I am obliged to repeat much to follow the objector, because all his
objections resolve themselves into one, and require to be answered much in
the same way.
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LECTURE 7

FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION

I NOW COME TO CONSIDER THE PHILOSOPHY
WHICH TEACHES THAT MORAL ORDER

IS THE FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION.

But what is moral order? The advocates of this theory define it to be
identical with the fit, proper, suitable. It is, then, according to the,
synonymous with the right. Moral order must be, in their view, either
identical with law or with virtue. It must be either an idea of the fit, the
right, the proper, the suitable, which is the same as objective right; or it
must consist in conformity of the will to this idea of law, which is virtue.
It has been repeatedly shown that right, whether objective or subjective,
cannot by any possibility be the end at which a moral agent ought to aim,
and to which he ought to consecrate himself. If moral order be not
synonymous with right in one of these senses, I do not know what it is;
and all that I can say is, that if it be not identical with the highest well-
being of God and of the universe, it cannot be the end at which moral
agents ought to aim, and cannot be the foundation of moral obligation. But
if by moral order, as the phraseology of some would seem to indicate, be
meant that state of the universe in which all law is universally obeyed, and,
as a consequence, a state of universal well-being, this theory is only
another name for the true one. It is the same as willing the highest well-
being of the universe, with the condition and means thereof.

Or if it be meant, as other phraseology would seem to indicate, that moral
order is a state of things in which either all law is obeyed, or in which the
disobedient are punished for the sake of promoting the public good; if this
be what is meant by moral order, it is only another name for the true
theory. Willing moral order, is only willing the highest good of the universe
for its own sake, with the condition and means thereof.
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But if by moral order be meant the fit, suitable, in the sense of law,
physical or moral, it is absurd to represent moral order as the foundation
of moral obligation. If moral order is the ground of obligation, it is identical
with the object of ultimate choice. Does God require us to love moral order
for its own sake? Is this identical with loving God and our neighbor?
“Thou shalt will moral order with all thy heart, and with all thy soul!” Is
this the meaning of the moral law? If this theory is right, benevolence is
sin. It is not living to the right end.

AGAIN IT IS MAINTAINED THAT THE NATURE
AND RELATIONS OF MORAL BEINGS ARE

THE TRUE FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION.

The advocates of this theory confound the conditions of moral obligation
with the foundation of obligation. The nature and relations of moral agents
to each other, and to the universe, are conditions of their obligation to will
the good of being, but not the foundation of the obligation. What! The
nature and relations of moral beings the foundation of their obligation to
choose an ultimate end! Then this end must be their nature and relations.
This is absurd. Their nature and relations being what they are, their highest
well-being is known to them to be of infinite and intrinsic value. But it is
and must be the intrinsic value of the end, and not their nature and
relations, that imposes obligation to will the highest good of the universe
as an ultimate end.

If their nature and relations be the ground of obligation, then their nature
and relations are the great object of ultimate choice, and should be willed
for their own sakes, and not for the sake of any good resulting from their
nature and relations. For, be it remembered, the ground of obligation to put
forth ultimate choice must be identical with the object of this choice, which
object imposes obligation by virtue of its own nature.

The natures and relations of moral beings are a condition of obligation to
fulfil to each other certain duties. For example, the relation of parent and
child is a condition of obligation to endeavor to promote each other’s
particular well-being, to govern and provide for, on the part of the parent,
and to obey, etc., on the part of the child. But the intrinsic value of the
good to be sought by both parent and child must be the ground, and their
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relation only the condition, of those particular forms of obligation. So in
every possible case. Relations can never be a ground of obligation to
choose, unless the relations be the object of the choice. The various duties
of life are executive and not ultimate acts. Obligation to perform them is
founded in the intrinsic nature of the good resulting from their
performance. The various relations of life are only conditions of obligation
to promote particular forms of good, and the good of particular individuals.

Writers upon this subject are often falling into the mistake of confounding
the conditions with the foundation of moral obligation. Moral agency is a
condition, but not the foundation of obligation. Light, or the knowledge of
the intrinsically valuable to being, is a condition, but not the foundation of
moral obligation. The intrinsically valuable is the foundation of the
obligation; and light, or the perception of the intrinsically valuable, is only
a condition of the obligation. So the nature and relations of moral beings are
a condition of their obligation to will each other’s good, and so is light, or a
knowledge of the intrinsic value of their blessedness; but the intrinsic value
is alone the foundation of the obligation. It is, therefore, a great mistake to
affirm “that the known nature and relations of moral agents are the true
foundation of moral obligation.”

THE NEXT THEORY THAT DEMANDS ATTENTION
IS THAT WHICH TEACHES THAT MORAL OBLIGATION

IS FOUNDED IN THE IDEA OF DUTY.

According to this philosophy, the end at which a moral agent ought to aim,
is duty. He must in all things “aim at doing his duty.” Or, in other words,
he must always have respect to his obligation, and aim at discharging it.

It is plain that this theory is only another form of stating the rightarian
theory. By aiming, intending, to do duty, we must understand the
advocates of this theory to mean the adoption of a resolution or maxim, by
which to regulate their lives the formation of a resolve to obey God to
serve God to do at all times what appears to be right to meet the demands
of conscience to obey the law to discharge obligation, etc. I have expressed
the thing intended in all these ways because it is common to hear this
theory expressed in all these terms, and in others like them. Especially in
giving instruction to inquiring sinners, nothing is more common than for
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those who profess to be spiritual guides to assume the truth of this
philosophy, and give instructions accordingly. These philosophers, or
theologians, will say to sinners: Make up your mind to serve the Lord;
resolve to do your whole duty, and do it at all times; resolve to obey God
in all things to keep all His commandments; resolve to deny yourselves to
forsake sin to love the Lord with all your heart and your neighbor as
yourself. They often represent regeneration as consisting in this resolution
or purpose.

Such-like phraseology, which is very common and almost universal among
rightarian philosophers, demonstrates that they regard virtue or obedience
to God as consisting in the adoption of a maxim of life. With them, duty is
the great idea to be realized. All these modes of expression mean the same
thing, and amount to just Kant’s morality, which he admits does not
necessarily imply religion, namely: “act upon a maxim at all times fit for
law universal,” and to Cousin’s which is the same thing, namely, “will the
right for the sake of the right.” Now I cannot but regard this philosophy on
the one hand, and utilitarianism on the other, as equally wide from the
truth, and as lying at the foundation of much of the spurious religion with
which the church and the world are cursed. Utilitarianism begets one type
of selfishness, which it calls religion, and this philosophy begets another,
in some respects more specious, but not a whit the less selfish, God
dishonoring and soul destroying. The nearest that this philosophy can be
said to approach either to true morality or religion, is, that if the one who
forms the resolution understood himself he would resolve to become truly
moral instead of really becoming so. But this is in fact an absurdity and an
impossibility, and the resolution maker does not understand what he is
about, when he supposes himself to be forming or cherishing a resolution
to do his duty. Observe, he intends to do his duty. But to do his duty is to
form and cherish an ultimate intention. To intend to do his duty is merely
to intend to intend. But this is not doing his duty, as will be shown. He
intends to serve God, but this is not serving God, as will also be shown.
Whatever he intends, he is neither truly moral nor religious, until he really
intends the same end that God does; and this is not to do his duty, nor to
do right, nor to comply with obligation, nor to keep a conscience void of
offence, nor to deny himself, nor any such like things. God aims at, and
intends, the highest well-being of Himself and the universe, as an ultimate
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end, and this is doing His duty. It is not resolving or intending to do His
duty, but is doing it. It is not resolving to do right for the sake of the right,
but it is doing right. It is not resolving to serve Himself and the universe,
but is actually rendering that service. It is not resolving to love, but
actually loving His neighbor as Himself. It is not, in other words, resolving
to be benevolent, but is being so. It is not resolving to deny self, but is
actually denying self.

A man may resolve to serve God without any just idea of what it is to
serve Him. If he had the idea of what the law of God requires him to
choose, clearly before his mind if he perceived that to serve God, was
nothing less than to consecrate himself to the same end to which God
consecrates Himself, to love God with all his heart and his neighbor as
himself, that is, to will or choose the highest well-being of God and of the
universe, as an ultimate end to devote all his being, substance, time, and
influence to this end; I say, if this idea were clearly before his mind, he
would not talk of resolving to consecrate himself to God resolving to do
his duty, to do right, to serve God, to keep a conscience void of offense,
and such like things. He would see that such resolutions were totally
absurd and a mere evasion of the claims of God. It has been repeatedly
shown, that all virtue resolves itself into the intending of an ultimate end,
or of the highest well-being of God and the universe. This is true morality,
and nothing else is. This is identical with that love to God and man which
the law of God requires. This then is duty. This is serving God. This is
keeping a conscience void of offense. This is right, and nothing else is. But
to intend or resolve to do this is only to intend to intend, instead of at once
intending what God requires. It is resolving to love God and his neighbor,
instead of really loving Him; choosing to choose the highest well-being of
God and of the universe, instead of really choosing it.

It is one thing for a man who actually loves God with all his heart and his
neighbor as himself, to resolve to regulate all his outward life by the law of
God, and a totally different thing to intend to love God or to intend His
highest glory and well-being. Resolutions may respect outward action, but
it is totally absurd to intend or resolve to form an ultimate intention. But
be it remembered, that morality and religion do not belong to outward
action, but to ultimate intentions. It is amazing and afflicting to witness the
alarming extent to which a spurious philosophy has corrupted and is
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corrupting the church of God. Kant and Cousin and Coleridge have
adopted a phraseology, and manifestly have conceived in idea a
philosophy subversive of all true love to God and man, and teach a religion
of maxims and resolutions instead of a religion of love. It is a philosophy,
as we shall see in a future lecture, which teaches that the moral law or law
of right, is entirely distinct from and may be opposite to the law of
benevolence or love. The fact is, this philosophy conceives of duty and
right as belonging to mere outward action. This must be, for it cannot be
confused enough to talk of resolving or intending to form an ultimate
intention. Let but the truth of this philosophy be assumed, in giving
instructions to the anxious sinner, and it will immediately dry off his tears,
and in all probability lead him to settle down in a religion of resolutions
instead of a religion of love. Indeed this philosophy will immediately dry
off, (if I may be allowed the expression), the most genuine and powerful
revival of religion, and run it down into a mere revival of a heartless, Christ
less, loveless philosophy. It is much easier to persuade anxious sinners to
resolve to do their duty, to resolve to love God, than it is to persuade them
really to do their duty, and really to love God with all their heart and with
all their soul, and their neighbor as themselves.

WE NOW COME TO THE CONSIDERATION OF
THAT PHILOSOPHY WHICH TEACHES THE COMPLEXITY OF

THE FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION.

This theory maintains that there are several distinct grounds of moral
obligation; that the highest good of being is only one of the grounds of
moral obligation, while right, moral order, the nature and relations of moral
agents, merit and demerit, truth, duty, and many such like things, are
distinct grounds of moral obligation, but that each one of them can by itself
impose moral obligation. The advocates of this theory, perceiving its
inconsistency with the doctrine that moral obligation respects the ultimate
choice of intention only, seem disposed to relinquish the position that
obligation respects strictly only the choice of an ultimate end, and to
maintain that moral obligation respects the ultimate action of the will. By
ultimate action of the will they mean, if I understand them, the will’s
treatment of everything according to its intrinsic nature and character; that
is treating every thing, or taking that attitude in respect to every thing
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known to the mind, that is exactly suited to what it is in and of itself. For
example, right ought to be regarded and treated by the will as right because
it is right. Truth ought to be regarded and treated as truth for its own sake,
virtue as virtue, merit as merit, demerit as demerit, the useful as useful, the
beautiful as beautiful, the good or valuable as valuable, each for its own
sake; that in each case the action of the will is ultimate, in the sense that its
action terminates on these objects as ultimates; in other words, that all
those actions of the will are ultimate that treat things according to their
nature and character, or according to what they are in and of themselves.

Now in respect to this theory I would inquire: What is intended by the
will’s treating a thing, or taking that attitude in respect to it that is suited
to its nature and character? Are there any other actions of will than
volitions, choice, preference, intention? Are not all the actions of the will
comprehended in these? If there are any other actions than these, are they
intelligent actions? If so, what are those actions of will that consist neither
in the choice of ends nor means, nor in volitions or efforts to secure an
end? Can there be intelligent acts of will that neither respect ends nor
means? Can there be moral acts of will when there is no choice or
intention? If there is choice or intention, must not these respect an end or
means? What then can be meant by ultimate action of will as distinguished
from ultimate choice or intention? Can there be choice without an object of
choice? If there is an object of choice, must not this object be chosen either
as an end or as a means? If as an ultimate end, how does this differ from
ultimate intention? If as a means, how can this be regarded as an ultimate
action of the will? What can be intended by actions of will that are not acts
of choice nor volition? I can conceive of no other. But if all acts of will
must of necessity consist in willing or unwilling, that is in choosing or
refusing, which is the same as willing one way or another, in respect to all
objects of choice apprehended by the mind, how can there be any
intelligent act of the will that does not consist in, or that may not and must
not, in its last analysis, be resolvable into, and be properly considered as
the choice of an end, or of means, or in executive efforts to secure an end?
Can moral law require any other action of will than choice and volition?
What other actions of will are possible to us? Whatever moral law does
require, it must and can only require choices and volitions. It can only
require us to choose ends or means. It cannot require us to choose as an
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ultimate end anything that is not intrinsically worthy of choice nor as a
means any thing that does not sustain that relation.

Secondly, let us examine this theory in the light of the revealed law of God.
The whole law is fulfilled in one word love. Now we have seen that the
will of God cannot be the foundation of moral obligation. Moral obligation
must be founded in the nature of that which moral law requires us to
choose. Unless there be something in the nature of that which moral law
requires us to will that renders it worthy or deserving of choice, we can be
under no obligation to will or choose it. It is admitted that the love required
by the law of God must consist in an act of the will, and not in mere
emotions. Now, does this love, willing, choice, embrace several distinct
ultimates? If so, how can they all be expressed in one word love? Observe,
the law requires only love to God and our neighbor as an ultimate. This
love or willing must respect and terminate on God and our neighbor. The
law says nothing about willing right for the sake of the right, or truth for
the sake of the truth, or beauty for the sake of beauty, or virtue for the
sake of virtue, or moral order for its own sake, or the nature and relations
of moral agents for their own sake; nor can any such thing be implied in the
command to love God and our neighbor. All these and innumerable other
things are, and must be, conditions and means of the highest well-being of
God and our neighbor. As such, the law may, and doubtless does, in
requiring us to will the highest well-being of God and our neighbor as an
ultimate end, require us to will all these as the necessary conditions and
means. The end which the revealed law requires us to will is undeniably
simple as opposed to complex. It requires only love to God and our
neighbor. One word expresses the whole of moral obligation. Now
certainly this word cannot have a complex signification in such a sense as
to include several distinct and ultimate objects of love, or of choice. This
love is to terminate on God and our neighbor, and not on abstractions, nor
on inanimate and insentient existences. I protest against any philosophy
that contradicts the revealed law of God, and that teaches that anything
else than God and our neighbor is to be loved for its own sake, or that
anything else is to be chosen as an ultimate end than the highest well-being
of God and our neighbor. In other words, I utterly object to any
philosophy that makes anything obligatory upon a moral agent that is not
expressed or implied in perfect good will to God, and to the universe of
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sentient existences. To the word and to the testimony; if any philosophy
agree not therewith, it is because there is no light in it. The revealed law of
God knows but one ground or foundation of moral obligation. It requires
but one thing: and that is just that attitude f the will toward God and our
neighbor that accords with the intrinsic value of their highest well-being;
that God’s moral worth shall be willed as of infinite value, as a condition
of His own well-being, and that His actual and perfect blessedness shall be
willed for its own sake, and because, or upon condition that He is worthy;
that our neighbor’s moral worth shall be willed as an indispensable
condition of his blessedness, and that if our neighbor is worthy of
happiness, his actual and highest happiness shall be willed. This law
knows but one end which moral agents are under obligation to seek, and
sets at nought all so-called ultimate actions of will that do not terminate on
the good of God and our neighbor. The ultimate choice, with the choice of
all the conditions and means of the highest well-being of God and the
universe, is all that the revealed law recognizes as coming within the pale
of its legislation. It requires nothing more and nothing less.

BUT THERE IS ANOTHER FORM OF THE COMPLEX THEORY
OF MORAL OBLIGATION THAT I MUST NOTICE

BEFORE I DISMISS THIS SUBJECT.

This view admits and maintains that the good, that is, the valuable to
being, is the only ground of moral obligation, and that in every possible
case the valuable to being, or the good, must be intended as an end, as a
condition of the intention being virtuous. In this respect it maintains that
the foundation of moral obligation is simple, a unit. But it also maintains
that there are several ultimate goods or several ultimates or things which
are intrinsically good or valuable in themselves, and are therefore to be
chosen for their own sake, or as an ultimate end; that to choose either of
these as an ultimate end, or for its own sake, is virtue.

It admits that happiness or blessedness is a good, and should be willed for
its own sake, or as an ultimate end, but it maintains that virtue is an
ultimate good; that right is an ultimate good; that the just and the true are
ultimate goods; in short, that the realization of the ideas of the reason, or
the carrying out into concrete existence any idea of the reason, is an
ultimate good. For instance: there were in the Divine Mind from eternity
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certain ideas of the good or valuable, the right, the just, the beautiful, the
true, the useful, the holy, the realization of these ideas of the divine reason,
according to this theory, was the end which God aimed at or intended in
creation; He aimed at their realization as ultimates or for their own sake,
and regarded the concrete realization of every one of these ideas as a
separate and ultimate good: and so certain as God is virtuous, so certain it
is, says this theory, that an intention on our part to realize these ideas for
the sake of the realization is virtue. Then the foundation of moral
obligation is complex in the sense that to will either the good or valuable,
the right, the true, the just, the virtuous, the beautiful, the useful, etc., for
its own sake, or as an ultimate end, is virtue; and there is more than one
virtuous ultimate choice or intention. Thus any one of several distinct
things may be intended as an ultimate end with equal propriety and with
equal virtuousness. The soul may at one moment be wholly consecrated to
one end, that is, to one ultimate good, and again to another; that is,
sometimes it may will one good, and sometimes another good, as an
ultimate end, and still be equally virtuous.

IN THE DISCUSSION OF THIS SUBJECT I WILL INQUIRE: IN
WHAT DOES THE SUPREME AND ULTIMATE GOOD CONSIST?

1. Good may be natural or moral. Natural good is synonymous with
valuable. Moral good is synonymous with virtue. Moral good is in a
certain sense a natural good, that is, it is valuable as a means of natural
good; but the advocates of this theory affirm that moral good is valuable in
itself.

2. Good may be absolute and relative. Absolute good is that which is
intrinsically valuable. Relative good is that which is valuable as a means. It
is not valuable in itself, but valuable because it sustains to absolute good
the relation of a means to an end. Absolute good may also be a relative
good, that is, it may tend to perpetuate and augment itself. Absolute good
is also ultimate. Ultimate good is that good in which all relative good
terminates that good to which all relative good sustains the relation of a
means or condition. Relative good is not intrinsically valuable, but only
valuable on account of its relations.
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The point upon which issue is taken, is, that enjoyment, blessedness, a
mental satisfaction, is the only ultimate good.

It has been before remarked, and should be repeated here, that the
intrinsically valuable must not only belong to, and be inseparable from,
sentient beings, but that the ultimate or intrinsic absolute good must
consist in a state of mind. It must be something to be found in the field of
consciousness. Take away mind, and what can be a good per se; or what
can be a good in any sense?

Again, it should be said that the ultimate and absolute good cannot
consist in a choice or in a voluntary state of mind. The thing chosen is, and
must be the ultimate of the choice. Choice can never be chosen as an
ultimate end. Benevolence then, or the love required by the law, can never
be the ultimate and absolute good. It is admitted that blessedness,
enjoyment, mental satisfaction, is a good; an absolute and ultimate good.
All men assume it. All men seek enjoyment. That it is the only absolute
and ultimate good, is a first truth. But for this there could be no activity no
motive to action no object of choice. Enjoyment is in fact the ultimate
good. It is in fact the result of existence and of action. It results to God
from His existence, His attributes, His activity, and His virtue, by a law of
necessity. His powers are so correlated that blessedness cannot but be the
state of His mind, as resulting from the exercise of His attributes and the
right activity of His will. Happiness, or enjoyment, results, both naturally
and governmentally, from obedience to both physical and moral. It also
shows that government is not an end, but a means. It also shows that the
end is blessedness, and the means obedience to law.

The ultimate and absolute good, in the sense of the intrinsically valuable,
cannot be identical with moral law. Moral law, as we have seen, is an idea
of the reason. Moral law and moral government must propose some end to
be secured by means of law. Law cannot be its own end. It cannot require
the subject to seek itself as an ultimate end. This were absurd. The moral
law is nothing else than the reason’s idea, or conception of that course of
willing and acting that is fit, proper, suitable to, and demanded by the
nature, relations, necessities, and circumstances of moral agents. Their
nature, relations, circumstances, and wants being perceived, the reason
necessarily affirms that they ought to propose to themselves a certain end,
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and to consecrate themselves to the promotion of this end, for its own
sake, or for its own intrinsic value. This end cannot be law itself. The law
is a simple and pure idea of the reason, and can never be in itself the
supreme, intrinsic, absolute, and ultimate good.

Nor can obedience, or the course of acting or willing required by the law,
be the ultimate end aimed at by the law or the lawgiver. The law requires
action in reference to an end, or that an end should be willed; but the
willing, and the end to be willed, cannot be identical. The action required,
and the end to which it is to be directed, cannot be the same. Obedience to
law cannot be the ultimate end proposed by law or government. The
obedience is one thing, the end to be secured by obedience is and must be
another. Obedience must be a means or condition; and that which law and
obedience are intended to secure, is and must be the ultimate end of
obedience. The law or the lawgiver aims to promote the highest good, or
blessedness of the universe. This must be the end of moral law and moral
government. Law and obedience must be the means or conditions of this
end. To deny this is to deny the very nature of moral law, and to lose sight
of the true and only end of moral government. Nothing can be moral law,
and nothing can be moral government, that does not propose the highest
good of moral beings as its ultimate end. But if this is the end of law, and
the end of government, it must be the end to be aimed at, or intended, by
the ruler and the subject. And this end must be the foundation of moral
obligation. The end must be good or valuable per se, or there can be no
moral law requiring it to be sought or chosen as an ultimate end, nor any
obligation to choose it as an ultimate end.

But what is intended by the right, the just, the true, etc., being ultimate
goods and ends to be chosen for their own sake? These may be objective or
subjective. Objective right, truth, justice, etc., are mere ideas, and cannot be
good or valuable in themselves. Subjective right, truth, justice, etc., are
synonymous with righteousness, truthfulness, and justness. These are
virtue. They consist in an active state of the will, and resolve themselves
into choice, intention. But we have repeatedly seen that intention can
neither be an end nor a good in itself, in the sense of intrinsically valuable.

Again, constituted as moral agents are, it is a matter of consciousness
that the concrete realization of the ideas of right, and truth, and justice, of
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beauty, of fitness, of moral order, and, in short, of all that class of ideas, is
indispensable as the condition and means of their highest well-being, and
that enjoyment or mental satisfaction is the result of realizing in the
concrete those ideas. This enjoyment or satisfaction then is and must be
the end or ultimate upon which the intention of God must have terminated,
and upon which ours must terminate as an end or ultimate.

Again, the enjoyment resulting to God from the concrete realization of
His own ideas must be infinite. He must therefore have intended it as the
supreme good. It is in fact the ultimate good. It is in fact the supremely
valuable.

Again, if there is more than one ultimate good, the mind must regard
them all as one, or sometimes be consecrated to one and sometimes to
another sometimes wholly consecrated to the beautiful, sometimes to the
just, and then again to the right, then to the useful, to the true, etc. But it
may be asked, of what value is the beautiful, aside from the enjoyment it
affords to sentient existences? It meets a demand of our being, and hence
affords satisfaction. But for this in what sense could it be regarded as
good? The idea of the useful, again, cannot be an idea of an ultimate end,
for utility implies that something is valuable in itself to which the useful
sustains the relation of a means, and is useful only for that reason.

Of what value is the true, the right, the just, etc., aside from the pleasure or
mental satisfaction resulting from them to sentient existences? Of what
value were all the rest of the universe, were there no sentient existences to
enjoy it?

Suppose, again, that everything else in the universe existed just as it does,
except mental satisfaction or enjoyment, and that there were absolutely no
enjoyment of any kind in anything any more than there is in a block of
granite, of what value would it all be? and to what, or to whom, would it
be valuable? Mind, without susceptibility of enjoyment, can neither know
nor be the subject of good or evil, any more than a slab of marble. Truth in
that case could no more be a good to mind than mind could be a good to
truth; light would no more be a good to the eye, than the eye a good to
light. Nothing in the universe could give or receive the least satisfaction or
dissatisfaction. Neither natural nor moral fitness nor unfitness could excite
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the least emotion or mental satisfaction. A block of marble might just as
well be the subject of good as anything else, upon such a supposition.

Again, it is obvious that all creation, where law is obeyed, tends to one
end, and that end is happiness or enjoyment. This demonstrates that
enjoyment was the end at which God aimed in creation.

Again, it is evident that God is endeavoring to realize all the other ideas
of His reason for the sake of, and as a means of, realizing that of the
valuable to being. This, as a matter of fact, is the result of realizing in the
concrete all those ideas. This must then have been the end intended.

It is nonsense to object that, if enjoyment or mental satisfaction be the
only ground of moral obligation, we should be indifferent as to the means.
This objection assumes that in seeking an end for its intrinsic value, we
must be indifferent as to the way in which we obtain that end; that is,
whether it be obtained in a manner possible or impossible, right or wrong.
It overlooks the fact that from the laws of our own being it is impossible
for us to will the end without willing also the indispensable, and therefore
the appropriate, means; and also that we cannot possibly regard any other
conditions or means of the happiness of moral agents as possible, and
therefore as appropriate or right, but holiness and universal conformity to
the law of our being. Enjoyment or mental satisfaction results from having
the different demands of our being met. One demand of the reason and
conscience of a moral agent is that happiness should be conditionated upon
holiness. It is therefore naturally impossible for a moral agent to be
satisfied with the happiness or enjoyment of moral agents, except upon
the condition of their holiness.

But this class of philosophers insist that all the archetypes of the ideas of
the reason are necessarily regarded by us as good in themselves. For
example: I have the idea of beauty. I behold a rose. The perception of this
archetype of the idea of beauty gives me instantaneous pleasure. Now it is
said, that this archetype is necessarily regarded by me as a good. I have
pleasure in the presence and perception of it, and as often as I call it to
remembrance. This pleasure, it is said, demonstrates that it is a good to me;
and this good is in the very nature of the object, and must be regarded as a
good in itself. To this I answer, that the presence of the rose is a good to
me, but not an ultimate good. It is only a means or source of pleasure or
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happiness to me. The rose is not a good in itself. If there were no eyes to
see it, and no olfactory to smell it, to whom could it be a good? But in
what sense can it be a good, except in the sense that it gives satisfaction to
the beholder? The satisfaction, and not the rose, is and must be the
ultimate good. But it is inquired, Do not I desire the rose for its own sake?
I answer, Yes; you desire it for its own sake, but you do not, cannot
choose it for its own sake, but to gratify the desire. The desires all
terminate on their respective objects. The desire for food terminates on
food; thirst terminates on drink, etc. These things are so correlated to these
appetites that they are desired for their own sakes. But they are not and
cannot be chosen for their own sakes or as an ultimate end. They are, and
must be, regarded and chosen as the means of gratifying their respective
desires. To choose them simply in obedience to the desire were
selfishness. But the gratification is a good, and a part of universal good.
The reason, therefore, urges and demands that they should be chosen as a
means of good to myself. When thus chosen in obedience to the law of the
intelligence, and no more stress is laid upon the gratification than in
proportion to its relative value, and when no stress is laid upon it simply
because it is my own gratification, the choice is holy. The perception of
the archetypes of the various ideas of the reason will, in most instances,
produce enjoyment. These archetypes, or, which is the same thing, the
concrete realization of these ideas, is regarded by the mind as a good, but
not as an ultimate good. The ultimate good is the satisfaction derived from
the perception of them.

The perception of moral or physical beauty gives me satisfaction. Now
moral and physical beauty are regarded by me as good, but not as ultimate
good. They are relative good only. Were it not for the pleasure they give
me, I could not in any way connect with them the idea of good. The mental
eye might perceive order, beauty, physical and moral, or anything else; but
these things would no more be good to the intellect that perceived them
than their opposites. The idea of good or of the valuable could not in such
a case exist, consequently virtue or moral beauty, could not exist. The idea
of the good, or of the valuable, must exist before virtue can exist. It is and
must be the development of the idea of the valuable, that develops the idea
of moral obligation, of right and wrong, and consequently that makes virtue
possible. The mind must perceive an object of choice that is regarded as
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intrinsically valuable, before it can have the idea of moral obligation to
choose it as an end. This object of choice cannot be virtue or moral beauty,
for this would be to have the idea of virtue or of moral beauty before the
idea of moral obligation, or of right and wrong. This were a contradiction.
The mind must have the idea of some ultimate good, the choice of which
would be virtue, or concerning which the reason affirms moral obligation,
before the idea of virtue, or of right or wrong, can exist. The development
of the idea of the valuable, or of an ultimate good, must precede the
possibility of virtue, or of the idea of virtue, of moral obligation, or of right
and wrong. It is absurd to say that virtue is regarded as an ultimate good,
when in fact the very idea of virtue does not and cannot exist until a good
is presented, in view of which, the mind affirms moral obligation to will it
for its own sake, and also affirms that the choice of it for that reason
would be virtue.

So virtue or holiness is morally beautiful. Moral worth or excellence is
morally beautiful. Beauty is an attribute or element of holiness, virtue, and
of moral worth, or right character. But the beauty is not identical with
holiness or moral worth, any more than the beauty of a rose, and the rose
are identical. The rose is beautiful. Beauty is one of its attributes. So virtue
is morally beautiful. Beauty is one of its attributes. But in neither case is
the beauty a state of mind, and, therefore, it cannot be an ultimate good.

We are apt to say, that moral worth is an ultimate good; but it is only a
relative good. It meets a demand of our being, and thus produces
satisfaction. This satisfaction is the ultimate good of being. At the very
moment we pronounce it a good in itself, it is only because we experience
such a satisfaction in contemplating it. At the very time we erroneously
say, that we consider it a good in itself, wholly independent of its results,
we only say so, the more positively, because we are so gratified at the
time, by thinking of it. It is its experienced results, that is the ground of the
affirmation.

THUS WE SEE:

1. That the utility of ultimate choice cannot be a foundation of obligation
to choose, for this would be to transfer the ground of obligation from what
is intrinsic in the object chosen to the useful tendency of the choice itself.
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As I have said, utility is a condition of obligation to put forth an executive
act, but can never be a foundation of obligation; for the utility of the choice
is not a reason found exclusively, or at all, in object of choice.

2. The moral character of the choice cannot be a foundation of obligation to
choose, for this reason is not intrinsic in the object of choice. To affirm
that the character of choice is the ground of obligation to choose, is to
transfer the ground of obligation to choose from the object chosen to the
character of the choice itself; but this is a contradiction of the premises.

3. The relation of one being to another cannot be the ground of obligation
of the one to will good to the other, for the ground of obligation to will
good to another must be the intrinsic nature of the good, and not the
relations of one being to another. Relations may be conditions of obligation
to seek to promote the good of particular individuals; but in every case the
nature of the good is the ground of the obligation.

4. Neither the relation of utility, nor that of moral fitness or right, as
existing between choice and its object, can be a ground of obligation, for
both these relations depend, for their very existence, upon the intrinsic
importance of the object of choice; and besides, neither of these relations is
intrinsic in the object of choice, as it must be to be a ground of obligation.

5. The relative importance or value of an object of choice can never be a
ground of obligation to choose that object, for its relative importance is not
intrinsic in the object. But the relative importance, or value, of an object
may be a condition of obligation to choose it, as a condition of securing an
intrinsically valuable object, to which it sustains the relation of a means. 6.
The idea of duty cannot be a ground of obligation; this idea is a condition,
but never a foundation, of obligation, for this idea is not intrinsic in the
object which we affirm it our duty to choose.

7. The perception of certain relations existing between individuals cannot
be a ground, although it is a condition of obligation, to fulfil to them certain
duties. Neither the relation itself, nor the perception of the relation, is
intrinsic in that which we affirm ourselves to be under obligation to will or
do to them; of course, neither of them can be a ground of obligation.

8. The affirmation of obligation by the reason, cannot be a ground, though
it is a condition of obligation. The obligation is affirmed, upon the ground
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of the intrinsic importance of the object and not in view of the affirmation
itself.

9. The sovereign will of God is never the foundation, though it often is a
condition of certain forms, of obligation. Did we know the intrinsic or
relative value of an object, we should be under obligation to choose it,
whether God required it or not.

The revealed will of God is always a condition of obligation, whenever
such revelation is indispensable to our understanding the intrinsic or
relative importance of any object of choice. The will of God is not intrinsic
in the object which He commands us to will, and of course cannot be a
ground of obligation.

10. The moral excellence of a being can never be a foundation of obligation
to will his good; for his character is not intrinsic in the good we ought to
will to him. The intrinsic value of that good must be the ground of the
obligation, and his good character only a condition of obligation to will his
enjoyment of good in particular.

Good character can never be a ground of obligation to choose anything
which is not itself; for the reasons of ultimate choice must be found
exclusively in the object of choice. Therefore, if character is a ground of
obligation to put forth an ultimate choice, it must be the object of that
choice.

11. Right can never be a ground of obligation, unless right be itself the
object which we are under obligation to choose for its own sake.

12. Susceptibility for good can never be a ground, though it is a condition,
of obligation to will good to a being. The susceptibility is not intrinsic in
the good which we ought to will, and therefore cannot be a ground of
obligation.

13. No one thing can be a ground of obligation to choose any other thing,
as an ultimate; for the reasons for choosing anything, as an ultimate, must
be found in itself, and in nothing extraneous to itself.

14. From the admitted fact, that none but ultimate choice or intention is
right or wrong per se, and that all executive volitions, or acts, derive their
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character from the ultimate intention to which they owe their existence, it
follows:

(a.) That if executive volitions are put forth with the intention to
secure an intrinsically valuable end, they are right; otherwise, they are
wrong.

(b.) It also follows, that obligation to put forth executive acts is
conditioned, not founded, upon the assumed utility of such acts.
Again:

(c.) It also follows, that all outward acts are right or wrong, as they
proceed from a right or wrong intention.

(d.) It also follows that the rightness of any executive volition or
outward act depends upon the supposed and intended utility of that
volition, or act. Their utility must be assumed as a condition of
obligation to put them forth, and, of course, their intended utility is a
condition of their being right.

(e.) It also follows that, whenever we decide it to be duty to put forth
any outward act whatever, irrespective of its supposed utility, and
because we think it right, we deceive ourselves; for it is impossible that
outward acts or volitions, which from their nature are always
executive, should be either obligatory or right, irrespective of their
assumed utility, or tendency to promote an intrinsically valuable end.

(f.) It follows also that it is a gross error to affirm the rightness of an
executive act, as a reason for putting it forth, even assuming that its
tendency is to do evil rather than good. With this assumption no
executive act can possibly be right. When God has required certain
executive acts, we know that they do tend to secure the highest good,
and that, if put forth to secure that good, they are right. But in no case,
where God has not revealed the path of duty, as it respects executive
acts, or courses of life, are we to decide upon such questions in view of
the rightness, irrespective of the good tendency of such acts or courses
of life; for their rightness depends upon their assumed good tendency.
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BUT IT IS SAID THAT A MORAL AGENT MAY
SOMETIMES BE UNDER OBLIGATION TO WILL EVIL

INSTEAD OF GOOD TO OTHERS. I ANSWER:

It can never be the duty of a moral agent to will evil to any being for its
own sake, or as an ultimate end. The character and governmental relations
of a being may be such that it may be duty to will his punishment to
promote the public good. But in this case good is the end willed, and
misery only a means. So it may be the duty of a moral agent to will the
temporal misery of even a holy being, to promote the public interests.
Such was the case with the sufferings of Christ. The Father willed His
temporary misery, to promote the public good. But in all cases when it is
duty to will misery, it is only as a means or condition of good to the
public, or to the individual, and not as an ultimate end.
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LECTURE 8

FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION

THE PRACTICAL TENDENCY OF THE VARIOUS THEORIES

It has already been observed that this is a highly practical question, and
one of surpassing interest and importance. I have gone through the
discussion and examination of the several principal theories, for the
purpose of preparing the way to expose the practical results of those
various theories, and to show that they legitimately result in some of the
most soul-destroying errors that cripple the church and curse the world.

I WILL BEGIN WITH THE THEORY
THAT REGARDS THE SOVEREIGN WILL OF GOD
AS THE FOUNDATION OF MORAL OBLIGATION.

One legitimate and necessary result of this theory is, a totally erroneous
conception both of the character of God, and of the nature and design of
His government. If God’s will is the foundation of moral obligation, it
follows that He is an arbitrary sovereign. He is not under law Himself, and
He has no rule by which to regulate His conduct, nor by which either
Himself or any other being can judge of His moral character. Indeed, unless
He is subject to law, or is a subject of moral obligation, He has and can
have, no moral character; for moral character always and necessarily
implies moral law and moral obligation. If God’s will is not itself under the
law of His infinite reason, or, in other words, it is not conformed to the
law imposed upon it by His intelligence, then His will is and must be
arbitrary in the worst sense; that is, in the sense of having no regard to
reason, or to the nature and relations of moral agents. But if His will is
under the law of His reason, if He acts from principle, or has good and
benevolent reasons for His conduct, then His will is not the foundation of
moral obligation, but those reasons that lie revealed in the divine
intelligence, in view of which it affirms moral obligation, or that He ought
to will in conformity with those reasons. In other words, if the intrinsic
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value of His own well-being and that of the universe be the foundation of
moral obligation; if His reason affirms His obligation to choose this as His
ultimate end, and to consecrate His infinite energies to the realization of it;
and if His will is conformed to this law it follows:

(1.) That His will is not the foundation of moral obligation.

(2.) That He has infinitely good and wise reasons for what He wills,
says, and does.

(3.) That He is not arbitrary, but always acts in conformity with right
principles, and for reasons that will, when universally known, compel
the respect and even admiration of every intelligent being in the
universe.

(4.) That creation and providential and moral government, are the
necessary means to an infinitely wise and good end, and that existing
evils are only unavoidably incidental to this infinitely wise and
benevolent arrangement, and, although great, are indefinitely the less of
two evils. That is, they are an evil indefinitely less than no creation and
government would have been. It is conceivable, that a plan of
administration might have been adopted that would have prevented the
present evils; but if we admit that God has been governed by reason in
the selection of the end He has in view, and in the use of means for its
accomplishment, it will follow that the evils are less than would have
existed under any other plan of administration; or at least, that the
present system, with all its evils, is the best that infinite wisdom and
love could adopt.

(5.) These incidental evils, therefore, do not at all detract from the
evidence of the wisdom and goodness of God; for in all these things He
is not acting from caprice, or malice, or an arbitrary sovereignty, but is
acting in conformity with the law of His infinite intelligence, and of
course has infinitely good and weighty reasons for what He does and
suffers to be done reasons so good and so weighty, that He could not
do otherwise without violating the law of His own intelligence, and
therefore committing infinite sin.

(6.) It follows also that there is ground for perfect confidence, love, and
submission to His divine will in all things. That is, if His will is not
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arbitrary, but conformed to the law of His infinite intelligence, then it
is obligatory, as our rule of action, because it reveals infallibly what is
in accordance with infinite intelligence. We may always be entirely safe
in obeying all the divine requirements, and in submitting to all His
dispensations, however mysterious, being assured that they are
perfectly wise and good. Not only are we safe in doing so, but we are
under infinite obligation to do so; not because His arbitrary will
imposes obligation, but because it reveals to us infallibly the end we
ought to choose, and the indispensable means of securing it. His will is
law, not in the sense of its originating and imposing obligation of its
own arbitrary sovereignty, but in the sense of its being a revelation of
both the end we ought to seek, and the means by which the end can be
secured. Indeed this is the only proper idea of law. It does not in any
case of itself impose obligation, but is only a revelation of obligation.
Law is a condition, but not the foundation, of obligation. The will of
God is a condition of obligation, only so far as it is indispensable to
our knowledge of the end we ought to seek, and the means by which
this end is to be secured. Where these are known, there is obligation,
whether God has revealed His will or not.

The foregoing, and many other important truths, little less important than
those already mentioned, and too numerous to be now distinctly noticed,
follow from the fact that the good of being, and not the arbitrary will of
God, is the foundation of moral obligation. But not one of them is or can
be true, if His will be the foundation of obligation. Nor can any one, who
consistently holds or believes that His will is the foundation of obligation,
hold or believe any of the foregoing truths, nor indeed hold or believe any
truth of the law or gospel. Nay, he cannot, if he be at all consistent, have
even a correct conception of one truth of God’s moral government. Let us
see if he can.

(1.) Can he believe that God’s will is wise and good, unless he admits
and believes that it is subject to the law of His intelligence? If he
consistently holds that the divine will is the foundation of moral
obligation, he must either deny that His will is any evidence of what is
wise and good, or maintain the absurdity, that whatever God wills is
wise and good, simply for the reason that God wills it, and that if he
willed the directly opposite of what he does, it would be equally wise
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and good. But this is an absurdity palpable enough to confound any
one who has reason and moral agency.

(2.) If he consistently holds and believes that God’s sovereign will is
the foundation of moral obligation, he cannot regard Him as having any
moral character, for the reason, that there is no standard by which to
judge of His willing and acting; for, by the supposition, He has no
intelligent rule of action, and, therefore, can have no moral character, as
He is not a moral agent, and can Himself have no idea of the moral
character of His own actions; for, in fact, upon the supposition in
question, they have none. Any one, therefore, who holds that God is
not a subject of moral law, imposed on Him by His own reason, but,
on the contrary, that His sovereign will is the foundation of moral
obligation, must, if consistent, deny that He has moral character; and
he must deny that God is an intelligent being, or else admit that He is
infinitely wicked for not conforming His will to the law of His
intelligence; and for not being guided by His infinite reason, instead of
setting up an arbitrary sovereignty of will.

(3.) He who holds that God’s sovereign will is the foundation of moral
obligation, instead of being a revelation of obligation, if he be at all
consistent, can neither have nor assign any good reason either for
confidence in Him, or submission to Him. If God has no good and wise
reasons for what He commands, why should we obey Him? If He has
no good and wise reasons for what He does, why should we submit to
Him?

Will it be answered, that if we refuse, we do it at our peril, and, therefore,
it is wise to do so, even if He has no good reasons for what He does and
requires? To this I answer that it is impossible, upon the supposition in
question, either to obey or submit to God with the heart. If we can see no
good reasons, but, on the other hand, are assured there are no good and
wise reasons for the divine commands and conduct, it is rendered forever
naturally impossible, from the laws of our nature, to render anything more
than feigned obedience and submission. Whenever we do not understand
the reason for a divine requirement, or of a dispensation of divine
Providence, the condition of heart-obedience to the one and submission to
the other, is the assumption that He has good and wise reasons for both.
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But assume the contrary, to wit, that He has no good and wise reasons for
either, and you render heart-obedience, confidence, and submission
impossible. It is perfectly plain, therefore, that he who consistently holds
the theory in question, can neither conceive rightly of God, nor of anything
respecting His law, gospel, or government, moral or providential. It is
impossible for him to have an intelligent piety. His religion, if he have any,
must be sheer superstition, inasmuch as he neither knows the true God,
nor the true reason why he should love, believe, obey, or submit to Him.
In short, he neither knows, nor, if consistent, can know, anything of the
nature of true religion, and has not so much as a right conception of what
constitutes virtue. But do not understand me as affirming, that none who
profess to hold the theory in question have any true knowledge of God, or
any true religion. No, they are happily so purely theorists on this subject,
and so happily inconsistent with themselves, as to have, after all, a
practical judgment in favor of the truth. They do not see the logical
consequences of their theory, and of course do not embrace them, and this
happy inconsistency is an indispensable condition of their salvation.

(4.) Another pernicious consequence of this theory is that those who
hold it will of course give false directions to inquiring sinners. Indeed, if
they be ministers, the whole strain of their instructions must be false.
They must, if consistent, not only represent God to their hearers as an
absolute and arbitrary sovereign, but they must represent religion as
consisting in submission to arbitrary sovereignty. If sinners inquire
what they must do to be saved, such teachers must answer in
substance, that they must cast themselves on the sovereignty of a God
whose law is solely an expression of His arbitrary will, and whose
every requirement and purpose is founded in His arbitrary sovereignty.
This is the God whom they must love, in whom they must believe, and
whom they must serve with a willing mind. How infinitely different
such instructions are from those that would be given by one who knew
the truth. Such an one would represent God to an inquirer as infinitely
reasonable in all His requirements, and in all His ways. He would
represent the sovereignty of God as consisting, not in arbitrary will,
but in benevolence or love, directed by infinite knowledge in the
promotion of the highest good of being. He would represent His law,
not as the expression of His arbitrary will, but as having its foundation
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in the self-existent nature of God, and in the nature of moral agents; as
being the very rule which is agreeable to the nature and relations of
moral agents; that its requisitions are not arbitrary, but that the very
thing, and only that, is required which is in the nature of things
indispensable to the highest well-being of moral agents; that God’s will
does not originate obligation by any arbitrary fiat, but on the contrary,
that He requires what He does, because it is obligatory in the nature of
things; that His requirement does not create right, but that He requires
only that which is naturally and of necessity right. These and many
such like things would irresistibly commend the character of God to
the human intelligence, as worthy to be trusted, and as a being to
whom submission is infallibly safe and infinitely reasonable.

The fact is, the idea of arbitrary sovereignty is shocking and revolting, not
only to the human heart, whether unregenerate or regenerate, but also to
the human intelligence. Religion, based upon such a view of God’s
character and government, must be sheer superstition or gross fanaticism.

I WILL NEXT GLANCE AT THE LEGITIMATE RESULTS OF
THE THEORY OF THE SELFISH SCHOOL.

This theory teaches that our own interest is the foundation of moral
obligation. In conversing with a distinguished defender of this philosophy,
I requested the theorist to define moral obligation, and this was the
definition given: “It is the obligation of a moral agent to seek his own
happiness.” Upon the practical bearing of this theory I remark:

(1.) It tends directly and inevitably to the confirmation and despotism
of sin in the soul. All sin, as we shall hereafter see, resolves itself into a
spirit of self-seeking, or into a disposition to seek good to self, upon
condition of its relations to self, and not impartially and
disinterestedly. This philosophy represents this spirit of self-seeking
as virtue, and only requires that in our efforts to secure our own
happiness, we should not interfere with the rights of others in seeking
theirs. But here it may be asked, when these philosophers insist that
virtue consists in willing our own happiness, and that, in seeking it, we
are bound to have respect to the rights and happiness of others, do
they mean that we are to have a positive, or merely a negative regard to
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the rights and happiness of others? If they mean that we are to have a
positive regard to others’ rights and happiness, what is that but giving
up their theory, and holding the true one, to wit, that the happiness of
each one shall be esteemed according to its intrinsic value, for its own
sake? That is, that we should be disinterestedly benevolent? But if
they mean that we are to regard our neighbor’s happiness negatively,
that is, merely in not hindering it, what is this but the most absurd
thing conceivable? What! I need not care positively for my neighbor’s
happiness, I need not will it as a good in itself, and for its own value,
and yet I must take care not to hinder it. But why? Why, because it is
intrinsically as valuable as my own. Now, if this is assigning any good
reason why I ought not to hinder it, it is just because it is assigning a
good reason why I ought positively and disinterestedly to will it;
which is the same thing as the true theory. But if this is not a sufficient
reason to impose obligation, positively and disinterestedly, to will it, it
can never impose obligation to avoid hindering it, and I may then
pursue my own happiness in my own way without the slightest regard
to that of any other.

(2.) If this theory be true, sinful and holy beings are precisely alike, so
far as ultimate intention is concerned, in which we have seen all
character consists. They have precisely the same end in view, and the
difference lies exclusively in the means they make use of to promote
their own happiness. That sinners are seeking their own happiness, is a
truth of consciousness to them. If moral agents are under obligation to
seek their own happiness as the supreme end of life, it follows, that
holy beings do so. So that holy and sinful beings are precisely alike, so
far as the end for which they live is concerned; the only difference
being, as has been observed, in the different means they make use of to
promote this end. But observe, no reason can be assigned, in
accordance with this philosophy, why they use different means, only
that they differ in judgment in respect to them; for, let it be
remembered, that this philosophy denies that we are bound to have a
positive and disinterested regard to our neighbor’s interest; and, of
course, no benevolent considerations prevent the holy from using the
same means as do the wicked. Where, therefore, is the difference in
their character, although they do use this diversity of means? I say
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again, there is none. If this difference be not ascribed to disinterested
benevolence in one, and to selfishness in the other, there really is and
can be no difference in character between them. According to this
theory nothing is right in itself, but the intention to promote my own
happiness; and anything is right or wrong as it is intended to promote
this result or otherwise. For let it be borne in mind that, if moral
obligation respects strictly the ultimate intention only, it follows that
ultimate intention alone is right or wrong in itself, and all other things
are right or wrong as they proceed from a right or wrong ultimate
intention. This must be true.

Further, if my own happiness be the foundation of my moral obligation, it
follows that this is the ultimate end at which I ought to aim, and that
nothing is right or wrong in itself, in me, but this intention or its opposite;
and furthermore, that everything else must be right or wrong in me as it
proceeds from this, or from an opposite intention. I may do, and upon the
supposition of the truth of this theory, I am bound to do, whatever will, in
my estimation, promote my own happiness, and that, not because of its
intrinsic value as a part of universal good, but because it is my own. To
seek it as a part of universal happiness, and not because it is my own,
would be to act on the true theory, or the theory of disinterested
benevolence; which this theory denies.

(3.) Upon this theory I am not to love God supremely, and my
neighbor as myself. If I love God and my neighbor, it is to be only as a
means of promoting my own happiness, which is not loving them but
loving myself supremely.

(4.) This theory teaches radical error in respect both to the character
and government of God; and the consistent defenders of it cannot but
hold fundamentally false views in respect to what constitutes holiness
or virtue, either in God or man. They do not and cannot know the
difference between virtue and vice.

(5.) The teachers of this theory must fatally mislead all who
consistently follow out their instructions. In preaching, they must, if
consistent, appeal wholly to hope and fear. All their instructions must
tend to confirm selfishness. All the motives they present, if consistent,
tend only to stir up a zeal within them to secure their own happiness.
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If they pray, it will only be to implore the help of God to accomplish
their selfish ends.

Indeed, it is impossible that this theory should not blind its advocates to
the fundamental truths of morality and religion, and it is hardly conceivable
that one could more efficiently serve the devil than by the inculcation of
such a philosophy as this.

LET US IN THE NEXT PLACE LOOK INTO THE NATURAL AND,
IF ITS ADVOCATES ARE CONSISTENT,

NECESSARY RESULTS OF UTILITARIANISM.

This theory, you know, teaches that the utility of an action or of a choice,
renders it obligatory. That is, I am bound to will good, not for the intrinsic
value of the good; but because willing good tends to produce good to
choose an end, not because of the intrinsic value of the end, but because
the willing of it tends to secure it. The absurdity of this theory has been
sufficiently exposed. It only remains to notice its legitimate practical
results.

(1.) It naturally, and I may say, necessarily diverts the attention from
that in which all morality consists, namely, the ultimate intention.
Indeed, it seems that the abettors of this scheme must have in mind
only outward action, or at most executive volitions, when they assert
that the tendency of an action is the reason of the obligation to put it
forth. It seems impossible that they should assert that the reason for
choosing an ultimate end should or could be the tendency of choice to
secure it. This is so palpable a contradiction, that it is difficult to
believe that they have ultimate intention in mind when they make the
assertion. An ultimate end is ever chosen for its intrinsic value, and not
because choice tends to secure it. How, then, is it possible for them to
hold that the tendency of choice to secure an ultimate end is the reason
of an obligation to make that choice? But if they have not their eye
upon ultimate intention, when they speak of moral obligation, they are
discoursing of that which is, strictly without the pale of morality. A
consistent utilitarian, therefore, cannot conceive rightly of the nature of
morality or virtue. He cannot consistently hold that virtue consists in
willing the highest well-being of God and of the universe as an ultimate
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end, or for its own sake, but must, on the contrary, confine his ideas of
moral obligation to volitions and outward actions, in which there is
strictly no morality, and withal assign an entirely false reason for
these, to wit, their tendency to secure an end, rather than the value of
the end which they tend to secure.

This is the proper place to speak of the doctrine of expediency, a doctrine
strenuously maintained by utilitarians, and as strenuously opposed by
rightarians. It is this, that whatever is expedient is right, for the reason,
that the expediency of an action or measure is the foundation of the
obligation to put forth that action, or adopt that measure. It is easy to see
that this is just equivalent to saying, that the utility of an action or
measure is the reason of the obligation to put forth that action or to adopt
that measure. But, as we have seen, utility, tendency, expediency, is only a
condition of the obligation, to put forth outward action or executive
volition, but never the foundation of the obligation that always being the
intrinsic value of the end to which the volition, action, or measure, sustains
the relation of a means. I do not wonder that rightarians object to this,
although I do wonder at the reason which, if consistent, they must assign
for this obligation, to wit, that any action or volition, (ultimate intention
excepted), can be right or wrong in itself, irrespective of its expediency or
utility. This is absurd enough, and flatly contradicts the doctrine of
rightarians themselves, that moral obligation strictly belongs only to
ultimate intention. If moral obligation belongs only to ultimate intention,
then nothing but ultimate intention can be right or wrong in itself. And
every thing else, that is, all executive volitions and outward actions must
be right or wrong, (in the only sense in which moral character can be
predicated of them) as they proceed from a right or wrong ultimate
intention. This is the only form in which rightarians can consistently admit
the doctrine of expediency, viz., that it relates exclusively to executive
volitions and outward actions. And this they can admit only upon the
assumption that executive volitions and outward actions have strictly no
moral character in themselves, but are right or wrong only as, and because,
they proceed necessarily from a right or wrong ultimate intention. All
schools that hold this doctrine, to wit, that moral obligation respects the
ultimate intention only, must, if consistent, deny that any thing can be
either right or wrong per se, but ultimate intention. Further, they must
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maintain, that utility, expediency, or tendency to promote the ultimate end
upon which ultimate intention terminates, is always a condition of the
obligation to put forth those volitions and actions that sustain to this end
the relation of means. And still further, they must maintain, that the
obligation to use those means must be founded in the value of the end, and
not in the tendency of the means to secure it; for unless the end be
intrinsically valuable, the tendency of means to secure it can impose no
obligation to use them. Tendency, utility, expediency, then, are only
conditions of the obligation to use any given means, but never the
foundation of obligation. The obligation in respect to outward action is
always founded in the value of the end to which this action sustains the
relation of a means, and the obligation is conditionated upon the perceived
tendency of the means to secure that end. Expediency can never have
respect to the choice of an ultimate end, or to that in which moral character
consists, to wit, ultimate intention. The end is to be chosen for its own
sake. Ultimate intention is right or wrong in itself, and no questions of
utility, expediency, or tendency, have any thing to do with the obligation
to put forth ultimate intention, there being only one ultimate reason for
this, namely, the intrinsic value of the end itself. It is true, then, that
whatever is expedient is right, not for that reason, but only upon that
condition. The inquiry then, Is it expedient?, in respect to outward action,
is always proper; for upon this condition does obligation to outward
action turn. But in respect to ultimate intention, or the choice of an
ultimate end, an inquiry into the expediency of this choice or intention is
never proper, the obligation being founded alone upon the perceived and
intrinsic value of the end, and the obligation being without any condition
whatever, except the possession of the powers of moral agency, with the
perception of the ed upon which intention ought to terminate, namely, the
good of universal being. But the mistake of the utilitarian, that expediency
is the foundation of moral obligation, is fundamental, for, in fact, it cannot
be so in any case whatever. I have said, and here repeat, that all schools
that hold that moral obligation respects ultimate intention only, must, if
consistent, maintain that perceived utility, expediency, etc., is a condition
of obligation to put forth any outward action, or, which is the same thing,
to use any means to secure the end of benevolence. Therefore, in practice
or in daily life, the true doctrine of expediency must of necessity have a
place. The railers against expediency, therefore, know not what they say
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nor whereof they affirm. It is, however, impossible to proceed in practice
upon the utilitarian philosophy. This teaches that the tendency of an
action to secure good, and not the intrinsic value of the good, is the
foundation of the obligation to put forth that action. But this is too absurd
for practice. For, unless the intrinsic value of the end be assumed as the
foundation of the obligation to choose it, it is impossible to affirm
obligation to put forth an action to secure that end. The folly and the
danger of utilitarianism is, that it overlooks the true foundation of moral
obligation, and consequently the true nature of virtue or holiness. A
consistent utilitarian cannot conceive rightly of either.

The teachings of a consistent utilitarian must of necessity abound with
pernicious error. Instead of representing virtue as consisting in
disinterested benevolence, or in the consecration of the soul to the highest
good of being in general, for its own sake, it must represent it as consisting
wholly in using means to promote good: that is, as consisting wholly in
executive volitions and outward actions, which, strictly speaking, have no
moral character in them. Thus, consistent utilitarianism inculcates
fundamentally false ideas of the nature of virtue. Of course it must teach
equally erroneous ideas respecting the character of God the spirit and
meaning of His law the nature of repentance of sin of regeneration and, in
short, of every practical doctrine of the Bible.

PRACTICAL BEARINGS AND TENDENCY OF RIGHTARIANISM.

It will be recollected that this philosophy teaches that right is the
foundation of moral obligation. With its advocates, virtue consists in
willing the right for the sake of the right, instead of willing the good for the
sake of the good, or more strictly, in willing the good for the sake of the
right, and not for the sake of the good; or, as we have seen, the foundation
of obligation consists in the relation of intrinsic fitness existing between
the choice and the good. The right is the ultimate end to be aimed at in all
things, instead of the highest good of being for its own sake. From such a
theory the following consequences must now speak only of consistent
rightarianism.

(1.) If the rightarian theory is true, there is a law of right entirely
distinct from, and opposed to, the law of love or benevolence. The
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advocates of this theory often assume, perhaps unwittingly, the
existence of such a law. They speak of multitudes of things as being
right or wrong in themselves, entirely independent of the law of
benevolence. Nay, they go so far as to affirm it conceivable that doing
right might necessarily tend to, and result in, universal misery; and
that, in such a case, we should be under obligation to do right, or will
right, or intend right, although universal misery should be the necessary
result. This assumes and affirms that right has no necessary relation to
willing the highest good of being for its own sake, or, what is the same
thing, that the law of right is not only distinct from the law of
benevolence, but may be directly opposed to it; that a moral agent may
be under obligation to will as an ultimate end that which he knows will
and must, by a law of necessity, promote and secure universal misery.
Rightarians sternly maintain that right would be right, and that virtue
would be virtue, although this result were a necessary consequence.
What is this but maintaining that moral law may require moral agents
to set their hearts upon and consecrate themselves to that which is
necessarily subversive of the well-being of the entire universe? And
what is this but assuming that may be moral law that requires a course
of willing and acting entirely inconsistent with the nature and relations
of moral agents? Thus virtue and benevolence not only may be
different but opposite things; and benevolence may be sin. This is not
only opposed to our reason, but a more capital or mischievous error in
morals or philosophy can hardly be conceived.

Nothing is or can be right, as an ultimate choice, but benevolence. Nothing
can be moral law but that which requires that the highest well-being of God
and of the universe should be chosen as an ultimate end. If benevolence is
right, this must be self-evident. Rightarianism overlooks and misrepresents
the very nature of moral law. Let any one contemplate the grossness of the
absurdity that maintains, that moral law may require a course of willing
that necessarily results in universal and perfect misery. What then, it may
be asked, has moral law to do with the nature and relations of moral agents,
except to mock, insult, and trample them under foot? Moral law is, and
must be, the law of nature, that is, suited to the nature and relations of
moral agents. But can that law be suited to the nature and relations of
moral agents that requires a course of action necessarily resulting in
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universal misery? Rightarianism then, not only overlooks, but flatly
contradicts, the very nature of moral law, and sets up a law of right in
direct opposition to the law of nature.

(2.) This philosophy tends naturally to fanaticism. Conceiving as it
does of right as distinct from, and often opposed to, benevolence, it
scoffs or rails at the idea of inquiring what the highest good evidently
demands. It insists that such and such things are right or wrong in
themselves, entirely irrespective of what the highest good demands.
Having thus in mind a law of right distinct from, and perhaps, opposed
to benevolence, what frightful conduct may not this philosophy lead
to? This is indeed the law of fanaticism. The tendency of this
philosophy is illustrated in the spirit of many reformers, who are
bitterly contending for the right, which, after all, is to do nobody any
good.

(3.) This philosophy teaches a false morality and a false religion. It
exalts right above God, and represents virtue as consisting in the love
of right instead of the love of God. It exhorts men to will the right for
the sake of the right, instead of the good of being for the sake of the
good, or for the sake of being. It teaches us to inquire, How shall I do
right?, instead of, How shall I do good? What is right? instead of, What
will most promote the good of the universe? Now that which is most
promotive of the highest good of being, is right. To intend the highest
well-being of God and of the universe, is right. To use the necessary
means to promote this end, is right; and whatever in the use of means
or in outward action is right, is so for this reason, namely, that it is
designed to promote the highest well-being of God and of the universe.
But rightarianism points out an opposite course. It says: Will right for
the sake of the right, that is, as an end; and in respect to means, inquire
not what is manifestly for the highest good of being, for with this you
have nothing to do; your business is to will the right for the sake of the
right. If you inquire how you are to know what is right, it does not
direct you to the law of benevolence as the only standard, but it directs
you to an abstract idea of right, as an ultimate rule, having no regard to
the law of benevolence or love. It tells you that right is right, because it
is right; and not that right is conformity to the law of benevolence, and
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right for this reason. Now certainly such teaching is radically false, and
subversive of all sound morality and true religion.

(4.) As we have formerly seen, this philosophy does not represent
virtue as consisting in the love of God, or of Christ, or our neighbor.
Consistency must require the abettors of this scheme to give
fundamentally false instructions to inquiring sinners. Instead of
representing God and all holy beings as devoted to the public good, and
instead of exhorting sinners to love God and their neighbor, this
philosophy must represent God and holy beings as consecrated to
right for the sake of the right; and must exhort sinners, who ask what
they shall do to be saved, to will the right for the sake of the right, to
love the right, to deify right, and fall down and worship it. There is
much of this false morality and religion in the world and in the church.
Infidels are great sticklers for this religion, and often exhibit as much of
it as do some rightarian professors of religion. It is a severe, stern,
loveless, Godless, Christ less philosophy, and nothing but happy
inconsistency prevents its advocates from manifesting it in this light to
the world. The law of right, when conceived of as distinct from, or
opposed to, the law of benevolence, is a perfect strait-jacket, an iron
collar, a snare of death.

This philosophy represents all war, all slavery, and many things as wrong
per se, without insisting upon such a definition of those things as
necessarily implies selfishness. Any thing whatever is wrong in itself that
includes and implies selfishness, and nothing else is or can be. All war
waged for selfish purposes is wrong per se. But war waged for benevolent
purposes, or war required by the law of benevolence, and engaged in with a
benevolent design, is neither wrong in itself, nor wrong in any proper
sense. All holding men in bondage from selfish motives is wrong in itself,
but holding men in bondage in obedience to the law of benevolence is not
wrong but right. And so it is with every thing else. Therefore, where it is
insisted that all war and all slavery, or any thing else is wrong in itself,
such a definition of things must be insisted on as necessarily implies
selfishness. But consistent rightarianism will insist that all war, all slavery,
and all of many other things, are wrong in themselves without regard to
their being violators of the law of benevolence. This is consistent with
such philosophy, but it is most false and absurd in fact. Indeed, any
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philosophy that assumes the existence of a law of right distinct from, and
possibly opposed to, the law of benevolence, must teach many doctrines
at war with both reason and revelation. It sets men in chase of a
philosophical abstraction as the supreme end of life, instead of the
concrete reality of the highest well-being of God and the universe. It preys
upon the human soul, and turns into solid iron all the tender sensibilities of
our being. Do but contemplate a human being supremely devoted to an
abstraction, as the end of human life. He wills the right for the sake of the
right. Or, more strictly, he wills the good of being, not from any regard to
being, but because of the relation of intrinsic fitness or rightness existing
between choice and its object. For this he lives, and moves, and has his
being. What sort of religion is this? I wish not to be understood as holding,
or insinuating, that professed rightarians universally, or even generally,
pursue their theory to its legitimate boundary, or that they manifest the
spirit that it naturally begets. No, I am most happy in acknowledging that
with many, and perhaps with most of them, it is so purely a theory, that
they are not greatly influenced by it in practice. Many of them I regard as
the excellent of the earth, and I am happy to count them among my dearest
and most valued friends. But I speak of the philosophy, with its natural
results, when embraced not merely as a theory, but when adopted by the
heart as the rule of life. It is only in such cases that its natural and
legitimate fruits appear. Only let it be borne in mind that right is
conformity to moral law, that moral law is the law of nature, or the law
founded in the nature and relations of moral agents, the law that requires
just that course of willing and action that tends naturally to secure the
highest well-being of all moral agents, that requires this course of willing
and acting for the sake of the end in which it naturally and governmentally
results, and requires that this end shall be aimed at or intended by all moral
agents as the supreme good and the only ultimate end of life; I say, only let
these truths be borne in mind, and you will never talk of a right, or a virtue,
or a law, obedience to which necessarily results in universal misery; nor
will you conceive that such a thing is possible.

Lastly, I come to the consideration of the practical bearings of what I
regard as the true theory of the foundation of moral obligation, namely,
that the intrinsic nature and value of the highest well-being of God and of
the universe is the sole foundation of moral obligation.
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UPON THIS PHILOSOPHY I REMARK:

That if this be true, the whole subject of moral obligation is perfectly
simple and intelligible; so plain, indeed, that “the wayfaring man, though a
fool, cannot err therein.”

Upon this theory, every moral agent knows in every possible instance
what is right, and can never mistake his real duty.

His duty is to will this end with all the known conditions and means
thereof. Intending this end with a single eye, and doing what appears to
him, with all the light he can obtain, to be in the highest degree calculated
to secure this end, he really does his duty. If in this case he is mistaken in
regard to what is the best means of securing this end, still, with a
benevolent intention, he does not sin. He has done right, for he has
intended as he ought, and acted outwardly as he thought was the path of
duty, under the best light he could obtain. This, then, was his duty. He did
not mistake his duty; because it was duty to intend as he intended, and
under the circumstances, to act as he acted. How else should he have
acted?

If a moral agent can know what end he aims at or lives for, he can know,
and cannot but know, at all times, whether he is right or wrong. All that
upon this theory a moral agent needs to be certain of is, whether he lives
for the right end, and this, if at all honest, or if dishonest, he really cannot
but know. If he would ask, what is right or what is duty at any time, he
need not wait for a reply. It is right for him to intend the highest good of
being as an end. If he honestly does this, he cannot mistake his duty, for in
doing this he really performs the whole of duty. With this honest
intention, it is impossible that he should not use the means to promote this
end, according to the best light he has; and this is right. A single eye to the
highest good of God and the universe, is the whole of morality, strictly
considered; and, upon this theory, moral law, moral government, moral
obligation, virtue, vice, and the whole subject of morals and religion are the
perfection of simplicity. If this theory be true, no honest mind ever
mistook the path of duty. To intend the highest good of being is right and
is duty. No mind is honest that is not steadily pursuing this end. But in
the honest pursuit of this end there can be no sin, no mistaking the path of
duty. That is and must be the path of duty that really appears to a
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benevolent mind to be so. That is, it must be his duty to act in conformity
with his honest convictions. This is duty, this is right. So, upon this
theory, no one who is truly honest in pursuing the highest good of being,
ever did or can mistake his duty in any such sense as to commit sin.

I have spoken with great plainness, and perhaps with some severity, of the
several systems of error, as I cannot but regard them, upon the most
fundamental and important of subjects; not certainly from any want of
love to those who hold them, but from a concern, long cherished and
growing upon me, for the honor of truth and for the good of being. Should
any of you ever take the trouble to look into this subject, in its length and
breadth, and read the various systems, and take the trouble to trace out
their practical results, as actually developed in the opinions and practices
of men, you certainly would not be at a loss to account for the theological
and philosophical fogs that so bewilder the world. How can it be
otherwise, while such confusion of opinion prevails upon the fundamental
question of morals and religion?

How is it, that there is so much profession and so little real practical
benevolence in the world? Multitudes of professed Christians seem to
have no conception that benevolence constitutes true religion; that nothing
else does; and that selfishness is sin, and totally incompatible with religion.
They live on in their self-indulgences, and dream of heaven. This could not
be, if the true idea of religion, as consisting in sympathy with the
benevolence of God, was fully developed in their minds.

I need not dwell upon the practical bearings of the other theories which I
have examined; what I have said may suffice, as an illustration of the
importance of being well-established in this fundamental truth. It is
affecting to see what conceptions multitudes entertain in regard to the real
spirit and meaning of the law and gospel of God, and, consequently, of the
nature of holiness.

In dismissing this subject, I would remark, that any system of moral
philosophy that does not correctly define a moral action, and the real
ground of obligation, must be fundamentally defective. Nay, if consistent,
it must be highly pernicious and dangerous. But let moral action be clearly
and correctly defined, let the true ground of obligation be clearly and
correctly stated; and let both these be kept constantly in view, and such a
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system would be of incalculable value. It would be throughout intelligible,
and force conviction upon every intelligent reader. But I am not aware that
any such system exists. So far as I know, they are all faulty, either in their
definition of a moral action, and do not fasten the eye upon the ultimate
intention, and keep it there as being the seat of moral character, and that
from which the character of all our actions is derived; or they soon forget
this, and treat mere executive acts as right or wrong, without reference to
the ultimate intention. I believe they have all failed in not clearly defining
the true ground of obligation, and, consequently, are faulty in their
definition of virtue.
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LECTURE 9

UNITY OF MORAL ACTION

CAN OBEDIENCE TO MORAL LAW BE PARTIAL?
WHAT CONSTITUTES OBEDIENCE TO MORAL LAW?

We have seen in former lectures, that disinterested benevolence is all that
the spirit of moral law requires; that is, that the love which it requires to
God and our neighbor is good willing, willing the highest good or well-being
of God, and of being in general, as an end, or for its own sake; that this
willing is a consecration of all the powers, so far as they are under the
control of the will, to this end. Entire consecration to this end must of
course constitute obedience to the moral law. The next question is: Can
consecration to this end be real, and yet partial in the sense of not being
entire, for the time being? This conducts us to the second proposition,
namely:

THAT OBEDIENCE CANNOT BE PARTIAL IN THE SENSE THAT
THE SUBJECT EVER DOES, OR CAN, PARTLY OBEY AND

PARTLY DISOBEY AT THE SAME TIME.

That is, consecration, to be real, must be, for the time being, entire and
universal. It will be seen that this discussion respects the simplicity of
moral action, that is whether the choices of the will that have any degree of
conformity to moral law, are always and necessarily wholly conformed or
wholly disconformed to it. There are two distinct branches to this inquiry.

(1.) The one is, Can the will at the same time make opposite choices? Can
it choose the highest good of being as an ultimate end, and at the same time
choose any other ultimate end, or make any choices whatever inconsistent
with this ultimate choice?

(2.) The second branch of this inquiry respects the strength or intensity of
the choice. Suppose but one ultimate choice can exist at the same time,
may not that choice be less efficient and intense than it ought to be? Let us
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take up these two inquiries in their order. (1.) Can the will at the same time
choose opposite and conflicting ultimate ends? While one ultimate end is
chosen, can the will choose anything inconsistent with this end? In reply
to the first branch of this inquiry I observe:

(a.) That the choice of an ultimate end is, and must be, the supreme
preference of the mind. Sin is the supreme preference of self-
gratification. Holiness is the supreme preference of the good of being.
Can then two supreme preferences coexist in the same mind? It is
plainly impossible to make opposite choices at the same time, that is,
to choose opposite and conflicting ultimate ends.

(b.) All intelligent choice, as has been formerly shown, must respect
ends or means. Choice is synonymous with intention. If there is a
choice or intention, of necessity something must be chosen or intended.
This something must be chosen for its own sake, or as an end, or, for
the sake of something else to which it sustains the relation of a means.
To deny this were to deny that the choice is intelligent. But we are
speaking of no other than intelligent choice, or the choice of a moral
agent.

(c.) This conducts us to the inevitable conclusion that no choice
whatever can be made, inconsistent with the present choice of an
ultimate end. The mind cannot choose one ultimate end, and choose at
the same time another ultimate end. But if this cannot be, it is plain
that it cannot choose one ultimate end, and at the same time, while in
the exercise of that choice, choose the means to secure some other
ultimate end, which other end is not chosen. But if all choice must
necessarily respect ends or means, and if the mind can choose but one
ultimate end at a time, it follows that, while in the exercise of one
choice, or while in the choice of one ultimate end, the mind cannot
choose, for the time being, anything inconsistent with that choice. The
mind, in the choice of an ultimate end, is shut up to the necessity of
willing the means to accomplish that end; and before it can possibly
will means to secure any other ultimate end, it must change its choice
of an end. If, for example, the soul chooses the highest well-being of
God and the universe as an ultimate end, it cannot while it continues to
choose that end, use or choose the means to effect any other end. It
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cannot, while this choice continues, choose self-gratification, or
anything else as an ultimate end, nor can it put forth any volition
whatever known to be inconsistent with this end. Nay, it can put forth
no intelligent volition whatever that is not designed to secure this end.
The only possible choice inconsistent with this end is the choice of
another ultimate end. When this is done, other means can be used or
chosen, and not before. This, then, is plain, to wit, that obedience to
moral law cannot be partial, in the sense either that the mind can
choose two opposite ultimate ends at the same time, or that it can
choose one ultimate end, and at the same time use or choose means to
secure any other ultimate end. It “cannot serve God and mammon”
(Matthew 6:24). It cannot will the good of being as an ultimate end,
and at the same time will self-gratification as an ultimate end. In other
words, I cannot be selfish and benevolent at the same time. It cannot
choose as an ultimate end the highest good of being, and at the same
time choose to gratify self as an ultimate end. Until self-gratification is
chosen as an end, the mind cannot will the means of self gratification.
This disposes of the first branch of the inquiry.

(2.) The second branch of the inquiry respects the strength or intensity of
the choice. May not the choice of an end be real, and yet have less than the
required strength or intensity? The inquiry resolves itself into this: Can the
mind honestly intend or choose an ultimate end, and yet not choose it with
all the strength or intensity which is required, or with which it ought to
choose it? Now what degree of strength is demanded? By what criterion is
this question to be settled? It cannot be that the degree of intensity
required is equal to the real value of the end chosen, for this is infinite. The
value of the highest well-being of God and the universe is infinite. But a
finite being cannot be under obligation to exert infinite strength. The law
requires him only to exert his own strength. But does he, or may he not,
choose the right end, but with less than all his strength? All his strength
lies in his will; the question, therefore, is, may he not will it honestly, and
yet at the same time withhold a part of the strength of his will? No one can
presume that the choice can be acceptable unless it be honest. Can it be
honest and yet less intense and energetic than it ought to be?

We have seen in a former lecture that the perception of an end is a
condition of moral obligation to choose that end. I now remark that, as
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light in respect to the end is the condition of the obligation, so the degree
of obligation cannot exceed the degree of light. That is, the mind must
apprehend the valuable as a condition of the obligation to will it. The
degree of the obligation must be just equal to the mind’s honest estimate of
the value of the end. The degree of the obligation must vary as the light
varies. This is the doctrine of the Bible and of reason. If this is so, it
follows that the mind is honest when, and only when, it devotes its
strength to the end in view, with an intensity just proportioned to its
present light, or estimate of the value of that end.

We have seen that the mind cannot will anything inconsistent with a
present ultimate choice. If therefore, the end is not chosen with an energy
and intensity equal to the present light, it cannot be because a part of the
strength is employed in some other choice. If all the strength is not given
to this object, it must be because some part of it is voluntarily withheld.
That is, I choose the end, but not with all my strength, or I choose the end,
but choose not to choose it with all my strength. Is this an honest choice,
provided the end appears to me to be worthy of all my strength? Certainly
it is not honest.

But again: it is absurd to affirm that I choose an ultimate end, and yet do
not consecrate to it all my strength. The choice of any ultimate end implies
that is the thing, and the only thing, for which we live and act; that we aim
at, and live for nothing else, for the time being. Now what is intended by
the assertion, that I may honestly choose an ultimate end, and yet with
less strength or intensity than I ought? Is it intended that I can honestly
choose an ultimate end, and yet not at every moment keep my will upon
the strain, and will at every moment with the utmost possible intensity? If
this be the meaning, I grant that it may be so. But I at the same time
contend, that the law of God does not require that the will, or any other
faculty, should be at every moment upon the strain, and the whole
strength exerted at every moment. If it does, it is manifest that even Christ
did not obey it. I insist that the moral law requires nothing more than
honesty of intention, assumes that honesty of intention will and must
secure just that degree of intensity which from time to time, the mind in its
best judgment sees to be demanded. The Bible everywhere assumes that
sincerity or honesty of intention is moral perfection; that it is obedience to
the law. The terms sincerity and perfection in scripture language are
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synonymous. Uprightness, sincerity, holiness, honesty, perfection, are
words of the same meaning in Bible language.

Again, it seems to be intuitively certain that if the mind chooses its
ultimate end, it must in the very act of choice consecrate all its time, and
strength, and being, to that end; and at every moment, while the choice
remains, choose and act with an intensity in precise conformity with its
ability and the best light it has. The intensity of the choice, and the
strenuousness of its efforts to secure the end chosen, must, if the intention
be sincere, correspond with the view which the soul has of the importance
of the end chosen. It does not seem possible that the choice or intention
should be real and honest unless this is so. To will at every moment with
the utmost strength and intensity, is not only impossible, but, were it
possible to do so, could not be in accordance with the soul’s convictions of
duty. The irresistible judgment of the mind is, that the intensity of its
action should not exceed the bound of endurance; that the energies of both
soul and body should be so husbanded, as to be able to accomplish the
most good upon the whole, and not in a given moment. But to return to the
question: does the law of God require simply uprightness of intention? or
does it require not only uprightness, but also a certain degree of intensity
in the intention? Is it satisfied with simple sincerity or uprightness of
intention, or, does it require that the highest possible intensity of choice
shall exist at every moment? When it requires that we should love God
with all the heart, with all the soul, with all the mind, and with all the
strength, does it mean that all our heart, soul, mind, and strength, shall be
consecrated to this end, and be used up, from moment to moment, and
from hour to hour, according to the best judgment which the mind can form
of the necessity and expediency of strenuousness of effort? or does it
mean that all the faculties of soul and body shall be at every moment on
the strain to the uttermost? Does it mean that the whole being is to be
consecrated to, and used up for God with the best economy of which the
soul is capable or does it require that the whole being be not only
consecrated to God, but be used up without any regard to economy, and
without the soul’s exercising any judgment or discretion in the case the law
of God the law of reason, or of folly? Is it intelligible and just in its
demands? Or is it perfectly unintelligible and unjust? Is it a law suited to
the nature, relations, and circumstances, of moral agents? or has it no
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regard to them? If it has no regard to either, is it, can it be, moral law, and
impose moral obligation? It seems to me that the law of God requires that
all our power, and strength, and being, be honestly and continually
consecrated to God, and held, not in a state of the utmost tension, but that
the strength shall be expended and employed in exact accordance with the
mind’s honest judgment of what is, at every moment, the best economy
for God. If this be not the meaning and the spirit of the law, it cannot be
law, for it could be neither intelligible nor just. Nothing else can be a law of
nature. What! Does, or an the command, “Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God, with all thy heart, with all thy soul, with all thy might, and with all
thy strength,” require that every particle of my strength, and every faculty
of my being, shall be in a state of the utmost possible tension
(Deuteronomy 6:5)? How long could my strength hold out, or my being
last, under such a pressure as this? What reason, or justice, or utility, or
equity, or wisdom, could there be in such a commandment as this? Would
this be suited to my nature and relations? That the law does not require the
constant and most intense action of the will, I argue for the following
reasons:

1. No creature in heaven or earth could possibly know whether he ever for
a single moment obeyed it. How could he know that no more tension could
possibly be endured?

2. Such a requirement would be unreasonable, inasmuch as such a state of
mind would be unendurable.

3. Such a state of constant tension and strain of the faculties could be of no
possible use.

4. It would be uneconomical. More good could be effected by a husbanding
of the strength.

5. Christ certainly obeyed the moral law; and yet nothing is more evident
than that His faculties were not always on the strain.

Every one knows that the intensity of the will’s action depends, and must
depend, upon the clearness with which the value of the object chosen is
perceived. It is perfectly absurd to suppose that the will should, or
possibly can, act at all times with the same degree of intensity. As the
mind’s apprehensions of truth vary, the intensity of the will’s action must
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vary, or it does not act rationally, and consequently not virtuously. The
intensity of the actions of the will, ought to vary as light varies, and if it
does not, the mind is not honest. If honest, it must vary as light and ability
vary.

THAT AN INTENTION CANNOT BE RIGHT AND HONEST IN KIND
AND DEFICIENT IN THE DEGREE OF INTENSITY, I ARGUE:

1. From the fact that it is absurd to talk of an intention right in kind, while
it is deficient in intensity. What does rightness in kind mean? Does it mean
simply that the intention terminates on the proper object? But is this the
right kind of intention, when only the proper object is chosen, while there
is a voluntary withholding of the required energy of choice? Is this, can
this be, an honest intention? If so, what is meant by an honest intention?
Is it honest, can it be honest, voluntarily to withhold from God and the
universe what we perceive to be their due, and what we are conscious we
might render? It is a contradiction to call this honest. In what sense then
may, or can, an intention be acceptable in kind, while deficient in degree?
Certainly in no sense, unless known and voluntary dishonesty can be
acceptable. But again, let me ask, what is intended by an intention being
deficient in degree of intensity? If this deficiency be a sinful deficiency, it
must be a known deficiency. That is, the subject of it must know at the
time that his intention is in point of intensity less than it ought to be, or
that he wills with less energy than he ought; or, in other words, that the
energy of the choice does not equal, or is not agreeable to, his own estimate
of the value of the end chosen. But this implies an absurdity. Suppose I
choose an end, that is, I choose a thing solely on account of its own
intrinsic value. It is for its value that I choose it. I choose it for its value,
but not according to its value. My perception of its value led me to choose
it; and yet, while I choose it for that reason, I voluntarily withhold that
degree of intensity which I know is demanded by my own estimate of the
value of the thing which I choose! This is a manifest absurdity and
contradiction. If I choose a thing for its value, this implies that I choose it
according to my estimate of its value. Happiness, for example, is a good in
itself. Now, suppose I will its existence impartially, that is, solely on
account of its intrinsic value; now, does not this imply that every degree of
happiness must be willed according to its real or relative value? Can I will
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it impartially, for its own sake, for and only for its intrinsic value, and yet
not prefer a greater to a less amount of happiness? This is impossible.
Willing it on account of its intrinsic value implies willing it according to my
estimate of its intrinsic value. So, it must be that an intention cannot be
sincere, honest, and acceptable in kind, while it is sinfully deficient in
degree.

As holiness consists in ultimate intention, so does sin. And as holiness
consists in choosing the highest well-being of God and the good of the
universe, for its own sake, or as the supreme ultimate end of pursuit; so
sin consists in willing, with a supreme choice or intention, self-gratification
and self-interest. Preferring a less to a greater good, because it is our own,
is selfishness. All selfishness consists in a supreme ultimate intention. By
an ultimate intention, as I have said, is intended that which is chosen for its
own sake as an end, and not as a means to some other end. Whenever a
moral being prefers or chooses his own gratification, or his own interest, in
preference to a higher good, because it is his own, he chooses it as an end,
for its own sake, and as an ultimate end, not designing it as a means of
promoting any other and higher end, nor because it is a part of universal
good. Every sin, then, consists in an act of will. It consists in preferring
self-gratification, or self-interest, to the authority of God, the glory of
God, and the good of the universe. It is, therefore, and must be, a supreme
ultimate choice, or intention. Sin and holiness, then, both consist in
supreme, ultimate, and opposite choices, or intentions, and cannot by any
possibility, coexist.

FIVE SUPPOSITIONS MAY BE MADE, AND SO FAR AS I CAN
SEE, ONLY FIVE, IN RESPECT TO THIS SUBJECT.

1. It may be supposed, that selfishness and benevolence can coexist in the
same mind.

2. It may be supposed, that the same act or choice may have a complex
character, on account of complexity in the motives which induce it.

3. It may be supposed, that an act or choice may be right, or holy in kind,
but deficient in intensity or degree. Or
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4. That the will, or heart, may be right, while the affections, or emotions,
are wrong. Or

5. That there may be a ruling, latent, actually existing, holy preference, or
intention, coexisting with opposing volitions.

Now, unless one of these suppositions is true, it must follow that moral
character is either wholly right or wholly wrong, and never partly right and
partly wrong at the same time. And now to the examination.

1. It may be supposed, that selfishness and benevolence can coexist in the
same mind.

It has been shown that selfishness and benevolence are supreme, ultimate,
and opposite choices, or intentions. They cannot, therefore, by any
possibility, coexist in the same mind.

2. The next supposition is, that the same act or choice may have a complex
character, on account of complexity in the motives. On this let me say:

(1.) Motives are objective or subjective. An objective motive is that
thing external to the mind that induces choice or intention. Subjective
motive is the intention itself.

(2.) Character, therefore, does not belong to the objective motive, or to
that thing which the mind chooses; but moral character is confined to
the subjective motive, which is synonymous with choice or intention.
Thus we say a man is to be judged by his motives, meaning that his
character is as his intention is. Multitudes of objective motives or
considerations, may have concurred, directly or indirectly, in their
influence to induce choice or intention; but the intention or subjective
motive is always necessarily simple and indivisible. In other words,
moral character consists in the choice of an ultimate end, and this end is
to be chosen for its own sake, else it is not an ultimate end. If the end
chosen be the highest well-being of God and the good of the universe if
it be the willing or intending to promote and treat every interest in the
universe, according to its perceived relative value, it is a right, a holy
motive, or intention. If it be anything else, it is sinful. Now, whatever
complexity there may have been in the considerations that led the way
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to this choice or intention, it is self-evident that the intention must be
one, simple, and indivisible.

(3.) Whatever complexity there might have been in those
considerations that prepared the way to the settling down upon this
intention, the mind in a virtuous choice has, and can have, but one
ultimate reason for its choice, and that is the intrinsic value of the thing
chosen. The highest well-being of God, the good of the universe, and
every good according to its perceived relative value, must be chosen for
one, and only one reason, and that is the intrinsic value of the good
which is chosen for its own sake. If chosen for any other reason, the
choice is not virtuous. It is absurd to say, that a thing is good and
valuable in itself, but may be rightly chosen, not for that but for some
other reason that God’s highest well-being and the happiness of the
universe are an infinite good in themselves, but are not to be chosen for
that reason, and on their own account, but for some other reason.
Holiness, then, must always consist in singleness of eye or intention. It
must consist in the supreme disinterested choice, willing, or intending
the good of God and of the universe, for its own sake. In this intention
there cannot be any complexity. If there were, it would not be holy,
but sinful. It is, therefore, sheer nonsense to say, that one and the same
choice may have a complex character, on account of complexity of
motive. For that motive in which moral character consists, is the
supreme ultimate intention, or choice. This choice, or intention, must
consist in the choice of a thing as an end, and for its own sake. The
supposition, then, that the same choice or intention may have a
complex character, on account of complexity in the motives, is wholly
inadmissible.

If it be still urged, that the intention or subjective motive may be complex
that several things may be included in the intention, and be aimed at by the
mind and that it may, therefore, be partly holy and partly sinful I reply:

(4.) If by this it be meant that several things may be aimed at or
intended by the mind at the same time, I inquire what things? It is true,
that the supreme, disinterested choice of the highest good of being,
may include the intention to use all the necessary means. It may also
include the intention to promote every interest in the universe,
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according to its perceived relative value. These are all properly
included in one intention; but this implies no such complexity in the
subjective motive, as to include both sin and holiness.

(5.) If by complexity of intention is meant, that it may be partly
disinterestedly benevolent, and partly selfish, which it must be to be
partly holy and partly sinful, I reply, that this supposition is absurd.
It has been shown that selfishness and benevolence consist in supreme,
ultimate, and opposite choices or intentions. To suppose, then, that an
intention can be both holy and sinful, is to suppose that it may include
two supreme, opposite, and ultimate choices or intentions, at the same
time; in other words, that I may supremely and disinterestedly intend
to regard and promote every interest in the universe, according to its
perceived relative value, for its own sake; and at the same time, may
supremely regard my own self-interest and self-gratification, and in
some things supremely intend to promote my selfish interests, in
opposition to the interests of the universe and the commands of God.
But this is naturally impossible. An ultimate intention, then, may be
complex in the sense, that it may include the design to promote every
perceived interest, according to its relative value; but it cannot, by any
possibility, be complex in the sense that it includes selfishness and
benevolence, or holiness and sin.

3. The third supposition is, that holiness may be right, or pure in kind, but
deficient in degree. On this, I remark:

(1.) We have seen that moral character consists in the ultimate
intention.

(2.) The supposition, therefore, must be, that the intention may be
right, or pure in kind, but deficient in the degree of its strength.

(3.) Our intention is to be tried by the law of God, both in respect to
its kind and degree.

(4.) The law of God requires us to will, or intend the promotion of
every interest in the universe, according to its perceived relative value,
for its own sake; in other words, that all our powers shall be
supremely and disinterestedly devoted to the glory of God, and the
good of the universe.
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(5.) This cannot mean, that any faculty shall at every moment be kept
upon the strain, or in a state of utmost tension, for this would be
inconsistent with natural ability. It would be to require a natural
impossibility, and therefore be unjust.

(6.) It cannot mean that at all times, and on all subjects, the same
degree of exertion shall be made; for the best possible discharge of duty
does not always require the same degree or intensity of mental or
corporeal exertion.

(7.) The law cannot, justly or possibly, require more than that the
whole being shall be consecrated to God that we shall fully and
honestly will or intend the promotion of every interest, according to its
perceived relative value, and according to the extent of our ability.

(8.) Now the strength or intensity of the intention must, and ought, of
necessity, to depend upon the degree of our knowledge or light in
regard to any object of choice. If our obligation is not to be graduated
by the light we possess, then it would follow, that we may be under
obligation to exceed our natural ability, which cannot be.

(9.) The importance which we attach to objects of choice, and
consequently the degree of ardor or intenseness of the intention, must
depend upon the clearness or obscurity of our views, of the real or
relative value of the objects of choice.

(10.) Our obligation cannot be measured by the views which God has
of the importance of those objects of choice. It is a well-settled and
generally admitted truth, that increased light increases responsibility,
or moral obligation. No creature is bound to will any thing with the
intenseness or degree of strength with which God wills it, for the plain
reason, that no creature sees its importance or real value, as He does. If
our obligation were to be graduated by God’s knowledge of the real
value of objects, we could never obey the moral law, either in this
world or the world to come, nor could any being but God ever, by any
possibility, meet its demands.

The fact is, that the obligation of every moral being must be graduated by
his knowledge. If, therefore, his intention be equal in its intensity to his
views or knowledge of the real or relative value of different objects, it is
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right. It is up to the full measure of his obligation; and if his own honest
judgment is not to be made the measure of his obligation, then his
obligation can exceed what he is able to know; which contradicts the true
nature of moral law, and is, therefore, false.

If conscious honesty of intention, both as it respects the kind and degree
of intention, according to the degree of light possessed, be not entire
obedience to moral law, then there is no being in heaven or earth, who can
know himself to be entirely obedient; for all that any being can possibly
know upon this subject, is that he honestly wills or intends, in accordance
with the dictates of his reason, or the judgment which he has of the real or
relative value of the object chosen. No moral being can possibly blame or
charge himself with any default, when he is conscious of honestly
intending, willing, or choosing, and acting, according to the best light he
has; for in this case he obeys the law, as he understands it, and, of course,
cannot conceive himself to be condemned by the law.

Good willing, or intending is, in respect to God, to be at all times supreme;
and in respect to other beings, it is to be in proportion to the relative value
of their happiness, as perceived by the mind. This is always to be the
intention. The volitions, or efforts of the will to promote these objects,
may vary, and ought to vary indefinitely in their intensity, in proportion
to the particular duty to which, for the time being, we are called.

But further, we have seen that virtue consists in willing every good
according to its perceived relative value, and that nothing short of this is
virtue. But this is perfect virtue for the time being. In other words, virtue
and moral perfection, in respect to a given act, or state of the will, are
synonymous terms. Virtue is holiness. Holiness is uprightness.
Uprightness is that which is just what, under the circumstances, it should
be; and nothing else is virtue, holiness, or uprightness. Virtue, holiness,
uprightness, moral perfection when we apply these terms to any given
state of the will are synonymous. To talk, therefore, of a virtue, holiness,
uprightness, justice, right in kind, but deficient in degree, is to talk sheer
nonsense. It is the same absurdity as to talk of sinful holiness, an unjust
justice, a wrong rightness, an impure purity, an imperfect perfection, a
disobedient obedience.
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Virtue, holiness, uprightness, etc., signify a definite thing, and never
anything else than conformity to the law of God. That which is not
entirely conformed to the law of God is not holiness. This must be true in
philosophy, and the Bible affirms the same thing.

“Whosoever shall keep the whole law,
and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all” (James 2:10).

The spirit of this text as clearly and as fully assumes and affirms the
doctrine under consideration, as if it had been uttered with that design
alone.

4. The next supposition is, that the will, or heart, may be right, while the
affections or emotions are wrong. Upon this I remark:

(1.) That this supposition overlooks the very thing in which moral
character consists. It has been shown that moral character consists in
the supreme ultimate intention of the mind, and that this supreme,
disinterested benevolence, good willing or intention, is the whole of
virtue. Now this intention originates volitions. It directs the attention
of the mind, and therefore, produces thoughts, emotions, or affections.
It also, through volition, produces bodily action. But moral character
does not lie in outward actions, the movements of the arm, nor in the
volition that moves the muscles; for that volition terminates upon the
action itself. I will to move my arm, and my arm must move by a law
of necessity. Moral character belongs solely to the intention that
produced the volition that moved the muscles to the performance of
the outward act. So intention produces the volition that directs the
attention of the mind to a given object. Attention, by a natural
necessity, produces thought, affection, or emotion. Now thought,
affection, emotion, are all connected with volition, by a natural
necessity; that is, if the attention is directed to an object,
corresponding thoughts and emotions must exist, as a matter of course.
Moral character no more lies in emotion, than in outward action. It
does not lie in thought, or attention. It does not lie in the specific
volition that directed the attention; but in that intention, or design of
the mind, that produced the volition, which directed the attention,
which, again, produced the thought, which, again, produced the
emotion. Now the supposition, that the intention may be right, while
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the emotions or feelings of the mind may be wrong, is the same as to
say, that outward action may be wrong, while the intention is right.
The fact is, that moral character is, and must be, as the intention is. If
any feeling or outward action is inconsistent with the existing ultimate
intention, it must be so in spite of the agent. But if any outward action
or state of feeling exists, in opposition to the intention or choice of the
mind, it cannot, by any possibility, have moral character. Whatever is
beyond the control of a moral agent, he cannot be responsible for.
Whatever he cannot control by intention, he cannot control at all.
Everything for which he can possibly be responsible, resolves itself
into his intention. His whole character, therefore, is, and must be, as
his intention is. If, therefore, temptations, from whatever quarter they
may come, produce emotions within him inconsistent with his
intention, and which he cannot control, he cannot be responsible for
them.

(2.) As a matter of fact, although emotions, contrary to his intentions,
may, by circumstances beyond his control, be brought to exist in his
mind; yet, by willing to divert the attention of the mind from the
objects that produce them, they can ordinarily be banished from the
mind. If this is done as soon as in the nature of the case it can be, there
is no sin. If it is not done as soon as in the nature of the case it can be,
then it is absolutely certain that the intention is not what it ought to
be. The intention is to devote the whole being to the service of God
and the good of the universe, and of course to avoid every thought,
affection, and emotion, inconsistent with this. While this intention
exists, it is certain that if any object be thrust upon the attention which
excites thoughts and emotions inconsistent with our supreme ultimate
intention, the attention of the mind will be instantly diverted from
those objects, and the hated emotion hushed, if this is possible. For,
while the intention exists, corresponding volitions must exist. There
cannot, therefore, be a right state of heart or intention, while the
emotions, or affections, of the mind are sinful. For emotions are in
themselves in no case sinful, and when they exist against the will,
through the force of temptation, the soul is not responsible for their
existence. And, as I said, the supposition overlooks that in which
moral character consists, and makes it to consist in that over which the
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law does not properly legislate; for love, or benevolence, is the
fulfilling of the law.

But here it may be said, that the law not only requires benevolence, or
good willing, but requires a certain kind of emotions, just as it requires the
performance of certain outward actions, and that therefore there may be a
right intention where there is a deficiency, either in kind or degree of right
emotion. To this I answer:

Outward actions are required of men, only because they are connected
with intention, by a natural necessity. And no outward action is ever
required of us, unless it can be produced by intending and aiming to do it.
If the effect does not follow our honest endeavors, because of any
antagonistic influence, opposed to our exertions, which we cannot
overcome, we have, by our intentions, complied with the spirit of the law,
and are not to blame that the outward effect does not take place. Just so
with emotions. All we have power to do, is, to direct the attention of the
mind to those objects calculated to secure a given state of emotion. If, from
any exhaustion of the sensibility, or from any other cause beyond our
control, the emotions do not arise which the consideration of that subject
is calculated to produce, we are no more responsible for the absence or
weakness of the emotion than we should be for the want of power or
weakness of motion in our muscles, when we willed to move them,
provided that weakness was involuntary and beyond our control. The fact
is, we cannot be blameworthy for not feeling or doing that which we
cannot do or feel by intending it. If the intention then is what it ought to be
for the time being, nothing can be morally wrong.

5. The last supposition is, that a latent preference, or right intention, may
coexist with opposing or sinful volitions. I formerly supposed that this
could be true, but am now convinced that it cannot be true, for the
following reasons:

(1.) Observe, the supposition is, that the intention or ruling preference
may be right may really exist as an active and virtuous state of mind,
while, at the same time, volition may exist inconsistent with it.

(2.) Now what is a right intention? I answer: Nothing short of this
willing, choosing, or intending the highest good of God and of the
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universe, and to promote this at every moment, to the extent of our
ability. In other words right intention is supreme, disinterested
benevolence. Now what are the elements which enter into this right
intention?

(a.) The choice or willing of every interest according to its perceived
intrinsic value.

(b.) To devote our entire being, now and forever, to this end. This is
right intention. Now the question is, can this intention coexist with a
volition inconsistent with it? Volition implies the choice of something,
for some reason. If it be the choice of whatever can promote this
supremely benevolent end, and for that reason, the volition is
consistent with the intention; but if it be the choice of something
perceived to be inconsistent with this end, and for a selfish reason,
then the volition is inconsistent with the supposed intention. But the
question is, do the volition and intention coexist? According to the
supposition, the will chooses, or wills, something for a selfish reason,
or something perceived to be inconsistent with supreme, disinterested
benevolence. Now it is plainly impossible, that this choice can take
place while the opposite intention exists. For this selfish volition is,
according to the supposition, sinful or selfish; that is, something is
chosen for its own sake, which is inconsistent with disinterested
benevolence. But here the intention is ultimate. It terminates upon the
object chosen for its own sake. To suppose, then, that benevolence
still remains in exercise, and that a volition coexists with it that is
sinful, involves the absurdity of supposing, that selfishness and
benevolence can coexist in the same mind, or that the will can choose,
or will, with a supreme preference or choice, two opposites at the
same time. This is plainly impossible. Suppose I intend to go to the
city of New York as soon as I possibly can. Now, if, on my way, I
will to loiter needlessly a moment, I necessarily relinquish one
indispensable element of my intention. In willing to loiter, or turn aside
to some other object for a day, or an hour, I must of necessity,
relinquish the intention of going as soon as I possibly can. I may not
design finally to relinquish my journey, but I must of necessity
relinquish the intention of going as soon as I can. Now, virtue consists
in intending to do all the good I possibly can, or in willing the glory of
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God and the good of the universe, and intending to promote them to
the extent of my ability. Nothing short of this is virtue. If at any time,
I will something perceived to be inconsistent with this intention, I
must, for the time being, relinquish the intention, as it must
indispensably exist in my mind, in order to be virtue. I may not come
to the resolution, that I will never serve God anymore; but I must of
necessity relinquish, for the time being, the intention of doing my
utmost to glorify God, if at any time I put forth a selfish volition. For
a selfish volition implies a selfish intention. I cannot put forth a
volition intended to secure an end until I have chosen the end.
Therefore, a holy intention cannot coexist with a selfish volition. It
must be, therefore, that in every sinful choice, the will of a holy being
must necessarily drop the exercise of supreme, benevolent intention,
and pass into an opposite state of choice; that is, the agent must cease,
for the time being, to exercise benevolence, and make a selfish choice.
For, be it understood, that volition is the choice of a means to an end;
and of course a selfish volition implies a selfish choice of an end.
Having briefly examined the several suppositions that can be made in
regard to the mixed character of actions, I will now answer a few
objections; after which, I will bring this philosophy, as briefly as
possible, into the light of the Bible.

OBJECTION: DOES A CHRISTIAN CEASE TO BE A CHRISTIAN,
WHENEVER HE COMMITS A SIN? I ANSWER:

1. Whenever he sins, he must, for the time being, cease to be holy. This is
self-evident. Whenever he sins, he must be condemned; he must incur the
penalty of the law of God. If he does not, it must be because the law of
God is abrogated. But if the law of God be abrogated, he has no rule of
duty; consequently, he can neither be holy nor sinful. If it be said that the
precept is still binding upon him, but that, with respect to the Christian,
the penalty is forever set aside, or abrogated, I reply, that to abrogate the
penalty is to repeal the precept; for a precept without penalty is no law. It
is only counsel or advice. The Christian, therefore, is justified no longer
than he obeys, and must be condemned when he disobeys; or
Antinomianism is true. Until he repents, he cannot be forgiven. In these
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respects, then, the sinning Christian and the unconverted sinner are upon
precisely the same ground.

2. In two important respects the sinning Christian differs widely from the
unconverted sinner:

(1.) In his relations to God. A Christian is a child of God. A sinning
Christian is a disobedient child of God. An unconverted sinner is a
child of the devil. A Christian sustains a covenant relation to God; such
a covenant relation as to secure to him that discipline which tends to
reclaim and bring him back, if he wanders away from God.

“If his children forsake My law, and walk not in My judgments; if
they break My statutes and keep not My commandments; then
will I visit their transgression with the rod, and their iniquity with
stripes. Nevertheless My loving-kindness will I not utterly take
from him, nor suffer My faithfulness to fail. My covenant will I
not break, nor alter the thing that is gone out of My lips” (Psalms
89:30-34).

(2.) The sinning Christian differs from the unconverted man, in the
state of his sensibility. In whatever way it takes place, every Christian
knows that the state of his sensibility in respect to the things of God,
has undergone a great change. Now it is true, that moral character does
not lie in the sensibility, nor in the will’s obeying the sensibility.
Nevertheless our consciousness teaches us, that our feelings have great
power in promoting wrong choice on the one hand, and in removing
obstacles to right choice on the other. In every Christian’s mind there
is, therefore, a foundation laid for appeals to the sensibilities of the
soul, that gives truth a decided advantage over the will. And multitudes
of things in the experience of every Christian, give truth a more decided
advantage over his will, through the intelligence, than is the case with
unconverted sinners.

OBJECTION: CAN A MAN BE BORN AGAIN,
AND THEN BE UNBORN? I ANSWER:

If there were anything impossible in this, then perseverance would be no
virtue. None will maintain, that there is anything naturally impossible in
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this, except it be those who hold to physical regeneration. If regeneration
consists in a change in the ruling preference of the mind, or in the ultimate
intention, as we shall see it does, it is plain, that an individual can be born
again, and afterwards cease to be virtuous. That a Christian is able to
apostatize, is evident, from the many warnings addressed to Christians in
the Bible. A Christian may certainly fall into sin and unbelief, and
afterwards be renewed, both to repentance and faith.

OBJECTION: CAN THERE BE NO SUCH THING AS WEAK
FAITH, WEAK LOVE, AND WEAK REPENTANCE? I ANSWER:

If you mean comparatively weak, I say, yes. But if you mean weak, in
such a sense as to be sinful, I say, no. Faith, repentance, love, and every
Christian grace, properly so called, do and must consist in acts of will, and
resolve themselves into some modification of supreme, disinterested
benevolence.

I shall, in a future lecture, have occasion to show the philosophical nature
of faith. Let it suffice here to say, that faith depends upon the clearness or
obscurity of the intellectual apprehension of truth. Faith, to be real or
virtuous, must embrace whatever of truth is apprehended by the
intelligence for the time being. Various causes may operate to divert the
intelligence from the objects of faith, or to cause the mind to perceive but
few of them, and those in comparative obscurity. Faith may be weak, and
will certainly and necessarily be weak in such cases, in proportion to the
obscurity of the views. And yet, if the will or heart confides so far as it
apprehends the truth, which it must do to be virtuous at all, faith cannot
be weak in such a sense as to be sinful; for if a man confides so far as he
apprehends or perceives the truth, so far as faith is concerned he is doing
his whole duty.

Again, faith may be weak in the sense, that it often intermits and gives
place to unbelief. Faith is confidence, and unbelief is the withholding of
confidence. It is the rejection of truth perceived. Faith is the reception of
truth perceived. Faith and unbelief, then, are opposite states of choice, and
can by no possibility coexist.

Faith may be weak also in respect to its objects. The disciples of our Lord
Jesus Christ knew so little of Him, were so filled with ignorance and the
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prejudices of education, as to have very weak faith in respect to the
Messiahship, power, and divinity of their Master. He speaks of them as
having but little confidence, and yet it does not appear that they did not
implicitly trust Him, so far as they understood Him. And although,
through ignorance, their faith was weak, yet there is no evidence, that
when they had any faith at all they did not confide in whatever of truth
they apprehended. But did not the disciples pray, “Increase our faith?”
(Luke 17:5). I answer: Yes. And by this they must have intended to pray
for instruction; for what else could they mean? Unless a man means this,
when he prays for faith, he does not know what he prays for. Christ
produces faith by enlightening the mind. When we pray for faith, we pray
for light. And faith, to be real faith at all, must be equal to the light we
have. If apprehended truth be not implicitly received and confided in, there
is no faith, but unbelief. If it be, faith is what it ought to be, wholly
unmixed with sin.

But did not one say to our Lord, “Lord, I believe, help Thou my unbelief”
(Mark 9:24), thus implying, that he was in the exercise both of faith and
unbelief at the same time? I answer yes, but:

1. This was not inspiration.

2. It is not certain that he had any faith at all.

3. If he had, and prayed understandingly, he meant nothing more than to
ask for an increase of faith, or for such a degree of light as to remove his
doubts in respect to the divine power of Christ.

AGAIN, IT IS OBJECTED THAT THIS PHILOSOPHY
CONTRADICTS CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE. TO THIS I REPLY,

That it is absurd to appeal from reason and the Bible to empirical
consciousness which must be the appeal in this case. Reason and the Bible
plainly attest the truth of the theory here advocated. What experience is
then to be appealed to, to set their testimony aside? Why, Christian
experience, it is replied. But what is Christian experience? How shall we
learn what it is? Why surely by appealing to reason and the Bible. But
these declare that if a man offend in one point, he does and must, for the
time being, violate the spirit of the whole law. Nothing is or can be more
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express than is the testimony of both reason and revelation upon this
subject. Here, then, we have the unequivocal decision of the only court of
competent jurisdiction in the case; and shall we fool ourselves by
appealing from this tribunal to the court of empirical consciousness? Of
what does that take cognizance? Why, of what actually passes in the mind;
that is, of its mental states. These we are conscious of as facts. But we call
these states Christian experience. How do we ascertain that they are in
accordance with the law and gospel of God? Why only by an appeal to
reason and the Bible. Here, then, we are driven back to the court from
which we had before appealed, whose judgment is always the same.

OBJECTION: BUT IT IS SAID, THIS THEORY SEEMS
TO BE TRUE IN PHILOSOPHY, THAT IS, THE INTELLIGENCE

SEEMS TO AFFIRM IT, BUT IT IS NOT TRUE IN FACT.

Answer: If the intelligence affirms it, it must be true, or reason deceives us.
But if the reason deceives in this, it may also in other things. If it fails us
here, it fails us on the most important of all questions. If reason gives false
testimony, we can never know truth from error upon any moral subject.
We certainly can never know what religion is or is not, if the testimony of
reason can be set aside. If the reason cannot be safely appealed to, how are
we to know what the Bible means? For it is the faculty by which we get at
the truth of the oracles of God.

These are the principal objections to the philosophical view I have taken
of the simplicity of moral action, that occur to my mind. I will now briefly
advert to the consistency of this philosophy with the scriptures.

1. The Bible every where seems to assume the simplicity of moral action.
Christ expressly informed His disciples, that they could not serve God and
mammon. Now by this He did not mean, that a man could not serve God
at one time and mammon at another; but that he could not serve both at the
same time. The philosophy that makes it possible for persons to be partly
holy and partly sinful at the same time, does make it possible to serve God
and mammon at the same time, and thus flatly contradicts the assertion of
our Savior.

2. James has expressly settled this philosophy, by saying, that
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“Whosoever shall keep the whole law,
and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all” (James 2:10).

Here he must mean to assert, that one sin involves a breach of the whole
spirit of the law, and is, therefore, inconsistent with any degree of holiness
existing with it. Also,

“Doth a fountain send forth at the same place sweet water and
bitter? Can the fig tree, My brethren, bear olive-berries? Either a

vine, figs? So can no fountain both yield saltwater and fresh”
(James 3:11, 12).

In this passage he clearly affirms the simplicity of moral action; for by the
“the same place” he evidently means, the same time, and what he says is
equivalent to saying, that a man cannot be holy and sinful at the same time.

3. Christ has expressly taught that nothing is regeneration, or virtue, but
entire obedience, or the renunciation of all selfishness.

“Except a man forsake all that he hath, he cannot be My disciple”
(Luke 14:33).

4. The manner in which the precepts and threatening of the Bible are
usually given, shows that nothing is regarded as obedience, or virtue, but
doing exactly that which God commands.

I might go to great lengths in the examination of scripture testimony, but it
cannot be necessary, or in these lectures expedient, I must close this
lecture with a few inferences and remarks.

1. It has been supposed by some, that the simplicity of moral action has
been resorted to as a theory, by the advocates of entire sanctification in
this life, as the only consistent method of carrying out their principle. To
this I reply:

(1.) That this theory is held in common, both by those who hold and
those who deny the doctrine of entire sanctification in this life.

(2.) The truth of the doctrine of entire sanctification does not depend
at all upon this philosophical theory for its support; but may be
established by Bible testimony, whatever the philosophy of holiness
may be. 2. Growth in grace consists in two things:
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(1.) In the stability or permanency of holy, ultimate intention.

(2.) In intensity or strength. As knowledge increases, Christians will
naturally grow in grace, in both these respects.

3. The theory of the mixed character of moral actions, is an eminently
dangerous theory, as it leads its advocates to suppose, that in their acts of
rebellion there is something holy, or, more strictly, there is some holiness
in them, while they are in the known commission of sin.

It is dangerous, because it leads its advocates to place the standard of
conversion, or regeneration, exceedingly low to make regeneration,
repentance, true love to God, faith, etc., consistent with the known or
conscious commission of present sin. This must be a highly dangerous
philosophy. The fact is, regeneration, or holiness, under any form, is quite
another thing than it is supposed to be, by those who maintain the
philosophy of the mixed character of moral action. There can scarcely be a
more dangerous error than to say, that while we are conscious of present
sin, we are or can be in a state of acceptance with God.

4. The false philosophy of many leads them to adopt a phraseology
inconsistent with truth; and to speak as if they were guilty of present sin,
when in fact they are not, but are in a state of acceptance with God.

5. It is erroneous to say that Christians sin in their most holy exercises,
and it is as injurious and dangerous as it is false. The fact is, holiness is
holiness, and it is really nonsense to speak of a holiness that consists with
sin.

6. The tendency of this philosophy is to quiet in their delusions those
whose consciences accuse them of present sin, as if this could be true, and
they, notwithstanding, in a state of acceptance with God.

7. The only sense in which obedience to moral law can be partial is, that
obedience may be intermittent. That is, the subject may sometimes obey,
and at other times disobey. He may at one time be selfish, or will his own
gratification, because it is his own, and without regard to the well-being of
God and his neighbor, and at another time will the highest well-being of
God and the universe, as an end, and his own good in proportion to its
relative value. These are opposite choices, or ultimate intentions. The one
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is holy; the other is sinful. One is obedience, entire obedience to the law of
God; the other is disobedience, entire disobedience, to the law. These, for
aught we can see, may succeed each other an indefinite number of times,
but coexist they plainly cannot.
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LECTURE 10

OBEDIENCE ENTIRE

THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD ACCEPTS NOTHING AS VIRTUE
BUT OBEDIENCE TO THE LAW OF GOD.

But it may be asked, Why state this proposition? Was this truth ever
called in question? I answer, that the truth of this proposition, though
apparently so self-evident that to raise the question may reasonably excite
astonishment, is generally denied. Indeed, probably nine-tenths of the
nominal church deny it. They tenaciously hold sentiments that are entirely
contrary to it, and amount to a direct denial of it. They maintain that there
is much true virtue in the world, and yet that there is no one who ever for a
moment obeys the law of God; that all Christians are virtuous, and that
they are truly religious, and yet not one on earth obeys the moral law of
God; in short, that God accepts as virtue that which, in every instance,
comes short of obedience to His law. And yet it is generally asserted in
their articles of faith, that obedience to moral law is the only proper
evidence of a change of heart. With this sentiment in their creed, they will
brand as a heretic, or as a hypocrite, any one who professes to obey the
law; and maintain that men may be, and are pious, and eminently so, who
do not obey the law of God. This sentiment, which every one knows to be
generally held by those who are styled orthodox Christians, must assume
that there is some rule of right, or of duty, besides the moral law; or that
virtue, or true religion, does not imply obedience to any law. In this
discussion. I shall:

1. Attempt to show that there can be no rule of right or duty but the moral
law; and,

2. That nothing can be virtue, or true religion, but obedience to this law,
and that the government of God acknowledges nothing else as virtue or
true religion.

There can be no rule of duty but the moral law.
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UPON THIS PROPOSITION I REMARK:

(1.) That the moral law, as we have seen, is nothing else than the law of
nature, or that rule of action which is founded, not in the will of God, but
in the nature and relations of moral agents. It prescribes the course of
action which is agreeable or suitable to our nature and relations. It is
unalterably right to act in conformity with our nature and relations. To
deny this, is palpably absurd and contradictory. But if this is right,
nothing else can be right If this course is obligatory upon us, by virtue of
our nature and relations, no other course can possibly be obligatory upon
us. To act in conformity with our nature and relations, must be right, and
nothing, either more or less, can be right. If these are not truths of
intuition, then there are no such truths.

(2.) God has never proclaimed any other rule of duty, and should He do it,
it could not be obligatory. The moral law did not originate in His arbitrary
will. He did not create it, nor can He alter it, or introduce any other rule of
right among moral agents. Can God make anything else right than to love
Him with all the heart, and our neighbor as ourselves? Surely not. Some
have strangely dreamed that the law of faith has superseded the moral law.
But we shall see that moral law is not made void, but is established by the
law of faith. True faith, from its very nature, always implies love or
obedience to the moral law; and love or obedience to the moral law always
implies faith. As has been said on a former occasion, no being can create
law. Nothing is, or can be, obligatory on a moral agent, but the course of
conduct suited to his nature and relations. No being can set aside the
obligation to do this. Nor call any being render anything more than this
obligatory Indeed, there cannot possibly be any other rule of duty than the
moral law. There can be no other standard with which to compare our
actions, and in the light of which to decide their moral character. This
brings us to the consideration of the second proposition, namely:

That nothing can be virtue or true religion but obedience to the moral law.

That, every modification of true virtue is only obedience to moral law, will
appear, if we consider:

(1.) That virtue is identical with true religion:
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(2.) That true religion cannot properly consist in anything else, than the
love to God and man, enjoined by the moral law:

(3.) That the Bible expressly recognizes love as the fulfilling of the law,
and as expressly denies, that anything else is acceptable to God.
“Therefore love is the fulfilling of the law” (Romans 13:10).

“Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have
not charity (love), I am become as sounding brass or a tinkling
cymbal. And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all
mysteries and all knowledge; and though I have all faith, so that I
could remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing. And
though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and though I give
my body to be burned, and have not charity (love), it profiteth me
nothing”
(1 Corinthians 13:1-3).

Love is repeatedly recognized in the Bible not only as constituting true
religion, but as being the whole of religion. Every form of true religion is
only a form of love or benevolence.

Repentance consists in the turning of the soul from a state of selfishness to
benevolence, from disobedience to God’s law, to obedience to it.

Faith is the receiving of, or confiding in, embracing, loving, truth and the
God of truth. It is only a modification of love to God and Christ. Every
Christian grace or virtue, as we shall more fully see when we come to
consider them in detail, is only a modification of love. God is love. Every
modification of virtue and holiness in God is only love, or the state of
mind which the moral law requires alike of Him and of us. Benevolence is
the whole of virtue in God, and in all holy beings. Justice, truthfulness, and
every moral attribute, is only benevolence viewed in particular relations.

Nothing can be virtue that is not just what the moral law demands. That is,
nothing short of what it requires can be, in any proper sense, virtue.

A common idea seems to be, that a kind of obedience is rendered to God
by Christians which is true religion, and which, on Christ’s account, is
accepted of God, which after all comes indefinitely short of full or entire
obedience at any moment; that the gospel has somehow brought men, that
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is, Christians, into such relations, that God really accepts from them an
imperfect obedience, something far below what His law requires; that
Christians are accepted and justified while they render at best but a partial
obedience, and while they sin more or less at every moment. Now this
appears to me, to be as radical an error as can well be taught. The subject
naturally branches out into two distinct inquiries:

(1.) Is it possible for a moral agent partly to obey, and partly to disobey,
the moral law at the same time?

(2.) Can God, in any sense, justify one who does not yield a present and
full obedience to the moral law?

The first of these questions has been fully discussed in the preceding
lecture. We think that it has been shown, that obedience to the moral law
cannot be partial, in the sense that the subject can partly obey, and partly
disobey, at the same time. We will now attend to the second question,
namely:

Can God, in any sense, justify one who does not yield a present and full
obedience to the moral law? Or, in other words, Can He accept anything as
virtue or obedience, which is not, for the time being, full obedience, or all
that the law requires?

THE TERM JUSTIFICATION IS USED IN TWO SENSES:

(a.) In the sense of pronouncing the subject blameless:

(b.) In the sense of pardon, acceptance, and treating one who has
sinned, as if he had not sinned.

It is in this last sense, that the advocates of this theory hold, that
Christians are justified, that is, that they are pardoned, and accepted, and
treated as just, though at every moment sinning, by coming short of
rendering that obedience which the moral law demands. They do not
pretend that they are justified at any moment by the law, for that at every
moment condemns them for present sin; but that they are justified by
grace, not in the sense that they are made really and personally righteous
by grace, but that grace pardons and accepts, and in this sense justifies
them when they are in the present commission of an indefinite amount of
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sin; that grace accounts them righteous while, in fact, they are continually
sinning; that they are fully pardoned and acquitted, while at the same
moment committing sin, by coming entirely and perpetually short of the
obedience which, under the circumstances the law of God requires. While
voluntarily withholding full obedience, their partial obedience is accepted,
and the sin of withholding full obedience is forgiven. God accepts what the
sinner has a mind to give, and forgives what he voluntarily withholds. This
is no caricature. It is, if I understand them, precisely what many hold. In
considering this subject, I wish to propose for discussion the following
inquiries, as of fundamental importance.

1. How much sin may we commit, or how much may we, at every
moment, come short of full obedience to the law of God, and yet be
accepted and justified?

This must be an inquiry of infinite importance. If we may wilfully
withhold a part of our hearts from God, and yet be accepted, how great a
part may we withhold? If we may love God with less than all our hearts,
and our neighbor less than ourselves, and be accepted, how much less than
supreme love to God, and equal love to our neighbor, will be accepted?

Shall we be told, that the least degree of true love to God and our neighbor
will be accepted? But what is true love to God and our neighbor? This is
the point of inquiry. Is that true love which is not what is required? If the
least degree of love to God will be accepted, then we may love ourselves
more than we love God, and yet be accepted. We may love God a little,
and ourselves much, and still be in a state of acceptance with God. We
may love God a little and our neighbor a little, and ourselves more than we
love God and all our neighbors, and yet be in a justified state. Or shall we
be told that God must be loved supremely? But what is intended by this?
Is supreme love a loving with all the heart? But this is full and not partial
obedience; yet the latter is the thing about which we are inquiring. Or is
supreme love, not love with all the heart, but simply a higher degree of
love than we exercise toward any other being? But how much greater must
it be? Barely a little? How are we to measure it? In what scale are we to
weigh, or by what standard are we to measure, our love, so as to know
whether we love God a little more than any other being? But how much are
we to love our neighbor, in order to our being accepted? If we may love
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him a little less than ourselves, how much less, and still be justified? These
are certainly questions of vital importance. But such questions look like
trifling. Yet why should they? If the theory I am examining be true, these
questions must not only be asked, but they must admit of a satisfactory
answer. The advocates of the theory in question are bound to answer
them. And if they cannot, it is only because their theory is false. Is it
possible that their theory should be true, and yet no one be able to answer
such vital questions as these just proposed? If a partial obedience can be
accepted, it is a momentous question, how partial, or how complete must
that obedience be? I say again, that this is a question of agonizing interest.
God forbid that we should be left in the dark here. But again,

2. If we are forgiven while voluntarily withholding a part of that which
would constitute full obedience, are we not forgiven sin of which we do
not repent, and forgiven while in the act of committing the sin for which
we are forgiven?

The theory in question is that Christians never, at any time, in this world,
yield a full obedience to the divine law; that they always withhold a part
of their hearts from the Lord, and yet, while in the very act of committing
this abominable sin of voluntarily defrauding God and their neighbor, God
accepts their persons and their services, fully forgives and justifies them.
What is this, but pardoning present and pertinacious rebellion? Receiving
to favor a God-defrauding wretch! Forgiving a sin unrepented of and
detestably persevered in! Yes, this must be, if it be true that Christians are
justified without present full obedience. That surely must be a doctrine of
devils, that represents God as receiving to favor a rebel who has one hand
filled with weapons against His throne.

3. But what good can result to God, or the sinner, or to the universe, by
thus pardoning and justifying an unsanctified soul? Can God be honored
by such a proceeding? Will the holy universe respect, fear, and honor God
for such a proceeding? Does it, can it, commend itself to the intelligence of
the universe? Will pardon and justification save the sinner, while he yet
continues to withhold a part, at least, of his heart from God, while he still
cleaves to a part of his sins? Can heaven be edified, or hell confounded, and
its cavils silenced, by such a method of justification?

4. But again: Has God a right to pardon sin unrepented of?
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Some may feel shocked at the question, and may insist that this is a
question which we have no right to agitate. But let me inquire: Has God, as
a moral governor, a right to act arbitrarily? Is there not some course of
conduct which is suitable to Him? Has He not given us intelligence on
purpose that we may be able to see and judge of the propriety of His
public acts? Does He not invite and require scrutiny? Why has He required
an atonement for sin, and why has He required repentance at all? Who
does not know that no executive magistrate has a right to pardon sin
unrepented of? The lowest terms upon which any ruler can exercise mercy,
are repentance, or, which is the same thing, a return to obedience. Who
ever heard, in any government, of a rebel’s being pardoned, while he only
renounced a part of his rebellion? To pardon him while any part of his
rebellion is persevered in, were to sanction by a public act that which is
lacking in his repentance. It were to pronounce a public justification of his
refusal to render full obedience.

5. But have we a right to ask forgiveness while we persevere in the sin of
withholding a part of our hearts from Him?

God has no right to forgive us, and we have no right to desire Him to
forgive us, while we keep back any part of the condition of forgiveness.
While we persist in defrauding God and our neighbor, we cannot profess
penitence and ask forgiveness without gross hypocrisy. And shall God
forgive us while we cannot, without hypocrisy, even profess repentance?
To ask for pardon, while we do not repent and cease from sin, is a gross
insult to God.

6. But does the Bible recognize the pardon of present sin, and while
unrepented of? Let the passage be found, if it can be, where sin is
represented as pardoned or pardonable, unless repented of and fully
forsaken. No such passage can be found. The opposite of this always
stands revealed, expressly or impliedly, on every page of divine
inspiration.

7. Does the Bible anywhere recognize a justification in sin? Where is such
a passage to be found? Does not the law condemn sin, in every degree of
it? Does it not unalterably condemn the sinner in whose heart the vile
abomination is found? If a soul can sin, and yet not be condemned, then it
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must be because the law is abrogated, for surely, if the law still remains in
force, it must condemn all sin. James most unequivocally teaches this:

“If any man keep the whole law, and yet offend in one point,
he is guilty of all” (James 2:10).

What is this but asserting, that if there could be a partial obedience, it
would be unavailing, since the law would condemn for any degree of sin;
that partial obedience, did it exist, would not be regarded as acceptable
obedience at all? The doctrine, that a partial obedience, in the sense that
the law is not at any time fully obeyed, is accepted of God, is sheer
antinomianism. What! A sinner justified while indulging in rebellion against
God!

But it has been generally held in the church, that a sinner must intend fully
to obey the law, as a condition of justification; that, in his purpose and
intention, he must forsake all sin; that nothing short of perfection of aim or
intention can be accepted of God. Now, what is intended by this language?
We have seen in former lectures, that moral character belongs properly
only to the intention. If, then, perfection of intention be an indispensable
condition of justification, what is this, but an admission, after all, that full
present obedience is a condition of justification? But this is what we hold,
and they deny. What then can they mean? It is of importance to ascertain
what is intended by the assertion, repeated by them thousands of times,
that a sinner cannot be justified but upon condition that he fully purposes
and intends to abandon all sin, and to live without sin; unless he seriously
intends to render full obedience to all the commands of God. Intends to
obey the law! What constitutes obedience to the law? Why, love, good
willing, good-intending. Intending to obey the law is intending to intend,
willing to will, choosing to choose! This is absurd.

What then is the state of mind which is, and must be, the condition of
justification? Not merely an intention to obey, for this is only an intending
to intend, but intending what the law requires to be intended, to wit, the
highest well-being of God and of the universe. Unless he intends this, it is
absurd to say that he can intend full obedience to the law; that he intends
to live without sin. The supposition is, that he is now sinning; that is, for
nothing else is sin, voluntarily withholding from God and man their due.
He chooses, wills, and intends this, and yet the supposition is, that at the
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same time he chooses, wills, intends, fully to obey the law. What is this
but the ridiculous assertion, that he at the same time intends full obedience
to the law, and intends not fully to obey, but only to obey in part,
voluntarily withholding from God and man their dues.

But again, to the question, can man be justified while sin remains in him?
Surely he cannot, either upon legal or gospel principles, unless the law be
repealed. That he cannot be justified by the law, while there is a particle of
sin in him, is too plain to need proof. But can he be pardoned and
accepted, and then justified, in the gospel sense, while sin, any degree of
sin, remains in him? Certainly not. For the law, unless it be repealed,
continues to condemn him while there is any degree of sin in him. It is a
contradiction to say, that he can both be pardoned, and at the same time
condemned. But if he is all the time coming short of full obedience, there
never is a moment in which the law is not uttering its curses against him.

“Cursed is every one that continueth not in all things that are
written in the book of the law to do them” (Galatians 3:10).

The fact is, there never has been, and there never can be, any such thing as
sin without condemnation. “Beloved, if our heart condemn us, God is
greater than our heart” (1 John 3:20), that is, He much more condemns us.

“But if our heart condemn us not,
then have we confidence towards God” (1 John 3:21).

God cannot repeal the law. It is not founded in His arbitrary will. It is as
unalterable and unrepealable as His own nature. God can never repeal nor
alter it. He can for Christ’s sake dispense with the execution of the
penalty, when the subject has returned to full present obedience to the
precept, but in no other case, and upon no other possible conditions. To
affirm that He can, is to affirm that God can alter the immutable and
eternal principles of moral law and moral government.

8. The next inquiry is, can there be such a thing as a partial repentance of
sin? That is, does not true repentance imply a return to present full
obedience to the law of God?

To repent is to change the choice, purpose, intention. It is to choose a new
end, to begin a new life, to turn from self seeking to seeking the highest
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good of being, to turn from selfishness to disinterested benevolence, from a
state of disobedience to a state of obedience. Certainly, if repentance
means and implies anything, it does imply a thorough reformation of heart
and life. A reformation of heart consists in turning from selfishness to
benevolence. We have seen in a former lecture, that selfishness and
benevolence cannot coexist, at the same time, in the same mind. They are
the supreme choice of opposite ends. These ends cannot both be chosen at
the same time. To talk of partial repentance as a possible thing is to talk
nonsense. It is to overlook the very nature of repentance. What! A man
both turn away from, and hold on to sin at the same time! Serve God and
mammon at one and the same time! It is impossible. This impossibility is
affirmed both by reason and by Christ. But perhaps it will be objected,
that the sin of those who render but a partial obedience, and whom God
pardons and accepts, is not a voluntary sin. This leads to the inquiry:

9. Can there be any other than voluntary sin?

What is sin? Sin is a transgression of the law. The law requires
benevolence, good willing. Sin is not a mere negation, or a not willing, but
consists in willing self-gratification. It is a willing contrary to the
commandment of God. Sin, as well as holiness, consists in choosing,
willing, intending. Sin must be voluntary; that is, it must be intelligent and
voluntary. It consists in willing, and it is nonsense to deny that sin is
voluntary. The fact is, there is either no sin, or there is voluntary sin.
Benevolence is willing the good of being in general, as an end, and, of
course, implies the rejection of self-gratification, as an end. So sin is the
choice of self-gratification, as an end, and necessarily implies the rejection
of the good of being in general, as an end. Sin and holiness, naturally and
necessarily, exclude each other. They are eternal opposites and
antagonists. Neither can consist with the presence of the other in the heart.
They consist in the active state of the will, and there can be no sin or
holiness that does not consist in choice.

10. Must not present sin be sin unrepented of?

Yes, it is impossible for one to repent of present sin. To affirm that
present sin is repented of, is to affirm a contradiction. It is overlooking
both the nature of sin, and the nature of repentance. Sin is selfish willing;
repentance is turning from selfish to benevolent willing. These two states
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of will, as has just been said, cannot possibly coexist. Whoever, then, is at
present falling short of full obedience to the law of God, is voluntarily
sinning against God, and is impenitent. It is nonsense to say, that he is
partly penitent and partly impenitent; that he is penitent so far as he
obeys, and impenitent so far as he disobeys. This really seems to be the
loose idea of many, that a man can be partly penitent, and partly
impenitent at the same time. This idea, doubtless, is founded on the
mistake, that repentance consists in sorrow for sin, or is a phenomenon of
the sensibility. But repentance consists in a change of ultimate intention a
change in the choice of an end a turning from selfishness to supreme
disinterested benevolence. It is, therefore, plainly impossible for one to be
partly penitent, and partly impenitent at the same time; inasmuch as
penitence and impenitence consist in supreme opposite choices.

SO THEN IT IS PLAIN, THAT NOTHING IS ACCEPTED AS
VIRTUE UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD,
BUT PRESENT FULL OBEDIENCE TO HIS LAW.

If what has been said is true, we see that the church has fallen into a great
and ruinous mistake, in supposing that a state of present sinlessness is a
very rare, if not an impossible, attainment in this life. If the doctrine of this
lecture be true, it follows that the very beginning of true religion in the
soul, implies the renunciation of all sin. Sin ceases where holiness begins.
Now, how great and ruinous must that error be, that teaches us to hope for
heaven, while living in conscious sin; to look upon a sinless state, as not to
be expected in this world; that it is a dangerous error to expect to stop
sinning, even for an hour or a moment, in this world; and yet to hope for
heaven!

How great and ruinous the error, that justification is conditionated upon a
faith that does not purify the heart of the believer; that one may be in a
state of justification who lives in the constant commission of more or less
sin! This error has slain more souls, I fear, than all the universalism that
ever cursed the world.

We see that, if a righteous man forsake his righteousness, and die in his sin,
he must sink to hell. Whenever a Christian sins he comes under
condemnation, and must repent and do his first works, or be lost.
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LECTURE 11

OBEDIENCE TO THE MORAL LAW

We have seen, that all the law requires is summarily expressed in the single
word, love, that this word is synonymous with benevolence; that
benevolence consists in the choice of the highest well-being of God and of
the universe, as an end, or for its own sake; that this choice is an ultimate
intention. In short, we have seen, that good will to being in general is
obedience to the moral law. Now the question before us is, what is not
implied in this goodwill, or in this benevolent ultimate intention?

Since the law of God, as revealed in the Bible, is the standard, and the only
standard, by which the question in regard to what is not, and what is,
implied in entire sanctification, is to be decided, it is of fundamental
importance, that we understand what is, and what is not, implied in entire
obedience to this law. Our judgment of our own state, or of the state of
others, can never be relied upon, till these inquiries are settled. Christ was
perfect, and yet so erroneous were the notions of the Jews, in regard to
what constituted perfection, that they thought Him possessed with a
devil, instead of being holy, as He claimed to be. I will state then, what is
not implied in entire obedience to the moral law, as I understand it. The
law, as epitomized by Christ,

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all
thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength, and thy
neighbor as thyself” (Deuteronomy 6:5),

I understand to lay down the whole duty of man to God, and to his fellow
creatures. Now, the questions are, what is not, and what is, implied in
perfect obedience to this law?
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WHAT IS NOT IMPLIED IN
PERFECT OBEDIENCE TO THIS LAW.

1. Entire obedience does not imply any change in the substance of the soul
or body, for this the law does not require; and it would not be obligatory if
it did, because the requirement would be inconsistent with natural justice,
and, therefore, not law. Entire obedience is the entire consecration of the
powers, as they are, to God. It does not imply any change in them, but
simply the right use of them.

2. It does not imply the annihilation of any constitutional traits of
character, such as constitutional ardor or impetuosity. There is nothing,
certainly, in the law of God that requires such constitutional traits to be
annihilated, but simply that they should be rightly directed in their
exercise.

3. It does not imply the annihilation of any of the constitutional appetites
or susceptibilities. It seems to be supposed by some, that the
constitutional appetites and susceptibilities are in themselves sinful, and
that a state of entire conformity to the law of God implies their entire
annihilation. I have been not a little surprised to find, that some persons
who, I had supposed, were far enough from embracing the doctrine of
physical moral depravity, were, after all, resorting to this assumption, in
order to set aside the doctrine of entire sanctification in this life. But let us
appeal to the law. Does the law anywhere, expressly or impliedly,
condemn the constitution of man, or require the annihilation of any thing
that is properly a part of the constitution itself? Does it require the
annihilation of the appetite for food, or is it satisfied merely with
regulating its indulgence? In short, does the law of God any where require
any thing more than the consecration of all the powers, appetites, and
susceptibilities of body and mind to the service of God?

4. Entire obedience does not imply the annihilation of natural affection, or
natural resentment. By natural affection I mean, that certain persons may
be naturally pleasing to us. Christ appears to have had a natural affection
for John. By natural resentment I mean, that, from the laws of our being,
we must resent or feel opposed to injustice or ill treatment. Not that a
disposition to retaliate or revenge ourselves is consistent with the law of
God. But perfect obedience to the law of God does not imply that we
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should have no sense of injury and injustice, when we are abused. God has
this, and ought to have it, and so has every moral being. To love your
neighbor as yourself, does not imply, that if he injure you, you should feel
no sense of the injury or injustice, but that you should love him and do
him good, notwithstanding his injurious treatment.

5. It does not imply any unhealthy degree of excitement of the mind.
Moral law is to be so interpreted as to be consistent with physical law.
God’s laws certainly do not clash with each other. And the moral law
cannot require such a state of constant mental excitement as will destroy
the physical constitution. It cannot require any more mental excitement
than is consistent with all the laws, attributes, and circumstances of both
soul and body. It does not imply that any organ or faculty is to be at all
times exerted to the full measure of its capacity. This would soon exhaust
and destroy any and every organ of the body. Whatever may be true of the
mind, when separated from the body, it is certain, while it acts through a
material organ, that a constant state of excitement is impossible. When the
mind is strongly excited, there is of necessity a great determination of
blood to the brain. A high degree of excitement cannot long continue,
without producing inflammation of the brain, and consequent insanity.
And the law of God does not require any degree of emotion, or mental
excitement, inconsistent with life and health. Our Lord Jesus Christ does
not appear to have been in a state of continual mental excitement. When
He and His disciples had been in a great excitement for a time, they would
turn aside, “and rest a while” (Mark 6:31).

Who that has ever philosophized on this subject, does not know that the
high degree of excitement which is sometimes witnessed in revivals of
religion, must necessarily be short, or that the people must become
deranged? It seems sometimes to be indispensable that a high degree of
excitement should prevail for a time, to arrest public and individual
attention, and draw off people from their pursuits, to attend to the
concerns of their souls. But if any suppose that this high degree of
excitement is either necessary or desirable, or possible to be long
continued, they have not well considered the matter. And here is one grand
mistake of the church. They have supposed that the revival consists
mostly in this state of excited emotion, rather than in conformity of the
human will to the law of God. Hence, when the reasons for much
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excitement have ceased, and the public mind begins to grow more calm,
they begin immediately to say, that the revival is on the decline; when, in
fact, with much less excited emotion, there may be vastly more real religion
in the community. Excitement is often important and indispensable, but
the vigorous actings of the will are infinitely more important. And this
state of mind may exist in the absence of highly excited emotions.

Nor does it imply that the same degree of emotion, volition, or intellectual
effort, is at all times required. All volitions do not need the same strength.
They cannot have equal strength, because they are not produced by
equally influential reasons. Should a man put forth as strong a volition to
pick up an apple, as to extinguish the flames of a burning house? Should a
mother, watching over her sleeping nursling, when all is quiet and secure,
put forth as powerful volitions, as might be required to snatch it from the
devouring flames? Now, suppose that she were equally devoted to God, in
watching her sleeping babe, and in rescuing it from the jaws of death. Her
holiness would not consist in the fact, that she exercised equally strong
volitions, in both cases; but that in both cases the volition was equal to the
accomplishment of the thing required to be done. So that persons may be
entirely holy, and yet continually varying in the strength of their
affections, emotions, or volitions, according to their circumstances, the
state of their physical system, and the business in which they are engaged.

All the powers of body and mind are to be held at the service and disposal
of God. Just so much of physical, intellectual, and moral energy are to be
expended in the performance of duty, as the nature and the circumstances
of the case require. And nothing is further from the truth than that the law
of God requires a constant, intense state of emotion and mental action, on
any and every subject alike.

6. Entire obedience does not imply that God is to be at all times the direct
object of attention and affection. This is not only impossible in the nature
of the case, but would render it impossible for us to think of or love our
neighbor as ourselves.

The law of God requires the supreme love of the heart. By this is meant
that the mind’s supreme preference should be of God that God should be
the great object of its supreme regard. But this state of mind is perfectly
consistent with our engaging in any of the necessary business of life giving
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to that business that attention, and exercising about it all those affections
and emotions, which its nature and importance demand.

If a man love God supremely, and engage in any business for the
promotion of His glory, if his eye be single, his affections and conduct, so
far as they have any moral character, are entirely holy when necessarily
engaged in the right transaction of his business, although, for the time
being, neither his thoughts nor affections are upon God; just as a man, who
is intensely devoted to his family, may be acting consistently with his
supreme affection, and rendering them the most important and perfect
service, while he does not think of them at all. The moral heart is the
mind’s supreme preference. The natural heart propels the blood through all
the physical system. Now there is a striking analogy between this and the
moral heart. And the analogy consists in this, that as the natural heart, by
its pulsations, diffuses life through the physical system, so the moral
heart, or the supreme governing preference, or ultimate intention of the
mind, is that which gives life and character to man’s moral actions. For
example, suppose that I am engaged in teaching mathematics; in this, my
ultimate intention is to glorify God in this particular calling. Now in
demonstrating some of its intricate propositions, I am obliged, for hours
together, to give the entire attention of my mind to that object. While my
mind is thus intensely employed in one particular business, it is
impossible that I should have any thoughts about God, or should exercise
any direct affections, or emotions, or volitions, towards Him. Yet if, in this
particular calling, all selfishness is excluded, and my supreme design is to
glorify God, my mind is in a state of entire obedience, even though, for the
time being, I do not think of God.

It should be understood, that while the supreme preference or intention of
the mind has such efficiency as to exclude all selfishness, and to call forth
just that strength of volition, thought, affection, and emotion, that is
requisite to the right discharge of any duty to which the mind may be
called, the heart is in a right state. By a suitable degree of thought and
feeling, to the right discharge of duty, I mean just that intensity of thought,
and energy of action, that the nature and importance of the particular duty,
to which, for the time being, I am called, demand, in my honest estimation.
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In making this statement, I take it for granted, that the brain together with
all the circumstances of the constitution are such that the requisite amount
of thought, feeling, etc., are possible. If the physical constitution be in
such a state of exhaustion, as to be unable to put forth that amount of
exertion which the nature of the case might otherwise demand, even in this
case, the languid efforts, though far below the importance of the subject,
would be all that the law of God requires. Whoever, therefore, supposes
that a state of entire obedience implies a state of entire abstraction of mind
from everything but God, labors under a grievous mistake. Such a state of
mind is as inconsistent with duty, as it is impossible, while we are in the
flesh.

The fact is that the language and spirit of the law have been and generally
are, grossly misunderstood, and interpreted to mean what they never did,
or can, mean, consistently with natural justice. Many a mind has been
thrown open to the assaults of Satan, and kept in a state of continual
bondage and condemnation, because God was not, at all times, the direct
object of thought, affection, and emotion; and because the mind was not
kept in a state of perfect tension, and excited to the utmost at every
moment.

7. Nor does it imply a state of continual calmness of mind. Christ was not
in a state of continual calmness. The deep peace of His mind was never
broken up, but the surface or emotions of His mind were often in a state of
great excitement, and at other times, in a state of great calmness. And here
let me refer to Christ, as we have His history in the Bible, in illustration of
the positions I have already taken. For example: Christ had all the
constitutional appetites and susceptibilities of human nature. Had it been
otherwise, He could not have been “tempted in all points like as we are”
(Hebrews 4:15), nor could He have been tempted in any point as we are,
any further than He possessed a constitution similar to our own. Christ
also manifested natural affection for His mother and for other friends. He
also showed that He had a sense of injury and injustice, and exercised a
suitable resentment when He was injured and persecuted. He was not
always in a state of great excitement. He appears to have had His seasons
of excitement and of calm of labor and rest of joy and sorrow, like other
good men. Some persons have spoken of entire obedience to the law, as
implying a state of uniform and universal calmness, and as if every kind
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and degree of excited feeling, except the feeling of love to God, were
inconsistent with this state. But Christ often manifested a great degree of
excitement when reproving the enemies of God. In short, His history
would lead to the conclusion that His calmness and excitement were
various, according to the circumstances of the case. And although He was
sometimes so pointed and severe in His reproof, as to be accused of being
possessed of a devil, yet His emotions and feelings were only those that
were called for, and suited to the occasion.

8. Nor does it imply a state of continual sweetness of mind, without any
indignation or holy anger at sin and sinners. Anger at sin is only a
modification of love to being in general. A sense of justice, or a disposition
to have the wicked punished for the benefit of the government, is only
another of the modifications of love. And such dispositions are essential to
the existence of love, where the circumstances call for their exercise. It is
said of Christ, that He was angry. He often manifested anger and holy
indignation. “God is angry with the wicked every day” (Psalms 7:11). And
holiness, or a state of obedience, instead of being inconsistent with, always
implies, the existence of anger, whenever circumstances occur which
demand its exercise.

9. It does not imply a state of mind that is all compassion, and no sense of
justice. Compassion is only one of the modifications of love. Justice, or
willing the execution of law and the punishment of sin, is another of its
modifications. God, and Christ, and all holy beings, exercise all those
dispositions that constitute the different modifications of love, under
every possible circumstance.

10. It does not imply that we should love or hate all men alike, irrespective
of their value, circumstances, and relations. One being may have a greater
capacity for well-being, and be of much more importance to the universe,
than another. Impartiality and the law of love require us not to regard all
beings and things alike, but all beings and things according to their nature,
relations, circumstances, and value.

11. Nor does it imply a perfect knowledge of all our relations. Such an
interpretation of the law as would make it necessary, in order to yield
obedience, for us to understand all our relations, would imply in us the
possession of the attribute of omniscience; for certainly there is not a being
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in the universe to whom we do not sustain some relation. And a knowledge
of all these relations plainly implies infinite knowledge. It is plain that the
law of God cannot require any such thing as this.

12. Nor does it imply freedom from mistake on any subject whatever. It is
maintained by some that the grace of the gospel pledges to every man
perfect knowledge, or at least such knowledge as to exempt him from any
mistake. I cannot stop here to debate this question, but would merely say,
the law does not expressly or impliedly require infallibility of judgment in
us. It only requires us to make the best use we can of all the light we have.

13. It does not imply the same degree of knowledge we might have
possessed, had we always improved our time in its acquisition. The law
might require us to love God or man, as well as we might have been able to
love them, had we always improved all our time in obtaining all the
knowledge we could, in regard to their nature, character, and interests. If
this were implied in the requisition of the law, there is not a saint on earth
or in heaven that does, or ever can, perfectly obey. What is lost in this
respect is lost, and past neglect can never be so remedied, that we shall
ever be able to make up in our acquisitions of knowledge what we have
lost. It will no doubt be true to all eternity, that we shall have less
knowledge than we might have possessed, had we filled up all our time in
its acquisition. We do not, cannot, nor shall we ever be able to, love God as
well as we might have loved Him, had we always applied our minds to the
acquisition of knowledge respecting Him. And if entire obedience is to be
understood as implying that we love God as much we should, had we all
the knowledge we might have had, then I repeat it, there is not a saint on
earth or in heaven, nor ever will be, that is entirely obedient.

14. It does not imply the same amount of service that we might have
rendered, had we never sinned. The law of God does not imply or
suppose, that our powers are in a perfect state; that our strength of body
or mind is what it would have been, had we never sinned. But it simply
requires us to use what strength we have. The very wording of the law is
proof conclusive, that it extends its demand only to the full amount of
what strength we have. And this is true of every moral being, however
great or small.
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The most perfect development and improvement of our powers, must
depend upon the most perfect use of them. And every departure from
their perfect use, is a diminishing of their highest development, and a
curtailing of their capabilities to serve God in the highest and best manner.
All sin then does just so much towards crippling and curtailing the powers
of body and mind, and rendering them, by just so much, incapable of
performing the service they might otherwise have rendered.

To this view of the subject it has been objected, that Christ taught an
opposite doctrine, in the case of the woman who washed His feet with her
tears, when He said, “To whom much is forgiven, the same loveth much”
(Luke 7:47). But can it be that Christ intended to be understood as
teaching, that the more we sin the greater will be our love, and our ultimate
virtue? If this be so, I do not see why it does not follow that the more sin
in this life, the better, if so be that we are forgiven. If our virtue is really to
be improved by our sins, I see not why it would not be good economy,
both for God and man, to sin as much as we can while in this world.
Certainly Christ meant to lay down no such principle as this. He
undoubtedly meant to teach that a person who was truly sensible of the
greatness of his sins, would exercise more of the love of gratitude than
would be exercised by one who had a less affecting sense of ill-desert.

15. Entire obedience does not imply the same degree of faith that might
have been exercised but for our ignorance and past sin. We cannot believe
anything about God of which we have neither evidence nor knowledge.
Our faith must therefore be limited by our intellectual perceptions of truth.
The heathen are not under obligation to believe in Christ, and thousands of
other things of which they have no knowledge. Perfection in a heathen
would imply much less faith than in a Christian. Perfection in an adult
would imply much more and greater faith than in a child. And perfection in
an angel would imply much greater faith than in a man, just in proportion
as he knows more of God than man does. Let it be always understood, that
entire obedience to God never implies that which is naturally impossible.
It is naturally impossible for us to believe that of which we have no
knowledge. Entire obedience implies, in this respect, nothing more than the
heart’s faith or confidence in all the truth that is perceived by the intellect.
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16. Nor does it imply the conversion of all men in answer to our prayers.
It has been maintained by some, that entire obedience implies the offering
of prevailing prayer for the conversion of all men. To this I reply: then
Christ did not obey, for He offered no such prayer. The law of God makes
no such demands, either expressly or impliedly. We have no right to
believe that all men will be converted in answer to our prayers, unless we
have an express or implied promise to that effect. As, therefore, there is no
such promise, we are under no obligation to offer such a prayer. Nor does
the non-conversion of the world imply, that there are no saints in the
world who fully obey God’s law.

It does not imply the conversion of any one for whom there is not an
express or implied promise in the word of God. The fact that Judas was
not converted in answer to Christ’s prayer, does not prove that Christ did
not fully obey.

Nor does it imply that all those things which are expressly or impliedly
promised, will be granted in answer to our prayers; or, in other words, that
we should pray in faith for them, if we are ignorant of the existence or
application of those promises. A state of perfect love implies the discharge
of all known duty. And nothing strictly speaking can be duty of which the
mind has no knowledge. It cannot, therefore, be our duty to believe a
promise of which we are entirely ignorant, or the application of which to
any specific object we do not understand.

If there is sin in such a case as this, it lies in the fact, that the soul neglects
to know what it ought to know. But it should always be understood that
the sin lies in this neglect to know, and not in the neglect of that of which
we have no knowledge. Entire obedience is inconsistent with any present
neglect to know the truth; for such neglect is sin. But it is not inconsistent
with our failing to do that of which we have no knowledge. James says,
“He that knoweth to do good and doeth it not, to him it is sin” (James
4:17). “If ye were blind,” says Christ, “ye should have no sin, but because
ye say, We see, therefore your sin remaineth” (John 9:41).

17. Entire obedience to the divine law does not imply, that others will of
course regard our state of mind, and our outward life, as entirely
conformed to the law.
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It was insisted and positively believed by the Jews, that Jesus Christ was
possessed of a wicked instead of a holy spirit. Such were their notions of
holiness, that they no doubt supposed Him to be actuated by any other
than the Spirit of God. They especially supposed so on account of His
opposition to the current orthodoxy, and to the ungodliness of the
religious teachers of the day. Now, who does not see, that when the church
is, in a great measure, conformed to the world, a spirit of holiness in any
man would certainly lead him to aim the sharpest rebukes at the spirit and
life of those in this state, whether in high or low places? And who does not
see, that this would naturally result in His being accused of possessing a
wicked spirit? And who does not know, that where a religious teacher
finds himself under the necessity of attacking a false orthodoxy, he will
certainly be hunted, almost as a beast of prey, by the religious teachers of
his day, whose authority, influence, and orthodoxy are thus assailed?

18. Nor does it imply exemption from sorrow or mental suffering. It was
not so with Christ. Nor is it inconsistent with our sorrowing for our own
past sins, and sorrowing that we have not now the health, and vigor, and
knowledge, and love, that we might have had, if we had sinned less; or
sorrow for those around us sorrow in view of human sinfulness, or
suffering. These are all consistent with a state of joyful love to God and
man, and indeed are the natural results of it.

19. Nor is it inconsistent with our living in human society with mingling in
the scenes, and engaging in the affairs of this world, as some have
supposed. Hence the absurd and ridiculous notions of papists in retiring to
monasteries, and convents in taking the veil, and, as they say, retiring to a
life of devotion. Now I suppose this state of voluntary exclusion from
human society, to be utterly inconsistent with any degree of holiness, and
a manifest violation of the law of love to our neighbor.

20. Nor does it imply moroseness of temper and manners. Nothing is
further from the truth than this. It is said of Xavier, than whom, perhaps,
few holier men have ever lived, that “he was so cheerful as often to be
accused of being gay.” Cheerfulness is certainly the result of holy love.
And entire obedience no more implies moroseness in this world than it
does in heaven.
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In all the discussions I have seen upon the subject of Christian holiness,
writers seldom or never raise the distinct inquiry: What does obedience to
the law of God imply, and what does it not imply? Instead of bringing
everything to this test, they seem to lose sight of it. On the one hand, they
include things that the law of God never required of man in his present
state. Thus they lay a stumbling-block and a snare for the saints, to keep
them in perpetual bondage, supposing that this is the way to keep them
humble, to place the standard entirely above their reach. Or, on the other
hand, they really abrogate the law, so as to make it no longer binding. Or
they so fritter away what is really implied in it, as to leave nothing in its
requirements, but a sickly, whimsical, inefficient sentimentalism, or
perfectionism, which in its manifestations and results, appears to me to be
anything but that which the law of God requires.

21. It does not imply that we always or ever aim at, or intend to do our
duty. That is, it does not imply that the intention always, or ever,
terminates on duty as an ultimate end. It is our duty to aim at or intend the
highest well-being of God and the universe, as an ultimate end, or for its
own sake. This is the infinitely valuable end at which we are at all times to
aim. It is our duty to aim at this. While we aim at this, we do our duty, but
to aim at duty is not doing duty.

Nor does it imply that we always think, at the time, of its being duty, or
of our moral obligation to intend the good of being. This obligation is a first
truth, and is always and necessarily assumed by every moral agent, and
this assumption or knowledge is a condition of his moral agency. But it is
not at all essential to virtue or true obedience to the moral law, that moral
obligation should at all times be present to the thoughts as an object of
attention.

Nor does it imply that the rightness or moral character of benevolence is,
at all times, the object of the mind’s attention. We may intend the glory of
God and the good of our neighbor, without at all times thinking of the
moral character of this intention. But the intention is not the less virtuous
on this account. The mind unconsciously, but necessarily, assumes the
rightness of benevolence, or of willing the good of being, just as it assumes
other first truths, without being distinctly conscious of the assumption. It
is not therefore, at all essential to obedience to the law of God, that we
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should at all times have before our minds the virtuousness or moral
character of benevolence.

22. Nor does obedience to the moral law imply, that the law itself should
be, at all times, the object of thought, or of the mind’s attention. The law
lies developed in the reason of every moral agent in the form of an idea. It
is the idea of that choice or intention which every moral agent is bound to
exercise. In other words, the law, as a rule of duty, is a subjective idea
always and necessarily developed in the mind of every moral agent. This
idea he always and necessarily takes along with him, and he is always and
necessarily a law to himself. Nevertheless, this law or idea, is not always
the object of the mind’s attention and thought. A moral agent may exercise
good will or love to God and man, without at the time being conscious of
thinking, that this love is required of him by the moral law. Nay, if I am
not mistaken, the benevolent mind generally exercises benevolence so
spontaneously, as not, for much of the time, even to think that this love to
God is required of him. But this state of mind is not the less virtuous on
this account. If the infinite value of God’s well-being and of His infinite
goodness constrains me to love Him with all my heart, can any one
suppose that this is regarded by him as the less virtuous, because I did not
wait to reflect, that God commanded me to love Him, and that it was my
duty to do so?

The thing upon which the intention must or ought to terminate is the good
of being, and not the law that requires me to will it. When I will that end, I
will the right end, and this willing is virtue, whether the law be so much as
thought of or not. Should it be said that I may will that end for a wrong
reason, and, therefore, thus willing it is not virtue; that unless I will it
because of my obligation, and intend obedience to moral law, or to God, it
is not virtue; I answer, that the objection involves an absurdity and a
contradiction. I cannot will the good of God and of being, as an ultimate
end, for a wrong reason. The reason of the choice and the end chosen are
identical, so that if I will the good of being as an ultimate end, I will it for
the right reason.

It is impossible to will God’s good as an end, out of regard to His
authority. This is to make His authority the end chosen, for the reason of a
choice is identical with the end chosen. Therefore, to will anything for the
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reason that God requires it, is to will God’s requirement as an ultimate
end. I cannot, therefore, love God with any acceptable love, primarily,
because He commands it. God never expected to induce His creatures to
love Him, or to will His good, by commanding them to do so.

23. Obedience to the moral law does not imply that we should practically
treat all interests that are of equal value according to their value. For
example, the precept, “Love thy neighbor as thyself” (Matthew 19:19),
cannot mean that I am to take equal care of my own soul, and the soul of
every other human being. This were impossible. Nor does it mean that I
should take the same care and oversight of my own, and of all the families
of the earth. Nor that I should divide what little of property, or time, or
talent I have, equally among all mankind. This were:

(1.) Impossible.

(2.) Uneconomical for the universe. More good will result to the
universe by each individual’s giving his attention particularly to the
promotion of those interests that are within his reach, and that are so
under his influence that he possesses particular advantages for
promoting them. Every interest is to be esteemed according to its
relative value; but our efforts to promote particular interests should
depend upon our relations and capacity to promote them. Some
interests of great value we may be under no obligation to promote, for
the reason that we have no ability to promote them, while we may be
under obligation to promote interests of vastly less value, for the
reason, that we are able to promote them. We are to aim at promoting
those interests that we can most surely and extensively promote, but
always in a manner that shall not interfere with others promoting other
interests, according to their relative value. Every man is bound to
promote his own, and the salvation of his family, not because they
belong to self, but because they are valuable in themselves, and because
they are particularly committed to him, as being directly within his
reach. This is a principle everywhere assumed in the government of
God, and I wish it to be distinctly borne in mind, as we proceed in our
investigations, as it will, on the one hand, prevent misapprehension,
and, on the other, avoid the necessity of circumlocution, when we wish
to express the same idea; the true intent and meaning of the moral law,
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no doubt, is, that every interest or good known to a moral being shall
be esteemed according to its intrinsic value, and that, in our efforts to
promote good, we are to aim at securing the greatest practicable
amount, and to bestow our efforts where, as it appears from our
circumstances and relations, we can accomplish the greatest good. This
ordinarily can be done, beyond all question, only by each one attending
to the promotion of those particular interests which are most within
the reach of his influence.
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LECTURE 12

ATTRIBUTES OF LOVE

It has been shown that the sum and spirit of the whole law is properly
expressed in one word love. It has also been shown, that this love is
benevolence or good willing; that it consists in choosing the highest good of
God and of universal being, for its own intrinsic value, in a spirit of entire
consecration to this as the ultimate end of existence. Although the whole
law is fulfilled in one word love, yet there are many things implied in the
state of mind expressed by this term. It is, therefore, indispensable to a
right understanding of this subject, that we inquire into the characteristics
or attributes of this love. We must keep steadily in mind certain truths of
mental philosophy. I will, therefore:

CALL ATTENTION TO CERTAIN FACTS IN MENTAL
PHILOSOPHY AS THEY ARE REVEALED IN CONSCIOUSNESS.

1. Moral agents possess intellect, or the faculty of knowledge.

2. They also possess sensibility, and sensitivity, or in other words, the
faculty or susceptibility of feeling.

3. They also possess will, or the power of choosing or refusing in every
case of moral obligation.

These primary faculties are so correlated to each other, that the intellect or
the sensibility may control the will, or the will may, in a certain sense,
control them. That is, the mind is free to choose in accordance with the
demands of the intellect, which is the lawgiving faculty, or with the desires
and impulses of the sensibility, or to control and direct them both. The
will can directly control the attention of the intellect, and consequently its
perceptions, thoughts, etc. It can indirectly control the states of the
sensibility, or feeling faculty, by controlling the perceptions and thoughts
of the intellect. We also know from consciousness, as was shown in a
former lecture, that the voluntary muscles of the body are directly
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controlled by the will, and that the law which obliges the attention, the
feelings, and the actions of the body to obey the decisions of the will, is
physical law, or the law of necessity. The attention of the intellect and the
outward actions are controlled directly, and the feelings indirectly, by the
decisions of the will. The will can either command or obey. It can suffer
itself to be enslaved by the impulses of the sensibility, or it can assert its
sovereignty and control them. The will is not influenced by either the
intellect, or the sensibility, by the law of necessity or force; so that the
will can always resist either the demands of the intelligence, or the
impulses of the sensibility. But while they cannot lord it over the will,
through the agency of any law of force, the will has the aid of the law of
necessity or force by which to control them.

Again: We are conscious of affirming to ourselves our obligation to obey
the law of the intellect rather than the impulses of the sensibility; that to
act virtuously we must act rationally, or intelligently, and not give
ourselves up to the blind impulses of our feelings.

Now, inasmuch as the love required by the moral law consists in choice,
willing, intention, as before repeatedly shown; and inasmuch as choice,
willing, intending, controls the states of the intellect and the outward
actions directly, by a law of necessity, and by the same law controls the
feelings or states of the sensibility indirectly, it follows that certain states
of the intellect and of the sensibility, and also certain outward actions,
must be implied in the existence of the love which the law of God requires.
I say, implied in it, not as making a part of it, but as necessarily resulting
from it. The thoughts, opinions, judgments, feelings, and outward actions
must be molded and modified by the state of the heart or will.

Here it is important to remark, that, in common language, the same word is
often used to express either an action or attitude of the will, or a state of
the sensibility, or both. This is true of all the terms that represent what are
called the Christian graces or virtues, or those various modifications of
virtue of which Christians are conscious, and which appear in their life and
temper. Of this truth we shall be constantly reminded as we proceed in our
investigations, for we shall find illustrations of it at every step of our
progress.
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Before I proceed to point out the attributes of benevolence, it is important
to remark, that all the moral attributes of God and of all holy beings, are
only attributes of benevolence. Benevolence is a term that
comprehensively expresses them all. God is love. This term expresses
comprehensively God’s whole moral character. This love, as we have
repeatedly seen, is benevolence. Benevolence is good willing, or the choice
of the highest good of God and the universe, as an end. But from this
comprehensive statement, accurate though it be, we are apt to receive very
inadequate conceptions of what really belongs to, as implied in,
benevolence. To say that love is the fulfilling of the whole law; that
benevolence is the whole of true religion; that the whole duty of man to
God and his neighbor, is expressed in one word, love these statements,
though true, are so comprehensive as to need with all minds much
amplification and explanation. Many things are implied in love or
benevolence. By this is intended, that benevolence needs to be viewed
under various aspects and in various relations, and its nature considered in
the various relations in which it is called to act. Benevolence is an ultimate
intention, or the choice of an ultimate end. But if we suppose that this is
all that is implied in benevolence, we shall egregiously err. Unless we
inquire into the nature of the end which benevolence chooses, and the
means by which it seeks to accomplish that end, we shall understand but
little of the import of the word benevolence. Benevolence has many
attributes or characteristics. These must all harmonize in the selection of
its end, and in its efforts to realize it. By this is intended that benevolence
is not a blind, but the most intelligent, choice. It is the choice of the best
possible end in obedience to the demand of the reason and of God, and
implies the choice of the best possible means to secure this end. Both the
end and the means are chosen in obedience to the law of God, and of
reason. An attribute is a permanent quality of a thing. The attributes of
benevolence are those permanent qualities which belong to its very nature.
Benevolence is not blind, but intelligent, choice. It is the choice of the
highest well-being of moral agents. It seeks this end by means suited to the
nature of moral agents. Hence wisdom, justice, mercy, truth, holiness, and
many other attributes, as we shall see, are essential elements, or attributes,
of benevolence. To understand what true benevolence is, we must inquire
into its attributes. Not everything that is called love has at all the nature of
benevolence. Nor has all that is called benevolence any title to that
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appellation. There are various kinds of love. Natural affection is called
love. Our preference of certain kinds of diet is called love. Hence we say
we love fruit, vegetables, meat, milk, etc. Benevolence is also called love,
and is the kind of love, beyond all question, required by the law of God.
But there is more than one state of mind that is called benevolence. There
is a constitutional or phrenological benevolence, which is often mistaken
for, and confounded with, the benevolence which constitutes virtue. This
so-called benevolence is in truth only an imposing form of selfishness;
nevertheless it is called benevolence. Many of its manifestations are like
those of true benevolence. Care, therefore, should be taken, in giving
religious instruction, to distinguish accurately between them. Benevolence,
let it be remembered, is the obedience of the will to the law of reason and
of God. It is willing good as an end, for its own sake, and not to gratify
self. Selfishness consists in the obedience of the will to the impulses of the
sensibility. It is a spirit of self-gratification. The will seeks to gratify the
desires and propensities, for the pleasure of the gratification. Self-
gratification is sought as an end, and as the supreme end. It is preferred to
the claims of God and the good of being. Phrenological, or constitutional
benevolence, is only obedience to the impulse of the sensibility a yielding
to a feeling of compassion. It is only an effort to gratify a desire. It is,
therefore, as really selfishness, as is an effort to gratify any constitutional
desire whatever.

It is impossible to get a just idea of what constitutes obedience to the
divine law, and what is implied in it, without considering attentively the
various attributes or aspects of benevolence, properly so called. Upon this
discussion we are about to enter. But before I commence the enumeration
and definition of these attributes, it is important further to remark that the
moral attributes of God, as revealed in His works, providence, and word,
throw much light upon the subject before us. Also the many precepts of
the Bible, and the developments of benevolence therein revealed, will assist
us much, as we proceed in our inquiries upon this important subject. As
the Bible expressly affirms that love comprehends the whole character of
God that it is the whole that the law requires of man that the end of the
commandment is charity or love we may be assured that every form of
true virtue is only a modification of love or benevolence; that is, that every
state of mind required by the Bible, and recognized as virtue, is, in its last
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analysis, resolvable into love or benevolence. In other words, every virtue
is only benevolence viewed under certain aspects, or in certain relations. In
other words still, it is only one of the elements, peculiarities,
characteristics, or attributes of benevolence. This is true of God’s moral
attributes. They are, as has been said, only attributes of benevolence. They
are only the essential qualities that belong to the very nature of
benevolence, which are manifested and brought into activity wherever
benevolence is brought into certain circumstances and relations.
Benevolence is just, merciful, etc. Such is its nature, that in appropriate
circumstances these qualities, together with many others, will manifest
themselves in executive acts. This is and must be true of every holy being.

I WILL NOW PROCEED TO POINT OUT
THE ATTRIBUTES OF THAT LOVE WHICH CONSTITUTES

OBEDIENCE TO THE LAW OF GOD.

As I proceed I will call attention to the states of the intellect and of the
sensibility, and also to the course of outward conduct implied in the
existence of this love in any mind implied in its existence as necessarily
resulting from it by the law of cause and effect. These attributes are:

1. Voluntariness. That is to say, it is a phenomenon of the will. There is a
state of the sensibility often expressed by the term love. Love may, and
often does exist, as every one knows, in the form of a mere feeling or
emotion. The term is often used to express the emotion of fondness or
attachment, as distinct from a voluntary state of mind, or a choice of the
will. This emotion or feeling, as we are all aware, is purely an involuntary
state of mind. Because it is a phenomenon of the sensibility, and of course
a passive state of mind, it has in itself no moral character. The law of God
requires voluntary love or goodwill, as has been repeatedly shown. This
love consists in choice, intention. It is choosing the highest well-being of
God and the universe of sentient beings as an end. Of course voluntariness
must be one of its characteristics. The word benevolence expresses this
idea.

If it consists in choice, if it be a phenomenon of the will, it must control
the thoughts and states of the sensibility, as well as the outward action.
This love, then, not only consists in a state of consecration to God and the
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universe, but also implies deep emotions of love to God and man. Though
a phenomenon of the will, it implies the existence of all those feelings of
love and affection to God and man, that necessarily result from the
consecration of the heart or will to their highest well-being. It also implies
all that outward course of life that necessarily flows from a state of will
consecrated to this end. Let it be borne in mind, that where these feelings
do not arise in the sensibility, and where this course of life is not, there the
true love or voluntary consecration to God and the universe required by
the law, is not. Those follow from this by a law of necessity. Those, that
is, feelings or emotions of love, and a correct outward life, may exist
without this voluntary love, as I shall have occasion to show in its proper
place; but this love cannot exist without those, as they follow from it by a
law of necessity. These emotions will vary in their strength, as
constitution and circumstances vary, but exist they must, in some sensible
degree, whenever the will is in a benevolent attitude.

2. Liberty is an attribute of this love. The mind is free and spontaneous in
its exercise. It makes this choice when it has the power at every moment to
choose self-gratification as an end. Of this every moral agent is conscious.
It is a free, and therefore a responsible, choice.

3. Intelligence. That is, the mind makes choice of this end intelligently. It
not only knows what it chooses, and why it chooses, but also that it
chooses in accordance with the dictates of the intellect, and the law of
God; that the end is worthy of being chosen, and that for this reason the
intellect demands that it should be chosen, and also, that for its own
intrinsic value it is chosen.

Because voluntariness, liberty, and intelligence are natural attributes of this
love, therefore, the following are its moral attributes.

4. Virtue is an attribute of it. Virtue is a term that expresses the moral
character of benevolence; it is moral rightness. Moral rightness is moral
perfection, righteousness, or uprightness. The term marks or designates its
relation to moral law, and expresses its conformity to it.

In the exercise of this love or choice, the mind is conscious of uprightness,
or of being conformed to moral law or moral obligation. In other words, it
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is conscious of being virtuous or holy, of being like God, of loving what
ought to be loved, and of consecration to the right end.

Because this choice is in accordance with the demands of the intellect,
therefore the mind, in its exercise, is conscious of the approbation of that
power of the intellect which we call conscience. The conscience must
approve this love, choice, or intention.

Again: Because the conscience approves of this choice, therefore, there is
and must be in the sensibility a feeling of happiness or satisfaction, a
feeling of complacency or delight in the love that is in the heart or will.
This love, then, always produces self-approbation in the conscience, and a
felt satisfaction in the sensibility; and these feelings are often very acute
and joyous, insomuch that the soul, in the exercise of this love of the heart,
is sometimes led to rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory. This
state of mind does not always and necessarily amount to joy. Much
depends in this respect on the clearness of the intellectual views, upon the
state of the sensibility, and upon the manifestation of Divine approbation
to the soul. But where peace, or approbation of conscience, and
consequently a peaceful state of the sensibility are not, this love is not.
They are connected with it by a law of necessity, and must of course
appear on the field of consciousness where this love exists. These, then,
are implied in the love that constitutes obedience to the law of God.
Conscious peace of mind, and conscious joy in God must be where true
love to God exists.

5. Disinterestedness is another attribute of this love. By disinterestedness,
it is not intended that the mind takes no interest in the object loved, for it
does take a supreme interest in it. But this term expresses the mind’s
choice of an end for its own sake, and not merely upon condition that the
good belongs to self. This love is disinterested in the sense that the highest
well-being of God and the universe is chosen, not upon condition of its
relation to self, but for its own intrinsic and infinite value. It is this
attribute particularly that distinguishes this love from selfish love. Selfish
love makes the relation of good to self the condition of choosing it. The
good of God and of the universe, if chosen at all, is only chosen as a means
or condition of promoting the highest good of self. But this love does not
make good to self its end; but good to God and being in general, is its end.
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As disinterestedness is an attribute of this love, it does not seek its own,
but the good of others. “Charity (love) seeketh not her own” (1
Corinthians 13:5). It grasps in its comprehensive embrace the good of
being in general, and of course, of necessity, secures a corresponding
outward life and inward feeling. The intellect will be employed in devising
ways and means for the promotion of its end. The sensibility will be
tremblingly alive to the good of all and of each; will rejoice in the good of
others as in its own, and will grieve at the misery of others as in its own. It

“will rejoice with them that do rejoice,
and weep with them that weep” (Romans 12:5).

There will not, cannot be envy at the prosperity of others, but unfeigned
joy, joy as real and often as exquisite as in its own prosperity.
Benevolence enjoys everybody’s good things, while selfishness is too
envious at the good things of others even to enjoy its own. There is a
Divine economy in benevolence. Each benevolent soul not only enjoys his
own good things, but also enjoys the good things of all others so far as he
knows their happiness. He drinks at the river of God’s pleasure. He not
only rejoices in doing good to others, but also in beholding their enjoyment
of good things. He joys in God’s joy, and in the joy of angels and of saints.
He also rejoices in the good things of all sentient existences. He is happy in
beholding the pleasure of the beasts of the field, the fowls of the air, and
the fishes of the sea. He sympathizes with all joy and all suffering known
to him; nor is his sympathy with the sufferings of others a feeling of
unmingled pain. It is a real luxury to sympathize in the woes of others. He
would not be without this sympathy. It so accords with his sense of
propriety and fitness, that, mingled with the painful emotion, there is a
sweet feeling of self-approbation; so that a benevolent sympathy with the
woes of others is by no means inconsistent with happiness, and with
perfect happiness. God has this sympathy. He often expresses and
otherwise manifests it. There is, indeed, a mysterious and an exquisite
luxury in sharing the woes of others. God and angels and all holy beings
know what it is. Where this result of love is not manifested, there love
itself is not. Envy at the prosperity, influence, or good of others, the
absence of sensible joy in view of the good enjoyed by others, and of
sympathy with the sufferings of others, prove conclusively that this love
does not exist. There is an expansiveness, an ampleness of embrace, a
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universality, and a divine disinterestedness in this love, that necessarily
manifests itself in the liberal devising of liberal things for Zion, and in the
copious outpourings of the floods of sympathetic feeling, both in joys and
sorrows, when suitable occasions present themselves before the mind.

6. Impartiality is another attribute of this love: By this term is not
intended, that the mind is indifferent to the character of him who is happy
or miserable; that it would be as well pleased to see the wicked as the
righteous eternally and perfectly blessed. But it is intended that, other
things being equal, it is the intrinsic value of their well-being which is alone
regarded by the mind. Other things being equal, it matters not to whom the
good belongs. It is no respecter of persons. The good of being is its end,
and it seeks to promote every interest according to its relative value.
Selfish love is partial. It seeks to promote self-interest first, and
secondarily those interests that sustain such a relation to self as will at
least indirectly promote the gratification of self. Selfish love has its
favorites, its prejudices, unreasonable and ridiculous. Color, family, nation,
and many other things of like nature, modify it. But benevolence knows
neither Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor free, white nor black, Barbarian,
Scythian, European, Asiatic, African, nor American, but accounts all men
as men, and, by virtue of their common manhood, calls every man a
brother, and seeks the interests of all and of each. Impartiality, being an
attribute of this love, will of course manifest itself in the outward life, and
in the temper and spirit of its subject. This love can have no fellowship
with those absurd and ridiculous prejudices that are so often rife among
nominal Christians. Nor will it cherish them for a moment in the sensibility
of him who exercises it. Benevolence recognizes no privileged classes on
the one hand, nor proscribed classes on the other. It secures in the
sensibility an utter loathing of those discriminations, so odiously
manifested and boasted of, and which are founded exclusively in a selfish
state of the will. The fact that a man is a man, and not that he is of our
party, of our complexion, or of our town, state, or nation that he is a
creature of God, that he is capable of virtue and happiness, these are the
considerations that are seized upon by this divinely impartial love. It is the
intrinsic value of his interests, and not that they are the interests of one
connected with self, that the benevolent mind regards.
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But here it is important to repeat the remark, that the economy of
benevolence demands, that where two interests are, in themselves
considered, of equal value, in order to secure the greatest amount of good,
each one should bestow his efforts where they can be bestowed to the
greatest advantage. For example: every man sustains such relations that he
can accomplish more good by seeking to promote the interest and
happiness of certain persons rather than of others; his family, his kindred,
his companions, his immediate neighbors, and those to whom, in the
providence of God, he sustains such relations as to give him access to
them, and influence over them. It is not unreasonable, it is not partial, but
reasonable and impartial, to bestow our efforts more directly upon them.
Therefore, while benevolence regards every interest according to its relative
value, it reasonably puts forth its efforts in the direction where there is a
prospect of accomplishing the most good. This, I say, is not partiality, but
impartiality; for, be it understood, it is not the particular persons to whom
good can be done, but the amount of good that can be accomplished, that
directs the efforts of benevolence. It is not because my family is my own,
nor because their well-being is, of course, more valuable in itself than that
of my neighbors’ families, but because my relations afford me higher
facilities for doing them good, I am under particular obligation to aim first
at promoting their good. Hence the apostle says:

“If any man provide not for his own, especially for those of his own
household, he hath denied the faith, and is worse than an infidel”

(1 Timothy 5:8).

Strictly speaking, benevolence esteems every known good according to its
intrinsic and relative value; but practically treats every interest according
to the perceived probability of securing on the whole the highest amount
of good. This is a truth of great practical importance. It is developed in the
experience and observation of every day and hour. It is manifest in the
conduct of God and of Christ, of apostles and martyrs. It is everywhere
assumed in the precepts of the Bible, and everywhere manifested in the
history of benevolent effort. Let it be understood, then, that impartiality,
as an attribute of benevolence, does not imply that its effort to do good
will not be modified by relations and circumstances. But, on the contrary,
this attribute implies, that the efforts to secure the great end of
benevolence, to wit, the greatest amount of good to God and the universe,
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will be modified by those relations and circumstances that afford the
highest advantages for doing good.

The impartiality of benevolence causes it always to lay supreme stress
upon God’s interests, because His well-being is of infinite value, and of
course benevolence must be supreme to Him. Benevolence, being impartial
love, of course accounts God’s interests and well-being, as of infinitely
greater value than the aggregate of all other interests. Benevolence regards
our neighbor’s interests as our own, simply because they are in their
intrinsic value as our own. Benevolence, therefore, is always supreme to
God and equal to man.

7. Universality is another attribute of this love. Benevolence chooses the
highest good of being in general. It excludes none from its regard; but on the
contrary embosoms all in its ample embrace. But by this it is not intended,
that it practically seeks to promote the good of every individual. It would
if it could; but it seeks the highest practicable amount of good. The interest
of every individual is estimated according to its intrinsic value, whatever
the circumstances or character of each may be. But character and relations
may and must modify the manifestations of benevolence, or its efforts in
seeking to promote this end. A wicked character, and governmental
relations and considerations, may forbid benevolence to seek the good of
some. Nay, they may demand that positive misery shall be inflicted on
some, as a warning to others to beware of their destructive ways. By
universality, as an attribute of benevolence, is intended, that good will is
truly exercised towards all sentient beings, whatever their character and
relations may be; and that, when the higher good of the greater number
does not forbid it, the happiness of all and of each will be pursued with a
degree of stress equal to their relative value, and the prospect of securing
each interest. Enemies as well as friends, strangers and foreigners as well as
relations and immediate neighbors, will be enfolded in its sweet embrace. It
is the state of mind required by Christ in the truly divine precept,

“I say unto you. Love your enemies, pray for them that hate you,
and do good unto them that despitefully use and persecute you”

(Matthew 5:44).

This attribute of benevolence is gloriously conspicuous in the character of
God. His love to sinners alone accounts for their being today out of
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perdition. His aiming to secure the highest good of the greatest number, is
illustrated by the display of His glorious justice in the punishment of the
wicked. His universal care for all ranks and conditions of sentient beings,
manifested in His works and providence, beautifully and gloriously
illustrates the truth, that “His tender mercies are over all His works”
(Psalms 145:9).

It is easy to see that universality must be a modification or attribute of
true benevolence. It consists in good willing, that is, in choosing the highest
good of being as such, and for its own sake. Of course it must, to be
consistent with itself, seek the good of all and of each, so far as the good of
each is consistent with the greatest good upon the whole. Benevolence not
only wills and seeks the good of moral beings, but also the good of every
sentient existence, from the minutest animalcule to the highest order of
beings. It of course produces a state of the sensibility tremblingly alive to
all happiness and to all pain. It is pained at the agony of an insect, and
rejoices in its joy. God does this, and all holy beings do this. Where this
sympathy with the joys and sorrows of universal being is not, there
benevolence is not. Observe, good is its end; where this is promoted by the
proper means, the feelings are gratified. Where evil is witnessed, the
benevolent spirit deeply and necessarily sympathizes.
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LECTURE 13

ATTRIBUTES OF LOVE

8. Efficiency is another attribute or characteristic of benevolence.
Benevolence consists in choice, intention. Now we know from
consciousness that choice or intention constitutes the mind’s deepest
source or power of action. If I honestly intend a thing, I cannot but make
efforts to accomplish that which I intend, provided that I believe the thing
possible. If I choose an end, this choice must and will energize to secure its
end. When benevolence is the supreme choice, preference, or intention of
the soul, it is plainly impossible that it should not produce efforts to
secure its end. It must cease to exist, or manifest itself in exertions to
secure its end, as soon as, and whenever the intelligence deems it wise to
do so. If the will has yielded to the intelligence in the choice of an end, it
will certainly obey the intelligence in pursuit of that end. Choice, intention,
is the cause of all the outward activity of moral agents. They have all
chosen some end, either their own gratification, or the highest good of
being; and all the busy bustle of this world’s teeming population, is
nothing else than choice or intention seeking to compass its end.

Efficiency, therefore, is an attribute of benevolent intention. It must, it
will, it does energize in God, in angels, in saints on earth and in heaven. It
was this attribute of benevolence, that led God to give His only begotten
Son, and that led the Son to give Himself, “that whosoever believeth in
Him should not perish, but have everlasting life” (John 3:16).

If love is efficient in producing outward action, and efficient in producing
inward feelings; it is efficient to wake up the intellect, and set the world of
thought in action to devise ways and means for realizing its end. It wields
all the infinite natural attributes of God. It is the mainspring that moves all
heaven. It is the mighty power that is heaving the mass of mind, and
rocking the world like a smothered volcano. Look to the heavens above. It
was benevolence that hung them out. It is benevolence that sustains those
mighty rolling orbs in their courses. It was good will endeavoring to realize
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its end that at first put forth creative power. The same power, for the
same reason, still energizes, and will continue to energize for the realization
of its end, so long as God is benevolent. And O! What a glorious thought,
that infinite benevolence is wielding, and will forever wield, infinite natural
attributes for the promotion of good! No mind but an infinite one can begin
to conceive of the amount of good that Jehovah will secure. O blessed,
glorious thought! But it is, it must be a reality, as surely as God and the
universe exist. It is no vain imagination; it is one of the most certain, as
well as the most glorious, truths in the universe. Mountains of granite are
but vapor in comparison with it. But the truly benevolent on earth and in
heaven will sympathize with God. The power that energizes in Him,
energizes in them. One principle animates and moves them all, and that
principle is love, good will to universal being. Well may our souls cry out,
Amen, go on, God-speed the work; let this mighty power heave and wield
universal mind, until all the ills of earth shall be put away, and until all that
can be made holy are clothed in the garments of everlasting gladness.

Since benevolence is necessarily, from its very nature, active and efficient
in putting forth efforts to secure its end, and since its end is the highest
good of being, it follows that all who are truly religious will, and must,
from the very nature of true religion, be active in endeavoring to promote
the good of being. While effort is possible to a Christian, it is as natural to
him as his breath. He has within him the very mainspring of activity, a
heart set on the promotion of the highest good of universal being. While he
has life and activity at all, it will, and it must, be directed to this end. Let
this never be forgotten. An idle, an inactive, inefficient Christian is a
misnomer. Religion is an essentially active principle, and when and while it
exists, it must exercise and manifest itself. It is not merely good desire, but
it is good willing. Men may have desires, and hope and live on them,
without making efforts to realize their desires. They may desire without
action. If their will is active, their life must be. If they really choose an
ultimate end, this choice must manifest itself. The sinner does and must
manifest his selfish choice, and so likewise must the saint manifest his
benevolence.

9. Complacency in holiness or moral excellence, is another attribute of
benevolence. This consists in benevolence contemplated in its relations to
holy beings. This term also expresses both a state of the intelligence and of
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the sensibility. Moral agents are so constituted, that they necessarily
approve of moral worth or excellence; and when even sinners behold right
character, or moral goodness, they are compelled to respect and approve it,
by a law of their intelligence. This they not infrequently regard as evidence
of goodness in themselves. But this is doubtless just as common in hell as
it is on earth. The vilest sinners on earth or in hell, have, by the unalterable
constitution of their nature, the necessity imposed upon them, of paying
intellectual homage to moral excellence. When a moral agent is intensely
contemplating moral excellence, and his intellectual approbation is
emphatically pronounced, the natural, and often the necessary result, is a
corresponding feeling of complacency or delight in the sensibility. But this
being altogether an involuntary state of mind, has no moral character.
Complacency, as a phenomenon of will, consists in willing the highest
actual blessedness of the holy being in particular, as a good in itself, and
upon condition of his moral excellence.

This attribute of benevolence is the cause of a complacent state of the
sensibility. It is true, that feelings of complacency may exist, when
complacency of will does not exist. But complacency of feeling surely will
exist, when complacency of will exists. Complacency of will implies
complacency of conscience, or the approbation of the intelligence. When
there is a complacency of intelligence and of will, there must follow, of
course, complacency of the sensibility.

It is highly worthy of observation here, that this complacency of feeling is
that which is generally termed love to God and to the saints, in the
common language of Christians, and often in the popular language of the
Bible. It is a vivid and pleasant state of the sensibility, and very noticeable
by consciousness, of course. Indeed, it is perhaps the general usage now to
call this phenomenon of the sensibility, love; and, for want of just
discrimination, to speak of it as constituting religion. Many seem to
suppose that this feeling of delight in, and fondness for, God, is the love
required by the moral law. They are conscious of not being voluntary in it,
as well they may be. They judge of their religious state, not by the end for
which they live, that is, by their choice or intention, but by their emotions.
If they find themselves strongly exercised with emotions of love to God,
they look upon themselves as in a state well-pleasing to God. But if their
feelings or emotions of love are not active; they of course judge themselves
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to have little or no religion. It is remarkable to what extent religion is
regarded as a phenomenon of the sensibility, and as consisting in mere
feelings. So common is it, indeed, that almost uniformly, when professed
Christians speak of their religion, they speak of their feelings, or the state
of their sensibility, instead of speaking of their conscious consecration to
God, and the good of being.

It is also somewhat common for them to speak of their views of Christ,
and of truth, in a manner that shows, that they regard the states of the
intellect as constituting a part, at least, of their religion. It is of great
importance that just views should prevail among Christians upon this
momentous subject. Virtue, or religion, as has been repeatedly said, must
be a phenomenon of the will. The attribute of benevolence which we are
considering, that is, complacency of will in God, is the most common light
in which the scriptures present it, and also the most common form in
which it lies revealed on the field of consciousness. The scriptures often
assign the goodness of God as a reason for loving Him, and Christians are
conscious of having much regard to His goodness in their love to Him; I
mean in their good will to Him. They will good to Him, and ascribe all
praise and glory to Him, upon the condition that He deserves it. Of this
they are conscious. Now, as was shown in a former lecture, in their love or
good will to God, they do not regard His goodness as the fundamental
reason for willing good to Him. Although His goodness is that, which, at
the time, most strongly impresses their minds, yet it must be that the
intrinsic value of His well-being is assumed, and had in view by them, or
they would no sooner will good than evil to Him. In willing His good they
must assume its intrinsic value to Him, as the fundamental reason for
willing it; and His goodness as a secondary reason or condition; but they
are conscious of being much influenced in willing His good in particular, by
a regard to His goodness. Should you ask the Christian why he loved God,
or why he exercised good will to Him, he would probably reply, it is
because God is good. But, suppose he should be further asked, why he
willed good rather than evil to God; he would say, because good is good or
valuable to Him. Or, if he returned the same answer as before, to wit,
because God is good, he would give this answer, only because he would
think t impossible for any one not to assume and to know, that good is
willed instead of evil, because of its intrinsic value. The fact is, the intrinsic
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value of well-being is necessarily taken along with the mind, and always
assumed by it, as a first truth. When a virtuous being is perceived, this
first truth being spontaneously and necessarily assumed, the mind thinks
only of the secondary reason or condition, or the virtue of the being, in
willing good to him.

Before I dismiss this subject, I must advert again to the subject of
complacent love, as a phenomenon of the sensibility, and also as a
phenomenon of the intellect. If I mistake not, there are sad mistakes, and
gross and ruinous delusions, entertained by many upon this subject. The
intellect, of necessity, perfectly approves of the character of God where it
is apprehended. The intellect is so correlated to the sensibility, that, where
it perceives in a strong light the divine excellence, or the excellence of the
divine law, the sensibility is affected by the perception of the intellect, as a
thing of course and of necessity; so that emotions of complacency and
delight in the law, and in the divine character, may and often do glow and
burn in the sensibility, while the will or heart is unaffected. The will
remains in a selfish choice, while the intellect and the sensibility are
strongly impressed with the perception of the Divine excellence. This state
of the intellect and the sensibility is, no doubt, often mistaken for true
religion. We have undoubted illustrations of this in the Bible, and similar
cases of it in common life. “Yet they seek Me daily, and delight to know
My ways, as a nation that did righteousness, and forsook not the
ordinance of their God:

“they ask of Me the ordinances of justice,
they take delight in approaching to God” (Isaiah 58:2).

“And, Lo, Thou art unto them as a very lovely song of one that
hath a pleasant voice, and can play well on an instrument: for they

hear Thy words, but they do them not” (Ezekiel 33:32).

Nothing is of greater importance, than forever to understand, that religion
is always and necessarily a phenomenon of the will; that it always and
necessarily produces outward action and inward feeling; that, on account
of the correlation of the intellect and sensibility, almost any and every
variety of feeling may exist in the mind, as produced by the perceptions of
the intellect, whatever the state of the will may be; that unless we are
conscious of goodwill, or of consecration to God and the good of being-
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unless we are conscious of living for this end, it avails us nothing, whatever
our views and feelings may be.

And also it behooves us to consider that, although these views and feelings
may exist while the heart is wrong, they will certainly exist when the heart
is right; that there may be feeling, and deep feeling, when the heart is in a
selfish attitude, yet, that there will and must be deep emotion and
strenuous action, when the heart is right. Let it be remembered, that
complacency, as a phenomenon of the will, is always a striking
characteristic of true love to God; that the mind is affected and consciously
influenced, in willing the actual and infinite blessedness of God, by a regard
to His goodness. The goodness of God is not, as has been repeatedly
shown, the fundamental reason for the goodwill, but it is one reason or a
condition, both of the possibility of willing, and of the obligation to will
His blessedness in particular. It assigns to itself, and to others, His
goodness as the reason for willing His good, rather than the intrinsic value
of good; because this last is so universally, and so necessarily assumed,
that it thinks not of mentioning it, taking it always for granted, that this
will and must be understood.

10. Opposition to sin is another attribute or characteristic of true love to
God.

This attribute certainly is implied in the very essence and nature of
benevolence. Benevolence is good willing, or willing the highest good of
being as an end. Now there is nothing in the universe more destructive of
this good than sin. Benevolence cannot do otherwise than be forever
opposed to sin, as that abominable thing which it necessarily hates. It is
absurd and a contradiction to affirm, that benevolence is not opposed to
sin. God is love or benevolence. He must, therefore, be the unalterable
opponent of sin of all sin, in every form and degree.

But there is a state, both of the intellect and of the sensibility, that is often
mistaken for the opposition of the will to sin. Opposition to all sin is, and
must be, a phenomenon of the will, and on that ground alone it becomes
virtue. But it often exists also as a phenomenon of the intellect, and
likewise of the sensibility. The intellect cannot contemplate sin without
disapprobation. This disapprobation is often mistaken for opposition of
heart, or of will. When the intellect strongly disapproves of, and
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denounces sin, there is naturally and necessarily a corresponding feeling of
opposition to it in the sensibility, an emotion of loathing, of hatred, of
abhorrence. This is often mistaken for opposition of the will, or heart.
This is manifest from the fact, that often the most notorious sinners
manifest strong indignation in view of oppression, injustice, falsehood, and
many other forms of sin. This phenomenon of the sensibility and of the
intellect, as I said, is often mistaken for a virtuous opposition to sin,
which-it cannot be unless it involve an act of the will.

But let it be remembered, that virtuous opposition to sin is a characteristic
of love to God and man or of benevolence. This opposition to sin cannot
possibly coexist with any degree of sin in the heart. That is, this
opposition cannot coexist with a sinful choice. The will cannot at the same
time, be opposed to sin and commit sin. This is impossible, and the
supposition involves a contradiction. Opposition to sin as a phenomenon
of the intellect, or of the sensibility, may exist; in other words, the intellect
may strongly disapprove of sin, and the sensibility may feel strongly
opposed to certain forms of it, while at the same time, the will may cleave
to self indulgence in other forms. This fact, no doubt, accounts for the
common mistake, that we can, at the same time, exercise a virtuous
opposition to sin, and still continue to commit it.

Many are, no doubt, laboring under this fatal delusion. They are conscious,
not only of an intellectual disapprobation of sin in certain forms, but also,
at times, of strong feelings of opposition to it. And yet they are also
conscious of continuing to commit it. They, therefore conclude, that they
have a principle of holiness in them, and also a principle of sin, that they
are partly holy and partly sinful at the same time. Their opposition of
intellect and of feeling, they suppose to be a holy opposition, when, no
doubt, it is just as common in hell, and even more so than it is on earth, for
the reason that sin is more naked there than it generally is here.

But now the inquiry may arise, how is it that both the intellect and the
sensibility are opposed to it, and yet that it is persevered in? What reason
can the mind have for a sinful choice, when urged to it neither by the
intellect nor the sensibility? The philosophy of this phenomenon needs
explanation. Let us attend to it.
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I am a moral agent. My intellect necessarily disapproves of sin. My
sensibility is so correlated to my intellect, that it sympathizes with it, or is
affected by its perceptions and its judgments. I contemplate sin. I
necessarily disapprove of it, and condemn it. This affects my sensibility. I
loathe and abhor it. I nevertheless commit it. Now how is this to be
accounted for? The usual method is by ascribing it to a depravity in the
will itself, a lapsed or corrupted state of the faculty, so that it perversely
chooses sin for its own sake. Although disapproved by the intellect, and
loathed by the sensibility, yet such, it is said, is the inherent depravity of
the will, that it pertinaciously cleaves to sin notwithstanding, and will
continue to do so, until that faculty is renewed by the Holy Spirit, and a
holy bias or inclination is impressed upon the will itself

But here is a gross mistake. In order to see the truth upon this subject, it is
of indispensable importance to inquire what sin is. It is admitted on all
hands, that selfishness is sin. Comparatively few seem to understand that
selfishness is the whole of sin, and that every form of sin may be resolved
into selfishness, just as every form of virtue may be resolved into
benevolence. It is not my purpose now to show that selfishness is the
whole of sin. It is sufficient for the present to take the admission, that
selfishness is sin. But what is selfishness? It is the choice of self-
gratification as an end. It is the preference of our own gratification to the
highest good of universal being. Self-gratification is the supreme end of
selfishness. This choice is sinful. That is, the moral of this selfish choice is
sin. Now, in no case, is or can sin be chosen for its own sake, or as an end.
Whenever anything is chosen to gratify self, it is not chosen because the
choice is sinful, but notwithstanding it is sinful. It is not the sinfulness of
the choice upon which the choice fixes, as an end, or for its own sake, but
it is the gratification to be afforded by the thing chosen. For example, theft
is sinful. But the will, in an act of theft, does not aim at and terminate on
the sinfulness of theft, but upon the gain or gratification expected from the
stolen object. Drunkenness is sinful, but the inebriate does not intend or
choose the sinfulness for its own sake, or as an end. He does not choose
strong drink because the choice is sinful, but notwithstanding it is so. We
choose the gratification, but not the sin, as an end. To choose the
gratification as an end is sinful, but it is not the sin that is the object of
choice. Our mother Eve ate the forbidden fruit. This eating was sinful. But
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the thing that she chose or intended, was not the sinfulness of eating, but
the gratification expected from the fruit. It is not, it cannot in any case be
true, that sin is chosen as an end, or for its own sake. Sin is only the
quality of selfishness. Selfishness is the choice, not of sin as an end, or for
its own sake, but of self-gratification; and this choice of self-gratification as
an end is sinful. That is, the moral quality of the choice is sin. To say that
sin is, or can be, chosen for its own sake, is untrue and absurd. It is the
same as saying that a choice can terminate on an element, quality, or
attribute, of itself; that the thing chosen is really an element of the choice
itself.

But it is said, that sinners are sometimes conscious of choosing sin for its
own sake, or because it is sin; that they possess such a malicious state of
mind, that they love sin for its own sake; that they “roll sin as a sweet
morsel under their tongue”; that “they eat up the sins of God’s people as
they eat bread”; (Psalms 14:4), that is, that they love their own sins and
the sins of others, as they do their necessary food, and choose it for that
reason, or just as they do their food; that they not only sin themselves
with greediness, but also have pleasure in them that do the same. Now all
this may be true, yet it does not at all disprove the position which I have
taken, namely, that sin never is, and never can be chosen as an end, or for
its own sake. Sin may be sought and loved as a means, but never as an end.
The choice of food will illustrate this. Food is never chosen as an ultimate
end; it never can be so chosen. It is always as a means. It is the
gratification, or the utility of it, in some point of view, that constitutes the
reason for choosing it. Gratification is always the end for which a selfish
man eats. It may not be merely the present pleasure of eating which he
alone or principally seeks. But, nevertheless, if a selfish man, he has his
own gratification in view as an end. It may be that it is not so much a
present, as a remote gratification he has in view. Thus he may choose food
to give him health and strength to pursue some distant gratification, the
acquisition of wealth, or something else that will gratify him.

It may happen that a sinner may get into a state of rebellion against God
and the universe, of so frightful a character, that he shall take pleasure in
willing, and in doing, and saying, things that are sinful, just because they
are sinful and displeasing to God and to holy beings. But, even in this case,
sin is not chosen as an end, but as a means of gratifying this malicious
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feeling. It is, after all, self-gratification that is chosen as an end, and not sin.
Sin is the means, and self-gratification is the end.

Now we are prepared to understand how it is that both the intellect and
sensibility can often be opposed to sin, and yet the will cleave to the
indulgence. An inebriate is contemplating the moral character of
drunkenness. He instantly and necessarily condemns the abomination. His
sensibility sympathizes with the intellect. He loathes the sinfulness of
drinking strong drink, and himself on account of it. He is ashamed, and
were it possible, he would spit in his own face. Now, in this state, it
would surely be absurd to suppose that he could choose sin, the sin of
drinking, as an end, or for its own sake. This would be choosing it for an
impossible reason, and not for no reason. But still he may choose to
continue his drink, not because it is sinful, but notwithstanding it is so. For
while the intellect condemns the sin of drinking strong drink, and the
sensibility loathes the sinfulness of the indulgence, nevertheless there still
exists so strong an appetite, not for the sin, but for the liquor, that the will
seeks the gratification, notwithstanding the sinfulness of it. So it is, and so
it must be, in every case where sin is committed in the face of the
remonstrances of the intellect and the loathing of the sensibility. The
sensibility loathes the sinfulness, but more strongly desires the thing the
choice of which is sinful. The will in a selfish being yields to the strongest
impulse of the sensibility, and the end chosen is, in no case, the sinfulness
of the act, but the self-gratification. Those who suppose this opposition of
the intellect, or of the sensibility, to be a holy principle, are fatally
deluded. It is this kind of opposition to sin, that often manifests itself
among wicked men, and that leads them to take credit for goodness or
virtue, not an atom of which do they possess. They will not believe
themselves to be morally and totally depraved, while they are conscious of
so much hostility to sin within them. But they should understand, that
this opposition is not of the will, or they cold not go on in sin; that it is
purely an involuntary state of mind, and has no moral character whatever.
Let it be ever remembered, then, that a virtuous opposition to sin is
always and necessarily an attribute of benevolence, a phenomenon of the
will; and that it is naturally impossible, that this opposition of will should
coexist with the commission of sin.
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As this opposition to sin is plainly implied in, and is an essential attribute
of, benevolence, or true love to God, it follows, that obedience to the law
of God cannot be partial, in the sense that we both love God and sin at the
same time.

11. Compassion for the miserable is also an attribute of benevolence, or of
pure love to God and man. This is benevolence viewed in its relations to
misery and to guilt.

There is a compassion also which is a phenomenon of the sensibility. It
may, and does often, exist in the form of an emotion. But this emotion
being involuntary, has no moral character in itself. The compassion which
is a virtue, and which is required of us as a duty, is a phenomenon of the
will, and is of course an attribute of benevolence. Benevolence, as has been
often said, is good willing, or willing the highest happiness and well-being
of God and the universe for its own sake, or as an end. It is impossible,
therefore, from its own nature, that compassion for the miserable should
not be one of its attributes. Compassion of will to misery is the choice or
wish that it might not exist. Benevolence wills that happiness should exist
for its own sake. It must, therefore, wish that misery might not exist. This
attribute or peculiarity of benevolence consists in wishing the happiness of
the miserable. Benevolence, simply considered, is willing the good or
happiness of being in general. Compassion of will is a willing particularly
that the miserable should be happy.

Compassion of sensibility is simply a feeling of pity in view of misery. As
has been said, it is not a virtue. It is only a desire, but not willing;
consequently, does not benefit its object. It is the state of mind of which
James speaks:

“If a brother or sister be naked, and destitute of daily food, and one
of you say unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and filled;
notwithstanding ye give them not those things which are needful to
the body, what doth it profit?” (James 2:15, 16).

This kind of compassion may evidently coexist with selfishness. But
compassion of heart or will cannot; for it consists in willing the happiness
of the miserable for its own sake, and of course impartially. It will, and
from its very nature must, deny self to promote its end, whenever it
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wisely can, that is, when it is seen to be demanded by the highest general
good. Circumstances may exist that render it unwise to express this
compassion by actually extending relief to the miserable. Such
circumstances forbid that God should extend relief to the lost in hell. But
for their character and governmental relations, God’s compassion would no
doubt make immediate efforts for their relief.

Many circumstances may exist in which, although compassion would
hasten to the relief of its object, yet, on the whole, the misery that exists is
regarded as the less of two evils, and therefore, the wisdom of benevolence
forbids it to put forth exertions to save its object.

But it is of the last importance to distinguish carefully between
compassion, as a phenomenon of the sensibility, or as a mere feeling, and
compassion considered as a phenomenon of the will. This, be it
remembered, is the only form of virtuous compassion. Many, who, from
the laws of their mental constitution, feel quickly and deeply, often take
credit to themselves for being compassionate, while they seldom do much
for the downtrodden and the miserable. Their compassion is a mere feeling.
It says, “Be ye warmed and filled,” but does not that for them which is
needful. It is this particular attribute of benevolence that was so
conspicuous in the life of Howard, Wilberforce, and many other Christian
philanthropists.

It should be said, before I leave the consideration of this attribute, that the
will is often influenced by the feeling of compassion. In this case, the mind
is no less selfish in seeking to promote the relief and happiness of its
object than it is in any other form of selfishness. In such cases, self-
gratification is the end sought, and the relief of the suffering is only a
means. Pity is stirred, and the sensibility is deeply pained and excited by
the contemplation of misery. The will is influenced by this feeling, and
makes efforts to relieve the painful emotion on the one hand, and to gratify
the desire to see the sufferer happy on the other. This is only an imposing
form of selfishness. We, no doubt, often witness displays of this kind of
self-gratification. The happiness of the miserable is not in this case sought
as an end, or for its own sake, but as a means of gratifying our own
feelings. This is not obedience of will to the law of the intellect, but
obedience to the impulse of the sensibility. It is not a natural and
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intelligent compassion, but just such compassion as we often see mere
animals exercise. They will risk, and even lay down, their lives, to give
relief to one of their number, or to a man who is in misery. In them this has
no moral character having no reason, it is not sin for them to obey their
sensibility; nay, this is a law of their being. This they cannot but do. For
them, then, to seek their own gratification as an end is not sin. But man has
reason; he is bound to obey it. He should will and seek the relief and the
happiness of the miserable, for its own sake, or for its intrinsic value.
When he seeks it for no higher reason than to gratify his feelings, he denies
his humanity He seeks it, not out of regard to the sufferer, but in self-
defense, or to relieve his own pain, and to gratify his own desires. This in
him is sin.

Many, therefore, who take to themselves much credit for benevolence, are,
after all, only in the exercise of this imposing form of selfishness. They
take credit for holiness, when their holiness is only sin. What is especially
worthy of notice here, is, that this class of persons appear to themselves
and others, to be all the more virtuous by how much more manifestly and
exclusively they are led on by the impulse of feeling. They are conscious
of feeling deeply, of being more sincere and earnest in obeying their
feelings. Every body who knows them can also see, that they feel deeply,
and are influenced by the strength of their feelings, rather than by their
intellect. Now, so gross is the darkness of most persons upon this subject,
that they award praise to themselves and to others, just in proportion as
they are sure that they are actuated by the depth of their feelings, rather
than by their sober judgment.

But I must not leave this subject without observing, that when compassion
exists as a phenomenon of the will, it will certainly also exist as a feeling of
the sensibility. A man of a compassionate heart will also be a man of
compassionate sensibility. He will feel and he will act. Nevertheless, his
actions will not be the effect of his feelings, but will be the result of his
sober judgment. Three classes of persons suppose themselves, and are
generally supposed by others, to be truly compassionate. The one class
exhibit much feeling of compassion; but their compassion does not
influence their will, hence they do not act for the relief of suffering. These
content themselves with mere desires and tears. They say, Be ye warmed
and clothed, but give not the needed relief. Another class feel deeply, and
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give up to their feelings. Of course they are active and energetic in the relief
of suffering. But being governed by feeling, instead of being influenced by
their intellect, they are not virtuous, but selfish. Their compassion is only
an imposing form of selfishness. A third class feel deeply, but are not
governed by blind impulses of feeling. They take a rational view of the
subject, act wisely and energetically. They obey their reason. Their
feelings do not lead them, neither do they seek to gratify their feelings. But
these last are truly virtuous, and altogether the most happy of the three.
Their feelings are all the more gratified by how much less they aim at the
gratification. They obey their intellect, and, therefore have the double
satisfaction of the applause of conscience, while their feelings are also fully
gratified by seeing their compassionate desire accomplished.
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LECTURE 14

ATTRIBUTES OF LOVE

12. Mercy is also an attribute of benevolence. This term expresses a state
of feeling, and represents a phenomenon of the sensibility. Mercy is often
understood to be synonymous with compassion, but then it is not rightly
understood.

Mercy, considered as a phenomenon of the will, is a disposition to pardon
crime. Such is the nature of benevolence, that it will seek the good even of
those who deserve evil, when this can be wisely done. It is “ready to
forgive” (Psalms 86:5), to seek the good of the evil and unthankful, and to
pardon when there is repentance. It is good will viewed in relation to one
who deserves punishment. Mercy, considered as a feeling or phenomenon
of the sensibility, is a desire for the pardon or good of one who deserves
punishment. It is only a feeling, a desire; of course it is involuntary, and
has, in itself, no moral character.

Mercy will, of course, manifest itself in action, and in effort to pardon, or
to procure a pardon, unless the attribute of wisdom prevent. It may be
unwise to pardon, or to seek the pardon of a guilty one. In such cases, as
all the attributes of benevolence must necessarily harmonize, no effort will
be made to realize its end. It was this attribute of benevolence, modified
and limited in its exercise by wisdom and justice, that energized in
providing the means, and in opening the way, for the pardon of our guilty
race.

As wisdom and justice are also attributes of benevolence, mercy can never
manifest itself by efforts to secure its end, except in a manner and upon
conditions that do not set aside justice and wisdom. No one attribute of
benevolence is or can be exercised at the expense of another, or in
opposition to it. The moral attributes of God, as has been said, are only
attributes of benevolence, for benevolence comprehends and expresses the
whole of them. From the term benevolence we learn, that the end upon
which it fixes is good. And we must infer, too, from the term itself, that
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the means are unobjectionable; because it is absurd to suppose that good
would be chosen because it is good, and yet that the mind that makes this
choice should not hesitate to use objectionable and injurious means to
obtain its end. This would be a contradiction, to will good for its own sake,
or out of regard to its intrinsic value, and then choose injurious means to
accomplish this end. This cannot be. The mind that can fix upon the
highest well-being of God and the universe as an end, can never consent to
use efforts for the accomplishment of this end that are seen to be
inconsistent with it, that is, that tend to prevent the highest good of being.

Mercy, I have said, is the readiness of benevolence to pardon the guilty.
But this attribute cannot go out in exercise, but upon conditions that
consist with the other attributes of benevolence. Mercy as a mere feeling
would pardon without repentance or condition; would pardon without
reference to public justice. But viewed in connection with the other
attributes of benevolence, we learn that, although a real attribute of
benevolence, yet it is not and cannot be exercised, without the fulfillment
of those conditions that will secure the consent of all the other attributes
of benevolence. This truth is beautifully taught and illustrated in the
doctrine and fact of atonement, as we shall see. Indeed, without
consideration of the various attributes of benevolence, we are necessarily
all in the dark, and in confusion, in respect to the character and government
of God, the spirit and meaning of His law, the spirit and meaning of the
gospel, our own spiritual state, and the developments of character around
us. Without an acquaintance with the attributes of love or benevolence, we
shall not fail to be perplexed to find apparent discrepancies in the Bible
and in the divine administration and in the manifestation of Christian
character, both as revealed in the Bible, and as exhibited in common life.
For example: how universalists have stumbled for want of consideration
upon this subject! God is love! Well, without considering the attributes of
this love, they infer that if God is love, He cannot hate sin and sinners. If
He is merciful, He cannot punish sinners in hell, etc. Unitarians have
stumbled in the same way. God is merciful; that is, disposed to pardon sin.
Well, then, what need of an atonement? If merciful He can and will pardon
upon repentance without atonement. But we may inquire, if He is
merciful, why not pardon without repentance? If His mercy alone is to be
taken into view, that is, simply a disposition to pardon, that by itself
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would not wait for repentance. But if repentance is, and must be, a
condition of the exercise of mercy, may there not be, nay, must there not
be, other conditions of its exercise? If wisdom and public justice are also
attributes of benevolence, and conditionates the exercise of mercy, and
forbid that it should be exercised but upon condition of repentance, why
may they not, nay, why must they not, equally conditionates its exercise
upon such a satisfaction of public justice, as would secure as full and as
deep a respect for the law, as the execution of its penalty would do? In
other words, if wisdom and justice be attributes of benevolence, and
conditionates the exercise of mercy upon repentance, why may and must
they not also conditionate its exercise upon the fact of an atonement? As
mercy is an attribute of benevolence, it will naturally and inevitably direct
the attention of the intellect to devising ways and means to render the
exercise of mercy consistent with the other attributes of benevolence. It
will employ the intelligence in devising means to secure the repentance of
the sinner, and to remove all the obstacles out of the way of its free and
full exercise. It will also secure the state of feeling which is called mercy, or
compassion. Hence it is certain, that mercy will secure efforts to procure
the repentance and pardon of sinners. It will secure a deep yearning in the
sensibility over them, and energetic action to accomplish its end, that is, to
secure their repentance and pardon. This attribute of benevolence led the
Father to give His only-begotten and well-beloved Son, and it led the Son
to give Himself to die, to secure the repentance and pardon of sinners. It is
this attribute of benevolence that leads the Holy Spirit to make such
mighty and protracted efforts to secure the repentance of sinners. It is also
this attribute that energized in prophets, and apostles, and martyrs, and
saints of every age, to secure the conversion of the lost in sin. It is an
amiable attribute. All its sympathies are sweet, and tender, and kind as
heaven.

13. Justice is an attribute of benevolence.

This term also expresses a state or phenomenon of the sensibility. As an
attribute of benevolence, it is the opposite of mercy, when viewed in its
relations to crime. It consists in a disposition to treat every moral agent
according to his intrinsic desert or merit. In its relations to crime, the
criminal, and the public, it consists in a tendency to punish according to
law. Mercy would pardon justice would punish for the public good.
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Justice, as a feeling or phenomenon of the sensibility, is a feeling that the
guilty deserves punishment, and a desire that he may be punished. This is
an involuntary feeling, and has no moral character. It is often strongly
excited, and is frequently the cause of mobs and popular commotions.
When it takes the control of the will, as it often does with sinners, it leads
to what is popularly called lynching, and a resort to those summary
methods of executing vengeance which are so appalling.

I have said that the mere desire has no moral character. But when the will
is governed by this desire, and yields itself up to seek its gratification, this
state of will is selfishness under one of its most odious and frightful forms.
Under the providence of God, however, this form of selfishness, like every
other in its turn, is overruled for good, like earthquakes, tornadoes,
pestilence, and war, to purify the moral elements of society, and scourge
away those moral nuisances with which communities are sometimes
infested. Even war itself is often but an instance and an illustration of this.

Justice, as an attribute of benevolence, is virtue, and exhibits itself in the
execution of the penalties of the law, and in support of public order, and in
various other ways for the well-being of mankind. There are several
modifications of this attribute. That is, it may and must be viewed under
various aspects, and in various relations. One of these is public justice.
This is a regard to the public interests, and secures a due administration of
law for the public good. It will in no case suffer the execution of the
penalty to be set aside, unless something be done to support the authority
of the law and of the lawgiver. It also secures the due administration of
rewards, and looks narrowly after the public interests, always insisting
that the greater interest shall prevail over the lesser; that private interest
shall never set aside or prejudice a public one of greater value. Public
justice is modified in its exercise by the attribute of mercy. It conditionates
the exercise of mercy, and mercy conditionates its exercise. Mercy cannot,
consistently with this attribute, extend a pardon but upon conditions of
repentance, and an equivalent being rendered to the government. So, on the
other hand, justice is conditionated by mercy, and cannot, consistently
with that attribute, proceed to take vengeance when the highest good does
not require it, when punishment can be dispensed with without public
loss. Thus these attributes mutually limit each other’s exercise, and render
the whole character of benevolence perfect, symmetrical, and heavenly.
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Justice is reckoned among the sterner attributes of benevolence; but it is
indispensable to the filling up of the entire circle of moral perfections.
Although solemn and awful, and sometimes inexpressibly terrific in its
exercise, it is nevertheless one of the glorious modifications and
manifestations of benevolence. Benevolence without justice would be
anything but morally lovely and perfect. Nay, it could not be benevolence.
This attribute of benevolence appears conspicuous in the character of God
as revealed in His law, in His gospel, and sometimes as indicated most
impressively by His providence. It is also conspicuous in the history of
inspired men. The Psalms abound with expressions of this attribute. We
find many prayers for the punishment of the wicked. Samuel hewed Agag
in pieces; and David’s writings abound in expressions that show, that this
attribute was strongly developed in his mind; and the circumstances under
which he was placed, often rendered it proper to express and manifest in
various ways the spirit of this attribute. Many have stumbled at such
prayers, expressions, and manifestations as are here alluded to. But this is
for want of due consideration. They have supposed that such exhibitions
were inconsistent with a right spirit. Oh, they say, how unevangelical!
How un-Christ-like! How inconsistent with the sweet and heavenly spirit
of Christ and of the gospel! But this is all a mistake. These prayers were
dictated by the Spirit of Christ. Such exhibitions are only the
manifestations of one of the essential attributes of benevolence. Those
sinners deserved to die. It was for the greatest good that they should be
made a public example. This the Spirit of inspiration knew, and such
prayers, under such circumstances, are only an expression of the mind and
will of God. They are truly the spirit of justice pronouncing sentence upon
them. These prayers and such-like things found in the Bible, are no
vindication of the spirit of fanaticism and denunciation that so often have
taken shelter under them. As well might fanatics burn cities and lay waste
countries, and seek to justify themselves by an appeal to the destruction
of the old world by flood, and the destruction of the cities of the plain by
fire and brimstone.

Retributive justice is another modification of this attribute. This consists
in a disposition to visit the offender with that punishment which he
deserves, because it is fit and proper that a moral agent should be dealt
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with according to his deeds. In a future lecture I shall enlarge upon this
modification of justice.

Another modification of this attribute is commercial justice. This consists
in willing exact equivalents, and uprightness in business and all secular
transactions. There are some other modifications of this attribute, but the
foregoing may suffice to illustrate sufficiently the various departments
over which this attribute presides.

This attribute, though stern in its spirit and manifestations, is nevertheless
one of prime importance in all governments by moral agents, whether
human or divine. Indeed, without it government could not exist. It is vain
for certain philosophers to think to disparage this attribute, and to
dispense with it altogether in the administration of government. They will,
if they try the experiment, find to their cost and confusion, that no one
attribute of benevolence can say to another, “I have no need of thee” (1
Corinthians 12:21). In short, let any one attribute of benevolence be
destroyed or overlooked, and you have destroyed its perfection, its
beauty, its harmony, its propriety, its glory. You have, in fact, destroyed
benevolence; it is no longer benevolence, but a sickly, and inefficient, and
limping sentimentalism, that has no God, no virtue, no beauty, nor form,
nor comeliness in it, that when we see it we should desire it.

This attribute stands by, nay, it executes law. It aims to secure commercial
honesty. It aims to secure public and private integrity and tranquillity. It
says to violence, disorder, and injustice, Peace, be still, and there must be a
great calm. We see the evidence and the illustrations of this attribute in the
thunderings of Sinai, and in the agony of Calvary. We hear it in the wail of
a world when the fountains of the great deep were broken up, and when
the windows of heaven were opened, and the floods descended, and the
population of a globe was swallowed up. We see its manifestations in the
descending torrent that swept over the cities of the plain; and lastly, we
shall forever see its bright, but awful and glorious displays, in the dark and
curling folds of that pillar of smoke of the torment of the damned, that
ascends up before God forever and ever.

Many seem to be afraid to contemplate justice as an attribute of
benevolence. Any manifestation of it among men, causes them to recoil and
shudder as if they saw a demon. But let it have its place in the glorious
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circle of moral attributes; it must have it will have it cannot be otherwise.
Whenever any policy of government is adopted, in family or state, that
excludes the exercise of this attribute, all must be failure, defeat, and ruin.

Again: Justice being an attribute of benevolence, will prevent the
punishment of the finally impenitent from diminishing the happiness of
God and of holy beings. They will never delight in misery for its own sake;
but they will take pleasure in the administration of justice. So that when
the smoke of the torment of the damned comes up in the sight of heaven,
they will, as they are represented, shout “Alleluia! The Lord God
Omnipotent reigneth” (Revelation 19:6): “Just and righteous are Thy
ways, Thou King of saints!” (Revelation 15:3).

Before I pass from the consideration of this topic, I must not omit to
insist, that where true benevolence is, there must be exact commercial
justice, or business honesty and integrity. This is as certain as that
benevolence exists. The rendering of exact equivalents, or the intention to
do so, must be a characteristic of a truly benevolent mind. Impulsive
benevolence may exist; that is, phrenological or constitutional benevolence,
falsely so called, may exist to any extent, and yet justice not exist. The
mind may be much and very often carried away by the impulse of feeling,
so that a man may at times have the appearance of true benevolence, while
the same individual is selfish in business, and overreaching in all his
commercial relations. This has been a wonder and an enigma to many, but
the case is a plain one. The difficulty is, the man is not just, that is, not
truly benevolent. His benevolence is only an imposing species of
selfishness. “He that hath an ear to hear, let him hear” (Revelation 2:7).
His benevolence results from feeling, and is not true benevolence.

Again: Where benevolence is, the golden rule will surely be observed:

“Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you,
do ye even so to them” (Matthew 7:12).

The justice of benevolence cannot fail to secure conformity to this rule.
Benevolence is a just state of the will. It is a willing justly. It must then,
by a law of necessity, secure just conduct. If the heart is just, the life must
be.
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This attribute of benevolence must secure its possessor against every
species and degree of injustice; he cannot be unjust to his neighbor’s
reputation, his person, his property, his soul, his body, nor indeed be
unjust in any respect to man or God. It will and must secure confession
and restitution, in every case of remembered wrong, so far as this is
practicable. It should be distinctly understood, that a benevolent or a truly
religious man cannot be unjust. He may indeed appear to be so to others;
but he cannot be truly religious or benevolent, and unjust at the same time.
If he appears to be so in any instance, he is not and cannot be really so, if
he is at the time in a benevolent state of mind. The attributes of
selfishness, as we shall see in the proper place, are the direct opposite of
those of benevolence. The two states of mind are as contrary as heaven
and hell, and can no more coexist in the same mind, than a thing can be and
not be at the same time. I said, that if a man, truly in the exercise of
benevolence, appears to be unjust in any thing, he is only so in
appearance, and not in fact. Observe, I am speaking of one who is really at
the time in a benevolent state of mind. He may mistake, and do that which
would be unjust, did he see it differently and intend differently. Justice and
injustice belong to the intention. No outward act can in itself be either just
or unjust. To say that a man, in the exercise of a truly benevolent
intention, can at the same time be unjust, is the same absurdity as to say,
that he can intend justly and unjustly at the same time, and in regard to the
same thing; which is a contradiction. It must all along be borne in mind,
that benevolence is one identical thing, to wit, goodwill, willing for its own
sake the highest good of being and every known good according to its
relative value. Consequently, it is impossible that justice should not be an
attribute of such a choice. Justice consists in regarding and treating, or
rather in willing, every thing just agreeably to its nature, or intrinsic and
relative value and relations. To say, therefore, that present benevolence
admits of any degree of present injustice, is to affirm a palpable
contradiction. A just man is a sanctified man, is a perfect man, in the sense
that he is at present in an upright state.

14. Veracity is another attribute of benevolence.

Veracity, as an attribute of benevolence, is that quality that adheres to
truth. In the very act of becoming benevolent, the mind embraces truth, or
the reality of things. Then veracity must be one of the qualities of
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benevolence. Veracity is truthfulness. It is the conformity of the will to the
reality of things. Truth in statement is conformity of statement to the
reality of things. Truth in action is action conformed to the nature and
relations of things. Truthfulness is a disposition to conform to the reality
of things. It is willingness in accordance with the reality of things. It is
willing the right end by the right means. It is willing the intrinsically
valuable as an end, and the relatively valuable as a means. In short, It is the
willing of everything according to the reality or facts in the case.

Veracity, then, must be an attribute of benevolence. It is, like all the
attributes, only benevolence viewed in a certain aspect or relation. It
cannot be distinguished from benevolence, for it is not distinct from it, but
only a phase or form of benevolence. The universe is so constituted that if
every thing proceeded and were conducted, and willed according to its
nature and relations, the highest possible good must result. Veracity seeks
the good as an end, and truth as a means to secure this end. It wills the
good, and that it shall be secured only by means of truth. It wills truth in
the end, and truth in the means. The end is truly valuable, and chosen for
that reason. The means are truth, and truth is the only appropriate or
possible means.

Truthfulness of heart begets, of course, a state of the sensibility which we
call the love of truth. It is a feeling of pleasure that spontaneously arises in
the sensibility of one whose heart is truthful, in contemplating truth; this
feeling is not virtue, it is rather a part of the reward of truthfulness of
heart.

Veracity, as a phenomenon of the will, is also often called, and properly
called, a love of the truth. It is a willing in accordance with objective truth.
This is virtue, and is an attribute of benevolence. Veracity, as an attribute
of the divine benevolence, is the condition of confidence in God as a moral
governor. Both the physical and moral laws of the universe evince, and are
instances and illustrations of the truthfulness of God. Falsehood, in the
sense of lying, is naturally regarded by a moral agent with disapprobation,
disgust, and abhorrence. Veracity is as necessarily regarded by him with
approbation, and, if the will be benevolent, with pleasure. We necessarily
take pleasure in contemplating objective truth, as it lies in idea on the field
of consciousness. We also take pleasure in the perception and
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contemplation of truthfulness, in the concrete realization of the idea of
truth. Veracity is morally beautiful. We are pleased with it just as we are
with natural beauty, by a law of necessity, when the necessary conditions
are fulfilled. This attribute of benevolence secures it against every attempt
to promote the ultimate good of being by means of falsehood. True
benevolence will no more, can no more, resort to falsehood as a means of
promoting good, than it can contradict or deny itself. The intelligence
affirms, that the highest ultimate good can be secured only by a strict
adherence to truth. The mind cannot be satisfied with anything else.
Indeed, to suppose the contrary is to suppose a contradiction. It is the
same absurdity as to suppose, that the highest good could be secured only
by the violation and setting aside of the nature and relations of things.
Since the intellect affirms this unalterable relation of truth to the highest
ultimate good, benevolence, or that attribute of benevolence which we
denominate veracity or love of the truth, can no more consent to falsehood,
than it can consent to relinquish the highest good of being as an end.
Therefore, every resort to falsehood every pious fraud, falsely so called,
presents only a specious but real instance of selfishness. A moral agent
cannot lie for God; that is, he cannot tell a sinful falsehood, thinking and
intending thereby to please God. He knows, by intuition, that God cannot
be pleased or truly served by a resort to lying. There is a great difference
between concealing or withholding the truth for benevolent purposes, and
telling a willful falsehood. An innocent, persecuted and pursued man, has
taken shelter under my roof from one who pursued him to shed his blood.
His pursuer comes and inquires after him. I am not under obligation to
declare to him the fact that he is in my house. I may, and indeed ought to
withhold the truth in this instance, for the wretch has no right to know it.
The public and highest good demands that he should not know it. He only
desires to know it for selfish and bloody purposes. But in this case I
should not feel or judge myself at liberty to state a known falsehood. I
could not think that this would ultimately conduce to the highest good.
The person might go away deceived, or under the impression that his
victim was not there. But he could not accuse me of telling him a lie. He
might have drawn his own inference from my refusing to give the desired
information. But even to secure my own life or the life of my friend, I am
not at liberty to tell a lie. If it be said that lying implies telling a falsehood
for selfish purposes, and that, therefore, it is not lying to tell a falsehood
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for benevolent purposes, I reply, that our nature is such that we can no
more state a willful falsehood with a benevolent intention, than we can
commit a sin with a benevolent intention. We necessarily regard falsehood
as inconsistent with the highest good of being, just as we regard sin as
inconsistent with the highest good of being, or just as we regard holiness
and truthfulness as the indispensable condition of the highest good of
being. The correlation of the will and the intellect forbids the mistake that
willful falsehood is, or can be, the means or condition of the highest good.
Universal veracity, then, will always characterize a truly benevolent man.
While he is truly benevolent, he is, he must be, faithful, truthful. So far as
his knowledge goes, his statements may be depended upon with as much
safety as the statements of an angel. Veracity is necessarily an attribute of
benevolence in all beings. No liar has, or can have, a particle of true virtue
or benevolence in him.
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LECTURE 15

ATTRIBUTES OF LOVE

15. Patience is another attribute of benevolence.

This term is frequently used to express a phenomenon of the sensibility.
When thus used, it designates a calm and unruffled state of the sensibility
or feelings, under circumstances that tend to excite anger or impatience of
feeling. The calmness of the sensibility, or patience as a phenomenon of
the sensibility, is purely an involuntary state of mind, and although it is a
pleasing and amiable manifestation, yet it is not properly virtue. It may be,
and often is, an effect of patience as a phenomenon of the will, and
therefore an effect of virtue. But it is not itself virtue. This amiable temper
may, and often does, proceed from constitutional temperament, and from
circumstances and habits.

Patience as a virtue must be a voluntary state of mind. It must be an
attribute of love or benevolence; for all virtue, as we have seen, and as the
Bible teaches, is resolvable into love or benevolence. The Greek term,
upomone, so often rendered patience in the New Testament, means
perseverance under trials, continuance, bearing up under affliction, or
privations, steadfastness of purpose in despite of obstacles. The word
may be used in a good or in a bad sense. Thus a selfish man may patiently,
that is perseveringly, pursue his end, and may bear up under much
opposition to his course. This is patience as an attribute of selfishness,
and patience in a bad sense of the term. Patience in the good sense, or in
the sense in which I am considering it, is an attribute of benevolence. It is
the quality of constancy, a fixedness, a bearing up under trials, afflictions,
crosses, persecutions, or discouragements. This must be an attribute of
benevolence. Whenever patience ceases, when it holds out no longer, when
discouragement prevails, and the will relinquishes its end, benevolence
ceases, as a matter of course.

Patience as a phenomenon of the will, tends to patience as a phenomenon
of the sensibility. That is, the quality of fixedness and steadfastness in the
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intention naturally tends to keep down and allay impatience of temper.
As, however, the states of the sensibility are not directly under the control
of the will, there may be irritable or impatient feelings, when the heart
remains steadfast. Facts or falsehoods may be suggested to the mind which
may, in despite of the will, produce a ruffling of the sensibility, even when
the heart remains patient. The only way in which a temptation, for it is
only a temptation while the will abides firm to its purpose, I say the only
way in which a temptation of this kind can be disposed of, is by diverting
the attention from that view of the subject that creates the disturbance in
the sensibility. I should have said before, that although the will controls
the feelings by a law of necessity, yet, as it does not do so directly, but
indirectly, it may, and does often happen, that feelings corresponding to
the state of the will do not exist in the sensibility. Nay, for a time, a state
of the sensibility may exist which is the opposite of the state of the will.
From this source arise many, and indeed most, of our temptations. We
could never be properly tried or tempted at all, if the feelings must always,
by a law of necessity, correspond with the state of the will. Sin consists in
willing to gratify our feelings or constitutional impulses, in opposition to
the law of our reason. But if these desires and impulses could never exist in
opposition to the law of the reason, and, consequently, in opposition to a
present holy choice, then a holy being could not be tempted. He could
have no motive or occasion to sin. If our mother Eve could have had no
feelings of desire in opposition to the state of her will, she never could
have desired the forbidden fruit, and of course would not have sinned. I
wish now, to state distinctly what I should have said before, that the state
or choice of the will does not necessarily so control the feelings, desires, or
emotions, that these may never be strongly excited by Satan or by
circumstances, in opposition to the will, and thus become powerful
temptations to seek their gratification, instead of seeking the highest good
of being. Feelings, the gratification of which would be opposed to every
attribute of benevolence, may at times coexist with benevolence, and be a
temptation to selfishness; but opposing acts of will cannot coexist with
benevolence. All that can be truly said is, that as the will has an indirect
control of the feelings, desires, appetites, passions, etc., it can suppress
any class of feelings when they arise, by diverting the attention from their
causes, or by taking into consideration such views and facts as will calm or
change the state of the sensibility. Irritable feelings, or what is commonly
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called impatience, may be directly caused by ill health, irritable nerves, and
by many things over which the will has no direct control. But this is not
impatience in the sense of sin. If these feelings are not suffered to influence
the will; if the will abides in patience; if such feelings are not cherished, and
are not suffered to shake the integrity of the will; they are not sin. That is,
the will does not consent to them, but the contrary. They are only
temptations. If they are allowed to control the will, to break forth in words
and actions, then there is sin; but the sin does not consist in the feelings,
but in the consent of the will to gratify them. Thus the apostle says, “Be
ye angry, and sin not: let not the sun go down upon your wrath”
(Ephesians 4:26). That is, if anger arise in the feelings and sensibility, do
not sin by suffering it to control your will. Do not cherish the feeling, and
let not the sun go down upon it. For this cherishing it is sin. When it is
cherished, the will consents and broods over the cause of it; this is sin. But
if it be not cherished, it is not sin.

That the outward actions will correspond with the states and actions of
the will, provided no physical obstacle be opposed to them, is a universal
truth. But that feelings and desires cannot exist contrary to the states or
decisions of the will, is not true. If this were a universal truth, temptation,
as I have said, could not exist. The outward actions will be as the will is,
always; the feelings, generally. Feelings corresponding to the choice of the
will, will be the rule, and opposing feelings the exception. But these
exceptions may and do exist in perfectly holy beings. They existed in Eve
before she consented to sin, and had she resisted them she had not sinned.
They doubtless existed in Christ, or He could not have been tempted in all
points like as we are. If there be no desires or impulses of the sensibility
contrary to the state of the will, there is not properly any temptation. The
desire or impulse must appear on the field of consciousness, before it is a
motive to action, and of course before it is a temptation to self-indulgence.
Just as certainly then as a holy being may be tempted, and not sin, just so
certain it is that emotions of any kind, or of any strength, may exist in the
sensibility without sin. If they are not indulged, if the will does not
consent to them, and to their indulgence or gratification, the soul is not the
less virtuous for their presence. Patience as a phenomenon of the will must
strengthen and gird itself under such circumstances, so that patience of will
may be, and if it exist at all, must be, in exact proportion to the impatience
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of the sensibility. The more impatience of sensibility there is, the more
patience of will there must be, or virtue will cease altogether. So that it is
not always true, that virtue is strongest when the sensibility is most calm,
placid, and patient. When Christ passed through His greatest conflicts, His
virtue as a man was undoubtedly most intense. When in His agony in the
garden, so great was the anguish of His sensibility, that He sweat as it
were great drops of blood. This, He says, was the hour of the prince of
darkness. This was His great trial. But did He sin? No, indeed. But why?
Was He calm and placid as a summer’s evening? As far from it as possible.

Patience, then, as an attribute of benevolence, consists, not in placid
feeling, but in perseverance under trials and states of the sensibility that
tend to selfishness. This is only benevolence viewed in a certain aspect. It
is benevolence under circumstances of discouragement, of trial, or
temptation. “This is the patience of the saints” (Revelation 13:10).

Before dismissing the subject of patience as an emotion, I would observe
that, the steadfastness of the heart tends so strongly to secure patience,
that if an opposite state of the sensibility is more than of momentary
duration, there is strong presumption that the heart is not steadfast in love.
The first risings of it will produce an immediate effort to suppress it. If it
continues, this is evidence that the attention is allowed to dwell upon the
cause of it. This shows that the will is in some sense indulging it.

If it so far influences the will as to manifest itself in impatient words and
actions, there must be a yielding of the will. Patience, as an attribute of
benevolence, is overcome. If the sensibility were perfectly and directly
under the control of the will, the least degree of impatience would imply
sin. But as it is not directly, but indirectly under the control of the will,
momentary impatience of feeling, when it does not at all influence the will,
and when it is not at all indulged, is not sure evidence of a sinful state of
the will. It should always be borne in mind, that neither patience nor
impatience, in the form of mere feeling, existing for any length of time, and
in any degree, is in itself either holy on the one hand, or sinful on the other.
All that can be said of these states of the sensibility is, that they indicate,
as a general thing, the attitude of the will. When the will is for a long time
steadfast in its patience, the result is great equanimity of temper, and great
patience of feeling. This comes to be a law of the sensibility, insomuch
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that very advanced saints may, and doubtless do, experience the most
entire patience of feeling for many years together. This does not constitute
their holiness, but is a sweet fruit of it. It is to be regarded rather in the
light of a reward of holiness, than as holiness itself.

16. Another attribute of benevolence is Meekness.

Meekness, considered as a virtue, is a phenomenon of the will. This term
also expresses a state of the sensibility. When used to designate a
phenomenon of the sensibility, it is nearly synonymous with patience. It
designates a sweet and forbearing temper under provocation. Meekness, a
phenomenon of the will, and as an attribute of benevolence, is the opposite
both of resistance to injury and retaliation. It is properly and strictly
forbearance under injurious treatment. This certainly is an attribute of
God, as our existence and our being out of hell plainly demonstrate. Christ
said of Himself that He was “meek and lowly in heart” (Matthew 11:29),
and this surely was no vain boast. How admirably, and how incessantly
did this attribute of His love manifest itself! The fifty-third chapter of
Isaiah is a prophecy exhibiting this attribute in a most affecting light.
Indeed, scarcely any feature of the character of God and of Christ is more
strikingly exhibited than this. It must evidently be an attribute of
benevolence. Benevolence is good will to all beings. We are naturally
forbearing toward those whose good we honestly and diligently seek. If
our hearts are set upon doing them good, we shall naturally exercise great
forbearance toward them. God has greatly commended His forbearance to
us, in that, while we were yet His enemies, He forbore to punish us, and
gave His Son to die for us. Forbearance is a sweet and amiable attribute.
How affectingly it displayed itself in the hall of Pilate, and on the cross.

“He is led as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before its
shearers is dumb, so He opened not His mouth” (Isaiah 53:7).

This attribute has in this world abundant opportunity to develop and
display itself in the saints. There are daily occasions for the exercise of this
form of virtue. Indeed, all the attributes of benevolence are called into
frequent exercise in this school of discipline. This is indeed a suitable
world in which to train God’s children, to develop and strengthen every
modification of holiness. This attribute must always appear where
benevolence exists, and wherever there is an occasion for its exercise.
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It is delightful to contemplate the perfection and glory of that love which
constitutes obedience to the law of God. As occasions arise, we behold it
developing one attribute after another, and there may be many of its
attributes and modifications of which we have as yet no idea whatever.
Circumstances will call them into exercise. It is probable, if not certain,
that the attributes of benevolence were very imperfectly known in heaven
previous to the existence of sin in the universe, and that but for sin many
of these attributes would never have been manifested in exercise. But the
existence of sin, great as the evil is, has afforded an opportunity for
benevolence to manifest its beautiful phases, and to develop its sweet
attributes in a most enchanting manner Thus the divine economy of
benevolence brings good out of so great an evil.

A hasty and unforbearing spirit is always demonstrative evidence of a
want of benevolence, or of true religion. Meekness is, and must be, a
peculiar characteristic of the saints in this world, where there is so much
provocation. Christ frequently and strongly enforced the obligation to
forbearance. “But I say unto you that ye resist not evil; but whosoever
shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if any
man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy
cloak also. And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him
twain” (Matthew 5:41). How beautiful!

17. Humility is another modification or attribute of love.

This term seems often to be used to express a sense of unworthiness, of
guilt, of ignorance, and of nothingness, to express a feeling of ill-desert. It
seems to be used in common language to express sometimes a state of the
intelligence, when it seems to indicate a clear perception of our guilt. When
used to designate a state of the sensibility, it represents those feelings of
shame and unworthiness, of ignorance, and of nothingness, of which those
are most deeply conscious who have been enlightened by the Holy Spirit,
in respect to their true character.

But as a phenomenon of the will, and as an attribute of love, it consists in
a willingness to be known and appreciated according to our real character.
Humility, as a phenomenon either of the sensibility or of the intelligence,
may coexist with great pride of heart. Pride is a disposition to exalt self, to
get above others, to hide our defects, and to pass for more than we are.
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Deep conviction of sin, and deep feelings of shame, of ignorance, and of
desert of hell, may coexist with a great unwillingness to confess and be
known just as we are, and to be appreciated just according to what our real
character has been and is. There is no virtue in such humility. But
humility, considered as a virtue, consists in the consent of the will to be
known, to confess, and to take our proper place in the scale of being. It is
that peculiarity of love that wills the good of being so disinterestedly, as to
will to pass for no other than we really are. This is an honest, a sweet, and
amiable feature of love. It must, perhaps, be peculiar to those who have
sinned. It is only love acting under or in a certain relation, or in reference to
a peculiar set of circumstances. It would, under the same circumstances,
develop and manifest itself in all truly benevolent minds. This attribute
will render confession of sin to God and man natural, and even make it a
luxury. It is easy to see that, but for this attribute, the saints could not be
happy in heaven. God has promised to bring into judgment every work
and every secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it be evil. Now
while pride exists, it would greatly pain the soul to have all the character
known; so that, unless this attribute really belongs to the saints, they
would be ashamed at the judgment, and filled with confusion even in
heaven itself. But this sweet attribute will secure them against that shame
and confusion of face that would otherwise render heaven itself a hell to
them. They will be perfectly willing and happy to be known and estimated
according to their characters. This attribute will secure in all the saints on
earth that confession of faults one to another, which is so often enjoined in
the Bible. By this it is not intended, that Christians always think it wise
and necessary to make confession of all their secret sins to man. But it is
intended, that they will confess to those whom they have injured, and to
all to whom benevolence demands that they should confess. This attribute
secures its possessor against spiritual pride, against ambition to get above
others. It is a modest and unassuming state of mind.

18. Self-denial is another attribute of love.

If we love any being better than ourselves, we of course deny ourselves
when our own interests come in competition with his. Love is goodwill. If
I will good to others more than to myself, it is absurd to say that I shall
not deny myself when my own inclinations conflict with their good. Now
the love required by the law of God, we have repeatedly seen to be good
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will, or willing the highest good of being for its own sake, or as an end. As
the interests of self are not at all regarded because they belong to self, but
only according to their relative value, it must be certain, that self-denial for
the sake of promoting the higher interests of God and of the universe, is
and must be a peculiarity or attribute of love.

But again: the very idea of disinterested benevolence, and there is no other
true benevolence, implies the abandonment of the spirit of self-seeking, or
of selfishness. It is impossible to become benevolent, without ceasing to be
selfish. In other words, perfect self-denial is implied in beginning to be
benevolent. Self-indulgence ceases where benevolence begins. This must
be. Benevolence is the consecration of our powers to the highest good of
being in general as an end. This is utterly inconsistent with consecration to
self-interest or self-gratification. Selfishness makes good to self the end of
every choice. Benevolence makes good to being in general the end of every
choice. Benevolence, then, implies complete self-denial. That is, it implies
that nothing is chosen merely because it belongs to self, but only because
of its relative value, and in proportion to it.

I said there was no true benevolence, but disinterested benevolence; no true
love, but disinterested love. There is such a thing as interested love or
benevolence. That is, the good of others is willed, though not as an end, or
for its intrinsic value to them, but as a means of our own happiness, or
because of its relative value to us. Thus a man might will the good of his
family, or of his neighborhood, or country, or of anybody, or anything that
sustained such relations to self as to involve his own interests. When the
ultimate reason of his willing good to others is, that his own may be
promoted, this is selfishness. It is making good to self his end. This a
sinner may do toward God, toward the church, and toward the interests of
religion in general. This is what I call interested benevolence. It is willing
good as an end only to self, and to all others only as a means of promoting
our own good.

But again: when the will is governed by mere feeling in willing the good of
others, this is only the spirit of self-indulgence, and is only interested
benevolence. For example: the feeling of compassion is strongly excited by
the presence of misery. The feeling is intense, and constitutes, like all the
feelings, a strong impulse or motive to the will to consent to its
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gratification. For the time being, this impulse is stronger than the feeling of
avarice, or any other feeling. I yield to it, and then give all the money I
have to relieve the sufferer. I even take my clothes from my back, and give
them to him. Now in this case, I am just as selfish as if I had sold my
clothes to gratify my appetite for strong drink. The gratification of my
feelings was my end. This is one of the most specious and most delusive
forms of selfishness.

Again: when one makes his own salvation the end of prayer, of
almsgiving, and of all his religious duties, this is only selfishness and not
true religion, however much he may abound in them. This is only
interested benevolence, or benevolence to self.

Again: from the very nature of true benevolence, it is impossible that
every interest should not be regarded according to its relative value. When
another interest is seen by me to be more valuable in itself, or of more
value to God and the universe than my own, and when I see that, by
denying myself, I can promote it, it is certain, if I am benevolent, that I
shall do it. I cannot fail to do it, without failing to be benevolent.
Benevolence is an honest and disinterested consecration of the whole being
to the highest good of God and of the universe. The benevolent man will,
therefore, and must, honestly weigh each interest as it is perceived in the
balance of his own best judgment, and will always give the preference to
the higher interest, provided he believes, that he can by endeavor, and by
self-denial, secure it.

That self-denial is an attribute of the divine love, is manifested most
gloriously and affectingly in God’s gift of his Son to die for men. This
attribute was also most conspicuously manifested by Christ, in denying
himself, and taking up his cross, and suffering for his enemies. Observe, it
was not for friends that Christ gave himself. It was not unfortunate nor
innocent sufferers for whom God gave his Son, or for whom he gave
himself. It was for enemies. It was not that he might make slaves of them
that he gave his Son, nor from any selfish consideration whatever, but
because he foresaw that, by making this sacrifice himself, he could secure
to the universe a greater good than he should sacrifice. It was this attribute
of benevolence that caused him to give his Son to suffer so much. It was
disinterested benevolence alone that led him to deny himself, for the sake
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of a greater good to the universe. Now observe, this sacrifice would not
have been made, unless it had been regarded by God as the less of two
natural evils. That is, the sufferings of Christ, great and overwhelming as
they were, were considered as an evil of less magnitude than the eternal
sufferings of sinners. This induced him to make the sacrifice, although for
his enemies. It mattered not whether for friends or for enemies, if so be he
could, by making a less sacrifice, secure a greater good to them.

Let it be understood, that a self-indulgent spirit is never, and can never be,
consistent with benevolence. No form of self-indulgence, properly so
called, can exist where true benevolence exists. The fact is, self-denial must
be, and universally is, wherever benevolence reigns. Christ has expressly
made whole-hearted self-denial a condition of discipleship; which is the
same thing as to affirm, that it is an essential attribute of holiness or love;
that there cannot be the beginning of true virtue without it.

Again: much that passes for self-denial is only a specious form of self-
indulgence. The penances and self-mortifications, as they are falsely called,
of the superstitious, what are they after all but a self-indulgent-spirit? A
popish priest abstains from marriage to obtain the honor, and emoluments,
and the influence of the priestly office here, and eternal glory hereafter. A
nun takes the veil and a monk-immures himself in a monastery; a hermit
forsakes human society, and shuts himself up in a cave; a devotee makes a
pilgrimage to Mecca, and a martyr goes to the stake. Now if these things
are done with an ultimate reference use their own glory and happiness,
although apparently instances of great self-denial, yet they are, in fact,
only a spirit of self-indulgence and self-seeking. They are only following
the strongest desire of good to self.

There are many mistakes upon this subject. For example: it is common for
persons to deny self in one form, for the sake of gratifying self in another
form. In one man avarice is the ruling passion. He will labor hard, rise
early, and sit up late, eat the bread of carefulness and deny himself even
the necessaries of life, for the sake of accumulating wealth. Every one can
see, that this is denying self in one form merely for the sake of gratifying
self in another form. Yet this man will complain bitterly of the self-
indulgent spirit manifested by others, their extravagance and want of piety.
One man will deny all his bodily appetites and passions, for the sake of a
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reputation with men. This is also an instance of the same kind. Another
will give the fruit of his body for the sin of his soul will sacrifice
everything else to obtain an eternal inheritance, and be just as selfish as the
man who sacrifices to the things of time, his soul and all the riches of
eternity.

But it should be remarked, that this attribute of benevolence does and must
secure the subjugation of all the propensities. It must, either suddenly or
gradually, so far subdue and quiet them, that their imperious clamor must
cease. They will, as it were, be slain, either suddenly or gradually, so that
the sensibility will become, in a great measure, dead to those objects that
so often and so easily excited it. It is a law of the sensibility of all the
desires and passions, that their indulgence develops and strengthens them,
and their denial suppresses them. Benevolence consists in a refusal to
gratify the sensibility, and in obeying the reason. Therefore it must be true,
that this denial of the propensities will greatly suppress them; while the
indulgence of the intellect and of the conscience will greatly develop them.
Thus selfishness tends to stultify, while benevolence tends greatly to
strengthen the intellect.

19. Condescension is another attribute of love.

This attribute consists in a tendency to descend to the poor, the ignorant,
or the vile, for the purpose of securing their good. It is a tendency to seek
the good of those whom Providence has placed in any respect below us,
by stooping, descending, coming down to them for this purpose. It is a
peculiar form of self-denial. God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,
manifest infinite condescension in efforts to secure the well-being of
sinners, even the most vile and degraded. This attribute is called by Christ
lowliness of heart. God is said to humble Himself, that is, to condescend,
when He beholds the things that are done in heaven. This is true, for every
creature is, and must forever be, infinitely below Him in every respect. But
how much greater must that condescension be, that comes down to earth,
and even to the lowest and most degraded of earth’s inhabitants, for
purposes of benevolence! This is a lovely modification of benevolence. It
seems to be entirely above the gross conceptions of infidelity.
Condescension seems to be regarded by most people, and especially by
infidels, as rather a weakness than a virtue. Skeptics clothe their imaginary
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God with attributes in many respects the opposite of true virtue. They
think it entirely beneath the dignity of God to come down even to notice,
and much more to interfere with, the concerns of men. But hear the word
of the Lord:

“Thus saith the High and Lofty One, who inhabiteth eternity,
whose name is Holy: I dwell in the high and holy place; with him
also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of the
humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite one” (Isaiah 57:15).

And again,

“Thus saith the Lord, the heaven is My throne and the earth is My
footstool, where is the house that ye build unto Me? and where is
the place of My rest? For all those things hath My hand made, and
all those things have been, saith the Lord. But to this man will I
look, even to him that is poor and of a contrite spirit, and that
trembleth at My word” (Isaiah 66:1-2).

Thus the Bible represents God as clothed with condescension as with a
cloak.

This is manifestly an attribute both of benevolence and of true greatness.
The natural perfections of God appear all the more wonderful, when we
consider, that He can and does know and contemplate and control, not
only the highest, but the lowest of all His creatures; that He is just as able
to attend to every want and every creature, as if this were the sole object
of attention with Him. So His moral attributes appear all the more lovely
and engaging when we consider that His “tender mercies are over all His
works” (Psalms 145:9), “that not a sparrow falleth to the ground without
Him” (Matthew 10:29), that He condescends to number the very hairs of
the heads of His servants, and that not one of them can fall without Him.
When we consider that no creature is too low, too filthy, or too degraded
for Him to condescend to, this places His character in a most ravishing
light. Benevolence is good will to all beings. Of course one of its
characteristics must be condescension to those who are below us. This in
God is manifestly infinite. He is infinitely above all creatures. For Him to
hold communion with them is infinite condescension.
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This is an attribute essentially belonging to benevolence or love in all
benevolent beings. With the lowest of moral beings it may have no other
development, than in its relations to sentient existences below the rank of
moral agents, for the reason, that there are no moral agents below them to
whom they can stoop. God’s condescension stoops to all ranks of sentient
existences. This is also true with every benevolent mind, as to all inferiors.
It seeks the good of being in general, and never thinks any being too low to
have his interests attended to and cared for, according to their relative
value. Benevolence cannot possibly retain its own essential nature, and yet
be above any degree of condescension that can effect the greatest good.
Benevolence does not, cannot know anything of that loftiness of spirit that
considers it too degrading to stoop anywhere, or to any being whose
interests need to be, and can be, promoted by such condescension.
Benevolence has its end, and it cannot but seek this, and it does not,
cannot think anything below it that is demanded to secure that end. O the
shame, the infinite folly and madness of pride, and every form of
selfishness! How infinitely unlike God it is! Christ could condescend to be
born in a manger; to be brought up in humble life; to be poorer than the fox
of the desert, or the fowls of heaven; to associate with fishermen; to mingle
with and seek the good of all classes; to be despised in life, and die
between two thieves on the cross. His benevolence “endured the cross and
despised the shame” (Hebrews 12:2). He was “meek and lowly in heart”
(Matthew 11:29). The Lord of heaven and earth is as much more lowly in
heart than any of His creatures, as he is above them in His infinity. He can
stoop to anything but to commit sin. He can stoop infinitely low.

20. Stability is another attribute of benevolence.

This love is not a mere feeling or emotion, that effervesces for a moment,
and then cools down and disappears. But it is choice, not a mere volition
which accomplishes its object, and then rests. It is the choice of an end, a
supreme end. It is an intelligent choice the most intelligent choice that can
be made. It is considerate choice none so much so; a deliberate choice, a
reasonable choice, which will always commend itself to the highest
perceptions and intuitions of the intellect. It is intelligent and impartial,
and universal consecration to an end, above all others the most important
and captivating in its influence. Now, stability must be a characteristic of
such a choice as this. By stability, it is not intended that the choice may
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not be changed. Nor that it never is changed; but that when the attributes
of the choice are considered, it appears as if stability, as opposed to
instability, must be an attribute of this choice. It is a new birth, a new
nature, a new creature, a new heart, a new life. These and such like are the
representations of scripture. Are these representations of an evanescent
state? The beginning of benevolence in the soul this choice is represented
as the death of sin, as a burial, being planted, a crucifixion of the old man,
and many such like things. Are these representations of what we so often
see among professed Christians? Nay, verily. The nature of the change
itself would seem to be a guarantee of its stability. We might reasonably
suppose, that any other choice would be relinquished sooner than this;
that any other state of mind would fail sooner than benevolence. It is vain
to reply to this, that facts prove the contrary to be true. I answer what
facts? Who can prove them to be facts? Shall we appeal to the apparent
facts in the instability of many professors of religion; or shall we appeal to
the very nature of the choice, and to the scriptures? To these doubtless. So
far as philosophy can go, we might defy the world to produce an instance
of choice which has so many chances for stability. The representations of
scripture are such as I have mentioned above. What then shall we conclude
of those effervescing professors of religion, who are soon hot and soon
cold; whose religion is a spasm;

“whose goodness is as the morning cloud
and the early dew, which goeth away?” (Hosea 6:4).

Why, we must conclude, that they never had the root of the matter in
them. That they are not dead to sin and to the world, we see. That they are
not new creatures, that they have not the spirit of Christ, that they do not
keep His commandments, we see. What then shall we conclude, but this,
that they are stony-ground hearers?

21. Holiness is another attribute of benevolence. This term is used in the
Bible, as synonymous with moral purity. In a ceremonial sense it is
applied to both persons and things; to make holy and to sanctify are the
same thing. To sanctity and to consecrate, or set apart to sacred use, are
identical. Many things were, in this sense, sanctified, or made holy, under
the Jewish economy. The term holiness may, in a general sense, be applied
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to anything whatever which is set apart to a sacred use. It may be applied
to the whole being of a moral agent, who is set apart to the service of God.

As an attribute of benevolence, it denotes that quality which tends to seek
to promote the happiness of moral agents, by means of conformity to
moral law. As a moral attribute of God, it is that peculiarity of His
benevolence which secures it against all efforts to obtain its end by other
means than those that are morally and perfectly pure. His benevolence
aims to secure the happiness of the universe of moral agents, by means of
moral law and moral government, and of conformity to His own subjective
idea of right. In other words, holiness in God is that quality of His love
that secures its universal conformity, in all its efforts and manifestations,
to the Divine idea of right, as it lies in eternal development in the Infinite
Reason. This idea is moral law. It is sometimes used to express the moral
quality, or character of His benevolence generally, or to express the moral
character of the Godhead. It sometimes seems to designate an attribute,
and sometimes a quality of His moral attributes. Holiness is, doubtless, a
characteristic, or quality of each and all of His moral attributes. They will
harmonize in this, that no one of them can consent to do otherwise than
conform to the law of moral purity, as developed and revealed in the
Divine Reason.

That holiness is an attribute of God is everywhere assumed, and
frequently asserted in the Bible. If an attribute of God, it must be an
attribute of love; for God is love. This attribute is celebrated in heaven as
one of those aspects of the divine character that give ineffable delight.
Isaiah saw the seraphim standing around the throne of Jehovah, and crying
one to another, “Holy! Holy! Holy!” (Isaiah 6:3). John also had a vision of
the worship of heaven, and says “They rest not day nor night, saying,
Holy! Holy! Holy! Lord God Almighty” (Revelation 4:8). When Isaiah
beheld the holiness of Jehovah, he cried out

Woe is me! I am undone. I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in
the midst of a people of unclean lips; for mine eyes have seen the

King, the Lord of hosts!” (Isaiah 6:5).

God’s holiness is infinite, and it is no wonder that a perception of it
should thus affect the prophet.
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Finite holiness must forever feel itself awed in the presence of infinite
holiness. Job says,

“I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the ear, but now mine eye
seeth Thee: wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes”

(Job 42:5).

There is no comparing finite with infinite. The time will never come when
creatures can with open face contemplate the infinite holiness of Jehovah,
without being like persons overcome with a harmony too intensely
delightful to be calmly borne. Heaven seems not able to endure it without
breaking forth into strains of inexpressible rapture.

The expressions of Isaiah and Job do not necessarily imply that at the time
they were in a sinful state, but their expressions no doubt related to
whatever of sin they had at any time been guilty of. In the light of
Jehovah’s holiness they saw the comparative pollution of their character
taken as a whole. This view will always, doubtless, much affect the saints.
This must be; and yet in another sense they may be, and are, as holy, in
their measure as He is. They may be as perfectly conformed to what light
or truth they have, as He is. This is doubtless what Christ intended when
He said, “Be ye perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect”
(Matthew 5:48). The meaning is, that they should live to the same end,
and be as entirely consecrated to it as He is. This they must be, to be truly
virtuous or holy in any degree. But when they are so, a full view of the
holiness of God would confound and overwhelm them. If any one doubts
this, he has not considered the matter in a proper light. He has not lifted
up his thoughts, as he needs to do, to the contemplation of infinite
holiness. No creature, however benevolent, can witness the divine
benevolence without being overwhelmed with a clear vision of it. This is
no doubt true of every attribute of the divine love. However perfect
creature virtue may be, it is finite, and, brought into the light of the
attributes of infinite virtue, it will appear like the dimmest star in the
presence of the sun, lost in the blaze of His glory. Let the most just man
on earth or in heaven witness, and have a clear apprehension of, the infinite
justice of Jehovah, and it would no doubt fill him with unutterable awe. So,
could the most merciful saint on earth, or in heaven, have a clear
perception of the divine mercy in its fullness, it would swallow up all
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thought and imagination, and, no doubt, overwhelm him. And so also of
every attribute of God. Oh! When we speak of the attributes of Jehovah,
we often do not know what we say. Should God unveil Himself to us, or
bodies would instantly perish “No man,” says He, “can see My face and
live” (Exodus 33:20). When Moses prayed, “Show me Thy glory” (Exodus
33:18). God condescendingly hid him in the cleft of a rock, and covering
him with His hand, He passed by, and let Moses see only His back parts,
informing him that he could not behold His face, that is, His unveiled
glories, and live.

Holiness, or moral harmony of character is, then, an essential attribute of
disinterested love. It must be so from the laws of our being, and from the
very nature of benevolence. In man it manifests itself in great purity of
conversation and deportment, in a great loathing of all impurity of flesh
and spirit. Let no man profess piety who has not this attribute developed.
The love required by the law of God is pure love. It seeks to make its
object happy only by making him holy. It manifests the greatest
abhorrence of sin and all uncleanness. In creatures it pants, and doubtless
ever will pant and struggle, toward infinite purity or holiness. It will never
find a resting place in such a sense as to desire to ascend no higher. As it
perceives more and more of the fullness and infinity of God’s holiness, it
will no doubt pant and struggle to ascend the eternal heights where God
sits in light too intense for the strongest vision of the highest cherub.

Holiness of heart or of will, produces a desire or feeling of purity in the
sensibility. The feelings become exceedingly alive to the beauty of holiness
and to the hatefulness and deformity of all spiritual, and even physical
impurity. This is called the love of holiness. The sensibility becomes
ravished with the great loveliness of holiness, and unutterably disgusted
with the opposite. The least impurity of conversation or of action
exceedingly shocks one who is holy. Impure thoughts, if suggested to the
mind of a holy being, are instantly felt to be exceedingly offensive and
painful. The soul heaves and struggles to cast them out as the most
loathsome abominations.
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LECTURE 16

WHAT CONSTITUTES
DISOBEDIENCE TO MORAL LAW

IN DISCUSSING THIS QUESTION, I WILL,

SHOW IN WHAT DISOBEDIENCE
TO MORAL LAW CANNOT CONSIST.

1. It cannot consist in malevolence, or in the choice of evil or misery as an
ultimate end. This will appear, if we consider, that the choice of an end
implies the choice of it, not for no reason, but for a reason, and for its own
intrinsic value, or because the mind prizes it on its own account. But moral
agents are so constituted, that they cannot regard misery as intrinsically
valuable. They cannot, therefore, choose it as an ultimate end, nor prize it
on its own account.

2. Disobedience to moral law cannot consist in the constitution of soul or
body. The law does not command us to have a certain constitution, nor
forbid us to have the constitution with which we came into being.

3. It cannot consist in any unavoidable state, either of the sensibility or of
the intelligence; for these, as we have seen, are involuntary, and are
dependent upon the actings of the will.

4. It cannot consist in outward actions, independent of the design with
which they are put forth; for these, we have seen, are controlled by the
actions of the will, and, therefore, can have no moral character in
themselves.

5. It cannot consist in inaction; for total inaction is to a moral agent
impossible. Moral agents are necessarily active. That is, they cannot exist
as moral agents without choice. They must, by a law of necessity, choose
either in accordance with, or in opposition to, the law of God. They are
free to choose in either direction, but they are not free to abstain from
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choice altogether. Choose they must. The possession of free will, and the
perception of opposing objects of choice, either exciting desire, or
developing the rational affirmation of obligation to choose, render choice
one way or the other inevitable. The law directs how they ought to choose.
If they do not choose thus, it must be because they choose otherwise, and
not because they do not choose at all.

6. It cannot consist in the choice of moral evil, or sin, as an ultimate end.
Sin is but an element or attribute of choice or intention, or it is intention
itself. If it be intention itself, then to make sin an end of intention, would
be to make intention or choice terminate on itself, and the sinner must
choose his own choice, or intend his own intention as an end: this is
absurd.

7. Disobedience to moral law cannot consist in self-love. Self-love is
simply the constitutional desire of happiness. It is altogether an
involuntary state. It has, as a desire, no moral character, any more than has
the desire of food. It is no more sinful to desire happiness, and properly to
seek it, than it is wrong to desire food, and properly to seek that.

WHAT DISOBEDIENCE TO MORAL LAW MUST CONSIST IN.

Disobedience to God’s law must consist in the choice of self-gratification
as an end. In other words, it must consist essentially in committing the
will, and through the will committing the whole being, to the indulgence of
self-love, as the supreme and ultimate end of life. This is selfishness. In
other words, it is seeking to gratify the desire of personal good, in a
manner prohibited by the law of God.

It consists in choosing self-gratification as an end, or for its own sake,
instead of choosing, in accordance with the law of the reason and of God,
the highest well-being of God and of the universe as an ultimate end. In
other words still, sin or disobedience to the moral law, consists in the
consecration of the heart and life to the gratification of the constitutional
and artificial desires, rather than in obedience to the law of the intelligence.
Or, once more, sin consists in being governed by impulses of the
sensibility, instead of being governed by the law of God, as it lies revealed
in the reason.
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THAT THIS IS SIN, AND THE WHOLE OF SIN VIEWED IN ITS
GERMINATING PRINCIPLES, WILL APPEAR, IF WE CONSIDER:

1. That this state of mind, or this choice, is the “carnal mind,” or the
minding of the flesh, which the apostle affirms to be “enmity against God”
(Romans 8:7). It is the universal representation of scripture, that sin
consists in the spirit of self-seeking. This spirit of self-seeking is always in
the Bible represented as the contrast or opposite of disinterested
benevolence, or the love which the law requires. “Ephraim bringeth forth
fruit to himself” (Hosea 9:16), is the sum of God’s charges against sinners.

2. When we come to the consideration of the attributes of selfishness, it
will be seen that every form of sin, not only may, but must resolve itself
into selfishness, just as we have seen that every form of virtue does and
must resolve itself into love or benevolence.

3. From the laws of its constitution, the mind is shut up to the necessity
of choosing that, as an ultimate end, which is regarded by the mind as
intrinsically good or valuable in itself. This is the very idea of choosing an
end, to wit, something chosen for its own sake, or for what it is in and of
itself, or, because it is regarded by the mind as intrinsically valuable to self,
or to being in general, or to both.

4. Moral agents are, therefore, shut up to the necessity of willing the good
of being, either partially or impartially, either good to self, or good to being
in general. Nothing else can possibly be chosen as an end or for its own
sake. Willing the good of being impartially, we have seen, is virtue. To will
it partially is to will it, not for its own sake, except upon condition of its
relation to self. That is, it is to will good to self. In other words, it is to
will the gratification of self as an end, in opposition to willing the good of
universal being as an end, and every good, or the good of every being,
according to its intrinsic value.

5. But may not one will the good of a part of being as an end, or for the
sake of the intrinsic value of their good? This would not be benevolence;
for that, as we have seen, must consist in willing good for its own sake,
and implies the willing of every good, and of the highest good of universal
being. It would not be selfishness, as it would not be willing good to, or the
gratification of, self. It would be sin, for it would be the partial love or
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choice of good. It would be loving some of my neighbors, but not all of
them. It would, therefore, be sin, but not selfishness. If this can be, then
there is such a thing possible, whether actual or not, as sin that does not
consist in selfishness. But let us examine whether this supposition would
not resolve itself into selfishness.

To say that I choose good for its own sake, or because it is valuable to
being, that is, in obedience to the law of my reason, and of God, implies
that I choose all possible good, and every good according to its relative
value. If, then, a being chooses his own good, or the good of any being as
an ultimate end, in obedience to the law of reason, it must be that he
chooses, for the same reason, the highest possible good of all sentient
being.

The partial choice of good implies the choice of it, not merely for its own
sake, but upon condition of its relations to self, or to certain particular
persons. Its relations conditionate the choice. When its relations to self
conditionate the choice, so that it is chosen, not for its intrinsic value,
irrespective of its relations, but for its relations to self, this is selfishness.
It is the partial choice of good. If I choose the good of others besides
myself, and choose good because of its relations to them, it must be either:

(1.) Because I love their persons with the love of fondness, and will
their good for that reason, that is, to gratify my affection for them,
which is selfishness; or:

(2.) Because of their relations to me, so that good to them is in some
way a good to me, which also is selfishness; or:

(3.) Upon condition that they are worthy, which is benevolence; for if
I will good to a being upon condition that he is worthy, I must value
the good for its own sake, and will it particularly to him, because he
deserves it. This is benevolence, and not the partial choice of good,
because it is obeying the law of my reason.

Again: If I will the good of any number of beings, I must do it in
obedience to the law either of my intelligence and of God, or of my
sensibility. But, if I will in obedience to the law of my intelligence, it must
be the choice of the highest good of universal being. But if I will in
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obedience to the law or impulse of my sensibility, it must be to gratify my
feelings or desires. This is selfishness.

Again: As the will must either follow the law of the reason and of God,
or the impulses of the sensibility, it follows that moral agents are shut up
to the necessity of being selfish or benevolent, and that there is no third
way, because there is no third medium, through which any object of choice
can be presented. The mind can absolutely know nothing as an object of
choice, that is not recommended by one of these faculties. Selfishness,
then, and benevolence, are the only two alternatives.

Let it be remembered, then, that sin is a unit, and always and necessarily
consists in selfish ultimate intention, and in nothing else. This intention is
sin; and thus we see that every phase of sin resolves itself into selfishness.
This will appear more and more, as we proceed to unfold the subject of
moral depravity.
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LECTURE 17

ATTRIBUTES OF SELFISHNESS

Formerly we considered the attributes of benevolence, and also what states
of the sensibility and of the intellect, and also what outward actions, were
implied in it, as necessarily resulting from it. We are now to take the same
course with selfishness.

1. Voluntariness is an attribute of selfishness.

Selfishness has often been confounded with mere desire. But these things
are by no means identical. Desire is constitutional. It is a phenomenon of
the sensibility. It is a purely involuntary state of mind, and can in itself
produce no action, not can it, in itself, have moral character. Selfishness is
a phenomenon of the will, and consists in committing the will to the
gratification of the desires. The desire itself is not selfishness, but
submitting the will to be governed by the desire, is selfishness. It should be
understood, that no kind of mere desires, and no strength of mere desire,
constitutes selfishness. Selfishness commences when the will yields to the
desire, and seeks to obey it, in opposition to the law of the intelligence. It
matters not what kind of desire it is; if it is the desire that governs the will
this is selfishness. It must be the will in a state of committal to the
gratification of the desire.

2. Liberty is another attribute of selfishness.

That is, the choice of self-gratification is not necessitated by desire. But
the will is always free to choose in opposition to desire. This every moral
agent is as conscious of as of his own existence. The desire is not free, but
the choice to gratify it is and must be free. There is a sense, as I shall have
occasion to show, in which slavery is an attribute of selfishness, but not in
the sense that the will chooses, by a law of necessity, to gratify desire.
Liberty, in the sense of ability to make an opposite choice, must ever
remain an attribute of selfishness, while selfishness continues to be a sin,
or while it continues to sustain any relation to moral law.
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3. Intelligence is another attribute of selfishness.

By this it is not intended that intelligence is an attribute or phenomenon of
will, nor that the choice of self-gratification is in accordance with the
demands of the intellect. But it is intended that the choice is made with the
knowledge of the moral character that will be involved in it. The mind
knows its obligation to make an opposite choice. It is not a mistake. It is
not a choice made in ignorance of moral obligation to choose the highest
good of being, as an end, in opposition to self-gratification. It is an
intelligent choice in the sense, that it is a known resistance of the demands
of the intellect. It is a known rejection of its claims. It is a known setting
up of self-gratification, and preferring to all higher interests.

4. Unreasonableness is another attribute of selfishness.

By this it is intended, that the selfish choice is in direct opposition to the
demands of the reason The reason was given to rule, that is, to affirm
obligation, and thus announce the law of God. It affirms law and moral
obligation. Obedience to moral law, as it is revealed in the reason, is virtue.
Obedience to the sensibility in opposition to the reason, is sin. Selfishness
consists in this. It is a dethroning of reason from the seat of government,
and an enthroning of blind desire in opposition to it. Selfishness is always
and necessarily unreasonable. It is a denial of that divine attribute that
allies man to God, makes him capable of virtue, and is a sinking him to the
level of a brute. It is a denial of his manhood, of his rational nature. It is a
contempt of the voice of God within him, and a deliberate trampling down
the sovereignty of his own intellect. Shame on selfishness! It dethrones
human reason, and would dethrone the divine, and place mere blind lust
upon the throne of the universe.

The very definition of selfishness implies that unreasonableness is one of
its attributes. Selfishness consists in the will’s yielding itself to the
impulses of the sensibility in opposition to the demands of the
intelligence. Therefore, every act or choice of the will is necessarily
altogether unreasonable. Sinners, while they continue such; never say nor
do one thing that is in accordance with right reason. Hence the Bible says,
that “madness is in their heart while they live” (Ecclesiastes 9:3). They
have made an unreasonable choice of an end, and all their choices of means
to secure their end are only a carrying out of their ultimate choice. They
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are, every one of them, put forth to secure an end contrary to reason.
Therefore, no sinner, who has never been converted, has, even in a single
instance, chosen otherwise than in direct opposition to reason. They are
not merely sometimes unreasonable, but uniformly, and, while they remain
selfish, necessarily so. The very first time that a sinner acts or wills
reasonably, is when he turns to God, or repents and becomes a Christian.
This is the first instance in which he practically acknowledges that he has
reason. All previous to this, every one of the actions of his will and of his
life, is a practical denial of his manhood, of his rational nature, of his
obligation to God or his neighbor. We sometimes hear impenitent sinners
spoken of as being unreasonable, and in such a manner as to imply that all
sinners are not so. But this only favors the delusion of sinners by leaving
them to suppose that they are not all of them, at all times, altogether
unreasonable. But the fact is, that there is not, and there never can be, in
earth or hell, one impenitent sinner who, in any instance, acts otherwise
than in direct and palpable opposition to his reason. It had, therefore, been
infinitely better for sinners if they had never been endowed with reason.
They do not merely act without consulting their reason, but in stout and
determined opposition to it.

Again: They act as directly in opposition to it as they possibly can.
They not only oppose it, but they oppose it as much, and in as aggravated
a manner, as possible. What can be more directly and aggravatedly
opposed to reason than the choice which the sinner makes of an end?
Reason was given him to direct him in regard to the choice of the great end
of life. It gives him the idea of the eternal and the infinite. It spreads out
before him the interests of God and of the universe as of absolutely infinite
value. It affirms their value, and the infinite obligation of the sinner to
consecrate himself to these interests; and it promises him endless rewards
if he will do so. On the contrary, it lays before him the consequences of
refusal. It thunders in his ear the terrible sanctions of the law. It points him
to the coming doom that awaits his refusal to comply with its demands.
But behold, in the face of all this, the sinner, unhesitatingly, in the face of
these affirmations, demands, and threatenings, turns away and consecrates
himself to the gratification of his desires with the certainty that he could
not do greater despite to his own nature than in this most mad, most
preposterous, most blasphemous choice. Why do not sinners consider that
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it is impossible for them to offer a greater insult to God, who gave them
reason, or more truly and deeply to shame and degrade themselves, than
they do in their beastly selfishness? Total, universal, and shameless
unreasonableness, is the universal characteristic of every selfish mind.

5. Interestedness is another attribute of selfishness.

By interestedness is meant self-interestedness. It is not the disinterested
choice of good, that is, it is not the choice of the good of being in general as
an end, but it is the choice of self-good, of good to self. Its relation to self
is the condition of the choice of this good. But for its being the good of
self, it would not be chosen. The fundamental reason, or that which should
induce choice, to wit, the intrinsic value of good, is rejected as insufficient;
and the secondary reason, namely, its relation to self, is the condition of
determining the will in this direction. This is really making self-good the
supreme end. In other words, it is making self-gratification the end.
Nothing is practically regarded as worthy of choice, except as it sustains to
self the relation of a means of self-gratification.

This attribute of selfishness secures a corresponding state of the
sensibility. The sensibility, under this indulgence, attains to a monstrous
development, either generally, or in some particular directions. Selfishness
is the committal of the will to the indulgence of the propensities. But from
this it by no means follows, that all of the propensities will be
indiscriminately indulged, and thereby greatly developed. Sometimes one
propensity, and sometimes another, has the greatest natural strength, and
thereby gains the ascendancy in the control of the will. Sometimes
circumstances tend more strongly to the development of one appetite or
passion than another. Whatever propensity is most indulged, will gain the
greatest development. The propensities cannot all be indulged at once, for
they are often opposed to each other. But they may all be indulged and
developed in their turn. For example, the licentious propensities, and
various other propensities, cannot be indulged consistently with the
simultaneous indulgence of the avaricious propensities, the desire of
reputation and of ultimate happiness. Each of these, and even all the
propensities, may come in for a share, and in some instances may gain so
equal a share of indulgence, as upon the whole to be about equally
developed. But in general, either from constitutional temperament, or from
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circumstances, some one or more of the propensities will gain so uniform a
control of the will, as to occasion its monstrous development. It may be
the love of reputation; and then there will be at least a public decent
exterior, more or less strict, according to the state of morals in the society
in which the individual dwells. If it be amativeness that gains the
ascendancy over the other propensities, licentiousness will be the result. If
it be alimentiveness, then gluttony and Epicurianism will be the result. The
result of selfishness must be, to develop in general, or in particular, the
propensities of the sensibility, and to beget a corresponding exterior. f
avarice take the control of the will, we have the haggard and ragged miser.
All the other propensities wither under the reign of this detestable one.
Where the love of knowledge prevails, we have the scholar, the
philosopher, the man of learning. This is one of the most decent and
respectable forms of selfishness, but is nevertheless as absolutely
selfishness as any other form. When compassion, as a feeling, prevails, we
have, as a result, the philanthropist, and often the reformer; not the
reformer in a virtuous sense, but the selfish reformer. Where love of
kindred prevails, we often have the kind husband, the affectionate father,
mother, brother, sister, and so on. These are the amiable sinners, especially
among their own kindred. When the love of country prevails, we have the
patriot, the statesman, and the soldier. The picture might be drawn at full
length, but with these traits I must leave you to fill up the outline. I would
only add, that several of these forms of selfishness so nearly resemble
certain forms of virtue, as often to be confounded with them, and mistaken
for them. Indeed, so far as the outward life is concerned, they are right, in
the letter, but as they do not proceed from disinterestedly benevolent
intention, they are only specious forms of selfishness.

6. Partiality is another attribute of selfishness. It consists in giving the
preference to certain interests, on account of their being either directly the
interests of self, or so connected with self-interest as to be preferred on
that account. It matters not, whether the interest to which the preference is
given be of greater or of lesser value, if so be it is preferred, not for the
reason of its greater value, but because of its relation to self. In some
instances the practical preference may justly be given to a lesser interest,
on account of its sustaining such a relation to us that we can secure it,
when the greater interest could not be secured by us. If the reason of the
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preference, in such case, be, not that it is self-interest, but an interest that
can be secured while the greater cannot, the preference is a just one, and
not partiality. My family for example, sustain such relations to me, that I
can more readily and surely secure their interests, than I can those of my
neighbor, or of a stranger. For this reason I am under obligation to give the
practical preference to the interests of my own family, not because they
are my own, nor because their interests sustain such a relation to my own,
but because I can more readily secure their interests than those of any
other family.

The question in such a case turns upon the amount I am able to secure, and
not on the intrinsic value merely. It is a general truth, that we can secure
more readily and certainly the interests of those to whom we sustain
certain relations; and therefore, God and reason point out these interests as
particular objects of our attention and effort. This is not partiality but
impartiality. It is treating interests as they should be treated.

But selfishness is always partial. If it gives any interest whatever, the
preference, it is because of its relation to self. It always, and, continuing to
be selfishness, necessarily, lays the greatest stress upon, and gives the
preference to, those interests the promotion of which will gratify self.

Here care should be taken to avoid delusion. Oftentimes selfishness
appears to be very disinterested and very impartial. For example: here is a
man whose compassion, as a mere feeling or state of the sensibility, is
greatly developed. He meets a beggar, an object that strongly excites his
ruling passion. He empties his pockets, and even takes off his coat and
gives it to him, and in his paroxysm he will divide his all with him, or even
give him all. Now this would generally pass for most undoubted virtue, as
a rare and impressive instance of moral goodness. But there is no virtue, no
benevolence in it. It is a mere yielding of the will to the control of feeling,
and has nothing in it of the nature of virtue. Innumerable examples of this
might be adduced, as illustrations of this truth. It is only an instance and an
illustration of selfishness. It is the will seeking to gratify the feeling of
compassion, which for the time is the strongest desire.

We constitutionally desire not only our own happiness, but also that of
men in general, when their happiness in no way conflicts with our own.
Hence selfish men will often manifest a deep interest in the welfare of
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those, whose welfare will not interfere with their own. Now, should the
will be yielded up to the gratification of this desire, this would often be
regarded as virtue. For example: a few years since much interest and feeling
were excited in this country by the cause and sufferings of the Greeks, in
their struggle for liberty; and since in the cause of the Poles. A spirit of
enthusiasm appeared, and many were ready to give and do almost anything
for the cause of liberty. They gave up their will to the gratification of this
excited state of feeling. This, they may have supposed, was virtue; but it
was not, nor was there a semblance of virtue about it, when it is once
understood, that virtue consists in yielding the will to the law of the
intelligence, and not to the impulse of excited feelings.

Some writers have fallen into the strange mistake of making virtue to
consist in seeking the gratification of certain desires, because, as they say,
these desires are virtuous. They make some of the desires selfish, and
some benevolent. To yield the will to the control of the selfish
propensities is sin; to yield to the control of the benevolent desires, such
as the desire of my neighbor’s happiness and of the public happiness, is
virtue, because these are good desires, while the selfish desires are evil.
Now this is, and has been, a very common view of virtue and vice. But it is
fundamentally erroneous. None of the constitutional desires are good or
evil in themselves; they are alike involuntary, and all alike terminate on
their correlated objects. To yield the will to the control of any one of them,
no matter which, is sin; it is following a blind feeling, desire, or impulse of
the sensibility, instead of yielding to the demands of the intelligence, as the
law affirming power. To will the good of my neighbor, or of my country,
and of God, because of the intrinsic value of those interests, that is to will
them as an end, and in obedience to the law of the reason, is virtue; but to
will them to gratify a constitutional but blind desire, is selfishness and sin.
The desires terminate on their respective objects; but the will, in this case,
seeks the objects, not for their own sake, but because they are desired, that
is, to gratify the desires. This is choosing them, not as an end, but as a
means of self-gratification. This is making self-gratification the end after
all. This must be a universal truth, when a thing is chosen merely in
obedience to desire. The benevolence of these writers is sheer selfishness,
and their virtue is vice.
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The choice of any thing whatever, because it is desired, irrespective of the
demands of the reason, is selfishness and sin. It matters not what it is. The
very statement, that I choose a thing because I desire it, is only another
form of saying, that I choose it for my own sake, or for the sake of
appeasing the desire, and not on account of its own intrinsic value. All
such choice is always and necessarily partial. It is giving one interest the
preference over another, not because of its perceived intrinsic and superior
value, but because it is an object of desire. If I yield to mere desire in any
case, it must be to gratify the desire. This is, and in the case supposed
must be, the end for which the choice is made. To deny this is to deny that
the will seeks the object because it is desired. Partiality consists in giving
one thing the preference of another for no good reason. That is, not
because the intelligence demands this preference, but because the
sensibility demands it. Partiality is therefore always and necessarily an
attribute of selfishness.

7. Efficiency is another attribute of selfishness. Desire never produces
action until it influences the will. It has no efficiency or causality in itself.
It cannot, without the concurrence of the will, command the attention of
the intellect, or move a muscle of the body. The whole causality of the
mind resides in the will. In it resides the power of accomplishment.

Again: the whole efficiency of the mind, as it respects accomplishment,
resides in the choice of an end, or in the ultimate intention. All action of
the will, or all willing, must consist in choosing either an end, or the means
of accomplishing an end. If there is choice, something is chosen. That
something is chosen for some reason. To deny this is a denial that any
thing is chosen. The ultimate reason for the choice and the thing chosen,
are identical. This we have repeatedly seen.

Again: we have seen that the means cannot be chosen until the end is
chosen. The choice of the end is distinct from the volitions or endeavors of
the mind to secure the end. But although the choice of an end is not
identical with the subordinate choices and volitions to secure the end, yet
it necessitates them. The choice once made, secures or necessitates the
executive volitions to secure the end. By this it is not intended that the
mind is not free to relinquish its end, and of course to relinquish the use of
the means to accomplish it; but only that, while the choice or intention
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remains, the choice of the end by the will is efficient in producing volitions
to realize the end. This is true both of benevolence and selfishness. They
are both choices of an end, and are necessarily efficient in producing the
use of the means to realize this end. They are choices of opposite ends,
and, of course, will produce their respective results.

The Bible represents sinners as having eyes full of adultery, and that
cannot cease from sin; that while the will is committed to the indulgence of
the propensities, they cannot cease from the indulgence. There is no way,
therefore, for the sinner to escape from the commission of sin, but to cease
to be selfish. While selfishness continues, you may change the form of
outward manifestation, you may deny one appetite or desire for the sake
of indulging another; but it is and must be sin still. The desire to escape
hell, and to obtain heaven may become the strongest, in which case,
selfishness will take on a most sanctimonious type. But if the will is
following desire, it is selfishness still; and all your religious duties, as you
call them, are only selfishness robed in the stolen habiliments of loving
obedience to God.

Be it remembered, then, that selfishness is, and must be, efficient in
producing its effects. It is cause; the effect must follow. The whole life and
activity of sinners is founded in it. It constitutes their life, or rather their
spiritual death. They are dead in trespasses and in sins. It is in vain for
them to dream of doing anything good, until they relinquish their
selfishness. While this continues, they cannot act at all, except as they use
the means to accomplish a selfish end. It is impossible, while the will
remains committed to a selfish end, or to the promotion of self-interest or
self-gratification, that it should use the means to promote a benevolent
end. The first thing is to change the end, and then the sinner can cease from
outward sin. Indeed, if the end be changed, many of the same acts which
were before sinful will become holy. While the selfish end continues,
whatever a sinner does, is selfish. Whether he eats, or drinks, or labors, or
preaches, or, in short, whatever he does, is to promote some form of self-
interest. The end being wrong, all is, and must be, wrong.

This is the philosophy of Christ.

“Either make the tree good, and his fruit good; or else make the tree
corrupt, and his fruit corrupt: for the tree is known by his fruit. A
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good man out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth good
things: and an evil man out of the evil treasure bringeth forth evil
things” (Matthew 12:33, 35).

“Doth a fountain send forth at the same place sweet water and
bitter? Can the fig-tree, My brethren, bear olive berries? Either a
vine figs? So can no fountain both yield salt water and fresh”
(James 3:11, 12).

“For a good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a
corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. For every tree is known by his
own fruit: for of thorns men do not gather figs, nor of a bramble
bush gather they grapes. A good man out of the good treasure of his
heart, bringeth forth that which is good; and an evil man out of the
evil treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is evil; for out of
the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh” (Luke 6:43-45).

8. Opposition to benevolence or to virtue, or to holiness and true religion,
is one of the attributes of selfishness.

Selfishness is not, in its relations to benevolence, a mere negation. It cannot
be. It is the choice of self-gratification as the supreme and ultimate end of
life. While the will is committed to this end, and benevolence, or a mind
committed to an opposite end, is contemplated, the will cannot remain in a
state of indifference to benevolence. It must either yield its preference of
self-indulgence, or resist the benevolence which the intellect perceives. The
will cannot remain in the exercise of this selfish choice, without as it were
bracing and girding itself against that virtue, which it does not imitate. If it
does not imitate it, it must be because it refuses to do so. The intellect
does, and must, strongly urge the will to imitate benevolence, and to seek
the same end. The will must yield or resist, and the resistance must be
more or less resolute and determined, as the demands of the intellect are
more or less emphatic. This resistance to benevolence or to the demands of
the intellect in view of it is what the Bible calls, hardening the heart. It is
obstinacy of will, under the light and the presence of true religion, and the
admitted claims of benevolence.

This opposition to benevolence or true religion, must be developed in
specific action, whenever the mind apprehends true religion, or selfishness
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must be abandoned. Not only must this opposition be developed, or
selfishness abandoned, under such circumstances, but it must be increased
as true religion displays more and more of its loveliness. As the light from
the radiant sun of benevolence is poured more and more upon the darkness
of selfishness, the opposition of this principle of action must of necessity
manifest itself in the same proportion, or selfishness must be abandoned.
Thus selfishness remaining under light, must manifest more and more
opposition, just in proportion as light increases, and the soul has less the
color of an apology for its opposition.

This peculiarity of selfishness has always been manifested just in
proportion as it has been brought into the light of true religion. This
accounts for all the opposition that has been made to true religion since the
world began. It also proves that where there are impenitent sinners, and
they retain their impenitence, and manifest no hostility to the religion
which they witness, that there is something defective in the professed
piety which they behold; or at least they do not contemplate all the
attributes of true piety. It also proves, that persecution will always exist
where much true religion is manifested to those who hold fast their
selfishness.

It is indeed true, that selfishness and benevolence are just as much
opposed to each other, and just as much and as necessarily at war with
each other, as God and Satan, as heaven and hell. There can never be a
truce between them; they are essential and eternal opposites. They are not
merely opposites, but they are opposite efficient causes. They are
essential activities. They are the two, and the only two, great antagonistic
principles in the universe of mind. Each is heaving and energizing like an
earthquake to realize its end. A war of mutual and uncompromising
extermination necessarily exists between them. Neither can be in the
presence of the other, without repulsion and opposition. Each puts forth
all its energy to subdue and overcome the other; and already selfishness
has shed an ocean of the blood of saints, as well as the precious blood of
the Prince of life. There is not a more gross and injurious mistake, than to
suppose that selfishness ever, under any circumstances, becomes
reconciled to benevolence. The supposition is absurd and contradictory;
since for selfishness to become reconciled to benevolence, were the same
thing as for selfishness to become benevolence. Selfishness may change the
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mode of attack or of its opposition, but its real opposition it can never
change, while it retains its own nature and continues to be selfishness.

This opposition of the heart to benevolence often begets deep opposition
of feeling. The opposition of the will engages the intellect in fabricating
excuses, and cavils, and lies, and refuges, and often greatly perverts the
thoughts, and excites the most bitter feelings imaginable toward God and
toward the saints. Selfishness will strive to justify its opposition, and to
shield itself against the reproaches of conscience, and will resort to every
possible expedient to cover up its real hostility to holiness. It will pretend
that it is not holiness, but sin that it opposes. But the fact is, it is not sin
but holiness to which it stands forever opposed. The opposition of feeling
is only developed when the heart is brought into a strong light, and makes
deep and strong resistance. In such cases, the sensibility sometimes boils
over with feelings of bitter opposition to God, and Christ, and all good.

The question is often asked, May not this opposition exist in the
sensibility, and those feelings of hostility to God exist, when the heart is in
a truly benevolent state? To this inquiry, I would reply: If it can, it must
be produced by infernal or some other influence that misrepresents God,
and places His character before the mind in a false light. Blasphemous
thoughts may be suggested, and, as it were, injected into the mind. These
thoughts may have their natural effect in the sensibility, and feelings of
bitterness and hostility may exist without the consent of the will. The will
may all the while be endeavoring to repel these suggestions, and divert the
attention from such thoughts, yet Satan may continue to hurl his fiery
darts, and the soul may be racked with torture under the poison of hell,
which seems to be taking effect in the sensibility. The mind, at such times,
seems to itself to be filled, so far as feeling is concerned, with all the
bitterness of hell. And so it is, and yet it may be, that in all this there is no
selfishness. If the will holds fast its integrity; if it holds out in the struggle,
and where God is maligned and misrepresented by the infernal suggestions,
it says with Job, “Although He slay me, yet will I trust in Him,” however
sharp the conflict in such cases, we can look back and say, “We are more
than conquerors through Him that loved us” (Job 13:15, Romans 8:37). In
such cases it is the selfishness of Satan, and not our own selfishness, that
kindled up those fires of hell in our sensibility.
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“Blessed is the man that endureth temptation; for when he is tried
he shall receive the crown of life” (James 1:12).

9. Cruelty is another attribute of selfishness.

This term is often used to designate a state of the sensibility. It then
represents that state of feeling which has a barbarous or savage pleasure in
the misery of others. Cruelty, as a phenomenon of the will or as an
attribute of selfishness, consists, first, in a reckless disregard of the well-
being of God and the universe, and secondly, in persevering in a course
that must ruin the souls of the subjects of it, and, so far as they have
influence, ruin the souls of others. What should we think of a man who
was so intent on securing some petty gratification, that he would not give
the alarm if a city were on fire, and the sleeping citizens in imminent
danger of perishing in the flames? Suppose that sooner than deny himself
some momentary gratification, he would jeopard many lives. Should we
not call this cruelty? Now there are many forms of cruelty. Because
sinners are not always brought into circumstances where they exercise
certain forms of it, they flatter themselves that they are not cruel. But
selfishness is, always and necessarily cruel to the soul and highest interests
of the subject of it; cruel to the souls of others, in neglecting to care and act
for their salvation; cruel to God, in abusing Him in ten thousand ways;
cruel to the whole universe. If we should be shocked at the cruelty of him
who should see his neighbor’s house on fire, and the family asleep, and
neglect to give them warning, because too self-indulgent to rise from his
bed, what shall we say of the cruelty of one, who shall see his neighbor’s
soul in peril of eternal death, and yet neglect to give him warning?

Sinners are apt to possess very good dispositions, as they express it. They
suppose they are the reverse of being cruel. They possess tender feelings,
are often very compassionate in their feelings toward those who are sick
and in distress, and who are in circumstances of any affliction. They are
ready to do many things for them. Such persons would be shocked, should
they be called cruel. And many professors would take their part, and
consider them abused. Whatever else, it would be said, is an attribute of
their character, surely cruelty is not. Now, it is true that there are certain
forms of cruelty with which such persons are not chargeable. But this is
only because God has so molded their constitution, that they are not
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delighted with the misery of their fellow men. However, there is no virtue
in their not being gratified at the sight of suffering, nor in their painstaking
to prevent it while they continue selfish. They follow the impulses of their
feelings, and if their temperament were such that it would gratify them to
inflict misery on others if this were the strongest tendency of their
sensibility, their selfishness would instantly take on that type. But though
cruelty, in all its forms, is not common to all selfish persons, it is still true
that some form of cruelty is practiced by every sinner. God says, “The
tender mercies of the wicked are cruel” (Proverbs 12:10). The fact that
they live in sin, that they set an example of selfishness, that they do
nothing for their own souls, nor for the souls of others; these are really
most atrocious forms of cruelty, and infinitely exceed all those
comparatively petty forms that relate to the miseries of men in this life.

10. Injustice is another attribute of selfishness.

Justice, as an attribute of benevolence, is that quality that disposes it to
regard and treat every being and interest with exact equity. Injustice is the
opposite of this. It is that quality of selfishness which disposes it to treat
the persons and interests of others inequitably, and a disposition to give
the preference to self-interest, regardless of the relative value of the
interests. The nature of selfishness demonstrates, that injustice is always
and necessarily one of its attributes, and one that is universally and
constantly manifested.

There is the utmost injustice in the end chosen. It is the practical
preference of a petty self-interest over infinite interests. This is injustice
as great as possible. This is universal injustice to God and man. It is the
most palpable and most flagrant piece of injustice possible to every being
in the universe. Not one known by him to exist who has not reason to
bring against him the charge of most flagrant and shocking injustice. This
injustice extends to every act and to every moment of life. He is never, in
the least degree, just to any being in the universe. Nay, he is perfectly
unjust. He cares nothing for the rights of others as such; and never, even in
appearance, regards them except for selfish reasons. This, then, is, and can
be, only the appearance of regarding them, while in fact, no right of any
being in the universe is, or can be, respected by a selfish mind, any further
than in appearance. To deny this is to deny his selfishness. He performs
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no act whatever but for one reason, that is, to promote his own
gratification. This is his end. For the realization of this end every effort is
made, and every individual act and volition put forth. Remaining selfish, it
is impossible that he should act at all, but with reference directly or
indirectly to this end. But this end has been chosen, and must be pursued,
if pursued at all, in the most palpable and outrageous violation of the rights
of God and of every creature in the universe. Justice demands that he
should devote himself to the promotion of the highest good of God and the
universe, that he should love God with all his heart, and his neighbor as
himself. Every sinner is openly, and universally, and as perfectly, unjust
as possible, at every moment of his impenitence. It should, therefore,
always be understood, that no sinner at any time is at all just to any being
in the universe. All his paying of his debts, and all his apparent fairness
and justice, are only a specious form of selfishness. He has, and, if a
sinner, it is impossible that he should not have, some selfish reason for all
he does, is, says, or omits. His entire activity is selfishness, and while he
remains impenitent, it is impossible for him to think, or act, or will, or do,
or be, or say, anything more or less than he judges expedient to promote
his own interests. He is not just. He cannot be just, nor begin in any
instance, or in the least degree, to be truly just, either to God or man, until
he begins life anew, gives God his heart, and consecrates his entire being to
promotion of the good of universal being. This, all this, justice demands.
There is no beginning to be just, unless the sinner begins here. Begin and be
just in the choice of the great end of life, and then you cannot but be just in
the use of means. But be unjust in the choice of an end, and it is impossible
for you, in any instance, to be otherwise than totally unjust in the use of
means. In this case your entire activity is, and can be, nothing else than a
tissue of the most abominable injustice.

The only reason why every sinner does not openly and daily practice
every species of outward commercial injustice is, that he is so
circumstanced that, upon the whole, he judges it not for his interest to
practice this injustice. This is the reason universally, and no thanks to any
sinner for abstaining, in any instance, from any kind or degree of injustice
in practice, for he is only restrained and kept from it by selfish
considerations. That is, he is too selfish to do it. His selfishness, and not
the love of God or man, prevents. He may be prevented by a
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constitutional or phrenological conscientiousness, or sense of justice. But
this is only a feeling of the sensibility, and, if restrained only by this, he is
just as absolutely selfish as if he had stolen a horse in obedience to
acquisitiveness. God so tempers the constitution as to restrain men, that
is, that one form of selfishness shall prevail over and curb another.
Approbativeness is, in most persons, so large, that a desire to be
applauded by their fellow-men so modifies the developments of their
selfishness, that it takes on a type of outward decency and appearance of
justice. But this is no less selfishness than if it took on altogether a
different type.
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LECTURE 18

ATTRIBUTES OF SELFISHNESS

11. Falsehood, or lying, is another attribute of selfishness.

Falsehood may be objective or subjective. Objective falsehood is that
which stands opposed to truth. Subjective falsehood is a heart conformed
to error and to objective falsehood. Subjective falsehood is a state of mind,
or an attribute of selfishness. It is the will in the attitude of resisting truth,
and embracing error and lies. This is always and necessarily an attribute of
selfishness.

Selfishness consists in the choice of an end opposed to all truth, and
cannot but proceed to the realization of that end, in conformity with error
or falsehood instead of truth. If at any time it seizes upon objective truth,
as it often does, it is with a false intention. It is with an intention at war
with the truth, the nature, and the relations of things.

If any sinner, at any time, and under any circumstances, tells the truth, it is
for a selfish reason; it is to compass a false end. He has a lie in his heart,
and a lie in his right hand. He stands upon falsehood. He lives for it, and if
he does not uniformly and openly falsify the truth, it is because objective
truth is consistent with subjective falsehood. His heart is false, as false as
it can be. It has embraced and sold itself to the greatest lie in the universe.
The selfish man has practically proclaimed that his good is the supreme
good; nay, that there is no other good but his own; that there are no other
rights but his own, that all are bound to serve him, and that all interests are
to yield to his. Now all this, as I said, is the greatest falsehood that ever
was or can be. Yet this is the solemn practical declaration of every sinner.
His choice affirms that God has no rights, that He ought not to be loved
and obeyed, that He has no right to govern the universe, but that God and
all beings ought to obey and serve the sinner. Can there be a greater, a more
shameless falsehood than all this? And shall such an one pretend to regard
the truth? Nay, verily. The very pretense is only an instance and an
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illustration of the truth, that falsehood is an essential element of his
character.

If every sinner on earth does not openly and at all times falsify the truth, it
is not because of the truthfulness of his heart, but for some purely selfish
reason. This must be. His heart is utterly false. It is impossible that,
remaining a sinner, he should have any true regard to the truth. He is a liar
in his heart; this is an essential and an eternal attribute of his character. It is
true that his intellect condemns falsehood and justifies truth, and that
oftentimes through the intellect, a deep impression is or may be made on
his sensibility, in favor of the truth; but if the heart is unchanged, it holds
on to lies, and perseveres in the practical proclamation of the greatest lies
in the universe, to wit, that God ought not to be trusted; that Christ is not
worthy of confidence; that one’s own interest is the supreme good; and
that all interests ought to be accounted of less value than one’s own.

12. Pride is another attribute of selfishness.

Pride is a disposition to exalt self above others, to get out of one’s proper
place in the scale of being, and to climb up over the heads of our equals or
superiors. Pride is a species of injustice, on the one hand, and is nearly
allied to ambition on the other. It is not a term of so extensive an import as
either injustice or ambition. It sustains to each of them a near relation, but
is not identical with either. It is a kind of self-praise, self-worship, self-
flattery, self-adulation, a spirit of self-consequence, of self-importance. It
is a tendency to exalt, not merely one’s own interest, but one’s person
above others, and above God, and above all other beings. A proud being
supremely regards himself. He worships and can worship no one but self.
He does not, and remaining selfish, he cannot, practically admit that there
is any one so good and worthy as himself. He aims at conferring supreme
favor upon himself, and practically, admits no claim of any being in the
universe to any good or interest, that will interfere with his own. He can
stoop to give preference to the interest, the reputation, the authority of no
one, no, not of God Himself, except outwardly and in appearance. His
inward language is, “Who is Jehovah, that I should bow down to Him?” It
is impossible that a selfish soul should be humble. Sinners are represented
in the Bible as proud, as “flattering themselves in their own eyes” (Isaiah
5:21).
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Pride is not a vice distinct from selfishness, but is only a modification of
selfishness. Selfishness is the root, or stock, in which every form of sin
inheres. This it is important to show. Selfishness has been scarcely
regarded by many as a vice, much less as constituting the whole of vice;
consequently, when selfishness has been most apparent, it has been
supposed and assumed that there might be along with it many forms of
virtue. It is for this reason that I make this attempt to allow what are the
essential elements of selfishness. It has been supposed that selfishness
might exist in any heart without implying every form of sin; that a man
might be selfish and yet not proud. In short, it has been overlooked, that,
where selfishness is, there must be every form of sin; that where there is
one form of selfishness manifested, it is virtually a breach of every
commandment of God, and implies, in fact, the real existence of every
possible form of sin and abomination in the heart. My object is fully to
develop the great truth that where selfishness is, there must be, in a state
either of development or of undevelopment, every form of sin that exists
in earth or hell; that all sin is a unit, and consists of some form of
selfishness; and that where this is, all sin virtually is and must be.

The only reason that pride, as a form of selfishness, does not appear in all
sinners, in the most disgusting forms, is only this, that their constitutional
temperament, and providential circumstances, are such as to give a more
prominent development to some other attribute of selfishness. It is
important to remark, that where any one form of unqualified sin exists,
there selfishness must exist, and there of course every form of sin must
exist, at least in embryo, and waiting only for circumstances to develop it.
When therefore, you see any form of sin, know assuredly that selfishness,
the root, is there; and expect nothing else, if selfishness continues, than to
see developed, one after another, every form of sin as the occasion shall
present itself. Selfishness is a volcano, sometimes smothered, but which
must have vent. The providence of God cannot but present occasions
upon which its lava-tides will burst forth and carry desolation before them.

That all these forms of sin exist, has been known and admitted. But it does
not appear to me, that the philosophy of sin has been duly considered by
many. It is important that we should get at the fundamental or generic
form of sin, that form which includes and implies all others, or, more
properly, which constitutes the whole of sin. Such is selfishness. “Let it
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be written with the point of a diamond and engraved in the rock forever”
(Jere. 17:1), that it may be known, that where selfishness is, there every
precept of the law is violated, there is the whole of sin. Its guilt and ill
desert must depend upon the light with which the selfish mind is
surrounded. But sin, the whole of sin, is there. Such is the very nature of
selfishness that it only needs the providential occasions, and to be left
without restraint, and it will show itself to have embodied, in embryo,
every form of iniquity.

13. Enmity against God is also an attribute of selfishness.

Enmity is hatred. Hatred may exist either as a phenomenon of the
sensibility, or as a state or attitude of the will. Of course I am now to
speak of enmity of heart or will. It is selfishness viewed in its relations to
God. That selfishness is enmity against God will appear:

(1.) From the Bible. The apostle Paul expressly says that “the carnal
mind (minding the flesh) is enmity against God” (Romans 8:7). It is
fully evident that the apostle, by the carnal mind, means obeying the
propensities or gratifying the desires. But this, as I have defined it, is
selfishness.

(2.) Selfishness is directly opposed to the will of God as expressed in
His law. That requires benevolence. Selfishness is its opposite, and
therefore enmity against the Lawgiver.

(3.) Selfishness is as hostile to God’s government as it can be. It is
directly opposed to every law, and principle, and measure of His
government.

(4.) Selfishness is opposition to God’s existence. Opposition to a
government, is opposition to the will of the governor. It is opposition
to his existence in that capacity. It is, and must be, enmity against the
existence of the ruler, as such. Selfishness must be enmity against the
existence of God’s government, and as He does and must sustain the
relation of Sovereign Ruler, selfishness must be enmity against His
being. Selfishness will brook no restraint in respect to securing its end.
There is nothing in the universe it will not sacrifice to self. This is true,
or it is not selfishness. If then God’s happiness, or government, or
being, come into competition with it, they must be sacrificed, were it
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possible for selfishness to effect it. But God is the uncompromising
enemy of selfishness. It is the abominable thing His soul hateth. He is
more in the way of selfishness than all other beings. The opposition of
selfishness to Him is, and must be, supreme and perfect. That
selfishness is mortal enmity against God, is not left to conjecture, nor
to a mere deduction or inference. God once took to Himself human
nature, and brought Divine benevolence into conflict with human
selfishness. Men could not brook His presence upon earth, and they
rested not until they had murdered Him.

Enmity against any body or thing besides God, can be overcome more
easily than against Him. All earthly enmities can be overcome by kindness,
and change of circumstances; but what kindness, what change of
circumstances, can change the human heart, can overcome the selfishness
or enmity to God that reigns there? Selfishness offers all manner and every
possible degree of resistance to God. It disregards God’s commands. It
condemns His authority. It spurns His mercy. It outrages His feelings. It
provokes His forbearance. Selfishness, in short, is the universal antagonist
and adversary of God. It can no more be reconciled to His law, than it can
cease to be selfish.

14. Intemperance is also a form or attribute of selfishness.

Selfishness is self-indulgence not sanctioned by the reason. It consists in
the committal of the will to the indulgence of the propensities. Of course
some one, or more, of the propensities must have taken the control of the
will. Generally, there is some ruling passion or propensity, the influence of
which becomes overshadowing, and overrules the will for its own
gratification. Sometimes it is acquisitiveness or avarice, the love of gain;
sometimes alimentiveness or Epicureanism; sometimes it is amativeness or
sexual love; sometimes philoprogenitiveness or the love of our own
children; sometimes self-esteem or a feeling of confidence in self;
sometimes one and sometimes another of the great variety of the
propensities, is so largely developed, as to be the ruling tyrant, that lords
it over the will and over all the other propensities. It matters not which of
the propensities, or whether their united influence gains the mastery of the
will: whenever the will is subject to them, this is selfishness. It is the
carnal mind.
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Intemperance consists in the undue or unlawful indulgence of any
propensity. It is, therefore, an essential element or attribute of selfishness.
All selfishness is intemperance: of course it is an unlawful indulgence of
the propensities. Intemperance has as many forms as there are
constitutional and artificial appetites to gratify. A selfish mind cannot be
temperate. If one or more of the propensities is restrained, it is only
restrained for the sake of the undue and unlawful indulgence of another.
Sometimes the tendencies are intellectual, and the bodily appetites are
denied, for the sake of gratifying the love of study. But this is no less
intemperance and selfishness, than the gratification of amativeness or
alimentiveness. Selfishness is always, and necessarily, intemperate. It does
not always or generally develop every form of intemperance in the
outward life, but a spirit of self-indulgence must manifest itself in the
intemperate gratification of some one or more of the propensities.

Some develop self-indulgence most prominently in the form of
intemperance in eating; others in sleeping; others in lounging and idleness;
others are gossipers; others love exercise, and indulge that propensity;
others study and impair health, and induce derangement, or seriously
impair the nervous system. Indeed, there is no end to the forms which
intemperance assumes, arising from the fact of the great number of
propensities, natural and artificial, that in their turn seek and obtain
indulgence.

It should be always borne in mind, that any form of self-indulgence,
properly so called, is equally an instance of selfishness and wholly
inconsistent with any degree of virtue in the heart. But it may be asked, are
we to have no regard whatever to our tastes, appetites and propensities? I
answer, we are to have no such regard to them, as to make their
gratification the end for which we live, even for a moment. But there is a
kind of regard to them which is lawful, and therefore, a virtue. For
example: I am on a journey for the service and glory of God. Two ways are
before me. One affords nothing to regale the senses; the other conducts me
through variegated scenery, sublime mountain passes, deep ravines; beside
bubbling brooks, and meandering rivulets; through beds of gayest flowers
and woods of richest foliage; through aromatic groves and forests vocal
with feathered songsters. The two paths are equal in distance, and in all
respects that have a bearing upon the business I have in hand. Now, reason
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dictates and demands, that I should take the path that is most agreeable
and suggestive of useful thoughts. But this is not being governed by the
propensities, but by the reason. It is its voice which I hear and to which I
listen, when I take the sunny path. The delights of this path are a real
good. As such they are not to be despised or neglected. But if taking this
path would embarrass and hinder the end of my journey, I am not to
sacrifice the greater public good for a lesser one of my own. I must not be
guided by my feelings, but by my reason and honest judgment in this and
in every case of duty. God has not given us propensities to be our masters
and to rule us, but to be our servants and to minister to our enjoyment,
when we obey the biddings of reason and of God. They are given to render
duty pleasant, and as a reward of virtue; to make the ways of wisdom
pleasurable. The propensities are not, therefore, to be despised, nor is their
annihilation to be desired. Nor is it true that their gratification is always
selfish, but when their gratification is sanctioned and demanded by the
intellect, as in the case just supposed, and in myriads of other cases that
occur, the gratification is not a sin but a virtue. It is not selfishness but
benevolence. But let it be remembered that the indulgence must not be
sought in obedience to the propensity itself, but in obedience to the law of
reason and of God. When reason and the will of God are not only not
consulted, but even violated, it must be selfishness.

Intemperance, as a sin, does not consist in the outward act of indulgence,
but in the inward disposition. A dyspeptic who can eat but just enough to
sustain life, may be an enormous glutton at heart. He may have a
disposition, that is, he may not only desire, but he may be willing, to eat
all before him, but for the pain indulgence occasions him. But this is only
the spirit of self-indulgence. He denies himself the amount of food he
craves in order to gratify a stronger propensity, to wit, the dread of pain.
So a man who was never intoxicated in his life, may be guilty of the crime
of drunkenness every day. He may be prevented from drinking to
inebriation only by a regard to reputation or health, or by an avaricious
disposition. It is only because he is prevented by the greater power of
some other propensity. If a man is in such a state of mind that he would
indulge all his propensities without restraint, were it not that it is
impossible, on account of the indulgence of some being inconsistent with
the indulgence of the others, he is just as guilty as if he did indulge them
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all. For example: he has a disposition, that is a will, to accumulate
property. He is avaricious in heart. He also has a strong tendency to
luxury, to licentiousness, and prodigality. The indulgence of these
propensities is inconsistent with the indulgence of avarice. But for this
contrariety, he would in his state of mind indulge them all. He wishes to do
so, but it is impossible. Now he is really guilty of all those forms of vice,
and just as blameworthy as if he indulged in them.

Intemperance, as a crime, is a state of mind. It is the attitude of the will. It
is an attribute of selfishness. It consists in the choice or disposition to
gratify the propensities, regardless of the law of benevolence. This is
intemperance; and so far as the mind is considered, it is the whole of it.
Now, inasmuch as the will is committed to self-indulgence, and nothing but
the contrariety there is between the propensities prevents the unlimited
indulgence of them all, it follows, that every selfish person, or in other
words every sinner, is chargeable in the sight of God with every species of
intemperance, actual or conceivable. His lusts have the reign. They conduct
him whithersoever they list. He has sold himself to self-indulgence. If there
is any form of self-indulgence that is not actually developed in him, no
thanks to him. The providence of God has restrained the outward
indulgence, while there has been in him a readiness to perpetrate any sin
and every sin, from which he was not deterred by some overpowering fear
of consequences.

15. Total moral depravity is implied in selfishness as one of its attributes.
By this I intend that every selfish being is at every moment as wicked and
as blameworthy as with his knowledge he can be.

It is affirmed, both by reason and revelation, that there are degrees of guilt;
that some are more guilty than others; and that the same individual may be
more guilty at one time than at another. The same is true of virtue. One
person may be more virtuous than another, when both are truly virtuous.
And also the same person may be more virtuous at one time than at
another, although he may be virtuous at all times. In other words, it is
affirmed, both by reason and revelation, that there is such a thing as
growth, both in virtue and vice.

It is matter of general belief, also, that the same individual, with the same
degree of light or knowledge, is more or less praise or blameworthy, as he
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shall do one thing or another; or, in other words, as he shall pursue one
course or another, to accomplish the end he has in view; or, which is the
same thing, that the same individual, with the same knowledge or light, is
more or less virtuous or vicious, according to the course of outward life
which he shall pursue. This I shall attempt to show is human prejudice,
and a serious and most injurious error.

It is also generally held that two or more individuals, having precisely the
same degree of light or knowledge, and being both equally benevolent or
selfish, may, nevertheless, differ in their degree of virtue or vice, according
as they pursue different courses of outward conduct. This also, I shall
attempt to show, is fundamental error.

We can arrive at the truth upon this subject only by clearly understanding
how to measure moral obligation, and of course how to ascertain the degree
of virtue and sin. The amount or degree of virtue or vice, or of
praiseworthiness or blameworthiness, is and must be decided by reference
to the degree of obligation. And here I would remind you:

(1.) That moral obligation is founded in the intrinsic value of the highest
well-being of God and the universe, and:

(2.) That the conditions of the obligation are the possession of the powers
of moral agency and light, or the knowledge of the end to be chosen.

(3.) Hence it follows that the obligation is to be measured by the mind’s
honest apprehension or judgment of the intrinsic value of the end to be
chosen. That this, and nothing else, is the rule or standard by which the
obligation, and, consequently, the guilt of violating it, is to be measured,
will appear if we consider:

(1.) That the obligation cannot be measured by the infinity of God, apart
from the knowledge of the infinite value of His interests. He is an infinite
being, and His well-being must be of intrinsic and of infinite value. But
unless this be known to a moral agent, he cannot be under obligation to will
it as an ultimate end. If he knows it to be of some value, he is bound to
choose it for that reason. But the measure of his obligation must be just
equal to the clearness of his apprehension of its intrinsic value.
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Besides, if the infinity of God were alone, or without reference to the
knowledge of the agent, the rule by which moral obligation is to be
measured, it would follow, that obligation is in all cases the same, and of
course that the guilt of disobedience would also in all cases be the same.
But this, as has been said, contradicts both reason and revelation. Thus it
appears, that moral obligation, and of course guilt, cannot be measured by
the infinity of God, without reference to the knowledge of the agent.

(2.) It cannot be measured by the infinity of His authority, without
reference to the knowledge of the agent, for the same reasons as above.

(3.) It cannot be measured by the infinity of His moral excellence, without
reference, both to the infinite value of His interests, and of the knowledge
of the agent; for His interests are to be chosen as an end, or for their own
value, and without knowledge of their value there can be no obligation; nor
can obligation exceed knowledge.

(4.) If, again, the infinite excellence of God were alone, or without reference
to the knowledge of the agent, to be the rule by which moral obligation is
to be measured, it would follow, that guilt in all cases of disobedience, is
and must be equal. This we have seen cannot be.

(5.) It cannot be measured by the intrinsic value of the good, or well-being
of God and the universe, without reference to the knowledge of the agent,
for the same reason as above.

(6.) It cannot be measured by the particular course of life pursued by the
agent. This will appear, if we consider that moral obligation has directly
nothing to do with the outward life. It directly respects the ultimate
intention only, and that decides the course of outward action or life. The
guilt of any outward action cannot be decided by reference to the kind of
action, without regard to the intention; for the moral character of the act
must be found in the intention, and not in the outward act or life. This
leads me to remark that:

(7.) The degree of moral obligation, and of course the degree of the guilt of
disobedience, cannot be properly estimated by reference to the nature of
the intention, without respect to the degree of the knowledge of the agent.
Selfish intention is, as we have seen, a unit, always the same; and if this
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were the standard by which the degree of guilt is to be measured, it would
follow that it is always the same.

(8.) Nor can obligation, nor the degree of guilt, be measured by the
tendency of sin. All sin tends to infinite evil, to ruin the sinner and from its
contagious nature, to spread and ruin the universe. Nor can any finite mind
know what the ultimate results of any sin may be, nor to what particular
evil it may tend. As all sin tends to universal and eternal evil, if this were
the criterion by which the guilt is to be estimated, all sin would be equally
guilty, which cannot be.

Again: That the guilt of sin cannot be measured by the tendency of sin,
is manifest from the fact, that moral obligation is not founded in the
tendency of action or intention, but in the intrinsic value of the end to be
intended. Estimating moral obligation, or measuring sin or holiness, by the
mere tendency of actions, is the utilitarian philosophy, which we have
shown to be false. Moral obligation respects the choice of an end, and is
founded upon the intrinsic value of the end, and is not so much as
conditionated upon the tendency of the ultimate choice to secure its end.
Therefore, tendency can never be the rule by which obligation can be
measured, nor, of course, the rule by which guilt can be estimated.

(9.) Nor can moral obligation be estimated by the results of a moral action
or course of action. Moral obligation respects intention and respects
results no further than they were intended. Much good may result, as from
the death of Christ, without any virtue in Judas, but with much guilt. So,
much evil may result, as from the creation of the world, without guilt in
the Creator, but with great virtue. If moral obligation is not founded or
conditionated on results, it follows that guilt cannot be duly estimated by
results, without reference to knowledge and intention.

(10.) What has been said has, I trust, rendered it evident, that moral
obligation is to be measured by the mind’s honest apprehension or
judgment of the intrinsic value of the end to be chosen, to wit, the highest
well-being of God and the universe.

It should be distinctly understood, that selfishness involves the rejection
of the interests of God and of the universe, for the sake of one’s own. It
refuses to will good, but upon condition that it belongs to self. It spurns
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God’s interests and those of the universe, and seeks only self-interest as
an ultimate end. It must follow, then, that the selfish man’s guilt is just
equal to his knowledge of the intrinsic value of those interests that he
rejects. This is undeniably the doctrine of the Bible.

Acts affords a plain instance. The apostle alludes to those past ages when
the heathen nations had no written revelation from God, and remarks that
“those times of ignorance God winked at” (Acts 17:30). This does not
mean that God did not regard their conduct as criminal in any degree, but it
does mean that He regarded it as a sin of far less aggravation, than that
which men would now commit, if they turned away when God
commanded them all to repent. True, sin is never absolutely a light thing;
but some sins incur small guilt, when compared with the great guilt of
other sins. This is implied in the text quoted above. “To him that knoweth
to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin” (James 4:17). This plainly
implies that knowledge is indispensable to moral obligation; and even more
than this is implied, namely, that the guilt of any sinner is always equal to
the amount of his knowledge on the subject. It always corresponds to the
mind’s perception of the value of the end which should have been chosen,
but is rejected. If a man knows he ought, in any given case, to do good, and
yet does not do it, to him this is sin the sin plainly lying in the fact of not
doing good when he knew that he could do it, and being measured as to its
guilt by the degree of that knowledge.

“Jesus said unto them, If ye were blind, ye should have no sin: but
now ye say, We see; therefore, your sin remaineth” (John 9:41).

Here Christ asserts that men without knowledge would be without sin; and
that men who have knowledge, and sin notwithstanding, are held guilty.
This plainly affirms, that the presence of light or knowledge is requisite to
the existence of sin, and obviously implies that the amount of knowledge
possessed is the measure of the guilt of sin.

It is remarkable that the Bible everywhere assumes first truths. It does not
stop to prove them, or even assert them but seems to assume, that every
one knows and will admit them. As I have been recently writing on moral
government, and studying the Bible as to its teachings on this class of
subjects, I have been often struck with this remarkable fact.
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“And that servant which knew his lord’s will, and prepared not
himself, neither did according to his will, shall be beaten with many
stripes. But he that knew not, and did commit things worthy of
stripes, shall be beaten with few stripes. For unto whomsoever
much is given, of him shall be much required; and to whom men have
committed much, of him will they ask the more” (Luke 12:47, 48).

Here we have the doctrine laid down and the truth assumed, that men shall
be punished according to knowledge. To whom much light is given, of him
shall much obedience be required. This is precisely the principle, that God
requires of men according to the light they have.

Selfishness is the rejection of all obligation. It is the violation of all
obligation. The sin of selfishness is then complete; that is, the guilt of
selfishness is as great as with its present light it can be. What can make it
greater with present light? Can the course that it takes to realize its end
mitigate its guilt? No; for whatever course it takes, it is for a selfish reason,
and, therefore, it can in nowise lessen the guilt of the intention. Can the
course it takes to realize its end without more light, increase the guilt of the
sin? No; for the sin lies exclusively in having the selfish intention, and the
guilt can be measured only by the degree of illumination or knowledge
under which the intention is formed and maintained. The intention
necessitates the use of the means; and whatever means the selfish person
uses, it is for one and the same reason, to gratify himself. As I said in a
former lecture, if the selfish man were to preach the gospel, it would be
only because, upon the whole, it was most pleasing or gratifying to
himself, and not at all for the sake of the good of being, as an end. If he
should become a pirate, it would be for exactly the same reason, to wit,
that this course is, upon the whole, most pleasing or gratifying to himself,
and not at all for the reason that course is evil in itself. Whichever course
he takes, he takes it for precisely the same ultimate reason; and with the
same degree of light it must involve the same degree of guilt. If light
increase, his guilt must increase, but not otherwise. The proposition is,
that every selfish being is, at every moment, as blameworthy as with his
present knowledge he can be. Which of these courses may tend ultimately
to the most evil, no finite being can say, nor which shall result in the
greatest evil. Guilt is not to be measured by unknown tendencies or
results, but belongs to the intention; and its degree is to be measured alone
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by the mind’s apprehension of the reason of the obligation violated,
namely, the intrinsic value of the good of God and the universe, which
selfishness rejects. Now, it should be remembered, that whichever course
the sinner takes to realize his end, it is the end at which he aims. He
intends the end. If he become a preacher of the gospel for a selfish reason,
he has no right regard to the good of being. If he regards it at all, it is only
as a means of his own good. So, if he becomes a pirate, it is not from
malice, or a disposition to do evil for its own sake, but only to gratify
himself. If he has any regard at all to the evil he may do, it is only to
gratify himself that he regards it. Whether, therefore, he preach or pray, or
rob and plunder upon the high seas, he does it only for one end, that is, for
precisely the same ultimate reason; and of course his sinfulness is
complete, in the sense that it can be varied only by varying light. This I
know is contrary to common opinion, but it is the truth, and must be
known; and it is of the highest importance that these fundamental truths of
morality and of immorality should be held up to the minds of all.

Should the sinner abstain from any course of vice because it is wicked, it
cannot be because he is benevolent, for this would contradict the
supposition that he is selfish, or that he is a sinner. If, in consideration that
an act or course is wicked, he abstains from it, it must be for a selfish
reason. It may be in obedience to phrenological conscientiousness, or it
may be from fear of hell, or of disgrace, or from remorse; at all events, it
cannot but be for some selfish reason.

Total moral depravity is an attribute of selfishness, in the sense, that every
selfish person is at all times just as wicked and blameworthy as with his
present light he can be.
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LECTURE 19

SANCTIONS OF MORAL LAW,
NATURAL AND GOVERNMENTAL

IN THE DISCUSSION OF THIS SUBJECT, I SHALL SHOW:

WHAT CONSTITUTES THE SANCTIONS OF LAW.

1. The sanctions of law are the motives to obedience, the natural and the
governmental consequences or results of obedience and of disobedience.

2. They are remuneratory, that is, they promise reward to obedience.

3. They are vindicatory, that is, they threaten the disobedient with
punishment.

4. They are natural, that is, happiness is to some extent naturally
connected with, and the necessary consequence of, obedience to moral law,
and misery is naturally and necessarily connected with, and results from,
disobedience to moral law, or from acting contrary to the nature and
relations of moral beings.

5. Sanctions are governmental. By governmental sanctions are intended:

(1.) The favor of the government as due to obedience.

(2.) A positive reward bestowed upon the obedient by government.

(3.) The displeasure of government towards the disobedient.

(4.) Direct punishment inflicted by the government as due to
disobedience.

All happiness and misery resulting from obedience or disobedience, either
natural, or from the favor, or frown of government, are to be regarded as
constituting the sanctions of law.
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IN WHAT LIGHT SANCTIONS ARE TO BE REGARDED.

1. Sanctions are to be regarded as an expression of the benevolent regard of
the lawgiver for his subjects: the motives which he exhibits to induce in the
subjects the course of conduct that will secure their highest well-being.

2. They are to be regarded as an expression of his estimation of the justice,
necessity, and value of the precept to the subjects of his government.

3. They are to be regarded as an expression of the amount or strength of
his desire to secure the happiness of his subjects.

4. They are to be regarded as an expression of his opinion in respect to the
desert of disobedience.

The natural sanctions are to be regarded as a demonstration of the justice,
necessity and perfection of the precept.

BY WHAT RULE SANCTIONS OUGHT TO BE GRADUATED.

1. We have seen that moral obligation is founded in the intrinsic value of
the well-being of God and of the universe, and conditionated upon the
perception of its value; and,

2. That guilt is always to be measured by the perceived value of the end
which moral beings ought to choose.

3. The sanctions of law should be graduated by the intrinsic merit and
demerit of holiness and sin.

GOD’S LAW HAS SANCTIONS.

1. That sin, or disobedience to the moral law, is attended with, and results
in, misery, is a matter of consciousness.

2. That virtue or holiness is attended with, and results in happiness, is also
attested by consciousness.

3. Therefore that God’s law has natural sanctions, both remuneratory and
vindicatory, is a matter of fact.

4. That there are governmental sanctions added to the natural, must be
true, or God, in fact, has no government but that of natural consequences.
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5. The Bible expressly, and in every variety of form, teaches that God will
reward the righteous and punish the wicked.

THE PERFECTION AND DURATION
OF THE REMUNERATORY SANCTIONS OF THE LAW OF GOD.

1. The perfection of the natural reward is, and must be, proportioned to
the perfection of virtue.

2. The duration of the remuneratory sanction must be equal to the duration
of obedience. This cannot possibly be otherwise.

3. If the existence and virtue of men are immortal, his happiness must be
endless.

4. The Bible most unequivocally asserts the immortality both of the
existence and virtue of the righteous, and also that their happiness shall be
endless.

5. The very design and end of government make it necessary that
governmental reward should be as perfect and unending as virtue.

PENAL INFLICTIONS UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD
MUST BE ENDLESS.

Here the inquiry is, what kind of death is intended, where death is
denounced against the transgressor, as the penalty of the law of God?

1. It is not merely natural death for:

(1.) This would, in reality, be no penalty at all. But it would be
offering a reward to sin. If natural death is all that is intended, and if
persons, as soon as they are naturally dead, have suffered the penalty
of the law, and their souls go immediately to heaven, the case stands
thus: if your obedience is perfect and perpetual, you shall live in this
world forever; but if you sin, you shall die and go immediately to
heaven. “This would be hire and salary,” and not punishment.

(2.) If natural death be the penalty of God’s law, the righteous, who
are forgiven, should not die a natural death.
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(3.) If natural death be the penalty of God’s law, there is no such thing
as forgiveness, but all must actually endure the penalty.

(4.) If natural death be the penalty, then infants and animals suffer this
penalty, as well as the most abandoned transgressors.

(5.) If natural death be the penalty, and the only penalty, it sustains no
proportion whatever to the guilt of sin.

(6.) Natural death would be no adequate expression of the importance
of the precept.

2. The penalty of God’s law is not spiritual death.

(1.) Because spiritual death is a state of entire sinfulness.

(2.) To make a state of entire sinfulness the penalty of the law of God,
would be to make the penalty and the breach of the precept identical.

(3.) It would be making God the author of sin, and would represent
Him as compelling the sinner to commit one sin as the punishment for
another, as forcing him into a state of total and perpetual rebellion, as
the reward of his first transgression.

3. But the penal sanction of the law of God is endless death, or that state
of endless suffering which is the natural and governmental result of sin or
of spiritual death.

Before I proceed to the proof of this, I will notice an objection which is
often urged against the doctrine of endless punishment. The objection is
one, but it is stated in three different forms. This, and every other
objection to the doctrine of endless punishment, with which I am
acquainted, is leveled against the justice of such a governmental infliction.

(1.) It is said that endless punishment is unjust, because life is so short,
that men do not live long enough in this world to commit so great a
number of sins as to deserve endless punishment. To this I answer that
it is founded in ignorance or disregard of a universal principle of
government, viz., that one breach of the precept always incurs the
penalty of the law, whatever that penalty is. The length of time
employed in committing a sin, has nothing to do with its
blameworthiness or guilt. It is the design which constitutes the moral
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character of the action, and not the length of the time required for its
accomplishment. This objection takes for granted, that it is the number
of sins, and not the intrinsic guilt of sin, that constitutes its
blameworthiness, whereas it is the intrinsic desert or guilt of sin, as we
shall soon see, that renders it deserving of endless punishment.

(2.) Another form of the objection is, that a finite creature cannot
commit an infinite sin. But none but an infinite sin can deserve endless
punishment: therefore endless punishments are unjust.

This objection takes for granted that man is so diminutive a creature, so
much less than the Creator, that he cannot deserve His endless frown.
Which is the greater crime, for a child to insult his playfellow, or his
parent? Which would involve the most guilt, for a man to smite his
neighbor and his equal, or his lawful sovereign? The higher the ruler is
exalted above the subject in his nature, character, and rightful authority, the
greater is the obligation of the subject to will his good, to render to him
obedience, and the greater is the guilt of the transgression in the subject.
Therefore, the fact that man is so infinitely below his Maker, does but
enhance the guilt of his rebellion, and render him all the more worthy of
His endless frown.

(3.) A third form of the objection is, that sin is not an infinite evil; and
therefore, does not deserve endless punishment.

This objection may mean either, that sin would not produce infinite
mischief if unrestrained, or that it does not involve infinite guilt. It cannot
mean the first, for it is agreed on all hands, that misery must continue as
long as sin does, and therefore, that sin unrestrained would produce
endless evil. The objection, therefore, must mean, that sin does not involve
infinite guilt. Observe, then, the point at issue is, what is the intrinsic
demerit or guilt of sin? What does all sin in its own nature deserve? They
who deny the justice of endless punishment, manifestly consider the guilt
of sin as a mere trifle. They who maintain the justice of endless
punishment, consider sin as an evil of immeasurable magnitude, and, in its
own nature, deserving of endless punishment. Proof:

Should a moral agent refuse to choose that as an ultimate end which is of
no intrinsic value, he would thereby contract no guilt, because he would
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violate no obligation. But should he refuse to will the good of God and of
his neighbor, he would violate an obligation, and of course contract guilt.
This shows that guilt attaches to the violation of obligation, and that a
thing is blameworthy because it is the violation of an obligation.

We have seen that sin is selfishness, that it consists in preferring self-
gratification to the infinite interests of God and of the universe. We have
also seen that obligation is founded in the intrinsic value of that good
which moral agents ought to will to God and to the universe, and is equal
to the affirmed value of that good. We have also seen that every moral
agent, by a law of his own reason, necessarily affirms that God is infinite,
and that the endless happiness and well-being of God and of the universe,
is of infinite value. Hence it follows, that refusal to will this good is a
violation of infinite or unlimited obligation, and, consequently involves
unlimited guilt. It is as certain that the guilt of any sin is unlimited, as that
obligation to will the good of God and of the universe is unlimited. To
deny consistently that the guilt of sin is unlimited, it must be shown, that
obligation to will good to God is unlimited. To maintain consistently this
last, it must be shown, that moral agents have not the idea that God is
infinite. Indeed, to deny that the guilt of sin is in any instance less than
boundless, is as absurd as to deny the guilt of sin altogether.

Having shown that moral obligation is founded in the intrinsic value of the
highest well-being of God and of the universe, that it is always equal to the
soul’s knowledge of the value of those interests, and having shown also,
that every moral agent necessarily has the idea more or less clearly
developed, that the value of those interests is infinite, it follows that the
law is infinitely unjust, if its penal sanctions are not endless. Law must be
just in two respects: the precept must be in accordance with the law of
nature, and the penalty must be equal to the importance of the precept.
That which has not these two peculiarities is not just, and therefore, is not
and cannot be law. Either, then, God has no law, or its penal sanctions are
endless. That the penal sanctions of the law of God are endless, is evident
from the fact, that a less penalty would not exhibit as high motives as the
nature of the case admits, to restrain sin and promote virtue. Natural
justice demands that God should exhibit as high motives to secure
obedience as the value of the law demands and the nature of the case
admits.
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The tendency of sin to perpetuate and aggravate itself, affords another
strong inference, that the sinfulness and misery of the wicked will be
eternal.

The fact, that punishment has no tendency to originate disinterested love
in a selfish mind towards him who inflicts the punishment, also affords a
strong presumption, that future punishment will be eternal.

BUT LET US EXAMINE THIS QUESTION
IN THE LIGHT OF REVELATION.

The Bible, in a great many ways, represents the future punishment of the
wicked as eternal, and never once represents it otherwise. It expresses the
duration of the future punishment of the wicked by the same terms, and, in
every way, as forcibly as it expresses the duration of the future happiness
of the righteous. I will here introduce, without comment, some passages of
scripture confirmatory of this last remark.

“The hope of the righteous shall be gladness:
but the expectation of the wicked shall perish” (Proverbs 10:28).

“When a wicked man dieth, his expectation shall perish;
and the hope of unjust men perisheth” (Proverbs 11:7).

“And many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake;
some to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt”

(Daniel 12:2).

“Then shall He say also unto them on the left hand, Depart from
Me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his

angels: for I was an hungered, and ye gave Me no meat: I was
thirsty, and ye gave Me no drink. And these shall go away into

everlasting punishment: but the righteous into life eternal”
(Matthew 25:41, 42, 46).

“And if thy hand offend thee, cut, it off: it is better for thee to
enter into life maimed than having two hands to go into hell,

into the fire that never shall be quenched; where their worm dieth
not, and the fire is not quenched” (Mark 9:43, 44).
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“Whose fan is in His hand, and He will thoroughly purge His floor;
and will gather the wheat into His garner; but the chaff He will burn
with fire unquenchable” (Luke 3:17).

“And besides all this, between us and you there is a great gulf fixed:
so that they which would pass from hence to you, cannot; neither
can they pass to us, that would come from thence” (Luke 16:26).

“He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life: and he that
believeth not the Son shall not see life; but the wrath of God
abideth on him” (John 3:36).

“And to you who are troubled, rest with us, when the Lord Jesus
shall be revealed from heaven with His mighty angels, in flaming
fire taking vengeance on them that know not God, and that obey
not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ; who shall be punished
with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord, and
from the glory of His power” (2 Thessalonians 1:7-9).

“And the angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own
habitation, He hath reserved in everlasting chains, under darkness,
unto the judgment of the great day. Even as Sodom and Gomorrah,
and the cities about them, in like manner, giving themselves over to
fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth for an
example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire. Raging waves of
the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is
reserved the blackness of darkness forever” (Jude 6, 7, 13).

“And the third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, If any
man worship the beast and his image, and receive his mark in his
forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the
wrath of God which is poured out without mixture into the cup of
His indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in
the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb:
and the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever and ever: and
they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his
image, and whosoever receiveth the mark of his name” (Revelation
14:9-11).
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“And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and
brimstone, where the beast and the false prophet are, and shall be
tormented day and night forever and ever” (Revelation 20:10).

But there is scarcely any end to the multitude of passages that teach
directly, or by inference, both the fact and the endlessness of the future
punishment of the wicked.
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LECTURE 20

HUMAN GOVERNMENT

HUMAN GOVERNMENTS A PART OF
THE MORAL GOVERNMENT OF GOD.

In the discussion of this subject I will:

INQUIRE INTO THE ULTIMATE END OF GOD IN CREATION.

We have seen in former lectures, that God is a moral agent, the self-existent
and supreme; and is therefore Himself, as ruler of all, subject to, and
observant of, moral law in all His conduct. That is, His own infinite
intelligence must affirm that a certain course of willing is suitable, fit, and
right in Him. This idea, or affirmation, is law to Him; and to this His will
must be conformed, or He is not good. This is moral law, a law founded in
the eternal and self-existent nature of God. This law does, and must,
demand benevolence in God. Benevolence is good willing. God’s
intelligence must affirm that He ought to will good for its own intrinsic
value. It must affirm His obligation to choose the highest possible good as
the great end of His being. If God is good, the highest good of Himself, and
of the universe, must have been the end which He had in view in the work
of creation. This is of infinite value, and ought to be willed by God. If God
is good, this must have been His end. We have also seen:

THAT PROVIDENTIAL AND MORAL GOVERNMENTS
ARE INDISPENSABLE MEANS OF SECURING

THE HIGHEST GOOD OF THE UNIVERSE.

The highest good of moral agents is conditionated upon their holiness.
Holiness consists in conformity to moral law. Moral law implies moral
government. Moral government is a government of moral law and of
motives. Motives are presented by providential government; and
providential government is, therefore, a means of moral government.
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Providential and moral government must be indispensable to securing the
highest good of the universe.

Civil and family governments are indispensable to the securing of this end,
and are, therefore, really a part of the providential and moral government
of God.

IN THE DISCUSSION OF THIS QUESTION I REMARK,

1. Human beings will not agree in opinion on any subject without similar
degrees of knowledge. No human community exists, or ever will exist, the
members of which will agree in opinion on all subjects. This creates a
necessity for human legislation and adjudication, to apply the great
principles of moral law to all human affairs. There are multitudes of human
wants and necessities that cannot properly be met, except through the
instrumentality of human governments.

2. This necessity will continue as long as human beings exist in this world.
This is as certain as that the human body will always need sustenance and
clothing; and that the human soul will always need instruction; and that the
means of instruction will not come spontaneously, without expense and
labor. It is as certain as that men of all ages and circumstances will never
possess equal talents and degrees of information on all subjects. If all men
were perfectly holy and disposed to do right, the necessity for human
governments would not be set aside, because this necessity is founded in
the ignorance of mankind, though greatly aggravated by their wickedness.
The decisions of legislators and judges must be authoritative, so as to settle
questions of disagreement in opinion, and at once to bind and protect all
parties.

The Bible presents human governments not only as existing, but as
deriving their authority and right to punish evildoers, and to protect the
righteous, from God. But:

3. Human governments are plainly recognized in the Bible as a part of the
moral government of God.

“He changeth the times and the seasons; He removeth kings, and
setteth up kings: He giveth wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge
to them that know understanding” (Daniel 2:21)
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 “This matter is by the decree of the watchers, and the demand by
the word of the holy ones; to the intent that the living may know
that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to
whomsoever He will, and setteth up over it the basest of men.”
“They shall drive thee from men, and thy dwelling shall be with the
beasts of the field, and they shall make thee to eat grass as oxen, and
they shall wet thee with the dew of heaven, and seven times shall
pass over thee, till thou know that the Most High ruleth in the king-
dom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever He will” (Daniel 4:17, 25).

“He was driven from the sons of men; and his heart was made like
the beasts, and his dwelling was with the wild asses: they fed him
with grass like oxen, and his body was wet with the dew of heaven
till he knew that the Most High God ruleth in the kingdom of men,
and that he appointeth over it whomsoever he will” (Daniel 5:21).

“Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no
power but of God, the powers that be are ordained of God.
Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of
God: and they that resist shall receive to themselves damnation. For
rulers are not a terror to good works but to the evil. Wilt thou then
not be afraid of the power? Do that which is good, and thou shalt
have praise of the same: for he is the minister of God to thee for
good. But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth not
the sword in vain; for he is the minister of God, a revenger to
execute wrath upon him that doeth evil. Wherefore ye must needs be
subject, not only for wrath but also for conscience’s sake. For, for
this cause pay ye tribute also: for they are God’s ministers,
attending continually upon this very thing. Render, therefore, to all
their dues; tribute to whom tribute is due; custom to whom custom;
fear to whom fear; honor to whom honor” (Romans 13:1-7).

“Put them in mind to be subject to principalities and powers, to
obey magistrates, to be ready to every good work” (Titus 3:1).

“Submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake:
whether it be to the king, as supreme, or unto governors, as unto
them that are sent by Him for the punishment of evil doers, and for
the praise of them that do well” (1 Peter 2:13, 14).
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These passages prove conclusively, that God establishes human
government, as parts of moral government.

4. It is the duty of all men to aid in the establishment and support of
human government.

As the great law of benevolence, or universal good willing, demands the
existence of human governments, all men are under a perpetual and
unalterable moral obligation to aid in their establishment and support. In
popular or elective governments, every man having a right to vote, every
human being who has moral influence, is bound to exert that influence in
the promotion of virtue and happiness. And as human governments are
plainly indispensable to the highest good of man, they are bound to exert
their influence to secure a legislation that is in accordance with the law of
God. The obligation of human beings to support and obey human
governments, while they legislate upon the principles of the moral law, is
as unalterable as the moral law itself.

5. I will answer objections.

Objection: 1. The kingdom of God is represented in the Bible as
subverting all other kingdoms.

Answer: This is true, but all that can be meant by it is, that the time shall
come when God shall be regarded as the supreme and universal sovereign
of the universe, when His law shall be regarded as universally obligatory;
when all kings, legislators, and judges shall act as His servants, declaring,
applying, and administering the great principles of His law to all the affairs
of human beings. Thus God will be the supreme sovereign, and earthly
rulers will be governors, kings, and judges under Him, and acting by His
authority as revealed in the Bible.

Objection: 2. It is alleged that God only providentially establishes
human governments, and that He does not approve of their selfish and
wicked administration; that He only uses them providentially, as He does
Satan, for the promotion of His own designs.

Answer: God nowhere commands mankind to obey Satan, but He does
command them to obey magistrates and rulers.
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“Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers; for there is no
power but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God”
(Romans 13:1).

“Submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake:
whether it be to the king as supreme; or unto governors, as unto
them that are sent by Him for the punishment of evil doers, and for
the praise of them that do well” (1 Peter 2:13, 14).

He nowhere recognizes Satan as His servant, sent and set by Him to
administer justice and execute wrath upon the wicked; but He does this in
respect to human governments.

“Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance
of God; and they that resist shall receive to themselves damnation.
For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil. Wilt thou
then not be afraid of the power? Do that which is good, and thou
shalt have praise of the same. For he is the minister of God to thee
for good. But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth
not the sword in vain: for he is the minister of God, a revenger to
execute wrath upon him that doeth evil. Wherefore ye must needs
be subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience’s sake. For,
for this cause pay ye tribute also; for they are God’s ministers,
attending continually upon this very thing” (Romans 13:2-6).

It is true indeed that God approves of nothing that is ungodly and selfish
in human governments. Neither did He approve of what was ungodly and
selfish in the scribes and Pharisees; and yet Christ said to His disciples,

“The scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat. Therefore, whatsoever
things they command you, that observe and do; but do ye not after
their works, for they say, and do not” (Matthew 23:2-3).

Here the plain common-sense principle is recognized, that we are to obey
when the requirement is not inconsistent with the moral law, whatever
may be the character or the motive of the ruler. We are always to obey
heartily as unto the Lord, and not unto men, and render obedience to
magistrates for the honor and glory of God, and as doing service to Him.
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Objection: 3. It is said that Christians should leave human governments
to the management of the ungodly, and not be diverted from the work of
saving souls, to intermeddle with human governments.

Answer: To uphold and assist good government is not being diverted
from the work of saving souls. The promotion of public and private order
and happiness is one of the indispensable means of doing good and saving
souls. It is nonsense to admit that Christians are under an obligation to
obey human government, and still have nothing to do with the choice of
those who shall govern.

Objection: 4. It is affirmed that we are commanded not to avenge
ourselves, that “Vengeance is Mine, and I will repay, saith the Lord”
(Romans 12:19). It is said, that if I may not avenge or redress my own
wrongs in my own person, I may not do it through the instrumentality of
human government.

Answer: It does not follow, that because you may not take it upon
yourself to redress your own wrongs by a summary and personal infliction
of punishment upon the transgressor, that therefore human governments
may not punish them. All private wrongs are a public injury; and
irrespective of any particular regard to your personal interest, magistrates
are bound to punish crime for the public good. While God has expressly
forbidden you to redress your own wrongs, by administering personal and
private chastisement, He has expressly recognized the right, and made it
the duty of public magistrates to punish crimes.

Objection: 5. It is alleged, that love is so much better than law, that
where love reigns in the heart, law can be universally dispensed with.

Answer: This supposes that, if there is only love, there need be no rule
of duty; no revelation, directing love in its efforts to secure the end upon
which it terminates. But this is as untrue as possible. The objection
overlooks the fact, that law is in all worlds the rule of duty, and that legal
sanctions make up an indispensable part of that circle of motives that are
suited to the nature, relations, and government of moral beings.

Objection: 6. It is asserted, that Christians have something else to do
besides meddling with politics.
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Answer: In a popular government, politics are an important part of
religion. No man can possibly be benevolent or religious, to the full extent
of his obligations, without concerning himself, to a greater or less extent,
with the affairs of human government. It is true, that Christians have
something else to do than to go with a party to do evil, or to meddle with
politics in a selfish or ungodly manner. But they are bound to meddle with
politics in popular governments, because they are bound to seek the
universal good of all men; and this is one department of human interests,
materially affecting all their higher interests.

Objection: 7. It is said that human governments are nowhere expressly
authorized in the Bible.

Answer: This is a mistake. Both their existence and lawfulness are as
expressly recognized in the above quoted scriptures as they can be. But if
God did not expressly authorize them, it would still be both the right and
the duty of mankind to institute human governments, because they are
plainly demanded by the necessities of human nature. It is a first truth,
that whatever is essential to the highest good of moral beings in any world,
they have a right to pursue, and are bound to pursue according to the best
dictates of reason and experience. So far, therefore, are men from needing
any express authority to establish human governments, that no inference
from the silence of scripture could avail to render their establishment
unlawful. It has been shown, in these lectures on moral government, that
moral law is a unit that it is that rule of action which is in accordance with
the nature, relations, and circumstances of moral beings that whatever is in
accordance with, and demanded by the nature, relations, and circumstances
of moral beings, is obligatory on them. It is moral law, and no power in the
universe can set it aside. Therefore, were the scriptures entirely silent
(which they are not) on the subject of human governments, and on the
subject of family government, as they actually are on a great many
important subjects, this would be no objection to the lawfulness and
expediency, necessity and duty of establishing human governments.

Objection: 8. It is said that human governments are founded in and
sustained by force, and that this is inconsistent with the spirit of the
gospel.
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Answer: There cannot be a difference between the spirit of the Old and
the New Testament, or between the spirit of the law and the gospel, unless
God has changed, and unless Christ has undertaken to make void the law
through faith, which cannot be.

“Do we then make void the law through faith? God forbid:
yea, we establish the law” (Romans 3:32).

Just human governments, and such governments only are contended for,
will not exercise force, unless it is demanded to promote the highest public
good. If it be necessary to this end, it can never be wrong. Nay, it must be
the duty of human governments to inflict penalties, when their infliction is
demanded by the public interest.

Objection: 9. It has been said by some persons, that church government
is sufficient to meet the necessities of the world, without secular or state
governments.

Answer: What! Church governments regulate commerce, make internal
arrangements, such as roads, bridges, and taxation, and undertake to
manage all the business affairs of the world! Preposterous and impossible!
Church government was never established for any such end; but simply to
regulate the spiritual, in distinction from the secular concerns of men to try
offenders and inflict spiritual chastisement, and never to perplex and
embarrass itself with managing the business and commercial interests of
the world.

Objection: 10. It is said, that were all the world holy, legal penalties
would not be needed.

Answer: Were all men perfectly holy, the execution of penalties would
not be needed; but still, if there were law, there must be penalties; and it
would be both the right and the duty of magistrates to inflict them,
whenever the needful occasion should call for their execution. But the state
of the world supposed is not at hand, and while the world is what it is,
laws must remain, and be enforced.

Objection: 11. It is asserted, that family government is the only form of
government approved of God.
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Answer: This is a ridiculous assertion, because God as expressly
commands obedience to magistrates as to parents. He makes it as
absolutely the duty of magistrates to punish crime, as of parents to punish
their own disobedient children. The right of family government, though
commanded by God, is not founded in the arbitrary will of God, but in the
highest good of human beings; so that family government would be both
necessary and obligatory, had God not commanded it. So the right of
human government has not its foundation in the arbitrary will of God, but
in the necessities of human beings. The larger the community the more
absolute the necessity of government. If in the small circle of the family,
laws and penalties are needed, how much more in the larger communities of
states and nations. Now, neither the ruler of a family, nor any other human
ruler, has a right to legislate arbitrarily, or enact, or enforce any other laws,
than those that are demanded by the nature, relations, and circumstances of
human beings. Nothing can be obligatory on moral beings, but that which is
consistent with their nature, relations, and circumstances. But human
beings are bound to establish family governments, state governments,
national governments, and in short, whatever government may be requisite
for the universal instruction, government, virtue, and happiness of the
world, or any portion of it.

Christians therefore have something else to do than to confound the right
of government with the abuse of this right by the ungodly. Instead of
destroying human governments, Christians are bound to reform and uphold
them. To attempt to destroy, rather than reform human governments, is
the same in principle as is often aimed at, by those who are attempting to
destroy, rather than to reform, the church. There are those who, disgusted
with the abuses of Christianity practiced in the church, seem bent on
destroying the church altogether, as the means of saving the world. But
what mad policy is this! It is admitted that selfish men need, and must feel
the restraints of law; but yet it is contended that Christians should have no
part in restraining them by law. But suppose the wicked should agree
among themselves to have no law, and therefore should not attempt to
restrain themselves, nor each other by law; would it be neither the right nor
the duty of Christians to attempt their restraint, through the influence of
wholesome government? It would be strange, that selfish men should need
the restraints of law, and yet that Christians should have no right to meet
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this necessity, by supporting governments that will restrain them. It is
right and best that there should be law. It is even absolutely necessary that
there should be law. Universal benevolence demands it; can it then be
wrong in Christians to have anything to do with it?

POINT OUT THE LIMITS OR BOUNDARIES
OF THE RIGHT OF GOVERNMENT.

Observe, the end of government is the highest good of human beings, as a
part of universal good. All valid human legislation must propose this as its
end, and no legislation can have any authority that has not the highest good
of the whole for its end. No being can arbitrarily create law. All law for the
government of moral agents must be moral law: that is, it must be that rule
of action best suited to their natures and relations. All valid human
legislation must be only declaratory of this one only law. Nothing else than
this can by any possibility be law. God puts forth no enactments, but
such as are declaratory of the common law of the universe; and should He
do otherwise, they would not be obligatory. Arbitrary legislation can never
be really obligatory.

The right of human government is founded in the intrinsic value of the
good of being, and is conditionated upon its necessity, as a means to that
end. So far as legislation and control are indispensable to this end, so far
and no farther does the right to govern extend. All legislation and all
constitutions not founded upon this basis, and not recognizing the moral
law as the only law of the universe, are null and void, and all attempts to
establish and enforce them are odious tyranny and usurpation. Human
beings may form constitutions, establish governments, and enact statutes
for the purpose of promoting the highest virtue and happiness of the
world, and for the declaration and enforcement of moral law; and just so far
human governments are essential to this end, but absolutely no farther.

It follows, that no government is lawful or innocent that does not
recognize the moral law as the only universal law, and God as the Supreme
Lawgiver and Judge, to whom nations in their national capacity, as well as
all individuals, are amenable. The moral law of God is the only law of
individuals and of nations, and nothing can be rightful government but such
as is established and administered with a view to its support.
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LECTURE 21

HUMAN GOVERNMENT

I PROPOSE NOW TO MAKE SEVERAL REMARKS
RESPECTING FORMS OF GOVERNMENT,

THE RIGHT AND DUTY OF REVOLUTION, ETC.

1. The particular forms of state government must, and will, depend upon
the virtue and intelligence of the people.

When virtue and intelligence are nearly universal, democratic forms of
government are well suited to promote the public good. In such a state of
society, democracy is greatly conducive to the general diffusion of
knowledge on governmental subjects; and although, in some respects less
convenient, yet in a suitable state of society, a democracy is in many
respects the most desirable form of government.

God has always providentially given to mankind those forms of
government that were suited to the degrees of virtue and intelligence among
them. If they have been extremely ignorant and vicious, He has restrained
them by the iron rod of human despotism. If more intelligent and virtuous,
He has given them the milder form of limited monarchies. If still more
intelligent and virtuous, He has given them still more liberty, and
providentially established republics for their government. Whenever the
general state of intelligence has permitted it, He has put them to the test of
self-government and self-restraint, by establishing democracies.

If the world ever becomes perfectly virtuous, governments will be
proportionally modified, and employed in expounding and applying the
great principles of moral law.

2. That form of government is obligatory, that is best suited to meet the
necessities of the people.

This follows as a self-evident truth, from the consideration, that necessity
is the condition of the right of human government. To meet this necessity
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is the object of government; and that government is obligatory and best
which is demanded by the circumstances, intelligence, and morals of the
people.

Consequently, in certain states of society, it would be a Christian’s duty
to pray for and sustain even a military despotism; in a certain other state
of society, to pray for and sustain a monarchy; and in other states, to pray
for and sustain a republic; and in a still more advanced stage of virtue and
intelligence, to pray for and sustain a democracy; if indeed a democracy is
the most wholesome form of self government, which may admit of doubt.
It is ridiculous to set up the claim of a Divine right for any given form of
government. That form of government which is demanded by the state of
society, and the virtue and intelligence of the people, has of necessity the
Divine right and sanction, and none other has or can have.

3. Revolutions become necessary and obligatory, when the virtue and
intelligence, or the vice and ignorance, of the people, demand them.

This is a thing of course. When one form of government fails to meet any
longer the necessities of the people, it is the duty of the people to
revolutionize. In such cases, it is vain to oppose revolution; for in some
way the benevolence of God will bring it about. Upon this principle alone,
can what is generally termed the American Revolution be justified. The
intelligence and virtue of our Puritan forefathers rendered a monarchy an
unnecessary burden, and a republican form of government both
appropriate and necessary; and God always allows His children as much
liberty as they are prepared to enjoy.

The stability of our republican institutions must depend upon the progress
of general intelligence and virtue. If in these respects the nation falls, if
general intelligence, public and private virtue, sink to that point below
which self-control becomes practicably impossible, we must fall back into
monarchy, limited or absolute; or into civil or military despotism; just
according to the national standard of intelligence and virtue. This is just as
certain as that God governs the world, or that causes produce their effects.

Therefore, it is the maddest conceivable policy, for Christians to attempt
to uproot human governments, while they ought to be engaged in
sustaining them upon the great principles of the moral law. It is certainly
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the grossest folly, if not abominable wickedness, to overlook either in
theory or practice, these plain, common sense and universal truths.

4. In what cases are we bound to disobey human governments?

(1.) We may yield obedience, when the thing required does not involve
a violation of moral obligation.

(2.) We are bound to obey when the thing required has no moral
character in itself; upon the principle, that obedience in this case is a
less evil than resistance and revolution. But:

(3.) We are bound in all cases to disobey, when human legislation
contravenes moral law, or invades the rights of conscience.

Apply the foregoing principles to the rights and duties of governments and
subjects in relation to the execution of the necessary penalties of law: the
suppression of mobs, insurrections, rebellion; and also in relation to war,
slavery, Sabbath desecration, etc.

1. It is plain that the right and duty to govern for the security and
promotion of the public interests, implies the right and duty to use any
means necessary to this result. It is absurd to say that the ruler has the
right to govern, and yet that he has not a right to use the necessary means.
Some have taken the ground of the inviolability of human life, and have
insisted that to take life is wrong per se, and of course that governments
are to be sustained without taking life. Others have gone so far as to assert,
that governments have no right to resort to physical force to sustain the
authority of law. But this is a most absurd philosophy, and amounts just
to this: The ruler has a right to govern while the subject is pleased to obey;
but if the subject refuses obedience, why then the right to govern ceases:
for it is impossible that the right to govern should exist when the right to
enforce obedience does not exist. This philosophy is, in fact, a denial of
the right to use the necessary means for the promotion of the great end for
which all moral agents ought to live. And yet, strange to tell, this
philosophy professes to deny the right to use force, and to take life in
support of government, on the ground of benevolence, that is, that
benevolence forbids it. What is this but maintaining that the law of
benevolence demands that we should love others too much to use the
indispensable means to secure their good? Or that we should love the
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whole too much to execute the law upon those who would destroy all
good? Shame on such philosophy! It overlooks the foundation of moral
obligation, and of all morality and religion. Just as if an enlightened
benevolence could forbid the due, wholesome, and necessary execution of
law. This philosophy impertinently urges the commandment, “Thou shalt
not kill” (Deuteronomy 5:17), as prohibiting all taking of human life. But it
may be asked, why say human life? The commandment, so far as the letter
is concerned, as fully prohibits the killing of animals or vegetables as it
does of men. The question is, what kind of killing does this commandment
prohibit? Certainly not all killing of human beings, for in the next chapter
the Jews were commanded to kill human beings for certain crimes. The ten
commandments are precepts, and the Lawgiver, after laying down the
precepts, goes on to specify the penalties that are to be inflicted by men
for a violation of these precepts. Some of these penalties are death, and the
penalty for the violation of the precept under consideration is death. It is
certain that this precept was not intended to prohibit the taking of life for
murder. A consideration of the law in its tenor and spirit renders it most
evident that the precept in question prohibits murder, and the penalty of
death is added by the lawgiver to the violation of this precept. Now how
absurd and impertinent it is, to quote this precept in prohibition of taking
life under the circumstances included in the precept!

Men have an undoubted right to do whatever is plainly indispensable to
the highest good of man; and, therefore, nothing can, by any possibility be
law, that should prohibit the taking of human life, when it becomes
indispensable to the great end of government. This right is every where
recognized in the Bible, and if it were not, still the right would exist. This
philosophy that I am opposing, assumes that the will of God creates law,
and that we have no right to take life, without an express warrant from
Him. But the facts are, that God did give to the Jews, at least, an express
warrant and injunction to take life for certain crimes; and, if He had not, it
would have been duty to do so whenever the public good required it. Let it
be remembered, that the moral law is the law of nature, and that everything
is lawful and right that is plainly demanded for the promotion of the
highest good of being.

The philosophy of which I am speaking lays much stress upon what it
calls inalienable rights. It assumes that man has a title or right to life, in
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such a sense, that he cannot forfeit it by crime. But the fact is, there are no
rights inalienable in this sense. There can be no such rights. Whenever any
individual by the commission of crime comes into such a relation to the
public interest, that his death is a necessary means of securing the highest
public good, his life is forfeited, and to take the forfeiture at his hands is
the duty of the government.

2. It will be seen, that the same principles are equally applicable to
insurrections, rebellions, etc. While government is right, it is duty, and
while it is right and duty, because necessary as a means to the great end
upon which benevolence terminates, it must be both the right and the duty
of government, and of all the subjects, to use any indispensable means for
the suppression of insurrections, rebellion, etc., as also for the due
administration of justice in the execution of law.

3. These principles will guide us in ascertaining the right, and of course the
duty of governments in relation to war.

Observe, war to be in any case a virtue, or to be less than a crime of
infinite magnitude, must not only be honestly believed, by those who
engage in it, to be demanded by the law of benevolence, but it must also be
engaged in by them with an eye single to the glory of God, and the highest
good of being. That war has been in some instances demanded by the spirit
of the moral law, there can be no reasonable doubt, since God has
sometimes commanded it, which He could not have done had it not been
demanded by the highest good of the universe. In such cases, if those who
were commanded to engage in war, had benevolent intentions in
prosecuting it as God had in commanding it, it is absurd to say that they
sinned. Rulers are represented as God’s ministers to execute wrath upon
the guilty. If, in the providence of God, He should find it duty to destroy
or to rebuke a nation for His own glory, and the highest good of being, He
may beyond question command that they should be chastised by the hand
of man. But in no case is war anything else than a most horrible crime,
unless it is plainly the will of God that it should exist, and unless it be
actually undertaken in obedience to His will. This is true of all, both of
rulers and of subjects, who engage in war. Selfish war is wholesale murder.
For a nation to declare war, or for persons to enlist, or in any way
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designedly to aid or abet, in the declaration or prosecution of war, upon
any other conditions than those just specified, involves the guilt of murder.

There can scarcely be conceived a more abominable and fiendish maxim
than “our country right or wrong.” Recently this maxim seems to have
been adopted and avowed in relation to the war of the United States with
Mexico. It seems to be supposed by some, that it is the duty of good
subjects to sympathize with, and support government in the prosecution
of a war in which they have unjustly engaged, and to which they have
committed themselves, upon the ground that since it is commenced it must
be prosecuted as the less of two evils. The same class of men seem to have
adopted the same philosophy in respect to slavery. Slavery, as it exists in
this country, they acknowledge to be indefensible on the ground of right. It
is a great evil and a great sin, but it must be let alone as the less of two
evils. It exists, say they, and it cannot be abolished without disturbing the
friendly relations and federal union of the States, therefore the institution
must be sustained. The philosophy is this: war and slavery as they exist in
this nation are unjust, but they exist, and to sustain them is duty, because
their existence, under the circumstances, is the less of two evils.

Nothing can sanctify any crime but that which renders it no crime, but a
virtue. But the philosophers, whose views I am examining, must, if
consistent, take the ground, that since war and slavery exist, although their
commencement was unjust and sinful, yet since they exist, it is no crime
but a virtue to sustain them, as the least of two natural evils. But I would
ask, to whom are they the least of two evils? To ourselves or to being in
general? The least of two present, or of two ultimate evils? Our duty is not
to calculate the evils in respect merely to ourselves, or to this nation and
those immediately oppressed and injured, but to look abroad upon the
world and the universe, and inquire what are the evils resulting, and likely
to result, to the world, to the church, and to the universe, from the
declaration and prosecution of such a war, and from the support of slavery
by a nation professing what we profess a nation boasting of liberty; who
have drawn the sword and bathed it in blood in defense of the principle,
that all men have an inalienable right to liberty; that they are born free and
equal. Such a nation proclaiming such a principle, and fighting in the
defense of it, standing with its proud foot on the neck of three millions of
crushed and prostrate slaves! O horrible! This a less evil to the world than
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emancipation, or even than the dismemberment of our hypocritical union!
“O shame, where is thy blush!” The prosecution of a war, unjustly
engaged in, a less evil than repentance and restitution! It is impossible.
Honesty is always and necessarily the best policy. Nations are bound by
the same law as individuals. If they have done wrong, it is always duty,
and honorable for them to repent, confess and make restitution. To adopt
the maxim, “Our country right or wrong,” and to sympathize with the
government, in the prosecution of a war unrighteously waged, must
involve the guilt of murder. To adopt the maxim, “Our union, even with
perpetual slavery,” is an abomination so execrable, as not to be named by a
just mind without indignation.

4. The same principles apply to governmental Sabbath desecration. The
Sabbath is plainly a divine institution, founded in the necessities of human
beings. The letter of the law of the Sabbath forbids all labor of every kind,
and under all circumstances on that day. But, as has been said in a former
lecture, the spirit of the law of the Sabbath, being identical with the law of
benevolence, sometimes requires the violation of the letter of the law. Both
governments and individuals may do, and it is their duty to do, on the
Sabbath whatever is plainly required by the great law of benevolence. But
nothing more, absolutely. No human legislature can nullify the moral law.
No human legislation can make it right or lawful to violate any command of
God. All human enactments requiring or sanctioning the violation of any
command of God, are not only null and void, but they are a blasphemous
usurpation and invasion of the prerogative of God.

5. The same principles apply to slavery. No human constitution or
enactment can, by any possibility, be law, that recognizes the right of one
human being to enslave another, in a sense that implies selfishness on the
part of the slave holder. Selfishness is wrong per se. It is, therefore, always
and unalterably wrong. No enactment, human or divine, can legalize
selfishness and make it right, under any conceivable circumstances. Slavery
or any other evil, to be a crime, must imply selfishness. It must imply a
violation of the command, “Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself”
(Matthew 19:19). If it implies a breach of this, it is wrong invariably and
necessarily, and no legislation, or any thing else, can make it right. God
cannot authorize it. The Bible cannot sanction it, and if both God and the
Bible were to sanction it, it could not be lawful. God’s arbitrary will is not
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law. The moral law, as we have seen, is as independent of His will, as His
own necessary existence is. He cannot alter or repeal it. He could not
sanctify selfishness and make it right. Nor can any book be received as of
divine authority that sanctions selfishness. God and the Bible quoted to
sustain and sanctify slave holding in a sense implying selfishness! ‘This
blasphemous! That slave holding, as exists in this country, implies
selfishness, at least in almost all instances, is too plain to need proof. The
sinfulness of slave holding and war, in almost all cases, and in every case
where the terms slave holding and war are used in their popular
signification, will appear irresistibly, if we consider that sin is selfishness,
and that all selfishness is necessarily sinful. Deprive a human being of
liberty who has been guilty of no crime; rob him of himself his body his
soul his time, and his earnings, to promote the interest of his master, and
attempt to justify this on the principles of moral law! It is the greatest
absurdity, and the most revolting wickedness.
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LECTURE 22

MORAL DEPRAVITY

IN DISCUSSING THE SUBJECT OF
HUMAN DEPRAVITY, I SHALL:

DEFINE THE TERM DEPRAVITY.

The word is derived from the Latin de and pravus. Pravus means
“crooked.” De is intensive. Depravatus literally and primarily means “very
crooked,” not in the sense of original or constitutional crookedness, but in
the sense of having become crooked. The term does not imply original mal-
conformation, but lapsed, fallen, departed from right or straight. It always
implies deterioration, or fall from a former state of moral or physical
perfection.

Depravity always implies a departure from a state of original integrity, or
from conformity to the laws of the being who is the subject of depravity.
Thus we should not consider that being depraved, who remained in a state
of conformity to the original laws of his being, physical and moral. But we
justly call a being depraved, who has departed from conformity to those
laws, whether those laws be physical or moral.

POINT OUT THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN
PHYSICAL AND MORAL DEPRAVITY.

Physical depravity, as the word denotes, is the depravity of constitution,
or substance, as distinguished from depravity of free moral action. It may
be predicated of body or of mind. Physical depravity, when predicated of
the body, is commonly and rightly called disease. It consists in a physical
departure from the laws of health; a lapsed, or fallen state, in which
healthy organic action is not sustained. When physical depravity is
predicated of mind, it is intended that the powers of the mind, either in
substance, or in consequence of their connection with, and dependence
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upon, the body, are in a diseased, lapsed, fallen, degenerate state, so that
the healthy action of those powers is not sustained.

Physical depravity, being depravity of substance as opposed to depravity
of the actions of free will, can have no moral character. It may as we shall
see, be caused by moral depravity; and a moral agent may be blameworthy
for having rendered himself physically depraved, either in body or mind.
But physical depravity, whether of body or of mind, can have no moral
character in itself, for the plain reason that it is involuntary, and in its
nature is disease, and not sin. Let this be remembered.

Moral depravity is the depravity of free will, not of the faculty itself, but
of its free action. It consists in a violation of moral law. Depravity of the
will, as a faculty, is, or would be, physical, and not moral depravity. It
would be depravity of substance, and not of free, responsible choice.
Moral depravity is depravity of choice. It is a choice at variance with
moral law, moral right. It is synonymous with sin or sinfulness. It is moral
depravity, because it consists in a violation of moral law, and because it
has moral character.

OF WHAT PHYSICAL DEPRAVITY CAN BE PREDICATED.

1. It can be predicated of any organized substance. That is, every
organized substance is liable to become depraved. Depravity is a possible
state of every organized body or substance in existence.

2. Physical depravity may be predicated of mind, as has already been said,
especially in its connection with an organized body. As mind, in
connection with body, manifests itself through it, acts by means of it, and
is dependent upon it, it is plain that if the body become diseased, or
physically depraved, the mind cannot but be affected by this state of the
body, through and by means of which it acts. The normal manifestations
of mind cannot, in such case, be reasonably expected. Physical depravity
may be predicated of all the involuntary states of the intellect, and of the
sensibility. That is, the actings and states of the intellect may become
disordered, depraved, deranged, or fallen from the state of integrity and
healthiness. This every one knows, as it is matter of daily experience and
observation. Whether this in all cases is, and must be, caused by the state
of the bodily organization, that is, whether it is always and necessarily to
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be ascribed to the depraved state of the brain and nervous system, it is
impossible for us to know. It may, for aught we know, in some instances
at least, be a depravity or derangement of the substance of the mind itself.

The sensibility, or feeling department of the mind, may be sadly and
physically depraved. This is a matter of common experience. The
appetites and passions, the desires and cravings, the antipathies and
repellencies of the feelings fall into great disorder and anarchy. Numerous
artificial appetites are generated, and the whole sensibility becomes a
wilderness, a chaos of conflicting and clamorous desires, emotions and
passions. That this state of the sensibility is often, and perhaps in some
measure always, owing to the state of the nervous system with which it is
connected, through and by which it manifests itself, there can be but little
room to doubt. But whether this is always and necessarily so, no one can
tell. We know that the sensibility manifests great physical depravity.
Whether this depravity belong exclusively to the body, or to the mind, or
to both in conjunction, I will not venture to affirm. In the present state of
our knowledge, or of my knowledge, I dare not hazard an affirmation upon
the subject. The human body is certainly in a state of physical depravity.
The human mind also certainly manifests physical depravity. But observe,
physical depravity has in no case any moral character, because it is
involuntary.

OF WHAT MORAL DEPRAVITY CAN BE PREDICATED.

1. Not of substance; for over involuntary substance the moral law does not
directly legislate.

2. Moral depravity cannot be predicated of any involuntary acts or states
of mind. These surely cannot be violations of moral law apart from the
ultimate intention; for moral law legislates directly only over free,
intelligent choices.

3. Moral depravity cannot be predicated of any unintelligent act of will,
that is, of acts of will that are put forth in a state of idiocy, of intellectual
derangement, or of sleep. Moral depravity implies moral obligation; moral
obligation implies moral agency; and moral agency implies intelligence, or
knowledge of moral relations. Moral agency implies moral law, or the
development of the idea of duty, and a knowledge of what duty is.
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4. Moral depravity can only be predicated of violations of moral law, and
of the free volitions by which those violations are perpetrated. Moral law,
as we have seen, requires love, and only love, to God and man, or to God
and the universe. This love, as we have seen, is goodwill, choice, the choice
of an end, the choice of the highest well-being of God, and of the universe
of sentient existences.

Moral depravity is sin. Sin is a violation of moral law. We have seen that
sin must consist in choice, in the choice of self-indulgence or self-
gratification as an end.

5. Moral depravity cannot consist in any attribute of nature or
constitution, nor in any lapsed and fallen state of nature; for this is
physical and not moral depravity.

6. It cannot consist in anything that is an original and essential part of
mind, or of body; nor in any involuntary action or state of either mind or
body.

7. It cannot consist in anything back of choice, and that sustains to choice
the relation of a cause. Whatever is back of choice, is without the pale of
legislation. The law of God, as has been said, requires good willing only;
and sure it is, that nothing but acts of will can constitute a violation of
moral law. Outward actions, and involuntary thoughts and feelings, may be
said in a certain sense to possess moral character because they are
produced by the will. But, strictly speaking, moral character belongs only
to choice, or intention.

It was shown in a former lecture, that sin does not, and cannot consist in
malevolence, properly speaking, or in the choice of sin or misery as an end,
or for its own sake. It was also shown, that all sin consists, and must
consist in selfishness, or in the choice of self-gratification as a final end.
Moral depravity then, strictly speaking, can only be predicated of selfish
ultimate intention.

Moral depravity, as I use the term, does not consist in, nor imply a sinful
nature, in the sense that the substance of the human soul is sinful in itself.
It is not a constitutional sinfulness. It is not an involuntary sinfulness.
Moral depravity, as I use the term, consists in selfishness; in a state of
voluntary committal of the will to self-gratification. It is a spirit of self-
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seeking, a voluntary and entire consecration to the gratification of self. It is
selfish ultimate intention; it is the choice of a wrong end of life; it is moral
depravity, because it is a violation of moral law. It is a refusal to
consecrate the whole being to the highest well-being of God and of the
universe, and obedience to the moral law, and consecrating it to the
gratification of self. Moral depravity sustains to the outward life, the
relation of a cause. This selfish intention, or the will in this committed
state, of course, makes efforts to secure its end, and these efforts make up
the outward life of the selfish man. Moral depravity is sinfulness, not of
nature but of voluntary state. It is a sinfully committed state of the will to
self-indulgence. It is not a sinful nature but a sinful heart. It is a sinful
ultimate aim, or intention. The Greek term amartia, rendered sin in our
English Bible, signifies to miss the mark, to aim at the wrong end. Sin is a
wrong aim, or intention. It is aiming at, or intending self-gratification as the
ultimate and supreme end of life, instead of aiming, as the moral law
requires, at the highest good of universal being, as the end of life.

MANKIND ARE BOTH
PHYSICALLY AND MORALLY DEPRAVED.

1. There is, in all probability, no perfect health of body among all the ranks
and classes of human beings that inhabit this world. The physical
organization of the whole race has become impaired, and beyond all doubt
has been becoming more and more so since intemperance of any kind was
first introduced into our world. This is illustrated and confirmed by the
comparative shortness of human life. This is a physiological fact.

2. As the human mind in this state of existence is dependent upon the
body for all its manifestations, and as the human body is universally in a
state of greater or less physical depravity or disease, it follows that the
manifestations of mind thus dependent on a physically depraved
organization, will be physically depraved manifestations. Especially is this
true of the human sensibility. The appetites, passions, and propensities
are in a state of most unhealthy development. This is too evident, and too
much a matter of universal notoriety, to need proof or illustration. Every
person of reflection has observed, that the human mind is greatly out of
balance, in consequence of the monstrous development of the sensibility.
The appetites, passions, and propensities have been indulged, and the
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intelligence and conscience stultified by selfishness. Selfishness, be it
remembered, consists in a disposition or choice to gratify the propensities,
desires, and feelings. This of course, and of necessity, produces just the
unhealthy and monstrous developments which we daily see: sometimes
one ruling passion or appetite lording it, not only over the intelligence and
over the will, but over all the other appetites and passions, crushing and
sacrificing them all upon the altar of its own gratification. See that bloated
wretch, the inebriate! His appetite for strong drink has played the despot.
His whole mind and body, reputation, family, friends, health, time,
eternity, all, all are laid by him upon its filthy altar. There is the
debauchee, the glutton, the gambler, the miser, and a host of others, each in
his turn giving striking and melancholy proof of the monstrous
development and physical depravity of the human sensibility.

3. That men are morally depraved is one of the most notorious facts of
human experience, observation and history. Indeed, I am not aware that it
has ever been doubted, when moral depravity has been understood to
consist in selfishness. The moral depravity of the human race is
everywhere assumed and declared in the Bible, and so universal and
notorious is the fact of human selfishness, that should any man practically
call it in question should he, in his business transactions, and in his
intercourse with men, assume the contrary, he would justly subject himself
to the charge of insanity. There is not a fact in the world more notorious
and undeniable than this. Human moral depravity is as palpably evident as
human existence. It is a fact everywhere assumed in all governments, in all
the arrangements of society, and it has impressed its image, and written its
name, upon every thing human.

Subsequent to the commencement of moral agency, and previous to
regeneration, the moral depravity of mankind is universal.

By this it is not intended to deny that, in some instances, the Spirit of God
may, from the first moment of moral agency, have so enlightened the mind
as to have secured conformity to moral law, as the first moral act. This
may or may not be true. It is not my present purpose to affirm or to deny
this, as a possibility, or as a fact.

But by this is intended, that every moral agent of our race is, from the
dawn of moral agency to the moment of regeneration by the Holy Spirit,
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morally depraved, unless we except those possible cases just alluded to.
The Bible exhibits proof of it:

1. In those passages that represent all the unregenerate as possessing one
common wicked heart or character.

“And God saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth,
and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only
evil continually” (Genesis 6:5).

“This is an evil among all things that are done under the sun, that
there is one event unto all: yea, also the heart of the sons of men is
full of evil, and madness is in their heart while they live, and after
that they go to the dead” (Ecclesiastes 9:3).

“The heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked:
who can know it?” (Jeremiah 17:9).

“Because the carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not
subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be” (Romans 8:7).

2. In those passages that declare the universal necessity of regeneration.

“Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God”

(John 3:3).

3. Passages that expressly assert the universal moral depravity of all
unregenerate moral agents of our race.

“What then? Are we better than they? No, in no wise: for we have
before proved both Jews and Gentiles, that they are all under sin;
as it is written, There is none righteous, no, not one. There is none
that understandeth, there is none that seeketh after God. They are
all gone out of the way, they are together become unprofitable;
there is none that doeth good, no not one. Their throat is an open
sepulcher; with their tongues they have used deceit; the poison of
asps is under their lips: whose mouth is full of cursing and
bitterness: their feet are swift to shed blood: destruction and
misery are in their ways: and the way of peace have they not
known: there is no fear of God before their eyes. Now we know
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that what things soever the law saith, it saith to them who are
under the law: that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world
may become guilty before God. Therefore by the deeds of the law
there shall no flesh be justified in His sight; for by the law is the
knowledge of sin” (Romans 3:9-20).

4. Universal history proves it. What is this world’s history but the
shameless chronicle of human wickedness?

5. Universal observation attests it. Who ever saw one unregenerate human
being that was not selfish, that did not obey his feelings rather than the law
of his intelligence, that was not under some form, or in some way, living to
please self? Such an unregenerate human being, I may safely affirm, was
never seen since the fall of Adam.

6. I may also appeal to the universal consciousness of the unregenerate.
They know themselves to be selfish, to be aiming to please themselves,
and they cannot honestly deny it.

THE MORAL DEPRAVITY OF THE UNREGENERATE
MORAL AGENTS OF OUR RACE IS TOTAL.

By this is intended, that the moral depravity of the unregenerate is without
any mixture of moral goodness or virtue, that while they remain
unregenerate, they never in any instance, nor in any degree, exercise true
love to God and to man. It is not intended, that they may not perform
many outward actions, and have many inward feelings, that are such as the
regenerate perform and experience: and such too as are accounted virtue by
those who place virtue in the outward action. But it is intended, that virtue
does not consist either in involuntary feelings or in outward actions, and
that it consists alone in entire consecration of heart and life to God and the
good of being, and that no unregenerate sinner previous to regeneration, is
or can be, for one moment, in this state.

When virtue is clearly seen to consist in the heart’s entire consecration to
God and the good of being, it must be seen, that the unregenerate are not
for one moment in this state. It is amazing, that some philosophers and
theologians have admitted and maintained, that the unregenerate do
sometimes do that which is truly virtuous. But in these admissions they
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necessarily assume a false philosophy, and overlook that in which all
virtue does and must consist, namely, supreme ultimate intention. They
speak of virtuous actions and of virtuous feelings, as if virtue consisted in
them, and not in the intention.

Henry P. Tappan, for example, for the most part an able, truthful, and
beautiful writer, assumes, or rather affirms, that volitions may be put forth
inconsistent with, and contrary to the present choice of an end, and that
consequently, unregenerate sinners, whom he admits to be in the exercise
of a selfish choice of an end, may and do sometimes put forth right
volitions, and perform right actions, that is, right in the sense of virtuous
actions. But let us examine this subject. We have seen that all choice and all
volition must respect either an end or means, that is, that everything willed
or chosen, is willed or chosen for some reason. To deny this, is the same as
to deny that anything is willed or chosen, because the ultimate reason for a
choice and the thing chosen are identical. Therefore, it is plain, as was
shown in a former lecture, that the will cannot embrace at the same time,
two opposite ends; and that while but one end is chosen, the will cannot
put forth volitions to secure some other end, which end is not yet chosen.
In other words, it certainly is absurd to say, that the will, while
maintaining the choice of one end, can use means for the accomplishment
of another and opposite end.

When an end is chosen, that choice confines all volition to securing its
accomplishment, and for the time being, and until another end is chosen,
and this one relinquished, it is impossible for the will to put forth any
volition inconsistent with the present choice. It therefore follows, that
while sinners are selfish, or unregenerate, it is impossible for them to put
forth a holy volition. They are under the necessity of first changing their
hearts, or their choice of an end, before they can put forth any volitions to
secure any other than a selfish end. And this is plainly the everywhere
assumed philosophy of the Bible. That uniformly represents the
unregenerate as totally depraved, and calls upon them to, repent, to make
to themselves a new heart; and never admits directly, or by way of
implication, that they can do anything good or acceptable to God, while in
the exercise of a wicked or selfish heart.
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LECTURE 23

MORAL DEPRAVITY

Let us consider the proper method of accounting for the universal and total
moral depravity of the unregenerate moral agents of our race.

IN THE DISCUSSION OF THIS SUBJECT, I WILL:

1. Endeavor to show how it is not to be accounted for.

In examining this part of the subject, it is necessary to have distinctly in
view that which constitutes moral depravity. All the error that has existed
upon this subject, has been founded in false assumptions in regard to the
nature or essence of moral depravity. It has been almost universally true,
that no distinction has been made between moral and physical depravity;
and consequently, physical depravity has been confounded with and
treated of, as moral depravity. This of course has led to vast confusion and
nonsense upon this subject. Let the following fact, which has been shown
in former lectures, be distinctly borne in mind.

That moral depravity consists in selfishness, or in the choice of self-
interest, self-gratification, or self-indulgence, as an end.

CONSEQUENTLY IT CANNOT CONSIST,

(1.) In a sinful constitution, or in a constitutional appetency or craving
for sin. This has been shown in a former lecture, on what is not implied
in disobedience to the moral law.

(2.) Moral depravity is sin itself and not the cause of sin. It is not
something prior to sin, that sustains to it the relation of a cause, but it
is the essence and the whole of sin.

(3.) It cannot be an attribute of human nature, considered simply as
such, for this would be physical, and not moral depravity.
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(4.) Moral depravity is not then to be accounted for by ascribing it to a
nature or constitution sinful in itself. To talk of a sinful nature, or
sinful constitution, in the sense of physical sinfulness, is to ascribe
sinfulness to the Creator, who is the author of nature. It is to overlook
the essential nature of sin, and to make sin a physical virus, instead of
a voluntary and responsible choice. Both sound philosophy and the
Bible, make sin to consist in obeying the flesh, or in the spirit of self-
pleasing, or self-indulgence, or, which is the same thing, in selfishness
in a carnal mind, or in minding the flesh. But writers on moral
depravity have assumed, that moral depravity was distinct from, and
the cause of sin, that is, of actual transgression. They call it original sin,
indwelling sin, a sinful nature, an appetite for sin, an attribute of
human nature, and the like. We shall presently see what has led to this
view of the subject.

I will, in the next place, notice a modern, and perhaps the most popular
view of this subject, which has been taken by any late writer, who has
fallen into the error of confounding physical and moral depravity. I refer to
the prize essay of Dr. Woods, of Andover, Mass. He defines moral
depravity to be the same as “sinfulness.” He also, in one part of his essay,
holds and maintains, that it is always and necessarily, voluntary. Still, his
great effort is to prove that sinfulness or moral depravity, is an attribute of
human nature. It is no part of my design to expose the inconsistency of
holding moral depravity to be a voluntary state of mind, and yet a natural
attribute, but only to examine the philosophy, the logic, and theory of his
main argument. The following quotation will show the sense in which he
holds moral depravity to belong to the nature of man. At page 54 he says:

“The word depravity, relating as it here does to man’s moral
character, means the same as sinfulness, being the opposite of
moral purity, or holiness.” In this use of the word there is a general
agreement. But what is the meaning of native, or natural? Among
the variety of meanings specified by Johnson, Webster, and others,
I refer to the following, as relating particularly to the subject before
us.

Native. Produced by nature. Natural, or such as is according to nature;
belonging by birth; original. Natural has substantially the same meaning:
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`produced by nature; not acquired.’ So Crabbe: `Of a person we say, his
worth is native, to designate it as some valuable property born with him,
not foreign to him, or ingrafted upon him; but we say of his disposition,
that it is natural, as opposed to that which is acquired by habit.’ And
Johnson defines nature to be `the native state or properties of any thing,
by which it is discriminated from others.’ He quotes the definition of
Boyle: `Nature sometimes means what belongs to a living creature at its
nativity, or accrues to it by its birth, as when we say a man is noble by
nature, or a child is naturally froward.’ `This,’ he says, `may be expressed
by saying, the man was born so.’

“After these brief definitions, which come to nearly the same thing,
I proceed to inquire, what are the marks or evidence which show
anything in man to be natural, or native; and how far these marks
are found in relation to depravity.”

Again, page 66, he says:

“The evil, then, cannot be supposed to originate in any unfavorable
external circumstances, such as corrupting examples, or insinuating
and strong temptations; for if we suppose these entirely removed,
all human beings would still be sinners. With such a moral nature as
they now have, they would not wait for strong temptations to sin.
Nay, they would be sinners in opposition to the strongest motives
to the contrary. Indeed, we know that human beings will turn those
very motives which most powerfully urge to holiness, into
occasions of sin. Now, does not the confidence and certainty with
which we foretell the commission of sin, and of sin unmixed with
moral purity, presuppose a full conviction in us, and a conviction
resting upon what we regard as satisfactory evidence, that sin, in all
its visible actings, arises from that which is within the mind itself,
and which belongs to our very nature as moral beings? Have we not
as much evidence that this is the case with moral evil as with any
of our natural affections or bodily appetites?”

This quotation, together with the whole argument, shows that he considers
moral depravity to be an attribute of human nature, in the same sense that
the appetites and passions are. Before I proceed directly to the
examination of his argument, that sinfulness, or moral depravity, is an
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“attribute of human nature,” I would premise, that an argument, or fact,
that may equally well consist with either of two opposing theories, can
prove neither. The author in question presents the following facts and
considerations in support of his great position, that moral depravity, or
sinfulness, is an attribute of human nature; and three presidents of colleges
indorse the soundness and conclusiveness of the argument.

He proves his position first from the “universality of moral depravity.”
To this I answer, that this argument proves nothing to the purpose, unless
it be true, and assumed as a major premise, that whatever is universal
among mankind, must be a natural attribute of man as such; that whatever
is common to all men, must be an attribute of human nature. But this
assumption is a begging of the question. Sin may be the result of
temptation; temptation may be universal, and of such a nature as
uniformly, not necessarily, to result in sin, unless a contrary result be
secured by a Divine moral suasion. This I shall endeavor to show is the
fact. This argument assumes, that there is but one method of accounting
for the universality of human sinfulness. But this is the question in debate,
and is not to be thus assumed as true.

Again: Selfishness is common to all unregenerate men. Is selfishness a
natural attribute? We have seen, in a former lecture, that it consists in
choice. Can choice be an attribute of human nature?

Again: This argument is just as consistent with the opposite theory, to
wit, that moral depravity is selfishness. The universality of selfishness is
just what might be expected, if selfishness consists in the committal of the
will to the gratification of self. This will be a thing of course, unless the
Holy Spirit interpose, greatly to enlighten the intellect, and break up the
force of habit, and change the attitude of the will, already, at the first dawn
of reason, committed to the impulses of the sensibility. If moral depravity
is to be accounted for, as I shall hereafter more fully show, by ascribing it
to the influence of temptation, or to a physically depraved constitution,
surrounded by the circumstances in which mankind first form their moral
character, or put forth their first moral choices, universality might of
course be expected to be one of its characteristics. This argument, then,
agreeing equally well with either theory, proves neither.
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HIS SECOND ARGUMENT IS, THAT “MORAL DEPRAVITY
DEVELOPS ITSELF IN EARLY LIFE.” ANSWER:

This is just what might be expected upon the opposite theory. If moral
depravity consist in the choice of self-gratification, it would of course
appear in early life. So this argument agrees quite as well with the
opposing theory, and therefore proves nothing. But this argument is good
for nothing, unless the following be assumed as a major premise, and
unless the fact assumed be indeed a truth, namely, “Whatever is developed
in early life, must be an attribute of human nature.” But this again is
assuming the truth of the point in debate. This argument is based upon the
assumption that a course of action common to all men, and commencing at
the earliest moment of their moral agency, can be accounted for only by
ascribing it to an attribute of nature, having the same moral character as
that which belongs to the actions themselves. But this is not true. There
may be more than one way of accounting for the universal sinfulness of
human actions from the dawn of moral agency. It may be ascribed to the
universality and peculiar nature of temptation, as has been said.

HIS THIRD ARGUMENT IS, THAT
“MORAL DEPRAVITY IS NOT OWING TO ANY CHANGE

THAT OCCURS SUBSEQUENT TO BIRTH.” ANSWER:

No, the circumstances of temptation are sufficient to account for it
without supposing the nature to be changed. This argument proves
nothing, unless it be true, that the peculiar circumstances of temptation
under which moral agents act, from the dawn of moral agency, cannot
sufficiently account for their conduct, without supposing a change of
nature subsequent to birth. What then, does this arguing prove?

Again, this argument is just as consistent with the opposing theory, and
therefore proves neither.

HIS FOURTH ARGUMENT IS, “THAT MORAL DEPRAVITY ACTS
FREELY AND SPONTANEOUSLY.” ANSWER:

“The moral agent acts freely, and acts selfishly, that is, wickedly. This
argument assumes, that if a moral agent acts freely and wickedly moral
depravity, or sin, must be an attribute of his nature. Or more fairly, if
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mankind universally, in the exercise of their liberty, act sinfully, sinfulness
must be an attribute of human nature.” But what is sin? Why sin is a
voluntary transgression of law, Dr. Woods being judge. Can a voluntary
transgression of law be denominated an attribute of human nature?

But again, this argument alleges nothing but what is equally consistent
with the opposite theory. If moral depravity consist in the choice of self-
gratification as an end, it would of course freely and spontaneously
manifest itself. This argument then, is good for nothing.

HIS FIFTH ARGUMENT IS, “THAT MORAL DEPRAVITY IS HARD
TO OVERCOME, AND THEREFORE IT MUST BE AN ATTRIBUTE

OF HUMAN NATURE.” ANSWER:

If it were an attribute of human nature, it could not be overcome at all,
without a change of the human constitution. It is hard to overcome, just as
selfishness naturally would be, in beings of a physically depraved
constitution, and in the presence of so many temptations to self-
indulgence. If it were an attribute of human nature, it could not be
overcome without a change of personal identity. But the fact that it can be
overcome without destroying the consciousness of personal identity,
proves that it is not an attribute of human nature.

HIS SIXTH ARGUMENT IS, THAT “WE CAN PREDICT WITH
CERTAINTY, THAT IN DUE TIME IT WILL ACT ITSELF OUT.”

ANSWER:

Just as might be expected. If moral depravity consists in selfishness, we
can predict with certainty, that the spirit of self-pleasing will, in due time,
and at all times, act itself out. We can also predict, without the gift of
prophecy, that with a constitution physically depraved, and surrounded
with objects to awaken appetite, and with all the circumstances in which
human beings first form their moral character, they will seek universally to
gratify themselves, unless prevented by the illuminations of the Holy
Spirit. This argument is just as consistent with the opposite theory, and
therefore proves neither.

It is unnecessary to occupy any more time with the treatise of Dr. Woods.
I will now quote the standards of the Presbyterian church, which will put
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you in possession of their views upon this subject. At pp. 30, 31, of the
Presbyterian Confession of Faith, we have the following: “By this sin,
they (Adam and Eve) fell from their original righteousness and communion
with God, and so became dead in sin, and wholly defiled in all the faculties
and parts of soul and body. They being the root of all mankind, the guilt of
this sin was imputed, and the same death in sin and corrupted nature
conveyed to all their posterity, descending from them by ordinary
generation. From this original corruption, whereby we are utterly
indisposed, disabled, and made opposite to all good, and wholly inclined to
all evil, do proceed all actual transgressions.”

Again, pp. 152-154, Shorter Catechism. “Question 22. Did all mankind
fall in that first transgression? Answer: The covenant being made with
Adam as a public person, not for himself only, but for his posterity; all
mankind descending from him by ordinary generation, sinned in him, and
fell with him in that first transgression.

“Question 23. Into what estate did the fall bring mankind?
Answer: The fall brought mankind into an estate of sin and misery.

“Question 24. What is sin? Answer: Sin is any want of
conformity unto, or transgression of, any law of God, given as a
rule to the reasonable creature.

“Question 25. Wherein consists the sinfulness of that estate
where into man fell? Answer: The sinfulness of that estate
whereinto man fell, consisteth in the guilt of Adam’s first sin, the
want of that righteousness wherein he was created, and the
corruption of his nature, whereby he is utterly indisposed,
disabled, and made opposite unto all that is spiritually good, and
wholly inclined to all evil, and that continually, which is commonly
called original sin, and from which do proceed all actual
transgressions.

“Question 26. How is original sin conveyed from our first parents
unto their posterity? Answer: Original sin is conveyed from our
first parents unto their posterity by natural generation, so as all
that proceed from them in that way, are conceived and born in sin.”
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These extracts show, that the framers and defenders of this confession of
faith, account for the moral depravity of mankind by making it to consist
in a sinful nature, inherited by natural generation from Adam. They regard
the constitution inherited from Adam, as in itself sinful, and the cause of
all actual transgression. They make no distinction between physical and
moral depravity. They also distinguish between original and actual sin.
Original sin is the sinfulness of the constitution, in which Adam’s
posterity have no other hand than to inherit it by natural generation, or by
birth. This original sin, or sinful nature, renders mankind utterly disabled
from all that is spiritually good, and wholly inclined to all that is evil. This
is their account of moral depravity. This, it will be seen, is substantially
the ground of Dr. Woods:

It has been common with those who confound physical with moral
depravity, and who maintain that human nature is itself sinful, to quote
certain passages of Scripture to sustain their position. An examination of
these proof texts, must, in the next place, occupy our attention. But before
I enter upon this examination, I must first call your attention to certain
well-settled rules of biblical interpretation.

(1.) Different passages must be so interpreted, if they can be, as not to
contradict each other.

(2.) Language is to be interpreted according to the subject matter of
discourse.

(3.) Respect is always to be had to the general scope and design of the
speaker or writer.

(4.) Texts that are consistent with either theory, prove neither.

(5.) Language is to be so interpreted, if it can be, as not to conflict with
sound philosophy, matters of fact, the nature of things, or immutable
justice.

Let us now, remembering and applying these plain rules of sound
interpretation, proceed to the examination of those passages that are
supposed to establish the theory of depravity I am examining.
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“Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and begat a son in his
own likeness and after his own image, and called his name Seth”

(Genesis 5:3).

It is not very easy to see, why this text should be pressed into the service
of those who hold that human nature is in itself sinful. Why should it be
assumed that the likeness and image here spoken of was a moral likeness or
image? But unless this be assumed, the text has nothing to do with the
subject.

Again: it is generally admitted, that in all probability Adam was a
regenerate man at the time and before the birth of Seth. Is it intended that
Adam begat a saint or a sinner? If, as is supposed, Adam was a saint of
God, if this text is anything to the purpose, it affirms that Adam begat a
saint. But this is the opposite of that in proof of which the text is quoted.

Another text is: “Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean? Not one”
(Job 14:4). This text is quoted in support of the position of the
Presbyterian Confession of Faith, that children inherit from their parents,
by natural generation, a sinful nature. Upon this text, I remark, that all that
can be made of it, even if we read it without regard to the translation or the
context, is, that a physically depraved parent will produce a physically
depraved offspring. That this is its real meaning, is quite evident, when we
look into the context. Job is treating of the frail and dying state of man, and
manifestly has in the text and context his eye wholly on the physical state,
and not on the moral character of man. What he intends is; who can bring
other than a frail, dying offspring from a frail dying parent? Not one. This
is substantially the view that Professor Stuart takes of this text. The
utmost that can be made of it is, that as he belonged to a race of sinners,
nothing else could be expected than that he should be a sinner, without
meaning to affirm anything in regard to the quo modo of this result.

Again: “What is man that he should be clean, and he that is born of a
woman that he should be righteous” (Job 15:14).

These are the words of Eliphaz, and it is improper to quote them as
inspired truth. For God Himself testifies that Job’s friends did not hold
the truth. But, suppose we receive the text as true, what is its import?
Why, it simply asserts, or rather implies, the righteousness or sinfulness
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of the whole human race. It expresses the universality of human depravity,
in the very common way of including all that are born of woman. This
certainly says nothing, and implies nothing, respecting a sinful
constitution. It is just as plain, and just as warrantable, to understand this
passage as implying that mankind have become so physically depraved,
that this fact, together with the circumstances under which they come into
being, and begin their moral career, will certainly, (not necessarily), result
in moral depravity. I might use just such language as that found in this text,
and, naturally enough, express by it my own views of moral depravity, to
wit, that it results from a physically depraved constitution; and the
circumstances of temptation under which children come into this world,
and begin and prosecute their moral career; certainly this is the most that
can be made of this text.

Again: “Behold, I was shapen in iniquity, and in sin did my mother
conceive me” (Psalms 51:5).

Upon this I remark, that it would seem, if this text is to be understood
literally, that the Psalmist intended to affirm the sinful state of his mother,
at the time of his conception, and during gestation. But, to interpret these
passages as teaching the constitutional sinfulness of man, is to contradict
God’s own definition of sin, and the only definition that human reason or
common sense can receive, to wit, that “sin is a transgression of the law.”
This is, no doubt, the only correct definition of sin. But we have seen that
the law does not legislate over substance, requiring men to have a certain
nature, but over voluntary action only. If the Psalmist really intended to
affirm, that the substance of his body was sinful from its conception, then
he not only arrays himself against God’s own definition of sin, but he also
affirms sheer nonsense. The substance of an unborn child sinful! It is
impossible! But what did the Psalmist mean? I answer: This verse is found
in David’s penitential psalm. He was deeply convinced of sin, and was, as
he had good reason to be, much excited, and expressed himself, as we all do
in similar circumstances, in strong language. His eye, as was natural and is
common in such cases, had been directed back along the pathway of life up
to the days of his earliest recollection. He remembered sins among the
earliest acts of his recollected life. He broke out in the language of this text
to express, not the anti-scriptural and nonsensical dogma of a sinful
constitution, but to affirm in his strong, poetic language, that he had been a
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sinner from the commencement of his moral existence, or from the earliest
moment of his capability of being a sinner. This is the strong language of
poetry.

Some suppose that, in the passage in question, the Psalmist referred to,
and meant to acknowledge and assert, his low and despicable origin, and to
say, I was always a sinner, and my mother that conceived me was a sinner,
and I am but the degenerate plant of a strange vine, without intending to
affirm anything in respect to the absolute sinfulness of his nature.

Again, “The wicked are estranged from the womb; they go astray as
soon as they be born, speaking lies” (Psalms 58:3). Upon this text I remark
that it has been quoted at one time to establish the doctrine of a sinful
nature, and at another to prove that infants commit actual sin from the
very day and hour of their birth. But certainly no such use can be
legitimately made of this text. It does not affirm anything of a sinful
nature, but this has been inferred from what it does affirm, that the wicked
are estranged from their birth. But does this mean, that they are really and
literally estranged from the day and hour of their birth, and that they really
go astray the very day they are born, speaking lies? This every one knows
to be contrary to fact. The text cannot then be pressed to the letter. What
then does it mean? It must mean, like the text last examined, that the
wicked are estranged and go astray from the commencement of their moral
agency. If it means more than this, it would contradict other plain passages
of scripture. It affirms, in strong, graphic, and poetic language, the fact,
that the first moral conduct and character of children is sinful. This is all
that in truth it can assert; and it doubtless dates the beginning of their
moral depravity at a very early period, and expresses it in very strong
language, as if it were literally from the hour of birth. But when it adds,
that they go astray, speaking lies, we know that this is not, and cannot be,
literally taken, for, as every one knows, children do not speak at all from
their birth. Should we understand the Psalmist as affirming, that children
go astray as soon as they go at all, and speak lies as soon as they speak at
all, this would not prove that their nature was in itself sinful, but might
well consist with the theory that their physical depravity, together with
their circumstances of temptation, led them into selfishness, from the very
first moment of their moral existence.
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Again, “That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of
the Spirit is spirit” (John 3:6).

Upon this I remark that it may, if literally taken, mean nothing more than
this, that the body which is born of flesh is flesh, and that which is born of
the spirit is spirit; that is, that this birth of which he was speaking was of
the soul, and not of the body. But it may be understood to mean, that
which results from the influence of the flesh is flesh, in the sense of sin; for
this is a common sense of the term flesh in the New Testament, and that
which results from the Spirit, is spirit or spiritual, in the sense of holy.
This I understand to be the true sense. The text when thus understood,
does not at all support the dogma of a sinful nature or constitution, but
only this, that the flesh tends to sin, that the appetites and passions are
temptations to sin, so that when the will obeys them it sins. Whatever is
born of the propensities, in the sense that the will yields to their control, is
sinful. And, on the other hand, whatever is born of the Spirit, that is,
whatever results from the agency of the Holy Spirit, in the sense that the
will yields to Him, is holy.

Again, “By nature the children of wrath, even as others” (Ephesians 2:3).
Upon this text I remark that it cannot, consistently with natural justice, be
understood to mean, that we are exposed to the wrath of God on account
of our nature. It is a monstrous and blasphemous dogma, that a holy God
is angry with any creature for possessing a nature with which he was sent
into being without his knowledge or consent. The Bible represents God as
angry with men for their wicked deeds, and not for their nature.

It is common and proper to speak of the first state in which men
universally are, as a natural state. Thus we speak of sinners before
regeneration, as in a state of nature, as opposed to a changed state, a
regenerate state, and a state of grace. By this we do not necessarily mean,
that they have a nature sinful in itself, but merely that before regeneration
they are universally and morally depraved, that this is their natural, as
opposed to their regenerate state. Total moral depravity is the state that
follows, and results from their first birth, and is in this sense natural, and
in this sense alone, can it truly be said, that they are “by nature children of
wrath.” Against the use that is made of this text, and all this class of texts,
may be arrayed the whole scope of scripture, that represents man as to
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blame, and to be judged and punished only for his deeds. The subject
matter of discourse in these texts is such as to demand that we should
understand them as not implying, or asserting, that sin is an essential part
of our nature.
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LECTURE 24

MORAL DEPRAVITY

FURTHER EXAMINATION OF THE ARGUMENTS
ADDUCED IN SUPPORT OF THE POSITION THAT

HUMAN NATURE IS IN ITSELF SINFUL.

The defenders of the doctrine of constitutional sinfulness, or moral
depravity, urge as an additional argument:

THAT SIN IS A UNIVERSAL EFFECT OF HUMAN NATURE,
AND THEREFORE HUMAN NATURE MUST BE ITSELF SINFUL.

Answer: This is a non sequitur. Sin may be, and must be, an abuse of free
agency; and this may be accounted for, as we shall see, by ascribing it to
the universality of temptation, and does not at all imply a sinful
constitution. But if sin necessarily implies a sinful nature, how did Adam
and Eve sin? Had they a sinful nature to account for, and to cause their
first sin? How did angels sin? Had they also a sinful nature? Either sin
does not imply a sinful nature, or a nature in itself sinful, or Adam and
angels must have had sinful natures before their fall.

Again: Suppose we regard sin as an event or effect. An effect only
implies an adequate cause. Free, responsible will is an adequate cause in
the presence of temptation, without the supposition of a sinful
constitution, as has been demonstrated in the case of Adam and of angels.
When we have found an adequate cause, it is unphilosophical to look for
and assign another.

Again: it is said that no motive to sin could be a motive or a temptation,
if there were not a sinful taste, relish, or appetite, inherent in the
constitution, to which the temptation or motive is addressed. For example,
the presence of food, it is said, would be no temptation to eat, were there
not a constitutional appetency terminating on food. So the presence of any
object could be no inducement to sin, were there not a constitutional
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appetency or craving for sin. So that, in fact, sin in action were impossible,
unless there were sin in the nature. To this I reply:

Suppose this objection be applied to the sin of Adam and of angels. Can
we not account for Eve’s eating the forbidden fruit without supposing that
she had a craving for sin? The Bible informs us that her craving was for the
fruit, for knowledge, and not for sin. The words are,

“And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and
that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make
one wise, she took of the fruit thereof and did eat, and gave also
unto her husband with her, and he did eat” (Genesis 3:6).

Here is nothing of a craving for sin. Eating this fruit was indeed sinful; but
the sin consisted in consenting to gratify, in a prohibited manner, the
appetites, not for sin, but for food and knowledge. But the advocates of
this theory say that there must be an adaptedness in the constitution, a
something within answering to the outward motive or temptation,
otherwise sin were impossible. This is true. But the question is, What is
that something within, which responds to the outward motive? Is it a
craving for sin? We have just seen what it was in the case of Adam and
Eve. It was simply the correlation that existed between the fruit and their
constitution, its presence exciting the desires for food and knowledge. This
led to prohibited indulgence. But all men sin in precisely the same way.
They consent to gratify, not a craving for sin, but a craving for other
things, and the consent to make self-gratification an end, is the whole of
sin.

The theologians whose views we are canvassing, maintain that the
appetites, passions, desires, and propensities, which are constitutional and
entirely involuntary, are in themselves sinful. To this I reply, that Adam
and Eve possessed them before they fell. Christ possessed them, or He
was not a man, nor, in any proper sense, a human being. No, these
appetites, passions, and propensities, are not sinful, though they are the
occasions of sin. They are a temptation to the will to seek their unlawful
indulgence. When these lusts or appetites are spoken of as the “passions
of sin,” or as “sinful lusts or passions,” it is not because they are sinful in
themselves, but because they are the occasions of sin. It has been asked,
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Why are not the appetites and propensities to be regarded as sinful, since
they are the prevalent temptations to sin? I reply:

They are involuntary, and moral character can no more be predicated of
them, on account of their being temptations, than it could of the fruit that
was a temptation to Eve. They have no design to tempt. They are
constitutional, unintelligent, involuntary; and it is impossible that moral
character should be predicable of them. A moral agent is responsible for his
emotions, desires, etc., so far as they are under the direct or indirect
control of his will, and no further. He is always responsible for the manner
in which he gratifies them. If he indulges them in accordance with the law
of God, he does right. If he makes their gratification his end, he sins.

Again: the death and suffering of infants previous to actual transgression,
is adduced as an argument to prove, that infants have a sinful nature. To
this I reply:

That this argument must assume, that there must be sin wherever there is
suffering and death. But this assumption proves too much, as it would
prove that mere animals have a sinful nature, or have committed actual sin.
An argument that proves too much proves nothing.

Physical sufferings prove only physical, and not moral, depravity.
Previous to moral agency, infants are no more subjects of moral
government than brutes are; therefore, their sufferings and death are to be
accounted for as are those of brutes, namely, by ascribing them to physical
interference with the laws of life and health.

Another argument for a sinful constitution is, that unless infants have a
sinful nature, they do not need sanctification to fit them for heaven.
Answer:

This argument assumes, that, if they are not sinful, they must be holy;
whereas they are neither sinful or holy, until they are moral agents, and
render themselves so by obedience or disobedience to the moral law. If
they are to go to heaven, they must be made holy or must be sanctified.
This objection assumes, that previous sinfulness is a condition of the
necessity of being holy. This is contrary to fact. Were Adam and angels
first sinful before they were sanctified? But it is assumed that unless moral
agents are at first sinners, they do not need the Holy Spirit to induce them
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to be holy. That is, unless their nature is sinful, they would become holy
without the Holy Spirit. But where do we ascertain this? Suppose that
they have no moral character, and that their nature is neither holy nor
sinful. Will they become holy without being enlightened by the Holy
Spirit? Who will assert that they will?

That infants have a sinful nature has been inferred from the institution of
circumcision so early as the eighth day after birth. Circumcision, it is truly
urged, was designed to teach the necessity of regeneration, and by way of
implication, the doctrine of moral depravity. It is claimed, that its being
enjoined as obligatory upon the eighth day after birth, was requiring it at
the earliest period at which it could be safely performed. From this it is
inferred, that infants are to be regarded as morally depraved from their
birth.

In answer to this I would say, that infant circumcision was doubtless
designed to teach the necessity of their being saved by the Holy Spirit
from the dominion of the flesh; that the influence of the flesh must be
restrained, and the flesh circumcised, or the soul would be lost. This truth
needed to be impressed on the parents, from the birth of their children.
This very significant, and bloody, and painful rite, was well calculated to
impress this truth upon parents, and to lead them from their birth to watch
over the development and indulgence of their propensities, and to pray for
their sanctification. Requiring it at so early a day was no doubt designed to
indicate, that they are from the first under the dominion of their flesh,
without however affording any inference in favor of the idea, that their
flesh was in itself sinful, or that the action of their will at that early age
was sinful. If reason was not developed, the subjection of the will to
appetite could not be sinful. But whether this subjection of the will to the
gratification of the appetite was sinful or not, the child must be delivered
from it, or it could never be fitted for heaven, any more than a mere brute
can be fitted for heaven. The fact, that circumcision was required on the
eighth day, and not before, seems to indicate, not that they are sinners
absolutely from birth, but that they very early become so, even from the
commencement of moral agency.

Again: the rite must be performed at some time. Unless a particular day
were appointed, it would be very apt to be deferred, and finally not
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performed at all. It is probable, that God commanded that it should be
done at the earliest period at which it could be safely done, not only for
the reasons already assigned, but to prevent its being neglected too long,
and perhaps altogether: and perhaps, also, because it would be less painful
and dangerous at that early age, when the infant slept most of the time.
The longer it was neglected the greater would be the temptation to neglect
it altogether. So painful a rite needed to be enjoined by positive statute, at
some particular time; and it was desirable on accounts that it should be
done as early as it safely could be. This argument, then, for native
constitutional moral depravity amounts really to nothing.

Again: it is urged, that unless infants have a sinful nature, should they
die in infancy, they could not be saved by the grace of Christ.

To this I answer, that, in this case they would not, and could not, as a
matter of course, be sent to the place of punishment for sinners; because
that were to confound the innocent with the guilty, a thing morally
impossible with God.

But what grace could there be in saving them from a sinful constitution,
that is not exercised in saving them from circumstances that would
certainly result in their becoming sinners, if not snatched from them? In
neither case do they need pardon for sin. Grace is unearned favor a
gratuity. If the child has a sinful nature, it is his misfortune, and not his
crime. To save him from this nature is to save him from those
circumstances that will certainly result in actual transgression, unless he is
rescued by death and by the Holy Spirit. So if his nature is not sinful, yet
it is certain that his nature and circumstances are such, that he will surely
sin unless rescued by death or by the Holy Spirit, before he is capable of
sinning. It certainly must be an infinite favor to be rescued from such
circumstances, and especially to have eternal life conferred as a mere
gratuity. This surely is grace. And as infants belong to a race of sinners
who are all, as it were, turned over into the hands of Christ, they doubtless
will ascribe their salvation to the infinite grace of Christ.

Again: is it not grace that saves us from sinning? What then is it but
grace that saves infants from sinning, by snatching them away from
circumstances of temptation? In what way does grace save adults from
sinning, but by keeping them from temptation, or by giving them grace to
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overcome it? And is there no grace in rescuing infants from circumstances
that are certain, if they are left in them, to lead them into sin?

All that can be justly said in either case is, that if infants are saved at all,
which I suppose they are, they are rescued by the benevolence of God
from circumstances that would result in certain and eternal death, and are
by grace made heirs of eternal life. But after all, it is useless to speculate
about the character and destiny of those who are confessedly not moral
agents. The benevolence of God will take care of them. It is nonsensical to
insist upon their moral depravity before they are moral agents, and it is
frivolous to assert, that they must be morally depraved, as a condition of
their being saved by grace.

We deny that the human constitution is morally depraved, because it is
impossible that sin should be a quality of the substance of soul or body. It
is, and must be, a quality of choice or intention, and not of substance. To
make sin an attribute or quality of substance is contrary to God’s
definition of sin. “Sin,” says the apostle, “is anomia,” a “transgression of,
or a want of conformity to, the moral law.” That is, it consists in a refusal
to love God and our neighbor, or, which is the same thing, in loving
ourselves supremely.

To represent the constitution as sinful, is to represent God, who is the
author of the constitution, as the author of sin. To say that God is not the
direct former of the constitution, but that sin is conveyed by natural
generation from Adam, who made himself sinful, is only to remove the
objection one step farther back, but not to obviate it; for God established
the physical laws that of necessity bring about this result.

But how came Adam by a sinful nature? Did his first sin change his
nature? or did God change it as a penalty for sin? What ground is there for
the assertion that Adam’s nature became in itself sinful by the fall? This is
a groundless, not to say ridiculous, assumption, and an absurdity. Sin an
attribute of nature! A sinful substance! Sin a substance! Is it a solid, a
fluid, a material, or a spiritual substance?

I have received from a brother the following note on this subject: “The
orthodox creeds are in some cases careful to say that original sin consists in
the substance of neither soul nor body. Thus Bretschneider, who is
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reckoned among the rationalists in Germany, says: `The symbolical books
very rightly maintain that original sin is not in any sense the substance of
man, his body or soul, as Flacius taught, but that it has been infused into
human nature by Satan, and mixed with it, as poison and wine are mixed.’

“They rather expressly guard against the idea that they mean by the
phrase ‘man’s nature,’ his substance, but somewhat which is fixed in the
substance. They explain original sin, therefore, not as an essential attribute
of man, that is, a necessary and essential part of his being, but as an
accident, that is, somewhat which does not subsist in itself, but as
something accidental, which has come into human nature. He quotes the
Formula Concordantiae as saying: `Nature does not denote the substance
itself of man, but something which inheres fixed in the nature or
substance.’ Accident is defined, ‘what does not subsist by itself, but is in
some substance and can be distinguished from it.’”

Here, it seems, is sin by itself, and yet not a substance or subsistence not a
part or attribute of soul or body. What can it be? Does it consist in wrong
action? No, not in action, but is an accident which inheres fixed in the
nature of substance. But what can it be? Not substance, nor yet action.
But if it be anything, it must be either substance or action. If it be a state
of substance, what is this but substance in a particular state? Do these
writers think by this subtlety and refinement to relieve their doctrine of
constitutional moral depravity of its intrinsic absurdity?

I object to the doctrine of constitutional sinfulness, that it makes all sin
original and actual, a mere calamity, and not a crime. For those who hold
that sin is an essential and inseparable part of our nature, to call it a crime,
is to talk nonsense. What! A sinful nature the crime of him upon whom it
is entailed, without his knowledge or consent? If the nature is sinful, in
such a sense that action must necessarily be sinful, which is the doctrine of
the Confession of Faith, then sin in action must be a calamity, and can be
no crime. It is the necessary effect of a sinful nature. This cannot be a
crime, since the will has nothing to do with it.

Of course it must render repentance, either with or without the grace of
God, impossible, unless grace sets aside our reason. If repentance implies
self-condemnation, we can never repent in the exercise of our reason.
Constituted as we are, it is impossible that we should condemn ourselves
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for a sinful nature, or for actions that are unavoidable. The doctrine of
original sin, or of a sinful constitution, and of necessary sinful actions,
represents the whole moral government of God, the plan of salvation by
Christ, and indeed every doctrine of the gospel, as a mere farce. Upon this
supposition the law is tyranny, and the gospel an insult to the
unfortunate.

It is difficult, and, indeed, impossible for those who really believe this
doctrine to urge immediate repentance and submission on the sinner,
feeling that he is infinitely to blame unless he instantly comply. It is a
contradiction to affirm, that a man can heartily believe in the doctrine in
question, and yet truly and heartily blame sinners for not doing what is
naturally impossible to them. The secret conviction must be in the mind of
such an one, that the sinner is not really to blame for being a sinner. For in
fact, if this doctrine is true, he is not to blame for being a sinner, any more
than he is to blame for being a human being. This the advocate of this
doctrine must know. It is vain for him to set up the pretence that he truly
blames sinners for their nature, or for their conduct that was unavoidable.
He can no more do it, than he can honestly deny the necessary
affirmations of his own reason. Therefore the advocates of this theory
must merely hold it as a theory, without believing it, or otherwise they
must in their secret conviction excuse the sinner.

This doctrine naturally and necessarily leads its advocates, secretly at
least, to ascribe the atonement of Christ rather to justice than to grace to
regard it rather as an expedient to relieve the unfortunate, than to render
the forgiveness of the inexcusable sinner possible. The advocates of the
theory cannot but regard the case of the sinner as rather a hard one, and
God as under an obligation to provide a way for him to escape a sinful
nature, entailed upon him in spite of himself, and from actual
transgressions which result from his nature by a law of necessity. If all this
is true, the sinner’s case is infinitely hard, and God would appear the most
unreasonable and cruel of beings, if He did not provide for their escape.
These convictions will, and must, lodge in the mind of him who really
believes the dogma of a sinful nature. This, in substance, is sometimes
affirmed by the defenders of the doctrine of original sin.
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The fact that Christ died in the stead and behalf of sinners, proves that
God regarded them not as unfortunate, but as criminal and altogether
without excuse. Surely Christ need not have died to atone for the
misfortunes of men. His death was to atone for their guilt, and not for their
misfortunes. But if they are without excuse for sin, they must be without a
sinful nature that renders sin unavoidable. If men are without excuse for
sin, as the whole law and gospel assume and teach, it cannot possibly be
that their nature is sinful, for a sinful nature would be the best of all
excuses for sin.

This doctrine is a stumbling-block both to the church and the world,
infinitely dishonorable to God, and an abomination alike to God and the
human intellect, and should be banished from every pulpit, and from every
formula of doctrine, and from the world. It is a relic of heathen
philosophy, and was foisted in among the doctrines of Christianity by
Augustine, as every one may know who will take the trouble to examine
for himself. This view of moral depravity that I am opposing, has long
been the stronghold of Universalism. From it, the Universalists inveigh
with resistless force against the idea that sinners should be sent to an
eternal hell. Assuming the long-defended doctrine of original or
constitutional sinfulness, they proceeded to show, that it would be
infinitely unreasonable and unjust in God to send them to hell. What!
Create them with a sinful nature, from which proceed, by a law of
necessity, actual transgressions, and then send them to an eternal hell for
having this nature, and for transgressions that are unavoidable! Impossible!
They say; and the human intellect responds, Amen.

From the dogma of a sinful nature or constitution also, has naturally and
irresistibly flowed the doctrine of inability to repent, and the necessity of
a physical regeneration. These too have been a sad stumbling-block to
Universalists, as every one knows who is at all acquainted with the history
of Universalism. They infer the salvation of all men, from the fact of
God’s benevolence and physical omnipotence! God is almighty, and He is
love. Men are constitutionally depraved, and are unable to repent. God
will not, cannot send them to hell. They do not deserve it. Sin is a
calamity, and God can save them, and He ought to do so. This is the
substance of their argument. And assuming the truth of their premises,
there is no evading their conclusion. But the whole argument is built on
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“such stuff as dreams are made of.” Strike out the erroneous dogma of a
sinful nature, and the whole edifice of Universalism comes to the ground in
a moment. We come now to consider:

2. The proper method of accounting for moral depravity.

We have more than once seen that the Bible has given us the history of the
introduction of sin into our world; and that from the narrative, it is plain,
that the first sin consisted in selfishness or in consenting to indulge the
excited constitutional propensities in a prohibited manner. In other words,
it consisted in yielding the will to the impulses of the sensibility, instead
of abiding by the law of God, as revealed in the intelligence. Thus, the
Bible ascribes the first sin of our race to the influence of temptation.

The Bible once, and only once, incidentally intimates that Adam’s first sin
has in some way been the occasion, not the necessary physical cause of all
the sins of men (Romans 5:12-19). It neither says nor intimates anything
in relation to the manner in which Adam’s sin has occasioned this result. It
only incidentally recognizes the fact, and then leaves it, just as if the quo
modo was too obvious to need explanation. In other parts of the Bible we
are informed how we are to account for the existence of sin among men.
James says, that a man is tempted when he is drawn aside of his own
lusts, (epithumia-”desires”) and enticed (James 1:14). That is, his lusts, or
the impulses of his sensibility, are his tempters. When he or his will is
overcome of these, he sins. Paul and other inspired writers represent sin as
consisting in a carnal or fleshly mind, in the mind of the flesh, or in
minding the flesh. It is plain that by the term flesh they mean what we
understand by the sensibility, as distinguished from intellect, and that they
represent sin as consisting in obeying, minding, the impulses of the
sensibility. They represent the world, and the flesh, and Satan, as the three
great sources of temptation. It is plain that the world and Satan tempt by
appeals to the flesh, or to the sensibility. Hence, the apostles have much
to say of the necessity of the destruction of the flesh, of the members, of
putting off the old man with his deeds, etc. Now, it is worthy of remark,
that all this painstaking, on the part of Inspiration, to intimate the source
from whence our sin proceeds, and to apprise us of the proper method of
accounting for it, and also of avoiding it, has probably been the occasion of
leading certain philosophers and theologians who have not carefully
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examined the whole subject, to take a view of it which is directly opposed
to the truth intended by the inspired writers. Because so much is said of
the influence of the flesh over the mind, they have inferred that the nature
and physical constitution of man is itself sinful. But the representations of
Scripture are, that the body is the occasion of sin. The law in his members,
that warred against the law of his mind, of which Paul speaks, is
manifestly the impulse of the sensibility opposed to the law of the reason.
This law, that is, the impulse of his sensibility, brings him into captivity,
that is, influences his will, in spite of all his convictions to the contrary.

Moral depravity consists, remember, in the committal of the will to the
gratification or indulgence of self in the will’s following, or submitting
itself to be governed by, the impulses and desires of the sensibility, instead
of submitting itself to the law of God revealed in the reason.

This definition of the thing shows how it is to be accounted for, namely:
the sensibility acts as a powerful impulse to the will, from the moment of
birth, and secures the consent and activity of the will to procure its
gratification, before the reason is at all developed. The will is thus
committed to the gratification of feeling and appetite, when first the idea of
moral obligation is developed. This committed state of the will is not moral
depravity, and has no moral character, until the idea of moral obligation is
developed. The moment this idea is developed, this committal of the will
to self-indulgence must be abandoned, or it becomes selfishness, or moral
depravity. But, as the will is already in a state of committal, and has to
some extent already formed the habit of seeking to gratify feeling, and as
the idea of moral obligation is at first but feebly developed, unless the
Holy Spirit interferes to shed light on the soul, the will, as might be
expected, retains its hold on self-gratification. Here alone moral character
commences, and must commence. No one can conceive of its commencing
earlier.

This selfish choice is the wicked heart the propensity to sin that causes
what is generally termed actual transgression. This sinful choice is
properly enough called indwelling sin. It is the latent, standing, controlling
preference of the mind and the cause of all the outward and active life. It is
not the choice of sin itself, distinctly conceived of, or chosen as sin, but
the choice of self-gratification, which choice is sin.
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Again: It should be remembered, that the physical depravity of our race
has much to do with our moral depravity. A diseased physical system
renders the appetites, passions, tempers, and propensities more clamorous
and despotic in their demands, and of course constantly urging to
selfishness, confirms and strengthens it. It should be distinctly
remembered that physical depravity has no moral character in itself. But
yet it is a source of fierce temptation to selfishness. The human sensibility
is, manifestly, deeply physically depraved; and as sin, or moral depravity,
consists in committing the will to the gratification of the sensibility, its
physical depravity will mightily strengthen moral depravity. Moral
depravity is then universally owing to temptation. That is, the soul is
tempted to self-indulgence, and yields to the temptation, and this yielding,
and not the temptation, is sin or moral depravity. This is manifestly the
way in which Adam and Eve became morally depraved. They were
tempted, even by undepraved appetite, to prohibited indulgence, and were
overcome. The sin did not lie in the constitutional desire of food, or of
knowledge, nor in the excited state of these appetites or desires, but in the
consent of the will to prohibited indulgence. Just in the same way all
sinners become such, that is, they become morally depraved, by yielding
to temptation to self-gratification under some form. Indeed, it is
impossible that they should become morally depraved in any other way.
To deny this were to overlook the very nature of moral depravity.

To sum up the truth upon this subject in few words, I would say:

1. Moral depravity in our first parents was induced by temptation
addressed to the unperverted susceptibilities of their nature. When these
susceptibilities became strongly excited, they overcame the will; that is,
the human pair were over-persuaded, and fell under the temptation. This
has been repeatedly said, but needs repetition in a summing up.

2. All moral depravity commences in substantially the same way. Proof:

(1.) The impulses of the sensibility are developed, gradually,
commencing from the birth, and depending on physical development
and growth.

(2.) The first acts of will are in obedience to these.
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(3.) Self-gratification is the rule of action previous to the development
of reason.

(4.) No resistance is offered to the will’s indulgence of appetite, until a
habit of self-indulgence is formed.

(5.) When reason affirms moral obligation, it finds the will in a state of
habitual and constant committal to the impulses of the sensibility.

(6.) The demands of the sensibility have become more and more
despotic every hour of indulgence.

(7.) In this state of things, unless the Holy Spirit interpose, the idea of
moral obligation will be but dimly developed.

(8.) The will of course rejects the bidding of reason, and cleaves to self-
indulgence.

(9.) This is the settling of a fundamental question. It is deciding in
favor of appetite, against the claims of conscience and of God.

(10.) Light once rejected, can be afterwards more easily resisted, until it
is nearly excluded altogether.

(11.) Selfishness confirms, and strengthens, and perpetuates itself by a
natural process. It grows with the sinner’s growth, and strengthens
with his strength; and will do so for ever, unless overcome by the Holy
Spirit through the truth.

REMARKS

1. Adam, being the natural head of the race, would naturally, by the wisest
constitution of things, greatly affect for good or evil his whole posterity.

2. His sin in many ways exposed his posterity to aggravated temptation.
Not only the physical constitution of all men, but all the influences under
which they first form their moral character, are widely different from what
they would have been, if sin had never been introduced.

3. When selfishness is understood to be the whole of moral depravity, its
quo modo, or in what way it comes to exist, is manifest. Clear conceptions
of the thing will instantly reveal the occasion and manner.
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4. The only difficulty in accounting for it, has been the false assumption,
that there must be, and is, something lying back of the free actions of the
will, which sustains to those actions the relation of a cause, that is itself
sinful.

5. If holy Adam, and holy angels could fall under temptations addressed to
their undepraved sensibility, how absurd it is to conclude, that sin in those
who are born with a physically depraved constitution, cannot be
accounted for, without ascribing it to original sin, or to a nature that is in
itself sinful.

6. Without divine illumination, the moral character will of course be formed
under the influence of the flesh. That is, the lower propensities will of
course influence the will, unless the reason be developed by the Holy
Spirit.

7. The dogma of constitutional moral depravity, is a part and parcel of the
doctrine of a necessitated will. It is a branch of a grossly false and
heathenish philosophy. How infinitely absurd, dangerous, and unjust,
then, to embody it in a standard of Christian doctrine, to give it the place
of an indispensable article of faith, and denounce all who will not swallow
its absurdities, as heretics!

8. We are unable to say precisely at what age infants become moral agents,
and of course how early they become sinners. Doubtless there is much
difference among children in this respect. Reason is developed in one
earlier than in another, according to the constitution and circumstances.

A thorough consideration of the subject, will doubtless lead to the
conviction, that children become moral agents much earlier than is generally
supposed. The conditions of moral agency are, as has been repeatedly said
in former lectures, the possession of the powers of moral agency, together
with the development of the ideas of the good or valuable, of moral
obligation or oughtness of right and wrong of praise and blameworthiness.
I have endeavored to show, in former lectures, that mental satisfaction,
blessedness or happiness, is the ultimate good. Satisfaction arising from
the gratification of the appetites, is one of the earliest experiences of
human beings. This no doubt suggests or develops, at a very early period,
the idea of the good or the valuable. The idea is doubtless developed, long
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before the word that expresses it is understood. The child knows that
happiness is good, and seeks it in the form of self-gratification, long before
the terms that designate this state of mind are at all understood. It knows
that its own enjoyment is worth seeking, and doubtless very early has the
idea, that the enjoyment of others is worth seeking, and affirms to itself,
not in words, but in idea, that it ought to please its parents and those
around it. It knows, in fact, though language is as yet unknown, that it
loves to be gratified, and to be happy, that it loves and seeks enjoyment
for itself, and doubtless has the idea that it ought not to displease and
distress those around it, but that it ought to endeavor to please and gratify
them. This is probably among the first ideas, if not the very first idea, of
the pure reason that is developed, that is, the idea of the good, the
valuable, the desirable; and the next must be that of oughtness, or of moral
obligation, or of right and wrong, etc. I say again, these ideas are, and must
be developed, before the signs or words that express them are at all
understood, and the words would never be understood except the idea
were first developed. We always find, at the earliest period at which
children can understand words, that they have the idea of obligation, of
right and wrong. As soon as these words are understood by them, they
recognize them as expressing ideas already in their own minds, and which
ideas they have had further back than they can remember. Some, and
indeed most persons, seem to have the idea, that children affirm
themselves to be under moral obligation, before they have the idea of the
good; that they affirm their obligation to obey their parents before they
know, or have the idea of the good or of the valuable. But this is, and must
be a mistake. They may and do affirm obligation to obey their parents,
before they can express in language, and before they would understand, a
statement of the ground of their obligation. The idea, however, they have,
and must have, or they could not affirm obligation.

9. Why is sin so natural to mankind? Not because their nature is itself
sinful, but because the appetites and passions tend so strongly to self-
indulgence. These are temptations to sin, but sin itself consists not in these
appetites and propensities, but in the voluntary committal of the will to
their indulgence. This committal of the will is selfishness, and when the
will is once given up to sin, it is very natural to sin. The will once
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committed to self-indulgence as its end, selfish actions are in a sense
spontaneous.

10. The constitution of a moral being as a whole, when all the powers are
developed, does not tend to sin, but strongly in an opposite direction; as is
manifest from the fact that when reason is thoroughly developed by the
Holy Spirit, it is more than a match for the sensibility, and turns the heart
to God. The difficulty is, that the sensibility gets the start of reason, and
engages the attention in devising means of self-gratification, and thus
retards, and in a great measure prevents, the development of the ideas of
the reason which were designed to control the will. It is this morbid
development that the Holy Spirit is given to rectify, by so forcing truth
upon the attention, as to secure the development of the reason. By doing
this, He brings the will under the influence of truth. Our senses reveal to us
the objects correlated to our animal nature and propensities. The Holy
Spirit reveals God and the spiritual world, and all that class of objects that
are correlated to our higher nature, so as to give reason the control of the
will. This is regeneration and sanctification, as we shall see in its proper
place.
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LECTURE 25

ATONEMENT

We come now to the consideration of a very important feature of the moral
government of God; namely, the atonement. In discussing this subject, I
will:

CALL ATTENTION TO SEVERAL
WELL-ESTABLISHED PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT.

1. We have already seen that moral law is not founded in the mere arbitrary
will of God or of any other being, but that it has its foundation in the
nature and relations of moral agents, that it is that rule of action or of
willing which is imposed on them by the law of their own intellect.

2. As the will of no being can create moral law, so the will of no being can
repeal or alter moral law. It being just that rule of action that is agreeable to
the nature and relations of moral agents, it is as immutable as those natures
and relations.

3. There is a distinction between the letter and the spirit of moral law. The
letter relates to the outward life or action; the spirit respects the motive or
intention from which the act should proceed. For example: the spirit of the
moral law requires disinterested benevolence, and is all expressed in one
word love. The letter of the law is found in the commandments of the
decalogue, and in divers other precepts relating to outward acts.

4. To the letter of the law there may be many exceptions, but to the spirit
of moral law there can be no exception. That is, the spirit of the moral law
may sometimes admit and require, that the letter of the law shall be
disregarded or violated; but the spirit of the law ought never to be
disregarded or violated. For example: the letter of the law prohibits all
labor on the Sabbath day. But the spirit of the law often requires labor on
the Sabbath. The spirit of the law requires the exercise of universal and
perfect love or benevolence to God and man, and the law of benevolence
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often requires that labor shall be done on the Sabbath; as administering to
the sick, relieving the poor, feeding animals; and in short, whatever is
plainly the work of necessity or mercy, in such a sense that enlightened
benevolence demands it, is required by the spirit of moralükaw upon the
Sabbath, as well as all other days. This is expressly taught by Christ, both
by precept and example. So again, the letter of the law says, “The soul
that sinneth, it shall die” (Ezekiel 18:20), but the spirit of the law admits
and requires that upon certain conditions, to be examined in their proper
place, the soul that sinneth shall live. The letter of the law is inexorable; it
condemns and sentences to death all violators of its precepts, without
regard to atonement or repentance. The spirit of moral law allows and
requires that upon condition of satisfaction being made to public justice,
and the return of the sinner to obedience, he shall live and not die.

5. In establishing a government and promulgating law, the lawgiver is
always understood as pledging himself duly to administer the laws in
support of public order, and for the promotion of public morals, toward
the innocent with his favor and protection, and to punish the disobedient
with the loss of his protection and favor.

6. Laws are public property in which every subject of the government has
an interest. Every obedient subject of government is interested to have law
supported and obeyed, and wherever the law is violated, every subject of
the government is injured, and his rights are invaded; and each and all have
a right to expect the government duly to execute the penalties of law when
it is violated.

7. There is an important distinction between retributive and public justice.
Retributive justice consists in treating every subject of government
according to his character. It respects the intrinsic merit or demerit of each
individual, and deals with him accordingly. Public justice, in its exercise,
consists in the promotion and protection of the public interests, by such
legislation and such an administration of law, as is demanded by the
highest good of the public. It implies the execution of the penalties of law
where the precept is violated, unless something else is done that will as
effectually secure the public interests. When this is done, public justice
demands, that the execution of the penalty shall be dispensed with by
extending pardon to the criminal. Retributive justice makes no exceptions,
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but punishes without mercy in every instance of crime. Public justice
makes exceptions, as often as this is permitted or required by the public
good. Public justice is identical with the spirit of the moral law, and in its
exercise, regards only the law. Retributive justice cleaves to the letter, and
makes no exceptions to the rule, “The soul that sinneth, it shall die”
(Ezekiel 18:20).

8. The design of legal penalties is to secure obedience to the precept. The
same is also the reason for executing them when the precept is violated.
The sanctions are to be regarded as an expression of the views of the
lawgiver, in respect to the importance of his law; and the execution of
penalties is designed and calculated to evince his sincerity in enacting, and
his continued adherence to, and determination to abide by, the principles
of his government as revealed in the law; his abhorrence of all crime; his
regard to the public interests; and his unalterable determination to carry
out, support and establish, the authority of his law.

9. It is a fact well established by the experience of all ages and nations, that
the exercise of mercy, in setting aside the execution of penalties, is a matter
of extreme delicacy and danger. The influence of law, as might be expected,
is found very much to depend upon the certainty felt by the subjects that
it will be duly executed. It is found in experience, to be true, that the
exercise of mercy in every government where no atonement is made,
weakens government, by begetting and fostering a hope of impunity in the
minds of those who are tempted to violate the law. It has been asserted,
that the same is true when an atonement has been made, and that therefore,
the doctrines of atonement and consequent forgiveness tend to encourage
the hope of impunity in the commission of sin, and for this reason, are
dangerous doctrines, subversive of high and sound morality. This assertion
I shall notice in its appropriate place.

10. Since the head of the government is pledged to protect and promote the
public interests, by a due administration of law, if in any instance where
the precept is violated, he would dispense with the execution of penalties,
public justice requires that he shall see, that a substitute for the execution
of law is provided, or that something is done that shall as effectually
secure the influence of law, as the execution of the penalty would do. He
cannot make exceptions to the spirit of the law. Either the soul that
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sinneth must die, according to the letter of the law, or a substitute must be
provided in accordance with the spirit of the law.

11. Whatever will as fully evince the lawgiver’s regard for his law, his
determination to support it, his abhorrence of all violations of its precepts,
and withal guard as effectually against the inference, that violators of the
precept might expect to escape with impunity, as the execution of the
penalty would do, is a full satisfaction of public justice. When these
conditions are fulfilled, and the sinner has returned to obedience, public
justice not only admits, but absolutely demands, that the penalty shall be
set aside by extending pardon to the offender. The offender still deserves
to be punished, and, upon the principles of retributive justice, might be
punished according to his deserts. But the public good admits and requires,
that upon the above condition he should live; hence, public justice, in
compliance with the public interests and the spirit of the law of love,
spares and pardons him.

12. If mercy or pardon is to be extended to any who have violated law, it
ought to be done in a manner and upon some conditions that will settle the
question, and establish the truth, that the execution of penalties is not to
be dispensed with merely upon condition of the repentance of the
offender. In other words, if pardon is to be extended, it should be known
to be upon a condition not within the power of the offender. Else he may
know, that he can violate the law, and yet be sure to escape with
impunity, by fulfilling the conditions of forgiveness, which are upon the
supposition, all within his own power.

13. So, if mercy is to be exercised, it should be upon a condition that is not
to be repeated. The thing required by public justice is, that nothing shall be
done to undermine or disturb the influence of law. Hence it cannot consent
to have the execution of penalties dispensed with, upon any condition that
shall encourage the hope of impunity. Therefore, public justice cannot
consent to the pardon of sin but upon condition of an atonement, and also
upon the assumption that atonement is not to be repeated, nor to extend
its benefits beyond the limits of the race for whom it was made, and that
only for a limited time. If an atonement were to extend its benefits to all
worlds, and to all eternity, it would nullify its own influence, and
encourage the universal hope of impunity, in case the precepts of the law
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were violated. This would be indefinitely worse than no atonement; and
public justice might as well consent to have mercy exercised, without any
regard to securing the authority and influence of law.

THE TERM ATONEMENT.

The English word atonement is synonymous with the Hebrew word cofer.
This is a noun from the verb caufar, to cover. The cofer or cover was the
name of the lid or cover of the ark of the covenant, and constituted what
was called the mercy-seat. The Greek word rendered atonement is
katallage. This means reconciliation to favor, or more strictly, the means or
conditions of reconciliation to favor; from katallasso, to “change, or
exchange.” The term properly means substitution. An examination of these
original words, in the connection in which they stand, will show that the
atonement is the governmental substitution of the sufferings of Christ for
the punishment of sinners. It is a covering of their sins by His sufferings.

THE TEACHINGS OF NATURAL THEOLOGY, OR THE A PRIORI
AFFIRMATIONS OF REASON UPON THIS SUBJECT.

The doctrine of atonement has been regarded as so purely a doctrine of
revelation as to preclude the supposition, that reason could, a priori, make
any affirmations about it. It has been generally regarded as lying absolutely
without the pale of natural theology, in so high a sense, that, aside from
revelation, no assumption could be made, nor even a reasonable conjecture
indulged. But there are certain facts in this world’s history, that render this
assumption exceedingly doubtful. It is true, indeed, that natural theology
could not ascertain and establish the fact, that an atonement had been
made, or that it certainly would be made; but if I am not mistaken, it might
have been reasonably inferred, the true character of God being known and
assumed, that an atonement of some kind would be made to render it
consistent with His relations to the universe, to extend mercy to the guilty
inhabitants of this world. The manifest necessity of a divine revelation has
been supposed to afford a strong presumptive argument, that such a
revelation has been or will be made. From the benevolence of God, as
affirmed by reason, and manifested in His works and providence, it has
been, as I suppose, justly inferred, that He would make arrangements to
secure the holiness and salvation of men, and as a condition of this result,
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that He would grant them a further revelation of His will than had been
given in creation and providence. The argument stands thus:

1. From reason and observation we know that this is not a state of
retribution; and from all the facts in the case that lie open to observation,
this is evidently a state of trial or probation.

2. The providence of God in this world is manifestly disciplinary, and
designed to reform mankind.

3. These facts, taken in connection with the great ignorance and darkness
of the human mind on moral and religious subjects, afford a strong
presumption that the benevolent Creator will make to the inhabitants of
this world who are so evidently yet in a state of trial, a further revelation
of His will. Now, if this argument is good, so far as it goes, I see not why
we may not reasonably go still further.

Since the above are facts, and since it is also a fact that when the subject is
duly considered, and the more thoroughly the better, there is manifestly a
great difficulty in the exercise of mercy without satisfaction being made to
public justice; and since the benevolence of God would not allow Him on
the one hand to pardon sin at the expense of public justice, nor on the
other to punish or execute the penalty of law, if it could be wisely and
consistently avoided, these facts being understood and admitted, it might
naturally have been inferred, that the wisdom and benevolence of God
would devise and execute some method of meeting the demands of public
justice, that should render the forgiveness of sin possible. That the
philosophy of government would render this possible, is to us very
manifest. I know, indeed, that with the light the gospel has afforded us, we
much more clearly discern this, than they could who had no other light
than that of nature. Whatever might have been known to the ancients, and
those who have not the Bible, I think that when the facts are announced by
revelation, we can see that such a governmental expedient was not only
possible, but just what might have been expected of the benevolence of
God. It would of course have been impossible for us, a priori, to have
devised, or reasonably conjectured, the plan that has been adopted. So
little was known or knowable on the subject of the trinity of God, without
revelation, that natural theology could, perhaps, in its best estate, have
taught nothing further than that, if it was possible, some governmental
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expedient would be resorted to, and was in contemplation, for the ultimate
restoration of the sinning race, who were evidently spared hitherto from
the execution of law, and placed under a system of discipline.

But since the gospel has announced the fact of the atonement, it appears
that natural theology or governmental philosophy can satisfactorily
explain it; that reason can discern a divine philosophy in it.

NATURAL THEOLOGY CAN TEACH:

1. That the human race is in a fallen state, and that the law of selfishness,
and not the law of benevolence, is that to which unconverted men conform
their lives.

2. It can teach that God is benevolent, and hence that mercy must be an
attribute of God; and that this attribute will be manifested in the actual
pardon of sin, when this can be done with safety to the divine government.

3. Consequently that no atonement could be needed to satisfy any
implacable spirit in the divine mind; that He was sufficiently and infinitely
disposed to extend pardon to the penitent, if this could be wisely,
benevolently, and safely done.

4. It can also abundantly teach, that there is a real and a great danger in the
exercise of mercy under a moral government, and supremely great under a
government so vast and so enduring as the government of God; that, under
such a government, the danger is very great, that the exercise of mercy will
be understood as encouraging the hope of impunity in the commission of
sin.

5. It can also show the indispensable necessity of such an administration
of the divine government as to secure the fullest confidence throughout the
universe, in the sincerity of God in promulgating His law with its
tremendous penalty, and of His unalterable adherence to its spirit, and
determination not to falter in carrying out and securing its authority at all
events. That this is indispensable to the well-being of the universe, is
entirely manifest.

6. Hence it is very obvious to natural theology, that sin cannot be
pardoned unless something is done to forbid the otherwise natural
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inference that sin will be forgiven under the government of God upon
condition of repentance alone, and of course upon a condition within the
power of the sinner himself. It must be manifest, that to proclaim
throughout the universe that sin would be pardoned universally upon
condition of repentance alone, would be a virtual repeal of the divine law.
All creatures would instantly perceive, that no one need to fear
punishment, in any case, as his forgiveness was secure, however much he
might trample on the divine authority, upon a single condition which he
could at will perform.

7. Natural theology is abundantly competent to show, that God could not
be just to His own intelligence, just to His character, and hence just to the
universe, in dispensing with the execution of divine law, except upon the
condition of providing a substitute of such a nature as to reveal as fully,
and impress as deeply, the lessons that would be taught by the execution,
as the execution itself would do. The great design of penalties is
prevention, and this is of course the design of executing penalties. The
head of every government is pledged to sustain the authority of law, by a
due administration of rewards and punishments, and has no right in any
instance to extend pardon, except upon conditions that will as effectually
support the authority of law as the execution of its penalties would do. It
was never found to be safe, or even possible under any government, to
make the universal offer of pardon to violators of law, upon the bare
condition of repentance, for the very obvious reason already suggested,
that it would be a virtual repeal of all law. Public justice, by which every
executive magistrate in the universe is bound, sternly and peremptorily
forbids that mercy shall be extended to any culprit, without some
equivalent being rendered to the government; that is, without something
being done that will fully answer as a substitute for the execution of
penalties. This principle God fully admits to be binding upon Him; and
hence He affirms that He gave His Son to render it just in Him to forgive
sin.

“Being justified freely by His grace, through the redemption that is
in Christ Jesus, whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation
through faith in His blood, to declare His righteousness for the
remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God; to
declare, I say, at this time, His righteousness; that He might be just,
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and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus” (Romans 3:24-
26).

8. All nations have felt the necessity of expiatory sacrifices. This is
evident from the fact that all nations have offered them.

9. The wisest heathen philosophers, who saw the intrinsic inefficacy of
animal sacrifices, held that God could not forgive sin. This proves to a
demonstration, that they felt the necessity of an atonement, or expiatory
sacrifice. And having too just views of God and His government, to
suppose that either animal, or merely human, sacrifices, could be
efficacious under the government of God, they were unable to understand
upon what principles sin could be forgiven.

10. Public justice required, either that an atonement should be made, or
that the law should be executed upon every offender. By public justice is
intended, that due administration of law, that shall secure in the highest
manner which the nature of the case admits, private and public interests,
and establish the order and well-being of the universe. In establishing the
government of the universe, God had given the pledge, both impliedly and
expressly, that He would regard the public interests, and by a due
administration of the law, secure and promote, as far as possible, public
and individual happiness.

11. Public justice could strictly require only the execution of law; for God
had neither expressly nor impliedly given a pledge to do anything more for
the promotion of virtue and happiness, than to administer due rewards to
the righteous, and due punishment to the wicked. Yet an atonement, as we
shall see, would more fully meet the necessities of government, and act as a
more efficient preventive of sin, and a more powerful persuasive to
holiness, than the infliction of the legal penalty would do.

12. An atonement was needed for the removal of obstacles to the free
exercise of benevolence toward our race. Without an atonement, the race of
man after the fall sustained to the government of God the relation of rebels
and outlaws. And before God, as the great executive magistrate of the
universe, could manifest His benevolence toward them, an atonement must
be decided upon and made known, as the reason upon which His favorable
treatment of them was conditioned.
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13. An atonement was needed to promote the glory and influence of God
in the universe. But more of this hereafter.

14. An atonement was needed to present overpowering motives to
repentance.

15. An atonement was needed, that the offer of pardon might not seem like
connivance at sin.

16. An atonement was needed to manifest the sincerity of God in His legal
enactments.

17. An atonement was needed to make it safe to present the offer and
promise of pardon.

18. Natural theology can inform us, that, if the lawgiver would or could
condescend so much to deny himself, as to attest his regard to his law, and
his determination to support it by suffering its curse, in such a sense as
was possible and consistent with his character and relations, and so far
forth as emphatically to inculcate the great lesson, that sin was not to be
forgiven upon the bare condition of repentance in any case, and also to
establish the universal conviction, that the execution of law was not to be
dispensed with, but that it is an unalterable rule under his divine
government, that where there is sin there must be inflicted suffering this
would be so complete a satisfaction of public justice, that sin might safely
be forgiven.

THE FACT OF ATONEMENT.

This is purely a doctrine of revelation, and in the establishment of this
truth appeal must be made to the scriptures alone.

1. The whole Jewish scriptures, and especially the whole ceremonial
dispensation of the Jews, attest, most unequivocally, the necessity of an
atonement.

2. The New Testament is just as unequivocal in its testimony to the same
point.

I shall here take it as established, that Christ was properly “God manifest
in the flesh” (1 Timothy 3:16), and proceed to cite a few out of the great
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multitude of passages, that attest the fact of His death, and also its
vicarious nature; that is, that it was for us, and as a satisfaction to public
justice for our sins, that His blood was shed. I will first quote a few
passages to show that the atonement and redemption through it, was a
matter of understanding and covenant between the Father and Son.

“I have made a covenant with My chosen, I have sworn unto
David My servant. Thy seed will I establish forever, and build up
thy throne to all generations. Selah” (Psalms 89:3, 4).

“Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise Him; He hath put Him to grief:
when Thou shalt make His soul an offering for sin He shall see His
seed, He shall prolong His days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall
prosper in His hand. He shall see of the travail of His soul, and
shall be satisfied; by His knowledge shall My righteous servant
justify many; for He shall bear their iniquities. Therefore will I
divide Him a portion with the great, and He shall divide the spoil
with the strong; because He hath poured out His soul unto death:
and He was numbered with the transgressors” (Isaiah 53:10, 11,
12).

“All that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me: and he that
cometh to Me I will in no wise cast out. For I came down from
heaven, not to do Mine own will, but the will of Him that sent Me.
And this is the Father’s will which hath sent Me, that of all which
He hath given Me I should lose nothing, but should raise it up again
at the last day” (John 6:37-39)

“I have manifested Thy name unto the men which Thou gavest Me
out of the world: Thine they were, and Thou gavest them Me; and
they have kept Thy word. I pray for them: I pray not for the
world, but for them which Thou hast given Me; for they are Thine.
And now I am no more in the world, but these are in the world, and
I come to Thee. Holy Father, keep through Thine own name those
whom Thou hast given Me, that they may be one, as we are” (John
17:6, 9, 11).

I will next quote some passages to show, that, if sinners were to be saved
at all, it must be through an atonement.
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“Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other
name under heaven given among men whereby we must be saved”
(Acts 4:12).

“Be it known unto you therefore, men and brethren, that through
this man is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins: And by Him
all that believe are justified from all things, from which ye could not
be justified by the law of Moses” (Acts 13:38, 39).

“Now we know, that what things soever the law saith, it saith to
them who are under the law; that every mouth may be stopped,
and all the world may become guilty before God. Therefore, by the
deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified in His sight: for by
the law is the knowledge of sin” (Romans 3:19, 20).

“Knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the law, but
by the faith of Jesus Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ,
that we might be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the
works of the law: for by the works of the law shall no flesh be
justified. I do not frustrate the grace of God: for if righteousness
come by the law, then Christ is dead in vain” (Galatians 2:16, 21)

“For as many as are of the works of the law are under the curse: for
it is written, Cursed is every one that continueth not in all things
which are written in the book of the law to do them. But that no
man is justified by the law in the sight of God, it is evident: for,
The just shall live by faith. And the law is not of faith: but the man
that doeth them shall live in them. For if the inheritance be of the
law, it is no more of promise: but God gave it to Abraham by
promise. Wherefore then serveth the law? It was added because of
transgressions, until the seed should come to whom the promise
was made; and it was ordained by angels in the hand of a mediator.
Now a mediator is not a mediator of one, but God is one. Is the
law, then, against the promises of God? God forbid, for if there had
been a law given which could have given life, verily righteousness
should have been by the law. Wherefore the law was our
schoolmaster to bring us unto Christ, that we might be justified by
faith” (Galatians 3:10-12, 18-21, 24).
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“And almost all things are by the law purged with blood; and
without shedding of blood is no remission. It was therefore
necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be
purified with these; but the heavenly things themselves with better
sacrifices than these” (Hebrews 9:22, 23).

I will now cite some passages that establish the fact of the vicarious death
of Christ, and redemption through His blood.

“But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for
our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon Him, and
with His stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray;
we have turned every one to his own way; and the Lord hath laid
on Him the iniquity of us all” (Isaiah 53:5, 6).

“Even as the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give His life a ransom for many” (Matthew 20:28).

“For this is My blood of the new testament which is shed for
many for the remission of sins” (Matthew 26:28).

“And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so
must the Son of man be lifted up; that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have eternal life” (John 3:14, 15).

“I am the living bread which came down from heaven: if any man
eat of this bread, he shall live for ever: and the bread that I will give
is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world” (John 6:51).

“Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock over the
which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the church
of God, which He hath purchased with His own blood” (Acts
20:28).

“Being justified freely by His grace, through the redemption that is
in Christ Jesus. To declare, I say, at this time, His righteousness:
that He might be just, and the justifier of him which believeth in
Jesus. For when we were yet without strength, in due time Christ
died for the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous man will one die:
yet peradventure for a good man some would even dare to die. But
God commandeth His love toward us, in that while we were yet
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sinners Christ died for us. Much more then, being now justified by
His blood, we shall be saved from wrath through Him. And not
only so, but we also joy in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, by
whom we have now received the atonement. Therefore, as by the
offence of one, judgment came upon all men to condemnation; even
so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon all men unto
justification of life. For as by one man’s disobedience many were
made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many be made
righteous” (Romans 3:24-26, 5:9-11, 18, 19).

“Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as
ye are unleavened. For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us:
for I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, how
that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures”
(1 Corinthians 5:7, 15:3).

“I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live: yet not I, but Christ
liveth in me: and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by the
faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave Himself for me.
Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a
curse for us: for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on a
tree. That the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles
through Jesus Christ; that we might receive the promise of the
Spirit through faith” (Galatians 2:20, 3:13, 14).

“But now in Christ Jesus ye who sometimes were far off are made
nigh by the blood of Christ. And walk in love, as Christ also hath
loved us, and hath given Himself for us an offering and a sacrifice to
God for a sweet smelling savour” (Ephesians 2:13, 5:2).

“Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by His own blood
He entered in once into the holy place, having obtained eternal
redemption for us. For if the blood of bulls and of goats, and the
ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the
purifying of the flesh; how much more shall the blood of Christ,
who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without spot to
God, purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living
God? And almost all things are by the law purged with blood; and
without shedding of blood is no remission. It was therefore
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necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be
purified with these, but the heavenly things themselves with better
sacrifices than these. For Christ is not entered into the holy places
made with hands, which are the figures of the true; but into heaven
itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us. Nor yet that
He should offer Himself often, as the high priest entereth into the
holy place every year with blood of others; for then must He often
have suffered since the foundation of the world: but now once in
the end of the world hath He appeared to put away sin by the
sacrifice of Himself. And as it is appointed unto men once to die,
but after this the judgment: so Christ was once offered to bear the
sins of many: and unto them that look for Him shall He appear the
second time without sin unto salvation” (Hebrews 9:12-14, 22-28).

“By the which will we are sanctified through the offering of the
body of Jesus Christ once for all. And every priest standeth daily
ministering and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices, which can
never take away sins: but this man, after He had offered one
sacrifice for sins, for ever sat down on the right hand of God; from
henceforth expecting till His enemies be made His footstool. For by
one offering He hath perfected forever them that are sanctified”
(Hebrews 10:10-14).

“Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holiest by
the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way which He hath
consecrated for us through the veil, that is to say, His flesh”
(Hebrews 10:19, 20),

“For as much as ye know that ye were not redeemed with
corruptible things, as silver and gold, from your vain conversation
received by tradition from your fathers; but with the precious
blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot” (1
Peter 1:18, 19).

“Who His own self bare our sins in His own body on the tree, that
we being dead to sins should live unto righteousness; by whose
stripes ye were healed” (1 Peter 2:24).
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“For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust,
that He might bring us to God, being put to death in the flesh, but
quickened by the Spirit” (1 Peter 3:8).

“But if we walk in the light as He I in the light, we have fellowship
one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth
us from all sin” (1 John 1:7).

“And ye know that He was manifested to take away our sins; and
in Him is no sin” (1 John 3:5).

“In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that
God sent His only begotten Son into the world, that we might live
through Him. Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He
loved us, and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (1
John 4:9, 10).

These, as every reader of the Bible must know, are only some of the
passages that teach the doctrine of atonement and redemption by the death
of Christ. It is truly wonderful in how many ways this doctrine is taught,
assumed, and implied in the Bible. Indeed, it is emphatically the great
theme of the Bible. It is expressed or implied upon nearly every page of
divine inspiration.

THE NEXT INQUIRY IS
WHAT CONSTITUTES THE ATONEMENT.

The answer to this inquiry has been already, in part, unavoidably
anticipated. Under this head I will show:

1. That Christ’s obedience to the moral law as a covenant of works, did
not constitute the atonement.

(1.) Christ owed obedience to the moral law, both as God and man. He
was under as much obligation to be perfectly benevolent as any moral
agent is. It was, therefore, impossible for Him to perform any works of
supererogation; that is, so far as obedience to law was concerned, He
could, neither as God nor as man, do anything more than fulfil its
obligations.
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(2.) Had He obeyed for us, He would not have suffered for us. Were
His obedience to be substituted for our obedience, He need not
certainly have both fulfilled the law for us, as our substitute, under a
covenant of works, and at the same time have suffered as a substitute,
in submitting to the penalty of the law.

(3.) If He obeyed the law as our substitute, then why should our own
return to personal obedience be insisted upon as a sine qua non of our
salvation?

(4.) The idea that any part of the atonement consisted in Christ’s
obeying the law for us, and in our stead and behalf, represents God as
requiring:

(a.) The obedience of our substitute.

(b.) The same suffering, as if no obedience had been rendered.

(c.) Our repentance.

(d.) Our return to personal obedience.

(e.) And then represents him as, after all, ascribing our salvation to
grace. Strange grace this, that requires a debt to be paid several times
over, before the obligation is discharged!

2. I must show that the atonement was not a commercial transaction. Some
have regarded the atonement simply in the light of the payment of a debt;
and have represented Christ as purchasing the elect of the Father, and
paying down the same amount of suffering in His own person that justice
would have exacted of them. To this I answer:

(1.) It is naturally impossible, as it would require that satisfaction
should be made to retributive justice. Strictly speaking, retributive
justice can never be satisfied, in the sense that the guilty can be
punished as much and as long as he deserves; for this would imply that
he was punished until he ceased to be guilty, or became innocent.
When law is once violated, the sinner can make no satisfaction. He can
never cease to be guilty, or to deserve punishment, and no possible
amount of suffering renders him the less guilty or the less deserving of
punishment: therefore, to satisfy retributive justice is impossible.
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(2.) But, as we have seen in a former lecture, retributive justice must
have inflicted on Him eternal death. To suppose, therefore, that Christ
suffered in amount, all that was due to the elect, is to suppose that He
suffered an eternal punishment multiplied by the whole number of the
elect.

3. The atonement of Christ was intended as a satisfaction of public justice.

The moral law did not originate in the divine will, but is founded in His
self-existence and immutable nature. He cannot therefore repeal or alter it.
To the letter of the moral law there may be exceptions. God cannot repeal
the precept, and just for this reason, He cannot set aside the spirit of the
sanctions. For to dispense with the sanctions were a virtual repeal of the
precept. He cannot, therefore, set aside the execution of the penalty when
the precept has been violated, without something being done that shall
meet the demands of the true spirit of the law.

“Being justified freely by His grace through the redemption that is
in Christ Jesus: whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation
through faith in His blood, to declare His righteousness for the
remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God; to
declare, I say, at this time His righteousness: that He might be just,
and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus” (Romans 3:24-26).

This passage assigns the reason, or declares the design, of the atonement,
to have been to justify God in the pardon of sin, or in dispensing with the
execution of law.

“Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise Him; He hath put Him to grief:
when Thou shalt make His soul an offering for sin, He shall see His
seed, He shall prolong His days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall
prosper in His hand. He shall see of the travail of His soul, and shall
be satisfied: by His knowledge shall My righteous servant justify
many; for He shall bear their iniquities. Therefore will I divide Him a
portion with the great, and He shall divide the spoil with the strong;
because He hath poured out His soul unto death: and He was
numbered with the transgressors: and He bare the sin of many, and
made intercession for the transgressors” (Isaiah 53:10-12).
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I present several further reasons why an atonement in the case of the
inhabitants of this world was preferable to punishment, or to the execution
of the divine law. Several reasons have already been assigned, to which I
will add the following, some of which are plainly revealed in the Bible;
others are plainly inferrible from what the Bible does reveal; and others
still are plainly inferrible from the very nature of the case.

(1.) God’s great and disinterested love to sinners themselves was a
prime reason for the atonement.

“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life” (John 3:16).

(2.) His great love to the universe at large must have been another
reason, inasmuch as it is impossible that the atonement should not
exert an amazing influence over moral beings, in whatever world they
might exist, and where the fact of atonement should be known.

(3.) Another reason for substituting the sufferings of Christ in the
place of the eternal damnation of sinners, is, that an infinite amount of
suffering might be prevented. The relation of Christ to the universe
rendered His sufferings so infinitely valuable and influential, as an
expression of God’s abhorrence of sin on the one hand, and His great
love to His subjects on the other, that an infinitely less amount of
suffering in Him than must have been inflicted on sinners, would be
equally, and no doubt vastly more, influential in supporting the
government of God, than the execution of the law upon them would
have been. Be it borne in mind, that Christ was the lawgiver, and His
suffering in behalf of sinners is to be regarded as the lawgiver and
executive magistrate suffering in the behalf and stead of a rebellious
province of his empire. As a governmental expedient it is easy to see
the great value of such a substitute; that on the one hand it fully
evinced the determination of the ruler not to yield the authority of His
law, and on the other, to evince His great and disinterested love for His
rebellious subjects.

(4.) By this substitution, an immense good might be gained, the eternal
happiness of all that can be reclaimed from sin, together with all the
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augmented happiness of those who have never sinned, that must result
from this glorious revelation of God.

(5.) Another reason for preferring the atonement to the punishment of
sinners must have been, that sin had afforded an opportunity for the
highest manifestation of virtue in God: the manifestation of
forbearance, mercy, self-denial, and suffering for enemies that were
within His own power, and for those from whom He could expect no
equivalent in return.

It is impossible to conceive of a higher order of virtues than are exhibited in
the atonement of Christ. It was vastly desirable that God should take
advantage of such an opportunity to exhibit His true character, and show
to the universe what was in His heart. The strength and stability of any
government must depend upon the estimation in which the sovereign is
held by his subjects. It was therefore indispensable, that God should
improve the opportunity, which sin had afforded, to manifest and make
known His true character, and thus secure the highest confidence of His
subjects.

(6.) In the atonement God consulted His own happiness and His own
glory. To deny Himself for the salvation of sinners, was a part of His
own infinite happiness, always intended by Him, and therefore always
enjoyed. This was not selfishness in Him, as His own well-being is of
infinitely greater value than that of all the universe besides; He ought
so to regard and treat it, because of its supreme and intrinsic value.

(7.) The atonement would present to creatures the highest possible
motives to virtue. Example is the highest moral influence that can be
exerted. If God, or any other being, would make others benevolent, He
must manifest benevolence Himself. If the benevolence manifested in
the atonement does not subdue the selfishness of sinners, their case is
hopeless.

(8.) The circumstances of His government rendered an atonement
necessary; as the execution of law was not, as a matter of fact, a
sufficient preventive of sin. The annihilation of the wicked would not
answer the purposes of government. A full revelation of mercy,
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blended with such an exhibition of justice, was called for by the
circumstances of the universe.

(9.) To confirm holy beings. Nothing could be more highly calculated
to establish and confirm the confidence, love, and obedience of holy
beings, than this disinterested manifestation of love to sinners and
rebels.

(10.) To confound His enemies. How could anything be more directly
calculated to silence all cavils, and to shut every mouth, and forever
close up all opposing lips, than such an exhibition of love and
willingness to make sacrifices for sinners?

(11.) The fact, that the execution of the law of God on rebel angels had
not arrested, and could not arrest, the progress of rebellion in the
universe, proves that something more needed to be done, in support of
the authority of law, than would be done in the execution of its penalty
upon rebels. While the execution of law may have a strong tendency to
prevent the beginning of rebellion among loyal subjects, and to restrain
rebels themselves; yet penal inflictions do not, in fact, subdue the
heart, under any government, whether human or divine.

As a matter of fact, the law was only exasperating rebels, without
confirming holy beings. Paul affirmed, that the action of the law upon his
own mind, while in impenitence, was to beget in him all manner of
concupiscence. One grand reason for giving the law was, to develop the
nature of sin, and to show that the carnal mind is not subject to the law of
God, neither indeed can be. The law was therefore given that the offence
might abound, that thereby it might be demonstrated, that without an
atonement there could be no salvation for rebels under the government of
God.

(12.) The nature, degree, and execution of the penalty of the law, made
the holiness and the justice of God so prominent, as to absorb too
much of public attention to be safe. Those features of His character
were so fully revealed, by the execution of His law upon the rebel
angels, that to have pursued the same course with the inhabitants of
this world, without the offer of mercy, might have had, and doubtless
would have had, an injurious influence upon the universe, by creating
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more of fear than of love to God and His government. Hence, a fuller
revelation of the love and compassion of God was necessary, to guard
against the influence of slavish fear.

His taking human nature, and obeying unto death, under such
circumstances, constituted a good reason for our being treated as righteous.
It is a common practice in human governments, and one that is founded in
the nature and laws of mind, to reward distinguished public service by
conferring favors on the children of those who have rendered this service,
and treating them as if they had rendered it themselves. This is both
benevolent and wise. Its governmental importance, its wisdom and
excellent influence, have been most abundantly attested in the experience
of nations. As a governmental transaction, this same principle prevails, and
for the same reason, under the government of God. All that are Christ’s
children and belong to Him, are received for His sake, treated with favor,
and the rewards of the righteous are bestowed upon them for His sake.
And the public service which He has rendered to the universe, by laying
down His life for the support of the divine government, has rendered it
eminently wise, that all who are united to Him by faith should be treated
as righteous for His sake.
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LECTURE 26

EXTENT OF ATONEMENT

FOR WHOSE BENEFIT THE ATONEMENT WAS INTENDED.

1. God does all things for Himself; that is, He consults His own glory and
happiness, as the supreme and most influential reason for all His conduct.
This is wise and right in Him, because His own glory and happiness are
infinitely the greatest good in and to the universe. He made the atonement
to satisfy Himself.

“God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life”

(John 3:16).

God Himself, then, was greatly benefited by the atonement: in other
words, His happiness has in a great measure resulted from its
contemplation, execution, and results.

2. He made the atonement for the benefit of the universe. All holy beings
are, and must be, benefited by it, from its very nature, as it gives them a
higher knowledge of God than ever they had before, or ever could have
gained in any other way. The atonement is the greatest work that He could
have wrought for them, the most blessed and excellent, and benevolent
thing He could have done for them. For this reason, angels are described as
desiring to look into the atonement. The inhabitants of heaven are
represented as being deeply interested in the work of atonement, and those
displays of the character of God that are made in it. The atonement is then
no doubt one of the greatest blessings that ever God conferred upon the
universe of holy beings.

3. The atonement was made for the benefit particularly of the inhabitants
of this world, from its very nature, as it is calculated to benefit all the
inhabitants of this world; as it is a most stupendous revelation of God to
man. Its nature is adapted to benefit all mankind. All mankind can be
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pardoned, if they are rightly affected and brought to repentance by it, as
well as any part of mankind.

4. All do certainly receive many blessings on account of it. It is probable
that, but for the atonement, none of our race, except the first human pair,
would ever have had an existence.

5. All the blessings which mankind enjoy, are conferred on them on
account of the atonement of Christ; that is, God could not consistently
wait on sinners, and bless, and do all that the nature of the case admits, to
save them, were it not for the fact of atonement.

6. That it was made for all mankind, is evident from the fact that it is
offered to all indiscriminately.

7. Sinners are universally condemned for not receiving it.

8. If the atonement is not intended for all mankind, it is impossible for us
not to regard God as insincere, in making them the offer of salvation
through the atonement.

9. If the atonement was made only for a part, no man can know whether he
has a right to embrace it, until by a direct revelation God has made known
to him that he is one of that part.

10. If ministers do not believe that it was made for all men, they cannot
heartily and honestly press its acceptance upon any individual, or
congregation in the world; for they cannot assure any individual, or
congregation, that there is any atonement for him or them, any more than
there is for Satan.

If to this it should be replied, that for fallen angels no atonement has been
made, but for some men an atonement has been made, so that it may be
true of any individual that it was made for him, and if he will truly believe,
he will thereby have the fact revealed, that it was, in fact, made for him; I
reply, What is a sinner to believe, as a condition of salvation? Is it merely
that an atonement was made for somebody? Is this saving faith? Must he
not embrace it, and personally and individually commit himself to it, and
to Christ? Trust in it as made for him? But how is he authorized to do this
upon the supposition that the atonement was made for some men only,
and perhaps for him? Is it saving faith to believe that it was possibly made
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for him, and by believing this possibility, will he thereby gain the evidence
that it was, in fact, made for him? No, he must have the word of God for
it, that it was made for him. Nothing else can warrant the casting of his
soul upon it. How then is “he truly to believe,” or trust in the atonement,
until he has the evidence, not merely that it possibly may have been, but
that it actually was made for him? The mere possibility that an atonement
has been made for an individual, is no ground of saving faith. What is he to
believe? Why, that of which he has proof. But the supposition is, that he
has proof only that it is possible that the atonement was made for him. He
has a right, then, to believe it possible that Christ died for him. And is this
saving faith? No, it is not. What advantage, then, has he over Satan in this
respect? Satan knows that the atonement was not made for him; the sinner
upon the supposition knows that, possibly, it may have been made for
him; but the latter has really no more ground for trust and reliance than the
former. He might hope, but he could not rationally believe.

But upon this subject of the extent of the atonement, let the Bible speak
for itself:

“The next day John seeth Jesus coming unto him, and saith, Behold
the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the world.” “For
God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting
life. For God sent not His Son into the world, to condemn the
world: but that the world through Him might be saved.” “And said
unto the woman, Now we believe, not because of thy saying; for
we have heard Him ourselves, and know that this is indeed the
Christ, the Savior of the world” (John 1:29, 3:16, 17, 9:42).

“Therefore, as by the offence of one, judgment came upon all men
to condemnation; even so, by the righteousness of one, the free gift
came upon all men unto justification of life” (Romans 5:18).

“For the love of Christ constraineth us; because we thus judge, that
if one died for all, then were all dead: and that He died for all, that
they which live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but
unto Him which died for them, and rose again” (2 Corinthians 5:14,
15),
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“Who gave Himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due time.”
“For therefore we both labor and suffer reproach, because we trust
in the living God, who is the Saviour of all men, especially of those
that believe” (1 Timothy 2:6, 4:10).

“And He is the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only, but
also for the sins of the whole world” (1 John 2:2).

That the atonement is sufficient for all men, and, in that sense, general, as
opposed to particular, is also evident from the fact, that the invitations and
promises of the gospel are addressed to all men, and all are freely offered
salvation through Christ.

“Look unto Me, and be ye saved, all the ends of the earth: for I am
God and there is none else.” “Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye
to the waters, and he that hath no money; come ye, buy and eat;
yea, come, buy wine and milk without money and without price.
Wherefore do ye spend money for that which is not bread, and
your labor for that which satisfieth not? Hearken diligently unto
Me, and eat ye that which is good, and let your soul delight itself in
fatness. Incline your ear, and come unto Me: hear, and your soul
shall live; and I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even
the sure mercies of David” (Isaiah 14:22, 4:1-3).

“Come unto Me all ye that are weary and heavy laden, and I will
give you rest. Take My yoke upon you, and learn of Me; for I am
meek and lowly in heart; and ye shall find rest unto your souls. For
My yoke is easy, and My burden is light.” “Again, he sent forth
other servants, saying, Tell them which are bidden, Behold, I have
prepared my dinner; my oxen and my fatlings are killed, and all
things are ready; come unto the marriage”
(Matthew 11:28-30, 22:4).

“And sent his servant at supper time to say to them that were
bidden, Come, for all things are now ready” (Luke 14:17).

“In the last day, the great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried,
saying, If any man thirst, let him come unto Me, and drink”
(John 7:37),
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“Behold, I stand at the door, and knock; if any man hear My voice,
and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him,
and he with Me.” “And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. And let
him that heareth say, Come, and let him that is athirst come. And
whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely” (Revelation
3:20, 22:17).

Again: I infer that the atonement was made, and is sufficient, for all men,
from the fact that God not only invites all, but expostulates with them for
not accepting His invitations.

“Wisdom crieth without; she uttereth her voice in the streets: she
crieth in the chief place of concourse, in the openings of the gates;
in the city she uttereth her words, saying, How long ye simple
ones, will ye love simplicity? and the scorners delight in their
scorning, and fools hate knowledge? Turn you at My reproof:
behold I will pour out My Spirit unto you, I will make known My
words unto you” (Proverbs 1:20-23)

“Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord: though your
sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow, though they be red
like crimson, they shall be as wool” (Isaiah 1:18).

“Thus saith the Lord, thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, I am
the Lord thy God which teacheth thee to profit, which leadeth thee
by the way that thou shouldest go. Oh that thou hadst hearkened
to My commandments! Then had thy peace been as a river, and
thy righteousness as the waves of the sea” (Isaiah 48:17, 18).

“Say unto them, as I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure in
the death of the wicked; but that the wicked turn from his way and
live; turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways; for why will ye die, O
house of Israel?” (Ezekiel 33:11).

“Hear ye now what the Lord saith: Arise, contend thou before the
mountains, and let the hills hear thy voice. Hear ye, O mountains,
the Lord’s controversy, and ye strong foundations of the earth; for
the Lord hath a controversy with His people, and He will plead
with Israel. O My people, what have I done unto thee? And
wherein have I wearied thee? Testify against Me” (Micah 6:1-3).
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“O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and
stonest them which are sent unto thee, how often would I have
gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings, and ye would not!” (Matthew 23:37).

Again: the same inference is forced upon us by the fact that God
complains of sinners for rejecting His overtures of mercy:

“Because I have called, and ye refused; I have stretched out My
hand, and no man regarded” (Proverbs 1:24).

“But they refused to hearken, and pulled away the shoulder, and
stopped their ears, that they should not hear. Yea, they made their
hearts as an adamant stone, lest they should hear the law, and the
words which the Lord of hosts hath sent in His Spirit by the
former prophets: therefore came a great wrath from the Lord of
hosts. Therefore, it is come to pass; that as he cried and they
would not hear: so they cried, and I would not hear, saith the Lord
of hosts” (Zechariah 7:11-13).

“The kingdom of heaven is like unto a certain king which made a
marriage for his son. And sent forth his servant to call them that
were bidden to the wedding: and they would not come. Again, he
sent forth other servants, saying, Tell them which are bidden,
Behold I have prepared my dinner; my oxen and my fatlings are
killed, and all things are ready; come unto the marriage. But they
made light of it, and went their ways, one to his farm, another to
his merchandise: and the remnant took his servants, and treated
them spitefully, and slew them” (Matthew 22:2-6).

“And sent his servant at supper time to say to them that were
bidden, Come; for all things are now ready. And they all with one
consent began to make excuse. The first said unto him, I have
bought a piece of ground, and I must needs go and see it: I pray
thee have me excused. And another said, I have bought five yoke of
oxen, and I go to prove them: I pray thee have me excused. And
another said, I have married a wife; and therefore I cannot come”
(Luke 14:17-20).

“And ye will not come to Me, that ye might have life” (John 5:40).
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“Ye stiff-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always
resist the Holy Ghost: as your fathers did, so do ye” (Acts 7:51).

“And as he reasoned of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to
come, Felix trembled, ad answered, Go thy way for this time; when
I have a convenient season I will call for thee” (Acts 24:25).

I NOW PROCEED TO ANSWER OBJECTIONS.

1. Objection to the fact of atonement. It is said, that the doctrine of
atonement represents God as unmerciful. To this I answer,

(1.) This objection supposes that the atonement was demanded to
satisfy retributive instead of public justice.

(2.) The atonement was the exhibition of a merciful disposition. It was
because God was disposed to pardon that He consented to give His
own Son to die as the substitute of sinners.

(3.) The atonement is infinitely the most illustrious exhibition of mercy
ever made in the universe. The mere pardon of sin, as an act of
sovereign mercy, could not have been compared, had it been possible,
with the merciful disposition displayed in the atonement itself.

2. It is objected that the atonement is unnecessary.

The testimony of the world and of the consciences of all men are against
this objection. This is universally attested by their expiatory sacrifices.
These, as has been said, have been offered by nearly every nation of whose
religious history we have any reliable account. This shows that human
beings are universally conscious of being sinners, and under the
government of a sin-hating God; that their intelligence demands either the
punishment of sinners, or that a substitute should be offered to public
justice; that they all have the idea that substitution is conceivable, and
hence they offer their sacrifices as expiatory. A heathen philosopher can
answer this objection, and rebuke the folly of him who makes it.

3. It is objected, that it is unjust to punish an innocent being instead of the
guilty.
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(1.) Yes, it would not only be unjust, but it is impossible with God to
punish an innocent moral agent at all. Punishment implies guilt. An
innocent being may suffer, but he cannot be punished. Christ
voluntarily “suffered, the just for the unjust” (1 Peter 3:18). He had a
right to exercise this self-denial; and as it was by His own voluntary
consent, no injustice was done to any one.

(2.) If He had no right to make an atonement, He had no right to
consult and promote His own happiness and the happiness of others;
for it is said that “for the joy that was set before Him, He endured the
cross, despising the shame” (Hebrews 12:2).

4. It is objected that the doctrine of atonement is utterly incredible. To this
I have replied in a former lecture; but will here again state, that it would be
utterly incredible upon any other supposition, than that God is love. But
if God is love, as the Bible expressly affirms that He is, the work of
atonement is just what might be expected of Him, under the circumstances;
and the doctrine of atonement is then the most reasonable doctrine in the
universe.

5. It is objected to the doctrine of atonement, that it is of a demoralizing
tendency.

There is a broad distinction between the natural tendency of a thing, and
such an abuse of a good thing as to make it the instrument of evil. The best
things and doctrines may be, and often are, abused, and their natural
tendency perverted. Although the doctrine of the atonement may be
abused, yet its natural tendency is the direct opposite of demoralizing. Is
the manifestation of infinitely disinterested love naturally calculated to
beget enmity? Who does not know that the natural tendency of manifested
love is to excite love in return? Those who have the most cordially believed
in the atonement, have exhibited the purest morality that has ever been in
this world; while the rejecters of the atonement, almost without exception,
exhibit a loose morality. This is, as might be expected, from the very
nature and moral influence of atonement.

6. To a general atonement, it is objected that the Bible represents Christ as
laying down His life for His sheep, or for the elect only, and not for all
mankind.
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(1.) It does indeed represent Christ as laying down His life for His
sheep, and also for all mankind.

“And He is the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours only, but
also for the sins of the whole world” (1 John 2:2).

“For God sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world;
but that the world through Him might be saved” (John 3:17).

“But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for
the suffering of death, crowned with glory and honor; that He, by
the grace of God, should taste death for every man” (Hebrews 2:9).

(2.) Those who object to the general atonement, take substantially the
same course to evade this doctrine, that Unitarians do to set aside the
doctrine of the Trinity and the Divinity of Christ. They quote those
passages that prove the unity of God and the humanity of Christ, and
then take it for granted that they have disproved the doctrine of the
Trinity and Christ’s Divinity. The asserters of limited atonement, in
like manner, quote those passages that prove that Christ died for the
elect and for His saints, and then take it for granted that He died for
none else. To the Unitarian, we reply, we admit the unity of God and
the humanity of Christ, and the full meaning of those passages of
scripture which you quote in proof of these doctrines; but we insist
that this is not the whole truth, but that there are still other passages
which prove the doctrine of the Trinity, and the Divinity of Christ.
Just so to the asserters of limited atonement, we reply, we believe that
Christ laid down His life for His sheep, as well as you; but we also
believe that “he tasted death for every man” (Hebrews 2:9).

“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life” (John 3:16).

7. To the doctrine of general atonement it is objected, that it would be folly
in God to provide what He knew would be rejected; and that to suffer
Christ to die for those who, He foresaw, would not repent, would be a
useless expenditure of the blood and suffering of Christ.
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(1.) This objection assumes that the atonement was a literal payment
of a debt, which we have seen does not consist with the nature of the
atonement.

(2.) If sinners do not accept it, in no view can the atonement be
useless, as the great compassion of God, in providing an atonement and
offering them mercy, will forever exalt His character, in the estimation
of holy beings, greatly strengthen His government, and therefore
benefit the whole universe.

(3.) If all men rejected the atonement, it would, nevertheless, be of
infinite value to the universe, as the most glorious revelation of God
that was ever made.

8. To the general atonement it is objected, that it implies universal
salvation.

It would indeed imply this, upon the supposition that the atonement is the
literal payment of a debt. It was upon this view of the atonement, that
Universalism first took its stand. Universalists taking it for granted, that
Christ had paid the debt of those for whom He died, and finding it fully
revealed in the Bible that He died for all mankind, naturally, and if this
were correct, properly, inferred the doctrine of universal salvation. But we
have seen, that this is not the nature of atonement. Therefore, this
inference falls to the ground.

9. It is objected that, if the atonement was not a payment of the debt of
sinners, but general in its nature, as we have maintained, it secures the
salvation of no one. It is true, that the atonement, of itself, does not secure
the salvation of anyone; but the promise and oath of God, that Christ shall
have a seed to serve Him, provide that security.
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LECTURE 27

REGENERATION

In the examination of this subject I will:

POINT OUT THE COMMON DISTINCTION BETWEEN
REGENERATION AND CONVERSION.

1. Regeneration is the term used by some theologians to express the divine
agency in changing the heart. With them regeneration does not include and
imply the activity of the subject, but rather excludes it. These theologians,
as will be seen in its place, hold that a change of heart is first effected by
the Holy Spirit while the subject is passive, which change lays a
foundation for the exercise, by the subject, of repentance, faith, and love.

2. The term conversion with them expresses the activity and turning of the
subject, after regeneration is effected by the Holy Spirit. Conversion with
them does not include or imply the agency of the Holy Spirit, but
expresses only the activity of the subject. With them the Holy Spirit first
regenerates or changes the heart, after which the sinner turns or converts
himself. So that God and the subject work each in turn. God first changes
the heart, and as a consequence, the subject afterwards converts himself or
turns to God. Thus the subject is passive in regeneration, but active in
conversion.

When we come to the examination of the philosophical theories of
regeneration, we shall see that the views of these theologians respecting
regeneration result naturally and necessarily from their holding the dogma
of constitutional moral depravity, which we have recently examined. Until
their views on that subject are corrected, no change can be expected in their
views of this subject.
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THE ASSIGNED REASONS FOR THIS DISTINCTION.

1. The original term plainly expresses and implies other than the agency of
the subject.

2. We need and must adopt a term that will express the Divine agency.

3. Regeneration is expressly ascribed to the Holy Spirit.

4. Conversion, as it implies and expresses the activity and turning of the
subject, does not include and imply any Divine agency, and therefore does
not imply or express what is intended by regeneration.

5. As two agencies are actually employed in the regeneration and
conversion of a sinner, it is necessary to adopt terms that will clearly teach
this fact, and clearly distinguish between the agency of God and of the
creature.

6. The terms regeneration and conversion aptly express this distinction,
and therefore should be theologically employed.

The objections to this distinction.

1. The original term gennao, with its derivatives, may be rendered,

(1.) To beget.

(2.) To bear or bring forth.

(3.) To be begotten.

(4.) To be born, or brought forth.

2. Regeneration is, in the Bible, the same as the new birth.

3. To be born again is the same thing, in the Bible use of the term, as to
have a new heart, to be a new creature, to pass from death unto life. In
other words, to be born again is to have a new moral character, to become
holy. To regenerate is to make holy. To be born of God, no doubt
expresses and includes the Divine agency, but it also includes and
expresses that which the Divine agency is employed in effecting, namely,
making the sinner holy. Certainly, a sinner is not regenerated whose moral
character is unchanged. If he were, how could it be truly said, that
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whosoever is born of God overcometh the world, doth not commit sin,
cannot sin, etc? If regeneration does not imply and include a change of
moral character in the subject, how can regeneration be made the condition
of salvation? The fact is, the term regeneration, or the being born of God, is
designed to express primarily and principally the thing done, that is, the
making of a sinner holy, and expresses also the fact, that God’s agency
induces the change. Throw out the idea of what is done, that is, the change
of moral character in the subject, and he would not be born again, he would
not be regenerated, and it could not be truly said, in such a case, that God
had regenerated him.

It has been objected, that the term really means and expresses only the
Divine agency; and, only by way of implication, embraces the idea of a
change of moral character and of course of activity in the subject. To this I
reply:

(1.) That if it really expresses only the Divine agency, it leaves out of
view the thing effected by Divine agency.

(2.) That it really and fully expresses not only the Divine agency, but
also that which this agency accomplishes.

(3.) The thing which the agency of God brings about, is a new or
spiritual birth, a resurrection from spiritual death, the inducing of a
new and holy life. The thing done is the prominent idea expressed or
intended by the term.

(4.) The thing done implies the turning or activity of the subject. It is
nonsense to affirm that his moral character is changed without any
activity or agency of his own. Passive holiness is impossible. Holiness
is obedience to the law of God, the law of love, and of course consists
in the activity of the creature.

(5.) We have said that regeneration is synonymous, in the Bible, with a
new heart. But sinners are required to make to themselves a new heart,
which they could not do, if they were not active in this change. If the
work is a work of God, in such a sense, that He must first regenerate
the heart or soul before the agency of the sinner begins, it were absurd
and unjust to require him to make to himself a new heart, until he is
first regenerated.
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Regeneration is ascribed to man in the gospel, which it could not be, if the
term were designed to express only the agency of the Holy Spirit.

“For though ye have ten thousand instructors in Christ, yet have
ye not many fathers; for in Christ Jesus I have begotten you
through the gospel” (1 Corinthians 4:15).

(6.) Conversion is spoken of in the Bible as the work of another than
the subject of it, and cannot therefore have been designed to express
only the activity of the subject of it.

(a.) It is ascribed to the word of God.

“The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the soul: the testimony
of the Lord is sure, making wise the simple” (Psalms 19:7).

(b.) To man.

“Brethren, if any of you do err from the truth, and one convert
him; let him know, that he which converteth the sinner from the
error of his way shall save a soul from death, and shall hide a
multitude of sins” (James 5:19, 20).

Both conversion and regeneration are sometimes in the Bible ascribed to
God, sometimes to man, and sometimes to the subject; which shows
clearly that the distinction under examination is arbitrary and theological,
rather than biblical. The fact is, that both terms imply the simultaneous
exercise of both human and Divine agency. The fact that a new heart is the
thing done, demonstrates the activity of the subject; and the word
regeneration, or the expression “born of the Holy Spirit” (John 3:5),
asserts the Divine agency. The same is true of conversion, or the turning of
the sinner to God. God is said to turn him and he is said to turn himself.
God draws him, and he follows. In both alike God and man are both active,
and their activity is simultaneous. God works or draws, and the sinner
yields or turns, or which is the same thing, changes his heart, or, in other
words, is born again. The sinner is dead in trespasses and sins. God calls
on him,

“Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ
shall give thee light” (Ephesians 5:14).
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God calls; the sinner hears and answers, Here am I, God says, Arise from
the dead. The sinner puts forth his activity, and God draws him into life;
or rather, God draws, and the sinner comes forth to life.

(7.) The distinction set up is not only not recognized in the Bible, but
is plainly of most injurious tendency, for two reasons:

(a.) It assumes and inculcates a false philosophy of depravity and
regeneration.

(b.) It leads the sinner to wait to be regenerated, before he repents or
turns to God. It is of most fatal tendency to represent the sinner as
under a necessity of waiting to be passively regenerated, before he
gives himself to God.

As the distinction is not only arbitrary, but anti-scriptural and injurious,
and inasmuch as it is founded in, and is designed to teach a philosophy
false and pernicious on the subject of depravity and regeneration, I shall
drop and discard the distinction; and in our investigations henceforth, let it
be understood, that I use regeneration and conversion as synonymous
terms.

WHAT REGENERATION IS NOT.

It is not a change in the substance of soul or body. If it were, sinners could
not be required to effect it. Such a change would not constitute a change of
moral character. No such change is needed, as the sinner has all the
faculties and natural attributes requisite to render perfect obedience to
God. All he needs is to be induced to use these powers and attributes as he
ought. The words conversion and regeneration do not imply any change of
substance, but only a change of moral state or of moral character. The
terms are not used to express a physical, but a moral change. Regeneration
does not express or imply the creation of any new faculties or attributes of
nature, nor any change whatever in the constitution of body or mind. I
shall remark further upon this point when we come to the examination of
the philosophical theories of regeneration before alluded to.
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WHAT REGENERATION IS.

It has been said that regeneration and a change of heart are identical. It is
important to inquire into the scriptural use of the term heart. The term,
like most others, is used in the Bible in various senses. The heart is often
spoken of in the Bible, not only as possessing moral character, but as being
the source of moral action, or as the fountain, from which good and evil
actions flow, and of course as constituting the fountain of holiness or of
sin, or, in other words still, as comprehending, strictly speaking, the whole
of moral character.

“But those things which proceed out of the mouth come forth from
the heart; and they defile the man. For out of the heart proceed evil
thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false witness,
blasphemies” (Matthew 15:18, 19).

“O generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good things?
For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. A good
man out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth good
things: and an evil man out of the evil treasure bringeth forth evil
things” (Matthew 12:34, 35).

When the heart is thus represented as possessing moral character, and as
the fountain of good and evil, it cannot mean,

1. The bodily organ that propels the blood.

2. It cannot mean the substance of the soul or mind itself: substance cannot
in itself possess moral character.

3. It is not any faculty or natural attribute.

4. It cannot consist in any constitutional taste, relish, or appetite, for these
cannot in themselves have moral character.

5. It is not the sensibility or feeling faculty of the mind: for we have seen,
that moral character cannot be predicated of it. It is true, and let it be
understood, that the term heart is used in the Bible in these senses, but not
when the heart is spoken of as the fountain of moral action. When the
heart is represented as possessing moral character, the word cannot be
meant to designate any involuntary state of mind. For neither the
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substance of soul or body, nor any involuntary state of mind can, by any
possibility, possess moral character in itself. The very idea of moral
character implies, and suggests the idea of, a free action or intention. To
deny this, were to deny a first truth.

6. The term heart, when applied to mind, is figurative, and means
something in the mind that has some point of resemblance to the bodily
organ of that name, and a consideration of the function of the bodily organ
will suggest the true idea of the heart of the mind. The heart of the body
propels the vital current, and sustains organic life. It is the fountain from
which the vital fluid flows, from which either life or death may flow,
according to the state of the blood. The mind as well as the body has a
heart which, as we have seen, is represented as a fountain, or as an efficient
propelling influence, out of which flows good or evil, according as the heart
is good or evil. This heart is represented, not only as the source or fountain
of good and evil, but as being either good or evil in itself, as constituting
the character of man, and not merely as being capable of moral character.

It is also represented as something over which we have control, for which
we are responsible, and which, in case it is wicked, we are bound to change
on pain of death. Again: the heart, in the sense in which we are considering
it, is that, the radical change of which constitutes a radical change of moral
character. This is plain from Matthew 12:34, 35, 15:18, 19 already
considered.

7. Our own consciousness, then, must inform us that the heart of the mind
that possesses these characteristics, can be nothing else than the supreme
ultimate intention of the soul Regeneration is represented in the Bible as
constituting a radical change of character, as the resurrection from a death
in sin, as the beginning of a new and spiritual life, as constituting a new
creature, as a new creation, not a physical, but a moral or spiritual creation,
as conversion, or turning to God, as giving God the heart, as loving God
with all our heart, and our neighbor as ourselves. Now we have seen
abundantly, that moral character belongs to, or is an attribute of, the
ultimate choice or intention of the soul.

Regeneration then is a radical change of the ultimate intention, and, of
course, of the end or object of life. We have seen, that the choice of an end
is efficient in producing executive volitions, or the use of means to obtain
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its end. A selfish ultimate choice is, therefore, a wicked heart, out of which
flows every evil; and a benevolent ultimate choice is a good heart, out of
which flows every good and commendable deed.

Regeneration, to have the characteristics ascribed to it in the Bible, must
consist in a change in the attitude of the will, or a change in its ultimate
choice, intention, or preference; a change from selfishness to benevolence;
from choosing self-gratification as the supreme and ultimate end of life, to
the supreme and ultimate choice of the highest well-being of God and of
the universe; from a state of entire consecration to self-interest, self-
indulgence, self-gratification for its own sake or as an end, and as the
supreme end of life, to a state of entire consecration to God, and to the
interests of His kingdom as the supreme and ultimate end of life.

THE UNIVERSAL NECESSITY OF REGENERATION.

1. The necessity of regeneration as a condition of salvation must be
coextensive with moral depravity. This has been shown to be universal
among the unregenerate moral agents of our race. It surely is impossible,
that a world or a universe of unholy or selfish beings should be happy. It
is impossible that heaven should be made up of selfish beings. It is
intuitively certain that without benevolence or holiness no moral being can
be ultimately happy. Without regeneration, a selfish soul can by no
possibility be fitted either for the employments, or for the enjoyments, of
heaven.

2. The scriptures expressly teach the universal necessity of regeneration.

“Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God”

(John 3:3).

“For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor
uncircumcision, but a new creature” (Galatians 6:15).

AGENCIES EMPLOYED IN REGENERATION.

1. The scriptures often ascribe regeneration to the Spirit of God.
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“Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be
born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is
born of the Spirit is spirit” (John 3:5, 6).

“Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh,
nor of the will of man, but of God” (John 1:15).

2. We have seen that the subject is active in regeneration, that regeneration
consists in the sinner changing his ultimate choice, intention, preference; or
in changing from selfishness to love or benevolence; or, in other words, in
turning from the supreme choice of self-gratification, to the supreme love
of God and the equal love of his neighbor. Of course the subject of
regeneration must be an agent in the work.

3. There are generally other agents, one or more human beings concerned in
persuading the sinner to turn. The Bible recognizes both the subject and
the preacher as agents in the work. Thus, Paul says: “I have begotten you
through the gospel” (1 Corinthians 4:15). Here the same word is used
which is used in another case, where regeneration is ascribed to God.

Again: an apostle says, “Ye have purified your souls by obeying the
truth” (1 Peter 1:22). Here the work is ascribed to the subject. There are
then always two, and generally more than two agents employed in
effecting the work. Several theologians have held that regeneration is the
work of the Holy Spirit alone. In proof of this they cite those passages
that ascribe it to God. But I might just as lawfully insist that it is the work
of man alone, and quote those passages that ascribe it to man, to
substantiate my position. Or I might assert that it is alone the work of the
subject, and in proof of this position quote those passages that ascribe it
to the subject. Or again, I might assert that it is effected by the truth alone,
and quote such passages as the following to substantiate my position:

“Of His own will begat He us with the word of truth, that we
should be a kind of first fruits of His creatures” (James 1:18).

“Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible by
the word of God, which liveth and abideth forever” (1 Peter 1:23).
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It has been common to regard the third person as a mere instrument in the
work. But the fact is, he is a willing, designing, responsible agent, as really
so as God or the subject is.

If it be inquired how the Bible can consistently ascribe regeneration at one
time to God, at another to the subject, at another to the truth, at another to
a third person; the answer is to be sought in the nature of the work. The
work accomplished is a change of choice, in respect to an end or the end of
life. The sinner whose choice is changed, must of course act. The end to be
chosen must be clearly and forcibly presented; this is the work of the third
person, and of the Holy Spirit. The Spirit takes of the things of Christ and
shows them to the soul. The truth is employed, or it is truth which must
necessarily be employed, as an instrument to induce a change of choice.

INSTRUMENTALITIES EMPLOYED IN THE WORK.

1. Truth. This must, from the nature of regeneration, be employed in
effecting it, for regeneration is nothing else than the will being duly
influenced by truth.

2. There may be, and often are, many providences concerned in
enlightening the mind, and in inducing regeneration. These are
instrumentalities. They are means or instruments of presenting the truth.
Mercies, judgments, men, measures, and in short all those things that
conduce to enlightening the mind, are instrumentalities employed in
effecting it.

Those who hold to physical or constitutional moral depravity must hold,
of course, to constitutional regeneration; and, of course, consistency
compels them to maintain that there is but one agent employed in
regeneration, and that is the Holy Spirit, and that no instrument whatever
is employed, because the work is, according to them, an act of creative
power; that the very nature is changed, and of course no instrument can be
employed, any more than in the creation of the world. These theologians
have affirmed, over and over again, that regeneration is a miracle; that there
is no tendency whatever in the gospel, however presented, and whether
presented by God or man, to regenerate the heart. Dr. Griffin, in his Park
Street Lectures, maintains that the gospel, in its natural and necessary
tendency, creates and perpetuates only opposition to, and hatred of God,
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until the heart is changed by the Holy Spirit. He understands the carnal
mind to be not a voluntary state, not a minding of the flesh, but the very
nature and constitution of the mind; and that enmity against God is a part,
attribute, or appetite of the nature itself. Consequently, he must deny the
adaptability of the gospel to regenerate the soul. It has been proclaimed by
this class of theologians, times without number, that there is no
philosophical connection between the preaching of the gospel and the
regeneration of sinners, no adaptedness in the gospel to produce that
result; but, on the contrary, that it is adapted to produce an opposite
result. The favorite illustrations of their views have been Ezekiel’s
prophesying over the dry bones, and Christ’s restoring sight to the blind
man by putting clay on his eyes. Ezekiel’s prophesying over the dry
bones had no tendency to quicken them, they say. And the clay used by
the Saviour was calculated rather to destroy than to restore sight. This
shows how easy it is for men to adopt a pernicious and absurd
philosophy, and then to find, or think they find, it supported by the Bible.
What must be the effect of inculcating the dogma, that the gospel has
nothing to do with regenerating the sinner? Instead of telling him that
regeneration is nothing else than his embracing the gospel, to tell him that
he must wait, and first have his constitution recreated before he can
possibly do anything but oppose God! This is to tell him the greatest and
most abominable and ruinous of falsehoods. It is to mock his intelligence.
What! Call on him, on pain of eternal death, to believe; to embrace the
gospel; to love God with all his heart, and at the same time represent him
as entirely helpless, and constitutionally the enemy of God and of the
gospel, and as being under the necessity of waiting for God to regenerate
his nature, before it is possible for him to do otherwise than to hate God
with all his heart!

IN REGENERATION THE SUBJECT IS
BOTH PASSIVE AND ACTIVE.

1. That he is active is plain from what has been said, and from the very
nature of the change.

2. That he is, at the same time, passive, is plain from the fact that he acts
only when and as he is acted upon. That is he is passive in the perception
of the truth presented by the Holy Spirit. I know that this perception is
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no part of regeneration. But it is simultaneous with regeneration. It induces
regeneration. It is the condition and the occasion of regeneration. Therefore
the subject of regeneration must be a passive recipient or percipient of the
truth presented by the Holy Spirit, at the moment, and during the act of
regeneration. The Spirit acts upon him through or by the truth: thus far he
is passive. He closes with the truth: thus far he is active. What a mistake
those theologians have fallen into who represent the subject as altogether
passive in regeneration! This rids the sinner at once of the conviction of
any duty or responsibility about it. It is wonderful that such an absurdity
should have been so long maintained in the church. But while it is
maintained, it is no wonder that sinners are not converted to God. While
the sinner believes this, it is impossible, if he has it in mind, that he should
be regenerated. He stands and waits for God to do what God requires him
to do, and which no one can do for him. Neither God, nor any other being,
can regenerate him, if he will not turn. If he will not change his choice, it is
impossible that it should be changed. Sinners who have been taught thus
and have believed what they have been taught, would never have been
regenerated had not the Holy Spirit drawn off their attention from this
error, and ere they were aware, induced them to close in with the offer of
life.

WHAT IS IMPLIED IN REGENERATION.

1. The nature of the change shows that it must be instantaneous. It is a
change of choice, or of intention. This must be instantaneous. The
preparatory work of conviction and enlightening the mind may have been
gradual and progressive. But when regeneration occurs, it must be
instantaneous.

2. It implies an entire present change of moral character, that is, a change
from entire sinfulness to entire holiness. We have seen that it consists in a
change from selfishness to benevolence. We have also seen that selfishness
and benevolence cannot coexist in the same mind; that selfishness is a state
of supreme and entire consecration to self; that benevolence is a state of
entire and supreme consecration to God and the good of the universe.
Regeneration, then, surely implies an entire change of moral character.
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Again: the Bible represents regeneration as a dying to sin and becoming
alive to God. Death in sin is total depravity. This is generally admitted.
Death to sin and becoming alive to God, must imply entire present
holiness.

3. The scriptures represent regeneration as the condition of salvation in
such a sense, that if the subject should die immediately after regeneration,
and without any further change, he would go immediately to heaven.

Again: the scriptures require only perseverance in the first love, as the
condition of salvation, in case the regenerate soul should live long in the
world subsequently to regeneration.

4. When the scriptures require us to grow in grace, and in the knowledge of
the Lord Jesus Christ, this does not imply that there is yet sin remaining in
the regenerate heart which we are required to put away by degrees. But the
spirit of the requirement must be, that we should acquire as much
knowledge as we can of our moral relations, and continue to conform to all
truth as fast as we know it. This, and nothing else, is implied in abiding in
our first love, or abiding in Christ, living and walking in the Spirit.
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LECTURE 28

PHILOSOPHICAL THEORIES OF REGENERATION

The principal theories that have been advocated, so far as my knowledge
extends, are the following:

1. The taste scheme.

2. The divine efficiency scheme.

3. The susceptibility scheme.

4. The divine moral suasion scheme.

1. The taste scheme.

This theory is based upon that view of mental philosophy which regards
the mental heart as identical with the sensibility. Moral depravity,
according to this school, consists in a constitutional relish, taste, or craving
for sin. They hold the doctrine of original sin of a sinful nature or
constitution, as was shown in my lectures on moral depravity. The heart
of the mind, in the estimation of this school, is not identical with choice or
intention. They hold that it does not consist in any voluntary state of
mind, but that it lies back of, and controls voluntary action, or the actions
of the will. The wicked heart, according to them, consists in an appetency
or constitutional taste for sin, and with them, the appetites, passions, and
propensities of human nature in its fallen state, are in themselves sinful.
They often illustrate their ideas of the sinful taste, craving, or appetite for
sin, by reference to the craving of carnivorous animals for flesh.

A change of heart, in the view of this philosophy, must consist in a change
of constitution. It must be a physical change, and wrought by a physical,
as distinguished from a moral agency. It is a change wrought by the direct
and physical power of the Holy Spirit in the constitution of the soul,
changing its susceptibilities, implanting or creating a new taste, relish,
appetite, craving for, or love of, holiness. It is, as they express it, the
implantation of a new principle of holiness. It is described as a creation of
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a new taste or principle, as an infusion of a holy principle, etc. This
scheme, of course, holds and teaches that, in regeneration, the subject is
entirely passive. With this school, regeneration is exclusively the work of
the Holy Spirit, the subject having no agency in it. It is an operation
performed upon him, may be, while he is asleep, or in a fit of derangement,
while he is entirely passive, or perhaps when at the moment he is engaged
in flagrant rebellion against God. The agency by which this work is
wrought, according to them, is sovereign, irresistible, and creative. They
hold that there are of course no means of regeneration, as it is a direct act
of creation. They hold the distinction already referred to and examined,
between regeneration and conversion; that when the Holy Spirit has
performed the sovereign operation and implanted the new principle, then
the subject is active in conversion, or in turning to God.

They hold that the soul, in its very nature, is enmity against God; that
therefore the gospel has no tendency to regenerate or convert the soul to
God; but, on the contrary, that previous to regeneration by the sovereign
and physical agency of the Holy Spirit, every exhibition of God made in
the gospel, tends only to inflame and provoke this constitutional enmity.

They hold, that when the sinful taste, relish, or craving for sin is
weakened, for they deny that it is ever wholly destroyed in this life, or
while the soul continues connected with the body, and a holy taste, relish,
or craving is implanted or infused by the Holy Spirit into the constitution
of the soul, then, and not till then, the gospel has a tendency to turn or
convert the sinner from the error of his ways.

As I have said, their philosophy of moral depravity is the basis of their
philosophy of regeneration. It assumes the dogma of original sin, as taught
in the Presbyterian Confession of Faith, and attempts to harmonize the
philosophy of regeneration with that philosophy of sin, or moral
depravity.

UPON THIS SCHEME OR THEORY OF REGENERATION,
I REMARK:

(1.) That it has been sufficiently refuted in the lectures on moral
depravity. If, as was then shown, moral depravity is altogether
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voluntary, and consists in selfishness, or in a voluntary state of mind,
this philosophy of regeneration is of course without foundation.

(2.) It was shown in the lectures on moral depravity, that sin is not
chosen for its own sake, that there is no constitutional relish, taste, or
craving for sin, that in sinful choice, sin is not the end or object chosen,
but that self-gratification is chosen, and that this choice is sinful. If this
is so, then the whole philosophy of the taste scheme turns out to be
utterly baseless.

The taste, relish, or craving, of which this philosophy speaks, is not a
taste, relish or craving for sin, but for certain things and objects, the
enjoyment of which is, to a certain extent, and upon certain conditions,
lawful. But when the will prefers the gratification of taste or appetite to
higher interests, this choice or act of will is sin. The sin never lies in the
appetite, but in the will’s consent to unlawful indulgence.

(3.) This philosophy confounds appetite or temptation to unlawful
indulgence, with sin. Nay, it represents sin as consisting mostly, if not
altogether, in that which is only temptation.

(4.) It throws the blame of unregeneracy upon God. If the sinner is
passive, and has no agency in it; if it consists in what this philosophy
teaches, and is accomplished in the manner which this theory
represents, it is self-evident that God alone is responsible for the fact,
that any sinner is unregenerate.

(5.) It renders holiness after regeneration physically necessary, just as
sin was before, and perseverance also as physically necessary, and
falling from grace as a natural impossibility. In this case holy exercises
and living are only the gratification of a constitutional appetite,
implanted in regeneration. Let us consider next:

2. The divine efficiency scheme or theory.

This scheme is based upon, or rather is only a carrying out of, an ancient
heathen philosophy, bearing the same name. This ancient philosophy
denies second causes, and teaches that what we call laws of nature are
nothing else than the mode of divine operation. It denies that the universe
would even exist for a moment, if the divine upholding were withdrawn. It
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maintains that the universe exists only by an act of present and perpetual
creation. It denies that matter, or mind, has in itself any inherent
properties that can originate laws or motions; that all action, whether of
matter or mind, is the necessary result of direct divine irresistible
efficiency or power; that this is not only true of the natural universe, but
also of all the exercises and actions of moral agents in all worlds.

The abettors of the divine efficiency scheme of regeneration apply this
philosophy especially to moral agents. They hold, that all the exercises
and actions of moral agents in all worlds, and whether those exercises be
holy or sinful, are produced by a divine efficiency, or by a direct act of
Omnipotence; that holy and sinful acts are alike effects of an irresistible
cause, and that this cause is the power and agency, or efficiency, of God.

This philosophy denies constitutional moral depravity, or original sin, and
maintains that moral character belongs alone to the exercises or choices of
the will; that regeneration does not consist in the creation of any new taste,
relish, or craving, nor in the implantation or infusion of any new principles
in the soul: but that it consists in a choice conformed to the law of God, or
in a change from selfishness to disinterested benevolence; that this change
is effected by a direct act of divine power or efficiency, as irresistible as
any creative act whatever. This philosophy teaches, that the moral
character of every moral agent, whether holy or sinful, is formed by an
agency as direct, as sovereign, and as irresistible, as that which first gave
existence to the universe; that true submission to God implies the hearty
consent of the will to have the character thus formed, and then to be
treated accordingly, for the glory of God.

TO THIS THEORY I MAKE THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIONS:

(1.) It tends to produce and perpetuate a sense of divine injustice. To
create a character by an agency as direct and irresistible as that of the
creation of the world itself, and then treat moral beings according to
that character so formed, is wholly inconsistent with all our ideas of
justice.

(2.) It contradicts human consciousness. I know it is said, that
consciousness only gives our mental actions and states, but not the
cause of them. This I deny, and affirm that consciousness not only
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gives us our mental actions and states, but it also gives us the cause of
them; especially it gives the fact, that we ourselves are the sovereign
and efficient causes of the choices and actions of our will I am as
conscious of originating in a sovereign manner my choices, as I am of
the choices themselves. We cannot but affirm to ourselves, that we are
the efficient causes of our own choices and volitions.

(3.) The philosophy in question, really represents God as the only
agent, in any proper sense of that term, in the universe. If God
produces the exercises of moral beings in the manner represented by
this philosophy, then they are in fact no more agents than the planets
are agents. If their exercises are all directly produced by the power of
God, it is ridiculous to call them agents. What we generally call moral
beings and moral agents, are no more so than the winds and the waves,
or any other substance or thing in the universe.

(4.) If this theory be true, no being but God has, or can have, moral
character. No other being is the author of his own actions.

(5.) This theory obliges its advocates, together with all other
necessitarians, to give a false and nonsensical definition of free agency.
Free agency, according to them, consists in doing as we will, while their
theory denies the power to will, except as our willings are necessitated
by God. But as we have seen in former lectures, this is no true account
of freedom, or liberty. Liberty to execute my choices is no liberty at
all. Choice is connected with its sequents by a law of necessity; and if
an effect follow my volitions, that effect follows by necessity, and not
freely. All freedom of will must, as was formerly shown, consist in the
sovereign power to originate our own choices. If I am unable to will, I
am unable to do any thing; and it is absurd to affirm, that a being is a
moral or a free agent, who has not power to originate his own choices.

(6.) If this theory is true, the whole moral government of God is no
government at all, distinct from, and superior to, physical government.
It overlooks and virtually denies the fundamentally important
distinction between moral and physical power, and moral and physical
government. All power and all government, upon this theory, are
physical.
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(7.) This theory involves the delusion of all moral beings. God not only
creates our volitions, but also creates the persuasion and affirmation
that we are responsible for them.

3. The susceptibility scheme.

This theory represents, that the Holy Spirit’s influences are both physical
and moral; that He, by a direct and physical influence, excites the
susceptibilities of the soul and prepares them to be affected by the truth;
that He, thereupon, exerts a moral or persuasive influence by presenting
the truth, which moral influence induces regeneration.

This philosophy maintains the necessity and the fact of a physical
influence superadded to the moral or persuasive influence of the Holy
Spirit as a sine qua non of regeneration. It admits and maintains, that
regeneration is effected solely by a moral influence, but also that a work
preparatory to the efficiency of the moral influence, and indispensable to
its efficiency, in producing regeneration, is performed by a direct and
physical agency of the Holy Spirit upon the constitutional susceptibilities
of the soul, to quicken and wake it up, and predispose it to be deeply and
duly affected by the truth.

It is maintained by the defenders of this scheme, that the representations
of the Bible upon the subject of the Holy Spirit’s agency in regeneration,
are such as to forbid the supposition, that His influence is altogether moral
or persuasive, and such as plainly to indicate that He also exerts a physical
agency, in preparing the mind to be duly affected by the truth.

In reply to this argument, I observe: that I fear greatly to disparage the
agency of the Holy Spirit in the work of man’s redemption from sin, and
would, by no means, resist or deny, or so much as call in question, any
thing time is plainly taught or implied in the Bible upon this subject. I
admit and maintain that regeneration is always induced and effected by the
personal agency of the Holy Spirit. The question now before us relates
wholly to the mode, and not at all to the fact, of divine agency in
regeneration. Let this be distinctly understood, for it has been common for
theologians of the old school, as soon as the dogma of a physical
regeneration, and of a physical influence in regeneration, has been called in
question, to cry out and insist that this is Pelagianism, and that it is a
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denial of divine influence altogether, and that it is teaching a self-
regeneration, independent of any divine influence. I have been ashamed of
such representations as these on the part of Christian divines, and have
been distressed by their want of candor. It should, however, be distinctly
stated that, so far as I know, the defenders of the theory now under
consideration have never manifested this want of candor toward those who
have called in question that part of their theory that relates to a physical
influence.

Since the advocates of this theory admit that the Bible teaches that
regeneration is induced by a divine moral suasion, the point of debate is
simply, whether the Bible teaches that there is also a physical influence
exerted by the Holy Spirit, in exciting the constitutional susceptibilities.
We will now attend to their proof texts. “Then opened He their
understanding, that they might understand the scriptures” (Luke 24:45). It
is affirmed, that this text seems to teach or imply a physical influence in
opening their understandings. But what do we mean by such language as
this in common life? Language is to be understood according to the subject
matter of discourse. Here the subject of discourse is the understanding. But
what can be intended by opening it? Can this be a physical prying, pulling,
or forcing open any department of the constitution? Such language in
common life would be understood only to mean, that such instruction was
imparted as to secure a right understanding of the scriptures. Every one
knows this, and why should we suppose and assume that anything more is
intended here? The context plainly indicates that this was the thing, and
the only thing done in this case.

“Then He said unto them, O fools, and slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets have spoken! Ought not Christ to have suffered
these things, and to enter into His glory? And beginning at Moses
and all the prophets, He expounded unto them in all the scriptures
the things concerning Himself. And said unto them, thus it is
written, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the
dead the third day” (Luke 24:25-27, 46).

From these verses it appears that He expounded the scriptures to them,
when in the light of what had passed, and in the light of that measure of
divine illumination which was then imparted to them, they understood the
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things which He explained to them. It does not seem to me, that this
passage warrants the inference that there was a physical influence exerted.
It certainly affirms no such thing.

“And a certain woman named Lydia, a seller of purple, of the city
of Thyatira, which worshiped God, heard us; whose heart the Lord
opened, that she attended unto the things which were spoken of
Paul”(Acts 16:14).

Here is an expression similar to that just examined. Here it is said, “that
the Lord opened the heart of Lydia, so that she attended,” etc. ; that is, the
Lord inclined her to attend. But how? Why, say the advocates of this
scheme, by a physical influence. But how does this appear? What is her
heart that it should be pulled, or forced open? And what can be intended
by the assertion, “that the Lord opened her heart?” All that can be meant
is, that the Lord secured her attention, or disposed her to attend, and so
enlightened her when she did attend, that she believed. Surely here is no
assertion of a physical influence, nor, so far as I can see, any just ground
for the inference, that such an influence was exerted. A moral influence can
sufficiently explain all the phenomena; and any text that can equally well
consist with either of two opposing theories, can prove neither.

Again: there are many passages that represent God as opening the
spiritual eyes, and passages in which petitions are offered to God to do
this. It is by this theory assumed that such passages strongly imply a
physical influence. But this assumption appears to me unwarrantable. We
are in the habit of using just such language, and speak of opening each
other’s eyes, when no such thing is intended or implied, as a physical
influence, and when nothing more than a moral or persuasive influence is
so much as thought of. Why then resort to such an assumption here? Does
the nature of the case demand it? This I know is contended for by those
who maintain a constitutional moral depravity. But this dogma has been
shown to be false, and it is admitted to be so by those who maintain the
theory now under consideration. Admitting, then, that the constitution is
not morally depraved, should it be inferred that any constitutional change,
or physical influence is needed to produce regeneration? I can see no
sufficient reason for believing, or affirming, that a physical influence is
demanded or exerted. This much I freely admit, that we cannot affirm the
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impossibility of such an influence, nor the impossibility of the necessity
of such an influence. The only question with me is, does the Bible plainly
teach or imply such an influence? Hitherto I have been unable to see that it
does. The passages already quoted are of a piece with all that are relied
upon in support of this theory, and as the same answer is a sufficient
reply to them all, I will not spend time in citing and remarking upon them.

Again: A physical influence has been inferred from the fact, that sinners
are represented as dead in trespasses and sins, as asleep, etc. But all such
representations are only declaratory of a moral state, a state of voluntary
alienation from God. If the death is moral, and the sleep moral, why
suppose that a physical influence is needed to correct a moral evil? Cannot
truth, when urged and pressed by the Holy Spirit, effect the requisite
change?

But a physical influence is also inferred from the fact, that truth makes so
different an impression at one time from what it does at another. Answer:
this can well enough be accounted for by the fact, that sometimes the Holy
Spirit so presents the truth, that the mind apprehends it and feels its
power, whereas at another time He does not.

But it is said, that there sometimes appears to have been a preparatory
work performed by a physical influence predisposing the mind to attend
to, and be affected by, the truth. Answer: There often is no doubt a
preparatory work predisposing the mind to attend to, and be affected by,
truth. But why assume that this is a physical influence? Providential
occurrences may have had much to do with it. The Holy Spirit may have
been directing the thoughts and communicating instructions in various
ways, and preparing the mind to attend and obey. Who then is warranted
in the affirmation that this preparatory influence is physical? I admit that
it may be, but I cannot see either that it must be, or that there is any good
ground for the assumption that it is.

4. The last theory to be examined is that of a Divine Moral Suasion. This
theory teaches:

(1.) That regeneration consists in a change in the ultimate intention or
preference of the mind, or in a change from selfishness to disinterested
benevolence; and:
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(2.) That this change is induced and effected by a divine moral
influence; that is, that the Holy Spirit effects it with, through, or by
the truth. The advocates of this theory assign the following as the
principal reasons in support of it.

(1.) The Bible expressly affirms it.

“Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter
into the kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh;

and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit” (John 3:5, 6).

“Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by
the word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever” (1 Peter 1:23).

“Of His own will begat He us with the word of truth, that we
should be a kind of first-fruits of His creatures” (James 1:18).

“For though ye have ten thousand instructors in Christ,
yet have ye not many fathers: for in Christ Jesus

I have begotten you through the gospel” (1 Corinthians 4:15).

(2.) Men are represented as being sanctified by and through the truth.

“Sanctify them through Thy truth: Thy word is truth” (John 17:17)

“Now ye are clean through the word which I have spoken unto you”
(John 15:3).

(3.) The nature of regeneration decides the philosophy of it so far as
this, that it must be effected by truth, addressed to the heart through
the intelligence. The regenerate are conscious of having been influenced
by the truth in turning to God. They are conscious of no other
influence than light poured upon the intelligence, or truth presented to
the mind.

When God affirms that He regenerates the soul with or by the truth, we
have no right to infer that He does it in some other way. This He does
affirm; therefore the Bible has settled the philosophy of regeneration. That
He exerts any other than a moral influence, or the influence of divine
teaching and illumination, is sheer assumption.
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REMARKS

1. This scheme honors the Holy Spirit without disparaging the truth of
God.

2. Regeneration by the Holy Spirit through the truth illustrates the wisdom
of God. There is a deep and divine philosophy in regeneration.

3. This theory is of great practical importance. For if sinners are to be
regenerated by the influence of truth, argument, and persuasion, then
ministers can see what they have to do, and how it is that they are to be
“workers together with God” (2 Corinthians 6:1).

4. So also sinners may see, that they are not to wait for a physical
regeneration or influence, but must submit to, and embrace, the truth, if
they ever expect to be saved.

5. If this theory is true, sinners are most likely to be regenerated while
sitting under the sound of the gospel, while listening to the clear exhibition
of truth.

6. Ministers should lay themselves out, and press every consideration
upon the attention of sinners, just as heartily and as freely, as if they
expected to convert them themselves. They should aim at, and expect the
regeneration of sinners, upon the spot and before they leave the house of
God.

7. Sinners must not wait for and expect physical omnipotence to
regenerate them. The physical omnipotence of God affords no
presumption that all men will be converted; for regeneration is not effected
by physical power. God cannot do the sinner’s duty, and regenerate him
without the right exercise of the sinner’s own agency.

8. This view of regeneration shows that the sinner’s dependence upon the
Holy Spirit arises entirely out of his own voluntary stubbornness, and that
his guilt is all the greater, by how much the more perfect this kind of
dependence is.

9. Physical regeneration, under every modification of it, is a stumbling-
block. Original or constitutional sinfulness, physical regeneration, and all
their kindred and resulting dogmas, are alike subversive of the gospel, and
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repulsive to the human intelligence; and should be laid aside as relics of a
most unreasonable and confused philosophy.
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LECTURE 29

EVIDENCES OF REGENERATION

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

1. In ascertaining what are, and what are not, evidences of regeneration, we
must constantly keep in mind what is not, and what is regeneration; what
is not, and what is implied in it.

2. We must constantly recognize the fact, that saints and sinners have
precisely similar constitutions and constitutional susceptibilities, and
therefore that many things are common to both. What is common to both
cannot, of course, be an evidence of regeneration.

3. That no state of the sensibility has any moral character in itself. That
regeneration does not consist in, or imply, any physical change whatever,
either of the intellect, sensibility, or the faculty of will.

4. That the sensibility of the sinner is susceptible of every kind and degree
of feeling that is possible to saints.

5. The same is true of the consciences of both saints and sinners, and of
the intelligence generally.

6. The inquiry is, What are evidences of a change in the ultimate intention?
What is evidence that benevolence is the ruling choice, preference,
intention of the soul? It is a plain question, and demands, and may have, a
plain answer. But so much error prevails as to the nature of regeneration,
and, consequently, as to what are evidences of regeneration, that we need
patience, discrimination, and perseverance, and withal candor, to get at the
truth upon this subject.
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WHEREIN THE EXPERIENCE AND OUTWARD LIFE
OF SAINTS AND SINNERS MAY AGREE.

It is plain that they may be alike, in whatever does not consist in, or
necessarily proceed from, the attitude of their will; that is, in whatever is
constitutional or involuntary. For example:

1. They may both desire their own happiness. This desire is
constitutional, and, of course, common to both saints and sinners.

2. They may both desire the happiness of others. This also is
constitutional, and of course common to both saints and sinners. There is
no moral character in these desires, any more than there is in the desire for
food and drink. That men have a natural desire for the happiness of others,
is evident from the fact that they manifest pleasure when others are
happy, unless they have some selfish reason for envy, or unless the
happiness of others is in some way inconsistent with their own. They also
manifest uneasiness and pain when they see others in misery, unless they
have some selfish reason for desiring their misery.

3. Saints and sinners may alike dread their own misery, and the misery of
others. This is strictly constitutional, and has therefore no moral character.
I have known that very wicked men, and men who had been infidels, when
they were convinced of the truths of Christianity, manifested great concern
about their families and about their neighbors; and, in one instance, I heard
of an aged man of this description who, when convinced of the truth, went
and warned his neighbors to flee from the wrath to come, avowing at the
same time his conviction, that there was no mercy for him, though he felt
deeply concerned for others. Such like cases have repeatedly been
witnessed. The case of the rich man in hell seems to have been one of this
description, or to have illustrated the same truth. Although he knew his
own case to be hopeless, yet he desired that Lazarus should be sent to
warn his five brethren, lest they also should come to that place of torment.
In this case and in the case of the aged man just named, it appears that
they not only desired that others should avoid misery, but they actually
tried to prevent it, and used the means that were within their reach to save
them. Now it is plain that this desire took control of their will, and, of
course, the state of the will was selfish. It sought to gratify desire. It was
the pain and dread of seeing their misery, and of having them miserable,
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that led them to use means to prevent it. This was not benevolence, but
selfishness.

Let it be understood, then, that as both saints and sinners constitutionally
desire, not only their own happiness, but also the happiness of others,
they may alike rejoice in the happiness and safety of others, and in
converts to Christianity, and may alike grieve at the danger and misery of
those who are unconverted. I well recollect, when far from home, and while
an impenitent sinner, I received a letter from my youngest brother,
informing me that he was converted to God. He, if he was converted, was,
as I supposed, the first and the only member of the family who then had a
hope of salvation. I was at the time, and both before and after, one of the
most careless sinners, and yet on receiving this intelligence, I actually wept
for joy and gratitude, that one of so prayer less a family was likely to be
saved. Indeed, I have repeatedly known sinners to manifest much interest
in the conversion of their friends, and express gratitude for their
conversion, although they had no religion themselves. These desires have
no moral character in themselves. In as far as they control the will, the will
yielding to impulse instead of the law of the intelligence, this is selfishness.

4. They may agree in desiring the triumph of truth and righteousness, and
the suppression of vice and error, for the sake of the bearings of these
things on self and friends. These desires are constitutional and natural to
both, under certain circumstances. When they do not influence the will,
they have in themselves no moral character; but when they influence the
will, their selfishness takes on a religious type. It then manifests zeal in
promoting religion. But if desire, and not the intelligence, controls the will,
it is selfishness notwithstanding.

5. Moral agents constitutionally approve of what is right and disapprove
of what is wrong. Of course, both saints and sinners may both approve of
and delight in goodness. I can recollect weeping at an instance of what, at
the time, I supposed to be goodness, while at the same time, I was not
religious myself. I have no doubt that wicked men, not only often are
conscious of strongly approving the goodness of God, but that they also
often take delight in contemplating it. This is constitutional, both as it
respects the intellectual approbation, and also as it respects the feeling of
delight. It is a great mistake to suppose that sinners are never conscious of
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feelings of complacency and delight in the goodness of God. The Bible
represents sinners as taking delight in drawing near to Him.

“Yet they seek Me daily, and delight to know My ways, as a
nation that did righteousness, and forsook not the ordinance of
their God: they ask of Me the ordinances of justice; they take

delight in approaching to God” (Isaiah 58:2).

“And lo, Thou art unto them as a very lovely song of one that hath
a pleasant voice, and can play well on an instrument: for they hear

Thy words, but they do them not” (Ezekiel 33:32).

“For I delight in the law of God after the inward man”
(Romans 7:22).

6. Saints and sinners may alike not only intellectually approve, but have
feelings of deep complacency in, the characters of good men, sometimes
good men of their own time and of their acquaintance, but more frequently
good men either of a former age, or, if of their own age, of a distant
country. The reason is this: good men of their own day and neighborhood
are very apt to render them uneasy in their sins; to annoy them by their
faithful reproofs and rebukes. This offends them, and overcomes their
natural respect for goodness. But who has not observed the fact, that good
and bad men unite in praising, admiring, and loving, so far as feeling is
concerned good men of by-gone days, or good men at a distance, whose life
and rebukes have annoyed the wicked in their own neighborhood? The fact
is, that moral agents, from the laws of their being necessarily approve of
goodness wherever they witness it. Multitudes of sinners are conscious of
this, and suppose that this is a virtuous feeling. It is of no use to deny,
that they sometimes have feelings of love and gratitude to God, and of
respect for, and complacency in good men. They often have these feelings,
and to represent them as always having feelings of hatred and of
opposition to God and to good men, is sure either to offend them, or to
lead them to deny the truths of religion, if they are told that the Bible
teaches this. Or, again, it may lead them to think themselves Christians,
because they are conscious of such feelings as they are taught to believe are
peculiar to Christians. Or again, they may think that, although they are not
Christians, yet they are far from being totally depraved, inasmuch as they
have so many good desires and feelings. It should never be forgotten, that
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saints and sinners may agree in their opinions and intellectual views and
judgments. Many professors of religion, it is to be feared, have supposed
religion to consist in desires and feelings, and have entirely mistaken their
own character. Indeed, nothing is more common than to hear religion
spoken of as consisting altogether in mere feelings, desires, and emotions.
Professors relate their feelings, and suppose themselves to be giving an
account of their religion. It is infinitely important, that both professors of
religion and non-professors, should understand more than most of them do
of their mental constitution, and of the true nature of religion. Multitudes
of professors of religion have, it is to be feared, a hope founded altogether
upon desires and feelings that are purely constitutional, and therefore
common to both saints and sinners.

7. Saints and sinners agree in this, that they both disapprove of, and are
often disgusted with, and deeply abhor, sin. They cannot but disapprove
of sin. Necessity is laid upon every moral agent, whatever his character
may be, by the law of his being, to condemn and disapprove of sin. And
often the sensibility of sinners, as well as of saints, is filled with deep
disgust and loathing in view of sin. I know that representations the direct
opposite of these are often made. Sinners are represented as universally
having complacency in sin, as having a constitutional craving for sin, as
they have for food and drink. But such representations are false and most
injurious. They contradict the sinner’s consciousness, and lead him either
to deny his total depravity, or to deny the Bible, or to think himself
regenerate. As was shown when upon the subject of moral depravity,
sinners do not love sin for its own sake; yet they crave other things, and
this leads to prohibited indulgence, which indulgence is sin. But it is not
the sinfulness of the indulgence that was desired. That might have
produced disgust and loathing in the sensibility, if it had been considered
even at the moment of the indulgence. For example: suppose a licentious
man, a drunkard, a gambler, or any other wicked man, engaged in his
favorite indulgence, and suppose that the sinfulness of this indulgence
should be strongly set before his mind by the Holy Spirit. He might be
deeply ashamed and disgusted with himself, and so much so as to feel a
great contempt for himself, and feel almost ready, were it possible, to spit
in his own face. And yet, unless this feeling becomes more powerful than
the desire and feeling which the will is seeking to indulge, the indulgence
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will be persevered in, notwithstanding this disgust. If the feeling of disgust
should for the time overmatch the opposing desire, the indulgence will be,
for the time being, abandoned for the sake of gratifying or appeasing the
feeling of disgust. But this is not virtue. It is only a change in the form of
selfishness. Feeling still governs, and not the law of the intelligence. The
indulgence is only abandoned for the time being, to gratify a stronger
impulse of the sensibility. The will, will of course return to the indulgence
again, when the feelings of fear, disgust, or loathing subside. This, no
doubt, accounts for the multitudes of spurious conversions sometimes
witnessed. Sinners are convicted, fears awakened, and disgust and loathing
excited. These feelings for the time become stronger than their desires for
their former indulgences, and consequently they abandon them for a time,
in obedience, not to the law of God or of their intelligence, but in obedience
to their fear, disgust, and shame. But when conviction subsides, and the
consequent feelings are no more, these spurious converts

“return like a dog to his vomit, and like a sow that was washed to
her wallowing in the mire” (2 Peter 2:22).

It should be distinctly understood, that all these feelings of which I have
spoken, and indeed any class or degree of mere feelings, may exist in the
sensibility; and further, that these or any other feelings may, in their turn,
control the will, and produce of course a corresponding outward life, and
yet the heart be and remain all the while in a selfish state, or in a state of
total depravity. Indeed, it is perfectly common to see the impenitent
sinner manifest much disgust and opposition to sin in himself and in
others, yet this is not principle in him; it is only the effect of present
feeling. The next day, or perhaps hour, he will repeat his sin, or do that
which, when beheld in others, enkindled his indignation.

8. Both saints and sinners approve of, and often delight in, justice. It is
common to see in courts of justice, and on various other occasions,
impenitent sinners manifest great complacency in the administration of
justice, and the greatest indignation at, and abhorrence of, injustice. So
strong is this feeling sometimes that it cannot be restrained, but will burst
forth like a smothered volcano, and carry desolation before it. It is this
natural love of justice, and abhorrence of injustice, common alike to saints
and sinners, to which popular tumults and bloodshed are often to be
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ascribed. This is not virtue, but selfishness. It is the will giving itself up to
the gratification of a constitutional impulse. But such feelings and such
conduct are often supposed to be virtuous. It should always be borne in
mind that the love of justice, and the sense of delight in it, and the feeling
of opposition to injustice, are not only not peculiar to good men, but that
such feelings are no evidence whatever of a regenerate heart. Thousands of
instances might be adduced as proofs and illustrations of this position. But
such manifestations are too common to need to be cited, to remind any one
of their existence.

9. The same remarks may be made in regard to truth. Both saints and
sinners have a constitutional respect for, approbation of, and delight in
truth. Who ever knew a sinner to approve of the character of a liar? What
sinner will not resent it, to be accused or even suspected of lying? All men
spontaneously manifest their respect for, complacency in, and
approbation of truth. This is constitutional; so that even the greatest liars
do not, and cannot, love lying for its own sake. They lie to gratify, not a
love for falsehood on its own account, but to obtain some object which
they desire more strongly than they hate falsehood. Sinners, in spite of
themselves, venerate, respect, and fear a man of truth. They just as
necessarily despise a liar. If they are liars, they despise themselves for it,
just as drunkards and debauchees despise themselves for indulging their
filthy lusts, and yet continue in them.

10. Both saints and sinners not only approve of, and delight in good men,
when, as I have said, wicked men are not annoyed by them, but they agree
in reprobating, disapproving, and abhorring wicked men and devils. Who
ever heard of any other sentiment and feeling being expressed either by
good or bad men, than of abhorrence and indignation toward the devil?
Nobody ever approved, or can approve, of his character; sinners can no
more approve of it than holy angels can. If he could approve of and delight
in his own character, hell would cease to be hell, and evil would become his
good. But no moral agent can, by any possibility, know wickedness and
approve it. No man, saint or sinner, can entertain any other sentiments and
feelings toward the devil, or wicked men, but those of disapprobation,
distrust, disrespect, and often of loathing and abhorrence. The intellectual
sentiment will be uniform. Disapprobation, distrust, condemnation, will
always necessarily possess the minds of all who know wicked men and
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devils. And often, as occasions arise, wherein their characters are clearly
revealed, and under circumstances favorable to such a result, the deepest
feelings of disgust, of loathing, of indignation, and abhorrence of their
wickedness, will manifest themselves alike among saints and sinners.

11. Saints and sinners may be equally honorable and fair in business
transactions, so far as the outward act is concerned. They have different
reasons for their conduct, but outwardly it may be the same. This leads to
the remark:

12. That selfishness in the sinner, and benevolence in the saint, may, and
often do, produce, in many respects, the same results or manifestations.
For example: benevolence in the saint, and selfishness in the sinner, may
beget the same class of desires, to wit, as we have seen, desire for their
own sanctification, and for that of others, to be useful, and to have others
so; desires for the conversion of sinners, and many such like desires.

13. This leads to the remark, that, when the desires of an impenitent
person for these objects become strong enough to influence the will, he
may take the same outward course, substantially, that the saint takes in
obedience to his intelligence. That is, the sinner is constrained by his
feelings to do what the saint does from principle, or from obedience to the
law of his intelligence. In this, however, although the outward
manifestations be the same for the time being, yet the sinner is entirely
selfish, and the saint benevolent. The saint is controlled by principle, and
the sinner by impulse. In this case, time is needed to distinguish between
them. The sinner not having the root of the matter in him, will return to his
former course of life, in proportion as his convictions of the truth and
importance of religion subside, and his former feelings return; while the
saint will evince his heavenly birth, by manifesting his sympathy with
God, and the strength of principle that has taken possession of his heart.
That is, he will manifest that his intelligence, and not his feelings, controls
his will.

For want of these and such like discriminations, many have stumbled.
Hypocrites have held on to a false hope, and lived upon mere
constitutional desires and spasmodic turns of giving up the will, during
seasons of special excitement, to the control of these desires and feelings.
These spasms they call their waking up. But no sooner does their
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excitement subside, than selfishness again assumes its wonted forms. It is
truly wonderful and appalling to see to what an extent this is true.
Because, in seasons of special excitement they feel deeply, and are
conscious of feeling, as they say, and acting, and of being entirely sincere
in following their impulses, they have the fullest confidence in their good
estate. They say they cannot doubt their conversion. They felt so and so,
and gave themselves up to their feelings, and gave much time and money to
promote the cause of Christ. Now this is a deep delusion, and one of the
most common in Christendom, or at least one of the most common that is
to be found among what are called revival Christians. This class of deluded
souls do not see that they are, in such cases, governed by their feelings,
and that if their feelings were changed, their conduct would be so, of
course; that as soon as the excitement subsides, they will go back to their
former ways, as a thing of course. When the state of feeling that now
controls them has given place to their former feelings, they will of course
appear as they used to do. This is, in few words, the history of thousands
of professors of religion.

This has greatly stumbled the openly impenitent. Not knowing how to
account for what they often witness of this kind among professors of
religion, they are led to doubt whether there is any such thing as true
religion.

Again: many sinners have been deceived just in the way I have pointed
out, and have afterwards discovered that they had been deluded, but could
not understand how. They have come to the conclusion that everybody is
deluded, and that all professors are as much deceived they are. This leads
them to reject and despise all religion.

Some exercises of impenitent sinners, and of which they are conscious,
have been denied for fear of denying total depravity. They have been
represented as necessarily hating God and all good men; and this hatred has
been represented as a feeling of malice and enmity towards God. Many
impenitent sinners are conscious of having no such feelings; but, on the
contrary, they are conscious of having at times feelings of respect,
veneration, awe, gratitude, and affection towards God and men. To this
class of sinners, it is a snare and a stumbling-block to tell them, and insist,
that they only hate God, and Christians, and ministers, and revivals; and to
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represent their moral depravity to be such, that they crave sin as they
crave food, and that they necessarily have none but feelings of mortal
enmity against God. Such representations either drive them into infidelity
on the one hand, or to think themselves Christians on the other. But those
theologians who hold the views of constitutional depravity of which we
have spoken, cannot, consistently with their theory, admit to these sinners
the real truth, and then show them conclusively that in all their feelings
which they call good, and in all their yielding to be influenced by them,
there is no virtue; that their desires and feelings have in themselves no
moral character, and that when they yield the will to their control, it is
only selfishness. The thing needed is a philosophy and a theology that will
admit and explain all the phenomena of experience, and not deny human
consciousness. A theology that denies human consciousness is only a
curse and a stumbling-block. But such is the doctrine of universal
constitutional moral depravity.

It is frequently true, that the feelings of sinners become exceedingly
rebellious and exasperated, even to the most intense opposition of feeling
toward God, and Christ, and ministers, and revivals, and toward
everything of good report. If this class of sinners are converted, they are
very apt to suppose, and to represent all sinners as having just such
feelings as they had. But this is a mistake, for many sinners never had
those feelings. Nevertheless, they are no less selfish and guilty than the
class who have the rebellious and blasphemous feelings which I have
mentioned. This is what they need to know. They need to understand
definitely what sin is, and what it is not; that sin is selfishness; that
selfishness is the yielding of the will to the control of feeling, and that it
matters not at all what the particular class of feelings is, if feelings control
the will, and not intelligence. Admit their good feelings, as they call them,
and take pains to show them, that these feelings are merely constitutional,
and have in themselves no moral character.

The ideas of depravity and of regeneration, to which I have often alluded,
are fraught with great mischief in another respect. Great numbers, it is to
be feared, both of private professors of religion and of ministers, have
mistaken the class of feelings of which I have spoken, as common among
certain impenitent sinners, for religion. They have heard the usual
representations of the natural depravity of sinners, and also have heard
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certain desires and feelings represented as religion. They are conscious of
these desires and feelings, and also, sometimes, when they are very strong,
of being influenced in their conduct by them. They assume, therefore, that
they are regenerate, and elected, and heirs of salvation. These views lull
them asleep. The philosophy and theology that misrepresent moral
depravity and regeneration thus, must, if consistent, also misrepresent true
religion; and oh! the many thousands that have mistaken the mere
constitutional desires and feelings, and the selfish yielding of the will to
their control for true religion, and have gone to the bar of God with a lie in
their right hand!

ANOTHER GREAT EVIL HAS ARISEN OUT OF THE FALSE
VIEWS I HAVE BEEN EXPOSING, NAMELY:

Many true Christians have been much stumbled and kept in bondage, and
their comfort and their usefulness much abridged, by finding themselves,
from time to time, very languid and unfeeling. Supposing religion to consist
in feeling, if at any time the sensibility becomes exhausted, and their
feelings subside, they are immediately thrown into unbelief and bondage.
Satan reproaches them for their want of feeling, and they have nothing to
say, only to admit the truth of his accusations. Having a false philosophy
of religion, they judge of the state of their hearts by the state of their
feelings. They confound their hearts with their feelings, and are in almost
constant perplexity to keep their hearts right, by which they mean their
feelings, in a state of great excitement.

Again: they are not only sometimes languid, and have no pious feelings
and desires, but at others they are conscious of classes of emotions which
they call sin. These they resist, but still blame themselves for having them
in their hearts, as they say. Thus they are brought into bondage again,
although they are certain that these feelings are hated, and not at all
indulged, by them.

Oh, how much all classes of persons need to have clearly defined ideas of
what really constitutes sin and holiness! A false philosophy of the mind,
especially of the will, and of moral depravity, has covered the world with
gross darkness on the subject of sin and holiness, of regeneration, and of
the evidences of regeneration, until the true saints, on the one hand, are
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kept in a continual bondage to their false notions; and on the other, the
church swarms with unconverted professors, and is cursed with many self-
deceived ministers.
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LECTURE 30

EVIDENCES OF REGENERATION

WHEREIN SAINTS AND SINNERS MUST DIFFER.

1. Let it be distinctly remembered, that all unregenerate persons, without
exception, have one heart, that is, they are selfish. This is their whole
character. They are universally and only devoted to self-gratification. Their
unregenerate heart consists in this selfish disposition, or in this selfish
choice. This choice is the foundation of, and the reason for, all their
activity. One and the same ultimate reason actuates them in all they do,
and in all they omit, and that reason is either presently or remotely,
directly or indirectly, to gratify themselves.

2. The regenerate heart is disinterested benevolence. In other words, it is
love to God and our neighbor. All regenerate hearts are precisely similar.
All true saints, whenever they have truly the heart of the saints of God,
are actuated by one and the same motive. They have only one ultimate
reason for all they do, and suffer, or omit. They have one ultimate
intention, one end. They live for one and the same object, and that is the
same end for which God lives.

3. The saint is governed by reason, the law of God, or the moral law; in
other words still, the law of disinterested and universal benevolence is His
law. This law is not only revealed and developed in his intelligence, but it
is written in his heart. So that the law of his intellect is the law of his heart.
He not only sees and acknowledges what he ought to do and be, but he is
conscious to himself, and gives evidence to others, whether they receive it
and are convinced by it or not, that his heart, his will, or intention, is
conformed to his convictions of duty. He sees the path of duty, and
follows it. He knows what he ought to will, intend, and do, and does it. Of
this he is conscious. And of this others may be satisfied, if they are
observing, charitable, and candid.
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4. The sinner is contrasted with this, in the most important and
fundamental respects. He is not governed by reason and principle, but by
feeling, desire, and impulse. Sometimes his feelings coincide with the
intelligence, and sometimes they do not. But when they do so coincide, the
will does not pursue its course out of respect or in obedience to the law of
the intelligence, but in obedience to the impulse of the sensibility, which,
for the time being, impels in the same direction as does the law of the
reason. But for the most part the impulses of the sensibility incline him to
worldly gratifications, and in an opposite direction to that which the
intelligence points out. This leads him to a course of life that is too
manifestly the opposite of reason, to leave any room for doubt as to what
his true character is.

5. The saint is justified, and he has the evidence of it in the peace of his
own mind. He is conscious of obeying the law of reason and of love.
Consequently he naturally has that kind and degree of peace that flows
from the harmony of his will with the law of his intelligence. He
sometimes has conflicts with the impulses of feeling and desire. But unless
he is overcome, these conflicts, though they may cause him inwardly, and,
perhaps audibly, to groan, do not interrupt his peace. There are still the
elements of peace within him. His heart and conscience are at one, and
while this is so, he has thus far the evidence of justification in himself.
That is, he knows that God cannot condemn his present state. Conscious
as he is of conformity of heart to the moral law, he cannot but affirm to
himself, that the Lawgiver is pleased with his present attitude. But further,
he has also within the Spirit of God witnessing with his spirit, that he is a
child of God, forgiven, accepted, adopted. He feels the filial spirit drawing
his heart to exclaim, Father, Father. He is conscious that he pleases God,
and has God’s smile of approbation.

He is at peace with himself, because he affirms his heart to be in unison
with the law of love. His conscience does not upbraid, but smile. The
harmony of his own being is a witness to himself, that this is the state in
which he was made to exist. He is at peace with God, because he and God
are pursuing precisely the same end, and by the same means. There can be
no collision, no controversy between them. He is at peace with the
universe, in the sense, that he has no ill-will, and no malicious feelings or
wish to gratify, in the injury of any one of the creatures of God. He has no
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fear, but to sin against God. He is not influenced on the one hand by the
fear of hell, nor on the other by the hope of reward. He is not anxious
about his own salvation, but prayerfully and calmly leaves that question in
the hands of God, and concerns himself only to promote the highest glory
of God, and the good of being. “Being justified by faith, he has peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ” (Romans 5:1). “There is now no
condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the
flesh, but after the Spirit” (Romans 8:1).

6. The sinner’s experience is the opposite of this. He is under
condemnation, and seldom can so far deceive himself, even in his most
religious moods, as to imagine that he has a consciousness of acceptance
either with his own conscience or with God. There is almost never a time
in which he has not a greater or less degree of restlessness and misgiving
within. Even when he is most engaged in religion, as he supposes, he finds
himself dissatisfied with himself. Something is wrong. There is a struggle
and a pang. He may not exactly see where and what the difficulty is. He
does not, after all, obey reason and conscience, and is not governed by the
law and will of God. In not having the consciousness of this obedience, his
conscience does not smile. He sometimes feels deeply, and acts as he feels,
and is conscious of being sincere in the sense of feeling what he says, and
acting in obedience to deep feeling. But this does not satisfy conscience.
He is more or less wretched after all. He has not true peace. Sometimes he
has a self-righteous quiet and enjoyment. But this is neither peace of
conscience nor peace with God. He, after all, feels uneasy and condemned,
notwithstanding all his feeling, and zeal, and activity. They are not of the
right kind. Hence they do not satisfy the conscience. They do not meet the
demands of his intelligence. Conscience does not approve. He has not,
after all, true peace. He is not justified; he cannot be fully and permanently
satisfied that he is.

7. Saints are interested in, and sympathize with, every effort to reform
mankind, and promote the interests of truth and righteousness in the earth.
The good of being is the end for which the saint really and truly lives. This
is not merely held by him as a theory, as an opinion, as a theological or
philosophical speculation. It is in his heart, and precisely for this reason he
is a saint. He is a saint just because the theory, which is lodged in the head
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of both saint and sinner, has also a lodgment and reigning power in his
heart, and consequently in his life.

As saints supremely value the highest good of being, they will, and must,
take a deep interest in whatever is promotive of that end. Hence, their
spirit is necessarily that of the reformer. To the universal reformation of
the world they stand committed. To this end they are devoted. For this
end they live, and move, and have their being. Every proposed reform
interests them, and naturally leads them to examine its claims. The fact is,
they are studying and devising ways and means to convert, sanctify,
reform mankind. Being in this state of mind, they are predisposed to lay
hold on whatever gives promise of good to man. True saints love reform. It
is their business, their profession, their life to promote it; consequently,
they are ready to examine the claims of any proposed reform; candid and
self-denying, and ready to be convinced, however much self-denial it may
call them to. They have actually rejected self-indulgence, as the end for
which they live, and are ready to sacrifice any form of self-indulgence, for
the sake of promoting the good of men and the glory of God. The saint is
truly and greatly desirous and in earnest, to reform all sin out of the world,
and just for this reason is ready to hail with joy, and to try whatever
reform seems, from the best light he can get, to bid fair to put down sin,
and the evils that are in the world. Even mistaken men, who are honestly
endeavoring to reform mankind, and denying their appetites, as many have
done in dietetic reform, are deserving of the respect of their fellow men.
Suppose their philosophy to be incorrect, yet they have intended well.
They have manifested a disposition to deny themselves, for the purpose
of promoting the good of others. They have been honest and zealous in
this. Now no true saint can feel or express contempt for such reformers,
however much mistaken they may be. No: his natural sentiments and
feelings will be, and must be, the reverse of contempt or censoriousness in
respect to them. If their mistake has been injurious, h may mourn over the
evil, but will not, cannot, severely judge the honest reformer. War, slavery,
licentiousness, and all such like evils and abominations, are necessarily
regarded by the saint as great and sore evils, and he longs for their
complete and final overthrow. It is impossible that a truly benevolent mind
should not thus regard these abominations of desolation.
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The saints in all ages have been reformers. I know it is said, that neither
prophets, Christ, nor apostles, nor primitive saints and martyrs declaimed
against war and slavery, etc. But they did. The entire instructions of
Christ, and of apostles and prophets, were directly opposed to these and
all other evils. If they did not come out against certain legalized forms of
sin, and denounce them by name, and endeavor to array public sentiment
against them, it is plainly because they were, for the most part, employed
in a preliminary work. To introduce the gospel as a divine revelation; to set
up and organize the visible kingdom of God on earth; to lay a foundation
for universal reform, was rather their business, than the pushing forward of
particular branches of reform. The overthrow of state idolatry, the great
and universal sin of the world in that age; the labor of getting the world and
the governments of earth to tolerate and receive the gospel as a revelation
from the one only living and true God; the controversy with the Jews, to
overthrow their objections to Christianity; in short, the great and
indispensable and preliminary work of gaining for Christ and His gospel a
hearing, and an acknowledgment of its divinity, was rather their work, the
pushing of particular precepts and doctrines of the gospel to their
legitimate results and logical consequences. This work once done, has left it
for later saints to bring the particular truths, precepts, and doctrines of the
blessed gospel to bear down every form of sin. Prophets, Christ, and His
apostles, have left on the pages of inspiration no dubious testimony
against every form of sin. The spirit of the whole Bible breathes from
every page blasting and annihilation upon every unholy abomination, while
it smiles upon everything of good report that promises blessings to man
and glory to God. The saint is not merely sometimes a reformer; he is
always so.

8. The sinner is never a reformer in any proper sense of the word. He is
selfish and never opposed to sin, or to any evil whatever, from any such
motive as renders him worthy the name of reformer. He sometimes
selfishly advocates and pushes certain outward reforms; but as certain as it
is that he is an unregenerate sinner, so certain is it, that he is not
endeavoring to reform sin out of the world from any disinterested love to
God or to man. Many considerations of a selfish nature may engage him at
times in certain branches of reform. Regard to his reputation may excite his
zeal in such an enterprise. Self-righteous considerations may also lead him
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to enlist in the army of reformers. His relation to particular forms of vice
may influence him to set his face against them. Constitutional
temperament and tendencies may lead to his engaging in certain reforms.
For example, his constitutional benevolence, as phrenologists call it, may
be such that from natural compassion he may engage in reforms. But this is
only giving way to an impulse of the sensibility, and it is not principle that
governs him. His natural conscientiousness may modify his outward
character, and lead him to take hold of some branches of reform. But
whatever other motives he may have, sure it is that he is not a reformer;
for he is a sinner, and it is absurd to say that a sinner is truly engaged in
opposing sin as sin. No, it is not sin that he is opposing, but he is seeking
to gratify an ambitious, a self-righteous, or some other spirit, the
gratification of which is selfishness.

But as a general thing, it is easy to distinguish sinners, or deceived
professors from saints by looking steadfastly at their temper and
deportment in their relations to reform. They are self-indulgent, and just
for the reason that they are devoted to self-indulgence. Sometimes their
self-indulgent spirit takes on one type, and sometimes another. Of course
they need not be expected to ridicule or oppose every branch of reform,
just because it is not every reformer that will rebuke their favorite
indulgences, and call them to reform their lives. But as every sinner has one
or more particular form of indulgence to which he is wedded, and as saints
are devising and pushing reforms in all directions, it is natural that some
sinners should manifest particular hostility to one reform, and some to
another. Whenever a reform is proposed that would reform them out of
their favorite indulgences, they will either ridicule it, and those that
propose it, or storm and rail, or in some way oppose or wholly neglect it.
Not so, and so it cannot be, with a true saint. He has no indulgence that he
values when put in competition with the good of being. Nay, he holds his
all and his life at the disposal of the highest good. Has he, in ignorance of
the evils growing out of his course, used ardent spirits, wine, tobacco, ale,
or porter? Has he held slaves; been engaged in any traffic that is found to
be injurious; has he favored war through ignorance; or, in short, has he
committed any mistake whatever? Let but a reformer come forth and
propose to discuss the tendency of such things; let the reformer bring forth
his strong reasons; and, from the very nature of true religion, the saint will
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listen with attention, weigh with candor, and suffer himself to be carried
by truth, heart, and hand, and influence with the proposed reform, if it be
worthy of support, how much soever it conflict with his former habits.
This must be true, if he has a single eye to the good of being, which is the
very characteristic of a saint.

9. The true saint denies himself. Self-denial must be his characteristic, just
for the reason that regeneration implies this. Regeneration, as we have
seen, consists in turning away the heart or will from the supreme choice of
self-gratification, to a choice of the highest well-being of God and of the
universe. This is denying self. This is abandoning self-indulgence, and
pursuing or committing the will, and the whole being to an opposite end.
This is the dethroning of self, and the enthroning of God in the heart. Self-
denial does not consist, as some seem to imagine, in acts of outward
austerity, in an ascetic and penance-doing course of starvation, and mere
legal, and outward retrenchment, in wearing a coat with one button, and in
similar acts of “will worship and voluntary humility, and neglecting the
body”; but self-denial consists in the actual and total renunciation of
selfishness in the heart. It consists in ceasing wholly to live for self, and
can be exercised just as truly upon a throne, surrounded with the
paraphernalia of royalty, as in a cottage of logs, or as in rags, and in caves
and dens of the earth.

The king upon his throne may live and reign to please himself. He may
surround himself with all that can minister to his pleasure, his ambition,
his pride, his lusts, and his power. He may live to and for himself. Self-
pleasing, self-gratification, self-aggrandizement, may be the end for which
he lives. This is selfishness. But he may also live and reign for God, and
for his people. That is, he may be as really devoted to God, and render this
as a service to God, as well as anything else. No doubt his temptation is
great; but, nevertheless, he may be perfectly self-denying in all this. He
may not do what he does for his own sake, nor be what he is, nor possess
what he possesses for his own sake, but, accommodating his state and
equipage to his relations, he may be as truly self-denying as others in the
humbler walks of life. This is not an impossible, though, in all probability,
a rare case. A man may as truly be rich for God as poor for him, if his
relations and circumstances make it essential to his highest usefulness that
he should possess a large capital. He is in the way of great temptation; but
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if this is plainly his duty, and submitted to for God and the world, he may
have grace to be entirely self-denying in these circumstances, and all the
more commendable, for standing fast under these circumstances.

So a poor man may be poor from principle, or from necessity. He may be
submissive and happy in his poverty. He may deny himself even the
comfort of life, and do all this to promote the good of being, or he may do
it to promote his own interest, temporal or eternal, to secure a reputation
for piety, to appease a morbid conscience, to appease his fears, or to
secure the favor of God. In all things he may be selfish. He may be happy
in this, because it may be real self-denial: or he may be murmuring at his
poverty, may complain, and be envious at others who are not poor. He
may be censorious, and think everybody proud and selfish who dresses
better, or possesses a better house and equipage than he does. He may set
up his views as a standard, and denounce as proud and selfish all who do
not square their lives by his rule. This is selfishness, and these
manifestations demonstrate the fact. A man may forego the use of a coat,
or a cloak, or a horse, or a carriage, or any and every comfort and
convenience of life, and all this may proceed from either a benevolent or a
selfish state of mind. If it be benevolence and true self-denial, it will be
cheerfully and happily submitted to, without murmuring and repining,
without censoriousness, and without envy towards others, without
insisting that others shall do and be, just what be does and is. He will allow
the judge his ermine, the king his robes of state, and the merchant his
capital, and the husbandman his fields and his flocks, and will see the
reasonableness and propriety of all this.

But if it be selfishness and the spirit of self-gratification instead of self-
denial, he will be ascetic, caustic, sour, ill-natured, unhappy, severe,
censorious, envious, and disposed to complain of, and pick at, the
extravagance and self-indulgence of others.

Especially does the true saint deny his appetites and passions. His
artificial appetites he denies absolutely, whenever his attention is called to
the fact and the nature of the indulgence. The Christian is such just because
he has become the master of his appetites and passions, has denied them,
and consecrated himself to God. The sinner is a sinner just because his
appetites and passions and the impulses of his desires are his masters, and
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he bows down to them, and serves them. They are his masters instead of
his servants, as they are made to be. He is consecrated to them and not to
God. But the saint has ceased to live to gratify his lusts. Has he been a
drunkard, a rake, a tobacco user? Has he been in self-indulgent habits of
any kind? He is reformed: old things are past away, and behold all things
are become new. Has he still any habit the character of which he has either
mistaken or not considered; such as smoking, chewing, or snuffing tobacco,
using injurious stimulants of any kind, high and unwholesome living,
extravagant dressing or equipage, retiring late at night and rising late in the
morning, eating too much, or between meals, or in short, has there been
any form of self-indulgence about him whatever? Only let his attention be
called to it, he will listen with candor, be convinced by reasonable
evidence, and renounce his evil habits without conferring with flesh and
blood. All this is implied in regeneration, and must follow from its very
nature. This also the Bible everywhere affirms to be true of the saints.
“They have crucified the flesh with its affections and lusts” (Galatians
5:24). It should be forever remembered, that a self-indulgent Christian is a
contradiction. Self-indulgence and Christianity are terms of opposition.

10. The sinner does not deny himself. He may not gratify all his desires,
because the desires are often contradictory, and he must deny one for the
sake of indulging another. Avarice may be so strong as to forbid his
indulging in extravagance in eating, drinking, dressing, or equipage. His love
of reputation may be so strong as to prevent his engaging in anything
disgraceful, and so on.

But self-indulgence is his law notwithstanding. The fear of hell, or his
desire to be saved, may forbid his outward indulgence in any known sin.
But still he lives, and moves, and has his being only for the sake of
indulging himself. He may be a miser, and starve and freeze himself, and
deny himself the necessaries of life; yet self-indulgence is his law. Some
lusts he may and must control, as they may be inconsistent with others.
But others he does not control. He is a slave. He bows down to his lusts
and serves them. He is enslaved by his propensities, so that he cannot
overcome them. This demonstrates that he is a sinner and unregenerate,
whatever his station and profession may be. One who cannot, because he
will not, conquer himself and his lusts this is the definition of an
unregenerate sinner. He is one over whom some form of desire, or lust, or
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appetite, or passion has dominion. He cannot, or rather will not, overcome
it. This one is just as certainly in sin, as that sin is sin.

11. The truly regenerate soul overcomes sin.

Let the Bible be heard upon this subject.

“And hereby we do know that we know Him, if we keep His
commandments. He that saith I know Him, and keepeth not His
commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him” (1 John 2:3, 4).

“And every man that hath this hope in him purifieth himself, even
as He is pure. Whosoever committeth sin transgresseth also the
law: for sin is the transgression of the law. And ye know that He
was manifested to take away our sins: and in Him is no sin.
Whosoever abideth in Him sinneth not: whosoever sinneth hath not
seen Him, neither known Him. Little children, let no man deceive
you: he that doeth righteousness is righteous, even as He is
righteous. He that committeth sin, is of the devil; for the devil
sinneth from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of God was
manifested, that He might destroy the works of the devil.
Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin; for His seed
remaineth in him: and he cannot sin, because he is born of God. In
this the children of God are manifest, and the children of the devil;
whosoever doth not righteousness is not of God, neither he that
loveth not his brother” (1 John 3:3-10)

 “Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ, is born of God, and
every one that loveth Him that begat, loveth him also that is
begotten of Him. By this we know that we love the children of
God, when we love God and keep His commandments. For this is
the love of God, that we keep His commandments; and His
commandments are not grievous. For whatsoever is born of God
overcometh the world: and this is the victory that overcometh the
world, even our faith”
(1 John 5:1-4).

These passages, understood and pressed to the letter, would not only
teach, that all regenerate souls overcome and live without sin, but also that
sin is impossible to them. This last circumstance, as well as other parts of
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scripture, forbid us to press this strong language to the letter. But this
much must be understood and admitted, that to overcome sin is the rule
with every one who is born of God, and that sin is only the exception; that
the regenerate habitually live without sin, and fall into sin only at intervals,
so few and far between, that in strong language it may be said in truth they
do not sin. This is surely the least which can be meant by the spirit of
these texts, not to press them to the letter. And this is precisely consistent
with many other passages of scripture, several of which I have quoted;
such as these:

“Therefore, if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things
are passed away; behold, all things are become new”
(2 Corinthians 5:17).

“For in Jesus Christ, neither circumcision availeth anything nor
uncircumcision; but faith which worketh by love.” (Galatians 6:6).

“For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor
uncircumcision, but a new creature” (Galatians 6:15).

“There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. For
the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from
the law of sin and death. For what the law could not do, in that it
was weak through the flesh, God sending His own Son in the
likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh: that
the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not
after the flesh, but after the Spirit” (Romans 8:1-4)

“What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin, that grace may
abound? God forbid. How shall we that are dead to sin, live any
longer therein? Know ye not, that so many of us as were baptized
into Jesus Christ were baptized into His death? Therefore, we are
buried with Him by baptism into death: that like as Christ was
raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also
should walk in newness of life. For if we have been planted
together in the likeness of His death, we shall be also in the likeness
of His resurrection: knowing this, that our old man is crucified with
Him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we
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should not serve sin. For he that is dead is freed from sin. Now if
we be dead with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with
Him; knowing that Christ being raised from the dead, dieth no
more; death hath no more dominion over Him. For in that He died,
He died unto sin once: but in that He liveth, He liveth unto God.
Likewise reckon ye also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but
alive unto God, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Let not sin
therefore reign in you mortal body, that ye should obey it in the
lusts thereof. Neither yield ye your members as instruments of
unrighteousness unto sin: but yield yourselves unto God, as those
that are alive from the dead, and your members as instruments of
righteousness unto God. For sin shall not have dominion over you:
for ye are not under the law but under grace” (Romans 6:1-14).

The fact is, if God is true, and the Bible is true, the truly regenerate soul
has overcome the world, the flesh, and Satan, and sin, and is a conqueror,
and more than a conqueror. He triumphs over temptation as a general
thing, and the triumphs of temptation over him are so far between, that it
is said of him in the living oracles, that he does not, cannot sin. He is not a
sinner, but a saint. He is sanctified; a holy person; a child and son of God.
If at any time he is overcome, it is only to rise again, and soon return like
the weeping prodigal.

“The steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord: and he
delighteth in his way. Though he fall he shall not be utterly cast
down: for the Lord upholdeth him with his hand” (Psalms 37:23,
24).

12. The sinner is the slave of sin. The seventh of Romans is his experience
in his best estate. When he has the most hope of himself, and others have
the most hope of his good estate, he goes no further than to make and
break resolutions. His life is but a death in sin. He has not the victory. He
sees the right, but does it not. Sin is his master, to whom he yields himself
a servant to obey. He only tries, as he says, to forsake sin, but does not in
fact forsake it, in his heart. And yet because he is convicted, and has
desires, and forms resolutions of amendment, he hopes he is regenerated.
O, what a horrible delusion! Stop short with conviction, with the hope
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that he is already a Christian! Alas! How many are already in hell who
have stumbled at this stumbling stone!

13. The subject of regeneration may know, and if honest he must know,
for what end he lives. There is, perhaps, nothing of which he may be more
certain than of his regenerate or unregenerate state; and if he will keep in
mind what regeneration is, it would seem that he can hardly mistake his
own character, so far as to imagine himself to be regenerate when he is not.
The great difficulty that has been in the way of the regenerate soul’s
knowing his regeneration, and has led to so much doubt and embarrassment
upon this subject, is that regeneration has been regarded as belonging to the
sensibility, and hence the attention has been directed to the ever-
fluctuating feelings for evidence of the change. No wonder that this has led
conscientious souls into doubt and embarrassment. But let the subject of
regeneration be disenthralled from false philosophy, and let it be known
that the new heart consists in supreme disinterested benevolence, or in
entire consecration to God, and then who cannot know for what end he
lives, or what is the supreme preference or intention of his soul? If men
can settle any question whatever beyond all doubt by an appeal to
consciousness, it would seem that this must be the question. Hence the
Bible enjoins it as an imperative duty to know ourselves, whether we are
Christians. We are to know each other by our fruits. This is expressly
given in the Bible as the rule of judgment in the case. The question is not
so much, What are the man’s opinions?, but, What does he live for? Does
he manifest a charitable state of mind? Does he manifest the attributes of
benevolence in the various circumstances in which he is placed? O, shall
the folly of judging men more by their opinions and feelings, by the tenor
of their lives cease? It seems difficult to rid men of the prejudice that
religion consists in feelings and in experiences in which they are altogether
passive. Hence they are continually prone to delusion upon the most
momentous of all questions. Nothing can break this spell but the steady
and thorough inculcation of the truth, in regard to the nature of
regeneration.
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LECTURE 31

NATURAL ABILITY

We next proceed to the examination of the question of man’s ability or
inability to obey the commandments of God. This certainly must be a
fundamental question in morals and religion; and as our views are upon this
subject, so, if we are consistent, must be our views of God, of His moral
government, and of every practical doctrine of morals and religion. This is
too obvious to require proof. The question of ability has truly been a
vexed question. In the discussion of it, I shall consider the elder President
Edwards as the representative of the common Calvinistic view of this
subject, because he has stated it more clearly than any other Calvinistic
author with whom I am acquainted. When, therefore, I speak of the
Edwardean doctrine of ability and inability, you will understand me to
speak of the common view of Calvinistic theological writers, as stated,
summed up, and defended by Edwards. In discussing this subject I will
endeavor to show:

President Edwards’ notion of natural ability.

Edwards considers freedom and ability as identical. He defines freedom or
liberty to consist in the power, opportunity, or advantage, that any one
has, to do as he pleases. “Or, in other words, his being free from hindrance
or impediment in the way of doing or conducting in any respect as he
wills.” Works, vol. 2, page 38.

Again, page 39, he says, “One thing more I should observe concerning
what is vulgarly called liberty; namely, that power and opportunity for
one to do and conduct as he will, or according to his choice, is all that is
meant by it; without taking into the meaning of the word anything of the
cause of that choice; or at all considering how the person came to have
such a volition; whether it was caused by some external motive, or internal
habitual bias; whether it was determined by some internal antecedent
volition, or whether it happened without a cause; whether it was
necessarily connected with something foregoing, or not and there is nothing
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in the way to hinder his pursuing and exerting his will, the man is perfectly
free, according to the primary and common notion of freedom.” In the
preceding paragraph, he says, “There are two things contrary to what is
called liberty in common speech. One is, constraint; which is a person’s
being necessitated to do a thing contrary to his will: the other is, restraint,
which is his being hindered, and not having power to do according to his
will.”

Power, ability, liberty, to do as you will, are synonymous with this writer.
The foregoing quotations, with many like passages that might be quoted
from the same author, show that natural liberty, or natural ability,
according to him, consists in the natural and established connection
between volition and its effects. Thus he says in another place, “Men are
justly said to be able to do what they can do, if they will.” His definition
of natural ability, or natural liberty, as he frequently calls it, wholly
excludes the power to will, and includes only the power or ability to
execute our volitions. Thus it is evident, that natural ability, according to
him, respects external action only, and has nothing to do with willing.
When there is no restraint or hindrance to the execution of volition, when
there is nothing interposed to disturb and prevent the natural and
established result of our volitions, there is natural ability according to this
school. It should be distinctly understood, that Edwards, and those of his
school, hold that choices, volitions, and all acts of will, are determined, not
by the sovereign power of the agent, but are caused by the objective
motive, and that there is the same connection, or a connection as certain
and as unavoidable between motive and choice, as between any physical
cause and its effect: “the difference being,” according to him, “not in the
nature of the connection, but in the terms connected.” Hence, according to
his view, natural liberty or ability cannot consist in the power of willing or
of choice, but must consist in the power to execute our choices or
volitions. Consequently, this class of philosophers define free or moral
agency to consist in the power to do as one wills, or power to execute
one’s purposes, choices, or volitions. That this is a fundamentally false
definition of natural liberty or ability, and of free or moral agency, we shall
see in due time. It is also plain, that the natural ability or liberty of
Edwards and his school, has nothing to do with morality or immorality.
Sin and holiness, as we have seen in a former lecture, are attributes of acts
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of will only. But this natural ability respects, as has been said, outward or
muscular action only. Let this be distinctly borne in mind as we proceed.

THIS NATURAL ABILITY IS NO ABILITY AT ALL.

We know from consciousness that the will is the executive faculty, and
that we can do absolutely nothing without willing. The power or ability to
will is indispensable to our acting at all. If we have not the power to will,
we have not power or ability to do anything. All ability or power to do
resides in the will, and power to will is the necessary condition of ability
to do. In morals and religion, as we shall soon see, the willing is the doing.
The power to will is the condition of obligation to do. Let us hear Edwards
himself upon this subject. Vol. 2. p. 156, he says, “The will itself, and not
only those actions which are the effects of the will, is the proper object of
precept or command. That is, such a state or acts of men’s wills, are in
many cases properly required of them by commands; and not only those
alterations in the state of their bodies or minds that are the consequences
of volition. This is most manifest; for it is the mind only that is properly
and directly the subject of precepts or commands; that only being capable
of receiving or perceiving commands. The motions of the body are matters
of command only as they are subject to the soul, and connected with its
acts. But the soul has no other faculty whereby it can, in the most direct
and proper sense, consent, yield to, or comply with any command, but the
faculty of the will; and it is by this faculty only that the soul can directly
disobey or refuse compliance; for the very notions of consenting, yielding,
accepting, complying, refusing, rejecting, etc., are, according to the meaning
of terms, nothing but certain acts of will.” Thus we see that Edwards
himself held, that the will is the executive faculty, and that the soul can do
nothing except as it wills to do it, and that for this reason a command to do
is strictly a command to will. We shall see by and by, that he held also that
the willing and the doing are identical, so far as moral obligation, morals,
and religion are concerned. For the present, it is enough to say, whether
Edwards or anybody else ever held it or not, that it is absurd and sheer
nonsense to talk of an ability to do when there is no ability to will. Every
one knows with intuitive certainty that he has no ability to do what he is
unable to will to do. It is, therefore, the vilest folly to talk of a natural
ability to do anything whatever, when we exclude from this ability the
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power to will. If there is no ability to will, there is, and can be no ability to
do; therefore, the natural ability of the Edwardean school is no ability at
all.

Let it be distinctly understood, that whatever Edwards held in respect to
the ability of man to do, ability to will entered not at all into his idea and
definition of natural ability or liberty. But according to him, natural ability
respects only the connection that is established by a law of nature between
volition and its sequents, excluding altogether the inquiry how the volition
comes to exist. This the foregoing quotations abundantly show. Let the
impression, then, be distinct, that the Edwardean natural ability is no
ability at all, and nothing but an empty name, a metaphysico-theological
fiction.

WHAT CONSTITUTES NATURAL INABILITY
ACCORDING TO THIS SCHOOL.

Edwards, vol. 2. p. 35, says, “We are said to be naturally unable to do a
thing when we cannot do it if we will, because what is most commonly
called nature, does not allow of it; or because of some impeding defect or
obstacle that is extrinsic to the will; either in the faculty of understanding,
constitution of body, or external objects.” This quotation, together with
much that might be quoted from this author to the same effect, shows that
natural inability, according to him, consists in a want of power to execute
our volitions. In the absence of power to do as we will, if the willing exists
and the effect does not follow, it is only because we are unable to do as we
will, and this is natural inability. We are naturally unable, according to him,
to do what does not follow by a natural law from our volitions. If I will to
move my arm, and the muscles do not obey volition, I am naturally unable
to move my arm. So with anything else. Here let it be distinctly observed,
that natural inability, as well as natural ability, respects and belongs only
to outward action or doing. It has nothing to do with ability to will.
Whatever Edwards held respecting ability to will, which will be shown in
its proper place, I wish it to be distinctly understood that his natural
inability had nothing to do with willing, but only with the effects of
willing. When the natural effect of willing does not follow volition, its
cause, here is a proper natural inability.
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THIS NATURAL INABILITY IS NO INABILITY AT ALL.

By this is intended that, so far as morals and religion are concerned, the
willing is the doing, and therefore where the willing actually takes place,
the real thing required or prohibited is already done. Let us hear Edwards
upon this subject. Vol. 2, p. 164, he says, “If the will fully complies and
the proposed effect does not prove, according to the laws of nature, to be
connected with his volition, the man is perfectly excused; he has a natural
inability to do the thing required. For the will itself, as has been observed,
is all that can be directly and immediately required by command, and other
things only indirectly, as connected with the will. If, therefore, there be a
full compliance of will, the person has done his duty: and if other things do
not prove to be connected with his volition, that is not criminally owing to
him.” Here, then, it is manifest, that the Edwardean notions of natural
ability and inability have no connection with moral law or moral
government, and, of course, with morals and religion. That the Bible
everywhere accounts the willing as the deed, is most manifest. Both as it
respects sin and holiness, if the required or prohibited act of the will takes
place, the moral law and the lawgiver regard the deed as having been done,
or the sin committed, whatever impediment may have prevented the
natural effect from following. Here, then, let it be distinctly understood
and remembered that Edwards’ natural inability is, so far as morals and
religion are concerned, no inability at all. An inability to execute our
volitions, is in no case an inability to do our whole duty, since moral
obligation, and of course, duty, respect strictly only acts of will. A natural
inability must consist, as we shall see, in an inability to will. It is truly
amazing that Edwards could have written the paragraph just quoted, and
others to the same effect, without perceiving the fallacy and absurdity of
his speculation without seeing that the ability or inability about which he
was writing, had no connection with morals or religion. How could he
insist so largely that moral obligation respects acts of will only, and yet
spend so much time in writing about an ability or inability to comply with
moral obligation that respects outward action exclusively? This, on the
face of it, was wholly irrelevant to the subject of morals and religion, upon
which subjects he was professedly writing.
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NATURAL ABILITY IS IDENTICAL
WITH FREEDOM OR LIBERTY OF WILL.

It has been, I trust, abundantly shown in a former lecture, and is admitted
and insisted on by Edwards:

1. That moral obligation respects strictly only acts of will.

2. That the whole of moral obligation resolves itself into an obligation to be
disinterestedly benevolent, that is, to will the highest good of being for its
own sake.

3. That willing is the doing required by the true spirit of the moral law.
Ability, therefore, to will in accordance with the moral law, must be
natural ability to obey God. But:

4. This is and must be the only proper freedom of the will, so far as morals
and religion, or so far as moral law is concerned. That must constitute true
liberty of will that consists in the ability or power to will, either in
accordance with, or in opposition to the requirements of moral law. Or in
other words, true freedom or liberty of will must consist in the power or
ability to will in every instance either in accordance with, or in opposition
to, moral obligation. Observe, moral obligation respects acts of will. What
freedom or liberty of will can there be in relation to moral obligation unless
the will or the agent has power or ability to act in conformity with moral
obligation? To talk of a man’s being free to will, or having liberty to will,
when he has not the power or ability, is to talk nonsense. Edwards himself
holds that ability to do, is indispensable to liberty to do. But if ability to
do be a sine qua non of liberty to do, must not the same be true of willing?
That is, must not ability to will be essential to liberty to will? Natural
ability and natural liberty to will, must then be identical. Let this be
distinctly remembered, since many have scouted the doctrine of natural
ability to obey God, who have nevertheless been great sticklers for the
freedom of the will. In this they are greatly inconsistent. This ability is
called a natural ability, because it belongs to man as a moral agent, in such a
sense that without it he could not be a proper subject of command, of
reward or punishment. That is, without this liberty or ability he could not
be a moral agent, and a proper subject of moral government. He must then
either possess this power in himself as essential to his own nature, or must
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possess power, or be able to avail himself of power to will in every
instance in accordance with moral obligation. Whatever he can do, he can
do only by willing; he must therefore either possess the power in himself
directly to will as God commands, or he must be able by willing it to avail
himself of power, and to make himself willing. If he has power by nature
to will directly as God requires, or by willing to avail himself of power so
to will, he is naturally free and able to obey the commandments of God.
Then let it be borne distinctly in mind, that natural ability, about which so
much has been said, is nothing more nor less than the freedom or liberty of
the will of a moral agent. No man knows what he says or whereof he
affirms, who holds to the one and denies the other, for they are truly and
properly identical.

THE HUMAN WILL IS FREE, THEREFORE MEN HAVE POWER OR
ABILITY TO DO ALL THEIR DUTY.

1. The moral government of God everywhere assumes and implies the
liberty of the human will, and the natural ability of men to obey God.
Every command, every threatening, every expostulation and denunciation
in the Bible implies and assumes this. Nor does the Bible do violence to
the human intelligence in this assumption; for:

2. The human mind necessarily assumes the freedom of the human will as a
first truth. First truths, let it be remembered, are those that are necessarily
assumed by every moral agent. They are assumed always and necessarily
by a law of the intelligence, although they may seldom be the direct objects
of thought or attention. It is a universal law of the intelligence, to assume
the truths of causality, the existence and the infinity of space, the existence
and infinity of duration, and many other truths. These assumptions every
moral agent always and necessarily takes with him, whether these things
are matters of attention or not. And even should he deny any one or all of
these first truths, he knows them to be true notwithstanding, and cannot
but assume their truth in all his practical judgments. Thus, should any one
deny the law and the doctrine of causality, as some in theory have done, he
knows, and cannot but know, he assumes, and cannot but assume, its truth
at every moment. Without this assumption he could not so much as
intend, or think of doing, or of any one else doing anything whatever. But a
great part of his time, he may not, and does not, make this law a distinct
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object of thought or attention. Nor is he directly conscious of the
assumption that there is such a law. He acts always upon the assumption,
and a great part of his time is insensible of it. His whole activity is only
the exercise of his own causality, and a practical acknowledgment of the
truth, which in theory he may deny. Now just so it is with the freedom of
the will, and with natural ability. Did we not assume our own liberty and
ability, we should never think of attempting to do anything. We should not
so much as think of moral obligation, either as it respects ourselves or
others, unless we assumed the liberty of the human will. In all our
judgments respecting our own moral character and that of others, we
always and necessarily assume the liberty of the human will, or natural
ability to obey God. Although we may not be distinctly conscious of this
assumption, though we may seldom make the liberty of the human will the
subject of direct thought or attention, and even though we may deny its
reality, and strenuously endeavor to maintain the opposite, we,
nevertheless, in this very denial and endeavor, assume that we are free.
This truth never was, and never can be rejected in our practical judgments.
All men assume it. All men must assume it. Whenever they choose in one
direction, they always assume, whether conscious of the assumption or
not, and cannot but assume, that they have power to will in the opposite
direction. Did they not assume this, such a thing as election between two
ways or objects would not be, and could not be, so much as thought of.
The very ideas of right and wrong, of the praiseworthiness, and
blameworthiness of human beings, imply the assumption, on the part of
those who have these ideas, of the universal freedom of the human will, or
of the natural ability of men as moral agents to obey God. Were not this
assumption in the mind, it were impossible from its own nature and laws
that it should affirm moral obligation, right or wrong, praiseworthiness or
blameworthiness of men. I know that philosophers and theologians have in
theory denied the doctrine of natural ability or liberty, in the sense in
which I have defined it; and I know, too, that with all their theorizing, they
did assume, in common with all other men, that man is free in the sense
that he has liberty or power to will as God commands. I know that, but for
this assumption, the human mind could no more predicate
praiseworthiness or blameworthiness, right or wrong of man, than it could
of the motions of a windmill. Men have often made the assumption in
question without being aware of it, have affirmed right and wrong of
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human willing without seeing and understanding the conditions of this
affirmation. But the fact is, that in all cases the assumption has lain deep in
the mind as a first truth, that men are free in the sense of being naturally
able to obey God: and this assumption is a necessary condition of the
affirmation that moral character belongs to man.

WHAT CONSTITUTES MORAL INABILITY, ACCORDING TO
EDWARDS AND THOSE WHO HOLD WITH HIM.

I examine their views of moral inability first in order, because from their
views of moral inability we ascertain more clearly what are their views of
moral ability. Edwards regards moral ability and inability as identical with
moral necessity. Concerning moral necessity, he says, vol. 2, pp. 32, 33,
“And sometimes by moral necessity is meant that necessity of connection
and consequence which arises from such moral causes as the strength of
inclination or motives, and the connection which there is in many cases
between these and such certain volitions and actions. And it is in this sense
that I shall use the phrase moral necessity in the following discourse. By
natural necessity, as applied to men, I mean such necessity as men are
under through the force of natural causes, as distinguished from what are
called moral causes, such as habits and dispositions of the heart, and moral
motives and inducements. Thus men placed in certain circumstances are
the subjects of particular sensations by necessity. They feel pain when
their bodies are wounded; they see the objects presented before them in a
clear light when their eyes are open: so they assent to the truth of certain
propositions as soon as the terms are understood; as that two and two
make four, that black is not white, that two parallel lines can never cross
one another; so by a natural necessity men’s bodies move downwards
when there is nothing to support them. But here several things may be
noted concerning these two kinds of necessity. 1. Moral necessity may be
as absolute as natural necessity. That is, the effect may be as perfectly
connected with its moral cause, natural effect is with its natural cause.
Whether the will is in every case necessarily determined by the strongest
motive, or whether the will ever makes any resistance to such a motive, or
can ever oppose the strongest present inclination or not; if that matter
should be controverted, yet I suppose none will deny, but that, in some
cases, a previous bias and inclination, or the motive presented may be so
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powerful, that the act of the will may be certainly and indissolubly
connected therewith. When motives or previous bias are very strong, all
will allow that there is some difficulty in going against them. And if they
were yet stronger, the difficulty would be still greater. And therefore if
more were still added to their strength up to a certain degree, it might make
the difficulty so great that it would be wholly impossible to surmount it,
for this plain reason, because whatever power men may be supposed to
have to surmount difficulties, yet that power is not infinite, and so goes
not beyond certain limits. If a certain man can surmount ten degrees of
difficulty of this kind, with twenty degrees of strength, because the
degrees of strength are beyond the degrees of difficulty, yet if the
difficulty be increased to thirty, or a hundred, or to a thousand degrees,
and his strength not also increased, his strength will be wholly insufficient
to surmount the difficulty. As therefore it must be allowed that there may
be such a thing as a sure and perfect connection between moral causes and
effects; so this only is what I call by the name of moral necessity.” Page
35, he says: “What has been said of natural and moral necessity may serve
to explain what is intended by natural and moral inability. We are said to
be naturally unable to do a thing when we cannot do it if we will, because
of some impeding defect or obstacle that is extrinsic to the will, either in
the faculty of understanding, constitution of body, or external objects.
Moral inability consists not in any of these things, but either in a want of
inclination, or the want of sufficient motives in view, to induce and excite
the act of the will, or the strength of apparent motives to the contrary. Or
both these may be resolved into one, and it may be said in one word that
moral inability consists in the opposition or want of inclination. For when
a person is unable to will or choose such a thing, through a defect of
motives or prevalence of contrary motives, it is the same thing as his being
unable through the want of an inclination, or the prevalence of a contrary
inclination in such circumstances, and under the influence of such views.”

From these quotations, and much more that might be quoted to the same
purpose, it is plain that Edwards, as the representative of his school, holds
moral inability to consist, either in an existing choice or attitude of the will
opposed to that which is required by the law of God, which inclination or
choice is necessitated by motives in view of the mind, or in the absence of
such motives as are necessary to cause or necessitate the state of choice
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required by the moral law, or to overcome an opposing choice. Indeed he
holds these two to be identical. Observe, his words are, “Or these may be
resolved into one, and it may be said in one word, that moral inability
consists in opposition or want of inclination. For when a person is unable
to will or choose such a thing, through a defect of motives. It is the same
thing as his being unable through the want of an inclination, or the
prevalence of a contrary inclination, in such circumstances and under the
influence of such views,” that is, in the presence of such motives. If there
is a present prevalent contrary inclination, it is, according to him:

1. Because there are present certain reasons that necessitate this
contrary inclination; and

2. Because there are not sufficient motives present to the mind to
overcome these opposing motives and inclination, and to necessitate
the will to determine or choose in the direction of the law of God.

By inclination Edwards means choice or volition, as is abundantly evident
from what he all along says in this connection. This no one will deny who
is at all familiar with his writings. It was the object of the treatise from
which the above quotations have been made, to maintain that the choice
invariably is as the greatest apparent good is. And by the greatest apparent
good he means, a sense of the most agreeable. By which he means, as he
says, that the sense of the most agreeable, and choice or volition, are
identical. Vol. 2, page 20, he says, “And therefore it must be true in some
sense, that the will always is as the greatest apparent good is. It must be
observed in what sense I use the term `good,’ namely, as of the same
import with agreeable. To appear good to the mind, as I use the phrase, is
the same as to appear agreeable, or seem pleasing to the mind.” Again, pp.
21, 22, he says: “I have rather chosen to express myself thus, that the will
always is as the greatest apparent good is, or as what appears most
agreeable, than to say that the will is determined by the greatest apparent
good, or by what seems most agreeable; because an appearing most
agreeable to the mind and the mind’s preferring, seem scarcely distinct. If
strict propriety of speech be insisted on, it may more properly be said,
that the voluntary action, which is the immediate consequence of the
mind’s choice, is determined by that which appears most agreeable, than
the choice itself.” Thus it appears that the sense of the most agreeable, and
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choice or volition, according to Edwards, are the same things. Indeed,
Edwards throughout confounds desire and volition, making them the same
thing. Edwards regarded the mind as possessing but two primary faculties
the will and the understanding. He confounded all the states of the
sensibility with acts of will. The strongest desire is with him always
identical with volition or choice, and not merely that which determines
choice. When there is a want of inclination or desire, or the sense of the
most agreeable, there is a moral inability according to the Edwardean
philosophy. This want of the strongest desire, inclination, or sense of the
most agreeable, is always owing;

1. To the presence of such motives as to necessitate an opposite
desire, choice, etc. ; and

2. To the want of such objective motives as shall awaken this required
desire, or necessitate this inclination or sense of the most agreeable.

In other words, when volition or choice, in consistency with the law of
God, does not exist, it is, 1. Because an opposite choice exists, and is
necessitated by the presence of some motive; and 2. For want of
sufficiently strong objective motives to necessitate the required choice or
volition. Let it be distinctly understood and remembered, that Edwards
held that motive, and not the agent, is the cause of all actions of the will.
Will, with him, is always determined in its choice by motives as really as
physical effects are produced by their causes. The difference with him in
the connection of moral and physical causes and effects “lies not in the
nature of the connection, but in the terms connected.”

“That every act of the will has some cause, and consequently (by what has
already been proved) has a necessary connection with its cause, and so is
necessary by a necessity of connection and consequence, is evident by
this, that every act of the will whatsoever is excited by some motive,
which is manifest; because, if the mind, in willing after the manner it does,
is excited by no motive or inducement, then it has no end which it
proposes to itself, or pursues in so doing; it aims at nothing, and seeks
nothing. And if it seeks nothing, then it does not go after anything, or exert
any inclination or preference towards anything; which brings the matter to
a contradiction; because for the mind to will something, and for it to go
after something by an act of preference and inclination, are the same thing.
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“But if every act of the will is excited by a motive, then that motive is the
cause of the act. If the acts of the will are excited by motives, then motives
are the causes of their being excited; or, which is the same thing, the cause
of their existence. And if so, the existence of the acts of the will is
properly the effect of their motives. Motives do nothing, as motives or
inducements, but by their influence; and so much as is done by their
influence is the effect of them. For that is the notion of an effect,
something that is brought to pass by the influence of something else.

“And if volitions are properly the effects of their motives, then they are
necessarily connected with their motives; every effect and event being, as
was proved before, necessarily connected with that which is the proper
ground and reason of its existence. Thus it is manifest that volition is
necessary, and is not from any self-determining power in the will.” Vol. 2,
pp. 86, 87. Moral inability, then, according to this school, consists in a
want of inclination, desire, or sense of the most agreeable, or the strength
of an opposite desire or sense of the most agreeable. This want of
inclination, etc., or this opposing inclination, etc., are identical with an
opposing choice or volition. This opposing choice or inclination, or this
want of the required choice, inclination, or sense of the most agreeable is
owing, according to Edwards,

1. To the presence of such motives as to necessitate the opposing
choice; and

2. To the absence of sufficient motives to beget or necessitate them.
Here then we have the philosophy of this school. The will or agent is
unable to choose as God requires in all cases, when,

1. There are present such motives as to necessitate an opposite choice;
and,

2. When there is not such a motive or such motives in the view of the
mind, as to determine or necessitate the required choice or volition; that
is, to awaken a desire, or to create an inclination or sense of the
agreeable stronger than any existing and opposing desire, inclination, or
sense of agreeable. This is the moral inability of the Edwardeans.
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THEIR MORAL INABILITY TO OBEY GOD CONSISTS IN REAL
DISOBEDIENCE AND A NATURAL INABILITY TO OBEY.

1. If we understand Edwardeans to mean that moral inability consists:

(1.) In the presence of such motives as to necessitate an opposite
choice; and:

(2.) In the want or absence of sufficient motives to necessitate choice
or volition, or, which is the same thing, a sense of the most agreeable,
or an inclination, then their moral inability is a proper natural inability.
Edwards says, he “calls it a moral inability, because it is an inability of
will.” But by his own showing, the will is the only executive faculty.
Whatever a man can do at all, he can accomplish by willing, and
whatever he cannot accomplish by willing he cannot accomplish at all.
An inability to will then must be a natural inability. We are, by nature,
unable to do what we are unable to will to do. Besides, according to
Edwards, moral obligation respects strictly only acts of will, and
willing is the doing that is prohibited or required by the moral law. To
be unable to will then, is to be unable to do. To be unable to will as
God requires, is to be unable to do what He requires, and this surely is
a proper, and the only proper natural inability.

2. But if we are to understand this school, as maintaining that moral
inability to obey God, consists in a want of the inclination, choice, desire,
or sense of the most agreeable that God requires, or in an inclination or
existing choice, volition, or sense of the most agreeable, which is opposed
to the requirement of God, this surely is really identical with disobedience,
and their moral inability to obey consists in disobedience. For, be it
distinctly remembered, that Edwards holds, as we have seen, that
obedience and disobedience, properly speaking, can be predicated only of
acts of will. If the required state of the will exists, there is obedience. If it
does not exist, there is disobedience. Therefore, by his own admission and
express holding, if by moral inability we are to understand a state of the
will not conformed, or, which is the same thing, opposed to the law and
will of God, this moral inability is nothing else than disobedience to God.
A moral inability to obey is identical with disobedience. It is not merely
the cause of future or present disobedience, but really constitutes the
whole of present disobedience.
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3. But suppose that we understand his moral inability to consist both in
the want of an inclination, choice, volition, etc., or in the existence of an
opposing state of the will, and also:

(1.) In the presence of such motives as to necessitate an opposite
choice, and:

(2.) In the want of sufficient motives to overcome the opposing state,
and necessitate the required choice, volition, etc., then his views stand
thus: moral inability to choose as God commands, consists in the want
of this choice, or in the existence of an opposite choice, which want of
choice, or, which is the same thing with him, which opposite choice is
caused:

(a.) By the presence of such motives as to necessitate the opposite
choice, and:

(b.) By the absence of such motives as would necessitate the required
choice. Understand him which way you will, his moral inability is real
disobedience, and is in the highest sense a proper natural inability to
obey. The cause of choice or volition he always seeks, and thinks or
assumes that he finds, in the objective motive, and never for once
ascribes it to the sovereignty or freedom of the agent. Choice or
volition is an event, and must have some cause. He assumes that the
objective motive was the cause, when, as consciousness testifies, the
agent is himself the cause. Here is the great error of Edwards. Edwards
assumed that no agent whatever, not even God Himself, possesses a
power of self determination, that the will of God and of all moral
agents is determined, not by themselves, but by an objective motive. If
they will in one direction or another, it is not from any free and
sovereign self-determination in view of motives, but because the
motives or inducements present to the mind, inevitably produce or
necessitate the sense of the most agreeable, or choice. If this is not
fatalism or natural necessity, what is?

This pretended distinction between natural and moral inability is
nonsensical.
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WHAT DOES IT AMOUNT TO? WHY THIS:

1. This natural inability is an inability to do as we will, or to execute our
volitions.

2. This moral inability is an inability to will.

3. This moral inability is the only natural inability that has, or can have,
anything to do with duty, or with morality and religion; or, as has been
shown:

4. It consists in disobedience itself. Present moral inability to obey is
identical with present disobedience, with a natural inability to obey! It is
amazing to see how so great and good a man could involve himself in a
metaphysical fog, and bewilder himself and his readers to such a degree,
that an absolutely senseless distinction should pass into the current
phraseology, philosophy, and theology of the church, and a score of
theological dogmas be built upon the assumption of its truth. This
nonsensical distinction has been in the mouth of the Edwardean school of
theologians, from Edwards’ day to the present. Both saints and sinners
have been bewildered, and, I must say, abused by it. Men have been told
that they are as really unable to will as God directs, as they were to create
themselves; and when it is replied that this inability excuses the sinner, we
are directly silenced by the assertion, that this is only a moral inability, or
an inability of will, and therefore, that it is so far from excusing the sinner,
that it constitutes the very ground, and substance, and whole of his guilt.
Indeed! Men are under moral obligation only to will as God directs. But an
inability thus to will, consisting in the absence of such motives as would
necessitate the required choice, or the presence of such motives as to
necessitate an opposite choice, is a moral inability, and really constitutes
the sinner worthy of an “exceeding great and eternal weight” of damnation!
Ridiculous! Edwards I revere; his blunders I deplore. I speak thus of this
Treatise on the Will, because, while it abounds with unwarrantable
assumptions, distinctions without a difference, and metaphysical
subtleties, it has been adopted as the text-book of a multitude of what are
called Calvinistic divines for scores of years. It has bewildered the head,
and greatly embarrassed the heart and the action of the church of God. It is
time, high time, that its errors should be exposed, and so exploded, that
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such phraseology should be laid aside, and the ideas which these words
represent should cease to be entertained.

WHAT CONSTITUTES MORAL ABILITY
ACCORDING TO THIS SCHOOL?

It is of course the opposite of moral inability. Moral ability, according to
them, consists in willingness, with the cause of it. That is, moral ability to
obey God consists in that inclination, desire, choice, volition, or sense of
the most agreeable, which God requires together with its cause. Or it
consists in the presence of such motives as do actually necessitate the
above-named state or determination of the will. Or, more strictly, it
consists in this state caused by the presence of these motives. This is as
exact a statement of their views as I can make. According to this, a man is
morally able to do as he does, and is necessitated to do, or, he is morally
able to will as he does will, and as he cannot help willing. He is morally
able to will in this manner, simply and only because he is caused thus to
will by the presence of such motives as are, according to them,
“indissolubly connected” with such a willing by a law of nature and
necessity. But this conducts us to the conclusion:

THEIR MORAL ABILITY TO OBEY GOD IS NOTHING ELSE
THAN REAL OBEDIENCE AND A NATURAL INABILITY TO

DISOBEY.

Strictly, this moral ability includes both the state of will required by the
law of God, and also the cause of this state, to wit, the presence of such
motives as necessitate the inclination, choice, volition, or sense of the most
agreeable, that God requires. The agent is able thus to will because he is
caused thus to will. Or more strictly, his ability, and his inclination or
willing, are identical. Or still further, according to Edwards, his moral
ability thus to will and his thus willing, and the presence of the motives
that cause this willing, are identical. This is a sublime discovery in
philosophy; a most transcendental speculation! I would not treat these
notions as ridiculous, were they not truly so, or if I could treat them in any
other manner, and still do them anything like justice. If, where the theory
is plainly stated, it appears ridiculous, the fault is not in me, but in the
theory itself. I know it is trying to you, as it is to me, to connect anything
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ridiculous with so great and so revered a name as that of President
Edwards. But if a blunder of his has entailed perplexity and error on the
church, surely his great and good soul would now thank the hand that
should blot out the error from under heaven.

Thus, when closely examined, this long established and venerated fog-bank
vanishes away; and this famed distinction between moral and natural
ability and inability, is found to be “a thing of nought” (Isaiah 29:21).

I will state what I consider to be the fundamental errors of Edwards and
his school upon the subject of ability.

1. He denied that moral agents are the causes of their own actions. He
started, of course, with the just assumption, that every event is an effect,
and must have some cause. The choices and volitions of moral agents are
effects of some cause. What is that cause? He assumed that every act of
will must have been caused by a preceding one, or by the objective motive.
By the reductio ad absurdum, he easily showed the absurdity of the first
hypothesis, and consequently assumed the truth of the last. But how does
he know that the sovereign power of the agent is not the cause? His
argument against self-determination amounts to nothing; for it is, in fact,
only a begging of the whole question. If we are conscious of anything, we
are of the affirmation that we do, in fact, originate our own choices and
volitions. Edwards, as really as any other man, believed himself to
originate and be the proper cause of his own volitions. In his practical
judgment he assumed his own causality, and the proper causality of all
moral agents, or he never could have had so much as a conception of moral
agency and accountability. But in theory, he adopted the capital error of
denying the proper causality of moral agents. This error is fundamental.
Every definition of a moral agent that denies or overlooks, his proper
causality is radically defective. It drops out of the definition the very
element that we necessarily affirm to be essential to liberty and
accountability. Denying, as he did, the proper causality of moral agents, he
was driven to give a false definition of free agency, as has been shown.
Edwards rightly regarded the choices and volitions of moral agents as
effects, but he looks in the wrong direction for the cause. Instead of
heeding the affirmation of his own mind that causality, or the power of
self-determination, is a qua non of moral agency, he assumed, in theorizing,
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the direct opposite, and sought for the cause of choice and volition out of
the agent, and in the objective motive; thus, in fact, denying the validity of
the testimony of the pure reason, and reducing moral agents to mere
machines. No wonder that so capital an error, and defended with so much
ability, should have led one of his own sons into skepticism. But the piety
of the president was stronger than even his powerful logic. Assuming a
false major premise, his straightforward logic conducted him to the dogma
of a universal necessity. But his well-developed reason, and deep piety of
heart, controlled his practical judgment, so that few men have practically
held the doctrines of accountability and retribution with a firmer grasp.

2. Edwards adopted the Lockean philosophy. He regarded the mind as
possessing but two primary faculties, the understanding and the will. He
considered all the desires, emotions, affections, appetites, and passions as
voluntary, and as really consisting in acts of will. This confounding of the
states of the sensibility with acts of the will, I regard as another
fundamental error of his whole system of philosophy, so far as it respects
the liberty of the will, or the doctrine of ability. Being conscious that the
emotions, which he calls affections, the desires, the appetites and
passions, were so correlated to their appropriate objects, that they are
excited by the presence or contemplation of them, and assuming them to
be voluntary states of mind, or actions of the will, he very naturally, and
with this assumption, necessarily and justly, concluded, that the will was
governed or decided by the objective motive. Assuming as he did that the
mind has but two faculties, understanding and will, and that every state of
feeling and of mind that did not belong to the understanding, must be a
voluntary state or act of will, and being conscious that his feelings, desires,
affections, appetites and passions, were excited by the contemplation of
their correlated objects, he could consistently come to no other conclusion
than that the will is determined by motives, and that choice always is as
the most agreeable is.

I WILL NOW PRESENT ANOTHER SCHEME OF
INABILITY AND ITS PHILOSOPHY.

1. This philosophy properly distinguishes between the will and the
sensibility. It regards the mind as possessing three primary departments,
powers, or susceptibilities, the intellect, the sensibility, and the will. It
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does not always call these departments or susceptibilities by these names,
but if I understand them, the abetters of this philosophy hold to their
existence, by whatever name they may call them.

2. This philosophy also holds, that the states of the intellect and of the
sensibility are passive and involuntary.

3. It holds that freedom of will is a condition of moral agency.

4. It also teaches that the will is free, and consequently that man is a free
moral agent.

5. It teaches that the will controls the outward life and the attention of the
intellect, directly, and many of the emotions, desires, affections, appetites,
and passions, or many states of the sensibility, indirectly.

6. It teaches that men have ability to obey God so far as acts of will are
concerned, and also so far as those acts and states of mind are concerned
that are under the direct or indirect control of the will.

7. But it holds that moral obligation may, and in the case of man at least,
does extend beyond moral agency and beyond the sphere of ability; that
ability or freedom of will is essential to moral agency, but that freedom of
will or moral agency does not limit moral obligation; that moral agency and
moral obligation are not coextensive; consequently that moral obligation is
not limited by ability or by moral agency.

8. This philosophy asserts that moral obligation extends to those states of
mind that lie wholly beyond or without the sphere or control of the will;
that it extends not merely to voluntary acts and states, together with all
acts and states that come within the direct or indirect control of the will
but, as was said, it insists that those mental states that lie wholly beyond
the will’s direct or indirect control, come within the pale of moral
legislation and obligation: and that therefore obligation is not limited by
ability.

9. This philosophy seems to have been invented to reconcile the doctrine
of original sin, in the sense of a sinful nature, or of constitutional moral
depravity, with moral obligation. Assuming that original sin in this sense is
a doctrine of divine revelation, it takes the bold and uncompromising
ground already stated, namely, that moral obligation is not merely
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coextensive with moral agency and ability, but extends beyond both into
the region of those mental states that lie entirely without the will’s direct
or indirect control.

10. This bold assertion the abetters of this philosophy attempt to support
by an appeal to the necessary convictions of men and to the authority of
the Bible. They allege that the instinctive judgments of men, as well as the
Bible, everywhere assume and affirm moral obligation and moral character
of the class of mental states in question.

11. They admit that a physical inability is a bar to or inconsistent with
moral obligation: but they of course deny that the inability to which they
hold is physical.

THIS BRINGS US TO A BRIEF CONSIDERATION OF THE
CLAIMS OF THIS PHILOSOPHY OF INABILITY.

1. It is based upon a petition principii, or a begging of the question. It
assumes that the instinctive or irresistible and universal judgments of men,
together with the Bible, assert and assume that moral obligation and moral
character extend to the states of mind in question. It is admitted that the
teachings of the Bible are to be relied upon. It is also admitted that the first
truths of reason, or what this philosophy calls the instinctive and
necessary judgments of all men, must be true. But it is not admitted that
the assertion in question is a doctrine of the Bible or a first truth of reason.
On the contrary both are denied. It is denied, at least by me, that either
reason or divine revelation affirms moral obligation or moral character of
any state of mind, that lies wholly beyond both the direct and the indirect
control of the will. Now this philosophy must not be allowed to beg the
question in debate. Let it be shown, if it can be, that the alleged truth is
either a doctrine of the Bible or a first truth of reason. Both reason and
revelation do assert and assume, that moral obligation and moral character
extend to acts of will, and to all those outward acts or mental states that lie
within its direct or indirect control. “But further these deponents say not.”
Men are conscious of moral obligation in respect to these acts and states of
mind, and of guilt when they fail, in these respects, to comply with moral
obligation. But who ever blamed himself for pain, when, without his fault,
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he received a blow, or was seized with the toothache, or a fit of bilious
colic?

2. Let us inquire into the nature of this inability. Observe, it is admitted by
this school that a physical inability is inconsistent with moral obligation in
other words, that physical ability is a condition of moral obligation. But
what is a physical inability? The primary definition of the adjective
physical, given by Webster, is, “pertaining to nature, or natural objects.” A
physical inability then, in the primary sense of the term physical, is an
inability of nature. It may be either a material or a mental inability; that is,
it may be either an inability of body or mind. It is admitted by the school
whose views we are canvassing, that all human causality or ability resides
in the will, and therefore that there is a proper inability of nature to
perform anything that does not come within the sphere of the direct or
indirect causality of, or control of the will. It is plain, therefore, that the
inability for which they contend must be a proper natural inability, or
inability of nature. This they fully admit and maintain. But this they do
not call a physical inability. But why do they not? Why, simply because it
would, by their own admissions, overthrow their favorite position. They
seem to assume that a physical inability must be a material inability. But
where is the authority for such an assumption? There is no authority for
it. A proper inability of nature must be a physical inability, as opposed to
moral inability, or there is no meaning in language. It matters not at all
whether the inability belongs to the material organism, or to the mind. If it
be constitutional, and properly an inability of nature, it is nonsense to
deny that this is a physical inability, or to maintain that it can be
consistent with moral obligation. It is in vain to reply that this inability,
though a real inability of nature, is not physical but moral, because a sinful
inability. This is another begging of the question.

The school whose views I am examining, maintain, that this inability is
founded in the first sin of Adam. His first sin plunged himself and his
posterity, descending from him by a natural law, into a total inability of
nature to render any obedience to God. This first sin of Adam entailed a
nature on all his posterity “wholly sinful in every faculty and part of soul
and body.” This constitutional sinfulness that belongs to every faculty and
part of soul and body, constitutes the inability of which we are treating.
But mark, it is not physical inability, because it is a sinful inability!
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Important theological distinction! As truly wonderful, surely, as any of
the subtleties of the Jesuits. But if this inability is sinful, it is important to
inquire, Whose sin is it? Who is to blame for it? Why to be sure, we are
told that it is the sin of him upon whom it is thus entailed by the natural
law of descent from parent to child without his knowledge or consent.
This sinfulness of nature, entirely irrespective of, and previous to any
actual transgression, renders its possessor worthy of and exposed to the
wrath and curse of God for ever. This sinfulness, observe, is transmitted
by a natural or physical law from Adam, but it is not a physical inability.
It is something that inheres in, and belongs to every faculty and part of
soul and body. It is transmitted by a physical law from parent to child. It
is, therefore, and must be a physical thing. But yet we are told that it
cannot be a physical inability, because first, it is sinful, or sin itself; and,
secondly, because a physical inability is a bar to, or inconsistent with,
moral obligation. Here, then, we have their reasons for not admitting this to
be a physical inability. It would in this case render moral obligation an
impossibility; and, besides, if a bar to moral obligation, it could not be
sinful. But it is sinful, it is said, therefore it cannot be physical. But how
do we know that it is sinful? Why, we are told, that the instinctive
judgments f men, and the Bible everywhere affirm and assume it. We are
told, that both the instinctive judgments of men and the Bible affirm and
assume, both the inability in question and the sinfulness of it: “that we
ought to be able, but are not”; that is, that we are so much to blame for this
inability of nature entailed upon us without our knowledge or consent, by
a physical necessity, as to deserve the wrath and curse of God for ever.
We are under a moral obligation not to have this sinful nature. We deserve
damnation for having it. To be sure, we are entirely unable to put it away,
and had no agency whatever in its existence. But what of that? We are told,
that “moral obligation is not limited by ability”; that our being as unable to
change our nature as we are to create a world, is no reason why we should
not be under obligation to do it, since “moral obligation does not imply
ability of any kind to do what we are under obligation to do!” I was about
to expose the folly and absurdity of these assertions, but hush! It is not
allowable, we are told, to reason on this subject. We shall deceive ourselves
if we listen to the “miserable logic of our understandings.” We must fall
back, then, upon the intuitive affirmations of reason and the Bible. Here,
then, we are willing to lodge our appeal. The Bible defines sin to be a
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transgression of the law. What law have we violated in inheriting this
nature? What law requires us to have a different nature from that which we
possess? Does reason affirm that we are deserving of the wrath and curse
of God for ever, for inheriting from Adam a sinful nature?

What law of reason have we transgressed in inheriting this nature? Reason
cannot condemn us, unless we have violated some law which it can
recognize as such. Reason indignantly rebukes such nonsense. Does the
Bible hold us responsible for impossibilities? Does it require of us what
we cannot do by willing to do it? Nay, verily; but it expressly affirms, that

“if there be first a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man
hath, and not according to that he hath not” (2 Corinthians 8:12).

The plain meaning of this passage is, that if one wills as God directs, he
has thereby met all his obligation; that he has done all that is naturally
possible to him, and therefore nothing more is required. In this passage, the
Bible expressly limits obligation by ability. This we have repeatedly seen
in former lectures. The law also, as we have formerly seen, limits
obligation by ability. It requires only that we should love the Lord with all
our strength, that is, with all our ability, and our neighbor as ourselves.

Does reason hold us responsible for impossibilities, or affirm our
obligation to do, or be, what it is impossible for us to do and be? No
indeed! Reason never did and never can condemn us for our nature, and
hold us worthy of the wrath and curse of God for possessing it. Nothing is
more shocking and revolting to reason, than such assumptions as are made
by the philosophy in question. This every man’s consciousness must
testify.

But is it not true that some, at least, do intelligently condemn themselves
for their nature, and adjudge themselves to be worthy of the wrath and
curse of God for ever for its sinfulness? The framers of the Westminster
Confession of Faith made this affirmation in words, at least; whether
intelligently or unintelligently, we are left to inquire. The reason of a moral
agent condemning himself, and adjudging himself worthy of the wrath and
curse of God for ever, for possessing a nature entailed on him by a natural
law, without his knowledge or consent! This can never be.
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But is it not true, as is affirmed, that men instinctively and necessarily
affirm their obligation to be able to obey God, while they at the same time
affirm that they are not able? I answer, no. They affirm themselves to be
under obligation simply, and only, because deeply in their inward being
lies the assumption that they are able to comply with the requirements of
God. They are conscious of ability to will, and of power to control their
outward life directly, and the states of the intellect and of their sensibility,
either directly or indirectly, by willing. Upon this consciousness they
found the affirmation of obligation, and of praiseworthiness and
blameworthiness in respect to these acts and states of mind. But for the
consciousness of ability, no affirmation of moral obligation, or of
praiseworthiness or blameworthiness, were possible.

But do not those who affirm both their inability and their obligation,
deceive themselves? I answer, yes. It is common for persons to overlook
assumptions that lie, so to speak, at the bottom of their minds. This has
been noticed in former lectures, and need not be here repeated. It is true
indeed that God requires of men, especially under the gospel, what they
are unable to do directly in their own strength. Or more strictly speaking,
He requires them to lay hold on His strength, or to avail themselves of His
grace, as the condition of being what He requires them to be. With strict
propriety, it cannot be said that in this, or in any case, He requires directly
any more than we are able directly to do. The direct requirement in the
case under consideration, is to avail ourselves of, or to lay hold upon His
strength. This we have power to do. He requires us to lay hold upon His
grace and strength, and thereby to rise to a higher knowledge of Himself,
and to a consequent higher state of holiness than would be otherwise
possible to us. The direct requirement is to believe, or to lay hold upon
His strength, or to receive the Holy Spirit, or Christ, who stands at the
door, and knocks, and waits for admission. The indirect requirement is to
rise to a degree of knowledge of God, and to spiritual attainments that are
impossible to us in our own strength. We have ability to obey the direct
command directly, and the indirect command indirectly. That is, we are
able by virtue of our nature, together with the proffered grace of the Holy
Spirit, to comply with all the requirements of God. So that in fact there is
no proper inability about it.
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But are not men often conscious of there being much difficulty in the way
of rendering to God all that we affirm ourselves under obligation to render?
I answer, yes. But strictly speaking, they must admit their direct or
indirect ability, as a condition of affirming their obligation. This difficulty,
arising out of their physical depravity, and the power of temptation from
without, is the foundation or cause of the spiritual warfare of which the
Scriptures speak, and of which all Christians are conscious. But the Bible
abundantly teaches, that through grace we are able to be more than
conquerors. If we are able to be this through grace, we are able to avail
ourselves of the provisions of grace, so that there is no proper inability in
the case. However great the difficulties may be, we are able through Christ
to overcome them all. This we must and do assume as the condition of the
affirmation of obligation.
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LECTURE 32

GRACIOUS ABILITY

Grace is unmerited favor. Its exercise consists in bestowing that which,
without a violation of justice, might be withheld.

Ability to obey God, as we have seen, is the possession of power
adequate to the performance of that which is required. If, then, the terms
are used in the proper sense, by a gracious ability must be intended that
the power which men at present possess to obey the commands of God, is
a gift of grace relatively to the command; that is, the bestowment of power
adequate to the performance of the thing required, is a matter of grace as
opposed to justice.

I WILL SHOW WHAT IS INTENDED BY
THE TERM GRACIOUS ABILITY.

The abettors of this scheme hold that by the first sin of Adam, he, together
with all his posterity, lost all natural power and all ability of every kind to
obey God; that therefore they were, as a race, wholly unable to obey the
moral law, or to render to God any acceptable service whatever; that is,
that they became, as a consequence of the sin of Adam, wholly unable to
use the powers of nature in any other way than to sin. They were able to
sin or to disobey God, but entirely unable to obey Him; that they did not
lose all power to act, but that they had power to act only in one direction,
that is, in opposition to the will and law of God. By a gracious ability they
intend, that in consequence of the atonement of Christ, God has graciously
restored to man ability to accept the terms of mercy, or to fulfil the
conditions of acceptance with God; in other words, that by the gracious
aid of the Holy Spirit which, upon condition of the atonement, God has
given to every member of the human family, all men are endowed with a
gracious ability to obey God. By a gracious ability is intended, then, that
ability or power to obey God, which all men now possess, not by virtue
of their own nature or constitutional powers, but by virtue of the
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indwelling and gracious influence of the Holy Spirit, gratuitously bestowed
upon man in consequence of the atonement of Christ. The inability, or
total loss of all natural power to obey God into which men as a race fell by
the first sin of Adam, they call original sin; perhaps more strictly, this
inability is a consequence of that original sin into which man fell; which
original sin itself consisted in the total corruption of man’s whole nature.
They hold, that by the atonement Christ made satisfaction for original sin,
in such a sense that the inability resulting from it is removed, and that now
men are by gracious aid able to obey and accept the terms of salvation.
That is, they are able to repent and believe the gospel. In short, they are
able, by virtue of this gracious ability, to do their duty, or to obey God.
This, if I understand these theologians, is a fair statement of their doctrine
of gracious ability.

THIS DOCTRINE OF A GRACIOUS ABILITY IS AN ABSURDITY.

The question is not whether, as a matter of fact, men ever do obey God
without the gracious influence of the Holy Spirit. I hold that they do not.
So the fact of the Holy Spirit’s gracious influence being exerted in every
case of human obedience, is not a question in debate between those who
maintain, and those who deny the doctrine of gracious ability, in the sense
above explained. The question in debate is not whether men do, in any
case, use the powers of nature in the manner that God requires, without
the gracious influence of the Holy Spirit, but whether they are naturally
able so to use them. Is the fact, that they never do so use them without a
gracious divine influence, to be ascribed to absolute inability, or to the fact
that, from the beginning, they universally and voluntarily consecrate their
powers to the gratification of self, and that therefore they will not, unless
they are divinely persuaded, by the gracious influence of the Holy Spirit,
in any case turn and consecrate their powers to the service of God? If this
doctrine of natural inability and of gracious ability be true, it inevitably
follows:

1. That but for the atonement of Christ, and the consequent bestowment
of a gracious ability, no one of Adam’s race could ever have been capable
of sinning. For in this case the whole race would have been wholly
destitute of any kind or degree of ability to obey God. Consequently they
could not have been subjects of moral government, and of course their
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actions could have had no moral character. It is a first truth of reason, a
truth everywhere and by all men necessarily assumed in their practical
judgments, that a subject of moral government must be a moral agent, or
that moral agency is a necessary condition of any one’s being a subject of a
moral government. And in the practical judgment of men, it matters not at
all whether a being ever was a moral agent, or not. If by any means
whatever he has ceased to be a moral agent, men universally and
necessarily assume, that it is impossible for him to be a subject of moral
government any more than a horse can be such a subject. Suppose he has
by his own fault made himself an idiot or a lunatic; all men know
absolutely, and in their practical judgment assume, that in this state he is
not, and cannot be a subject of moral government. They know that in this
state, moral character cannot justly be predicated of his actions. His guilt
in thus depriving himself of moral agency may be exceeding great, and his
guilt in thus depriving himself of moral agency may equal the sum of all the
default of which it is the cause, but be a moral agent, be under moral
obligation, in this state of dementation or insanity, he cannot. This is a
first truth of reason, irresistibly and universally assumed by all men. If
therefore Adam’s posterity had by their own personal act cast away and
deprived themselves of all ability to obey God, in this state they would
have ceased to be moral agents, and consequently they could have sinned
no more. But the case under consideration is not the one just supposed,
but is one where moral agency was not cast away by the agent himself. It
is one where moral agency was never, and never could have been
possessed. In the case under consideration, Adam’s posterity, had he ever
had any, would never have possessed any power to obey God, or to do
anything acceptable to him. Consequently, they never could have
sustained to God the relation of subjects of His moral government. Of
course they never could have had moral character; right or wrong, in a
moral sense, never could have been predicated of their actions.

2. It must follow from this doctrine of gracious ability and natural
inability, that mankind lost their freedom, or the liberty of will in the first
sin of Adam; that both Adam himself, and all his posterity would and
could have sustained to God only the relation of necessary, as opposed to
free, agents, had not God bestowed upon them a gracious ability.
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But that either Adam or his posterity lost their freedom or free agency by
the first sin of Adam, is not only a sheer but an absurd assumption. To be
sure Adam fell into a state of total alienation from the law of God, and
lapsed into a state of supreme selfishness. His posterity have unanimously
followed his example. He and they have become dead in trespasses and
sins. Now that this death in sin either consists in, or implies, the loss of
free agency, is the very thing to be proved. But this cannot be proved. I
have so fully discussed the subject of human moral depravity or sinfulness
on a former occasion, as to render it unnecessary to enlarge upon it here.

3. Again, if it be true, as these theologians affirm, that men have only a
gracious ability to obey God, and that this gracious ability consists in the
presence and gracious agency of the Holy Spirit, it follows that, when the
Holy Spirit is withdrawn from man, he is no longer a free agent, and from
that moment he is incapable of moral action and of course can sin no more.
Hence, should he live any number of years after this withdrawal, neither
sin nor holiness, virtue nor vice, praiseworthiness nor blameworthiness
could be predicated of his conduct. The same will and must be true of all
his future eternity.

4. If the doctrine in question be true, it follows, that from the moment of
the withdrawal of the gracious influence of the Holy Spirit, man is no
longer a subject of moral obligation. It is from that moment absurd and
unjust to require the performance of any duty of him. Nay to conceive of
him as being any longer a subject of duty; to think or speak of duty as
belonging to him, is as absurd as to think or speak of the duty of a mere
machine. He has, from the moment of the withholding of a gracious ability,
ceased to be a free and become a necessary agent, having power to act but
in one direction. Such a being can by no possibility be capable of sin or
holiness. Suppose he still possesses power to act contrary to the letter of
the law of God; what then? This action can have no moral character,
because, act in some way he must, and he can act in no other way. It is
nonsense to affirm that such action can be sinful in the sense of
blameworthy. To affirm that it can, is to contradict a first truth of reason.
Sinners, then, who have quenched the Holy Spirit, and from whom he is
wholly withdrawn, are no longer to be blamed for their enmity against
God, and for all their opposition to Him. They are, according to this
doctrine, as free from blame as are the motions of a mere machine.
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5. Again, if the doctrine in question be true, there is no reason to believe
that the angels that fell from their allegiance to God ever sinned but once. If
Adam lost his free agency by the fall, or by his first sin, there can be no
doubt that the angels did so too. If a gracious ability had not been
bestowed upon Adam, it is certain, according to the doctrine in question,
that he never could have been the subject of moral obligation from the
moment of his first sin, and consequently, could never again have sinned.
The same must be true of devils. If by their first sin they fell into the
condition of necessary agents, having lost their free agency, they have
never sinned since. That is, moral character cannot have been predicable of
their conduct since that event, unless a gracious ability has been bestowed
upon them. That this has been done cannot, with even a show of reason,
be pretended. The devils, then, according to this doctrine, are not now to
blame for all they do to oppose God and to ruin souls. Upon the
supposition in question, they cannot help it; and you might as well blame
the winds and the waves for the evils which they sometimes do, as blame
Satan for what he does.

6. If this doctrine be true, there is not, and never will be, any sin in hell, for
the plain reason, that there are no moral agents there. They are necessary
agents, unless it be true, that the Holy Spirit and a gracious ability be
continued there. This is not, I believe, contended for by the abettors of this
scheme. But if they deny to the inhabitants of hell freedom of the will, or,
which is the same thing, natural ability to obey God, they must admit, or
be grossly inconsistent, that there is no sin in hell, either in men or devils.
But is this admission agreeable either to reason or revelation? I know that
the abettors of this scheme maintain, that God may justly hold both men,
from whom a gracious ability is withdrawn, and devils, responsible for
their conduct, upon the ground that they have destroyed their own ability.
But suppose this were true that they had rendered themselves idiots,
lunatics, or necessary as opposed to free agents, could God justly, could
enlightened reason still regard them as moral agents, and as morally
responsible for their conduct? No, indeed! God and reason may justly
blame, and render them miserable, for annihilating their freedom or their
moral agency, but to hold them still responsible for present obedience,
were absurd.
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7. We have seen that the ability of all men of sane mind to obey God, is
necessarily assumed as a first truth, and that this assumption is from the
very laws of mind, the indispensable condition of the affirmation, or even
the conception, that they are subjects of moral obligation; that, but for this
assumption, men could not so much as conceive the possibility of moral
responsibility, and of praiseworthiness and blameworthiness. If the laws
of mind remain unaltered, this is and always will be so. In the eternal world
and in hell, men and devils must necessarily assume their own freedom or
ability to obey God, as the condition of their obligation to do so, and,
consequently of their being capable of sin or holiness. Since revelation
informs us that men and devils continue to sin in hell, we know that there
also it must be assumed as a first truth of reason, that they are free agents,
or that they have natural ability to obey God.

8. But that a gracious ability to do duty or to obey God is an absurdity,
will further appear, if we consider that it is a first truth of reason, that
moral obligation implies moral agency, and that moral agency implies
freedom of will; or in other words, it implies a natural ability to comply
with obligation. This ability is necessarily regarded by the intelligence as
the sine qua non of moral obligation, on the ground of natural and
immutable justice. A just command always implies an ability to obey it. A
command to perform a natural impossibility would not, and could not,
impose obligation. Suppose God should command human beings to fly
without giving them power; could such a command impose moral
obligation? No, indeed! But suppose He should give them power, or
promise them power, upon the performance of a condition within their
reach; then He might in justice require them to fly, and a command to do so
would be obligatory. But relatively to the requirement, the bestowment of
power would not be grace, but justice. Relatively to the results or the
pleasure of flying, the bestowment of power might be gracious. That is, it
might be grace in God to give me power to fly, that I might have the
pleasure and profit of flying; so that relatively to the results of flying, the
giving of power might be regarded as an act of grace. But, if God requires
me to fly as a matter of duty, He must in justice supply the power or
ability to fly. This would in justice be a necessary condition of the
command imposing moral obligation.
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Nor would it at all vary the case if I had ever possessed wings, and by the
abuse of them had lost the power to fly. In this case, considered relatively
to the pleasure, and profit, and results of flying, the restoring of the power
to fly might and would be an act of grace. But if God would still command
me to fly, He must, as a condition of my obligation, restore the power. It
is vain and absurd to say, as has been said, that in such a case, although I
might lose the power of obedience, this could not alter the right of God to
claim obedience. This assertion proceeds upon the absurd assumption that
the will of God makes or creates law, instead of merely declaring and
enforcing the law of nature. We have seen in former lectures, that the only
law or rule of action that is, or can be obligatory on a moral agent, is the
law of nature, or just that course of willing and acting, which is for the time
being, suitable to his nature and relations. We have seen that God’s will
never makes or creates law, that it only declares and enforces it. If
therefore, by any means whatever, the nature of a moral agent should be so
changed that his will is no longer free to act in conformity with, or in
opposition to, the law of nature, if God would hold him still obligated to
obey, He must in justice, relatively to His requirement, restore His liberty
or ability. Suppose one had by the abuse of his intellect lost the use of it,
and become a perfect idiot, could he by any possibility be still required to
understand and obey God? Certainly not. So neither could he be required
to perform anything else that had become naturally impossible to him.
Viewed relatively to the pleasure and results of obedience, the restoring of
power would be an act of grace. But viewed relatively to his duty or to
God’s command, the restoring of power to obey is an act of justice and not
of grace. To call this grace were to abuse language, and confound terms.

IN WHAT SENSE IS A GRACIOUS ABILITY POSSIBLE?

1. Not, as we have just seen, in the sense that the bestowment of power to
render obedience to a command possible, can be properly a gift of grace.
Grace is undeserved favor, something not demanded by justice, that which
under the circumstances might be withholden without injustice. It never
can be just in any being to require that which under the circumstances is
impossible. As has been said, relatively to the requirement and as a
condition of its justice, the bestowment of power adequate to the
performance of that which is commanded, is an unalterable condition of the
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justice of the command. This I say is a first truth of reason, a truth
everywhere by all men necessarily assumed and known. A gracious ability
to obey a command, is an absurdity and an impossibility.

2. But a gracious ability considered relatively to the advantages to result
from obedience is possible. Suppose, for example, that a servant who
supports himself and his family by his wages, should by his own fault
render himself unable to labor and to earn his wages. His master may justly
dismiss him, and let him go with his family to the poor-house. But in this
disabled state his master cannot justly exact labor of him. Nor could he do
so if he absolutely owned the servant. Now suppose the master to be able
to restore to the servant his former strength. If he would require service of
him, as a condition of the justice of this requirement, he must restore his
strength so far at least as to render obedience possible. This would be mere
justice. But suppose he restored the ability of the servant to gain support
for himself and his family by labor. This, viewed relatively to the good of
the servant, to the results of the restoration of his ability to himself and to
his family, is a matter of grace. Relatively to the right of the master in
requiring the labor of the servant, the restoration of ability to obey is an
act of justice. But relatively to the good of the servant, and the benefits
that result to him from this restoration of ability, and making it once more
possible for him to support himself and his family, the giving of ability is
properly an act of grace.

Let this be applied to the case under consideration. Suppose the race of
Adam to have lost their free agency by the first sin of Adam, and thus to
have come into a state in which holiness and consequent salvation were
impossible. Now, if God would still require obedience of them, He must in
justice restore their ability. And viewed relatively to His right to
command, and their duty to obey, this restoration is properly a matter of
justice. But suppose He would again place them in circumstances to render
holiness and consequent salvation possible to them: viewed relatively to
their good and profit, this restoration of ability is properly a matter of
grace.

A gracious ability to obey, viewed relatively to the command to be
obeyed, is impossible and absurd. But a gracious ability to be saved,
viewed relatively to salvation, is possible. There is no proof that mankind
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ever lost their ability to obey, either by the first sin of Adam, or by their
own sin. For this would imply, as we have seen, that they had ceased to be
free, and had become necessary agents. But if they had, and God had
restored their ability to obey, all that can be justly said in this case, is, that
so far as his right to command is concerned, the restoration of their ability
was an act of justice. But so far as the rendering of salvation possible to
them is concerned, it was an act of grace.

3. But it is asserted, or rather assumed by the defenders of the dogma
under consideration, that the Bible teaches the doctrine of a natural
inability, and of a gracious ability in man to obey the commands of God. I
admit, indeed, that if we interpret scripture without regard to any just
rules of interpretation, this assumption may find countenance in the word
of God, just as almost any absurdity whatever may do, and has done. But
a moderate share of attention to one of the simplest and most universal and
most important rules of interpreting language, whether in the Bible or out
of it, will strip this absurd dogma of the least appearance of support from
the word of God. The rule to which I refer is this, “That language is
always to be interpreted in accordance with the subject matter of
discourse.”

When used of acts of will, the term “cannot,” interpreted by this rule,
must not be understood to mean a proper impossibility. If I say, I cannot
take five dollars for my watch, when it is offered to me, every one knows
that I do not and cannot mean to affirm a proper impossibility. So when
the angel said to Lot, “Haste thee, for I cannot do anything until thou be
come thither” (Genesis 19:22), who ever understood him as affirming a
natural or any proper impossibility? All that he could have meant was,
that he was not willing to do anything until Lot was in a place of safety.
Just so when the Bible speaks of our inability to comply with the
commands of God, all that can be intended is, that we are so unwilling that,
without divine persuasion, we, as a matter of fact, shall not and will not
obey. This certainly is the sense in which such language is used in common
life. And in common parlance, we never think of such language, when used
of acts of will, as meaning anything more than unwillingness, a state in
which the will is strongly committed in an opposite direction.
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When Joshua said to the children of Israel, “Ye cannot serve the Lord, for
He is a holy God” (Joshua 24:19), the whole context, as well as the nature
of the case, shows that he did not mean to affirm a natural, nor indeed any
kind of impossibility. In the same connection, he requires them to serve
the Lord, and leads them solemnly to pledge themselves to serve Him. He
undoubtedly intended to say, that with wicked hearts they could not
render Him an acceptable service, and therefore insisted on their putting
away the wickedness of their hearts, by immediately and voluntarily
consecrating themselves to the service of the Lord. So it must be in all
cases where the term “cannot,” and such-like expressions which, when
applied to muscular action, would imply a proper impossibility, are used
in reference to acts of will; they cannot, when thus used, be understood as
implying a proper impossibility, without doing violence to every sober
rule of interpreting language. What would be thought of a judge or an
advocate at the bar of an earthly tribunal, who should interpret the
language of a witness without any regard to the rule, “That language is to
be understood according to the subject-matter of discourse.” Should an
advocate in his argument to the court or jury, attempt to interpret the
language of a witness in a manner that made “cannot,” when spoken of an
act of will, mean a proper impossibility, the judge would soon rebuke his
stupidity, and remind him that he must not talk nonsense in a court of
justice; and might possibly add, that such nonsensical assertions were
allowable only in the pulpit. I say again, that it is an utter abuse and
perversion of the laws of language, so to interpret the Bible as to make it
teach a proper inability in man to will as God directs. The essence of
obedience to God consists in willing. Language, then, used in reference to
obedience must, when properly understood, be interpreted in accordance
with the subject-matter of discourse. Consequently, when used in
reference to acts of will, such expressions as “cannot,” and the like, can
absolutely mean nothing more than a choice in an opposite direction.

But it may be asked, Is there no grace in all that is done by the Holy Spirit
to make man wise unto salvation? Yes, indeed, I answer. And it is grace,
and great grace, just because the doctrine of a natural inability in man to
obey God is not true. It is just because man is well able to render
obedience, and unjustly refuses to do so, that all the influence that God
brings to bear upon him to make him willing, is a gift and an influence of
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grace. The grace is great, just in proportion to the sinner’s ability to
comply with God’s requirements, and the strength of his voluntary
opposition to his duty. If man were properly unable to obey, there could
be no grace in giving him ability to obey, when the bestowment of ability
is considered relatively to the command. But let man be regarded as free, as
possessing natural ability to obey all the requirements of God, and all his
difficulty as consisting in a wicked heart, or, which is the same thing, in an
unwillingness to obey, then an influence on the part of God designed and
tending to make him willing, is grace indeed. But strip man of his freedom,
render him naturally unable to obey, and you render grace impossible, so
far as his obligation to obedience is concerned.

But it is urged in support of the dogma of natural inability and of a
gracious ability, that the Bible everywhere represents man as dependent on
the gracious influence of the Holy Spirit for all holiness, and consequently
for eternal life. I answer, it is admitted that this is the representation of the
Bible, but the question is, in what sense is he dependent? Does his
dependence consist in a natural inability to embrace the gospel and be
saved? Or does it consist in a voluntary selfishness in an unwillingness to
comply with the terms of salvation? Is man dependent on the Holy Spirit
to give him a proper ability to obey God or is he dependent only in such a
sense that, as a matter of fact, he will not embrace the gospel unless the
Holy Spirit makes him willing? The latter, beyond reasonable question, is
the truth. This is the universal representation of scripture. The difficulty
to be overcome is everywhere in the Bible represented to be the sinner’s
unwillingness alone. It cannot possibly be anything else; for the
willingness is the doing required by God.

“If there is first a willing mind, it is accepted according to that a man
hath, and not according to that he hath not” (2 Corinthians 8:12).

But it is said, if man can be willing of himself, what need of divine
persuasion or influence to make him willing? I might ask, suppose a man is
able but unwilling to pay his debts, what need of any influence to make
him willing? Why, divine influence is needed to make a sinner willing, or to
induce him to will as God directs, just for the same reason that persuasion,
entreaty, argument, or the rod, is needed to make our children submit their
wills to ours. The fact therefore that the Bible represents the sinner as in
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some sense dependent upon divine influence for a right heart, no more
implies a proper inability in the sinner, than the fact that children are
dependent for their good behavior, oftentimes, upon the thorough and
timely discipline of their parents, implies a proper inability in them to
obey their parents without chastisement.

The Bible everywhere, and in every way, assumes the freedom of the will.
This fact stands out in strong relief upon every page of divine inspiration.
But this is only the assumption necessarily made by the universal
intelligence of man. The strong language often found in scripture upon the
subject of man’s inability to obey God, is designed only to represent the
strength of his voluntary selfishness and enmity against God, and never to
imply a proper natural inability. It is, therefore, a gross and most injurious
perversion of scripture, as well as a contradiction of human reason, to
deny the natural ability, or which is the same thing, the natural free agency
of man, and to maintain a proper natural inability to obey God, and the
absurd dogma of a gracious ability to do our duty.

1. The question of ability is one of great practical importance. To deny the
ability of man to obey the commandments of God, is to represent God as a
hard master, as requiring a natural impossibility of His creatures on pain of
eternal damnation. This necessarily begets in the mind that believes it hard
thoughts of God. The intelligence cannot be satisfied with the justice of
such a requisition. In fact, so far as this error gets possession of the mind
and gains assent, just so far it naturally and necessarily excuses itself for
disobedience, or for not complying with the commandments of God.

2. The moral inability of Edwards is a real natural inability, and so it has
been understood by sinners and professors of religion. When I entered the
ministry, I found the persuasion of an absolute inability on the part of
sinners to repent and believe the gospel, almost universal. When I urged
sinners and professors of religion to do their duty without delay, I
frequently met with stern opposition from sinners, professors of religion,
and ministers. They desired me to say to sinners, that they could not
repent, and that they must wait God’s time, that is, for God to help them.
It was common for the classes of persons just named to ask me, if I
thought sinners could be Christians whenever they pleased, and whether I
thought that any class of persons could repent, believe, and obey God
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without the strivings and new-creating power of the Holy Spirit. The
church was almost universally settled down in the belief of a physical
moral depravity, and, of course, in a belief in the necessity of a physical
regeneration, and also of course in the belief, that sinners must wait to be
regenerated by divine power while they were passive. Professors also
must wait to be revived, until God, in mysterious sovereignty, came and
revived them. As to revivals of religion, they were settled down in the
belief to a great extent, that man had no more agency in producing them
than in producing showers of rain. To attempt to effect the conversion of a
sinner, or to promote a revival, was an attempt to take the work out of the
hands of God, to go to work in your own strength, and to set sinners and
professors to do the same. The vigorous use of means and measures to
promote a work of grace, was regarded by many as impious. It was getting
up an excitement of animal feeling, and wickedly interfering with the
prerogative of God. The abominable dogmas of physical moral depravity,
or a sinful constitution, with a consequent natural, falsely called moral,
inability, and the necessity of a physical and passive regeneration, had
chilled the heart of the church, and lulled sinners into a fatal sleep. This is
the natural tendency of such doctrines.

3. Let it be distinctly understood before we close this subject, that we do
not deny, but strenuously maintain, that the whole plan of salvation, and
all the influences, both providential and spiritual, which God exerts in the
conversion, sanctification, and salvation, of sinners, is grace from first to
last, and that I deny the dogma of a gracious ability, because it robs God of
His glory. It really denies the grace of the gospel. The abettors of this
scheme, in contending for the grace of the gospel, really deny it. What
grace can there be, that should surprise heaven and earth, and cause “the
angels to desire to look into it” (1 Peter 1:12), in bestowing ability on
those who never had any, and, of course, who never cast away their ability
to obey the requirements of God? According to them all men lost their
ability in Adam, and not by their own act. God still required obedience of
them upon pain of eternal death. Now He might, according to this view of
the subject, just as reasonably command all men, on pain of eternal death,
to fly, or to undo all that Adam had done, or perform any other natural
impossibility, as to command them to be holy, to repent and believe the
gospel. Now, I ask again, what possible grace was there, or could there be,
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in His giving them power to obey Him? To have required the obedience
without giving the power had been infinitely unjust. To admit the
assumption, that men had really lost their ability to obey in Adam, and call
this bestowment of ability for which they contend, grace, is an abuse of
language, an absurdity and a denial of the true grace of the gospel not to be
tolerated. I reject the dogma of a gracious ability, because it involves a
denial of the true grace of the gospel. I maintain that the gospel, with all its
influences, including the gift of the Holy Spirit, to convict, convert, and
sanctify the soul, is a system of grace throughout. But to maintain this, I
must also maintain, that God might justly have required obedience of men
without making these provisions for them. And to maintain the justice of
God in requiring obedience, I must admit and maintain that obedience was
possible to man.

Let it not be said then, that we deny the grace of the glorious gospel of the
blessed God, nor that we deny the reality and necessity of the influences
of the Holy Spirit to convert and sanctify the soul, nor that this influence
is a gracious one; for all these we most strenuously maintain. But I
maintain this upon the ground, that men are able to do their duty, and that
the difficulty does not lie in a proper inability, but in a voluntary
selfishness, in an unwillingness to obey the blessed gospel. I say again,
that I reject the dogma of a gracious ability, as I understand its abettors to
hold it, not because I deny, but solely because it denies the grace of the
gospel. The denial of ability is really a denial of the possibility of grace in
the affair of man’s salvation. I admit the ability of man, and hold that he is
able, but utterly unwilling to obey God. Therefore I consistently hold that
all the influences exerted by God to make him willing, are of free grace
abounding through Christ Jesus.
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LECTURE 33

THE NOTION OF INABILITY

I have represented ability, or the freedom of the will, as a first truth of
consciousness, a truth necessarily known to all moral agents. The inquiry
may naturally arise, How then is it to be accounted for, that so many men
have denied the liberty of the will, or ability to obey God? A recent writer
thinks this denial a sufficient refutation of the affirmation, that ability is a
first-truth of consciousness. It is important that this denial should be
accounted for. That mankind affirm their obligation upon the real, though
often latent and unperceived assumption of ability, there is no reasonable
ground of doubt. I have said that first truths are frequently assumed, and
certainly known without being always the direct object of thought or
attention; and also that these truths are universally held in the practical
judgments of men, while they sometimes in theory deny them. They know
them to be true, and in all their practical judgments assume their truth,
while they reason against them, think they prove them untrue, and not
infrequently affirm, that they are conscious of an opposite affirmation. For
example, men have denied, in theory, the law of causality, while they have
at every moment of their lives acted upon the assumption of its truth.
Others have denied the freedom of the will, who have, every hour of their
lives, assumed, and acted, and judged, upon the assumption that the will is
free. The same is true of ability, which, in respect to the commandments of
God, is identical with freedom. Men have often denied the ability of man
to obey the commandments of God, while they have always, in their
practical judgments of themselves and of others, assumed their ability, in
respect to those things that are really commanded by God. Now, how is
this to be accounted for?

1. Multitudes have denied the freedom of the will, because they have
loosely confounded the will with the involuntary powers with the intellect
and the sensibility. Locke, as is well known, regarded the mind as
possessing but two primary faculties, the understanding and the will.
President Edwards, as was said in a former lecture, followed Locke, and
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regarded all the states of the sensibility as acts of the will. Multitudes, nay
the great mass of Calvinistic divines, with their hearers, have held the same
views. This confounding of the sensibility with the will has been common
for a long time. Now everybody is conscious, that the states of the
sensibility, or mere feelings, cannot be produced or changed by a direct
effort to feel thus or thus. Everybody knows from consciousness that the
feelings come and go, wax and wane, as motives are presented to excite
them. And they know also that these feelings are under the law of
necessity and not of liberty; that is, that necessity is an attribute of these
feelings, in such a sense, that under the circumstances, they will exist in
spite of ourselves, and that they cannot be controlled by a direct effort to
control them. Everybody knows that our feelings, or the states of our
sensibility can be controlled only indirectly, that is by the direction of our
thoughts. By directing our thoughts to an object calculated to excite certain
feelings, we know that, when the excitability is not exhausted, feelings
correlated to that object will come into play, of course and of necessity. So
when any class of feelings exist, we all know that by diverting the
attention from the object that excites them, they subside of course, and
give place to a class correlated to the new object that at present occupies
the attention. Now, it is very manifest how the freedom of the will has
come to be denied by those who confound the will proper with the
sensibility. These same persons have always known and assumed, that the
actions of the will proper were free. Their error has consisted in not
distinguishing in theory between the action of the proper will, and the
involuntary states of the sensibility. In their practical judgments, and in
their conduct, they have recognized the distinction which they have failed
to recognize in their speculations and theories. They have every hour been
exerting their own freedom, have been controlling directly their attention
and their outward life, by the free exercise of their proper will. They have
also, by the free exercise of the same faculty, been indirectly controlling
the states of their sensibility. They have all along assumed the absolute
freedom of the will proper, and have always acted upon the assumption,
or they would not have acted at all, or even attempted to act. But since
they did not in theory distinguish between the sensibility and the will
proper, they denied in theory the freedom of the will. If the actions of the
will be confounded with desires and emotions, as President Edwards
confounded them, and as has been common, the result must be a theoretical
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denial of the freedom of the will. In this way we are to account for the
doctrine of inability, as it has been generally held. It has not been clearly
understood that moral law legislates directly, and, with strict propriety of
speech, only over the will proper, and over the involuntary powers only
indirectly through the will. It has been common to regard the law and the
gospel of God, as directly extending their claims to the involuntary powers
and states of mind; and, as was shown in a former lecture, many have
regarded, in theory, the law as extending its claims to those states that lie
wholly beyond, either the direct or indirect control of the will. Now, of
course, with these views of the claims of God, ability is and must be
denied. I trust we have seen in past lectures, that, strictly and properly
speaking, the moral law restricts its claims to the actions of the will
proper, in such a sense that, if there be a willing mind, it is accepted as
obedience; that the moral law and the lawgiver legislate over involuntary
states only indirectly, that is, through the will; and that the whole of
virtue, strictly speaking, consists in good will or disinterested benevolence.
Sane minds never practically deny, or can deny, the freedom of the will
proper, or the doctrine of ability, when they make the proper
discriminations between the will and the sensibility, and properly regard
moral law as legislating directly only over the will. It is worthy of all
consideration, that those who have denied ability, have almost always
confounded the will and the sensibility; and that those who have denied
ability, have always extended the claims of moral law beyond the pale of
proper voluntariness; and many of them even beyond the limits of either
the direct or the indirect control of the will.

But the inquiry may arise, how it comes to pass that men have so
extensively entertained the impression, that the moral law legislates
directly over those feelings, and over those states of mind which they
know to be involuntary? I answer, that this mistake has arisen out of a
want of just discrimination between the direct and indirect legislation of
the law, and of the lawgiver. It is true that men are conscious of being
responsible for their feelings and for their outward actions, and even for
their thoughts. And it is really true that they are responsible for them, in
so far as they are under either the direct or indirect control of the will. And
they know that these acts and states of mind are possible to them, that is,
that they have an indirect ability to produce them. They, however, loosely
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confound the direct and indirect ability and responsibility. The thing
required by the law directly and presently is benevolence or goodwill. This
is what, and all that, the law strictly, presently or directly requires. It
indirectly requires all those outward and inward acts and states that are
connected directly and indirectly with this required act of will, by a law of
necessity; that is, that those acts and states should follow as soon as by a
natural and necessary law they will follow from a right action of the will.
When these feelings, and states, and acts do not exist, they blame
themselves, generally with propriety, because the absence of them is in
fact owing to a want of the required act of the will. Sometimes, no doubt,
they blame themselves unjustly, not considering that, although the will is
right, of which they are conscious, the involuntary state or act does not
follow, because of exhaustion, or because of some disturbance in the
established and natural connection between the acts of the will and its
ordinary sequents. When this exhaustion or disturbance exists, men are
apt, loosely and unjustly, to write bitter things against themselves. They
often do the same in hours of temptation, when Satan casts his fiery darts
at them, lodging them in the thoughts and involuntary feelings. The will
repels them, but they take effect, for the time being, in spite of one’s self,
in the intellect and sensibility. Blasphemous thoughts are suggested to the
mind, unkind thoughts of God are suggested, and in spite of one’s self,
these abominable thoughts awaken their correlated feelings. The will
abhors them and struggles to suppress them, but for the time being, finds
itself unable to do anything more than to fight and resist.

Now, it is very common for souls in this state to write the most bitter
accusations against themselves. But should it be hence inferred that they
really are as much in fault as they assume themselves to be? No, indeed!
But why do ministers, of all schools, unite in telling such tempted souls,
You are mistaken, my dear brother or sister, these thoughts and feelings,
though exercises of your own mind, are not yours in such a sense that you
are responsible for them? The thoughts are suggested by Satan, and the
feelings are a necessary consequence. Your will resists them, and this
proves that you are unable, for the time being, to avoid them. You are
therefore not responsible for them while you resist them with all the
power of your will, any more than you would be guilty of murder should a
giant overpower your strength, and use your hand against your will to
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shoot a man. In such cases it is, so far as I know, universally true, that all
schools admit that the tempted soul is not responsible or guilty for those
things which it cannot help. The inability is here allowed to be a bar to
obligation; and such souls are justly told by ministers, you are mistaken in
supposing yourself guilty in this case. It is just as absurd, in the one case
as in the other, to infer real responsibility from a feeling or persuasion of
responsibility. To hold that men are always responsible, because they
loosely think themselves to be so, is absurd. In cases of temptation, such
as that just supposed, as soon as the attention is directed to the fact of
inability to avoid those thoughts and feelings, and the mind is conscious of
the will’s resisting them, and of being unable to banish them, it readily
rests in the assurance that it is not responsible for them. Its own
irresponsibility in such cases appears self-evident to the mind, the moment
the proper inability is considered, and the affirmation of irresponsibility
attended to. Now if the soul naturally and truly regarded itself as
responsible, when there is a proper inability ad impossibility, the
instructions above referred to could not relieve the mind. It would say, To
be sure I know that I cannot avoid having these thoughts and feelings, any
more than I can cease to be the subject of consciousness, yet I know I am
responsible notwithstanding. These thoughts and feelings are states of my
own mind, and no matter how I come by them, or whether I can control or
prevent them or not. Inability, you know, is no bar to obligation; therefore,
my obligation and my guilt remain. Woe is me, for I am undone. The idea,
then, of responsibility, when there is in fact real inability, is a prejudice of
education, a mistake.

The mistake, unless strong prejudice of education has taken possession of
the mind, lies in overlooking the fact of a real and proper inability. Unless
the judgment has been strongly biased by education, it never judges itself
bound to perform impossibilities, nor even conceives of such a thing. Who
ever held himself bound to undo what is past, to recall past time, or to
substitute holy acts and states of mind in the place of past sinful ones? No
one ever held himself bound to do this; first, because he knows it to be
impossible; and secondly, because no one that I have heard of ever taught
or asserted any such obligation; and therefore none have received so strong
a bias from education as loosely to hold such an opinion. But sometimes
the bias of education is so great, that the subjects of it seem capable of
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believing almost anything, however inconsistent with the intuitions of the
reason, and consequently in the face of the most certain knowledge. For
example, President Edwards relates of a young woman in his congregation,
that she was deeply convicted of being guilty for Adam’s first sin, and
deeply repented of it. Now suppose that this and like cases should be
regarded as conclusive proof that men are guilty of that sin, and deserve
the wrath and curse of God for ever for that sin; and that all men will
suffer the pains of hell forever, except they become convinced of their
personal guilt for that sin, and repent of it in dust and ashes! President
Edwards’ teaching on the subject of the relation of all men to Adam’s first
sin, it is well known, was calculated in a high degree to pervert the
judgment upon that subject; and this sufficiently accounts for the fact
above alluded to. But apart from education, no human being ever held
himself responsible for, or guilty of, the first or any other sin of Adam, or
of any other being, who existed and died before he himself existed. The
reason is that all moral agents naturally know, that inability or a proper
impossibility is a bar to moral obligation and responsibility; and they
never conceive to the contrary, unless biased by a mystifying education
that casts a fog over their primitive and constitutional convictions.

2. Some have denied ability because they have strangely held, that the
moral law requires sinners to be, in all respects, what they might have been
had they never sinned. That is, they maintain that God requires of them
just as high and perfect a service as if their powers had never been abused
by sin; as if they had always been developed by the perfectly right use of
them. This they admit to be a natural impossibility; nevertheless they hold
that God may justly require it, and that sinners are justly bound to
perform this impossible service, and that they sin continually in coming
short of it. To this sentiment I answer, that it might be maintained with as
much show of reason, and as much authority from the Bible, that God
might and does require of all sinners to undo all their acts of sin, and to
substitute holy ones in their places, and that He holds them as sinning
every moment by the neglect to do this. Why may not God as well require
one as the other? They are alike impossibilities originating in the sinner’s
own act or fault. If the sinner’s rendering himself unable to obey in one
case does not set aside the right of God to command, so does it not for the
same reason in the other. If an inability resulting from the sinner’s own act
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cannot bar the right of God to make the requisition in the one case, neither
can it for the same reason in the other. But every one can see that God
cannot justly require the sinner to recall past time, and to undo past acts.
But why? No other reason can be assigned than that it is impossible. But
the same reason, it is admitted, exists in its full extent in the other case. It
is admitted that sinners, who have long indulged in sin, or who have sinned
at all, are really as unable to render as high a degree of service as they might
have done had they never sinned, as they are to recall past time, or to undo
all their past acts of sin. On what ground, then, of reason or revelation
does the assertion rest, that in one case an impossibility is a bar to
obligation, and not in the other? I answer, there is no ground whatever for
the assertion in question. It is a sheer and an absurd assumption,
unsupported by any affirmation of reason, or any truth or principle of
revelation.

But to this assumption I reply again, as I have done on a former occasion,
that if it be true, it must follow, that no one on earth or in heaven who has
ever sinned will be able to render as perfect a service as the law demands;
for there is no reason to believe, that any being who has abused his powers
by sin will ever in time or eternity be able to render as legal a service as he
might have done had he at every moment duly developed them by perfect
obedience. If this theory is true, I see not why it does not follow that the
saints will be guilty in heaven of the sin of omission. A sentiment based
upon an absurdity in the outset, and resulting in such consequences as this,
must be rejected without hesitation.

3. A consciousness of the force of habit, in respect to all the acts and
states of body and mind, has contributed to the loose holding of the
doctrine of inability. Every one who is at all in the habit of observation and
self-reflection is aware, that for some reason we acquire a greater and
greater facility in doing anything by practice or repetition. We find this to
be true in respect to acts of will as really as in respect to the involuntary
states of mind. When the will has been long committed to the indulgence of
the propensities, and in the habit of submitting itself to their impulse,
there is a real difficulty of some sort in the way of changing its action. This
difficulty cannot really impair the liberty of the will. If it could, it would
destroy, or so far impair, moral agency and accountability. But habit may,
and, as every one knows, does interpose an obstacle of some sort in the
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way of right willing, or, on the other hand, in the way of wrong willing.
That is, men both obey and disobey with greatest facility from habit.
Habit strongly favors the accustomed action of the will in any direction.
This, as I said, never does or can properly impair the freedom of the will,
or render it impossible to act in a contrary direction: for if it could and
should, the actions of the will, in that case, being determined by a law of
necessity in one direction, would have no moral character. If benevolence
became a habit so strong that it were utterly impossible to will in an
opposite direction, or not to will benevolently, benevolence would cease to
be virtuous. So, on the other hand, with selfishness. If the will came to be
determined in that direction by habit grown into a law of necessity, such
action would and must cease to have moral character. But, as I said, there
is a real conscious difficulty of some sort in the way of obedience, when
the will has been long accustomed to sin. This is strongly recognized in the
language of inspiration and in devotional hymns, as well as in the language
of experience by all men. The language of scripture is often so strong upon
this point, that, but for a regard to the subject-matter of discourse, we
might justly infer a proper inability. For example,

“Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his spots?
Then may ye also do good, that are accustomed to do evil”

(Jeremiah 13:23).

This and similar passages recognize the influence of habit. “Then may ye
who are accustomed to do evil,” custom or habit is to be overcome, and, in
the strong language of the prophet, this is like changing the Ethiopian’s
skin or the leopard’s spots. But to understand the prophet as here
affirming a proper inability were to disregard one of the fundamental rules
of interpreting language, namely, that it is to be understood by reference to
the subject of discourse. The latter part of the seventh chapter of Romans
affords a striking instance and an illustration of this. It is, as has just been
said, a sound and most important rule of interpreting all language, that due
regard be had to the subject-matter of discourse. When “cannot,” and such
like terms, that express an inability are applied to physical or involuntary
actions or states of mind, they express a proper natural inability; but when
they are used in reference to actions of free will, they express not a proper
impossibility, but only a difficulty arising out of the existence of a
contrary choice, or the law of habit, or both.
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Much question has been made about the seventh of Romans in its relation
to the subject of ability and inability. Let us, therefore, look a little into
this passage,

“For that which I do, I allow not; for what I would, that do I not;
but what I hate, that do I. If then I do that which I would not, I
consent unto the law that it is good. Now then it is no more I that
do it, but sin that dwelleth in me. For I know that in me (that is in
my flesh) dwelleth no good thing; for to will is present with me;
but how to perform that which is good I find not. For the good
that I would I do not; but the evil which I would not, that I do.
Now if I do that I would not, it is no more I that do it, but sin that
dwelleth in me. I find then a law, that when I would do good, evil
is present with me. For I delight in the law of God after the inward
man. But I see another law in my members, warring against the
law of my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin
which is in my members” (Romans 7:15-23).

Now what did the apostle mean by this language? Did he use language here
in the popular sense, or with strictly philosophical propriety? He says he
finds himself able to will, but not able to do. Is he then speaking of a mere
outward or physical inability? Does he mean merely to say, that the
established connection between volition and its sequents was disturbed, so
that he could not execute his volitions? This language, literally interpreted,
and without reference to the subject-matter of discourse, and without
regard to the manifest scope and design of the writer, would lead us to
conclude. But who ever contended for such an interpretation? The apostle
used popular language, and was describing a very common experience.
Convicted sinners and backslidden saints often make legal resolutions, and
resolve upon obedience under the influence of legal motives, and without
really becoming benevolent, and changing the attitude of their wills. They,
under the influence of conviction, purpose selfishly to do their duty to
God and man, and, in the presence of temptation, they constantly fail of
keeping their resolutions. It is true, that with their selfish hearts, or in the
selfish attitude of their wills, they cannot keep their resolutions to abstain
from those inward thoughts and emotions, nor from those outward actions
that result by a law of necessity from a selfish state or attitude of the will.
These legal resolutions the apostle popularly calls willings. “To will is
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present with me, but how to do good I find not. When I would do good,
evil is present with me, so that the good I would I do not, and the evil I
would not, that I do. If then I do the evil I would not, it is no longer I that
do it, but sin that dwelleth in me. I delight in the law of God after the inner
man. But I see another law in my members warring against the law of my
mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is in my
members,” etc. Now, this appears to me to be descriptive of a very
familiar experience of every deeply convicted sinner or backslider. The will
is committed to the propensities, to the law in the members, or to the
gratification of the impulses of the sensibility. Hence, the outward life is
selfish. Conviction of sin leads to the formation of resolutions of
amendment, while the will does not submit to God. These resolutions
constantly fail of securing the result contemplated. The will still abides in a
state of committal to self-gratification; and hence resolutions to amend in
feeling or the outward life, fail of securing those results.

Nothing was more foreign from the apostle’s purpose, it seems to me, than
to affirm a proper inability of will to yield to the claims of God. Indeed, he
affirms and assumes the freedom of his will. “To will,” he says, “is
present with me”; that is, to resolve. But resolution is an act of will. It is a
purpose, a design. He purposed, designed to amend. To form resolutions
was present with him, but how to do good he found not. The reason why
he did not execute his purposes was, that they were selfishly made; that is,
he resolved upon reformation without giving his heart to God, without
submitting his will to God, without actually becoming benevolent. This
caused his perpetual failure. This language, construed strictly to the letter,
would lead to the conclusion, that the apostle was representing a case
where the will is right, but where the established and natural connection
between volition and its sequents is destroyed, so that the outward act did
not follow the action of the will. In this case all schools would agree that
the act of the will constitutes real obedience. The whole passage, apart
from the subject-matter of discourse, and from the manifest design and
scope of the writer, might lead us to conclude, that the apostle was
speaking of a proper inability, and that he did not therefore regard the
failure as his own fault. “It is no more I, but sin that dwelleth in me. O
wretched man that I am,” etc. Those who maintain that the apostle meant
to assert a proper inability to obey, must also admit that he represented
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this inability as a bar to obligation, and regarded his state as calamitous,
rather than as properly sinful. But the fact is, he was portraying a legal
experience, and spoke of finding himself unable to keep selfish resolutions
of amendment in the presence of temptation. His will was in a state of
committal to the indulgence of the propensities. In the absence of
temptation, his convictions, and fears, and feelings were the strongest
impulses, and under their influence he would form resolutions to do his
duty, to abstain from fleshly indulgences, etc. But as some other appetite
or desire came to be more strongly excited, he yielded to that of course,
and broke his former resolution. Paul writes as if speaking of himself, but
was doubtless speaking as the representative of a class of persons already
named. He found the law of selfish habit exceedingly strong, and so strong
as to lead him to cry out, “O wretched man,” etc. But this is not affirming
a proper inability of will to submit to God.

4. All men who seriously undertake their own reformation find themselves
in great need of help and support from the Holy Spirit, in consequence of
the physical depravity of which I have formerly spoken, and because of
the great strength of their habit of self-indulgence. They are prone, as is
natural, to express their sense of dependence on the Divine Spirit in strong
language, and to speak of this dependence as if it consisted in a real
inability, when, in fact, they do not really consider it as a proper inability.
They speak upon this subject just as they do upon any and every other
subject, when they are conscious of a strong inclination to a given course.
They say in respect to many things, “I cannot,” when they mean only “I
will not,” and never think of being understood as affirming a proper
inability. The inspired writers expressed themselves in the common
language of men upon such subjects, and are doubtless to be understood in
the same way. In common parlance, “cannot” often means “will not,” and
perhaps is used as often in this sense as it is to express a proper inability.
Men do not misinterpret this language, and suppose it to affirm a proper
inability, when used in reference to acts of will, except on the subject of
obedience to God; and why should they assign a meaning to language when
used upon this subject which they do not assign to it anywhere else?

But, as I said in a former lecture, under the light of the gospel, and with the
promises in our hands, God does require of us what we should be unable
to do and be, but for these promises and this proffered assistance. Here is
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a real inability to do directly in our own strength all that is required of us,
upon consideration of the proffered aid. We can only do it by strength
imparted by the Holy Spirit. That is, we cannot know Christ, and avail
ourselves of His offices and relations, and appropriate to our own souls
His fullness, except as we are taught by the Holy Spirit. The thing
immediately and directly required, is to receive the Holy Spirit by faith to
be our teacher and guide, to take of Christ’s and show it to us. This
confidence we are able to exercise. Who ever really and intelligently
affirmed that he had not power or ability to trust or confide in the promise
and oath of God?

Much that is said of inability in poetry, and in the common language of the
saints, respects not the subjection of the will to God, but those
experiences, and states of feeling that depend on the illuminations of the
Spirit just referred to. The language that is so common in prayer and in the
devotional dialect of the church, respects generally our dependence upon
the Holy Spirit for such divine discoveries of Christ, as to charm the soul
into a steadfast abiding in Him. We feel our dependence upon the Holy
Spirit so to enlighten us, as to break up for ever the power of sinful habit,
and draw us away from our idols entirely and for ever.

In future lectures I shall have occasion to enlarge much upon the subject of
our dependence upon Christ and the Holy Spirit. But this dependence
does not consist in a proper inability to will as God directs, but, as I have
said, partly in the power of sinful habit, and partly in the great darkness of
our souls in respect to Christ and His mediatorial work and relations. All
these together do not constitute a proper inability, for the plain reason,
that through the right action of our will which is always possible to us,
these difficulties can all be directly or indirectly overcome. Whatever we
can do or be, directly or indirectly, by willing, is possible to us. But there
is no degree of spiritual attainment required of us, that may not be reached
directly or indirectly by right willing. Therefore, these attainments are
possible. “If any man,” says Christ, “will do His will,” that is, has an
obedient will, “he shall know of the doctrine whether it be of God” (John
7:17). “If thine eye be single,” that is, if the intention or will is right, “thy
whole body shall be full of light” (Matthew 6:22).
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“If any man love Me, he will keep My words, and My Father
will love him, and we will come and make our abode with him”

(John 14:23).

The scriptures abound with assurances of light and instruction, and of all
needed grace and help, upon condition of a right will or heart, that is, upon
condition of our being really willing to obey the light, when and as fast as
we receive it. I have abundantly shown on former occasions, that a right
state of the will constitutes, for the time being, all that, strictly speaking,
the moral law requires. But I said, that it also, though in a less strict and
proper sense, requires all those acts and states of the intellect and
sensibility which are connected by a law of necessity with the right action
of the will. Of course, it also requires that cleansing of the sensibility, and
all those higher forms of Christian experience that result from the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit. That is the law of God requires that these
attainments shall be made when the means are provided and enjoyed, and
as soon as, in the nature of the case, these attainments are possible. But it
requires no more than this. For the law of God can never require absolute
impossibilities. That which requires absolute impossibilities, is not and
cannot be moral law. For, as was formerly said, moral law is the law of
nature, and what law of nature would that be that should require absolute
impossibilities? This would be a mockery of a law of nature. What! A law
of nature requiring that which is impossible to nature, both directly and
indirectly! Impossible.
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LECTURE 34

REPENTANCE AND IMPENITENCE

IN THE DISCUSSION OF THIS SUBJECT I SHALL SHOW:
WHAT REPENTANCE IS NOT.

1. The Bible everywhere represents repentance as a virtue, and as
constituting a change of moral character; consequently, it cannot be a
phenomenon of the intelligence: that is, it cannot consist in conviction of
sin, nor in any intellectual apprehension of our guilt or ill-desert. All the
states or phenomena of the intelligence are purely passive states of mind,
and of course moral character, strictly speaking, cannot be predicated of
them.

2. Repentance is not a phenomenon of the sensibility: that is, it does not
consist in a feeling of regret or remorse, of compunction or sorrow for sin,
or of sorrow in view of the consequences of sin to self or to others, nor in
any feelings or emotions whatever. All feelings or emotions belong to the
sensibility, and are, of course, purely passive states of mind, and
consequently can have no moral character in themselves.

It should be distinctly understood, and always borne in mind, that
repentance cannot consist in any involuntary state of mind, for it is
impossible that moral character, strictly speaking, should pertain to
passive states.

WHAT REPENTANCE IS.

There are two Greek words which are translated by the English word,
repent.

1. Metamelomai, “to care for,” or to be concerned for one’s self; hence to
change one’s course. This term seems generally to be used to express a
state of the sensibility, as regret, remorse, sorrow for sin, etc. But
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sometimes it also expresses a change of purpose as a consequence of
regret, or remorse, or sorrow; as in,

“He answered and said, I will not; but afterwards
he repented and went” (Matthew 21:29).

It is used to represent the repentance of Judas, which evidently consisted
of remorse and despair.

2. Metanoeo, “to take an after view”: or more strictly, to change one’s
mind as a consequence of, and in conformity with, a second and more
rational view of the subject. This word evidently expresses a change of
choice, purpose, intention, in conformity with the dictates of the
intelligence. This is no doubt the idea of evangelical repentance. It is a
phenomenon of will, and consists in the turning or change of the ultimate
intention from selfishness to benevolence. The term expresses the act of
turning; the changing of the heart, or of the ruling preference of the soul. It
might with propriety be rendered by the terms “changing the heart.” The
English word “repentance” is often used to express regret, remorse,
sorrow, etc., and is used in so loose a sense as not to convey a distinct
idea, to the common mind, of the true nature of evangelical repentance. A
turning from sin to holiness, or more strictly, from a state of consecration
to self to a state of consecration to God, is and must be the turning, the
change of mind, or the repentance that is required of all sinners. Nothing
less can constitute a virtuous repentance, and nothing more can be
required.

WHAT IS IMPLIED IN REPENTANCE.

1. Such is the correlation of the will to the intellect, that repentance must
imply reconsideration or after thought. It must imply self-reflection, and
such an apprehension of one’s guilt as to produce self-condemnation. That
selfishness is sin, and that it is right and duty to consecrate the whole
being to God and His service, are first truths, necessarily assumed by all
moral agents. They are, however, often unthought of, not reflected upon.
Repentance implies the giving up of the attention to the consideration and
self-application of these first truths, and consequently implies conviction
of sin, and guilt, and ill-desert, and a sense of shame and self-
condemnation. It implies an intellectual and a hearty justification of God,
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of His law, of His moral and providential government, and of all His works
and ways.

It implies an apprehension of the nature of sin, that it belongs to the heart,
and does not essentially consist in, though it leads to, outward conduct;
that it is an utterly unreasonable state of mind, and that it justly deserves
the wrath and curse of God forever.

It implies an apprehension of the reasonableness of the law and commands
of God, and of the folly and madness of sin. It implies an intellectual and a
hearty giving up of all controversy with God upon all and every point.

It implies a conviction that God is wholly right and the sinner wholly
wrong, and a thorough and hearty abandonment of all excuses and
apologies for sin. It implies an entire and universal acquittal of God from
every shade and degree of blame, a thorough taking of the entire blame of
sin to self. It implies a deep and thorough abasement of self in the dust, a
crying out of soul against self, and a most sincere and universal,
intellectual, and hearty exaltation of God.

2. Such, also, is the connection of the will and the sensibility, that the
turning of the will, or evangelical repentance, implies sorrow for sin as
necessarily resulting from the turning of the will, together with the
intellectual views of sin which are implied in repentance. Neither
conviction of sin, nor sorrow for it, constitutes repentance. Yet from the
correlation which is established between the intelligence, the sensibility,
and the will, both conviction of sin, and sorrow for it, are implied in
evangelical repentance, the one as necessarily preceding, and the other as
often preceding, and always and necessarily resulting from repentance.
During the process of conviction, it often happens, that the sensibility is
hardened and unfeeling; or, if there is much feeling, it is often only regret,
remorse, agony, and despair. But when the heart has given away, and the
evangelical turning has taken place, it often happens that the fountain of
the great deep in the sensibility is broken up, the sorrows of the soul are
stirred to the very bottom, and the sensibility pours forth its gushing tides
like an irresistible torrent. But it frequently happens, too, in minds less
subject to deep emotion, that the sorrows do not immediately flow in deep
and broad channels, but are mild, melting, tender, tearful, silent, subdued.
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Self-loathing is another state of the sensibility implied in evangelical
repentance. This state of mind may and often does, exist where repentance
is not, just as outward morality does. But, like outward morality, it must
exist where true repentance is. Self-loathing is a natural and a necessary
consequence of those intellectual views of self that are implied in
repentance. While the intelligence apprehends the utter, shameful guilt of
self, and the heart yields to the conviction, the sensibility necessarily
sympathizes, and a feeling of self-loathing and abhorrence is the inevitable
consequence.

It implies a loathing and abhorrence of the sins of others, a most deep and
thorough feeling of opposition to sin to all sin, in self and everybody else.
Sin has become, to the penitent soul, the abominable thing which it hates.
It implies a holy indignation toward all sin and all sinners, and a manifest
opposition to every form of iniquity.

3. Repentance also implies peace of mind. The soul that has full confidence
in the infinite wisdom and love of God, in the atonement of Christ, and in
His universal providence, cannot but have peace. And further, the soul that
has abandoned all sin, and turned to God, is no longer in a state of warfare
with itself and with God. It must have peace of conscience, and peace with
God. It implies heart-complacency in God, and in all the holy. This must
follow from the very nature of repentance. It implies confession of sin to
God and to man, as far as sin has been committed against men. If the heart
has thoroughly renounced sin, it has become benevolent, and is of course
disposed, as far as possible, to undo the wrong it has committed, to
confess sin, and humble self on count of it, before God and our neighbor,
whom we have injured. Repentance implies humility, or a willingness to be
known and estimated according to our real character. It implies a
disposition to do right, and to confess our faults to God and man, as far as
man has a right to know them. Let no one who has refused, and still
refuses or neglects to confess his sins to God, and those sins to men that
have been committed against them, profess repentance unto salvation; but
let him remember that God has said,

“He that covereth his sins shall not prosper; but whoso confesseth
and forsaketh them shall find mercy” (Proverbs 28:13),

and again,
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“Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another,
that ye may be healed” (James 5:16).

Repentance implies a willingness to make restitution, and the actual
making of it as far as ability goes. He is not just, and of course is not
penitent, who has injured his neighbor in his person, reputation, property,
or in anything, and is unwilling to make restitution. And he is unwilling to
make restitution who neglects to do so whenever he is able. It is
impossible that a soul truly penitent should neglect to make all practicable
restitution, for the plain reason that penitence implies a benevolent and
just attitude of the will, and the will controls the conduct by a law of
necessity.

Repentance implies reformation of outward life. This follows from
reformation of heart by a law of necessity. It is naturally impossible that a
penitent soul, remaining penitent, should indulge in any known sin. If the
heart be reformed, the life must be as the heart is.

It implies a universal reformation of life, that is, a reformation extending to
all outward sin. The penitent does not, and remaining penitent, cannot,
reform in respect to some sins only. If penitent at all, he must have
repented of sin as sin, and of course of all sin. If he has turned to God, and
consecrated himself to God, he has of course ceased from sin, from all sin
as such. Sin, as we have seen on a former occasion, is a unit, and so is
holiness. Sin consists in selfishness, and holiness disinterested
benevolence: it is therefore sheer nonsense to say that repentance can
consist with indulgence in some sins. What are generally termed little, as
well as what are termed great sins, are alike rejected and abhorred by the
truly penitent soul, and this from a law of necessity, he being truly
penitent.

4. It implies faith or confidence in God in all things. It implies, not only
the conviction that God is wholly right in all His controversy with sinners,
but also that the heart has yielded to this conviction, and has come fully
over to confide most implicitly in Him in all respects, so that it can readily
commit all interests for time and eternity to His hands. Repentance is a
state of mind that implies the fullest confidence in all the promises and
threatenings of God, and in the atonement and grace of Christ.
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WHAT IMPENITENCE IS NOT.

1. It is not a negation, or the mere absence of repentance. Some seem to
regard impenitence as a nonentity, as the mere absence of repentance; but
this is a great mistake.

2. It is not mere apathy in the sensibility in regard to sin, and a mere want
of sorrow for it.

3. It is not the absence of conviction of sin, nor the consequent
carelessness of the sinner in respect to the commandments of God.

4. It is not an intellectual self-justification, nor does it consist in a
disposition to cavil at truth and the claims of God. These may and often
do result from impenitence, but are not identical with it.

5. It does not consist in the spirit of excuse-making, so often manifested
by sinners. This spirit is a result of impenitence, but does not constitute it.

6. Nor does it consist in the love of sin for its own sake, nor in the love of
sin in any sense. It is not a constitutional appetite, relish, or craving for
sin. If this constitutional craving for sin existed, it could have no moral
character, inasmuch as it would be a wholly involuntary state of mind. It
could not be the crime of impenitence.

WHAT IMPENITENCE IS.

1. It is everywhere in the Bible represented as a heinous sin, as in:

“Then began He to upbraid the cities wherein most of His mighty
works were done, because they repented not. Woe unto thee,
Chorazin! Woe unto thee, Bethsaida! For if the mighty works
which were done in you, had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they
would have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But I say
unto you, it shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon at the day
of judgment than for you. And thou Capernaum, which art exalted
unto heaven, shalt be brought down to hell; for if the mighty works
which have been done in thee, had been done in Sodom, it would
have remained until this day. But I say unto you, that it shall be
more tolerable for the land of Sodom, in the day of judgment, than
for thee” (Matthew 11:20-24).
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Here, as elsewhere, impenitence is represented as most aggravated
wickedness.

2. Impenitence is a phenomenon of the will, and consists in the will’s
cleaving to self-indulgence under light. It consists in the will’s pertinacious
adherence to the gratification of self, in despite of all the light with which
the sinner is surrounded. It is not, as has been said, a passive state nor a
mere negation, nor the love of sin for its own sake; but it is an active and
obstinate state of the will, a determined holding on to that course of self-
seeking which constitutes sin, not from a love to sin, but for the sake of
the gratification. This, under light, is of course, aggravated wickedness.
Considered in this view, it is easy to account for all the woes and
denunciations that the Saviour uttered against it. When the claims of God
are revealed to the mind, it must necessarily yield to them, or strengthen
itself in sin. It must, as it were, gird itself up, and struggle to resist the
claims of duty. This strengthening self in sin under light is the particular
form of sin which we call impenitence. All sinners are guilty of it, because
all have some light, but some are vastly more guilty of it than others.

NOTICE SOME THINGS THAT ARE IMPLIED IN IMPENITENCE.

As it essentially consists in a cleaving to self-indulgence under light, it
implies:

1. That the impenitent sinner obstinately prefers his own petty and
momentary gratification to all the other and higher interests of God and the
universe; that because these gratifications are his own, or the gratification
of self, he therefore gives them the preference over all the infinite interests
of all other beings.

2. It implies the deliberate and actual setting at naught, not only of the
interests of God and of the universe, as of no value, but it implies also a
total disregard, and even contempt, of the rights of all other beings. It is a
practical denial that they have any rights or interests to be promoted.

3. It implies a rejection of the authority of God, and contempt for it, as
well as a spurning of His law and gospel.
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4. It implies a present justification of all past sin. The sinner who holds on
to his self-indulgence, in the presence of the light of the gospel, really in
heart justifies all his past rebellion.

5. Consequently present impenitence, especially under the light of the
glorious gospel, is a heart-justification of all sin. It is taking sides
deliberately with sinners against God, and is a virtual endorsing of all sins
of earth and hell. This principle is clearly implied in Christ’s teaching:

“Wherefore, behold, I send unto you prophets, and wise men, and
scribes; and some of them ye shall kill and crucify; and some of
them shall ye scourge in your synagogues, and persecute them from
city to city; that upon you may come all the righteous blood shed
upon the earth, from the blood of righteous Abel unto the blood of
Zacharias, son of Berechiah, whom ye slew between the temple
and the altar. Verily, I say unto you, All these things shall come
upon this generation” (Matthew 23:34-36).

6. Present impenitence, under all the light and experience which the sinner
now has, involves the guilt of all his past sin. If he still holds on to it, he in
heart justifies it. If he in heart justifies it, he virtually recommits it. If in
the presence of accumulated light, he still persists in sin, he virtually
endorses, recommits, and is again guilty of all past sin.

It implies a total want of confidence in God; want of confidence in His
character and government; in His works and ways. It virtually charges God
with usurpation, falsehood, and selfishness in all their odious forms. It is a
making war on every moral attribute of God, and is utter enmity against
Him. It is mortal enmity, and would of course always manifest itself in
sinners, as it did when Christ was upon the earth. When He poured the
light upon them, they hardened themselves until they were ripe for
murdering Him. This is the true nature of impenitence. It involves the guilt
of a mortal enmity against God.

NOTICE SOME OF THE CHARACTERISTICS
OR EVIDENCES OF IMPENITENCE.

1. A manifested indifference to the sins of men is evidence of an
impenitent and sin-justifying state of mind. It is impossible that a penitent
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soul should not be deeply and heartily opposed to all sin; and if heartily
opposed to it, it is impossible that he should not manifest this opposition,
for the heart controls the life by a law of necessity.

2. Of course a manifest heart complacency in sin or in sinners is sure
evidence of an impenitent state of mind. “He that will be the friend of the
world is the enemy of God” (James 4:4). Heart-complacency in sinners is
that friendship with the world that is enmity against God.

3. A manifest want of zeal in opposing sin and in promoting reformation is
a sure indication of an impenitent state of mind. The soul that has been
truly convinced of sin, and turned from sin to the love and service of God,
cannot but manifest a deep interest in every effort to expel sin out of the
world. Such a soul cannot but be zealous in opposing sin, and in building
up and establishing righteousness in the earth.

4. A manifest want of sympathy with God in respect to His government,
providential and moral, is an evidence of impenitence of heart. A penitent
soul, as has been said, will and must of course justify God in all his ways.
This is implied in genuine repentance. A disposition to complain of the
strictness and rigor of God’s commandments to speak of the providence of
God in a complaining manner, to murmur at its allotments, and repine at
the circumstances in which it has placed a soul is to evince an impenitent
and rebellious state of mind.

5. A manifest want of confidence in the character, faithfulness, and
promises of God, is also sure evidence of an impenitent state of mind. A
distrust of God in any respect cannot consist with a penitent state of
heart.

6. The absence of peace of mind is sure evidence of an impenitent state.
The penitent soul must have peace of conscience, because penitence is a
state of conscious rectitude. It also must have peace with God, in view of,
and through confidence in, the atonement of Christ. Repentance is the
turning from an attitude of rebellion against God, to a state of universal
submission to His will, and approbation of it as wise and good. This must
of course bring peace to the soul. When therefore there is a manifest want
of peace, there is evidence of impenitence of heart.
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7. Every unequivocal manifestation of selfishness is a conclusive evidence
of present impenitence. Repentance, as we have seen, consists in the
turning of the soul from selfishness to benevolence. It follows of course
that the presence of selfishness, or a spirit of self-indulgence, is conclusive
evidence of an impenitent state of mind. Repentance implies the denial of
self; the denial or subjection of all the appetites, passions, and
propensities to the law of the intelligence. Therefore a manifest spirit of
self-indulgence, a disposition to seek the gratification of the appetites and
passions, such as the subjection of the will to the use of tobacco, of
alcohol, or to any of the natural or artificial appetites, under light, and in
opposition to the law of the reason, is conclusive evidence of present
impenitence. I say, “under light, and in opposition to the law of the
reason.” Such articles as those just named, are sometimes used medicinally,
and because they are regarded as useful, and even indispensable to health
under certain circumstances. In such cases their use may be a duty. But
they are more frequently used merely to gratify appetite, and in the face of
a secret conviction that they are not only unnecessary, but absolutely
injurious. This is indulgence that constitutes sin. It is impossible that such
indulgence should consist with repentance. Such a mind must be in
impenitence, or there is no such thing as impenitence.

8. A spirit of self-justification is another evidence of impenitence. This
manifestation must be directly the opposite of that which the truly
penitent soul will make.

9. A spirit of excuse-making for neglect of duty is also a conclusive
evidence of an impenitent heart. Repentance implies the giving up of all
excuses for disobedience, and a hearty obedience in all things. Of course,
where there is a manifest disposition to make excuses for not being what
and all God requires us to be, it is certain that there is, and must be an
impenitent state of mind. It is war with God.

10. A want of candor upon any moral subject relating to self, also betrays
an impenitent heart. A penitent state of the will is committed to know and
to embrace all truth. Therefore a prejudiced, uncandid state of mind must
be inconsistent with penitence, and a manifestation of prejudice must
evince present impenitence. An unwillingness to be searched, and to have
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all our words and ways brought into the light of truth, and to be reproved
when we are in error, is a sure indication of an impenitent state of mind.

“Every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the
light, lest his deeds should be reproved. But he that doeth truth
cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they
are wrought in God” (John 3:20-21).

11. Only partial reformation of life, also indicates that the heart has not
embraced the whole will of God. When there is a disposition manifested to
indulge in some sin, no matter how little, it is sure evidence of impenitence
of heart. The penitent soul rejects sin as sin; of course every kind or degree
of iniquity is put away, loathed, and abhorred. “Whoso keepeth the whole
law and yet offend in one point, is guilty of all” (James 2:10), that is, if a
man in one point unequivocally sins or disobeys God, it is certain that he
truly from the heart obeys Him in nothing. He has not an obedient state of
mind. If he really had supreme respect to God’s authority, he could not
but obey Him in all things. If therefore it be found, that a professor of
penitence does not manifest the spirit of universal obedience; if in some
things he is manifestly self-indulgent, it may be known that he is altogether
yet in sin, and that he is still “in the gall of bitterness and in the bond of
iniquity” (Acts 8:23).

12. Neglect or refusal to confess and make restitution, so far as
opportunity and ability are enjoyed, is also a sure indication of an unjust
and impenitent state of mind. It would seem impossible for a penitent soul
not at once to see and be impressed with the duty of making confession
and restitution to those who have been injured by him. When this is
refused or neglected, there must be impenitence. The heart controls the life
by a law of necessity; when, therefore, there is a heart that confesses and
forsakes sin, it is impossible that this should not appear in outward
confession and restitution.

13. A spirit of covetousness, or grasping after the world, is a sure
indication of impenitence. “Covetousness is idolatry.” It is a hungering and
thirsting after, and devotion to this world. Acquisitiveness indulged must
be positive proof of an impenitent state of mind. If any man love the
world, how dwelleth the love of God in him?
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14. A want of interest in, and compassion for, sinners, is a sure indication
of impenitence. If one has seen his own guilt and ruin, and has found
himself sunk in the horrible pit and miry clay of his own abominations,
and has found the way of escape, to feel deeply for sinners, to manifest a
great compassion and concern for them, and a zeal for their salvation, is as
natural as to breathe. If this sympathy and zeal are not manifested, we
may rely upon it that there is still impenitence. There is a total want of
that love to God and souls that is always implied in repentance. Seest thou
a professed convert to Christ whose compassions are not stirred, and
whose zeal for the salvation of souls is not awakened? Be assured that you
behold a hypocrite.

15. Spiritual sloth or indolence is another evidence of an impenitent heart.
The soul that thoroughly turns to God, and consecrates itself to Him, and
wholly commits itself to promote His glory in the building up of His
kingdom, will be, must be, anything but slothful. A disposition to spiritual
idleness, or to lounging or indolence of any kind, is an evidence that the
heart is impenitent. I might pursue this subject to an indefinite length; but
what has been said must suffice for this course of instruction, and is
sufficient to give you the clue by which you may detect the windings and
delusions of the impenitent heart.
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LECTURE 35

FAITH AND UNBELIEF

WHAT EVANGELICAL FAITH IS NOT.

1. The term faith, like most other words, has diverse significations, and is
manifestly used in the Bible sometimes to designate a state of the intellect,
in which case it means an undoubting persuasion, a firm conviction, an
unhesitating intellectual assent. This, however, is not its evangelical sense.
Evangelical faith cannot be a phenomenon of the intellect, for the plain
reason that, when used in an evangelical sense, it is always regarded as a
virtue. But virtue cannot be predicated of intellectual states, because these
are involuntary, or passive states of mind. Faith is a condition of salvation.
It is something which we are commanded to do upon pain of eternal death.
But if it be something to be done a solemn duty, it cannot be a merely
passive state, a mere intellectual conviction. The Bible distinguishes
between intellectual and saving faith. There is a faith of devils, and there is
a faith of saints. James clearly distinguishes between them, and also
between an antinomian and a saving faith.

“Even so faith, if it hath not works, is dead, being alone. Yea, a man
may say, thou hast faith, and I have works: show me thy faith
without thy works, and I will show thee my faith by my works.
Thou believest that there is one God; thou doest well: the devils
also believe, and tremble. But wilt thou know, O vain man, that
faith without works is dead? Was not Abraham our father justified
by works, when he had offered Isaac his son upon the altar? Seest
thou how faith wrought with his works, and by works was faith
made perfect? And the scripture was fulfilled which saith,
Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto him for
righteousness; and he was called the friend of God. Ye see then
how that by works a man is justified, and not by faith only.
Likewise also was not Rahab the harlot justified by works, when
she had received the messengers, and had sent them out another
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way? For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without
works is dead also” (James 2:17-26).

The distinction is here clearly marked, as it is elsewhere in the Bible,
between intellectual and saving faith. One produces good works or a holy
life; the other is unproductive. This shows that one is a phenomenon of
the intellect merely, and does not of course control the conduct. The other
must be a phenomenon of the will, because it manifests itself in the
outward life. Evangelical faith, then, is not a conviction, a perception of
truth. It does not belong to the intellect, though it implies intellectual
conviction, yet the evangelical or virtuous element does not consist in it.

2. It is not a feeling of any kind; that is, it does not belong to, and is not a
phenomenon of, the sensibility. The phenomena of the sensibility are
passive states of mind, and therefore have no moral character in
themselves. Faith, regarded as a virtue, cannot consist in any involuntary
state of mind whatever. It is represented in the Bible as an active and most
efficient state of mind. It works, and “works by love.” It produces “the
obedience of faith.” Christians are said to be sanctified by the faith that is
in Christ. Indeed the Bible, in a great variety of instances and ways,
represents faith in God and in Christ as a cardinal form of virtue, and as
the mainspring of an outwardly holy life. Hence, it cannot consist in any
involuntary state or exercise of mind whatever.

WHAT EVANGELICAL FAITH IS.

Since the Bible uniformly represents saving or evangelical faith as a virtue,
we know that it must be a phenomenon of the will. It is an efficient state
of mind, and therefore it must consist in the embracing of the truth by the
heart or will. It is the will’s closing in with the truths of the gospel. It is
the soul’s act of yielding itself up, or committing itself to the truths of the
evangelical system. It is a trusting in Christ, a committing of the soul and
the whole being to Him, in His various offices and relations to men. It is a
confiding in Him, and in what is revealed of Him, in His word and
providence, and by His Spirit.

The same word that is so often rendered faith in the New Testament is
also rendered commit; as in,
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“But Jesus did not commit Himself unto them,
because He knew all men” (John 2:24).

“If, therefore, ye have not been faithful in the unrighteous mammon,
who will commit to your trust the true riches?” (Luke 16:11).

In these passages the word rendered commit is the same word as that
which is rendered faith. It is a confiding in God and in Christ, as revealed in
the Bible and in reason. It is a receiving of the testimony of God
concerning Himself, and concerning all things of which He has spoken. It is
a receiving of Christ for just what He is represented to be in His gospel,
and an unqualified surrender of the will, and of the whole being to Him.

WHAT IS IMPLIED IN EVANGELICAL FAITH?

1. It implies an intellectual perception of the things, facts, and truths
believed. No one can believe that which he does not understand. It is
impossible to believe that which is not so revealed to the mind, that the
mind understands it. It has been erroneously assumed, that faith did not
need light, that is, that it is not essential to faith that we understand the
doctrines or facts that we are called upon to believe. This is a false
assumption; for how can we believe, trust, confide, in what we do not
understand? I must first understand what a proposition, a fact, a doctrine,
or a thing is, before I can say whether I believe, or whether I ought to
believe, or not. Should you state a proposition to me in an unknown
tongue, and ask me if I believe it, I must reply, I do not, for I do not
understand the terms of the proposition. Perhaps I should believe the truth
expressed, and perhaps I should not; I cannot tell, until I understand the
proposition. Any fact or doctrine not understood is like a proposition in
an unknown tongue; it is impossible that the mind should receive or reject
it, should believe or disbelieve it, until it is understood. We can receive or
believe a truth, or fact, or doctrine no further than we understand it. So far
as we do understand it, so far we may believe it, although we may not
understand all about it. For example: I can believe in both the proper
divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ. That He is both God and man, is a
fact that I can understand. Thus, far I can believe. But how his divinity and
humanity are united I cannot understand. Therefore, I only believe the fact
that they are united; the quo modo of their union I know nothing about,
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and I believe no more than I know. So I can understand that the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit are one God. That the Father is God, that the Son is
God, that the Holy Spirit is God; that these three are Divine persons, I can
understand as a fact. I can also understand that there is no contradiction or
impossibility in the declared fact, that these three are one in their
substratum of being; that is that they are one in a different sense from that
in which they are three; that they are three in one sense, and one in
another. I understand that this may be a fact, and therefore I can believe it.
But the quo modo of their union I neither understand nor believe: that is, I
have no theory, no idea, no data on the subject, have no opinion, and
consequently no faith, as to the manner in which they are united. Faith,
then, in any fact or doctrine, implies that the intellect has an idea, or that
the soul has an understanding, an opinion of that which the heart embraces
or believes.

2. Evangelical faith implies the appropriation of the truths of the gospel to
ourselves. It implies an acceptance of Christ as our wisdom, righteousness,
sanctification, and redemption. The soul that truly believes, believes that
Christ tasted death for every man, and of course for it. It apprehends
Christ as the Savior of the world, as offered to all, and embraces and
receives Him for itself. It appropriates His atonement, and His
resurrection, and His intercession, and His promises to itself. Christ is
thus presented in the gospel, not only as the Savior of the world, but also
to the individual acceptance of men. He is embraced by the world no
further than He is embraced by individuals. He saves the world no further
than He saves individuals. He died for the world, because He died for the
individuals that compose the race. Evangelical faith, then, implies the belief
of the truths of the Bible, the apprehension of the truths just named, and a
reception of them, and a personal acceptance and appropriation of Christ
to meet the necessities of the individual soul.

3. Evangelical faith implies an evangelical life. This would not be true if
faith were merely an intellectual state or exercise. But since, as we have
seen, faith is of the heart, since it consists in the committal of the will to
Christ, it follows, by a law of necessity, that the life will correspond with
the faith. Let this be kept in perpetual remembrance.
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4. Evangelical faith implies repentance towards God. Evangelical faith
particularly respects Jesus Christ and His salvation. It is an embracing of
Christ and His salvation. Of course it implies repentance towards God,
that is, a turning from sin to God. The will cannot be submitted to Christ,
it cannot receive Him as He is presented in the gospel, while it neglects
repentance toward God; while it rejects the authority of the Father, it
cannot embrace and submit to the Son.

5. Disinterested benevolence, or a state of good will to being, is implied in
evangelical faith; for that is the committal of the soul to God and to Christ
in all obedience. It must, therefore, imply fellowship or sympathy with
Him in regard to the great end upon which His heart is set, and for which
He lives. A yielding up of the will and the soul to Him, must imply the
embracing of the same end that He embraces.

6. It implies a state of the sensibility corresponding to the truths believed.
It implies this, because this state of the sensibility is a result of faith by a
law of necessity, and this result follows necessarily upon the acceptance
of Christ and His gospel by the heart.

7. Of course it implies peace of mind. In Christ the soul finds its full and
present salvation. It finds justification, which produces a sense of pardon
and acceptance. It finds sanctification, or grace to deliver from the reigning
power of sin. It finds all its wants met, and all needed grace proffered for
its assistance. It sees no cause for disturbance, nothing to ask or desire that
is not treasured up in Christ. It has ceased to war with God with itself. It
has found its resting-place in Christ, and rests in profound peace under the
shadow of the Almighty.

8. It must imply the existence in the soul of every virtue, because it is a
yielding up of the whole being to the will of God. Consequently, all the
phases of virtue required by the gospel must be implied as existing, either
in a developed or in an undeveloped state, in every heart that truly receives
Christ by faith. Certain forms or modifications of virtue may not in all
cases have found the occasions of their development, but certain it is, that
every modification of virtue will manifest itself as its occasion shall arise,
if there be a true and a living faith in Christ. This follows from the very
nature of faith.
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9. Present evangelical faith implies a state of present sinlessness. Observe,
faith is the yielding and committal of the whole will, and of the whole
being to Christ. This, and nothing short of this, is evangelical faith. But
this comprehends and implies the whole of present, true obedience to
Christ. This is the reason why faith is spoken of as the condition, and as it
were, the only condition, of salvation. It really implies all virtue. Faith
may be contemplated either as a distinct form of virtue, and as an attribute
of love, or as comprehensive of all virtue. When contemplated as an
attribute of love, it is only a branch of sanctification. When contemplated
in the wider sense of universal conformity of will to the will of God, it is
then synonymous with entire present sanctification. Contemplated in
either light, its existence in the heart must be inconsistent with present sin
there. Faith is an attitude of the will, and is wholly incompatible with
present rebellion of will against Christ. This must be true, or what is faith?

10. Faith implies the reception and the practice of all known or perceived
truth. The heart that embraces and receives truth as truth, and because it is
truth, must of course receive all known truth. For it is plainly impossible
that the will should embrace some truth perceived for a benevolent reason,
and reject other truth perceived. All truth is harmonious. One truth is
always consistent with every other truth. The heart that truly embraces
one, will, for the same reason, embrace all truth known. If out of regard to
the highest good of being, any one revealed truth is truly received, that
state of mind continuing, it is impossible that all truth should not be
received as soon as known.

WHAT UNBELIEF IS NOT.

1. It is not ignorance of truth. Ignorance is a blank; it is the negation or
absence of knowledge. This certainly cannot be the unbelief everywhere
represented in the Bible as a heinous sin. Ignorance may be a consequence
of unbelief, but cannot be identical with it. We may be ignorant of certain
truths as a consequence of rejecting others, but this ignorance is not, and,
we shall see, cannot be unbelief.

2. Unbelief is not the negation or absence of faith. This were a mere
nothing a nonentity. But a mere nothing is not that abominable thing which
the scriptures represent as a great and a damning sin.
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3. It cannot be a phenomenon of the intellect, or an intellectual skepticism.
This state of the intellect may result from the state of mind properly
denominated unbelief, but it cannot be identical with it. Intellectual doubt
or unbelief often results from unbelief properly so called, but unbelief,
when contemplated as a sin, should never be confounded with theoretic or
intellectual infidelity. They are as entirely distinct as any two phenomena
of mind whatever.

4. It cannot consist in feelings or emotions of incredulity, doubt, or
opposition to truth. In other words, unbelief as a sin cannot be a
phenomenon of the sensibility. The term unbelief is sometimes used to
express or designate a state of the intellect, and sometimes of the
sensibility. It sometimes is used to designate a state of intellectual
incredulity, doubt, distrust, skepticism. But when used in this sense, moral
character is not justly predicable of the state of mind which the term
unbelief represents.

Sometimes the term expresses a mere feeling of incredulity in regard to
truth. But neither has this state of mind moral character; nor can it have,
for the very good reason that it is involuntary. In short, the unbelief that is
so sorely denounced in the Bible, as a most aggravated abomination, cannot
consist in any involuntary state of mind whatever.

WHAT UNBELIEF IS.

The term, as used in the Bible, in those passages that represent it as a sin,
must designate a phenomenon of will. It must be a voluntary state of mind.
It must be the opposite of evangelical faith. Faith is the will’s reception,
and unbelief is the will’s rejection, of truth. Faith is the soul’s confiding in
truth and in the God of truth. Unbelief is the soul’s withholding confidence
from truth and the God of truth. It is the heart’s rejection of evidence, and
refusal to be influenced by it. It is the will in the attitude of opposition to
truth perceived, or evidence presented. Intellectual skepticism or unbelief,
where light is proffered, always implies the unbelief of the will or heart.
For if the mind knows, or supposes, that light may be had, on any
question of duty, and does not make honest efforts to obtain it, this can be
accounted for only by ascribing it to the will’s reluctance to know the path
of duty. In this case light is rejected. The mind has light so far as to know
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that more is proffered, but this proffered light is rejected. This is the sin of
unbelief. All infidelity is unbelief in this sense, and infidels are so, not for
want of light, but, in general, they have taken much pains to shut their
eyes against it. Unbelief must be a voluntary state or attitude of the will,
as distinguished from a mere volition, or executive act of the will. Volition
may, and often does, give forth, through words and deeds, expressions and
manifestations of unbelief. But the volition is only a result of unbelief, and
not identical with it. Unbelief is a deeper and more efficient and more
permanent state of mind than mere volition. It is the will in its profoundest
opposition to the truth and will of God.

CONDITIONS OF BOTH FAITH AND UNBELIEF.

1. A revelation in some way to the mind, of the truth and will of God,
must be a condition of faith and of unbelief. Be it remembered, that neither
faith nor unbelief is consistent with total ignorance. There can be unbelief
no further than there is light.

2. In respect to that class of truths which are discerned only upon
condition of divine illumination, such illumination must be a condition both
of faith and unbelief. It should be remarked, that when a truth has been
once revealed by the Holy Spirit to the soul, the continuance of the divine
light is not essential to the continuance of unbelief. The truth, once known
and lodged in the memory, may continue to be resisted, when the agent
that revealed it is withdrawn.

3. Intellectual perception is a condition of the heart’s unbelief. The
intellect must have evidence of truth as the condition of a virtuous belief of
it. So the intellect must have evidence of the truth, as a condition of a
wicked rejection of it. Therefore, intellectual light is the condition, both of
the heart’s faith and unbelief. By the assertion, that intellectual light is a
condition of unbelief is intended, not that the intellect should at all times
admit the truth in theory; but that the evidence must be such, that by
virtue of its own laws, the mind or intellect could justly admit the truth
rejected by the heart. It is a very common case, that the unbeliever denies
in words, and endeavors to refute in theory, that which he nevertheless
assumes as true, in all his practical judgments.
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THE GUILT AND ILL-DESERT OF UNBELIEF.

We have seen, on a former occasion, that the guilt of sin is conditionated
upon, and graduated by, the light under which it is committed. The amount
of light is the measure of guilt, in every case of sin. This is true of all sin.
But it is peculiarly manifest in the sin of unbelief; for unbelief is the
rejection of light; it is selfishness in the attitude of rejecting truth. Of
course, the amount of light rejected, and the degree of guilt in rejecting it,
are equal. This is everywhere assumed and taught in the Bible, and is
plainly the doctrine of reason.

The guilt of unbelief under the light of the gospel must be indefinitely
greater, than when merely the light of nature is rejected. The guilt of
unbelief, in cases where special divine illumination has been enjoyed, must
be vastly and incalculably greater, than where the mere light of the gospel
has been enjoyed, without a special enlightening of the Holy Spirit.

The guilt of unbelief in one who has been converted, and has known the
love of God, must be greater beyond comparison, than that of an ordinary
sinner. Those things that are implied in unbelief show that it must be one
of the most provoking abominations to God in the universe. It is the
perfection of all that is unreasonable, unjust, ruinous. It is infinitely
slanderous and dishonorable to God, and destructive to man, and to all the
interests of the kingdom of God.

NATURAL AND GOVERNMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
OF BOTH FAITH AND UNBELIEF.

By natural consequences are intended consequences that flow from the
constitution and laws of mind, by a natural necessity. By governmental
consequences are intended those that result from the constitution, laws,
and administration of moral government.

1. One of the natural consequences of faith is peace of conscience. When
the will receives the truth, and yields itself up to conformity with it, the
conscience is satisfied with its present attitude, and the man becomes at
peace with himself. The soul is then in a state to really respect itself, and
can, as it were, behold its own face without a blush. But faith in truth
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perceived is the unalterable condition of a man’s being at peace with
himself.

A GOVERNMENTAL CONSEQUENCE OF FAITH
IS PEACE WITH GOD:

(1.) In the sense that God is satisfied with the present obedience of the
soul. It is given up to be influenced by all truth, and this is
comprehensive of all duty. Of course God is at peace with the soul, so
far as its present obedience is concerned.

(2.) Faith governmentally results in peace with God, in the sense of
being a condition of pardon and acceptance. That is, the penalty of the
law for past sins is remitted upon condition of true faith in Christ. The
soul not only needs present and future obedience, as a necessary
condition of peace with self; but it also needs pardon and acceptance
on the part of the government for past sins, as a condition of peace
with God. But since the subject of justification or acceptance with God
is to come up as a distinct subject for consideration, I will not enlarge
upon it here.

2. Self-condemnation is one of the natural consequences of unbelief. Such
are the constitution and laws of mind, that it is naturally impossible for the
mind to justify the heart’s rejection of truth. On the contrary, the
conscience necessarily condemns such rejection, and pronounces judgment
against it.

Legal condemnation is a necessary governmental consequence of unbelief.
No just government can justify the rejection of known truth. But, on the
contrary, all just governments must utterly abhor and condemn the
rejection of truths, and especially those truths that relate to the obedience
of the subject, and the highest well-being of the rulers and ruled. The
government of God must condemn and utterly abhor all unbelief, as a
rejection of those truths that are indispensable to the highest well-being of
the universe.

3. A holy or obedient life results from faith by a natural or necessary law.
Faith is an act of will which controls the life by a law of necessity. It
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follows of course that, when the heart receives or obeys the truth, the
outward life must be conformed to it.

4. A disobedient and unholy life results from unbelief also by a law of
necessity. If the heart rejects the truth, of course the life will not be
conformed to it.

5. Faith will develop every form of virtue in the heart and life, as their
occasions shall arise. It consists in the committing of the will to truth and
to the God of truth. Of course as different occasions arise, faith will secure
conformity to all truth on all subjects, and then every modification of
virtue will exist in the heart, and appear in the life, as circumstances in the
providence of God shall develop them.

6. Unbelief may be expected to develop resistance to all truth upon all
subjects that conflict with selfishness; and hence nothing but selfishness in
some form can restrain its appearing in any other and every other form
possible or conceivable. It consists, be it remembered, in the heart’s
rejection of truth, and of course implies the cleaving to error. The natural
result of this must be the development in the heart, and the appearance in
the life, of every form of selfishness that is not prevented by some other
form. For example, avarice may restrain amativeness, intemperance, and
many other forms of selfishness.

7. Faith, governmentally results in obtaining help of God. God may and
does gratuitously help those who have no faith. But this is not a
governmental result or act in God. But to the obedient He extends His
governmental protection and aid.

8. Faith lets God into the soul to dwell and reign there. Faith receives, not
only the atonement and mediatorial work of Christ as a redeemer from
punishment, but it also receives Christ as king to set up His throne, and
reign in the heart. Faith secures to the soul communion with God.

9. Unbelief shuts God out of the soul, in the sense of refusing His reign in
the heart. It also shuts the soul out from an interest in Christ’s mediatorial
work. This results not from an arbitrary appointment, but is a natural
consequence. Unbelief shuts the soul out from communion with God.
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These are hints at some of the natural and governmental consequences of
faith and unbelief. They are designed not to exhaust the subject, but merely
to call attention to topics which any one who desires may pursue at his
pleasure. It should be here remarked, that none of the ways,
commandments, or appointments of God are arbitrary. Faith is a naturally
indispensable condition of salvation, which is the reason of its being made
a governmental condition. Unbelief renders salvation naturally impossible:
it must, therefore, render it governmentally impossible.
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LECTURE 36

JUSTIFICATION

CHRIST IS REPRESENTED IN THE GOSPEL AS SUSTAINING
TO MEN THREE CLASSES OF RELATIONS.

1. Those which are purely governmental.

2. Those which are purely spiritual.

3. Those which unite both these.

We shall at present consider Him as Christ our justification. I shall show:

WHAT GOSPEL JUSTIFICATION IS NOT.

There is scarcely any question in theology that has been encumbered with
more injurious and technical mysticism than that of justification.

Justification is the pronouncing of one just. It may be done in words, or,
practically, by treatment. Justification must be, in some sense, a
governmental act; and it is of importance to a right understanding of gospel
justification, to inquire whether it be an act of the judicial, the executive, or
the legislative department of government; that is, whether gospel
justification consists in a strictly judicial or forensic proceeding, or
whether it consists in pardon, or setting aside the execution of an incurred
penalty, and is therefore properly either an executive or a legislative act.
We shall see that the settling of this question is of great importance in
theology; and as we view this subject, so, if consistent, we must view
many important and highly practical questions in theology. This leads me
to say:

That gospel justification is not to be regarded as a forensic or judicial
proceeding. Dr. Chalmers and those of his school hold that it is. But this is
certainly a great mistake, as we shall see. The term forensic is from forum,
“a court.” A forensic proceeding belongs to the judicial department of
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government, whose business it is to ascertain the facts and declare the
sentence of the law. This department has no power over the law, but to
pronounce judgment, in accordance with its true spirit and meaning. Courts
never pardon, or set aside the execution of penalties. This does not belong
to them, but either to the executive or to the lawmaking department.
Oftentimes, this power in human governments is lodged in the head of the
executive department, who is, generally at least, a branch of the legislative
power of government. But never is the power to pardon exercised by the
judicial department. The ground of a judicial or forensic justification
invariably is, and must be, universal obedience to law. If but one crime or
breach of law is alleged and proved, the court must inevitably condemn,
and can in no such case justify, or pronounce the convicted just. Gospel
justification is the justification of sinners; it is, therefore, naturally
impossible, and a most palpable contradiction, to affirm that the
justification of a sinner, or of one who has violated the law, is a forensic or
judicial justification. That only is or can be a legal or forensic justification,
that proceeds upon the ground of its appearing that the justified person is
guiltless, or, in other words, that he has not violated the law, that he has
done only what he had a legal right to do. Now it is certainly nonsense to
affirm, that a sinner can be pronounced just in the eye of law; that he can
be justified by deeds of law, or by the law at all. The law condemns him.
But to be justified judicially or forensically, is to be pronounced just in the
judgment of law. This certainly is an impossibility in respect to sinners.
The Bible is as express as possible on this point.

“Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified in
His sight: for by the law is the knowledge of sin” (Romans 3:20).

It is proper to say here, that Dr. Chalmers and those of his school do not
intend that sinners are justified by their own obedience to law, but by the
perfect and imputed obedience of Jesus Christ. They maintain that, by
reason of the obedience to law which Christ rendered when on earth, being
set down to the credit of elect sinners, and imputed to them, the law
regards them as having rendered perfect obedience in Him, or regards them
as having perfectly obeyed by proxy, and therefore pronounces them just,
upon condition of faith in Christ. This they insist is properly a forensic or
judicial justification. But this subject will come up more appropriately
under another head.
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WHAT IS GOSPEL JUSTIFICATION?

It consists not in the law pronouncing the sinner just, but in his being
ultimately governmentally treated as if he were just; that is, it consists in a
governmental decree of pardon or amnesty in arresting and setting aside the
execution of the incurred penalty of law in pardoning and restoring to favor
those who have sinned, and those whom the law had pronounced guilty,
and upon whom it had passed the sentence of eternal death, and rewarding
them as if they had been righteous. In proof of this position, I remark:

1. That this is most unequivocally taught in the Old Testament scriptures.
The whole system of sacrifices taught the doctrine of pardon upon the
conditions of atonement, repentance, and faith. This, under the old
dispensation, is constantly represented as a merciful acceptance of the
penitents, and never as a forensic or judicial acquittal or justification of
them. The mercy-seat covered the law in the ark of the covenant. Paul
informs us what justification was in the sense in which the Old Testament
saints understood it, in:

“Even also as David describeth the blessedness of the man to
whom God imputeth righteousness without works, saying, Blessed
are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins are covered.
Blessed is the man to whom the Lord will not impute sin” (Romans
4:6-8).

This quotation from David shows both what David and what Paul
understood by justification, to wit, the pardon and acceptance of the
penitent sinner.

2. The New Testament fully justifies and establishes this view of the
subject, as we shall abundantly see under another head.

3. Sinners cannot possibly be just in any other sense. Upon certain
conditions they may be pardoned and treated as just. But for sinners to be
forensically pronounced just, is impossible and absurd.

CONDITIONS OF JUSTIFICATION

In this discussion I use the term condition in the sense of a sine qua non, a
“not without which.” This is its philosophical sense. A condition as
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distinct from, a ground of justification, is anything without which sinners
cannot be justified, which, nevertheless, is not the procuring cause or
fundamental reason of their justification. As we shall see, there are many
conditions, while there is but one ground, of the justification of sinners.
The application and importance of this distinction we shall perceive as we
proceed.

As has been already said, there can be no justification in a legal or forensic
sense, but upon the ground of universal, perfect, and uninterrupted
obedience to law. This is of course denied by those who hold that gospel
justification, or the justification of penitent sinners, is of the nature of a
forensic or judicial justification. They hold to the legal maxim, that what a
man does by another he does by himself, and therefore the law regards
Christ’s obedience as ours, on the ground that He obeyed for us. To this I
reply:

1. The legal maxim just repeated does not apply, except in cases where one
acts in behalf of another by his own appointment, which was not the case
with the obedience of Christ; and:

2. The doctrine of an imputed righteousness, or that Christ’s obedience to
the law was accounted as our obedience, is founded on a most false and
nonsensical assumption; to wit, that Christ owed no obedience to the law
in His own person, and that therefore His obedience was altogether a work
of supererogation, and might be made a substitute for our own obedience;
that it might be set down to our credit, because He did not need to obey
for Himself.

I must here remark, that justification respects the moral law; and that it
must be intended that Christ owed no obedience to the moral law, and
therefore His obedience to this law, being wholly a work of
supererogation, is set down to our account as the ground of our
justification upon condition of faith in Him. But surely this is an obvious
mistake. We have seen, that the spirit of the moral law requires good will
to God and the universe. Was Christ under no obligation to do this? Nay,
was He not rather under infinite obligation to be perfectly benevolent?
Was it possible for Him to be more benevolent than the law requires God
and all beings to be? Did He not owe entire consecration of heart and life to
the highest good of universal being? If not, then benevolence in Him were
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no virtue, for it would not be a compliance with moral obligation. It was
naturally impossible for Him, and is naturally impossible for any being, to
perform a work of supererogation, that is, to be more benevolent than the
moral law requires Him to be. This is and must be as true of God as it is of
any other being. Would not Christ have sinned had He not been perfectly
benevolent? If He would, it follows that He owed obedience to the law, as
really as any other being. Indeed, a being that owed no obedience to the
moral law must be wholly incapable of virtue, for what is virtue but
obedience to the moral law?

But if Christ owed personal obedience to the moral law, then His
obedience could no more than justify Himself. It can never be imputed to
us. He was bound for Himself to love God with all His heart, and soul, and
mind, and strength, and His neighbor as Himself. He did no more than this.
He could do no more. It was naturally impossible, then, for Him to obey in
our behalf.

THERE ARE, HOWEVER, VALID GROUNDS
AND VALID CONDITIONS OF JUSTIFICATION.

l. The vicarious suffering or atonement of Christ is a condition of
justification, or of the pardon and acceptance of penitent sinners. It has
been common either to confound the conditions with the ground of
justification, or purposely to represent the atonement and work of Christ
as the ground, as distinct from and opposed to a condition of justification.
In treating this subject, I find it important to distinguish between the
ground and conditions of justification and to regard the atonement and
work of Christ not as a ground, but only as a condition of gospel
justification. By the ground I mean the moving, procuring cause; that in
which the plan of redemption originated as its source, and which was the
fundamental reason or ground of the whole movement. This was the
benevolence and merciful disposition of the whole Godhead, Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. This love made the atonement, but the atonement did not
beget this love. The Godhead desired to save sinners, but could not safely
do so without danger to the universe, unless something was done to satisfy
public, not retributive justice. The atonement was resorted to as a means
of reconciling forgiveness with the wholesome administration of justice. A
merciful disposition in the Godhead was the source, ground, mainspring, of
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the whole movement, while the atonement was only a condition or means,
or that without which the love of God could not safely manifest itself in
justifying and saving sinners.

Failing to make this distinction, and representing the atonement as the
ground of the sinner’s justification, has been a sad occasion of stumbling to
many. Indeed, the whole questions of the nature, design, extent, and
bearings of the atonement turn upon, and are involved in, this distinction.
Some represent the atonement as not demanded by, nor as proceeding from
the love or merciful disposition, but from the inexorable wrath of the
Father, leaving the impression that Christ was more merciful, and more the
friend of sinners than the Father. Many have received this impression from
pulpit and written representations, as I well know.

Others, regarding the atonement as the ground as opposed to a condition of
justification, have held the atonement to be the literal payment of the debt
of sinners, and of the nature of a commercial transaction: a quid pro quo, a
valuable consideration paid down by Christ, by suffering the same amount
as was deserved by the whole number of the elect; thus negativing the idea
of a merciful disposition in the Father, and representing Him as demanding
pay for discharging and saving sinners. Some of this class have held, that
since Christ has died, the elect sinner has a right to demand his
justification, on the ground of justice, that he may present the atonement
and work of Christ, and say to the Father, “Here is the price; I demand the
commodity.” This class, of course, must hold to the limited nature of the
atonement, or be universalists.

While others again, assuming that the atonement was the ground of
justification in the sense of the literal payment of the debt of sinners, and
that the scriptures represent the atonement as made for all men, have very
consistently become universalists. Others again have given up, or never
held the view that the atonement was of the nature of the literal payment
of a debt, and hold that it was a governmental expedient to reconcile the
pardon of sin with a wholesome administration of justice: that it was
sufficient for all as for a part of mankind: that it does not entitle those for
whom it was made to a pardon on the score of justice, but that men are
justified freely by grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, and
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yet they inconsistently persist in representing the atonement as the
ground, and not merely as a condition of justification.

Those who hold that the atonement and obedience of Christ were and are
the ground of the justification of sinners, in the sense of the payment of
their debt, regard all the grace in the transaction as consisting in the
atonement and obedience of Christ, and exclude grace from the act of
justification. Justification they regard as a forensic act. I regard the
atonement of Christ as the necessary condition of safely manifesting the
benevolence of God in the justification and salvation of sinners. A merciful
disposition in the whole Godhead was the ground, and the atonement a
condition of justification. Mercy would have saved without an atonement,
had it been possible to do so.

That Christ’s sufferings, and especially His death, were vicarious, has been
abundantly shown in treating the subject of atonement. I need not repeat
here what I said there. Although Christ owed perfect obedience to the
moral law for Himself, and could not therefore obey as our substitute, yet
since He perfectly obeyed, He owed no suffering to the law or to the
Divine government on His own account. He could therefore suffer for us.
That is, He could, to answer governmental purposes, substitute His death
for the infliction of the penalty of the law on us. He could not perform
works of supererogation, but He could endure sufferings of supererogation,
in the sense that He did not owe them for Himself. The doctrine of
substitution, in the sense just named, appears everywhere in both
Testaments. It is the leading idea, the prominent thought, lying upon the
face of the whole scriptures. Let the few passages that follow serve as
specimens of the class that teach this doctrine:

“For the life of the flesh is in the blood; and I have given it to you
upon the altar, to make all atonement for your souls; for it is the
blood that maketh an atonement for the soul” (Leviticus 17:11).

“But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for
our iniquities; the chastisement of our peace was upon Him, and
with His stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray;
we have turned every one to his own way, and the Lord hath laid
on Him the iniquity of us all. He shall see of the travail of His soul,
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and shall be satisfied; by His knowledge shall My righteous servant
justify many; for He shall bear their iniquities” (Isaiah 53:5, 6, 11).

“Even as the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, and to give His life a ransom for many” (Matthew 20:18).

“For this is My blood of the New Testament, which is shed for
many for the remission of sins” (Matthew 26:28).

“And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so
must the Son of man be lifted up: That whosoever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have eternal life” (John 3:14-15).

“I am the living bread which came down from heaven; if any man
eat of this bread, he shall live for ever; and the bread that I will give
is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world” (John 6:51).

“Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock over the
which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the church
of God, which He hath purchased with His own blood” (Acts
20:28).

“Being justified freely by His grace, through the redemption that is
in Christ Jesus. Whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation,
through faith in His blood, to declare His righteousness for the
remission of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God. To
declare, I say at this time His righteousness; that He might be just,
and the justifier of him which believeth in Jesus” (Romans 3:24-
26).

“For when we were yet without strength, in due time Christ died
for the ungodly. For scarcely for a righteous man will one die; yet
peradventure for a good man some would even dare to die. But God
commandeth His love toward us, in that while we were yet sinners,
Christ died for us. Being now justified by His blood, we shall be
saved from wrath through Him. And not only so, but we also joy
in God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have now
received the atonement. Therefore, as by the offence of one
judgment came upon all men to condemnation, even so by the
righteousness of one the free gift came upon all men unto
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justification of life. For as by one man’s disobedience many were
made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall many be made
righteous”
(Romans 5:6-9, 11, 18-19).

“For even Christ our Passover is sacrificed for us”
(1 Corinthians 5:7).

“Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures”
(1 Corinthians 15:3).

“Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a
curse for us; for it is written, Cursed is every one that hangeth on a
tree. That the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles
through Jesus Christ; that we might receive the promise of the
Spirit through faith” (Galatians 3:13-14).

“But now, in Christ Jesus, ye who sometimes were far off, are
made nigh by the blood of Christ” (Ephesians 2:13).

“Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by His own blood,
He entered in once into the holy place, having obtained eternal
redemption for us. For if the blood of bulls and of goats, and the
ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the
purifying of the flesh; How much more shall the blood of Christ,
who through the eternal Spirit offered Himself without spot to
God, purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living
God? And almost all things are by the law purged with blood; and
without shedding of blood is no remission. It was therefore
necessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be
purified with these; but the heavenly things themselves with better
sacrifices than these. For Christ is not entered into the holy places
made with hands, which are the figures of the true: but into heaven
itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us; Nor yet that
He should offer Himself often, as the high priest entereth into the
holy place every year with blood of others; For then must He often
have suffered since the foundation of the world; but now once in
the end of the world hath He appeared to put away sin by the
sacrifice of Himself. And as it is appointed unto men once to die,
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but after this the judgment; So Christ was once offered to bear the
sins of many” (Hebrews 9:12-14, 22-29).

“Forasmuch as ye know that ye were not redeemed with
corruptible things, as silver and gold, from your vain conversation
received by tradition from your fathers: But with the precious
blood of Christ”
(1 Peter 1:18-19).

“Who His own self bare our sins in His own body on the tree, that
we being dead to sins, should live unto righteousness; by whose
stripes ye are healed” (1 Peter 2:24).

“But if we walk in the light, we have fellowship one with another,
and the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth us from all sin”
(1 John 1:7).

“In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that
God sent His only-begotten Son into the world, that we might live
through Him. Herein is love, not that we loved God, but that He
loved us, and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins” (1
John 4:9-10).

These and many such like passages establish the fact beyond question,
that the vicarious atonement of Christ is a condition of our pardon and
acceptance with God.

2. Repentance is also a condition of our justification. Observe, I here also
use the term condition, in the sense of a “not without which,” and not in
the sense of a “that for the sake of which” the sinner is justified. It must be
certain that the government of God cannot pardon sin without repentance.
This is as truly a doctrine of natural as of revealed religion. It is self-
evident that, until the sinner breaks off from sins by repentance or turning
to God, he cannot be justified in any sense. This is everywhere assumed,
implied, and taught in the Bible. No reader of the Bible can call this in
question, and it were a useless occupation of time to quote more passages.

3. Faith in Christ is, in the same sense, another condition of justification
We have already examined into the nature and necessity of faith. I fear that
there has been much of error in the conceptions of many upon this subject.
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They have talked of justification by faith, as if they supposed that, by an
arbitrary appointment of God, faith was the condition, and the only
condition of justification. This seems to be the antinomian view. The class
of persons alluded to speak of justification by faith; as if it were by faith,
and not by Christ through faith, that the penitent sinner is justified; as if
faith, and not Christ, were our justification. They seem to regard faith not
as a natural, but merely as a mystical condition of justification; as bringing
us into a covenant and mystical relation to Christ, in consequence of which
His righteousness or personal obedience is imputed to us. It should never
be forgotten that the faith that is the condition of justification, is the faith
that works by love. It is the faith through and by which Christ sanctifies
the soul. A sanctifying faith unites the believer to Christ as His
justification; but be it always remembered, that no faith receives Christ as
a justification, that does not receive Him as a sanctification, to reign within
the heart. We have seen that repentance, as well as faith, is a condition of
justification. We shall see that perseverance in obedience to the end of life
is also a condition of justification. Faith is often spoken of in scripture as
if it were the sole condition of salvation, because, as we have seen, from its
very nature it implies repentance and every virtue.

That faith is a naturally necessary condition of justification, we have seen.
Let the following passages of scripture serve as examples of the manner in
which the scriptures speak upon this subject.

“And He said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized, shall be
saved; but he that believeth not, shall be damned” (Mark 14:15-16).

“As many as received Him, to them gave He power to become the
sons of God, even to them that believe on His name” (John 1:12).

“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life. He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life;
and he that believeth not the Son shall not see life, but the wrath of
God abideth on him” (John 3:16, 36).

“Then said they unto Him, What shall we do, that we might work
the works of God? Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the
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work of God, that ye believe on Him whom He hath sent. This is
the will of Him that sent Me, that every one which seeth the Son,
and believeth on Him, may have everlasting life; and I will raise him
up at the last day” (John 6:28-29, 40).

“If ye believe not that I am He, ye shall die in your sins. Ye are of
your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do; he
was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth;
because there is no truth in him. He that is of God, heareth God’s
words; ye therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God”
(John 8:24, 44, 47).

“Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection and the life; he that
believeth in Me, though he were dead, yet shall he live; And
whosoever liveth, and believeth in Me, shall never die”
(John 11:25, 26).

“To him give all the prophets witness, that through His name,
whosoever believeth in Him shall receive remission of sins”
(Acts 10:43).

“Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved,
and thy house” (Acts 16:31).

“But to him that worketh not, but believeth on Him that justifieth
the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness” (Romans 4:5).

“For Christ is the end of the law for righteousness
to every one that believeth” (Romans 10:4).

“Knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the law, but
by the faith of Jesus Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ,
that we might be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the
works of the law; for by the works of the law shall no flesh be
justified” (Galatians 2:16).

“Without faith it is impossible to please Him; for he that cometh to
God must believe that He is, and that He is a rewarder of them that
diligently seek Him” (Hebrews 2:6).
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“He that believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in himself;
he that believeth not God hath made Him a liar, because he
believeth not the record that God gave of His Son. And this is the
record, that God hath given to us eternal life; and this life is in His
Son. He that hath the Son hath life; and he that hath not the Son of
God, hath not life. These things have I written unto you that
believe on the name of the Son of God; that ye may know that ye
have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of the Son of
God” (1 John 5:10-13).

4. Present sanctification, in the sense of present full consecration to God,
is another condition, not ground, of justification. Some theologians have
made justification a condition of sanctification, instead of making
sanctification a condition of justification. But this we shall see is an
erroneous view of the subject. The mistake is founded in a
misapprehension of the nature both of justification and of sanctification.
To sanctify is to set apart, to consecrate to a particular use. To sanctify
anything to God is to set apart to His service, to consecrate it to Him. To
sanctify one’s self is voluntarily to set one’s self apart, to consecrate one’s
self to God. To be sanctified is to be set apart, to be consecrated to God.
Sanctification is an act or state of being sanctified, or set apart to the
service of God. It is a state of consecration to Him. This is present
obedience to the moral law. It is the whole of present duty, and is implied
in repentance, faith, regeneration, as we have abundantly seen.
Sanctification is sometimes used to express a permanent state of obedience
to God, or of consecration. In this sense it is not a condition of present
justification, or of pardon and acceptance. But it is a condition of
continued and permanent acceptance with God. It certainly cannot be true,
that God accepts and justifies the sinner in his sins. The Bible everywhere
represents justified persons as sanctified, and always expressly, or
impliedly, conditionates justification upon sanctification, in the sense of
present obedience to God.

“And such were some of you: but ye are washed, but ye are
sanctified, but ye are justified, in the name of the Lord Jesus, and
by the Spirit of our God” (1 Corinthians 6:11).
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This is but a specimen of the manner in which justified persons are spoken
of in the Bible. Also,

“There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit”
(Romans 8:1).

They only are justified who walk after the Spirit. Should it e objected, as it
may be, that the scripture often speaks of saints, or truly regenerate
persons, as needing sanctification, and of sanctification as something that
comes after regeneration, and as that which the saints are to aim at
attaining, I answer, that when sanctification is thus spoken of, it is
doubtless used in the higher sense already noticed; to wit, to denote a state
of being settled, established in faith, rooted and grounded in love, being so
confirmed in the faith and obedience of the gospel, as to hold on in the way
steadfastly, unmovably, always abounding in the work of the Lord. This is
doubtless a condition of permanent justification, as has been said, but not a
condition of present justification. By sanctification being a condition of
justification, the following things are intended:

(1.) That present, full, and entire consecration of heart and life to God
and His service, is an unalterable condition of present pardon of past
sin, and of present acceptance with God.

(2.) That the penitent soul remains justified no longer than this full-
hearted consecration continues. If he falls from his first love into the
spirit of self-pleasing, he falls again into bondage to sin and to the law,
is condemned, and must repent and do his “first work,” must return to
Christ, and renew his faith and love, as a condition of his salvation.
This is the most express teaching of the Bible, as we shall fully see.

5. Perseverance in faith and obedience, or in consecration to God, is also an
unalterable condition of justification, or of pardon and acceptance with
God. By this language in this connection, you will of course understand me
to mean, that perseverance in faith and obedience is a condition, not of
present, but of final or ultimate acceptance and salvation. Those who hold
that justification by imputed righteousness is a forensic proceeding, take a
view of final or ultimate justification, according with their view of the
nature of the transaction. With them, faith receives an imputed
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righteousness, and a judicial justification. The first act of faith, according to
them, introduces the sinner into this relation, and obtains for him a
perpetual justification. They maintain that after this first act of faith it is
impossible for the sinner to come into condemnation; that, being once
justified, he is always thereafter justified, whatever he may do; indeed that
he is never justified by grace, as to sins that are past, upon condition that
he ceases to sin; that Christ’s righteousness is the ground, and that his own
present obedience is not even a condition of his justification, so that, in
fact, his own present or future obedience to the law of God is, in no case,
and in no sense, a sine qua non of his justification, present or ultimate.

Now this is certainly another gospel from the one I am inculcating. It is not
a difference merely upon some speculative or theoretic point. It is a point
fundamental to the gospel and to salvation, if any one can be. Let us
therefore see which of these is the true gospel. I object to this view of
justification:

1. That it is antinomianism. Observe, they hold that upon the first exercise
of faith, the soul enters into such a relation to Christ, that with respect to
it the penalty of the divine law is for ever set aside, not only as it respects
all past, but also as it respects all future acts of disobedience; so that sin
does not thereafter bring the soul under the condemning sentence of the
law of God. But a precept without a penalty is no law. Therefore, if the
penalty is in their case permanently set aside or repealed, this is, and must
be, a virtual repeal of the precept, for without a penalty it is only counsel,
or advice, and no law.

2. But again: it is impossible that this view of justification should be true;
for the moral law did not originate in the arbitrary will of God, and He
cannot abrogate it either as to its precept or its penalty. He may for good
and sufficient reasons dispense in certain cases with the execution of the
penalty. But set it aside in such a sense, that sin would not incur it, or that
the soul that sins shall not be condemned by it, he cannot it is naturally
impossible! The law is as unalterable and unrepealable, both as to its
precept and its penalty, as the nature of God. It cannot but be, in the very
nature of things, that sin in any being, in any world, and at any time, will
and must incur the penalty of the moral law. God may pardon as often as
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the soul sins, repents and believes, but to prevent real condemnation where
there is sin, is not at the option of any being.

3. But again; I object to the view of justification in question, that it is of
course inconsistent with forgiveness or pardon. If justified by imputed
righteousness, why pardon him whom the law accounts as already and
perpetually, and perfectly righteous? Certainly it were absurd and
impossible for the law and the law-giver judicially to justify a person on
the ground of the perfect obedience of His substitute, and at the same time
pardon him who is thus regarded as perfectly righteous. Especially must
this be true of all sin committed subsequently to the first and justifying act
of faith. If when once the soul has believed, it can no more come into
condemnation, it certainly can no more be forgiven. Forgiveness implies
previous condemnation, and consists in setting aside the execution of an
incurred penalty.

4. If the view of justification I am opposing be true, it is altogether out of
place for one who has once believed, to ask for the pardon of sin. It is a
downright insult to God, and apostasy from Christ. It amounts according
to their view of justification, to a denial of perpetual justification by
imputed righteousness, and to an acknowledgment of being condemned. It
must therefore imply a falling from grace, to pray for pardon after the soul
has once believed.

5. But this view of justification is at war with the whole Bible. This
everywhere represents Christians as condemned when they sin teaches
them to repent, confess, and pray for pardon to betake themselves afresh
to Christ as their only hope. The Bible, in almost every variety or manner,
represents perseverance in faith, and obedience to the end, as a condition
of ultimate justification and final salvation. Let the following passages
serve as examples of the manner in which the Bible represents this subject:

“But when the righteous turneth away from His righteousness, and
committeth iniquity, and doeth according to all the abominations
that the wicked man doeth, shall he live? All his righteousness that
he hath done shall not be mentioned; in his trespass that he hath
trespassed, and in his sin that he hath sinned, in them shall he die”
(Ezekiel 18:24).
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“When I shall say to the righteous, that he shall surely live; if he
trust to his own righteousness, and commit iniquity, all his
righteousness shall not be remembered; but for his iniquity that he
hath committed, he shall die for it” (Ezekiel 33:13).

“And ye shall be hated of all men for My name’s sake; but he that
endureth to the end shall be saved” (Matthew 10:22, Matthew 24:13).

“But I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection; lest that
by any means when I have preached to others, I myself should be a
castaway” (1 Corinthians 9:27).

“Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall”
(1 Corinthians 10:12).

“We then, as workers together with Him, beseech you also that ye
receive not the grace of God in vain” (2 Corinthians 6:1).

“If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and be not moved
away from the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard, and which
was preached to every creature which is under heaven; whereof I
Paul am made a minister” (Colossians 1:23).

“Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left us of entering into
his rest, any of you should seem to come short of it. Let us labor
therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after the same
example of unbelief” (Hebrews 4:1, 11).

“Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling
and election sure; for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall”
(2 Peter 1:10).

“Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer. Behold, the
devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and
ye shall have tribulation ten days. Be thou faithful unto death, and
I will give thee a crown of life. He that hath an ear, let him hear
what the Spirit saith unto the churches; He that overcometh, shall
not be hurt of the second death. To him that overcometh will I give
to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in
the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth, saving he
that receiveth it. And he that overcometh, and keepeth My words
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unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations; And he
shall rule them with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall
they be broken to shivers; even as I received of My Father”
(Revelation 2:10, 16, 17, 26, 27).

Observe, I am not here calling in question the fact, that all true saints do
persevere in faith and obedience to the end; but am showing that such
perseverance is a condition of salvation, or ultimate justification. The
subject of the perseverance of the saints will come under consideration in
its proper place.

6. The view of justification which I am opposing is contradicted by the
consciousness of the saints. I think I may safely affirm that the saints in all
time are very conscious of condemnation when they fall into sin. This
sense of condemnation may not subject them to the same kind and degree
of fear which they experienced before regeneration, because of the
confidence they have that God will pardon their sin. Nevertheless, until
they repent, and by a renewed act of faith lay hold on pardon and fresh
justification, their remorse, shame, and consciousness of condemnation, do
in fact, if I am not much deceived, greatly exceed, as a general thing, the
remorse, shame, and sense of condemnation experienced by the impenitent.
But if it be true, that the first act of faith brings the soul into a state of
perpetual justification, so that it cannot fall into condemnation thereafter,
do what it will, the experience of the saints contradicts facts, or, more
strictly, their consciousness of condemnation is a delusion. They are not in
fact condemned by the moral law as they conceive themselves to be.

7. If I understand the framers of the Westminster Confession of Faith,
they regarded justification as a state resulting from the relation of an
adopted child of God, which state is entered into by faith alone, and held
that justification is not conditionated upon obedience for the time being,
but that a person in this state may, as they hold that all in this life in fact
do, sin daily, and even continually, yet without condemnation by the law,
their sin bringing them only under his fatherly displeasure, and subjecting
them to the necessity of repentance, as a condition of his fatherly favor,
but not as a condition of pardon or of ultimate salvation. They seem to
have regarded the child of God as no longer under moral government, in
such a sense that sin was imputed to him, this having been imputed to
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Christ, and Christ’s righteousness so literally imputed to him that, do
what he may, after the first act of faith he is accounted and treated in his
person as wholly righteous. If this is not antinomianism, I know not what
is; since they hold that all who once believe will certainly be saved, yet
that their perseverance in holy obedience to the end is, in no case, a
condition of final justification, but that this is conditionated upon the first
act of faith alone. They support their positions with quotations from
scripture about as much in point as is common for them. They often rely
on proof-texts that, in their meaning and spirit, have not the remotest
allusion to the point in support of which they are quoted. I have tried to
understand the subject of justification as it is taught in the Bible, without
going into labored speculations or to theological technicalities. If I have
succeeded in understanding it, the following is a succinct and a true account
of the matter:

The Godhead, in the exercise of His adorable love and compassion, sought
the salvation of sinners, through and by means of the mediatorial death and
work of Christ. This death and work of Christ were resorted to, not to
create, but, as a result of, the merciful disposition of God and as a means
of securing the universe against a misapprehension of the character and
design of God in forgiving and saving sinners. To Christ, as Mediator
between the Godhead and man, the work of justifying and saving sinners is
committed. He is made unto sinners “wisdom, righteousness,
sanctification, and redemption” (1 Corinthians 1:30). In consideration of
Christ’s having by His death for sinners secured the subjects of the divine
government against a misconception of His character and designs, God
does, upon the further conditions of a repentance and faith that imply a
renunciation of their rebellion and a return to obedience to His laws, freely
pardon past sin, and restore the penitent and believing sinner to favor, as if
he had not sinned, while he remains penitent and believing, subject
however to condemnation and eternal death, unless he holds the beginning
of his confidence steadfast unto the end. The doctrine of a literal
imputation of Adam’s sin to all his posterity, of the literal imputation of
all the sins of the elect to Christ, and of His suffering for them the exact
amount due to the transgressors, of the literal imputation of Christ’s
righteousness or obedience to the elect, and the consequent perpetual
justification of all that are converted from the first exercise of faith,
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whatever their subsequent life may be I say I regard these dogmas as
fabulous, and better befitting a romance than a system of theology.

But it is said, that the Bible speaks of the righteousness of faith. “What
shall we say then? That the Gentiles, which followed not after
righteousness, have attained to righteousness, even the righteousness
which is of faith.”

“And be found in Him, not having mine own righteousness, which
is of the law, but that which is through the faith of Christ, the
righteousness which is of God by faith” (Romans 1:30).

These and similar passages are relied upon, as teaching the doctrine of an
imputed righteousness; and such as these: “The Lord our righteousness”
(Philippians 3:9): “Surely, shall one say, in the Lord have I righteousness
and strength” (Isaiah 45:24). By “the Lord our righteousness,” we may
understand, either that we are justified, that is, that our sins are atoned for,
and that we are pardoned and accepted by, or on account of the Lord, that
is Jesus Christ; or we may understand that the Lord makes us righteous,
that is, that He is our sanctification, or working in us to will and to do of
His good pleasure; or both, that is, He atones for our sins, brings us to
repentance and faith, works sanctification or righteousness in us, and then
pardons our past sins, and accepts us. By the righteousness of faith, or of
God by faith, I understand the method of making sinners holy, and of
securing their justification or acceptance by faith, as opposed to mere
works of law or self-righteousness. Dikaiosune, rendered righteousness,
may be with equal propriety, and often is, rendered justification. So
undoubtedly it should be rendered in:

“But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us
wisdom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption”
(1 Corinthians 1:30).

The meaning here doubtless is, that He is the author and finisher of that
scheme of redemption, whereby we are justified by faith, as opposed to
justification by our own works. “Christ our righteousness” is Christ the
author or procurer of our justification. But this does not imply that He
procures our justification by imputing His obedience to us.
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The doctrine of a literal imputation of Christ’s obedience or righteousness
is supported by those who hold it, by such passages as the following:
“But to him that worketh not, but believeth on him that justifieth the
ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness. Even as David also
describeth the blessedness of the man, unto whom God imputeth
righteousness without works, saying, `Blessed are they whose iniquities
are forgiven, and whose sins are covered. Blessed is the man to whom the
Lord will not impute sin’“ (Romans 4:5-8). But here justification is
represented only as consisting in forgiveness of sin, or in pardon and
acceptance. Again,

“To wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto
Himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and hath
committed unto us the word of reconciliation. For He hath made
Him to be sin for us who knew no sin; that we might be made the
righteousness of God in Him” (2 Corinthians 5:19, 21).

Here again the apostle is teaching only his much loved doctrine of
justification by faith, in the sense that upon condition or in consideration
of the death and mediatorial interference and work of Christ, penitent
believers in Christ are forgiven and rewarded as if they were righteous.

FOUNDATION OF THE JUSTIFICATION OF PENITENT
BELIEVERS IN CHRIST. WHAT IS THE ULTIMATE GROUND OR

REASON OF THEIR JUSTIFICATION?

1. It is not founded in Christ’s literally suffering the exact penalty of the
law for them, and in this sense literally purchasing their justification and
eternal salvation. The Westminster Confession of Faith affirms as follows:
chapter on Justification, section 3 “Christ by His obedience and death, did
fully discharge the debt of all those that are thus justified, and did make a
proper, real, and full satisfaction to His Father’s justice in their behalf.
Yet, inasmuch as He was given by the Father for them, and His obedience
and satisfaction accepted in their stead, and both freely, not for anything in
them, their justification is only of free grace, that both the exact justice and
rich grace of God might be glorified in the justification of sinners.” If the
framers of this confession had made the distinction between the grounds
and conditions of justification, so as to represent the gracious disposition
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that gave the Son, and that accepted His obedience and satisfaction in their
stead, as the ground or moving cause, and the death and work of Christ as a
condition or a means, as “that without which” the benevolence of God
could not wisely justify sinners, their statement had been much improved.
As it stands, the transaction is represented as a proper quid pro quo, a
proper full payment of the debt of the justified. All the grace consisted in
giving His Son, and consenting to the substitution. But they deny that
there is grace in the act of justification itself. This proceeds upon the
ground of “exact justice.” There is then according to this, no grace in the
act of pardon and accepting the sinner as righteous. This is “exact justice,”
because the debt is fully canceled by Christ. Indeed, “Christian, what do
you think of this?” God has, in the act of giving His Son and in consenting
to the substitution, exercised all the grace He ever will. Now your
forgiveness and justification are, according to this teaching, placed on the
ground of “exact justice.” You have now only to believe and demand “exact
justice.” One act of faith places your salvation on the ground of “exact
justice.” Talk no more of the grace of God in forgiveness! But stop, let us
see. What is to be understood here by exact justice, and by a real, full
satisfaction to His Father’s justice? I suppose all orthodox Christians to
hold, that every sinner and every sin, strictly on the score of justice,
deserves eternal death or endless suffering. Did the framers of this
confession hold that Christ bore the literal penalty of the law for each of
the saints? Or did they hold that by virtue of His nature and relations, His
suffering, though indefinitely less in amount than was deserved by the
transgressors, was a full equivalent to public justice, or governmentally
considered, for the execution of the literal penalty upon the transgressors?
If they meant this latter, I see no objection to it. But if they meant the
former, namely, that Christ suffered in His own person the full amount
strictly due to all the elect, I say,

(1.) That it was naturally impossible.

(2.) That His nature and relation to the government of God was such as
to render it wholly unnecessary to the safe forgiveness of sin, that He
should suffer precisely the same amount deserved by sinners.

(3.) That if, as their substitute, Christ suffered for them the full
amount deserved by them, then justice has no claim upon them, since
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their debt is fully paid by the surety, and of course the principal is, in
justice, discharged. And since it is undeniable that the atonement was
made for the whole posterity of Adam, it must follow that the
salvation of all men is secured upon the ground of “exact justice.” This
is the conclusion to which Huntington and his followers came. This
doctrine of literal imputation, is one of the strongholds of universalism,
and while this view of atonement and justification is held they cannot
be driven from it.

(4.) If He satisfied justice for them, in the sense of literally and exactly
obeying for them, why should His suffering be imputed to them as a
condition of their salvation? Surely they could not need both the
imputation of His perfect obedience to them, so as to be accounted in
law as perfectly righteous, and also the imputation of His sufferings to
them, as if He had not obeyed for them. Is God unrighteous? Does He
exact of the surety, first, the literal and full payment of the debt, and
secondly, perfect personal obedience for and in behalf of the sinner?
Does He first exact full and perfect obedience, and then the same
amount of suffering as if there had been no obedience? And this, too, of
His beloved Son?

(5.) What Christian ever felt, or can feel in the presence of God, that he
has a right to demand justification in the name of Christ, as due to him
on the ground of “exact justice?” Observe, the framers of the
Confession just quoted, studiously represent all the grace exercised in
the justification of sinners, as confined to the two acts of giving His
Son and accepting the substitution. This done, Christ fully pays the
debt, fully and exactly satisfies His Father’s justice. You now need
not, must not conceive of the pardon of sin as grace or favor. To do
this is, according to the teaching of this Confession, to dishonor Christ.
It is to reject His righteousness and salvation. What think you of this?
One act of grace in giving His Son, and consenting to the substitution,
and all forgiveness, all accepting and trusting as righteous, is not grace,
but “exact justice.” To pray for forgiveness, as an act of grace, is
apostasy from Christ. Christian! Can you believe this? No; in your
closet, smarting under the sting of a recently committed sin, or broken
down and bathed in tears, you cannot find it in your heart to demand
“exact justice” at the hand of God, on the ground that Christ has fully
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and literally paid your debt. To represent the work and death of Christ
as the ground of justification in this sense, is a snare and a stumbling-
block. This view that I have just examined, contradicts the necessary
convictions of every saint on earth. For the truth of this assertion I
appeal to the universal consciousness of saints.

2. Our own works, or obedience to the law or to the gospel, are not the
ground or foundation of our justification. That is neither our faith, nor
repentance, nor love, nor life, nor anything done by us or wrought in us, is
the ground of our justification. These are conditions of our justification, in
the sense of a “not without which,” but not the ground of it. We are
justified upon condition of our faith, but not for our faith; upon condition
of our repentance, love, obedience, perseverance to the end, but not for
these things. These are the conditions, but not the reason, ground, or
procuring cause of our justification. We cannot be justified without them,
neither are we or can we be justified by them. None of these things must
be omitted on pain of eternal damnation. Nor must they be put in the place
of Christ, upon the same penalty. Faith is so much insisted on in the
gospel as the sine qua non of our justification, that some seem disposed, or
at least to be in danger of substituting faith in the place of Christ; of
making faith instead of Christ the Savior.

3. Neither is the atonement, nor anything in the mediatorial work of Christ,
the foundation of our justification, in the sense of the source, moving, or
procuring cause. This, that is the ground of our justification, lies deep in
the heart of infinite love. We owe all to that merciful disposition that
performed the mediatorial work, and died the accursed death to supply an
indispensable condition of our justification and salvation. To stop short in
the act which supplied the condition, instead of finding the depths of a
compassion as fathomless as infinity, as the source of the whole
movement, is to fail in discrimination. The work, and death, and
resurrection, and advocacy of Christ are indispensable conditions, are all-
important, but not the fundamental reason of our justification.

4. Nor is the work of the Holy Spirit in converting and sanctifying the
soul, the foundation of our justification. This is only a condition or means
of bringing it about, but is not the fundamental reason.
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5. But the disinterested and infinite love of God, the Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, is the true and only foundation of the justification and salvation of
sinners. God is love, that is, He is infinitely benevolent. All He does, or
says, or suffers, permits or omits, is for one and the same ultimate reason,
namely, to promote the highest good of universal being.

6. Christ, the second person in the glorious Trinity, is represented in
scripture, as taking so prominent a part in this work, that the number of
offices and relations which He sustains to God and man in it are truly
wonderful. For example, He is represented as being King, Judge, Mediator,
Advocate, Redeemer, surety, wisdom, righteousness, sanctification,
redemption, Prophet, Priest Passover, or Lamb of God the bread and water
of life true God and eternal life our life our all in all as the repairer of the
breach as dying for our sins as rising for our justification as the
resurrection and the life bearing our griefs and carrying our sorrows as He,
by whose stripes we are healed as the head of His people as the
bridegroom or husband of His church as the shepherd of His flock as the
door by which they enter as the way to salvation as our salvation as the
truth as being made sin for us that we are made the righteousness of God in
Him that in Him dwells all the fullness of the Godhead that in Him all
fullness dwells all power in heaven and earth are said to be given to Him
the true light that lighteth every man that cometh into the world Christ in
us the hope of glory the true vine of which we are the branches our brother
Wonderful Counselor the mighty God the everlasting Father the prince of
peace the captain of salvation the captain of the Lord’s host.

These are among the official relations of Christ to His people, and to the
great work of our justification. I shall have frequent occasion to consider
Him in some of these relations, as we proceed in this course of study.
Indeed, the offices, relations, and works of Christ, are among the most
important topics of Christian theology.

Christ is our Justification, in the sense that He carries into execution the
whole scheme of redemption devised by the adorable Godhead. To Him
the scriptures everywhere direct the eyes of our faith and of our
intelligence also. The Holy Spirit is represented not as glorifying Himself,
but as speaking of Jesus, as taking of the things of Christ and showing
them to His people, as glorifying Christ Jesus, as being sent by Christ, as
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being the Spirit of Christ, as being Christ Himself dwelling in the hearts of
His people. But I must forbear at present. This subject of Christ’s
relations needs elucidation in future lectures.

REMARKS

The relations of the old school view of justification to their view of
depravity is obvious. They hold, as we have seen, that the constitution in
every faculty and part is sinful. Of course, a return to personal, present
holiness, in the sense of entire conformity to the law, cannot with them be
a condition of justification. They must have a justification while yet at
least in some degree of sin. This must be brought about by imputed
righteousness. The intellect revolts at a justification in sin. So a scheme is
devised to divert the eye of the law and of the lawgiver from the sinner to
his substitute, who has perfectly obeyed the law. But in order to make out
the possibility of his obedience being imputed to them, it must be
assumed, that He owed no obedience for Himself; than which a greater
absurdity cannot be conceived. Constitutional depravity or sinfulness
being once assumed, physical regeneration, physical sanctification,
physical divine influence, imputed righteousness and justification, while
personally in the commission of sin, follow of course.
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LECTURE 37

SANCTIFICATION

I WILL REMIND YOU OF SOME POINTS THAT
HAVE BEEN SETTLED IN THIS COURSE OF STUDY.

1. The true intent and meaning of the law of God has been, as I trust,
ascertained in the lectures on moral government. Let this point if need be,
be examined by reference to those lectures.

2. We have also seen, in those lectures, what is not, and what is implied in
entire obedience to the moral law.

3. In those lectures, and also in the lectures on justification and repentance,
it has been shown that nothing is acceptable to God, as a condition of
justification, and of consequent salvation, but a repentance that implies a
return to full obedience to the moral law.

4. It has also been shown, that nothing is holiness short of full obedience,
for the time being, to the moral law.

5. It has also been shown, that regeneration and repentance consist in the
heart’s return to full obedience, for the time being, to this law.

6. We have also examined the doctrine of depravity, and seen, that moral
depravity, or sin, consists in selfishness, and not at all in the constitution
of men; that selfishness does not consist in the involuntary appetites,
passions, and propensities, but that it consists alone in the committal of
the will to the gratification of the propensities.

7. We have seen that holiness consists, not at all in the constitution of
body or mind; but that it belongs, strictly, only to the will or heart, and
consists in obedience of will to the law of God, as it lies revealed in the
intellect; that it is expressed in one word, love; that this love is identical
with the entire consecration of the whole being to the glory of God, and to
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the highest well-being of the universe; or in other words, that it consists in
disinterested benevolence.

8. We have seen that all true saints, while in a state of acceptance with
God, do actually render, for the time being, full obedience to all the known
requirements of God; that is, that they do for the time being their whole
duty all that God, at this time, requires of them.

9. We have seen that this obedience is not rendered independent of the
grace of God, but is induced by the indwelling spirit of Christ received by
faith, and reigning in the heart. This fact will be more fully elucidated in
this discussion than it has been in former lectures. A former lecture was
devoted to it; but a fuller consideration of it remains to be entered upon
hereafter.

DEFINE THE PRINCIPAL TERMS
TO BE USED IN THIS DISCUSSION.

Here let me remark, that a definition of terms, in all discussions, is of
prime importance. Especially is this true of this subject. I have observed
that almost without an exception, those who have written on this subject
dissenting from the views entertained here, do so upon the ground that
they understand and define the terms sanctification and Christian
perfection differently from what we do. Every one gives his own
definition, varying materially from others, and from what we understand
by the terms; and then he goes on professedly opposing the doctrine as
inculcated here. Now this is not only utterly unfair, but palpably absurd.
If I oppose a doctrine inculcated by another man, I am bound to oppose
what he really holds. If I misrepresent his sentiments, “I fight as one that
beateth the air” (1 Corinthians 9:26). I have been amazed at the diversity
of definitions that have been given for the terms Christian perfection,
sanctification, etc.; and to witness the diversity of opinion as to what is,
and what is not, implied in these terms. One objects wholly to the use of
the term Christian perfection, because, in his estimation, it implies this,
and that, and the other thing, which I do not suppose are at all implied in
it. Another objects to our using the term sanctification, because that
implies, according to his understanding of it, certain things that render its
use improper. Now it is no part of my design to dispute about the use of
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words. I must however use some terms; and I ought to be allowed to use
Bible language in its scriptural sense, as I understand it. And if I should
sufficiently explain my meaning, and define the sense in which I use the
terms, and the sense in which the Bible manifestly uses them, this ought to
suffice. And I beg, that nothing more or less may be understood by the
language I use, than I profess to mean by it. Others may, if they please,
use the same terms, and give a different definition of them. But I have a
right to hope and expect, if they feel called upon to oppose what I say,
that they will bear in mind my definition of the terms, and not pretend, as
some have done, to oppose my views, while they have only differed from
me in their definition of the terms used, giving their own definition varying
materially and, I might say, infinitely from the sense in which I use the
same terms, and then arraying their arguments to prove, that according to
their definition of it, sanctification is not really attainable in this life, when
no one here or anywhere else, that I ever heard of pretended that, in their
sense of the term, it ever was or ever will be, attainable in this life, and I
might add, or in that which is to come.

Sanctification is a term of frequent use in the Bible. Its simple and primary
meaning is a state of consecration to God. To sanctify is to set apart to a
holy use to consecrate a thing to the service of God. This is plainly both
the Old and the New Testament use of the term. The Greek word hagiazo
means to sanctify, to consecrate, or devote a person or thing to a
particular, especially to a sacred, use. This word is synonymous with the
Hebrew kaudash. This last word is used in the Old Testament to express
the same thing that is intended by the Greek hagiazo, namely, to
consecrate, devote, set apart, sanctify, purify, make clean or pure.
Hagiasmos, a substantive from hagiazo, means sanctification, devotion,
consecration, purity, holiness.

FROM THE BIBLE USE OF THESE TERMS
IT IS MOST MANIFEST:

1. That sanctification does not imply any constitutional change, either of
soul or body. It consists in the consecration or devotion of the
constitutional powers of body and soul to God, and not in any change
wrought in the constitution itself.
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2. It is also evident from the scriptural use of the term, that sanctification
is not a phenomenon, or state of the intellect. It belongs neither to the
reason, conscience, nor understanding. In short, it cannot consist in any
state of the intellect whatever. All the states of this faculty are purely
passive states of mind; and of course, as we have abundantly seen,
holiness is not properly predicable of them.

3. It is just as evident that sanctification, in the scriptural and proper sense
of the term, is not a mere feeling of any kind. It is not a desire, an appetite,
a passion, a propensity, an emotion, nor indeed any kind or degree of
feeling. It is not a state or phenomenon of the sensibility. The states of the
sensibility are, like those of the intellect, purely passive states of mind, as
has been repeatedly shown. They of course can have no moral character in
themselves.

4. The Bible use of the term, when applied to persons, forbids the
understanding of it, as consisting in any involuntary state or attitude of
mind whatever.

5. The inspired writers evidently used the terms which are translated by
the English word sanctify, to designate a phenomenon of the will, or a
voluntary state of mind. They used the term hagiazo in Greek, and
kaudash in Hebrew, to represent the act of consecrating one’s self, or
anything else to the service of God, and to the highest well-being of the
universe. The term manifestly not only represents an act of the will, but an
ultimate act or choice, as distinguished from a mere volition, or executive
act of the will. Thus, the terms rendered sanctified are used as
synonymous with loving God with all the heart, and our neighbor as
ourselves. The Greek hagiasmos, translated by the word sanctification, is
evidently intended to express a state or attitude of voluntary consecration
to God, a continued act of consecration; or a state of choice as distinct
from a mere act of choice, an abiding act or state of choice, a standing and
controlling preference of mind, a continuous committal of the will to the
highest well-being of God and of the universe. Sanctification, as a state
differing from a holy act, is a standing, ultimate intention, and exactly
synonymous or identical with a state of obedience, or conformity to the
law of God. We have repeatedly seen that the will is the executive or
controlling faculty of the mind. Sanctification consists in the will’s
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devoting or consecrating itself and the whole being, all we are and have, so
far as powers, susceptibilities, possessions are under the control of the
will, to the service of God, or, which is the same thing, to the highest
interests of God and of being. Sanctification, then, is nothing more nor less
than entire obedience, for the time being, to the moral law.

Sanctification may be entire in two senses:

(1.) In the sense of present, full obedience, or entire consecration to
God; and

(2.) In the sense of continued, abiding consecration or obedience to
God. Entire sanctification, when the terms are used in this sense,
consists in being established, confirmed, preserved, continued in a state
of sanctification or of entire consecration to God.

In this discussion, then, I shall use the term entire sanctification to
designate a state of confirmed, and entire consecration of body, soul, and
spirit, or of the whole being to God confirmed, not in the sense,

(1.) That a soul entirely sanctified cannot sin, but that as a matter of
fact, he does not, and will not sin.

(2.) Nor do I use the term entire sanctification as implying that the
entirely sanctified soul is in no such danger of sinning as to need the
thorough use and application of all the means of grace to prevent him
from sinning, and to secure his continued sanctification.

(3.) Nor, do I mean by entire sanctification, a state in which there will
be no further struggle or warfare with temptation, or in which the
Christian warfare will cease. This certainly did not cease in Christ to
the end of life, nor will it with any being in the flesh.

(4.) Nor do I use the term as implying a state in which no further
progress in holiness is possible. No such state is, or ever will be,
possible to any creature, for the plain reason, that all creatures must
increase in knowledge; and increase of knowledge implies increase of
holiness in a holy being. The saints will doubtless grow in grace or
holiness to all eternity.
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(5.) Nor do I mean by the term entire sanctification, that the entirely
sanctified soul will no longer need the continual grace and indwelling
Spirit of Christ to preserve it from sin, and to secure its continuance in
a state of consecration to God. It is amazing that such men as Dr.
Beecher and others should suppose, that a state of entire consecration
implies that the entirely sanctified soul no longer needs the grace of
Christ to preserve it. Entire sanctification, instead of implying no
further dependence on the grace of Christ, implies the constant
appropriation of Christ by faith as the sanctification of the soul.

But since entire sanctification, as I understand the term, is identical with
entire and continued obedience to the law of God, and since I have in
lectures on moral government fully shown what is not, and what is,
implied in full obedience to the law of God, to avoid much repetition in
this place, I must refer you to what I have there said upon the topics just
named.

SHOW WHAT THE REAL QUESTION NOW AT ISSUE IS.

1. It is not whether a state of present full obedience to the divine law is
attainable in this life. For this has, I trust, been clearly established in
former lectures.

2. It is not whether a state of permanent, full obedience has been attained
by all, or by any of the saints on earth.

3. But the true question at issue is, Is a state of entire, in the sense of
permanent sanctification, attainable in this life?

If in this discussion I shall insist upon the fact, that this state has been
attained, let it be distinctly understood, that the fact that the attainment
has been made, is only adduced in proof of the attainability of this state;
that it is only one of the arguments by which the attainability of this state
is proved. Let it also be distinctly borne in mind, that if there should be in
the estimation of any one a defect in the proof, that this state has been
attained, still the integrity and conclusiveness of the other arguments in
support of the attainability will not thereby be shaken. It is no doubt true,
that the attainability of this state in this life may be abundantly
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established, entirely irrespective of the question whether this state has
ever been attained.

The true question is, Is a state of entire, established, abiding consecration
to God attainable in this life, in such a sense, that we may rationally expect
or hope to become thus established in this life? Are the conditions of
attaining this established state in the grace and love of God, such that we
may rationally expect or hope to fulfil them, and thus become established,
or entirely sanctified in this life? This is undoubtedly the true and the
greatly important question to be settled.

THAT ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION IS ATTAINABLE IN THIS LIFE.

1. It is self-evident, that entire obedience to God’s law is possible on the
ground of natural ability. To deny this, is to deny that a man is able to do
as well as he can. The very language of the law is such as to level its claims
to the capacity of the subject, however great or small that capacity may
be.

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy
soul, with all thy mind, and with all thy strength”
(Deuteronomy 6:5).

Here then it is plain, that all the law demands, is the exercise of whatever
strength we have, in the service of God. Now, as entire sanctification
consists in perfect obedience to the law of God, and as the law requires
nothing more than the right use of whatever strength we have, it is, of
course, forever settled, that a state of entire sanctification is attainable in
this life, on the ground of natural ability.

This is generally admitted by those who are called moderate Calvinists. Or,
perhaps I should say, it generally has been admitted by them, though at
present some of them seem inclined to give up the doctrine of natural
ability, and to take refuge in constitutional depravity, rather than admit the
attainableness of a state of entire sanctification in this life. But let men take
refuge where they will, they can never escape from the plain letter, and
spirit, and meaning of the law of God. Mark with what solemn emphasis it
says,
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“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy
soul, with all thy mind, and with all thy strength” (Deuteronomy 6:5).

This is its solemn injunction, whether it be given to an angel, a man, or a
child. An angel is bound to exercise an angel’s strength; a man, the strength
of a man; and a child, the strength of a child. It comes to every moral being
in the universe, just as he is, where he is, and requires, not that he should
create new powers, or possess other powers than he has, but that such as
his powers are, they should all be used with the utmost perfection and
constancy for God.

2. The provisions of grace are such as to render its actual attainment in this
life, the object of reasonable pursuit. It is admitted, that the entire
sanctification of the church is to be accomplished. It is also admitted, that
this work is to be accomplished, “through the sanctification of the Spirit
and the belief of the truth” (2 Thessalonians 2:13). It is also universally
agreed, that this work must be begun here; and also that it must be
completed before the soul can enter heaven. This then is the inquiry, Is
this state attainable as a matter of fact before death?

BIBLE ARGUMENT

I come now to consider the question directly, and wholly as a Bible
question, whether entire sanctification is in such a sense attainable in this
life, as to make its attainment an object of rational pursuit.

1. It is evident from the fact, expressly stated, that abundant means are
provided for the accomplishment of this end.

“He that descended is the same also that ascended up far above all
heavens, that he might fill all things. And he gave some, apostles;
and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and
teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ; till we all come in
the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God,
unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness
of Christ; that we henceforth be no more children tossed to and fro,
and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of
men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;
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but speaking the truth in love, may grow up into Him in all things,
which is the head, even Christ; from whom the whole body fitly
joined together and compacted by that which every joint supplieth,
according to the effectual working in the measure of every part,
maketh increase of the body, unto the edifying of itself in love”
(Ephesians 4:15-19).

Upon this passage I remark:

(1.) That what is here spoken of is plainly applicable only to this life.
It is in this life that the apostles, evangelists, prophets, and teachers,
exercise their ministry. These means therefore are applicable, and so far
as we know, only applicable to this life.

(2.) The apostle here manifestly teaches, that these means are designed
and adequate to perfecting the whole church as the body of Christ,

“till we all come in the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of
the Son of God, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ” (Ephesians 4:13).

Now observe:

(3.) These means are for the perfecting of the saints, till the whole
church, as a perfect man, “has come to the measure of the stature of
the fullness of Christ.” If this is not entire sanctification, what is? That
this is to take place in this world is evident from what follows. For the
apostle adds,

“that we henceforth be no more tossed to and fro, and carried about
with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning
craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive” (Ephesians 4:14).

(4.) It should be observed, that this is a very strong passage in support
of the doctrine, inasmuch as it asserts that abundant means are
provided for the sanctification of the church in this life. And as the
whole includes all its parts, there must be sufficient provision for the
sanctification of each individual.
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(5.) If the work is ever to be effected, it is by these means. But these
means are used only in this life. Entire sanctification then must take
place in this life.

(6.) If this passage does not teach a state of entire sanctification, such a
state is nowhere mentioned in the Bible. And if believers are not here
said to be wholly sanctified by these means, and of course in this life, I
know not that it is anywhere taught that they shall be sanctified at all.

(7.) But suppose this passage to be put into the language of a
command, how should we understand it? Suppose the saints
commanded to be perfect, and to “grow up to the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ” (Ephesians 4:13), could anything less
than entire sanctification be understood by such requisitions? Then by
what rule of sober criticism, I would inquire, can this language, used in
this connection, mean anything less than I have supposed it to mean?

2. But let us look into some of the promises. It is not my design to
examine a great number of scripture promises, but rather to show, that
those which I do examine, fully sustain the positions I have taken. One is
sufficient, if it be full and its application just, to settle this question for
ever. I might occupy many pages in the examination of the promises, for
they are exceedingly numerous, and full, and in point. But my design is at
present to examine somewhat critically a few only out of the many. This
will enable you to apply the same principles to the examination of the
scripture promises generally.

(1.) I begin by referring you to the law of God, as given in:

“And now, Israel, what doth the Lord thy God require of thee, but
to fear the Lord thy God, to walk in all His ways, and to love Him,
and to serve the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul?” (Deuteronomy 10:12).

Upon this passage I remark:

(a.) It professedly sums up the whole duty of man to God to fear and
love Him with all the heart and all the soul.
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(b.) Although this is said of Israel, yet it is equally true of all men. It is
equally binding upon all, and is all that God requires of any man in
regard to Himself.

(c.) Continued obedience to this requirement is entire sanctification, in
the sense in which I use those terms.

“And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of
thy seed, to love the Lord thy God with all thine heart, and with all
thy soul, that thou mayest live” (Deuteronomy 30:6).

Here we have a promise couched in the same language as the command just
quoted. Upon this passage I remark:

It promises just what the law requires. If the law requires a state of entire
sanctification, or if that which the law requires is a state of entire
sanctification, then this is a promise of entire sanctification. As the
command is universally binding upon all and applicable to all, so this
promise is universally applicable to all who will lay hold upon it. Faith is
an indispensable condition of the fulfillment of this promise. It is entirely
impossible that we should love God with all the heart, without confidence
in Him. God begets love in man in no other way than by so revealing
Himself as to inspire confidence, that confidence which works by love.

Now here there is no perceivable reason why we should not understand
the language of the promise as meaning as much as the language of the
command. This promise appears to have been designed to cover the whole
ground of the requirement. Suppose the language in this promise to be used
in a command, or suppose that the form of this promise were changed into
that of a command; suppose God should say as He does elsewhere,

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart
and with all thy soul” (Deuteronomy 6:5),

who would doubt that God designed to require a state of entire
sanctification or consecration to Himself? How then are we to understand
it when used in the form of a promise? If His bountifulness equals His
justice, His promises of grace must be understood to mean as much as the
requirements of His justice. If He delights in giving as much as in receiving,
His promises must mean as much as the language of His requirements.
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This promise is designed to be fulfilled in this life. The language and
connection imply this: “I will circumcise thy heart, and the heart of thy
seed, to love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul.”
This in some sense takes place in regeneration, but more than simple
regeneration seems here to be promised. It is plain, I think, that this
promise relates to a state of mind, and not merely to an exercise.

This promise as it respects the church, at some day, must be absolute and
certain. So that God will undoubtedly, at some period, beget this state of
mind in the church. But to what particular individuals and generation this
promise will be fulfilled, must depend upon their faith in the promise.

(2.) —

“Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new
covenant with the house of Israel, and with the house of Judah; not
according to the covenant that I made with their fathers, in the day
that I took them by the hand, to bring them out of the land of
Egypt, (which My covenant they brake, although I was a husband
unto them, saith the Lord;) but this shall be the covenant that I will
make with the house of Israel: After those days, saith the Lord, I
will put My law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts;
and I will be their God, and they shall be My people. And they
shall teach no more every man his neighbor, and every man his
brother, saying, Know the Lord; for they shall all know Me, from
the least of them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord; for I will
forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more”
(Jeremiah 31:31-34).

Upon this passage, I mark:

(a.) It was to become due, or the time when its fulfillment might be
claimed and expected, was at the advent of Christ. This is
unequivocally settled in Hebrews 8:8-12, where this passage is quoted
at length, as being applicable to the gospel day.

(b.) This is undeniably a promise of entire sanctification. It is a
promise that the “law shall be written in the heart.” It means that the
very temper and spirit required by the law shall be begotten in the
soul. Now, if the law requires entire sanctification or perfect holiness,
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this is certainly a promise of it; for it is a promise of all that the law
requires. To say that this is not a promise of entire sanctification, is
the same absurdity as to say, that perfect obedience to the law is not
entire sanctification; and this last is the same absurdity as to say, that
something more is our duty than what the law requires: and this again
is to say, that the law is imperfect and unjust.

(c.) A permanent state or entire sanctification is plainly implied in this
promise. The reason for setting aside the first covenant was, that it
was broken: “Which My covenant they brake.” One grand design of
the new covenant is, that it shall not be broken, for then it would be no
better than the first. Permanency is implied in the fact, that it is to be
engraved in the heart. Permanency is plainly implied in the assertion,
that God will remember their sin no more. In Jeremiah 32:39, 40, where
the same promise is in substance repeated, you will find it expressly
stated, that the covenant is to be “everlasting,” and that He will so
“put His fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart from Him.”
Here permanency is as expressly promised as it can be.

Suppose the language of this promise to be thrown into the form of a
command. Suppose God to say, “Let My law be within your hearts, and
let it be in your inward parts, and let My fear be so within your hearts,
that you shall not depart from Me. Let your covenant with Me be
everlasting.” If this language were found in a command, would any man in
his senses doubt that it meant to require perfect and permanent
sanctification? If not, by what rule of sober interpretation does he make it
mean anything else, when found in a promise? It appears to be profane
trifling, when such language is found in a promise, to make it mean less
than it does when found in a command.

This promise as it respects the church, at some period of its history, is
unconditional, and its fulfillment certain. But in respect to any particular
individuals or generation of the church, its fulfillment is necessarily
conditionated upon their faith. The church, as a body, have certainly never
received this new covenant. Yet, doubtless, multitudes in every age of the
Christian dispensation have received it. And God will hasten the time
when it shall be so fully accomplished, that there shall be no need for one
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man to say to his brother, “Know the Lord, for all shall know Him from
the least to the greatest” ( Hebrews 8:11).

It should be understood, that this promise was made to the Christian
church, and not at all to the Jewish church. The saints under the old
dispensation had no reason to expect the fulfillment of this and kindred
promises to themselves, because their fulfillment was expressly deferred
until the commencement of the Christian dispensation.

It has been said, that nothing more is here promised than regeneration. But
were not the Old Testament saints regenerated? Yet it is expressly said,
that they received not the promises.

“These all died in faith, not having received the promises, but
having seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them, and
embraced them, and confessed that they were strangers and
pilgrims on the earth.” “And these all, having obtained a good
report through faith, received not the promise; God having
provided some better thing for us, that they without us should not
be made perfect” (Hebrews 11:13, 39, 40).

Here we see that these promises were not received by the Old Testament
saints. Yet they were regenerated.

It has also been said, that the promise implies no more than the final
perseverance of the saints. But I would inquire, did not the Old Testament
saints persevere? And yet we have just seen, that the Old Testament
saints did not receive these promises in their fulfillment.

(3.) I will next examine the promise in:

“Then will I sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean;
from all your filthiness, and from all your idols, will I cleanse you.
A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within
you; and I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I
will give you an heart of flesh. And I will put My Spirit within
you, and cause you to walk in My statutes, and ye shall keep My
judgments and do them” (Ezekiel 36:25-17).

Upon this I remark:
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(a.) It was written within nineteen years after that which we have just
examined in Jeremiah. It plainly refers to the same time, and is a
promise of the same blessing.

(b.) It seems to be admitted, nor can it be denied, that this is a promise
of entire sanctification. The language is very definite and full. “Then,”
referring to some future time, when it should become due, “will I
sprinkle clean water upon you, and ye shall be clean.” Mark, the first
promise, “ye shall be clean.” If to be “clean” does not mean entire
sanctification, what does it mean?

The second promise is, “From all your filthiness and from all your idols
will I cleanse you.” If to be cleansed “from all filthiness and all idols,” be
not a state of entire sanctification, what is?

The third promise is, “A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit
will I put within you; I will take away the stony heart out of your flesh,
and will give you an heart of flesh.” If to have a “clean heart,” a “new
heart,” a “heart of flesh,” in opposition to a “heart of stone,” be not entire
sanctification, what is?

The fourth promise is, “I will put My Spirit within you, and cause you to
walk in My statutes, and ye shall keep My judgments, and do them.”

(c.) Let us turn the language of these promises into that of command,
and understand God as saying, “Make you a clean heart, a new heart,
and a new spirit; put away all your iniquities, all your filthiness, and
all your idols; walk in My statutes, and keep My judgments, and do
them.” Now what man, in the sober exercise of his reason, would doubt
whether God meant to require a state of entire sanctification in such
commands as these? The rules of legitimate interpretation would
demand that we should so understand Him.

If this is so, what is the fair and proper construction of this language, when
found in a promise? I do not hesitate to say, that to me it is amazing, that
any doubt should be left on the mind of any man whether, in these
promises, God means as much as in His commands, couched in the same
language: for example, see:
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“Repent, and turn yourselves from all your transgressions; so
iniquity shall not be your ruin. Cast away from you all your
transgressions, whereby ye have transgressed and make you a new
heart and a new spirit; for why will ye die, O house of Israel?”
(Ezekiel 18:30-31).

Now, that the language in the promise under consideration, should mean as
much as the language of this command, is demanded by every sober rule of
interpretation. And who ever dreamed, that when God required His people
to put away all their iniquities, He only meant that they should put away
a part of them.

(d.) This promise respects the church, and it cannot be pretended, that
it has ever been fulfilled, according to its proper import, in any past
age of the church.

(e.) As it regards the church, at a future period of its history, this
promise is absolute, in the sense that it certainly will be fulfilled.

(f.) It was manifestly designed to apply to Christians under the new
dispensation, rather than to the Jews under the old dispensation. The
sprinkling of clean water, and the outpouring of the Spirit, seems
plainly to indicate, that the promise belonged more particularly to the
Christian dispensation. It undeniably belongs to the same class of
promises with that in Jeremiah 26:31-34; Joel 2:28, and many others,
that manifestly look forward to the gospel-day as the time when they
shall become due. As these promises have never been fulfilled, in their
extent and meaning, their complete fulfillment remains to be realized by
the church as a body. And those individuals, and that generation, will
take possession of the blessing, who understand, and believe, and
appropriate them to their own case.

(4.) I will next examine the promise in:

“And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God
your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved blameless unto
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is He that calleth
you, who also will do it” (1 Thessalonians 5:23, 24).

Upon this I remark:
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(a.) It is admitted, that this is a prayer for, and a promise of, entire
sanctification.

(b.) The very language shows, that both the prayer and the promise
refer to this life, as it is a promise, yet for the sanctification of the
body as well as the soul; also that they might be preserved, not after,
but unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.

(c.) This is a prayer of inspiration, to which is annexed an express
promise that God will do it.

(d.) Its fulfillment is, from the nature of the case, conditionated upon
our faith, as sanctification without faith is naturally impossible.

(e.) Now, if this promise, with those that have already been examined,
does not, honestly interpreted, fully settle the question of the
attainability of entire sanctification in this life, it is difficult to
understand how anything can be settled by an appeal to scripture.

There are great multitudes of promises of the same import, to which I
might refer you, and which, if examined in the light of the foregoing rules of
interpretation, would be seen to heap up demonstration upon
demonstration, that this is a doctrine of the Bible. Only examine them in
the light of these plain, self-evident principles, and it seems to me, that
they cannot fail to produce conviction.

Having examined a few of the promises in proof of the position that a state
of entire sanctification is attainable in this life, I will now proceed to
mention other considerations, in support of this doctrine.

3. The apostles evidently expected Christians to attain this state in this
life.

“Epaphras, who is one of you, a servant of Christ, saluteth you,
always laboring fervently for you in prayers, that we may stand
perfect and complete in all the will of God” (Colossians 3:12).

Upon this passage I remark:

(1.) It was the object of the efforts of Epaphras, and a thing which he
expected to effect, to be instrumental in causing those Christians to be
“perfect and complete in all the will of God.”
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(2.) If this language does not describe a state of entire, in the sense of
permanent, sanctification, I know of none that would. If “to be perfect
and complete in all the will of God,” be not Christian perfection, what
is?

(3.) Paul knew that Epaphras was laboring to this end, and with this
expectation; and he informed the church of it, in a manner that
evidently showed his approbation of the views and conduct of
Epaphras.

That the apostles expected Christians to attain this state is further
manifest, from:

“Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting
holiness in the fear of God” (2 Corinthians 7:1).

Now, does not the apostle speak in this passage, as if he really expected
those to whom he wrote, “to perfect holiness in the fear of God?” Observe
how strong and full the language is: “Let us cleanse ourselves from all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit.” If “to cleanse ourselves from all filthiness
of the flesh, and all filthiness of the spirit, and to perfect holiness,” be not
entire sanctification, what is? That he expected this to take place in this
life, is evident from the fact, that he requires them to be cleansed from all
filthiness of the flesh as well as of the spirit. This passage plainly
contemplates a state as distinguished from an act of consecration or
sanctification, that is, it evidently expresses the idea of entire, in the sense
of continued, sanctification.

4. All the intermediate steps can be taken; therefore, the end can be
reached. There is certainly no point in our progress towards entire
sanctification, where it can be said we can go no further. To this it has been
objected, that though all the intermediate steps can be taken, yet the goal
can never be reached in this life, just as five may be divided by three ad
infinitum, without exhausting the fraction. Now this illustration deceives
the mind that uses it, as it may the minds of those who listen to it. It is
true, that you can never exhaust the fraction in dividing five by three, for
the plain reason, that the division may be carried on ad infinitum. There is
no end. You cannot, in this case, take all the intermediate steps, because
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they are infinite. But in the case of entire sanctification, all the intermediate
steps can be taken: for there is an end, or state of entire sanctification, and
that too at a point infinitely short of infinite.

5. That this state may be attained in this life, I argue from the fact, that
provision is made against all the occasions of sin. Men sin only when they
are tempted, either by the world, the flesh, or the devil. And it is expressly
asserted, that, in every temptation, provision is made for our escape.
Certainly, if it is possible for us to escape without sin, under every
temptation, then a state of entire and permanent sanctification is
attainable.

Full provision is made for overcoming the three great enemies of our souls,
the world, the flesh, and the devil.

(1.) The world

“This is the victory that overcometh the world, even your faith”
(1 John 5:4).

“Who is he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth
that Jesus is the Christ” (1 John 5:5).

(2.) The flesh “If ye walk in the Spirit, ye shall not fulfill the lusts of
the flesh” (Galatians 5:16).

(3.) Satan “The shield of faith shall quench all the fiery darts of the
wicked” (Ephesians 6:16). And, “God shall bruise Satan under your
feet shortly” (Romans 16:20).

6. God is able to perform this work in and for us.

“For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named,
that He would grant you according to the riches of His glory, to be
strengthened with might by His Spirit in the inner man; that Christ
may dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted and
grounded in love, may be able to comprehend with all saints what
is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height; and to know the
love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled
with all the fullness of God” (Ephesians 3:14-19).
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Upon this passage I remark:

(1.) Paul evidently prays here for the entire sanctification of believers
in this life. It is implied in our being “rooted and grounded in love,” and
being “filled with all the fullness of God,” that we be as perfect in our
measure and according to our capacity, as He is. If to be filled with the
fullness of God, does not imply a state of entire sanctification, what
does?

(2.) That Paul did not see any difficulty in the way of God’s
accomplishing this work, is manifest from what he says in:

“Now unto Him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above all
that we ask or think, according to the power that worketh in us”
(Ephesians 3:20), etc.

7. The Bible nowhere represents death as the termination of sin in the
saints, which it could not fail to do, were it true, that they cease not to sin
until death. It has been the custom of the church for a long time, to console
individuals, in view of death, by the consideration, that it would be the
termination of all their sin. And how almost universal has been the custom
in consoling the friends of deceased saints, to mention this as a most
important fact, that now they had ceased from sin! Now, if death is the
termination of sin in the saints, and if they never cease to sin until they
pass into eternity, too much stress never has been or can be laid upon that
circumstance; and it seems utterly incredible, that no inspired writer
should ever have noticed the fact The representations of scripture are all
directly opposed to this idea. It is said,

“Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord, for they rest from their
labors, and their works do follow them” (Revelation 14:13).

Here it is not intimated that they rest from their sins, but from their good
works in this life; such works as shall follow, not to curse, but to bless
them. The representations of scripture are, that death is the termination of
the saint’s sufferings and labors of love in this world, for the good of men
and the glory of God. But nowhere in the Bible is it intimated, that the
death of a saint is the termination of his serving the devil.
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The Bible representations of death are utterly inconsistent with its being
an indispensable means of sanctification. Death is represented in the Bible
as an enemy. But if death is the only condition upon which men are
brought into a state of entire sanctification, its agency is as important and
as indispensable as the influence of the Holy Ghost. When death is
represented in the Bible as any thing else than an enemy, it is because it
cuts short the sufferings of the saints, and introduces them into a state of
eternal glory not because it breaks them off from communion with the
devil! How striking is the contrast between the language of the church and
that of inspiration on this subject! The church is consoling the Christian in
view of death, that it will be the termination of his sins that he will then
cease to serve the devil and his own lusts. The language of inspiration, on
the other hand, is, that he will cease, not from wicked, but from good
works, and labors and sufferings for God in this world. The language of the
church is, that then he will enter upon a life of unalterable holiness that he
shall then, and not till then, be entirely sanctified. The language of
inspiration is, that because he is sanctified, death shall be an entrance into a
state of eternal glory.

8. Ministers are certainly bound to set up some definite standard, to
which, as the ministers of God, they are to insist upon complete
conformity. And now I would ask, what other standard can they and dare
they set up than this? To insist upon any thing less than this, is to turn
pope and grant an indulgence to sin. But to set up this standard, and then
inculcate that conformity to it is not, as a matter of fact, attainable in this
life, is as absolutely to take the part of sin against God, as it would be to
insist upon repentance in theory, and then avow what in practice it is not
attainable. And here let me ask Christians what they expect ministers to
preach? Do you think they have a right to connive at any sin in you, or to
insist upon any thing else as a practicable fact, than that you should
abandon every iniquity? I ask, by what authority can a minister preach
any thing less? And how shall any minister dare to inculcate the duty as a
theory, and yet not insist upon it as a practical matter, as something to be
expected of every subject of God’s kingdom.

9. A denial of this doctrine has the natural tendency to beget the very
apathy witnessed in the church. Professors of religion go on in sin, without
much conviction of its wickedness. Sin unblushingly stalks abroad even in
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the church of God, and does not fill Christians with horror, because they
expect its existence as a thing of course. Tell a young convert that he must
expect to backslide, and he will do so of course, and with comparatively
little remorse, because he looks upon it as a kind of necessity. And being
led to expect it, you find him, in a few months after his conversion, away
from God, and not at all horrified with his state. Just so, inculcate the idea
among Christians, that they are not expected to abandon all sin, and they
will of course go on in sin with comparative indifference. Reprove them for
their sin, and they will say, “Oh, we are imperfect creatures; we do not
pretend to be perfect, nor do we expect we ever shall be in this world.”
Many such answers as these will slow you at once the God-dishonoring
and soul-ruining tendency of a denial of this doctrine.

10. A denial of this doctrine prepares the minds of ministers to temporize,
and wink at great iniquity in their churches. Feeling, as they certainly
must, if they disbelieve this doctrine, that a great amount of sin in all
believers is to be expected as a thing of course, their whole preaching, and
spirit, and demeanor, will be such as to beget a great degree of apathy
among Christians, in regard to their abominable sins.

11. If this doctrine is not true, how profane and blasphemous is the
covenant of every church of every evangelical denomination. Every church
requires its members to make a solemn covenant with God and with the
church, in the presence of God and angels, and with their hands upon the
emblems of the broken body and shed blood of the blessed Jesus,

“to abstain from all ungodliness and every worldly lust, to live
soberly, righteously, and Godly, in this present world” (Titus
2:12).

Now, if the doctrine of the attainability of entire sanctification in this life
is not true, what profane mockery is this covenant! It is a covenant to live
in a state of entire sanctification, made under the most solemn
circumstances, enforced by the most awful sanctions, and insisted upon by
the minister of God distributing the bread and wine. Now what right has
any minister on earth to require less than this? And again, what right has
any minister on earth to require this, unless it is a practicable thing, and
unless it is expected of him who makes the vow?
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Suppose, when this covenant was proposed to a convert about to unite
with the church, he should take it to his closet, and spread it before the
Lord, and inquire whether it would be right for him to make such a
covenant, and whether the grace of the gospel can enable him to fulfil it?
Do you suppose the Lord Jesus would reply, that if he made that
covenant, he certainly would, and must, as a matter of course, live in the
habitual violation of it as long as he lives, and that his grace was not
sufficient to enable him to keep it? Would he, in such a case, have any right
to take upon himself this covenant? No, no more than he would have a
right to lie to the Holy Ghost.

It has long been maintained by orthodox divines, that a person is not a
Christian who does not aim at living without sin that unless he aims at
perfection, he manifestly consents to live in sin; and is therefore
impenitent. It has been said, and I think truly, that if a man does not, in the
fixed purpose of his heart, aim at total abstinence from sin, and at being
wholly conformed to the will of God, he is not yet regenerated, and does
not so much as mean to cease from abusing God. In Barnes’ Notes upon 2
Corinthians 8:1, we have the following:

“The unceasing and steady aim of every Christian should be perfection in
all things in the love of God, of Christ, of man; perfection of heart, and
feeling, and emotion; perfection in his words, and plans, and dealings with
men; perfection in his prayers, and in his submission to the will of God.
No man can be a Christian who does not sincerely desire it, and who does
not constantly aim at it. No man is a friend of God who can acquiesce in a
state of sin, and who is satisfied and contented that he is not as holy as
God is holy. And any man who has no desire to be perfect as God is, and
who does not make it his daily and constant aim to be as perfect as God,
may set it down as demonstrably certain that he has no true religion.”

Now if this is so, I would ask how a person can aim at, and intend to do,
what he knows to be impossible. Is it not a contradiction to say that a man
can intend to do what he knows he cannot do? To this it has been objected,
that if true, it proves too much that it would prove that no man ever was a
Christian who did not believe in this doctrine. To this I reply:

A man may believe in what is really a state of entire sanctification, and aim
at attaining it, although he may not call it by that name. This I believe to be
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the real fact with Christians; and they would much more frequently attain
what they aim at, did they know how to appropriate the grace of Christ to
their own circumstances. Mrs. President Edwards, for example, firmly
believed that she could attain a state of entire consecration. She aimed at,
and manifestly attained it, and yet, such were her views of constitutional
depravity, that she did not call her state one of entire sanctification. It has
been common for Christians to suppose, that a state of entire consecration
is attainable; but while they believe in the sinfulness of their natures, they
would not of course call even entire consecration, entire sanctification.
Mrs. Edwards believed in, aimed at, and attained, entire consecration. She
aimed at what she believed to be attainable, and she could aim at nothing
more. She called it by the same name with her husband, who was opposed
to the doctrine of Christian perfection, as held by the Wesleyan
Methodists, manifestly on the ground of his notions of physical
depravity. I care not what this state is called, if the thing be fully explained
and insisted upon, together with the conditions of attaining it. Call it what
you please, Christian perfection, heavenly mindedness, the full assurance
of faith or hope, or a state of entire consecration; by all these I understand
the same thing. And it is certain, that by whatever name it is called, the
thing must be aimed at to be attained. The practicability of its attainment
must be admitted, or it cannot be aimed at. And now I would humbly
inquire, whether to preach any thing short of this is not to give
countenance to sin?

12. Another argument in favor of this doctrine is, that the gospel, as a
matter of fact, has often, not only temporarily, but permanently and
perfectly, overcome every form of sin, in different individuals. Who has
not seen the most beastly lusts, drunkenness, lasciviousness, and every
kind of abomination, long indulged and fully ripe, entirely and forever slain
by the power of the grace of God? Now how was this done? Only by
bringing this sin fully into the light of the gospel, and showing the
individual the relation which the death of Christ sustained to that sin.

Nothing is wanting to slay any and every form of sin, but for the mind to
be fully baptized into the death of Christ, and to see the bearings of one’s
own sins upon the sufferings, and agonies, and death of the blessed Jesus.
Let me state a fact to illustrate my meaning. An habitual and most
inveterate smoker of tobacco, of my acquaintance, after having been plied
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with almost every argument to induce him to break the power of the habit
and relinquish its use, in vain, on a certain occasion lighted his pipe, and
was about to put it to his mouth, when the inquiry was started, Did Christ
die to purchase this vile indulgence for me? The perceived relation of the
death of Christ to this sin instantly broke the power of the habit, and from
that day he has been free. I could relate many other facts more striking
than this, where a similar view of the relation of a particular sin to the
atonement of Christ, has, in a moment, not only broken the power of the
habit, but destroyed entirely and forever, the appetite for similar
indulgences. And in multitudes of cases when the appetite has not been
entirely slain, the will has been endowed with abundant and abiding
efficiency effectually to control it. If the most inveterate habits of sin, and
even those that involve physical consequences, and have deeply debased
the physical constitution, and rendered it a source of overpowering
temptation to the mind, can be, and often have been, utterly broken up,
and forever slain by the grace of God, why should it be doubted, that by
the same grace a man can triumph over all sin, and that forever?

13. If this doctrine is not true, what is true upon the subject? It is certainly
of great importance that ministers should be definite in their instructions;
and if Christians are not expected to be wholly conformed to the will of
God in this life, how much is expected of them? Who can say, Hitherto
canst thou, must thou come, but no further? It is certainly absurd, not to
say ridiculous, for ministers to be forever pressing Christians up to higher
and higher attainments, saying at every step, you can and must go higher,
and yet all along informing them, that they are expected to fall short of
their whole duty, that they can as a matter of fact, be better than they are,
far better, indefinitely better; but still it is not expected that they will do
their whole duty. I have often been pained to hear men preach, who were
afraid to commit themselves in favor of the whole truth; and who were yet
evidently afraid of falling short in their instructions, of insisting that men
should stand “perfect and complete in all the will of God” (Colossians
4:12). To be consistent they are evidently perplexed, and well they may
be; for in truth there is no consistency in their views and teachings. If they
do not inculcate, as a matter of fact, that men ought to do, and are expected
to do, their whole duty, they are sadly at a loss to know what to inculcate.
They have evidently many misgivings about insisting upon less than this,
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and still they fear to go to the full extent of apostolic teaching on this
subject. And in their attempts to throw in qualifying terms and caveats, to
avoid the impression, that they believe in the doctrine of entire
sanctification, they place themselves in a truly awkward position. Cases
have occurred in which ministers have been asked, how far we may go,
must go, and are expected to go, in dependence upon the grace of Christ,
and how holy men may be, and are expected to be, and must be, in this life.
They could give no other answer to this, than that they can be a great deal
better than they are. Now this indefiniteness is a great stumbling block to
the church. It cannot be according to the teachings of the Holy Ghost.

14. The tendency of a denial of this doctrine is, to my mind, conclusive
proof that the doctrine itself must be true. Many developments in the
recent history of the church throw light upon this subject. Who does not
see that the facts developed in the temperance reformation have a direct
and powerful bearing upon this question? It has been ascertained, that
there is no possibility of completing the temperance reformation, except
by adopting the principle of total abstinence from all intoxicating drinks.
Let a temperance lecturer go forth as an evangelist, to promote revivals on
the subject of temperance let him inveigh against drunkenness, while he
admits and defends the moderate use of alcohol, or insinuates, at least, that
total abstinence is not expected or practicable. In this stage of the
temperance reformation, every one can see that such a man can make no
progress; that he would be employed like a child in building dams of sand
to obstruct the rushing of mighty waters. It is as certain as that causes
produce their effects, that no permanent reformation could be effected,
without adopting and insisting on the total abstinence principle.

And now, if this is true, as it respects the temperance reformation, how
much more so when applied to the subjects of holiness and sin. A man
might, by some possibility, even in his own strength, overcome his habits
of drunkenness, and retain what might be called the temperate use of
alcohol. But no such thing is possible in a reformation from sin. There is
no temperate indulgence in sin. Sin, as a matter of fact, is never overcome
by any man in his own strength. If he admits into his creed the necessity
of any degree of sin, or if he allows in practice any degree of sin, he
becomes impenitent, consents to live in sin, and of course grieves the Holy
Spirit, the certain result of which is a relapsing into a state of legal bondage
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to sin. And this is probably a true history of many professed Christians in
the church. It is just what might be expected from the views and practice
of the church upon this subject.

The secret of backsliding is, that reformations are not carried deep enough.
Christians are not set with all their hearts to aim at a speedy deliverance
from all sin, but on the contrary are left, and in many instances taught, to
indulge the expectation that they shall sin as long as they live. I probably
never shall forget the effect produced on my mind by reading, when a
young convert, in the diary of David Brainerd, that he never expected to
make any considerable attainments in holiness in this life. I can now easily
see that this was a natural inference from the theory of physical sinfulness
which he held. But not perceiving this at the time, I doubt not that this
expression of his views had a very injurious effect upon me for many
years. It led me to reason thus: if such a man as David Brainerd did not
expect to make much advancement in holiness in this life, it is vain for me
to expect such a thing.

The fact is, if there be anything that is important to high attainments in
holiness, and to the progress of the work of sanctification in this life, it is
the adoption of the principle of total abstinence from sin. Total abstinence
from sin must be every man’s motto, or sin will certainly sweep him away
as with a flood. That cannot possibly be a true principle in temperance,
that leaves the causes which produce drunkenness to operate in their full
strength. Nor can that be true in regard to holiness which leaves the root
unextracted, and the certain causes of spiritual decline and backsliding at
work in the very heart of the church. And I am fully convinced that until
evangelists and pastors adopt, and carry out in practice, the principle of
total abstinence from all sin, they will as certainly find themselves, every
few months, called to do their work over again, as a temperance lecturer
would who should admit the moderate use of alcohol.

Again, who does not know that to call upon sinners to repent, and at the
same time to inform them that they will not, and cannot, and are not
expected to repent, would for ever prevent their repentance? Suppose you
say to a sinner, “You are naturally able to repent; but it is certain that you
never will repent in this life, either with or without the Holy Spirit.” Who
does not see that such teaching would prevent his repentance as surely as
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he believed it? To say to a professor of religion, “You are naturally able to
be wholly conformed to the will of God; but it is certain that you never
will be, in this life, either in your own strength, or by the grace of God”; if
this teaching be believed, it will just as certainly prevent his sanctification,
as the other teaching would the repentance of the sinner. I can speak from
experience on this subject. While I inculcated the common views, I was
often instrumental in bringing Christians under great conviction, and into a
state of temporary repentance and faith. But falling short of urging them
up to a point where they would become so acquainted with Christ as to
abide in Him, they would of course soon relapse again into their former
state. I seldom saw, and can now understand that I had no reason to expect
to see, under the instructions which I then gave, such a state of religious
principle, such steady and confirmed walking with God among Christians,
as I have seen since the change in my views and instructions.
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LECTURE 38

SANCTIFICATION, PAUL ENTIRELY SANCTIFIED

I might urge a great many other considerations, and as I have said, fill a
book with scriptures, and arguments, and demonstrations, of the
attainability of entire sanctification in this life.

But I forbear, and will present only one more consideration a consideration
which has great weight in some minds. It is a question of great importance,
whether any actually ever did attain this state. Some who believe it
attainable, do not consider it of much importance to show that it has
actually been attained. Now I freely admit, that it may be attainable, even
if it never has been attained. Yet it appears to me that as a source of
encouragement to the church, it is of great importance whether, as a matter
of fact, a state of entire and continued holiness has been attained in this
life. This question covers much ground. But for the sake of brevity, I
design to examine but one case, and see whether there is not reason to
believe that, in one instance at least, it has been attained. The case to which
I allude is that of the apostle Paul. And I propose to take up and examine
the passages that speak of him, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
there is evidence that he ever attained to this state in this life.

And here let me say that, to my own mind, it seems plain, that Paul and
John, to say nothing of the other apostles, designed and expected the
church to understand them as speaking from experience, and as having
received of that fullness which they taught to be in Christ and in His
gospel.

And I wish to say again and more expressly, that I do not rest the
practicability of attaining a state of entire and continued holiness at all
upon the question, whether any ever have attained it, any more than I
would rest the question, whether the world ever will be converted, upon
the fact whether it ever has been converted. I have been surprised, when
the fact that a state of entire holiness has been attained, is urged as one
argument among a great many to prove its attainability, and that too,
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merely as an encouragement to Christians to lay hold upon this blessing
that objectors and reviewers fasten upon this, as the doctrine of
sanctification, as if by calling this particular question into doubt, they
could overthrow all the other proof of its attainability. Now this is utterly
absurd. When, then, I examine the character of Paul with this object in
view, if it should not appear clear to you that he did attain this state, you
are not to overlook the fact, that its attainability is settled by other
arguments, on grounds entirely independent of the question, whether it has
been attained or not; and that I merely use this as an argument, simply
because to me it appears forcible, and fitted to afford great encouragement
to Christians to press after this state.

I will first make some remarks in regard to the manner in which the
language of Paul, when speaking of himself, should be understood; and
then proceed to an examination of the passages which speak of his
Christian character.

His character, as revealed in his life, demands that we should understand
him to mean all that he says, when speaking in his own favor. The Spirit of
inspiration would guard him against speaking too highly of himself. No
man ever seemed to possess greater modesty, and to feel more unwilling to
exalt his own attainments. If he considered himself as not having attained a
state of entire sanctification, and as often, if not in all things, falling short
of his duty, we may expect to find him acknowledging this in the deepest
self-abasement. If he is charged with living in sin, and with being wicked in
anything, we may expect him, when speaking under inspiration, not to
justify, but unequivocally to condemn himself in those things, if he was
really guilty.

Now, in view of these facts, let us examine those scriptures in which he
speaks of himself, and is spoken of by others.

“Ye are witnesses, and God also, how holy, and justly, and
unblamably, we behaved ourselves among you that believe”
(1 Thessalonians 2:10).

There he unqualifiedly asserts his own holiness. This language is very
strong, “How holy, justly, and unblamably.” If to be holy, just, and
unblamable, be not entire sanctification, what is? He appeals to the heart-
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searching God for the truth of what he says, and to their own observation,
calling on God and on them also to bear witness, that he had been holy and
without blame. Here we have the testimony of an inspired apostle, in the
most unqualified language, asserting his own entire sanctification. Was he
deceived? Can it be that he knew himself all the time to have been living in
sin? If such language as this does not amount to an unqualified assertion,
that he had lived among them without sin, what can be known by the use
of human language?

“Giving no offence in anything, that the ministry be not blamed;
but in all things approving ourselves as the ministers of God, in
much patience, in afflictions, in necessity, in distresses, in stripes,
in imprisonments, in tumults, in labors, in watchings, in fastings;
by pureness, by knowledge, by long-suffering, by kindness, by the
Holy Ghost, by love unfeigned, by the word of truth, by the
power of God, by the armor of righteousness on the right hand and
on the left” (2 Corinthians 6:3-7).

Upon these verses I remark: Paul asserts that he gave no offence in
anything, but in all things approved himself as a minister of God. Among
other things, he did this “by pureness, by the Holy Ghost, by love
unfeigned,” and “by the armor of righteousness on the right hand and on
the left.” How could so modest a man as Paul speak of himself in this
manner, unless he knew himself to be in a state of entire sanctification, and
thought it of great importance that the church should know it?

“For our rejoicing is this, the testimony of our conscience, that in
simplicity and Godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by
the grace of God, we have had our conversation in the world, and
more abundantly to you ward” (2 Corinthians 1:12).

This passage plainly implies the same thing, and was manifestly said for
the same purpose to declare the greatness of the grace of God as
manifested in himself.

“And herein do I exercise myself to have always a conscience void
of offence toward God, and toward men” (Acts 24:16),

Paul doubtless at this time had an enlightened conscience. If an inspired
apostle could affirm, that he “exercised himself to have always a
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conscience void of offence toward God and toward men,” must he not have
been in a state of entire sanctification?

“I thank God, whom I serve from my forefathers with a pure
conscience, that without ceasing I have remembrance of thee in my
prayers night and day” (2 Timothy 1:3).

Here again he affirms that he serves God with a pure conscience. Could
this be, if he was often, and perhaps every day, as some suppose, violating
his conscience?

“I am crucified with Christ; nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ
liveth in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh, I live by the
faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me”
(Galatians 2:20).

This does not assert, but strongly implies, that he lived without sin, and
also that he regarded himself as dead to sin in the sense of being
permanently sanctified.

“But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto
the world” (Galatians 6:14).

This text also affords the same inference as above.

“For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain” (Philippians 1:21). Here the
apostle affirms that for him to live was as if Christ lived in the church, that
is, by his doctrine illustrated by his life, it was as if Christ lived again and
preached His own gospel to sinners and to the church; or for him to live
was to make Christ known as if Christ lived to make Himself known. How
could he say this, unless his example, and doctrine, and spirit, were those
of Christ?

“Wherefore I take you to record this day, that I am pure from the blood of
all men” (Acts 20:26). This passage, taken in its connection, shows clearly
the impression that Paul desired to make upon the minds of those to
whom he spake. It is certain that he could in no proper sense be “pure
from the blood of all men,” unless he had done his whole duty. If he had
been sinfully lacking in any grace, or virtue, or labor, could he have said
this? Certainly not.
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“Wherefore, I beseech you, be ye followers of me. For this cause
have I sent unto you Timotheus, who is my beloved son, and
faithful in the Lord, who shall bring you into remembrance of my
ways which be in Christ, as I teach everywhere in every church”
(1 Corinthians 2:16-17).

Here Paul manifestly sets himself up as an example to the church. How
could he do this if he were living in sin? He sent Timotheus to them to
refresh their memories in regard to his doctrine and practice; implying that
what he taught in every church he himself practiced.

“Be ye followers of me, even as I also am of Christ”
(1 Corinthians 11:1).

Here Paul commands them to follow him “as he followed Christ”; not so
far as he followed Christ, as some seem to understand it, but to follow him
because he followed Christ. How could he, in this unqualified manner,
command the church to copy his example, unless he knew himself to be
blameless?

“Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark them which walk
so as ye have us for an example. For our conversation is in heaven,
from whence we also look for the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ”
(Philippians 3:17, 20).

Here again, Paul calls upon the church to follow him, and particularly to
notice those that copied his example, and assigns as the reason, “for our
conversation is in heaven.”

“Those things, which ye have both learned and received, and heard,
and seen in me, do; and the God of peace shall be with you”
(Philippians 3:9),

the Philippians were commanded to “do those things which they had
learned, and received, and seen in him.” And then he adds, that if they do
those things, the God of peace shall be with them. Now can it be, that he
meant that they should understand anything less, than that he lived
without sin among them?

I will next examine those passages which are supposed by some to imply
that Paul was not in a state of entire sanctification.
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“And some days after, Paul said unto Barnabas, Let us go again and
visit our brethren in every city where we have preached the word
of the Lord, and see how they do. And Barnabas determined to
take with them John whose surname was Mark. But Paul thought
not good to take him with them, who departed from them from
Pamphylia, and went not with them to the work. And the
contention was so sharp between them, that they departed asunder
one from the other; and so Barnabas took Mark, and sailed to
Cyprus; and Paul chose Silas, and departed, being recommended by
the brethren unto the grace of God” (Acts 15:36-40).

This contention between Paul and Barnabas arose out of the fact, that
John, who was a nephew of Barnabas, had once abruptly left them in their
travels, it would seem, without any justifiable reason, and had returned
home. It appears that the confidence of Barnabas in his nephew was
restored. But Paul was not as yet satisfied of the stability of his character,
and thought it dangerous to trust him as a traveling companion and fellow
laborer. It is not intimated, nor can it fairly be inferred, that either of them
sinned in this contention. If either was to be blamed, it seems that
Barnabas was in fault, rather than Paul, inasmuch as he determined to take
John with him, without having consulted Paul. And he persisted in this
determination until he met with such firm resistance on the part of Paul,
that he took John and sailed abruptly for Cyprus; while Paul choosing
Silas as his companion, was recommended by the brethren to the grace of
God, and departed. Now certainly there is nothing that we can discover in
this transaction, that Paul, or any good man, or an angel, under the
circumstances, needs to have been ashamed of. It does not appear, that
Paul ever acted more from a regard to the glory of God and the good of
religion, than in this transaction. And I would humbly inquire, what spirit
is that which finds sufficient evidence in this case to charge an inspired
apostle with rebellion against God?

“And Paul, earnestly beholding the council, said, Men and brethren,
I have lived in all good conscience before God until this day. And
the high priest Ananias commanded them that stood by him to smite
him on the mouth. Then said Paul unto him, God shall smite thee,
thou whited wall: for sittest thou to judge me after the law, and
commandest me to be smitten contrary to the law? And they that
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stood by said, Revilest thou God’s high priest? Then said Paul, I
wist not, brethren, that he was the high priest: for it is written,
Thou shalt not speak evil of the ruler of thy people” (Acts 23:1-5).

In this case sinful anger has been imputed to Paul; but, so far as I can see,
without any just reason. To my mind it seems plain, that the contrary is to
be inferred. It appears, that Paul was not personally acquainted with the
then officiating high priest. And he manifested the utmost regard to the
authority of God in quoting from the Old Testament, “Thou shalt not
speak evil of the ruler of thy people”; implying, that notwithstanding the
abuse he had received, he should not have made the reply, had he known
him to be the high priest.

Romans 7:14-25 has by many been supposed to be an epitome of Paul’s
experience at the time he wrote the epistle. Upon this I remark:

1. The connection and drift of Paul’s reasoning show, that the case of
which he was speaking, whether his own or the case of some one else, was
adduced by him to illustrate the influence of the law upon the carnal mind.
This is a case in which sin had the entire dominion, and overcame all his
resolutions of obedience.

2. That his use of the singular pronoun, and in the first person, proves
nothing in regard to the point, whether or not he was speaking of himself,
for this is common with him, and with other writers, when using
illustrations. He keeps up the personal pronoun, and passes into the eighth
chapter; at the beginning of which, he represents himself, or the person of
whom he is speaking, as being not only in a different, but in an exactly
opposite state of mind. Now, if the seventh chapter contains Paul’s
experience, whose experience is this in the eighth chapter? Are we to
understand them both as the experience of Paul? If so, we must understand
him as first speaking of his experience before, and then after he was
sanctified. He begins the eighth chapter by saying, “There is therefore now
no condemnation to them who are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the
flesh, but after the Spirit” (Romans 8:1), and assigns as a reason, that “The
law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law of
sin and death” (Romans 8:2). The law of sin and death was that law in his
members, or the influence of the flesh, of which he had so bitterly
complained in the seventh chapter. But now, it appears, that he has passed
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into a state in which he is made free from this influence of the flesh, is
emancipated and dead to the world and to the flesh, and in a state in which
“there is no condemnation.” Now, if there was no condemnation in the
state in which he then was, it must have been, either because he did not
sin, or, if he did sin, because the law did not condemn him; or because the
law of God was repealed or abrogated. Now, if the penalty of the law was
so set aside in his case, that he could sin without condemnation, this is a
real abrogation of the law. But as the law was not, and could not be set
aside, its penalty was not and could not be so abrogated, as not to
condemn every sin. If Paul lived without condemnation, it must be because
he lived without sin.

To me it does not appear that Paul speaks of his own experience in the
seventh chapter of Romans, but that he merely supposes a case by way of
illustration, and speaks in the first person, and in the present tense, simply
because it was convenient and suitable to his purpose. His object
manifestly was, in this and in the beginning of the eighth chapter, to
contrast the influence of the law and of the gospel to describe in the
seventh chapter the state of a man who was living in sin, and every day
condemned by the law, convicted and constantly struggling with his own
corruptions, but continually overcome, and in the eighth chapter to exhibit
a person in the enjoyment of gospel liberty, where the righteousness of the
law was fulfilled in the heart by the grace of Christ. The seventh chapter
may well apply either to a person in a backslidden state, or to a convicted
person who had never been converted. The eighth chapter can clearly be
applicable to none but to those who are in a state of entire sanctification.

I have already said, that the seventh chapter contains the history of one
over whom sin has dominion. Now, to suppose that this was the
experience of Paul when he wrote the epistle, or of any one who was in the
liberty of the gospel, is absurd and contrary to the experience of every
person who ever enjoyed gospel liberty. And further, this is as expressly
contradicted in the sixth chapter as it can be. As I said, the seventh chapter
exhibits one over whom sin has dominion: but God says,

“For sin shall not have dominion over you; for ye are not
under the law, but under grace” (Romans 6:14).
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I remark finally upon this passage, that if Paul was speaking of himself in
the seventh chapter of Romans, and really giving a history of his own
experience, it proves nothing at all in regard to his subsequent
sanctification; for the eighth chapter shows conclusively, that it was not
his experience at the time he wrote the epistle. The fact that the seventh
and eighth chapters have been separated since the translation was made, as
I have before said, has led to much error in the understanding of this
passage. Nothing is more certain, than that the two chapters were designed
to describe not only different experiences, but experiences opposite to
each other. And that both these experiences should belong to the same
person at the same time, is manifestly impossible. If therefore Paul is
speaking in this connection of his own experience, we are bound to
understand the eighth chapter as describing his experience at the time he
wrote the epistle; and the seventh chapter as descriptive of a former
experience.

Now, therefore, if any one understands the seventh chapter as describing a
Christian experience, he must understand it as giving the exercises of one in
a very imperfect state; and the eighth chapter as descriptive of a soul in a
state of entire sanctification. So that this epistle, instead of militating
against the idea of Paul’s entire sanctification, upon the supposition that
he was speaking of himself, fully establishes the fact that he was in that
state. What do those brethren mean who take the latter part of the seventh
chapter as entirely disconnected from that which precedes and follows it,
and make it tell a sad story on the subject of the legal and sinful bondage of
an inspired apostle? What cannot be proved from the Bible in this way? Is
it not a sound and indispensable rule of biblical interpretation, that a
passage is to be taken in its connection, and that the scope and leading
intention of the writer is to be continually borne in mind, in deciding upon
the meaning of any passage? Why then, I pray, are the verses that precede,
and those that immediately follow in the eighth chapter, entirely
overlooked in the examination of this important passage?

“That I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection, and the
fellowship of His sufferings, being made conformable unto His
death; if by any means I might attain unto the resurrection of the
dead. Not as though I had already attained, either were already
perfect; but I follow after, if that I may apprehend that for which
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also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus. Brethren, I count not
myself to have apprehended; but this one thing I do, forgetting
those things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things
which are before. I press toward the mark for the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus. Let us therefore as many as be
perfect, be thus minded: and if in anything ye be otherwise minded,
God shall reveal even this unto you” (Philippians 3:10-15).

Here is a plain allusion to the Olympic games, in which men ran for a
prize, and were not crowned until the end of the race, however well they
might run. Paul speaks of two kinds of perfection here, one of which he
claims to have attained, and the other he had not. The perfection which he
had not attained, was that which he did not expect to attain until the end of
His race, nor indeed until he had attained the resurrection from the dead.
Until then he was not, and did not expect to be, perfect, in the sense that
he should “apprehend all that for which he was apprehended of Christ
Jesus.” But all this does not imply that he was not living without sin, any
more than it implies that Christ was living in sin when he said, “I must
walk today and tomorrow, and the third day I shall be perfected.” Here
Christ speaks of a perfection which He had not attained.

Now it is manifest, that it was the glorified state to which Paul had not
attained, and which perfection he was pressing after. But in the fifteenth
verse, he speaks of another kind of perfection, which he professed to have
attained. “Let us therefore,” he says, “as many as be perfect, be thus
minded; that is, let us be pressing after this high state of perfection in
glory, if by any means we may attain unto the resurrection of the dead.”
The figure of the games should be kept continually in mind in the
interpretation of this passage. The prize in those races was the crown.
This was given only at the end of the race. And besides, a man was not
crowned except he ran lawfully, that is, according to rule. Paul was running
for the prize, that is the crown; not, as some suppose, for entire
sanctification, but for a crown of glory. This he did not expect until he had
completed his race. He exhorts those who were perfect, that is, those who
were running lawfully or according to rule, to forget the things that were
behind, and press to the mark, that is, the goal, for the prize, or the crown
of glory, which the Lord the righteous judge, who was witnessing his race
to award the crown to the victor, would give him at that day.
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Now it is manifest to my mind, that Paul does not in this passage, teach
expressly nor impliedly, that he was living in sin, but the direct opposite
that he meant to say, as he had said in many other places, that he was
unblamable in respect to sin, but that he was aspiring after higher
attainments, and meant to be satisfied with nothing short of eternal glory.

Again, —

“Not that I speak in respect of want: for I have learned, in
whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content. I know both how
to be abased, and I know how to abound: everywhere, and in all
things, I am instructed, both to be full and to be hungry, both to
abound and to suffer need. I can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me” (Philippians 4:11-13).

Here Paul undoubtedly meant to affirm, not merely his abstract ability to
do all his duty, but that he had learned by experience, that as a matter of
fact and reality, he found himself able to do all things required of him.

In relation to the character of Paul, let me say: If Paul was not sinless, he
was an extravagant boaster, and such language used by any minister in
these days would be considered as the language of an extravagant boaster.
This setting himself up as an example so frequently and fully, without any
caution or qualification, was highly dangerous to the interests of the
church, if he was not in a state of entire sanctification.

His language in appealing to God, that in life and heart he was blameless,
was blasphemous, unless he was really what he professed to be; and if he
was what he professed to be, he was in a state of entire sanctification. It is
doing dishonor to God, to maintain, under these circumstances, that Paul
had not attained the blessing of entire sanctification. He nowhere confesses
sin after he became an apostle, but invariably justifies himself, appealing to
man and to God, for his entire integrity and blamelessness of heart and life.
To maintain the sinfulness of this apostle, is to deny the grace of the
gospel, and charge God foolishly. And I cannot but inquire, why is this
great effort in the church to maintain that Paul lived in sin, and was never
wholly sanctified till death?
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TWO THINGS HAVE APPEARED WONDERFUL TO ME:

1. That so many professed Christians should seem to think themselves
highly honoring God in extending the claims of the law, and yet denying
that the grace of the gospel is equal to the demands of the law.

2. That so many persons seem to have an entirely self-righteous view of
the subject of sanctification. With respect to the first of these opinions,
much pains has been taken to extend to the utmost the claims of the law of
God. Much has been said of its exceeding and infinite strictness, and the
great length, and breadth, and height, and depth of its claims. Multitudes
are engaged in defending the claims of the law, as if they greatly feared that
the purity of the law would be defiled, its strictness and spirituality
overlooked, and its high and holy claims set aside, or frittered down
somehow to the level of human passion and selfishness. But while engaged
in their zeal to defend the law, they talk and preach, and write, as if they
supposed it indispensable, in order to sustain the high claims of the law, to
deny the grace and power of the gospel, and its sufficiency to enable
human beings to comply with the requisitions of the law. Thus they seem
to me, unwittingly to enter the lists against the grace of Christ, and with
the utmost earnestness and even vehemence, to deny that the grace of
Christ is sufficient to overcome sin, and to fulfil in us the righteousness of
the law. Yes, in their zeal for the law they appear to me either to overlook,
or flatly to deny, the grace of the gospel.

Now let the law be exalted. Let it be magnified and made honorable. Let it
be shown to be strict, and pure, and perfect, as its Author; spread its
claims over the whole field of human and angelic accountability; carry it
like a blaze of fire to the deepest recess of every human heart; exalt it as
high as heaven; and thunder its authority and claims to the depths of hell;
stretch out its line upon the universe of mind; and let it, as it well may, and
as it ought, thunder death and terrible damnation against every kind and
degree of iniquity. Yet let it be remembered for ever, that the grace of the
gospel is coextensive with the claims of the law. Let no man, therefore, in
his strife to maintain the authority of the law, insult the Savior, exercise
unbelief himself, or fritter away and drown the faith of the church, by
holding out the profane idea, that the glorious gospel of the blessed God,
sent home and rendered powerful by the efficacious application of the
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Holy Spirit, is not sufficient to fulfil in us “the righteousness of the law,”
and cause us “to stand perfect and complete in all the will of God.”

With respect to the second thing which appears wonderful to me, namely,
that so many seem to have an entirely self-righteous view of the doctrine
of sanctification, let me say, that they seem afraid to admit, that any are
entirely and perfectly sanctified in this life, lest they should flatter human
pride, seeming to take it for granted, that, if any are entirely sanctified,
they have whereof to glory, as if they had done something, and were in
themselves better than others. Whereas, the doctrine of entire
sanctification utterly abhors the idea of human merit, disclaims and
repudiates it as altogether an abomination to God, and to the sanctified
soul. This doctrine, as taught in the Bible, and as I understand it, is as far
as possible from conniving in the least degree at the idea of anything
naturally good in saints or sinners. It ascribes the whole of salvation and
sanctification from first to last, not only till the soul is sanctified, but at
every moment while it remains in that state, to the indwelling spirit, and
influence, and grace of Christ.
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LECTURE 39

SANCTIFICATION, CONDITIONS
OF THIS ATTAINMENT

THE CONDITIONS OF THIS ATTAINMENT.

1. A state of entire sanctification can never be attained by an indifferent
waiting of God’s time.

2. Nor by any works of law, or works of any kind, performed in your own
strength, irrespective of the grace of God. By this I do not mean, that,
were you disposed to exert your natural powers aright, you could not at
once obey the law in the exercise of your natural strength, and continue to
do so. But I do mean, that as you are wholly indisposed to use your
natural powers aright, without the grace of God, no efforts that you will
actually make in your own strength, or independent of His grace, will ever
result in your entire sanctification.

3. Not by any direct efforts to feel right. Many spend their time in vain
efforts to force themselves into a right state of feeling. Now, it should be
for ever understood, that religion does not consist in a mere feeling,
emotion, or involuntary affection of any kind. Feelings do not result from a
direct effort to feel. But, on the contrary, they are the spontaneous actings
of the mind, when it has under its direct and deep consideration the
objects, truths, facts, or realities, that are correlated to these involuntary
emotions. They are the most easy and natural state of mind possible under
such circumstances. So far from its requiring an effort to put them forth, it
would rather, require an effort to prevent them, when the mind is intensely
considering those objects and considerations which have a natural tendency
to produce them. This is so true, that when persons are in the exercise of
such affections, they feel no difficulty at all in their exercise, but wonder
how any one can help feeling as they do. It seems to them so natural, so
easy, and, I may say, so almost unavoidable, that they often feel and
express astonishment, that any one should find it difficult to exercise the
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feelings of which they are conscious. The course that many persons take
on the subject of religion, has often appeared wonderful to me. They make
themselves, their own state and interests, the central point, around which
their own minds are continually revolving. Their selfishness is so great,
that their own interests, happiness, and salvation, fill their whole field of
vision. And with their thoughts and anxieties, and whole souls, clustering
around their own salvation, they complain of a hard heart, that they cannot
love God, that they do not repent, and cannot believe. They manifestly
regard love to God, repentance, faith, and all religion, as consisting in mere
feelings. Being conscious that they do not feel right, as they express it,
they are the more concerned about themselves, which concern but
increases their embarrassment, and the difficulty of exercising what they
call right affections. The less they feel, the more they try to feel the greater
efforts they make to feel right without success, the more are they
confirmed in their selfishness, and the more are their thoughts glued to
their own interests; and they are, of course, at a greater and greater distance
from any right state of mind. And thus their selfish anxieties beget
ineffectual efforts, and these efforts but deepen their anxieties. And if, in
this state, death should appear in a visible form before them, or the last
trumpet sound, and they should be summoned to the solemn judgment, it
would but increase their distraction, confirm, and almost give omnipotence
to their selfishness, and render their sanctification morally impossible. It
should never be forgotten, that all true religion consists in voluntary states
of mind, and that the true and only way to attain to true religion, is to look
at and understand the exact thing to be done, and then to put forth at once
the voluntary exercise required.

4. Not by any efforts to obtain grace by works of law.

Should the question be proposed to a Jew, “What shall I do that I may
work the work of God?” he would answer, “Keep the law, both moral and
ceremonial; that is, keep the commandments.”

To the same inquiry an Arminian would answer, “Improve common grace,
and you will obtain converting grace; that is, use the means of grace
according to the best light you have, and you will obtain the grace of
salvation.” In this answer it is not supposed, that the inquirer already has
faith; but that he is in a state of unbelief, and is inquiring after converting
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grace. The answer, therefore, amounts to this; you must get converting
grace by your impenitent works; you must become holy by your
hypocrisy; you must work out sanctification by sin. To this question,
most professed Calvinists would make in substance the same reply. They
would reject the language, while they retained the idea. Their direction
would imply, either that the inquirer already has faith, or that he must
perform some works to obtain it, that is, that he must obtain grace by
works of law.

A late Calvinistic writer admits that entire and permanent sanctification is
attainable, although he rejects the idea of the actual attainment of such a
state in this life. He supposes the condition of attaining this state or the
way to attain it, is by a diligent use of the means of grace, and that the
saints are sanctified just so far as they make a diligent use of the means of
sanctification. But as he denies, that any saints ever did or will use all the
means with suitable diligence, he denies also, of course, that entire
sanctification ever is attained in this life. The way of attaining it, according
to his teaching, is by the diligent use of means. If then this writer were
asked, “what shall I do that I may work the works of God?” Or in other
words what shall I do to obtain entire and permanent sanctification? His
answer, it seems, would be: “Use diligently all the means of grace”; that is,
you must get grace by works, or, with the Arminian, improve common
grace, and you will secure sanctifying grace. Neither an Arminian, nor a
Calvinist, would formally direct the inquirer to the law, as the ground of
justification. But nearly the whole church would give directions that would
amount to the same thing. Their answer would be a legal and not a gospel
answer. For whatever answer is given to this question, that does not
distinctly recognize faith as the condition of abiding holiness in Christians,
is legal. Unless the inquirer is made to understand, that this is the first,
grand, fundamental duty, without the performance of which all virtue, all
giving up of sin, all acceptable obedience, is impossible, he is misdirected.
He is led to believe that it is possible to please God without faith, and to
obtain grace by works of law. There are but two kinds of works of law,
and works of faith. Now, if the inquirer has not the “faith that works by
love” (Galatians 2:16), to set him upon any course of works to get it, is
certainly to set him to get faith by works of law. Whatever is said to him
that does not clearly convey the truth, that both justification and
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sanctification are by faith, without works of law, is law, and not gospel.
Nothing before or without faith, can possibly be done by any one, but
works of law. His first duty, therefore, is faith; and every attempt to
obtain faith by unbelieving works, is to lay works at the foundation, and
make grace a result. It is the direct opposite of gospel truth.

Take facts as they arise in every day’s experience to show that what I
have stated is true of almost all professors and non-professors. Whenever
a sinner begins in good earnest to agitate the question, “What shall I do to
be saved?” (Acts 16:30), he resolves as a first duty, to break off from his
sins, that is, in unbelief. Of course, his reformation is only outward. He
determines to do better to reform in this, that, and the other thing, and thus
prepare himself to be converted. He does not expect to be saved without
grace and faith, but he attempts to get grace by works of law. The same is
true of multitudes of anxious Christians, who are inquiring what they shall
do to overcome the world, the flesh, and the devil. They overlook the fact,
that “this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith” (1 John
5:4), that it is with “the shield of faith” they are “to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked” (Ephesians 6:16). They ask, Why am I overcome by
sin? Why can I not get above its power? Why am I thus the slave of my
appetites and passions, and the sport of the devil? They cast about for the
cause of all this spiritual wretchedness and death. At one time, they think
they have discovered it in the neglect of one duty; and at another time in
the neglect of another. Sometimes they imagine they have found the cause
to lie in yielding to one temptation, and sometimes in yielding to another.
They put forth efforts in this direction, and in that direction, and patch up
their righteousness on one side, while they make a rent in the other side.
Thus, they spend years in running round in a circle, and making dams of
sand across the current of their own habitudes and tendencies. Instead of at
once purifying their hearts by faith, they are engaged in trying to arrest the
overflowing of the bitter waters of their own propensities. Why do I sin?
They inquire; and casting about for the cause, they come to the sage
conclusion, It is because I neglect such a duty, that is, because I do sin. But
how shall I get rid of sin? Answer: By doing my duty, that is, by ceasing
from sin. Now the real inquiry is, Why do they neglect their duty? Why
do they commit sin at all? Where is the foundation of all this mischief?
Will it be replied, the foundation of all this wickedness is the force of
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temptation in the weakness of our hearts in the strength of our evil
propensities and habits? But all this only brings us back to the real inquiry
again, How are these things to be overcome? I answer, by faith alone. No
works of law have the least tendency to overcome our sins; but rather to
confirm the soul in self-righteousness and unbelief.

The great and fundamental sin, which is at the foundation of all other sin,
is unbelief. The first thing is, to give up that to believe the word of God.
There is no breaking off from one sin without this. “Whatsoever is not of
faith is sin” (Romans 14:23). “Without faith it is impossible to please
God” (Hebrews 11:6). Thus we see, that the backslider and convicted
sinner, when agonizing to overcome sin, will almost always betake
themselves to works of law to obtain faith. They will fast, and pray, and
read, and struggle, and outwardly reform, and thus endeavor to obtain
grace. Now all this is vain and wrong. Do you ask, shall we not fast, and
pray, and read, and struggle? Shall we do nothing but sit down in
antinomian security and inaction? I answer, you must do all that God
commands you to do; but begin where He tells you to begin, and do it in
the manner in which He commands you to do it; that is, in the exercise of
that faith that works by love. Purify your hearts by faith. Believe in the
Son of God. And say not in your heart,

“Who shall ascend into heaven, that is to bring Christ down from
above; or who shall descend into the deep, that is, to bring up
Christ again from the dead. But what saith it? The word is nigh
thee, even in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that is, the word of faith
which we preach” (Romans 10:7-8).

Now these facts show, that even under the gospel, almost all professors of
religion, while they reject the Jewish notion of justification by works of
law, have after all adopted a ruinous substitute for it, and suppose, that in
some way they are to obtain grace by their works.

5. A state of entire sanctification cannot be attained by attempting to copy
the experience of others. It is very common for convicted sinners, or for
Christians inquiring after entire sanctification, in their blindness, to ask
others to relate their experience, to mark minutely the detail of all their
exercises, and then set themselves to pray for, and make direct efforts to
attain the same class of exercises, not seeming to understand, that they can
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no more exercise feelings in the detail like others, than they can look like
others. Human experiences differ as human countenances differ. The whole
history of a man’s former state of mind, comes in of course to modify his
present and future experience; so that the precise train of feelings which
may be requisite in your case, and which will actually occur, if you are
ever sanctified, will not in all its details coincide with the exercises of any
other human being. It is of vast importance for you to understand, that
you can be no copyist in any true religious experience; and that you are in
great danger of being deceived by Satan, whenever you attempt to copy
the experience of others. I beseech you therefore to cease from praying for,
or trying to obtain, the precise experience of any person whatever. All
truly Christian experiences are, like human countenances, in their outline
so much alike as to be readily known as the lineaments of the religion of
Jesus Christ. But no further than this are they alike, any more than human
countenances are alike.

But here let it be remembered, that sanctification does not consist in the
various affections or emotions of which Christians speak, and which are
often mistaken for, or confounded with, true religion; but that
sanctification consists in entire consecration, and consequently it is all out
of place for any one to attempt to copy the feelings of another, inasmuch
as feelings do not constitute religion. The feelings of which Christians
speak do not constitute true religion, but often result from a state of heart.
These feelings may properly enough be spoken of as Christian experience,
for although involuntary states of mind, they are experienced by true
Christians. The only way to secure them is to set the will right, and the
emotions will be a natural result.

6. Not by waiting to make preparations before you come into this state.
Observe, that the thing about which you are inquiring, is a state of entire
consecration to God. Now do not imagine that this state of mind must be
prefaced by a long introduction of preparatory exercises. It is common for
persons, when inquiring upon this subject with earnestness, to think
themselves hindered in this progress by a want of this, or that, or the other
exercise or state of mind. They look everywhere else but at the real
difficulty. They assign any other, and every other but the true reason, for
their not being already in a state of sanctification. The true difficulty is
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voluntary selfishness, or voluntary consecration to self-interest and self-
gratification. This is the difficulty, and the only difficulty, to be overcome.

7. Not by attending meetings, asking the prayers of other Christians, or
depending in any way upon the means of getting into this state. By this I
do not intend to say, that means are unnecessary, or that it is not through
the instrumentality of truth, that this state of mind is induced. But I do
mean, that while you are depending upon any instrumentality whatever,
your mind is diverted from the real point before you, and you are never
likely to make this attainment.

8. Not by waiting for any particular views of Christ. When persons in the
state of mind of which I have been speaking, hear those who live in faith
describe their views of Christ, they say, Oh, if I had such views, I could
believe; I must have these before I can believe. Now you should
understand, that these views are the result and effect of faith in the
promise of the Spirit, to take of the things of Christ and show them to
you. Lay hold of this class of promises, and the Holy Spirit will reveal
Christ to you, in the relations in which you need Him from time to time.
Take hold, then, on the simple promise of God. Take God at His word.
Believe that He means just what He says; and this will at once bring you
into the state of mind after which you inquire.

9. Not in any way which you may mark out for yourself. Persons in an
inquiring state are very apt, without seeming to be aware of it, to send
imagination on before them, to stake out the way, and set up a flag where
they intend to come out. They expect to be thus and thus exercised to have
such and such peculiar views and feelings when they have attained their
object. Now, there probably never was a person who did not find himself
disappointed in these respects. God says,

“I will bring the blind by a way that they know not. I will lead
them in paths that they have not known: I will make darkness light
before them, and crooked things straight. These things will I do
unto them, and not forsake them” (Isaiah 42:16).

This suffering your imagination to mark out your path is a great hindrance
to you, as it sets you upon making many fruitless, and worse than fruitless
attempts to attain this imaginary state of mind, wastes much of your time,
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and greatly wearies the patience and grieves the Spirit of God. While He is
trying to lead you right to the point, you are hauling off from the course,
and insisting, that this which your imagination has marked out is the way,
instead of that in which He is trying to lead you. And thus in your pride
and ignorance you are causing much delay, and abusing the long-suffering
of God. He says, “This is the way, walk ye in it” (Isaiah 30:21). But you
say, no this is the way. And thus you stand and parley and banter, while
you are every moment in danger of grieving the Spirit of God away from
you, and of losing your soul.

If there is anything in your imagination that has fixed definitely upon any
particular manner, time, or place, or circumstance, you will, in all
probability, either be deceived by the devil, or be entirely disappointed in
the result. You will find, in all these particular items on which you had laid
any stress, that the wisdom of man is foolishness with God that your
ways are not His ways, nor your thoughts His thoughts.

“For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are His ways higher
than your ways and His thoughts higher than your thoughts”

(Isaiah 55:9).

But:

10. This state is to be attained by faith alone. Let it be for ever
remembered, that “without faith it is impossible to please God” (Hebrews
11:6), and “whatsoever is not of faith, is sin” (Romans 14:23). Both
justification and sanctification are by faith alone.

“Seeing it is one God who shall justify the circumcision by faith,
and the uncircumcision through faith” (Romans 3:30);

and,

“Therefore, being justified by faith, we have peace with God
through our Lord Jesus Christ” (Romans 5:1).

Also,

“What shall we say then? That the Gentiles, who followed not
after righteousness, have attained to righteousness, even the
righteousness which is of faith. But Israel, who followed after the
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law of righteousness, hath not attained to the law of righteousness.
Wherefore? Because they sought it not by faith, but, as it were, by
the works of the law” (Romans 9:30-31).

But let me by no means be understood as teaching sanctification by faith,
as distinct from and opposed to sanctification by the Holy Spirit, or Spirit
of Christ, or which is the same thing, by Christ our sanctification, living
and reigning in the heart. Faith is rather the instrument or condition, than
the efficient agent that induces a state of present and permanent
sanctification. Faith simply receives Christ, as king, to live and reign in the
soul. It is Christ, in the exercise of His different offices, and appropriated
in His different relations to the wants of the soul, by faith, who secures
our sanctification. This He does by Divine discoveries to the soul of His
Divine perfections and fullness. The aim of these discoveries is faith and
obedience. He says,

“He that hath My commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth Me; and he that loveth Me shall be loved of My Father, and
I will love him, and will manifest Myself to him. Judas saith unto
Him, (not Iscariot), Lord, how is it that Thou wilt manifest
Thyself unto us, and not unto the world? Jesus answered and said
unto him, If a man love Me, he will keep My words: and My
Father will love him, and we will come unto him, and make our
abode with him” (John 14:21-23).

To ascertain the conditions of entire sanctification in this life, we must
consider what the temptations are that overcome us. When first converted,
we have seen, that the heart or will consecrates itself and the whole being
to God. We have also seen, that this is a state of disinterested benevolence,
or a committal of the whole being to the promotion of the highest good.
We have also seen, that all sin is selfishness, or that all sin consists in the
will’s seeking the indulgence or gratification of self; that it consists in the
will’s yielding obedience to the propensities, instead of obeying God, as
His law is revealed in the reason. Now, who cannot see what needs to be
done to break the power of temptation, and let the soul go free? The fact
is, that the department of our sensibility that is related to objects of time
and sense, has received an enormous development, and is tremblingly alive
to all its correlated objects, while, by reason of the blindness of the mind
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to spiritual objects, it is scarcely developed at all in its relations to them.
Those objects are seldom thought of by the carnal mind, and when they
are, they are only thought of. They are not clearly seen, and of course they
are not felt. The thought of God, of Christ, of sin, of holiness, of heaven,
and hell, excites little or no emotion in the carnal mind. The carnal mind is
alive and awake to earthly and sensible objects, but dead to spiritual
realities. The spiritual world needs to be revealed to the soul. The soul
needs to see and clearly apprehend its own spiritual condition, relations,
wants. It needs to become acquainted with God and Christ, to have
spiritual and eternal realities made plain, and present, and all-absorbing
realities to the soul. It needs such discoveries of the eternal world, of the
nature and guilt of sin, and of Christ, the remedy of the soul, as to kill or
greatly mortify lust, or the appetites and passions in their relations to
objects of time and sense, and thoroughly to develop the sensibility, in its
relations to sin and to God, and to the whole circle of spiritual realities.
This will greatly abate the frequency and power of temptation to self-
gratification, and break up the voluntary slavery of the will. The
developments of the sensibility need to be thoroughly corrected. This can
only be done by the revelation to the inward man, by the Holy Spirit, of
those great, and solemn, and overpowering realities of the “spirit land,”
that lie concealed from the eye of flesh.

We often see those around us whose sensibility is so developed, in some
one direction, that they are led captive by appetite and passion in that
direction, in spite of reason and of God. The inebriate is an example of
this. The glutton, the licentious, the avaricious man, are examples of this
kind. We sometimes, on the other hand, see, by some striking providence,
such a counter development of the sensibility produced, as to slay and put
down those particular tendencies, and the whole direction of the man’s life
seems to be changed; and outwardly, at least, it is so. From being a perfect
slave to his appetite for strong drink, he cannot, without the utmost
loathing and disgust, so much as hear the name of his once loved beverage
mentioned. From being a most avaricious man he becomes deeply
disgusted with wealth, and spurns and despises it. Now, this has been
effected by a counter development of the sensibility; for, in the case
supposed, religion has nothing to do with it. Religion does not consist in
the states of the sensibility, nor in the will’s being influenced by the
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sensibility; but sin consists in the will’s being thus influenced. One great
thing that needs to be done, to confirm and settle the will in the attitude of
entire consecration to God, is to bring about a counter development of the
sensibility, so that it will not draw the will away from God. It needs to be
mortified or crucified to the world, to objects of time and sense, by so
deep and clear, and powerful a revelation of self to self, and of Christ to
the soul, as to awaken and develop all its susceptibilities in their relations
to Him, and to spiritual and divine realities. This can easily be done
through and by the Holy Spirit, who takes of the things of Christ and
shows them to us. He so reveals Christ, that the soul receives Him to the
throne of the heart, to reign throughout the whole being. When the will, the
intellect, and the sensibility are yielded to Him, He develops the
intelligence, and the sensibility by clear revelations of Himself, in all His
offices and relations to the soul, confirms the will, mellows and chastens
the sensibility, by these divine revelations to the intelligence.

We need the light of the Holy Spirit to teach us the character of God, the
nature of His government, the purity of His law, the necessity and fact of
atonement to teach us our need of Christ in all His offices and relations,
governmental, spiritual, and mixed. We need the revelation of Christ to our
souls, in such power as to induce in us that appropriating faith, without
which Christ is not, and cannot be, our salvation. We need to know Christ,
for example, in such relations as the following:

1. As King, to set up His government and write His law in our hearts; to
establish His kingdom within us; to sway His scepter over our whole
being. As King He must be spiritually revealed and received.

2. As our Mediator, to stand between the offended justice of God and our
guilty souls, to bring about a reconciliation between our souls and God. As
mediator He must be known and received.

3. As our Advocate or paracletos, our next or best friend, to plead our
cause with the Father, our righteous and all prevailing advocate to secure
the triumph of our cause at the bar of God. In this relation He must be
apprehended and embraced.

4. As our Redeemer, to redeem us from the curse of the law, and from the
power and dominion of sin; to pay the price demanded by public justice
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for our release, and to overcome and break up forever our spiritual
bondage. In this relation also we must know and appreciate Him by faith.

5. As the propitiation for our sins, to offer Himself as a propitiatory or
offering for our sins. The apprehension of Christ as making an atonement
for our sins seems to be indispensable to the entertaining of a healthy hope
of eternal life. It certainly is not healthy for the soul to apprehend the
mercy of God, without regarding the conditions of its exercise. It does not
sufficiently impress the soul with a sense of the justice and holiness of
God, with the guilt and desert of sin. It does not sufficiently awe the soul
and humble it in the deepest dust, to regard God as extending pardon,
without regard to the sternness of His justice, as evinced in requiring that
sin should be recognized in the universe, as worthy of the wrath and curse
of God, as a condition of its forgiveness. It is remarkable, and well worthy
of all consideration, that those who deny the atonement make sin a
comparative trifle, and seem to regard God’s benevolence or love as good
nature, rather than, as it is, “a consuming fire” (Deuteronomy 4:24), to all
the workers of iniquity. Nothing does or can produce that awe of God,
that fear and holy dread of sin, that self-abasing, God-justifying spirit, that
a thorough apprehension of the atonement of Christ will do. Nothing like
this can beget that spirit of self-renunciation, of cleaving to Christ, of
taking refuge in His blood. In these relations Christ must be revealed to us,
and apprehended and embraced by us, as the condition of our entire
sanctification. It is the work of the Holy Spirit thus to reveal His death in
its relations to our individual sins, and as related to our sins as individuals.
The soul needs to apprehend Christ as crucified for us. It is one thing for
the soul to regard the death of Christ merely as the death of a martyr, and
an infinitely different thing, as every one knows, who has had the
experience, to apprehend his death as a real and veritable vicarious sacrifice
for our sins, as being truly a substitute for our death. The soul needs to
apprehend Christ as suffering on the cross for it, or as its substitute; so
that it can say, That sacrifice is for me, that suffering and that death are for
my sins; that blessed Lamb is slain for my sins. If thus fully to apprehend
and to appropriate Christ cannot kill sin in us, what can?

6. We also need to know Christ as risen for our justification. He arose and
lives to procure our certain acquittal, or our complete pardon and
acceptance with God. That He lives, and is our justification we need to
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know, to break the bondage of legal motives, and to slay all selfish fear; to
break and destroy the power of temptation from this source. The clearly
convinced soul is often tempted to despondency and unbelief, to despair
of its own acceptance with God, and it would surely fall into the bondage
of fear, were it not for the faith of Christ as a risen, living, justifying
Savior. In this relation, the soul needs clearly to apprehend and fully to
appropriate Christ in His completeness, as a condition of abiding in a state
of disinterested consecration to God.

7. We need also to have Christ revealed to us as bearing our griefs and as
carrying our sorrows. The clear apprehension of Christ, as being made
sorrowful for us, and as bending under sorrows and griefs which in justice
belonged to us tends at once to render sin unspeakably odious, and Christ
infinitely precious to our souls. The idea of Christ our substitute, needs to
be thoroughly developed in our minds. And this relation of Christ needs to
be so clearly revealed to us, as to become an everywhere present reality to
us. We need to have Christ so revealed as to so completely ravish and
engross our affections, that we would sooner die at once than sin against
Him. Is such a thing impossible? Indeed it is not. Is not the Holy Spirit
able, and willing, and ready thus to reveal Him, upon condition of our
asking it in faith? Surely He is. We need to apprehend Christ as the one by
whose stripes we are healed. We need to know Him as relieving our pains
and sufferings by His own, as preventing our death by His own, as
sorrowing that we might eternally rejoice, as grieving that we might be
unspeakably and eternally glad, as dying in unspeakable agony that we
might die in deep peace and in unspeakable triumph.

8. “As being made sin for us” (2 Corinthians 5:21). We need to apprehend
Him as being treated as a sinner, and even as the chief of sinners on our
account, or for us. This is the representation of scripture, that Christ on
our account was treated as if He were a sinner. He was made sin for us,
that is, He was treated as a sinner, or rather as being the representative, or
as it were the embodiment of sin for us. O! This the soul needs to
apprehend the holy Jesus treated as a sinner, and as if all sin were
concentrated in Him, on our account! We procured this treatment of Him.
He consented to take our place in such a sense as to endure the cross, and
the curse of the law for us. When the soul apprehends this, it is ready to
die with grief and love. O, how infinitely it loathes self under such an
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apprehension as this! In this relation He must not only be apprehended,
but appropriated by faith.

We also need to apprehend the fact that “He was made sin for us, that we
might be made the righteousness of God in Him” (2 Corinthians 5:21); that
Christ was treated as a sinner, that we might be treated as righteous; that
we might also be made personally righteous by faith in Him; that we might
inherit and be made partakers of God’s righteousness, as that
righteousness exists and is revealed in Christ; that we might in and by Him
be made righteous as God is righteous. It needs to embrace and lay hold by
faith upon that righteousness of God, which is brought home to saints in
Christ, through the atonement and indwelling Spirit.

9. We also need Christ revealed to the inward being, as “head over all
things to the church” (Ephesians 1:22). All these relations are of no avail to
our sanctification, only in so far forth as they are directly, and inwardly,
and personally revealed to the soul by the Holy Spirit. It is one thing to
have thoughts, and ideas, and opinions concerning Christ, and an entirely
different thing to know Christ, as He is revealed by the Holy Spirit. All
the relations of Christ imply corresponding necessities in us. When the
Holy Spirit has revealed to us the necessity, and Christ as exactly suited to
fully meet that necessity, and urged his acceptance in that relation, until
we have appropriated Him by faith, a great work is done. But until we are
thus revealed to ourselves, and Christ is thus revealed to us and accepted
by us, nothing is done more than to store our heads with notions or
opinions and theories, while our hearts are becoming more and more, at
every moment, like an adamant stone. I have often feared, that many
professed Christians knew Christ only after the flesh; that is, they have no
other knowledge of Christ than what they obtain by reading and hearing
about Him, without any special revelation of Him to the inward being by
the Holy Spirit. I do not wonder, that such professors and ministers
should be totally in the dark, upon the subject of entire sanctification in
this life. They regard sanctification as brought about by the formation of
holy habits, instead of resulting from the revelation of Christ to the soul in
all His fullness and relations, and the soul’s renunciation of self and
appropriation of Christ in these relations. Christ is represented in the
Bible as the head of the church. The church is represented as His body. He
is to the church what the head is to the body. The head is the seat of the
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intellect, the will, and in short, of the living soul. Consider what the body
would be without the head, and you may understand what the church
would be without Christ. But as the church would e without Christ, so
each believer would be without Christ. But we need to have our necessities
in this respect clearly revealed to us by the Holy Spirit, and this relation of
Christ made plain to our apprehension. The utter darkness of the human
mind in regard to its own spiritual state and wants, and in regard to the
relations and fullness of Christ, is truly wonderful. His relations, as
mentioned in the Bible, are overlooked almost entirely until our wants are
discovered. When these are made known, and the soul begins in earnest to
inquire after a remedy, it needs not inquire in vain.

“Say not in thine heart, who shall ascend up to heaven? That is, to
bring Christ down from above; or who shall descend into the deep?
That is, to bring Christ again from the dead. But what saith it? The
word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth, and in thy heart” (Romans 10:8).

O how infinitely blind he is to the fullness and glory of Christ, who does
not know himself and Christ as both are revealed by the Holy Spirit. When
we are led by the Holy Spirit to look down into the abyss of our own
emptiness to behold the horrible pit and miry clay of our own habits and
fleshly, and worldly, and infernal entanglements; when we see in the light
of God, that our emptiness and necessities are infinite; then, and not till
then, are we prepared wholly to cast off self, and to put on Christ. The
glory and fullness of Christ are not discovered to the soul, until it
discovers its need of Him. But when self, in all its loathsomeness and
helplessness, is fully revealed, until hope is utterly extinct, as it respects
every kind and degree of help in ourselves; and when Christ, the all and in
all, is revealed to the soul as its all-sufficient portion and salvation, then,
and not until then, does the soul know its salvation. This knowledge is the
indispensable condition of appropriating faith, or of that act of receiving
Christ, or that committal of all to Him, that takes Christ home to dwell in
the heart by faith, and to preside over all its states and actions. O, such a
knowledge and such a reception and putting on of Christ is blessed.
Happy is he who knows it by his own experience.

It is indispensable to a steady and implicit faith, that the soul should have
a spiritual apprehension of what is implied in the saying of Christ, that all
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power was delivered unto Him. The ability of Christ to do all, and even
exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think, is what the soul needs
clearly to apprehend, in a spiritual sense that is, to apprehend it, not
merely as a theory or as a proposition, but to see the true spiritual import
of this saying. This is also equally true of all that is said in the Bible about
Christ, of all His offices and relations. It is one thing to theorize, and
speculate, and opine, about Christ, and an infinitely different thing to
know Him as He is revealed by the Holy Spirit. When Christ is fully
revealed to the soul by the Comforter, it will never again doubt the
attainability and reality of entire sanctification in this life.

When we sin, it is because of our ignorance of Christ. That is, whenever
temptation overcomes us, it is because we do not know and avail ourselves
of the relation of Christ that would meet our necessities. One great thing
that needs to be done is, to correct the developments of our sensibility.
The appetites and passions are enormously developed in their relations to
earthly objects. In relation to things of time and sense, our propensities are
greatly developed and are alive; but in relation to spiritual truths and
objects, and eternal realities, we are naturally as dead as stones. When first
converted, if we knew enough of ourselves and of Christ thoroughly to
develop and correct the action of the sensibility, and confirm our wills in a
state of entire consecration, we should not fall. In proportion as the law-
work preceding conversion has been thorough, and the revelation of Christ
at, or immediately subsequent to, conversion, full and clear, just in that
proportion do we witness stability in converts. In most, if not in all
instances, however, the convert is too ignorant of himself, and of course
knows too little about Christ, to be established in permanent obedience.
He needs renewed conviction of sin, to be revealed to himself, and to have
Christ revealed to him, and be formed in him the hope of glory, before he
will be steadfast, always abounding in the work of the Lord. It must not be
inferred, that the knowledge of Christ in all these relations is a condition of
our coming into a state of entire consecration to God, or of present
sanctification. The thing insisted on is, that the soul will abide in this state
in the hour of temptation only so far forth as it betakes itself to Christ in
such circumstances of trial, and apprehends and appropriates Him by faith
from time to time in those relations that meet the present and pressing
necessities of the soul. The temptation is the occasion of revealing the
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necessity, and the Holy Spirit is always ready to reveal Christ in the
particular relation suited to the newly-developed necessity. The
perception and appropriation of Him in this relation, under these
circumstances of trial, is the sine qua non of our remaining in the state of
entire consecration.

The foregoing are some of the relations which Christ sustains to us as to
our salvation. I could have enlarged greatly, as you perceive, upon each of
these, and easily have swelled this part of our course of study to a large
volume. I have only touched upon these relations, as specimens of the
manner in which He is presented for our acceptance in the Bible, and by
the Holy Spirit. Do not understand me as teaching, that we must first
know Christ in all these relations, before we can be sanctified. The thing
intended is, that coming to know Christ in these relations is a condition, or
is the indispensable means, of our steadfastness or perseverance in
holiness under temptation that, when we are tempted, from time to time
nothing can secure us against a fall, but the revelation of Christ to the soul
in these relations one after another, and our appropriation of Him to
ourselves by faith. The gospel has directly promised, in every temptation
to open a way of escape, so that we shall be able to bear it. The spirit of
this promise pledges to us such a revelation of Christ, as to secure our
standing, if we will lay hold upon Him by faith, as revealed. Our
circumstances of temptation render it necessary, that at one time we
should apprehend Christ in one relation, and at another time in another.
For example, at one time we are tempted to despair by Satan’s accusing us
of sin, and suggesting that our sins are too great to be forgiven. In this case
we need a revelation and an appropriation of Christ, as having been made
sin for us; that is, as having atoned for our sins as being our justification or
righteousness. This will sustain the soul’s confidence and preserve its
peace.

At another time we are tempted to despair of ever overcoming our
tendencies to sin, and to give up our sanctification as a hopeless thing.
Now we need a revelation of Christ as our sanctification, etc.

At another time the soul is harassed with the view of the great subtlety
and sagacity of its spiritual enemies, and greatly tempted to despair on
that account. Now it needs to know Christ as its wisdom. Again, it is
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tempted to discouragement on account of the great number and strength of
its adversaries. On such occasions it needs Christ revealed as the Mighty
God, as its strong tower, its hiding place, its munition of rocks.

Again, the soul is oppressed with a sense of the infinite holiness of God,
and the infinite distance there is between us and God, on account of our
sinfulness and His infinite holiness, and on account of His infinite
abhorrence of sin and sinners. Now the soul needs to know Christ as its
righteousness, and as a mediator between God and man.

Again, the Christian’s mouth is closed with a sense of guilt, so that he
cannot look up, nor speak to God of pardon and acceptance. He trembles
and is confounded before God. He lies along on his face, and despairing
thoughts roll a tide of agony through his soul. He is speechless, and can
only groan out his self-accusations before the Lord. Now as a condition of
rising above this temptation to despair, he needs a revelation of Christ as
his advocate, as his high priest, as ever living to make intercession for him.
This view of Christ will enable the soul to commit all to Him in this
relation, and maintain its peace and hold on to its steadfastness.

Again, the soul is led to tremble in view of its constant exposedness to
besetments on every side, oppressed with such a sense of its own utter
helplessness in the presence of its enemies, as almost to despair. Now it
needs to know Christ as the good shepherd, who keeps a constant watch
over the sheep, and carries the lambs in His bosom. He needs to know Him
as a watchman and a keeper.

Again, it is oppressed with the sense of its own utter emptiness, and is
forced to exclaim, I know that in me, that is, in my flesh, dwelleth no good
thing. It sees that it has no life, or unction, or power, or spirituality in
itself. Now it needs to know Christ as the true vine, from which it may
receive constant and abundant spiritual nourishment. It needs to know
Him as the fountain of the water of life, and in those relations that will
meet its necessities in this direction. Let these suffice, as specimens to
illustrate what is intended by entire or permanent sanctification being
conditionated on the revelation and appropriation of Christ in all the
fullness of His official relations.
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LECTURE 40

SANCTIFICATION

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

I will consider those passages of scripture which are by some supposed to
contradict the doctrine we have been considering.

“If they sin against Thee, (for there is no man that sinneth not),
and Thou be angry with them, and deliver them to the enemy, so
that they carry them away captives unto the land of the enemy, far
or near” (1 Kings 8:46), etc.

ON THIS PASSAGE, I REMARK:

1. That this sentiment in nearly the same language, is repeated in 2
Chronicles 6:26, and in Ecclesiastes 7:20, where the same original word in
the same form is used.

2. These are the strongest passages I know of in the Old Testament, and
the same remarks are applicable to the three.

3. I will quote, for the satisfaction of the reader, the note of Dr. Adam
Clarke upon this passage, and also that of Barclay, the celebrated and
highly spiritual author of “An Apology for the True Christian Divinity.”
And let me say, that they appear to me to be satisfactory answers to the
objection founded upon these passages.

CLARKE: “If they sin against Thee.” This must refer to some general
defection from truth; to some species of false worship, idolatry, or
corruption of the truth and ordinances of the Most High; as for it, they are
here stated to be delivered into the hands of their enemies, and carried
away captive, which was the general punishment of idolatry, and what is
called, (verse 47), acting perversely and committing wickedness.
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“If they sin against Thee, for there is no man that sinneth not.” The second
clause, as it is here translated, renders the supposition in the first clause,
entirely nugatory; for, if there be no man that sinneth not, it is useless to
say, if they sin; but this contradiction is taken away, by reference to the
original ki yechetau lak, which should be translated, if they shall sin against
Thee; or should they sin against Thee, ki ein adam asher lo yecheta; `for
there is no man that may not sin;’ that is, there is no man impeccable, none
infallible; none that is not liable to transgress. This is the true meaning of
the phrase in various parts of the Bible, and so our translators have
understood the original, for even in the thirty-first verse of this chapter,
they have translated yecheta, if a man trespass; which certainly implies he
might or might not do it; and in this way they have translated the same
word, if a soul sin, in Leviticus 5:1, 6:2, 1 Samuel 2:25, 2 Chronicles 4:22;
and in several other places. The truth is, the Hebrew has no mood to
express words in the permissive or optative way, but to express this sense
it uses the future tense of the conjugation kal.

“This text has been a wonderful strong-hold for all who believe that
there is no redemption from sin in this life; that no man can live
without committing sin; and that we cannot be entirely freed from
it till we die.”

“1. The text speaks no such doctrine; it only speaks of the
possibility of every man’s sinning; and this must be true of a state
of probation.”

“2. There is not another text in the divine records that is more to
the purpose than this.”

“3. The doctrine is flatly in opposition to the design of the gospel;
for Jesus came to save His people from their sins, and to destroy
the works of the devil.”

“4. It is a dangerous and destructive doctrine, and should be blotted
out of every Christian’s creed. There are too many who are seeking
to excuse their crimes by all means in their power; and we need not
embody their excuses in a creed, to complete their deception, by
stating that their sins are unavoidable.”
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BARCLAY: “Secondly, another objection is from two passages of scripture,
much of one signification. The one is: `For there is no man that sinneth
not’ (1 Kings 8:46). The other is: `For there is not a just man upon earth,
that doeth good and sinneth not’ (Ecclesiastes 7:20).

“I ANSWER”:

“1. These affirm nothing of a daily and continual sinning, so as
never to be redeemed from it; but only that all have sinned, that
there is none that doth not sin, though not always so as never to
cease to sin; and in this lies the question. Yea, in that place of the
Kings he speaks within two verses of the returning of such with all
their souls and hearts, which implies a possibility of leaving off
sin.”

“2. There is a respect to be had to the seasons and dispensations;
for if it should be granted that in Solomon’s time there were none
that sinned not, it will not follow that there are none such now, or
that it is a thing not now attainable by the grace of God under the
gospel.”

“3. And lastly, this whole objection hangs upon a false
interpretation; for the original Hebrew word may be read in the
potential mood, thus, There is no man who may not sin, as well as
in the indicative; so both the old Latin, Junius, and Tremellius, and
Vatablus have it, and the same word is so used, `Thy word have I
hid in my heart, that I might not sin against Thee’ (Psalms 119:11),
in the potential mood, and not in the indicative: which being more
answerable to the universal scope of the scriptures, the testimony
of the truth, and the sense of almost all interpreters, doubtless
ought to be so understood, and the other interpretation rejected as
spurious.”

Whatever may be thought of the views of these authors, to me it is a plain
and satisfactory answer to the objection founded upon these passages, that
the objection might be strictly true under the Old Testament dispensation,
and prove nothing in regard to the attainability of a state of entire
sanctification under the New. What! Does the New Testament
dispensation differ nothing from the Old in its advantages for the
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acquisition of holiness? If it be true, that no one under the comparatively
dark dispensation of Judaism, attained a state of permanent sanctification,
does that prove such a state is not attainable under the gospel? It is
expressly stated in the Epistle to the Hebrews, that “the old covenant
made nothing perfect, but the bringing in of a better hope did” (Hebrews
7:19). Under the old covenant, God expressly promised that he would
make a new one with the house of Israel, in “writing the law in their
hearts,” and in “engraving it in their inward parts.” And this new covenant
was to be made with the house of Israel, under the Christian dispensation.
What then do all such passages in the Old Testament prove, in relation to
the privileges and holiness of Christians under the new dispensation?

Whether any of the Old Testament saints did so far receive the new
covenant by way of anticipation, as to enter upon a state of permanent
sanctification, it is not my present purpose to inquire. Nor will I inquire,
whether, admitting that Solomon said in his day, that there was not a just
man upon the earth that liveth and sinneth not, the same could with equal
truth have been asserted of every generation under the Jewish
dispensation. It is expressly asserted of Abraham, and multitudes of the
Old Testament saints, that they “died in faith, not having received the
promises” (Hebrews 11:13). Now what can this mean? It cannot be, that
they did not know the promises; for to them the promises were made. It
cannot mean, that they did not receive Christ, for the Bible expressly
asserts that they did that “Abraham rejoiced to see Christ’s day” (John
8:56), that Moses, and indeed all the Old Testament saints, had so much
knowledge of Christ as a Saviour to be revealed, as to bring them into a
state of salvation. But still they did not receive the promise of the Spirit,
as it is poured out under the Christian dispensation. This was the great
thing all along promised, first to Abraham, or to his seed, which is Christ.
“That the blessing of Abraham might come on the Gentiles through Jesus
Christ; that we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.”

“Now to Abraham and his seed were the promises made. He saith
not, And to seeds, as of many; but as of one, and to thy seed,
which is Christ” (Galatians 3:14, 16),

and afterwards to the Christian church, by all the prophets.
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“But this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel; And it
shall come to pass in the last days (saith God), I will pour out of
My Spirit upon all flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall
prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men
shall dream dreams; and on My servants, and on My handmaidens,
I will pour out in those days of My Spirit; and they shall
prophesy; and I will show wonders in heaven above and signs in
the earth beneath; blood, and fire and vapor of smoke; the sun shall
be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great
and notable day of the Lord come; and it shall come to pass, that
whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved” (Acts
2:16-21),

“Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of
you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the promise is unto
you, and to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many
as the Lord our God shall call” (Acts 2:38, 39)

“Yea, and all the prophets from Samuel, and those that follow
after, as many as have spoken, have likewise foretold of these
days.” “Unto you first, God having raised up His Son Jesus, sent
Him to bless you, in turing away every one of you from his
iniquities” (Acts 3:24, 26),

and lastly, by Christ Himself, which He expressly styles “the promise” of
the Father.

“And being assembled together with them, commanded them that
they should not depart from Jerusalem, but wait for the promise of
the Father, which, saith He, ye have heard of Me. For John truly
baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost
not many days hence” (Acts 1:4, 5).

They did not receive the light and the glory of the Christian dispensation,
nor the fullness of the Holy Spirit. And it is asserted in the Bible, “they
without us,” that is, without our privileges, “could not be made perfect.”

The next objection is founded upon the Lord’s Prayer. In this Christ has
taught us to pray,
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“Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive
those who trespass against us” (Matthew 6:14).

Here it is objected, that if a person should become entirely sanctified, he
could no longer use this clause of this prayer, which, it is said, was
manifestly designed to be used by the church to the end of time. Upon this
prayer I remark:

1. Christ has taught us to pray for entire, in the sense of perpetual
sanctification. “Thy will be done on earth, as it is done in heaven”
(Matthew 6:10).

2. He designed, that we should expect this prayer to be answered, or that
we should mock Him by asking what we do not believe is agreeable to His
will, and that too which we know could not consistently be granted; and
that we are to repeat this insult to God as often as we pray.

3. The petition for forgiveness of our trespasses, it is plain, must apply to
past sins, and not to sins we are committing at the time we make the
prayer; for it would be absurd and abominable to pray for the forgiveness
of a sin which we are then in the act of committing.

4. This prayer cannot properly be made in respect to any sin of which we
have not repented; for it would be highly abominable in the sight of God,
to pray for the forgiveness of a sin of which we did not repent.

5. If there be any hour or day in which a man has committed no actual sin,
he could not consistently make this prayer in reference to that hour or that
day.

6. But at the very time, it would be highly proper for him to make this
prayer in relation to all his past sins, and that too, although he may have
repented of, and confessed them, and prayed for their forgiveness, a
thousand times before. This does not imply a doubt, whether God has
forgiven the sins of which we have repented; but it is only a renewal of our
grief and humiliation for our sins, and a fresh acknowledgment of, and
casting ourselves upon, His mercy. God may forgive when we repent,
before we ask Him, and while we abhor ourselves so much as to have no
heart to ask for forgiveness; but His having forgiven us does not render the
petition improper.
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7. And although his sins may be forgiven, he ought still to confess them, to
repent of them, both in this world and in the world to come. And it is
perfectly suitable, so long as he lives in the world, to say the least, to
continue to repent, and repeat the request for forgiveness. For myself, I am
unable to see why this passage should be made a stumbling block; for if it
be improper to pray for the forgiveness of sins of which we have repented,
then it is improper to pray for forgiveness at all. And if this prayer cannot
be used with propriety in reference to past sins of which we have already
repented, it cannot properly be used at all, except upon the absurd
supposition, that we are to pray for the forgiveness of sins which we are
now committing, and of which we have not repented. And if it be
improper to use this form of prayer in reference to all past sins of which
we have repented, it is just as improper to use it in reference to sins
committed today or yesterday, of which we have repented.

Another objection is founded on:

“My brethren, be not many masters, knowing that we shall receive
the greater condemnation. For in many things we offend all. If any
man offend not in word, the same is a perfect man, and able also to
bridle the whole body” (James 3:1, 2).

Upon this passage I remark:

1. The term rendered masters here, may be rendered teachers, critics, or
censors, and be understood either in a good or bad sense. The apostle
exhorts the brethren not to be many masters, because if they are so, they
will incur the greater condemnation: “for,” says he, “in many things we
offend all.” The fact that we all offend is here urged as a reason why we
should not be many masters; which shows that the term masters is here
used in a bad sense. “Be not many masters,” for if we are masters, “we
shall receive the greater condemnation,” because we are all great offenders.
Now I understand this to be the simple meaning of this passage; do not
many (or any) of you become censors, or critics, and set yourselves up to
judge and condemn others. For inasmuch as you have all sinned
yourselves, and we are all great offenders, we shall receive the greater
condemnation, if we set ourselves up as censors.
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“For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged,
and with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again”

(Matthew 7:2).

2. It does not appear to me that the apostle designs to affirm anything at
all of the present character of himself, or of those to whom he wrote; nor
to have had the remotest allusion to the doctrine of entire sanctification,
but simply to affirm a well-established truth in its application to a
particular sin; that if they became censors, and injuriously condemned
others, inasmuch as they had all committed many sins, they should receive
the greater condemnation.

3. That the apostle did not design to deny the doctrine of Christian
perfection or entire sanctification, as maintained in these lectures, seems
evident from the fact, that he immediately subjoins,

“If any man offend not in word, the same is a perfect man,
and able also to bridle the whole body” (James 3:2).

Another objection is founded on: “If we say we have no sin, we deceive
ourselves, and the truth is not in us” (1 John 1:8). Upon this I remark:

1. Those who make this passage an objection to the doctrine of entire
sanctification in this life, assume that the apostle is here speaking of
sanctification instead of justification; whereas an honest examination of the
passage, if I mistake not, will render it evident that the apostle makes no
allusion here to sanctification, but is speaking solely of justification. A
little attention to the connection in which this verse stands will, I think,
render this evident. But before I proceed to state what I understand to be
the meaning of this passage, let us consider it in the connection in which it
stands, in the sense in which they understand it who quote it for the
purpose of opposing the sentiment advocated in these lectures. They
understand the apostle as affirming, that, if we say we are in a state of
entire sanctification and do not sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is
not in us. Now if this were the apostle’s meaning, he involves himself, in
this connection, in two flat contradictions.

2. This verse is immediately preceded by the assertion that the “blood of
Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin.” Now it would be very remarkable,
if immediately after this assertion the apostle should mean to say that it
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does not cleanse us from all sin, and if we say it does, we deceive
ourselves; for he had just asserted, that the blood of Jesus Christ does
cleanse us from all sin. If this were his meaning, it involves him in as
palpable a contradiction as could be expressed.

3. This view of the subject then represents the apostle in the conclusion of
the seventh verse, as saying, the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth
us from all sin; and in the eighth verse, as saying, that if we suppose
ourselves to be cleansed from all sin, we deceive ourselves, thus flatly
contradicting what he had just said. And in the ninth verse he goes on to
say, that “He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness”; that is, the blood of Jesus cleanseth us from all
sin; but if we say it does, we deceive ourselves.

“But if we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our
sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness” (1 John 1:9 ).

Now, all unrighteousness is sin. If we are cleansed from all
unrighteousness, we are cleansed from sin. And now suppose a man
should confess his sin, and God should in faithfulness and justice forgive
his sin, and cleanse him from all unrighteousness, and then he should
confess and profess that God had done this; are we to understand, that the
apostle would then affirm that he deceives himself, in supposing that the
blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin? But, as I have already said, I
do not understand the apostle as affirming anything in respect to the
present moral character of any one, but as speaking of the doctrine of
justification.

This then appears to me to be the meaning of the whole passage. If we say
that we are not sinners, that is, have no sin to need the blood of Christ;
that we have never sinned, and consequently need no Savior, we deceive
ourselves. For we have sinned, and nothing but the blood of Christ
cleanseth from sin, or procures our pardon and justification. And now, if
we will not deny, but confess that we have sinned, “He is faithful and just
to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” “But if
we say we have not sinned, we make Him a liar, and His word is not in
us.”
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These are the principal passages that occur to my mind, and those I believe
upon which the principal stress has been laid, by the opposers of this
doctrine. And as I do not wish to protract the discussion, I shall omit the
examination of other passages.

There are many objections to the doctrine of entire sanctification, besides
those derived from the passages of scripture which I have considered.
Some of these objections are doubtless honestly felt, and deserve to be
considered. I will therefore proceed to notice such of them as now occur to
my mind.

1. It is objected, that the doctrine of entire and permanent sanctification in
this life, tends to the errors of modern perfectionism. This objection has
been urged by some good men, and I doubt not, honestly urged. But still I
cannot believe that they have duly considered the matter. It seems to me,
that one fact will set aside this objection. It is well known that the
Wesleyan Methodists have, as a denomination, from the earliest period of
their history, maintained this doctrine in all its length and breadth. Now if
such is the tendency of the doctrine, it is passing strange that this
tendency has never developed itself in that denomination. So far as I can
learn, the Methodists have been in a great measure, if not entirely, exempt
from the errors held by modern perfectionists. Perfectionists, as a body,
and I believe with very few exceptions, have arisen out of those
denominations that deny the doctrine of entire sanctification in this life.

Now the reason of this is obvious to my mind. When professors of
religion, who have been all their life subject to bondage, begin to inquire
earnestly for deliverance from their sins, they have found neither
sympathy nor instruction, in regard to the prospect of getting rid of them
in this life. Then they have gone to the Bible, and there found, in almost
every part of it, Christ presented as a Savior from their sins. But when
they proclaim this truth, they are at once treated as heretics and fanatics
by their brethren, until, being overcome of evil, they fall into
censoriousness; and finding the church so decidedly and utterly wrong, in
her opposition to this one great important truth, they lose confidence in
their ministers and the church, and being influenced by a wrong spirit,
Satan takes the advantage of them, and drives them to the extreme of error
and delusion. This I believe to be the true history of many of the most
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pious members of the Calvinistic churches. On the contrary, the
Methodists are very much secured against these errors. They are taught
that Jesus Christ is a Savior from all sin in this world. And when they
inquire for deliverance, they are pointed to Jesus Christ as a present and
all-sufficient Redeemer. Finding sympathy and instruction on this great
and agonizing point, their confidence in their ministers and their brethren
remains, and they walk quietly with them.

It seems to me impossible that the tendency of this doctrine should be to
the peculiar errors of the modern perfectionists, and yet not an instance
occur among all the Methodist ministers, or the thousands of their
members, for one hundred years.

And here let me say, it is my full conviction, that there are but two ways
in which ministers of the present day can prevent members of their
churches from becoming perfectionists. One is, to suffer them to live so far
from God, that they will not inquire after holiness of heart; and the other
is, most fully to inculcate the glorious doctrine of entire consecration; and
that it is the high privilege as well as the duty of Christians, to live in a
state of entire consecration to God. I have many additional things to say
upon the tendency of this doctrine, but at present this must suffice.

By some it is said to be identical with perfectionism; and attempts are
made to show in what particulars antinomian perfectionism and our views
are the same. On this I remark:

(1.) It seems to have been a favorite policy of certain controversial
writers for a long time, instead of meeting a proposition in the open
field of fair and Christian argument, to give it a bad name, and attempt
to put it down, not by force of argument, but by showing that it is
identical with, or sustains a near relation to Pelagianism,
Antinomianism, Calvinism, or some other ism, against which certain
classes of minds are deeply prejudiced. In the recent controversy
between what are called old and new school divines, who has not
witnessed with pain the frequent attempts that have been made to put
down the new school divinity, as it is called, by calling it Pelagianism,
and quoting certain passages from Pelagius and other writers, to show
the identity of sentiment that exists between them.
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This is a very unsatisfactory method of attacking or defending any
doctrine. There are no doubt, many points of agreement between Pelagius
and all truly orthodox divines, and so there are many points of
disagreement between them. There are also many points of agreement
between modern perfectionists and all evangelical Christians, and so there
are many points of disagreement between them and the Christian church in
general. That there are some points of agreement between their views and
my own, is no doubt true. And that we totally disagree in regard to those
points that constitute their great peculiarities is, if I understand them, also
true. But did I really agree in all points with Augustine, or Edwards, or
Pelagius, or the modern perfectionists, neither the good nor the ill name of
any of these would prove my sentiments to be either right or wrong. It
would remain, after all, to show that those with whom I agreed were either
right or wrong, in order, on the one hand, to establish that for which I
contend, or on the other, to overthrow that which I maintain. It is often
more convenient to give a doctrine or an argument a bad name, than it is
soberly and satisfactorily to reply to it.

(2.) It is not a little curious, that we should be charged with holding the
same sentiments with the perfectionists; while yet they seem to be
more violently opposed to our views, since they have come to
understand them, than almost any other persons whatever. I have been
informed by one of their leaders, that he regards me as one of the
master-builders of Babylon.

With respect to the modern perfectionists, those who have been
acquainted with their writings, know that some of them have gone much
farther from the truth than others. Some of their leading men, who
commenced with them, and adopted their name, stopped far short of
adopting some of their most abominable errors; still maintaining the
authority and perpetual obligation of the moral law; and thus have been
saved from going into many of the most objectionable and destructive
notions of the sect. There are many more points of agreement between that
class of perfectionists and the orthodox church, than between the church
and any other class of them. And there are still a number of important
points of difference, as every one knows who is possessed of correct
information upon this subject.
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I abhor the practice of denouncing whole classes of men for the errors of
some of that name. I am well aware, that there are many of those who are
termed perfectionists, who as truly abhor the extremes of error into which
many of that name have fallen, as perhaps do any persons living.

2. Another objection is, that persons could not live in this world, if they
were entirely sanctified. Strange. Does holiness injure a man? Does perfect
conformity to all the laws of life and health, both physical and moral,
render it impossible for a man to live? If a man break off from rebellion
against God, will it kill him? Does there appear to have been anything in
Christ’s holiness inconsistent with life and health? The fact is, that this
objection is founded in a gross mistake, in regard to what constitutes entire
sanctification. It is supposed by those who hold this objection, that this
state implies a continual and most intense degree of excitement, and many
things which are not at all implied in it. I have thought, that it is rather a
glorified than a sanctified state, that most men have before their minds,
whenever they consider this subject. When Christ was upon earth, He was
in a sanctified but not in a glorified state. “It is enough for the disciple that
he be as his Master” (Matthew 10:25). Now, what is there in the moral
character of Jesus Christ, as represented in His history, that may not and
ought not to be fully copied into the life of every Christian? I speak not of
His knowledge, but of His spirit and temper. Ponder well every
circumstance of His life that has come down to us, and say, beloved, what
is there in it that may not, by the grace of God, be copied into your own?
And think you, that a full imitation of Him, in all that relates to His moral
character, would render it impossible for you to live in the world.

3. Again, it is objected, that should we become entirely, in the sense of
permanently, sanctified, we could not know it, and should not be able
intelligently to profess it. I answer: All that a sanctified soul needs to
know or profess is, that the grace of God in Christ Jesus is sufficient for
him, so that he finds it to be true, as Paul did, that he can do all things
through Christ who strengtheneth him, and that he does not expect to sin,
but that on the contrary, he is enabled through grace

“to reckon himself dead indeed unto sin, and alive unto God
through Jesus Christ our Lord” (Romans 6:11).
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A saint may not know that he shall never sin again; he may expect to sin
no more, because of his confidence, not in his own resolutions, or strength,
or attainments, but simply in the infinite grace and faithfulness of Christ.
He may come to look upon, to regard, account, reckon himself, as being
dead in deed and in fact unto sin, and as having done with it, and as being
alive unto God, and to expect henceforth to live wholly to God, as much as
he expects to live at all; and it may be true that he will thus live, without
his being able to say that he knows that he is entirely, in the sense of
permanently, sanctified. This he need not know, but this he may believe
upon the strength of such promises as:

“And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly: and I pray God
your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved blameless unto
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is He that calleth
you, who also will do it” (1 Thessalonians 5:23, 24).

It is also true, that a Christian may attain a state in which he will really fall
no more into sin, as a matter of fact, while, at the same time, he may not be
able to express even a thorough persuasion that he shall never fall again.
All he may be able intelligently to say is: “God knoweth I hope to sin no
more, but the event will show. May the Lord keep me; I trust that He
will.”

4. Another objection is, that the doctrine tends to spiritual pride. And is it
true, indeed, that to become perfectly humble tends to pride? But entire
humility is implied in entire sanctification. Is it true, that you must remain
in sin, and of course cherish pride, in order to avoid pride? Is your
humility more safe in your own hands, and are you more secure against
spiritual pride, in refusing to receive Christ as your helper, than you would
be in at once embracing Him as a full Savior?

I have seen several remarks in the papers of late, and have heard several
suggestions from various quarters, which have but increased the fear which
I have for some time entertained, that multitudes of Christians, and indeed
many ministers, have radically defective views of salvation by faith in
Jesus Christ. To the doctrine of entire sanctification in this life, as believed
and taught by some of us, it has been frequently of late objected, that
prayers offered in accordance with this belief, and by a sanctified soul,
would savor strongly of spiritual pride and self-righteousness. I have seen
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this objection stated in its full force of late, in a religious periodical, in the
form of a supposed prayer of a sanctified soul, the object of which was
manifestly to expose the shocking absurdity, self-righteousness, and
spiritual pride, of a prayer, or rather thanksgiving, made in accordance with
a belief that one is entirely sanctified. Now, I must confess, that prayer,
together with objections and remarks which suggest the same idea, have
created in my mind no small degree of alarm. I fear much that many of our
divines, in contending for the doctrines of grace, have entirely lost sight of
the meaning of the language they use, and have in reality but very little
practical understanding of what is intended by salvation by grace, in
opposition to salvation by works. If this is not the case, I know not how
to account for their feeling, and for their stating such an objection as this to
the doctrine of entire sanctification.

Now, if I understand the doctrine of salvation by grace, both sanctification
and justification are wrought by the grace of God, and not by any works or
merits of our own, irrespective of the grace of Christ through faith. If this
is the real doctrine of the Bible, what earthly objection can there be to our
confessing, professing, and thanking God for our sanctification, any more
than for our justification? It is true, indeed, that in our justification our
own agency is not concerned, while in our sanctification it is. Yet I
understand the doctrine of the Bible to be, that both are brought about by
grace through faith, and that we should no sooner be sanctified without the
grace of Christ, than we should be justified without it. Now, who pretends
to deny this? And yet if it is true, of what weight is that class of
objections to which I have alluded? These objections manifestly turn upon
the idea, no doubt latent and deep seated in the mind, that the real holiness
of Christians, in whatever degree it exists, is, in some way, to be ascribed
to some goodness originating in themselves, and not in the grace of Christ.
But do let me ask, how is it possible that men who entertain, really and
practically, right views upon this subject, can by any possibility feel, as if
it must be proof conclusive of self-righteousness and Pharisaism, to
profess and thank God for sanctification? Is it not understood on all hands,
that sanctification is by grace, and that the gospel has made abundant
provision for the sanctification of all men? This certainly is admitted by
those who have stated this objection. Now, if this is so, which is the most
honorable to God, to confess and complain that our sins triumph and gain
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dominion over us, or to be able truly and honestly to thank Him for having
given us the victory over our sins? God has said, “Sin shall not have
dominion over you, for ye are not under the law, but under grace” (Romans
6:14).

Now, in view of this and multitudes of kindred promises, suppose we
come to God, and say: “O Lord, Thou hast made these great and precious
promises, but, as a matter of fact, they do not accord with our own
experience. For sin does continually have dominion over us. Thy grace is
not sufficient for us. We are continually overcome by temptation,
notwithstanding Thy promise, that in every temptation Thou wilt make a
way for us to escape. Thou hast said, the truth shall make us free, but we
are not free. We are still the slaves of our appetites and lusts.”

Now, which, I inquire, is the most honorable to God, to go on with a string
of confessions and self-accusations, that are in flat contradiction to the
promises of God, and almost, to say the least, a burlesque upon the grace
of the gospel, or to be able, through grace, to confess that we have found it
true in our own experience, that His grace is sufficient for us that as our
day is so our strength is, and that sin does not have dominion over us,
because we are not under the law, but under grace?

To this I know it will be answered, that in this confessing of our sins we
do not impeach the grace or faithfulness of God, inasmuch as all these
promises are conditionated upon faith, and consequently, that the reason
of our remaining in sin is to be ascribed to our unbelief, and is therefore no
disparagement to the grace of Christ. But I beg that it may be duly
considered, that faith itself is of the operation of God is itself produced by
grace; and therefore the fact of our being obliged to confess our unbelief is a
dishonor to the grace of Christ. Is it honorable or dishonorable to God, that
we should be able to confess that even our unbelief is overcome, and that
we are able to testify from our own experience, that the grace of the gospel
is sufficient for our present salvation and sanctification? There is no doubt
a vast amount of self-righteousness in the church, which, while it talks of
grace, really means nothing by it. For a man to go any farther than to hope
that he is converted, seems to many minds to savor of self-righteousness.
Now, why is this, unless they themselves entertain self-righteous notions
in regard to conversion? Many persons would feel shocked to hear a man
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in prayer unqualifiedly thank God that he had been converted and justified.
And they might just as well feel shocked at this, and upon precisely the
same principle, as to feel shocked, if he should unqualifiedly thank God
that he had been sanctified by His grace.

But again, I say, that the very fact that a man feels shocked to hear a
converted or a sanctified soul unqualifiedly thank God for the grace
received, shows that down deep in his heart lies concealed a self-righteous
view of the way of salvation, and that in his mind all holiness in Christians
is a ground of boasting; and that, if persons have become truly and fully
sanctified, they really have a ground of boasting before God. I know not
how else to account for this wonderful prejudice. For my own part, I do
not conceive it to be the least evidence of self-righteousness, when I hear a
man sincerely and heartily thank God for converting and justifying him by
His grace. Nor should I feel either shocked, horrified, or disgusted, to hear
a man thank God that He had sanctified him wholly by His grace. If in
either or both cases I had the corroborative evidence of an apparently holy
life, I should bless God, take courage, and feel like calling on all around to
glorify God for such an instance of His glorious and excellent grace.

The feeling seems to be very general, that such a prayer or thanksgiving is
similar, in fact, and in the principle upon which it rests, with that of the
Pharisee noticed by our Savior. But what reason is there for this
assumption? We are expressly informed, that was the prayer of a Pharisee.
But the Pharisees were self-righteous, and expressly and openly rejected
the grace of Christ. The Pharisee then boasted of his own righteousness,
originated in and consummated by, his own goodness, and not in the grace
of Christ. Hence he did not thank God, that the grace of Christ had made
him unlike other men. Now, this prayer was designed to teach us the
abominable folly of any man’s putting in a claim to righteousness and true
holiness, irrespective of the grace of God by Jesus Christ. But certainly
this is an infinitely different thing from the thanksgiving of a soul, who
fully recognizes the grace of Christ, and attributes his sanctification
entirely to that grace. And I cannot see how a man, who has entirely
divested himself of Pharisaical notions in respect to the doctrine of
sanctification, can suppose these two prayers to be analogous in their
principle and spirit.
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LECTURE 41

SANCTIFICATION, FURTHER OBJECTIONS

5. Again it is objected, that many who have embraced this doctrine, really
are spiritually proud. To this I answer:

(1.) So have many who believed the doctrine of regeneration been
deceived and amazingly puffed up with the idea that they have been
regenerated when they have not been. But is this a good reason for
abandoning the doctrine of regeneration, or any reason why the
doctrine should not be preached?

(2.) Let me inquire whether a simple declaration of what God has done
for their souls, has not been assumed as of itself sufficient evidence of
spiritual pride, on the part of those who embrace this doctrine, while
there was in reality no spiritual pride at all? It seems next to
impossible, with the present views of the church, that an individual
should really attain this state, and profess to live without known sin in
a manner so humble, as not, of course, to be suspected of enormous
spiritual pride. This consideration has been a snare to some, who have
hesitated and even neglected to declare what God had done for their
souls, lest they should be accused of spiritual pride. And this has been
a serious injury to their piety.

6. But again it is objected, that this doctrine tends to censoriousness. To
this I reply:

(1.) It is not denied, that some who have professed to believe this
doctrine have become censorious. But this no more condemns this
doctrine than it condemns that of regeneration. And that it tends to
censoriousness, might just as well be urged against every acknowledged
doctrine of the Bible, as against this doctrine.

(2.) Let any Christian do his whole duty to the church and the world in
their present state, let him speak to them and of them as they really
are, and he would of course incur the charge of censoriousness. It is
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therefore the most unreasonable thing in the world, to suppose that the
church in its present state, would not accuse any perfect Christian of
censoriousness. Entire sanctification implies the doing of all our duty.
But to do all our duty, we must rebuke sin in high places and in low
places. Can this be done with all needed severity, without in many
cases giving offence, and incurring the charge of censoriousness? No, it
is impossible; and to maintain the contrary would be to impeach the
wisdom and holiness of Jesus Christ Himself.

7. It is objected that the believers in this doctrine lower the standard of
holiness to a level with their own experience. To this I reply, that it has
been common to set up a false standard, and to overlook the true spirit and
meaning of the law, and to represent it as requiring something else than
what it does require; but this notion is not confined to those who believe in
this doctrine. The moral law requires one and the same thing of all moral
agents, namely, that they shall be universally and disinterestedly
benevolent; in other words, that they shall love the Lord their God with all
their heart, and their neighbor as themselves. This is all that it does require
of any. Whoever has understood the law as requiring less or more than
this, has misunderstood it. Love is the fulfilling of the law. But I must refer
the reader to what I have said upon this subject when treating of moral
government.

The law, as we have seen on a former occasion, levels its claims to us as
we are, and a just exposition of it, as I have already said, must take into
consideration all the present circumstances of our being. This is
indispensable to a right apprehension of what constitutes entire
sanctification. There may be, as facts show, danger of misapprehension in
regard to the true spirit and meaning of the law, in the sense that, by
theorizing and adopting a false philosophy, one may lose sight of the
deepest affirmations of his reason, in regard to the true spirit and meaning
of the law; and I would humbly inquire, whether the error has not been in
giving such an interpretation of the law, as naturally to beget the idea so
prevalent, that, if a man should become holy, he could not live in this
world? In a letter lately received from a beloved, and useful, and venerated
minister of the gospel, while the writer expressed the greatest attachment
to the doctrine of entire consecration to God, and said that he preached the
same doctrine which we hold to his people every Sabbath, but by another
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name, still he added, that it was revolting to his feelings to hear any mere
man set up the claim of obedience to the law of God. Now let me inquire,
why should this be revolting to the feelings of piety? Must it not be
because the law of God is supposed to require something of human beings
in our state, which it does not and cannot require? Why should such a
claim be thought extravagant, unless the claims of the living God be
thought extravagant? If the law of God really requires no more of men than
what is reasonable and possible, why should it be revolting to any mind to
hear an individual profess to have attained to entire obedience? I know that
the brother to whom I allude, would be almost the last man deliberately
and knowingly to give any strained interpretation to the law of God; and
yet, I cannot but feel that much of the difficulty that good men have upon
this subject, has arisen out of a comparison of the lives of saints with a
standard entirely above that which the law of God does or can demand of
persons in all respects in our circumstances, or indeed of any moral agent
whatever.

8. Another objection is, that, as a matter of fact, the grace of God is not
sufficient to secure the entire sanctification of saints in this life. It is
maintained, that the question of the attainability of entire sanctification in
this life, resolves itself after all into the question, whether Christians are
sanctified in this life? The objectors say, that nothing is sufficient grace
that does not, as a matter of fact, secure the faith, and obedience, and
perfection of the saints; and therefore that the provisions of the gospel are
to be measured by the results; and that the experience of the church
decides both the meaning of the promises, and the extent of the provisions
of grace. Now to this I answer: If this objection be good for anything in
regard to entire sanctification, it is equally true in regard to the spiritual
state of every person in the world. If the fact that men are not perfect,
proves that no provision is made for their perfection, their being no better
than they are proves, that there is no provision for their being any better
than they are, or that they might not have aimed at being any better, with
any rational hope of success. But who, except a fatalist, will admit any
such conclusion as this? And yet I do not see but this conclusion is
inevitable from such premises. As well might an impenitent sinner urge,
that the grace of the gospel is not, as a matter of fact, sufficient for him,
because it does not convert him: as well might he resolve everything into
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the sovereignty of God, and say, the sovereignty of God must convert me,
or I shall not be converted; and since I am not converted, it is because the
grace of God has not proved itself sufficient to convert me. But who will
excuse the sinner, and admit his plea, that the grace and provisions of the
gospel are not sufficient for him?

Let ministers urge upon both saints and sinners the claims of God. Let
them insist that sinners may, and can, and ought, immediately to become
Christians, and that Christians can, and may, and ought to live wholly to
God. Let them urge Christians to live without sin, and hold out the same
urgency of command, and the same encouragement that the new school
holds out to sinners; and we shall soon find that Christians are entering
into the liberty of perfect love, as sinners have found pardon and
acceptance. Let ministers hold forth the same gospel to all, and insist that
the grace of the gospel is as sufficient to save from all sin as from a part of
it; and we shall soon see whether the difficulty has not been, that the
gospel has been hid and denied, until the churches have been kept weak
through unbelief. The church has been taught not to expect the fulfillment
of the promises to them; that it is dangerous error to expect the fulfillment
to them, for example, of the promise:

“And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly and I pray God
your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved blameless unto
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is He that calleth
you, who also will do it” (1 Thessalonians 5:23, 24).

When God says He will sanctify us wholly, and preserve us blameless
unto the coming of the Lord, masters in Israel tell us that to expect this is
dangerous error.

9. Another objection to this doctrine is, that it is contrary to the views of
some of the greatest and best men in the church: that such men as
Augustine, Calvin, Doddridge, Edwards etc., were of a different opinion.
To this I answer:

(1.) Suppose they were; we are to call no man father, in such a sense as
to yield up to him the determination of our views of Christian doctrine.
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(2.) This objection comes with a very ill grace from those who wholly
reject the opinions of these divines on some of the most important
points of Christian doctrine.

(3.) Those men all held the doctrine of physical moral depravity, which
was manifestly the ground of their rejecting the doctrine of entire
sanctification in this life. Maintaining, as they seem to have done, that
the constitutional susceptibilities of body and mind were sinfully
depraved, consistency of course led them to reject the idea, that
persons could be entirely sanctified while in the body. Now, I would
ask what consistency is there in quoting them as rejecting the doctrine
of entire sanctification in this life, while the reason of this rejection in
their minds, was founded in the doctrine of physical moral depravity,
which notion is entirely denied by those who quote their authority?

10. But again; it is objected, that, if we should attain this state of continual
consecration or sanctification, we could not know it until the day of
judgment; and that to maintain its attainability is vain, inasmuch as no one
can know whether he has attained it or not. To this I reply:

(1.) A man’s consciousness is the highest and best evidence of the
present state of his own mind. I understand consciousness to be the
mind’s recognition of its own existence and exercises, and that it is the
highest possible evidence to our own minds of what passes within us.
Consciousness can of course testify only to our present sanctification;
but,

(2.) With the law of God before us as our standard, the testimony of
consciousness, in regard to whether the mind is conformed to that
standard or not, is the highest evidence which the mind can have of a
present state of conformity to that rule.

(3.) It is a testimony which we cannot doubt, any more than we can
doubt our existence. How do we know that we exist? I answer, by our
consciousness. How do I know that I breathe, or love, or hate, or sit, or
stand, or lie down, or rise up, that I am joyful or sorrowful? In short,
that I exercise any emotion, or volition, or affection of mind? How do I
know that I sin, or repent, or believe? I answer, by my own
consciousness. No testimony can be “so direct and convincing as this.”
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Now, in order to know that my repentance is genuine, I must know what
genuine repentance is. So if I would know whether my love to God and
man, or obedience to the law is genuine, I must have clearly before my
mind the real spirit, and meaning, and bearing of the law of God. Having
the rule before my mind, my own consciousness affords “the most direct
and convincing evidence possible,” whether my present state of mind is
conformed to the rule. The Spirit of God is never employed in testifying to
what my consciousness teaches, but in setting in a strong light before my
mind the rule to which I am to conform my life. It is His province to make
me understand, to induce me to love and obey the truth; and it is the
province of consciousness to testify to my own mind whether I do or do
not obey the truth, when I apprehend it. When God so presents the truth,
as to give the mind assurance, that it understands His mind and will upon
any subject, the mind’s consciousness of its own state in view of that
truth, is “the highest and most direct possible” evidence of whether it
obeys or disobeys.

(4.) If a man cannot be conscious of the character of his own supreme
or ultimate choice, in which choice his moral character consists, how
can he know when, and of what, he is to repent? If he has committed
sin of which he is not conscious, how is he to repent of it? And if he
has a holiness of which he is not conscious, how could he feel that he
has peace with God?

But it is said, that a man may violate the law, not knowing it, and
consequently have no consciousness that he sinned, but that, afterwards, a
knowledge of the law may convict him of sin. To this I reply, that if there
was absolutely no knowledge that the thing in question was wrong, the
doing of that thing was not sin, inasmuch as some degree of knowledge of
what is right or wrong is indispensable to the moral character of any act. In
such a case, there may be a sinful ignorance, which may involve all the guilt
of those actions that were done in consequence of it; but that
blameworthiness lies in that state of heart that has induced this, and not at
all in the violation of the rule of which the mind was, at the time, entirely
ignorant.

(5.) The Bible everywhere assumes, that we are able to know, and
unqualifiedly requires us to know, what the moral state of our mind is.
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It commands us to examine ourselves, to know and to prove our own
selves. Now, how can this be done, but by bringing our hearts into the
light of the law of God, and then taking the testimony of our own
consciousness, whether we are, or are not, in a state of conformity to
the law? But if we are not to receive the testimony of our own
consciousness, in regard to our present sanctification, are we to receive
it in respect to our repentance, or any other exercise of our mind
whatever? The fact is, that we may deceive ourselves, by neglecting to
compare ourselves with the right standard. But when our views of the
standard are right, and our consciousness bears witness of a felt,
decided, unequivocal state of mind, we cannot be deceived any more
than we can be deceived in regard to our own existence.

(6.) But it is said, our consciousness does not teach us what the power
and capacities of our minds are, and that therefore if consciousness
could teach us in respect to the kind of our exercises, it cannot teach us
in regard to their degree, whether they are equal to the present capacity
of our mind. To this I reply:

Consciousness does as unequivocally testify whether we do or do not love
God with all our heart, as it does whether we love Him at all. How does a
man know that he lifts as much as he can, or runs, or walks as fast as he is
able? I answer, by his own consciousness. How does he know that he
repents or loves with all his heart? I answer, by his own consciousness.
This is the only possible way in which he can know it.

The objection implies that God has put within our reach no possible
means of knowing whether we obey Him or not. The Bible does not
directly reveal the fact to any man, whether he obeys God or not. It
reveals his duty, but does not reveal the fact whether he obeys. It refers
for this testimony to his own consciousness. The Spirit of God sets our
duty before us, but does not directly reveal to us whether we do it or not;
for this would imply that every man is under constant inspiration.

But it is said, the Bible directs our attention to the fact, whether we
outwardly obey or disobey, as evidence whether we are in a right state of
mind or not. But I would inquire, How do we know whether we obey or
disobey? How do we know anything of our conduct but by our
consciousness? Our conduct, as observed by others, is to them evidence of
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the state of our hearts. But, I repeat it, our consciousness of obedience to
God is to us the highest, and indeed the only, evidence of our true
character. If a man’s own consciousness is not to be a witness, either for or
against Him, other testimony can never satisfy him of the propriety of
God’s dealing with him in the final judgment. There are cases of common
occurrence, where the witnesses testify to the guilt or innocence of a man,
contrary to the testimony of his own consciousness. In all such cases,
from the very laws of his being, he rejects all other testimony: and let me
add, that he would reject the testimony of God, and from the very laws of
his being must reject it, if it contradicted his own consciousness. When
God convicts a man of sin, it is not by contradicting his consciousness; but
by placing the consciousness which he had at the time, in the clear strong
light of his memory, causing him to discover clearly, and to remember
distinctly what light he had, what thoughts, what convictions, what
intention or design; in other words, what consciousness he had at the time.
And this, let me add, is the way, and the only way, in which the Spirit of
God can convict a man of sin, thus bringing him to condemn himself. Now,
suppose that God should bear testimony against a man, that at such a time
he did such a thing, that such and such were all the circumstances of the
case; and suppose that at the same time the individual’s consciousness
unequivocally contradicts Him. The testimony of God in this case could
not satisfy the man’s mind, nor lead him into a state of self-condemnation.
The only possible way in which this state of mind could be induced,
would be to annihilate his opposing consciousness, and to convict him
simply upon the testimony of God.

(7.) Men may overlook what consciousness is. They may mistake the
rule of duty, they may confound consciousness with a mere negative
state of mind, or that in which a man is not conscious of a state of
opposition to the truth. Yet it must forever remain true that, to our
own minds, “consciousness must be the highest possible evidence” of
what passes within us. And if a man does not by his own
consciousness know whether he does the best that he can, under the
circumstances whether he has a single eye to the glory of God and
whether he is in a state of entire consecration’ to God he cannot know
it in any way whatever. And no testimony whatever, either of God or
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man, could, according to the laws of his being, satisfy him either as to
conviction of guilt on the one hand, or self-approbation on the other.

(8.) Let me ask, how those who make this objection know that they are
not in a sanctified state? Has God revealed it to them? Has He revealed
it in the Bible? Does the Bible say to A.B., by name, “You are not in a
sanctified state?” Or does it lay down a rule, in the light of which his
own consciousness bears this testimony against him? Has God
revealed directly by His Spirit, that he is not in a sanctified state, or
does He hold the rule of duty strongly before the mind, and thus
awaken the testimony of consciousness that he is not in this state?
Now just in the same way consciousness testifies of those that are
sanctified, that they are in this state. Neither the Bible nor the Spirit of
God makes any new or particular revelation to them by name. But the
Spirit of God bears witness to their spirits by setting the rule in a
strong light before them. He induces that state of mind which
conscience pronounces to be conformity to the rule. This is as far as
possible from setting aside the judgment of God in the case; for
conscience, under these circumstances, is the testimony of God, and
the way in which He convinces of sin on the one hand, and of entire
consecration on the other; and the decision of conscience is given to us
in consciousness.

By some it is still objected, that consciousness alone is not evidence even
to ourselves of our being, or not being, in a state of entire sanctification;
that the judgment of the mind is also employed in deciding the true intent
and meaning of the law, and is therefore as absolutely a witness in the case
as consciousness is. “Consciousness,” it is said, “gives us the exercises of
our own mind, and the judgment decides whether these exercises are in
accordance with the law of God.” So then it is the judgment rather than the
consciousness, that decides whether we are, or are not, in a state of entire
sanctification; and therefore if, in our judgment of the law, we happen to
be mistaken, than which nothing is more common, in such case we are
utterly deceived if we think ourselves in a state of entire sanctification. To
this I answer:

It is indeed our judgment that decides upon the intent and meaning of the
law. We may be mistaken in regard to its true application in certain cases,
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as it respects outward conduct, but let it be remembered, that neither sin
nor holiness is to be found in the outward act. They both belong only to
the ultimate intention. No man, as was formerly shown, can mistake his
real duty. Every one knows, and cannot but know, that disinterested
benevolence is his duty. This is, and nothing else is, his duty. This he can
know, and about this he need not mistake. And sure it is, that if man can
be certain of anything, he can be certain in respect to the end for which he
lives, or in respect to his supreme ultimate intention.

I deny that it is the judgment which is to us the witness, in respect to the
state of our own minds. There are several powers of the mind called into
exercise, in deciding upon the meaning of, and in obeying, the law of God;
but it is consciousness alone that gives us these exercises. Nothing but
consciousness can possibly give us any exercise of our own minds; that is,
we have no knowledge of any exercise but by our own consciousness.
Suppose then the judgment is exercised, the will is exercised, and all the
involuntary powers are exercised. These exercises are revealed to us only
and simply by consciousness; so that it remains an invariable truth, that
consciousness is to us the only possible witness of what our exercises are,
and consequently of the state of our own minds. When, therefore, I say,
that by consciousness a man may know whether he is in a state of
sanctification, I mean, that consciousness is the real and only evidence that
we can have of being in this state.

This objection is based upon a misapprehension of that which constitutes
entire or continued sanctification. It consists, as has been shown, in abiding
consecration to God, and not as the objection assumes, in involuntary
affections and feelings. When it is considered, that entire sanctification
consists in an abiding good will to God and to being in general, in living to
one end, what real impossibility can there be in knowing whether we are
supremely devoted to this end, or supremely devoted to our own interest?

11. Again, it is objected, that if this state were attained in this life, it would
be the end of our probation. To this I reply, that probation since the fall of
Adam, or those points on which we are in a state of probation or trial, are:

(1.) Whether we will repent and believe the gospel.

(2.) Whether we will persevere in holiness to the end of life.
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Some suppose, that the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints sets
aside the idea of being at all in a state of probation after conversion. They
reason thus: If it is certain that the saints will persevere, then their
probation is ended; because the question is already settled, not only that
they are converted, but that they will persevere to the end; and the
contingency, in regard to the event, is indispensable to the idea of
probation. To this I reply, that a thing may be contingent with man that is
not at all so with God. With God, there is not, and never was any
contingency, in the sense of uncertainty, with regard to the final destiny of
any being. But with men almost all things are contingent. God knows with
absolute certainty whether a man will be converted, and whether he will
persevere. A man may know that he is converted, and may believe that by
the grace of God he shall persevere. He may have an assurance of this in
proportion to the strength of his faith. But the knowledge of this fact is
not at all inconsistent with his idea of his continuance in a state of trial till
the day of his death, inasmuch as his perseverance depends upon the
exercise of his own voluntary agency; and also, because his perseverance is
the condition of his final salvation.

In the same way some say, that if we have attained a state of entire or
permanent sanctification, we can no longer be in a state of probation. I
answer, that perseverance in this depends upon the promises and grace of
God, just as the final perseverance of the saints does. In neither case can
we have any other assurance of our perseverance, than that of faith in the
promise and grace of God; nor any other knowledge that we shall continue
in this state, than that which arises out of a belief in the testimony of God,
that He will preserve us blameless until the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ. If this be inconsistent with our probation, I see not why the
doctrine of the saint’s perseverance is not equally inconsistent with it. If
any one is disposed to maintain, that for us to have any judgment or belief
grounded on the promises of God, in regard to our final perseverance, is
inconsistent with a state of probation, all I can say is, that his views of
probation are very different from my own, and so far as I understand, from
those of the church of God.

Again: there is a very high and important sense in which every moral
being will remain on probation to all eternity. While under the moral
government of God, obedience must for ever remain a condition of the
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favor of God. And continued obedience will for ever depend on the
faithfulness and grace of God; and the only confidence we can ever have,
either in heaven, or on earth, that we shall continue to obey, must be
founded upon the faithfulness and truth of God.

Again: if it were true, that entering upon a state of permanent
sanctification in this life, were, in some sense, an end of our probation, that
would be no objection to the doctrine; for there is a sense in which
probation often ends long before the termination of this life. Where, for
example, for any cause God has left sinners to fill up the measure of their
iniquity, withdrawing forever His Holy Spirit from them, and sealing them
over to eternal death: this, in a very important sense, is the end of their
probation, and they are as sure of hell as if they were already there. So on
the other hand, when a person has received, after believing, the sealing of
the Spirit unto the day of redemption, as an earnest of his inheritance, he
may regard, and is bound to regard this as a solemn pledge on the part of
God, of his final perseverance and salvation, and as no longer leaving the
final question of his destiny in doubt.

Now it should be remembered, that in both these cases the result depends
upon the exercise of the agency of the creature. In the case of the sinner
given up of God, it is certain that he will not repent, though his
impenitence is voluntary, and by no means a thing naturally necessary. So,
on the other hand, the perseverance of the saints is certain, though not
necessary. If in either case there should be a radical change of character, the
result would differ accordingly.

12. Again: while it is admitted by some, that entire sanctification in this
life is attainable, yet it is denied, that there is any certainty that it will be
attained by any one before death; for it is said, that as all the promises of
entire sanctification are conditionated upon faith, they therefore secure the
entire sanctification of no one. To this I reply, that all the promises of
salvation in the Bible are conditionated upon faith and repentance; and
therefore it does not follow on this principle, that any person ever will be
saved. What does all this arguing prove? The fact is, that while the
promises of both salvation and sanctification, are conditionated upon faith,
yet the promises that God will convert and sanctify the elect, spirit, soul
and body, and preserve and save them, must be fulfilled, and will be
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fulfilled, by free grace drawing and securing the concurrence of free-will.
With respect to the salvation of sinners, it is promised that Christ shall
have a seed to serve Him, and the Bible abounds with promises to Christ
that secure the salvation of great multitudes of sinners. So the promises,
that the church, as a body, at some period of her earthly history, shall be
entirely sanctified, are, as it regards the church, unconditional, in the sense
that they will assuredly be accomplished. But, as I have already shown, as
it respects individuals, the fulfillment of these promises must depend upon
the exercise of faith. Both in respect to the salvation of sinners and the
sanctification of Christians, God is abundantly pledged to bring about the
salvation of the one and the sanctification of the other, to the extent of His
promise to Christ.

13. It is also objected, that the sanctification of the saints depends upon
the sovereignty of God. To this I reply, that both the sanctification of the
saints and the conversion of sinners is, in some sense dependent upon the
sovereign grace of God. But who except an antinomian would, for this
reason, hesitate to urge it upon sinners to repent immediately and believe
the gospel? Would any one think of objecting to the doctrine or the fact of
repentance, that repentance and the conversion of sinners were dependent
upon the sovereignty of God? And yet, if the sovereignty of God can be
justly urged as a bar to the doctrine of entire sanctification, it may, for
aught I see, with equal propriety be urged as a bar to the doctrine and fact
of repentance. We have no controversy with any one upon the subject of
entire sanctification, who will as fully and as firmly hold out the duty and
the possibility, and the practical attainability, of entire sanctification, as of
repentance and salvation. Let them both be put where the Bible puts them,
upon the same ground, so far as the duty and the practicability of both are
concerned. Suppose any one should assert, that it were irrational and
dangerous for sinners to hope or expect to be converted, and sanctified,
and saved, because all this depends upon the sovereignty of God, and they
do not know what God will do. Who would say this? But why not as well
say it, as make the objection to sanctification which we are now
considering?
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LECTURE 42

SANCTIFICATION

REMARKS

1. There is an importance to be attached to the sanctification of the body,
of which very few persons appear to be aware. Indeed, unless the bodily
appetites and powers be consecrated to the service of God unless we learn
to eat, and drink, and sleep, and wake, and labor, and rest, for the glory of
God, permanent sanctification as a practical thing is out of the question. It
is plain, that very few persons are aware of the great influence which their
bodies have over their minds, and of the indispensable necessity of
bringing their bodies under, and keeping them in subjection.

Few people seem to keep the fact steadily in view, that unless their bodies
be rightly managed, they will be so fierce and overpowering a source of
temptation to the mind, as inevitably to lead it into sin. If they indulge
themselves in a stimulating diet, and in the use of those condiments that
irritate and rasp the nervous system, their bodies will be, of course and of
necessity, the source of powerful and incessant temptation to evil tempers
and vile affections. If persons were aware of the great influence which the
body has over the mind, they would realize, that they cannot be too
careful to preserve the nervous system from the influence of every
improper article of food or drink, and preserve that system as they would
the apple of their eye, from every influence that could impair its functions.
No one who has opportunity to acquire information in regard to the laws
of life and health, and the best means of sanctifying the whole spirit, soul,
and body, can be guiltless if he neglects these means of knowledge. Every
man is bound to make the structure and laws of both body and mind the
subject of as thorough investigation as his circumstances will permit, to
inform himself in regard to what are the true principles of perfect
temperance, and in what way the most can be made of all his powers of
body and mind for the glory of God.
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2. From what has been said in these lectures, the reason why the church
has not been entirely sanctified is very obvious. As a body the church has
not believed that such a state was attainable until near the close of life.
And this is a sufficient reason, and indeed the most weighty of all reasons,
for her not having attained it.

3. From what has been said, it is easy to see, that the true question in
regard to entire sanctification in this life is: Is it attainable as a matter of
fact? Some have thought the proper question to be: Are Christians entirely
sanctified in this life? Now certainly this is not the question that needs to
be discussed. Suppose it to be fully granted that they are not; this fact is
sufficiently accounted for, by the consideration that they do not know or
believe it to be attainable until the close of life. If they believed it to be
attainable, it might no longer be true that they do not attain it. But if
provision really is made for this attainment, it amounts to nothing, unless
it be recognized and believed. The thing needed then is, to bring the church
to see and believe, that this is her high privilege and her duty. It is not
enough, as has been shown, to say that it is attainable, simply on the
ground of natural ability. This is as true of the devil, and the lost in hell, as
of men in this world. But unless grace has put this attainment so within
our reach, as that it may be aimed at with the reasonable prospect of
success, there is, as a matter of fact, no more provision for our entire
sanctification in this life, than for the devil’s. As has been said, it seems to
be trifling with mankind, merely to maintain the attainability of this state,
on the ground of natural ability only, and at the same time to tell them,
that they certainly never will exercise this ability unless disposed to do so
by the grace of God; and furthermore, that it is a dangerous error for us to
expect to receive grace from God to secure this result; that we might by
natural possibility make this attainment, but it is irrational and dangerous
error to expect or hope to make it, or hope to receive sufficient grace to
secure it.

The real question is, has grace brought this attainment so within our reach,
that we may reasonably expect, by aiming at it, to experience it in this life?
It is admitted, that on the ground of natural ability, both wicked men and
devils have the power to be entirely holy. But it is also admitted that their
indisposition to use this power aright is so complete, that as a matter of
fact, they never will, unless influenced to do so by the grace of God. I
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insist therefore that the real question is, whether the provisions of the
gospel are such, that did the church fully understand and lay hold upon the
proffered grace, she might attain this state? Are we as fully authorized to
offer this grace to Christians, as we are the grace of repentance and pardon
to sinners? May we as consistently urge Christians to lay hold on
sanctifying grace sufficient to keep them from all sin, as to urge sinners to
lay hold of Christ for justification? May we insist upon the one as really
and as honestly as the other?

4. We see how irrelevant and absurd the objection is, that as a matter of
fact the church has not attained this state, and therefore it is not attainable.
Why, if they have not understood it to be attainable, it no more disproves
its attainableness, than the fact that the heathen have not embraced the
gospel, proves that they will not when they know it. Within my memory
it was thought to be dangerous to call sinners to repent and believe the
gospel; and on the contrary, they were told by Calvinists, that they could
not repent, that they must wait God’s time; and it was regarded as a
dangerous error for a sinner to think that he could repent. But who does
not know, that the thorough inculcation of an opposite doctrine has
brought scores of thousands to repentance? Now the same course needs to
be pursued with Christians. Instead of being told, that it is dangerous to
expect to be entirely sanctified in this life, they ought to be taught to
believe at once, and take hold on the promises of perfect love and faith.

5. You see the necessity of fully preaching and insisting upon this
doctrine, and of calling it by its true scriptural name. It is astonishing to
see to what an extent there is a tendency among men to avoid the use of
scriptural language, and to cleave to the language of such men as Edwards,
and other great and good divines. They object to the terms perfection and
entire sanctification, and prefer to use the terms entire consecration, and
such other terms as have been common in the church. Now, I would by no
means contend about the use of words; but still it does appear to me to be
of great importance, that we use scripture language, and insist upon men
being “perfect as their Father in heaven is perfect” (Matthew 5:48), and
being “sanctified wholly, body, soul and spirit” (1 Thessalonians 5:23).
This appears to me to be the more important for this reason, that if we use
the language to which the church has been accustomed upon this subject,
she will, as she has done, misunderstand us, and will not get before her
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mind that which we really mean. That this is so, is manifest from the fact,
that the great mass of the church will express alarm at the use of the terms
perfection and entire sanctification, who will neither express nor feel any
such alarm, if we speak of entire consecration. This demonstrates, that
they do not by any means understand these terms as meaning the same
thing. And although I understand them as meaning precisely the same
thing, yet I find myself obliged to use the terms perfection and entire
sanctification to possess their minds of their real meaning. This is Bible
language. It is unobjectionable language. And inasmuch as the church
understands entire consecration to mean something less than entire
sanctification or Christian perfection, it does seem to me of great
importance, that ministers should use a phraseology which will call the
attention of the church to the real doctrine of the Bible upon this subject.
With great humility, I would submit the question to my beloved brethren
in the ministry, whether they are not aware, that Christians have entirely
too low an idea of what is implied in entire consecration, and whether it is
not useful and best to adopt a phraseology in addressing them, that shall
call their attention to the real meaning of the words which they use?

6. Young converts have not been allowed so much as to indulge the thought
that they could live even for a day wholly without sin. They have as a
general thing no more been taught to expect to live even for a day without
sin, than they have been taught to expect immediate translation, soul and
body, to heaven. Of course, they have not known that there was any other
way than to go on in sin; and however shocking and distressing the
necessity has appeared to them, in the ardor of their first love, still they
have looked upon it as an unalterable fact, that to be in a great measure in
bondage to sin is a thing of course while they live in this world. Now, with
such an orthodoxy as this, with the conviction in the church and ministry
so ripe, settled and universal, that the utmost that the grace of God can do
for men in this world is to bring them to repentance, and to leave them to
live and die in a state of sinning and repenting, is it at all wonderful, that
the state of religion should be as it really has been?

In looking over the results to Christians, of preaching the doctrine in
question, I feel compelled to say, that so far as all observation can go, I
have the same evidence that it is truth, and as such is owned and blessed of
God to the elevation of the holiness of Christians, as I have, that those are
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truths which I have so often preached to sinners, and which have been
blessed of God to their conversion. This doctrine seems as naturally
calculated to elevate the piety of Christians, and as actually to result in the
elevation of their piety, under the blessing of God, as those truths that I
have preached to sinners were to their conversion.

7. Christ has been in a great measure lost sight of in some of His most
important relations to mankind. He has been known and preached as a
pardoning and justifying Savior; but as an actually indwelling and reigning
Savior in the heart, he has been but little known. I was struck with a
remark a few years since, of a brother whom I have from that time greatly
loved, who had been for a time in a desponding state of mind, borne down
with a great sense of his own vileness, but seeing no way of escape. At an
evening meeting the Lord so revealed Himself to him, as entirely to
overcome the strength of his body, and his brethren were obliged to carry
him home. The next time I saw him, he exclaimed to me with a pathos I
shall never forget, “Brother Finney, the church have buried the Savior.”
Now it is no doubt true, that the church have become awfully alienated
from Christ have in a great measure lost a knowledge of what He is, and
ought to be, to her; and a great many of her members, I have good reason to
know, in different parts of the country, are saying with deep and
overpowering emotion,

“They have taken away my Lord, and I know not
where they have laid Him” (John 20:13).

8. With all her orthodoxy, the church has been for a long time much nearer
to Unitarianism than she has imagined. This remark may shock some of
my readers, and you may think it savors of censoriousness. But, beloved, I
am sure it is said in no such spirit. These are the words of truth and
soberness. So little has been known of Christ, that, if I am not entirely
mistaken, there are multitudes in the orthodox churches, who do not know
Christ, and who in heart are Unitarians, while in theory they are orthodox.
They have never known Christ, in the sense of which I have spoken of
Him in these lectures.

I have been, for some years, deeply impressed with the fact, that so many
professors of religion are coming to the ripe conviction that they never
knew Christ. There have been in this place almost continual developments
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of this fact; and I doubt, whether there is a minister in the land who will
present Christ as the gospel presents Him, in all the fullness of his official
relations to mankind, who will not be struck and agonized with
developments that will assure him, that the great mass of professors of
religion do not know the Savior. It has been to my mind a painful and
serious question, what I ought to think of the spiritual state of those who
know so little of the Blessed Jesus. That none of them have been
converted, I dare not say. And yet, that they have been converted, I am
afraid to say. I would not for the world “quench the smoking flax, or break
the bruised reed” (Isaiah 42:3), or say anything to stumble, or weaken the
feeblest lamb of Christ; and yet my heart is sore pained, my soul is sick;
my bowels of compassion yearn over the church of the blessed God. O,
the dear church of Christ! What does she in her present state know of the
gospel-rest, of that “great and perfect peace” (Isaiah 26:3), which they
have whose minds are stayed on God? The church in this place is
composed, to a great extent, of professors of religion from different parts
of the world, who have come hither for educational purposes, and from
religious considerations. And as I said, I have sometimes been appalled at
the disclosures which the Spirit of God has made of the real spiritual state
of many who have come here, and were considered by others before they
came, and by themselves, as truly converted to God.

9. If I am not mistaken, there is an extensive feeling among Christians and
ministers, that much that ought to be known and may be known of the
Savior, is not known. Many are beginning to find that the Savior is to them
“as a root out of a dry ground, having neither form nor comeliness” (Isaiah
53:2), that the gospel which they preach or hear is not to them “the power
of God unto salvation” (Romans 1:16), from sin; that it is not to them
“glad tidings of great joy” (Luke 1:19), that it is not to them a peace-giving
gospel; and many are feeling that if Christ has done for them all that His
grace is able to do in this life, the plan of salvation is sadly defective; that
Christ is not after all a Savior suited to their necessities; that the religion
which they have is not suited to the world in which they live; that it does
not, cannot make them free, but leaves them in a state of perpetual
bondage. Their souls are agonized, and tossed to and fro without a resting-
place. Multitudes also are beginning to see, that there are many passages,
both in the Old and the New Testament, which they do not understand;
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that the promises seem to mean much more than they have ever realized;
and that the gospel and the plan of salvation, as a whole, must be
something very different from that which they have as yet apprehended.
There are, if I mistake not, great multitudes all over the country, who are
inquiring more earnestly than ever before, after a knowledge of that Jesus
who is to save His people from their sins.

10. If the doctrine of these lectures is true, you see the immense
importance of preaching it clearly and fully, in revivals of religion. When
the hearts of converts are warm with their first love, then is the time to
make them fully acquainted with their Savior, to hold Him up in all His
offices and relations, so as to break the power of every sin to lead them to
break off forever from all self-dependence, and to receive Christ as a
present, perfect, everlasting Savior, so far as this can possibly be done
with their limited experience.

11. Unless this course be taken, their backsliding is inevitable. You might
as well expect to roll back the waters of Niagara with your hand, as to stay
the tide of their former habitudes of mind, surrounded as they are with
temptation, without a deep, and thorough, and experimental acquaintance
with the Savior. And if they are thrown upon their own watchfulness and
resources, for strength against temptation, instead of being directed to the
Savior, they are certain to become discouraged, and fall into dismal
bondage.

12. But, before I conclude these remarks, I must not omit to notice the
indispensable necessity of a willingness to do the will of God, in order
rightly to understand this doctrine. If a man is unwilling to give up his sins,
to deny himself all ungodliness and every worldly lust, if he is unwilling to
be set apart wholly and forever to the service of the Lord, he will either
reject it as doctrine altogether, or only intellectually admit it, without
receiving it into his heart. It is an eminently dangerous state of mind to
assent to this, or any other doctrine of the gospel, and not reduce it to
practice.

13. Much evil has been done by those who have professedly embraced this
doctrine in theory, and rejected it in practice. Their spirit and temper have
been such as to lead those who saw them to infer, that the tendency of the
doctrine itself was bad. And it is not to be doubted that some who have
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professed to have experienced the power of this doctrine in their hearts,
have greatly disgraced religion, by exhibiting a very different spirit from
that of an entirely sanctified one. But why in a Christian land should this
be a stumbling block? When the heathen see persons from Christian
nations who professedly adopt the Christian system, exhibit on their
shores, and in their countries, the spirit which many of them do, they infer
that this is the tendency of the Christian religion. To this our missionaries
reply, that they are only nominal Christians, only speculative, not real
believers. Should thousands of our church members go among them, they
would have the same reason to complain; and might reply to the
missionaries, these are not only nominal believers, but profess to have
experienced the Christian religion in their own hearts. Now what would the
missionaries reply? Why, to be sure, that they were professors of religion;
but that they really did not know Christ, that they were deceiving
themselves with a name to live, while in fact they were dead in trespasses
and sins.

It has often been a matter of astonishment to me, that in a Christian land, it
should be a stumbling-block to any, that some, or if you please, a majority
of those who profess to receive and to have experienced the truth of this
doctrine, should exhibit an unchristian spirit. What if the same objection
should be brought against the Christian religion; against any and every
doctrine of the gospel, that the great majority of all the professed believers
and receivers of those doctrines were proud, worldly, selfish, and exhibited
anything but a right spirit? This objection might be made with truth to the
professed Christian church. But would the conclusiveness of such an
objection be admitted in Christian lands? Who does not know the ready
answer to all such objections as these, that the doctrines of Christianity do
not sanction such conduct, and that it is not the real belief of them that
begets any such spirit or conduct; that the Christian religion abhors all
these objectionable things. And now suppose it should be replied to this,
that a tree is known by its fruits, and that so great a majority of the
professors of religion could not exhibit such a spirit, unless it were the
tendency of Christianity itself to beget it. Who would not reply to this,
that this state of mind and course of conduct of which they complain, is
the natural state of man uninfluenced by the gospel of Christ; that, in these
instances, on account of unbelief, the gospel has failed to correct what was
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already wrong, and that it needed not the influence of any corrupt doctrine
to produce that state of mind? It appears to me, that these objectors
against this doctrine, on account of the fact that some and perhaps many
who have professed to receive it, have exhibited a wrong spirit, take it for
granted that the doctrine produces this spirit, instead of considering that a
wrong spirit is natural to men, and that the difficulty is that through
unbelief, the gospel has failed to correct what was before wrong. They
reason as if they supposed he human heart needed something to beget
within it a bad spirit, and as if they supposed, that a belief in this doctrine
had made men wicked; instead of recognizing the fact, that they were
before wicked, and that through unbelief the gospel has failed to make
them holy.

14. But let it not be understood, that I suppose or admit, that the great
mass who have professed to have received this doctrine into their hearts,
have exhibited a bad spirit. I must say, that it has been eminently
otherwise, so far as my own observation extends. And I am fully
convinced, that if I have ever seen Christianity and the spirit of Christ in
the world, it has been exhibited by those, as a general thing, who have
professed to receive this doctrine into their heart.

15. How amazingly important it is, that the ministry and the church
should come fully to a right understanding and embracing of this doctrine.
O, it will be like life from the dead! The proclamation of it is now regarded
by multitudes as “good tidings of great joy.” From every quarter, we get
the gladsome intelligence, that souls are entering into the deep rest and
peace of the gospel, that they are awaking to a life of faith and love and
that, instead of sinking down into antinomianism, they are eminently more
benevolent, active, holy and useful than ever before; that they are
eminently more prayerful, watchful, diligent, meek, sober-minded, and
heavenly in all their lives. This is the character of those, to a very great
extent, at least, with whom I have been acquainted, who have embraced
this doctrine, and professed to have experienced its power. I say this for
no other reason, than to relieve the anxieties of those who have heard very
strange reports, and whose honest fears have been awakened in regard to
the tendency of this doctrine.
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16. Much pains have been taken to demonstrate, that our views of this
subject are wrong. But in all the arguing to this end hitherto, there has been
one grand defect. None of the opponents of this doctrine have yet showed
us “a more excellent way, and told us what is right” (1 Corinthians 12:31).
It is certainly impossible to ascertain what is wrong, on any moral subject,
unless we have before us the standard of right. The mind must certainly be
acquainted with the rule of right, before it can reasonably pronounce
anything wrong: “for by the law is the knowledge of sin” (Romans 3:20).
It is therefore certainly absurd, for the opponents of the doctrine of entire
sanctification in this life, to pronounce this doctrine wrong without being
able to show us what is right. To what purpose, then, I pray, do they
argue, who insist upon this view of the subject as wrong, while they do
not so much as attempt to tell us what is right? It cannot be pretended,
that the scriptures teach nothing upon this subject. And the question is,
what do they teach? We therefore call upon the denouncers of this
doctrine, and we think the demand reasonable, to inform us definitely, how
holy Christians may be, and are expected to be in this life. And it should
be distinctly understood, that until they bring forward the rule laid down
in the scripture upon this subject, it is but arrogance to pronounce
anything wrong; just as if they should pronounce anything to be sin
without comparing it with the standard of right. Until they inform us what
the scriptures do teach, we must beg leave to be excused from supposing
ourselves obliged to believe, that what is taught in these lectures is wrong,
or contrary to the language and spirit of inspiration. This is certainly a
question that ought not to be thrown loosely aside, without being settled.
The thing at which we aim is, to establish a definite rule, or to explain what
we suppose to be the real and explicit teachings of the Bible upon this
point. And we do think it absurd, that the opponents of this view should
attempt to convince us of error, without so much as attempting to show
what the truth upon this subject is. As if we could easily enough decide
what is contrary to right, without possessing any knowledge of right. We
therefore beseech our brethren, In discussing this subject, to show us what
is right. And if this is not the truth, to show us a more excellent way, and
convince us that we are wrong, by showing us what is right. For we have
no hope of ever seeing that we are wrong, until we can see that something
else than what is advocated in this discussion, is right.
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17. But before I close my remarks upon this subject, I must not fail to
state what I regard as the present duty of Christians. It is to hold their will
in a state of consecration to God, and to lay hold on the promises for the
blessing promised in such passages as:

“And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly, and I pray God
your whole spirit, and soul, and body, be preserved blameless unto
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ; faithful is He that calleth you,
who also will do it” (1 Thessalonians 5:23, 24).

This is present duty. Let them wait on the Lord in faith, for that cleansing
of the whole being which they need, to confirm, strengthen, settle them.
All they can do, and all that God requires them to do, is to obey Him from
moment to moment, and to lay hold of Him for the blessing of which we
have been speaking; and to be assured, that God will bring forth the answer
in the best time and in the best manner. If you believe, the anointing that
abideth will surely be secured in due time.
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LECTURE 43

ELECTION

IN DISCUSSING THIS SUBJECT,

I shall notice some points in which there is a general agreement among all
denominations of Christians respecting the natural and moral attributes of
God.

1. It is agreed that eternity is a natural attribute of God in the sense that
He grows no older. He was just as old before the world or universe was
made, as He is now, or as He will be at the day of judgment.

2. It is agreed that omniscience is an attribute of God, in the sense that He
knows from a necessity of His infinite nature all things that are objects of
knowledge.

3. That He has necessarily and eternally possessed this knowledge, so that
He never has, and never can have, any accession to His knowledge. Every
possible thing that ever was, or will be, or can be an object of knowledge,
has been necessarily and eternally known to God. If this were not true,
God would be neither infinite nor omniscient.

4. It is agreed also that God exercises an universal providence, embracing
all events that ever did or ever will occur in all worlds. Some of these
events He secures by His own agency, and others occur under His
providence, in the sense that He permits or suffers them to occur rather
than interpose to prevent them. They may be truly said to occur under His
providence, because His plan of government in some sense embraces them
all. He made provision to secure those that are good, that is, the holy
intentions of moral agents, and to overrule for good those that are evil, that
is, the selfish intentions of moral agents. These intentions are events, and
may be said to occur under Divine Providence, because all events that do,
or ever will, occur, are and must be foreseen results of God’s own agency,
or of the work of creation.
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5. It is agreed that infinite benevolence is the sum of the moral attributes of
God.

6. That God is both naturally and morally immutable; that in His natural
attributes He is necessarily so, and in His moral attributes is certainly so.

7. It is agreed that all who are converted, sanctified and saved, are
converted, sanctified, and saved by God’s own agency; that is, God saves
them by securing, by His own agency, their personal and individual
holiness.

WHAT THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF ELECTION IS NOT.

1. The Bible doctrine of election is not that any are chosen to salvation, in
such a sense, that they will or can be saved without repentance, faith, and
sanctification.

2. Nor is it that some are chosen to salvation, in such a sense, that they
will be saved irrespective of their being regenerated, and persevering in
holiness to the end of life. The Bible most plainly teaches, that these are
naturally indispensable conditions of salvation, and of course election
cannot dispense with them.

3. Nor is it that any are chosen to salvation for, or on account of their own
foreseen merits, or good works.

“Who hath saved us, and called us with a holy calling, not according to
our works, but according to His own purpose and grace, which was
given us in Christ Jesus before the world began” (2 Timothy 1:9).

The foreseen fact, that by the wisest governmental arrangement God could
convert and sanctify and fit them for heaven, must have been a condition in
the sense of a sine qua non, of their election to salvation, but could not
have been the fundamental reason for it, as we shall see. God did not elect
them to salvation, for or on account of their foreseen good works, but
upon condition of their foreseen repentance, faith and perseverance.

4. The Bible doctrine of election is not that God elected some to salvation,
upon such conditions that it is really uncertain whether they will comply
with those conditions, and be finally saved. The Bible does not leave the
question of the final salvation of the elect as a matter of real uncertainty.
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This we shall see in its place. The elect were chosen to salvation, upon
condition that God foresaw that He could secure their repentance, faith,
and final perseverance.

WHAT THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF ELECTION IS.

It is, that all of Adam’s race, who are or ever will be saved, were from
eternity chosen by God to eternal salvation, through the sanctification of
their hearts by faith in Christ. In other words, they are chosen to salvation
by means of sanctification. Their salvation is the end their sanctification is
a means. Both the end and the means are elected, appointed, chosen; the
means as really as the end, and for the sake of the end. The election of
some individuals and nations to certain privileges, and to do certain things,
is not the kind of election of which I treat at this time; but I am to consider
the doctrine of election as it respects election unto salvation, as just
explained.

I AM TO PROVE THE DOCTRINE
AS I HAVE STATED IT TO BE TRUE.

1. It is plainly implied in the teaching of the Bible: the Bible everywhere
assumes and implies the truth of this doctrine just as might be expected,
since it so irresistibly follows from the known and admitted attributes of
God. Instead of formally revealing it as a truth unknown to, or unknowable
by, the human reason, the scriptures in a great variety of ways speak of
the elect, of election, etc., as a truth known by irresistible inference from
His known attributes. To deny it involves a denial of the attributes of
God. I have been surprised at the labored and learned efforts to show that
this doctrine is not expressly taught in the Bible. Suppose it were not,
what then? Other truths are taught and reason irresistibly affirms truths,
from which the doctrine of election, as I have stated it, must follow. It is
common for the inspired writers to treat truths of this class in the same
manner in which this is, for the most part, treated. Suppose it were
possible so to explain every passage of scripture as that no one of them
should unequivocally assert the doctrine in question, this would be to no
purpose; the doctrine would still be irresistibly inferrible from the
attributes of God. It would still be true, that the Bible assumes the truth of
the doctrine, and incidentally speaks of it as a truth of reason, and as
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following of course from the attributes of God. It is thus treated
throughout the entire scriptures. The Bible as really assumes the truth of
this doctrine, as it does the existence of God. It asserts it just as it does the
attributes of God. The learned and labored efforts to show that this
doctrine is not expressly asserted in the Bible, are of no value, since it
would follow as a certain truth from the attributes of God, and from the
revealed facts, that some will be saved, and that God will save them, even
had the Bible been silent on the subject. I shall therefore only introduce a
few passages for the purpose of showing that the inspired writers
repeatedly recognize the truth of this doctrine, and thus preserve their own
consistency. But I shall not attempt by labored criticism to prove it from
scripture, for reasons just mentioned.

“So the last shall be first, and the first last,
for many be called, but few chosen” (Matthew 20:16).

“And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh
be saved; but for the elect’s sake those days shall be shortened”

(Matthew 24:22).

“I speak not of you all; I know whom I have chosen” (John 8:18).

“Ye have not chosen Me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you,
that ye should go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should
remain; that whatsoever ye shall ask of the Father in My name, He
may give it you. If ye were of the world, the world would love His
own; but because ye are not of the world, but I have chosen you
out of the world, therefore the world hateth you” (John 15:16, 19).

“And we know that all things work together for good for them that
love God, to them who are the called according to His purpose. For
whom He did foreknow, He also did predestinate to be conformed
to the image of His Son, that He might be the first-born among
many brethren” (Romans 8:28-29).

“And not only this, but when Rebecca had conceived by one, even
by our father Isaac; (For the children being not yet born, neither
having done any good or evil, that the purpose of God according to
election might stand, not of works, but of Him that calleth.) It was
said unto her, The elder shall serve the younger. As it is written,
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Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated. What shall we say then?
Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid. For He saith to
Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will
have compassion on whom I will have compassion” (Romans 9:10-
15).

“Even so at this present time also there is a remnant according to
the election of grace. What then? Israel hath not obtained that
which he seeketh for, but the election hath obtained it, and the rest
were blinded” (Romans 11:5, 7).

“According as He hath chosen us in Him before the foundation of
the world, that we should be holy and without blame before Him in
love. In whom also we have obtained an inheritance, being
predestinated according to the purpose of Him who worketh all
things after the counsel of His own will” (Ephesians 1:4, 11).

“Knowing, brethren beloved, your election of God”
(1 Thessalonians 1:4).

“For God hath not appointed us to wrath, but to obtain salvation
by our Lord Jesus Christ” (1 Thessalonians 5:9).

“But we are bound to give thanks always to God for you, brethren
beloved of the Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen
you to salvation sthrough sanctification of the Spirit, and belief of
the truth” (2 Thessalonians 2:13).

“Elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through
sanctification of the Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the
blood of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:2).

“The beast that thou sawest was, and is not; and shall ascend out
of the bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and they that dwell on
the earth shall wonder, (whose names were not written in the book
of life from the foundation of the world), when they behold the
beast that was, and is not, and yet is” (Revelation 17:8).

This doctrine is expressly asserted, or indirectly assumed and implied in
every part of the Bible, and in ways and instances too numerous to be
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quoted in these lectures. The above are only specimens of the scripture
treatment of this subject.

2. It is plainly the doctrine of reason.

(1.) It is admitted that God by His own agency secures the conversion,
sanctification, and salvation of all that ever were or will be saved.

(2.) Whatever volitions or actions God puts forth to convert and save
men, He puts forth designing to secure that end; that is, He does it in
accordance with a previous design to do as and what He does. This
must be an universal truth, to wit, that whatever God does for the
salvation of men, He does with the design to secure the salvation of all
who ever will be saved, or of all whose salvation He foresees that He
can secure, and with the certain knowledge that He shall secure their
salvation. He also does much for the non-elect, in the sense of using
such means with them as might secure, and ought to secure, their
salvation. But as He knows He shall not succeed in securing their
salvation, on account of their voluntary and persevering wickedness, it
cannot be truly said, that He uses these means with design to save
them, but for other, and good, and wise reasons. Although He foresees,
that He cannot secure their salvation because of their wilful and
persevering unbelief, yet He sees it important under His government to
manifest a readiness to save them, and to use such means as He wisely
can to save them, and such as will ultimately be seen so leave them
wholly without excuse.

But with respect to those whom He foresees that He can and shall save, it
must be true, since He is a good being, that He uses means for their
salvation, with the design to save them. And since, as we have seen, He is
an omniscient being, He must use these means, not only with a design to
save them, but also with the certainty that He shall save them. With
respect to them, He uses these means for the sake of this end; that is, for
the sake of their salvation.

(3.) But if God ever chooses to save any human beings, He must
always have chosen to do so, or else He has changed. If He now has, or
ever will have, any design about it, He must always have had this
design; for He never has, and never can have, any new design. If He
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ever does, or will, elect any human being to salvation, He must always
have chosen or elected him, or He has, or will form some new purpose,
which is inconsistent with His immutability.

(4.) If He will ever know who will be saved, He must always have
known it, or He will obtain some new knowledge, which is contrary to
His omniscience.

(5.) We are told by Christ, that at the day of judgment He will say to
the righteous, “Come, ye blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom
prepared for you from the foundation of the world” (Matthew 25:34),
that is, from eternity. Now, has the Judge at that time any new
knowledge or design respecting those individuals? Certainly not.

(6.) Since God of necessity eternally knew all about the elect that will
ever be true, He must of necessity have chosen something in respect to
them; for it is naturally impossible, that He should have had no choice
about, or in respect to, them and their salvation.

(7.) Since God must of necessity from eternity have had some choice in
respect to their salvation, it follows, that He must have chosen that
they should be saved, or that He would not use such means as He
foresaw would save them. If He chose not to use those means that He
foresaw would save them, but afterwards saves them, He has changed,
which is contrary to His immutability. If He always chose that they
should be saved, this is the very thing for which we are contending.

(8.) It must therefore be true, that all whom God will ever save were
from eternity chosen to salvation by Him; and since He saves them by
means of sanctification, and does this designedly, it must be that this
also was eternally designed or intended by Him.

To deny the doctrine of election, therefore, involves a denial of the
attributes of God.

(9.) It must also be true, that God foreknew all that ever will be true of
the non-elect, and must have eternally had some design respecting their
final destiny. And also that He has from eternity had the same, and the
only design that He ever will have in respect to them. But this will
come up for consideration in its place.
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WHAT COULD NOT HAVE BEEN
THE REASONS FOR ELECTION.

1. It is admitted that God is infinitely benevolent and wise.

It must follow that election is founded in some reason or reasons; and that
these reasons are good and sufficient; reasons that rendered it obligatory
upon God to choose just as He did, in election. Assuming, as we must,
that God is wise and good, we are safe in affirming that He could have had
none but benevolent reasons for His election of some to eternal life in
preference to others. Hence we are bound to affirm, that election was not
based upon, nor does it imply partiality in God, in any bad sense of that
term. Partiality in any being, consists in preferring one to another without
any good or sufficient reason, or in opposition to good and sufficient
reasons. It being admitted that God is infinitely wise and good, it follows,
that He cannot be partial; that He cannot have elected some to eternal
salvation and passed others by, without some good and sufficient reason.
That is, He cannot have done it arbitrarily. The great objection that is felt
and urged by opposers of this doctrine is, that it implies partiality in God,
and represents Him as deciding the eternal destiny of moral agents by an
arbitrary sovereignty. But this objection is a sheer and altogether
unwarrantable assumption. It assumes, that God could have had no good
and sufficient reasons for the election. It has been settled, that good is the
end upon which God set His heart; that is, the highest well-being of
Himself and the universe of creatures. This end must be accomplished by
means. If God is infinitely wise and good, He must have chosen the best
practicable means. But He has chosen the best means for that end, and
there can be no partiality in that.

In support of the assumption, that election implies partiality, and the
exercise of an arbitrary sovereignty in God, it has been affirmed, that there
might have been divers systems of means for securing the same end in
every respect equal to each other; that is, that no reason existed for
preferring any one, to many others; that therefore in choosing the present,
God must have been partial, or must have exercised an arbitrary
sovereignty. To this I answer:

(1.) There is no ground for the assumption, that there are or can be
divers systems of means of precisely equal value in all respects, in
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such a sense, that there could have been no good reason for preferring
one to the other.

(2.) I reply, that if there were divers such systems, choosing the one,
and not any other, would not imply preference. Choice of any one in
such case must have proceeded upon the following ground; to wit, the
value of the end demanded, that one should be chosen. There being no
difference between the various systems of means, God chooses one
without reference to the other, and makes no choice respecting it, any
more than if it did not exist. He must choose one, He has no reason for
preference, and consequently He cannot prefer one to the offer. His
benevolence leads Him to choose one because the end demands it. He
therefore takes any one of many exact equals, indifferently, without
preferring it to any of the others. This implies no partiality in God in
any bad sense of the term. For upon the supposition, He was shut up
to the necessity of choosing one among many exact equals. If He is
partial in choosing the one He does, He would have been equally so
had He chosen any other. If this is partiality, it is a partiality arising
out of the necessity of the case, and cannot imply anything
objectionable in God.

That there is no preference in this case is plain, because there is no ground
or reason for preference whatever, according to the supposition. But there
can be no choice or preference, when there is absolutely no reason for the
choice or preference. We have seen on a former occasion, that the reason
that determines choice, or the reason in view of which, or in obedience to
which, or for the sake of which, the mind chooses, and the object or end
chosen, are identical. When there is absolutely no reason for a choice, there
is absolutely no object of choice, nothing to choose, and of course there
can be no choice. Choice must have an object; that is, choice must
terminate upon something. If choice exists, something must be chosen. If
there are divers systems of means, between which there is no possible
ground of preference, there can absolutely be no such thing as preferring
one to the other, for this would be the same as to choose without any
object of choice, or without choosing anything, which is a contradiction.

If it be said, that there may be absolutely no difference in the system of
means, so far as the accomplishment of the end is concerned, but that one
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may be preferred or preferable to another, on some other account, I ask on
what other account? According to the supposition, it is only valued or
regarded as an object of choice at all, because of its relation to the end. God
can absolutely choose it only as a means, a condition, or an end; for all
choice must respect these. The inquiry now respects means. Now, if as a
means, there is absolutely no difference between diverse systems in their
relation to the end, and the value of the end is the sole reason for choosing
them, it follows, that to prefer one to another is a natural impossibility.
But one must be chosen for the sake of the end, it matters not which; any
one is taken indifferently so far as others are concerned. This is no
partiality, and no exercise of arbitrary sovereignty in any objectionable
sense.

But as I said, there is no ground for the assumption, that there are various
systems of means for accomplishing the great end of benevolence in all
respects equal. There must have been a best way, a best system, and if
God is infinitely wise and good, He must have chosen that for that reason;
and this is as far as possible from partiality. Neither we nor any other
creature may be able now to discover any good reasons for preferring the
present to any other system, or for electing those who are elected, in
preference to any other. Nevertheless, such reasons must have been
apparent to the Divine mind, or no such election could have taken place.

2. Election was not an exercise of arbitrary sovereignty. By arbitrary
sovereignty is intended the choosing and acting from mere will, without
consulting moral obligation or the public good. It is admitted that God is
infinitely wise and good. It is therefore impossible that He should choose
or act arbitrarily in any case whatever. He must have good and sufficient
reasons for every choice and every act.

Some seem to have represented God, in the purpose or act of election, as
electing some and not others, merely because He could or would, or in
other words, to exhibit His own sovereignty, without any other reasons
than because so He would have it. But it is impossible for God to act
arbitrarily, or from any but a good and sufficient reason; that is, it is
impossible for Him to do so, and continue to be benevolent. We have said
that God has one, and but one end in view; that is, He does, and says, and
suffers all for one and the same reason, namely, to promote the highest
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good of being. He has but one ultimate end, and all His volitions are only
efforts to secure that end. The highest well-being of the universe, including
His own, is the end on which His supreme and ultimate choice terminates.
All His volitions are designed to secure this end, and in all things He is and
must be directed by His infinite intelligence, in respect not only to His
ultimate end, but also in the choice and use of the means of accomplishing
this end. It is impossible that this should not be true, if He is good. In
election then He cannot possibly have exercised any arbitrary sovereignty,
but must have had the best of reasons for the election. His intelligence
must have had good reasons for the choice of some and not of others to
salvation, and have affirmed His obligation in view of those reasons to
elect just as and whom He did. So good must the reasons have been, that to
have done otherwise, would have been sin in Him; that is, to have done
otherwise would not have been wise and good.

3. Election was not based on a foreseen difference in the moral character of
the elect and the non-elect, previous to regeneration. The Bible everywhere
affirms, that, previous to regeneration, all men have precisely the same
character, and possess one common heart or disposition, that this character
is that of total moral depravity. God did not choose some to salvation
because He foresaw that they would be less depraved and guilty, previous
to regeneration, than the non-elect. Paul was one of the elect, yet he
affirms himself to have been the chief of sinners. We often see, and this has
been common in every age, the most outwardly abandoned and profligate
converted and saved.

The reason of election is not found in the fact, that God foresaw that some
would be more readily converted than others. We often see those who are
converted hold out for a long time in great obstinacy and rebellion, while
God brings to bear upon them a great variety of means and influences, and
takes much more apparent pains to convert them than He does to convert
many others who are, as well as those who are not, converted. There is
reason to believe, that if the same means were used with those who are not
converted that are used with those who are, many who are not converted
would be. It may not be wise in God to use the same means for the non-
elect, and if He should, they might, or might not be saved by them. God
often uses means that to us seem more powerful to convert the non-elect
than are used to convert many of the elect. This is fully implied in
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Matthew 11:20-24. The fact is, He must have some reason aside from their
characters for stubbornness or otherwise, for electing them to salvation.

WHAT MUST HAVE BEEN THE REASONS FOR ELECTION.

1. We have seen that God is infinitely wise and good. From the wisdom
and goodness of God, it follows, that He must have chosen some good end,
and must have had some plan, or system of means, to secure it. The end,
we know, is the good of being. The means, we know from reason and
revelation, include election in the sense explained. It follows, that the
fundamental reason for election was the highest good of the universe. That
is, the best system of means for securing the great end of benevolence,
included the election of just those who were elected, and no others. This
has been done by the wisdom and benevolence of God. It follows, that the
highest good demanded it. All choice must respect ends, or conditions and
means. God has, and can have, but one ultimate end. All other choices or
volitions must respect means. The choice or election of certain persons to
eternal salvation, etc., must have been founded in the reason, that the great
end of benevolence demanded it.

2. It is very easy to see, that under a moral government, it might be
impossible so to administer law, as to secure the perpetual and universal
obedience of all. It is also easy to see, that under a remedial system, or
system of grace, it might be impossible to secure the repentance and
salvation of all. God must have foreseen all possible and actual results. He
must have foreseen how many, and whom He could save by the wisest and
best possible arrangement, all things considered. The perfect wisdom and
benevolence of God being granted, it follows, that we are bound to regard
the present system of means as the best, all things considered, that He
could adopt for the promotion of the great end of His government, or the
great end of benevolence. The fact, that the wisest and best system of
government would secure the salvation of those who are elected, must have
been a condition of their being elected. As God does everything for the
same ultimate reason, it follows, that the intrinsic value of their salvation
was His ultimate end, and that their salvation in particular must have been
of greater relative value in promoting the highest good of the universe at
large, and the glory of God, than would have been that of others; so that
the intrinsic value of the salvation of those elected in particular, the fact
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that by the wisest arrangement He could save them in particular, and the
paramount good to be promoted by it, must have been the reasons for
election.

WHEN THE ELECTION WAS MADE.

1. Not when the elect are converted. It is admitted, that God is omniscient,
and has known all things from eternity as really and as perfectly as He
ever will. It is also admitted, that God is unchangeable, and consequently
has no new plans, designs, or choices. He must have had all the reasons He
ever will have for election, from eternity, because He always has had all
the knowledge of all events that He ever will have; consequently He
always or from eternity chose in respect to all events just as He always
will. There never can be any reason for change in the Divine mind, for He
never will have any new views of any subject. The choice which
constitutes election, then, must be an eternal choice.

2. Thus the scriptures represent it.

“According as He hath chosen us in Him before the foundation of
the world, that we should be holy and without blame before Him in
love” (Ephesians 1:4).

“For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good
works, which God hath before ordained that we should walk in
them” (Ephesians 2:10).

“Who hath saved us, and called us with a holy calling, not
according to our works, but according to His own purpose and
grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus before the world began”
(2 Timothy 1:9).

“The beast that thou sawest was, and is not, and shall ascend out
of the bottomless pit, and go into perdition: and they that dwell on
the earth shall wonder, (whose names were not written in the book
of life from the foundation of the world), when they behold the
beast that was, and is not, and yet is” (Revelation 17:8).
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THIS LANGUAGE MEANS FROM ETERNITY,
BEYOND QUESTION.

3. But the question will arise, was election in the order of nature
subsequent to, or did it precede the Divine foreknowledge. The answer to
this plainly is, that in the order of nature what could be wisely done must
have been foreseen before it was determined what should be done. And
what should be done must, in the order of nature, have preceded the
knowledge of what would be done. So that in the order of nature,
foreknowledge of what could be wisely done preceded election, and
foreknowledge of what would be done, followed or was subsequent to
election.

In other words, God must have known whom He could wisely save, prior,
in the order of nature, to His determination to save them. But His knowing
who would be saved must have been, in the order of nature, subsequent to
His election or determination to save them, and dependent upon that
determination.

ELECTION DOES NOT RENDER MEANS FOR
THE SALVATION OF THE ELECT UNNECESSARY.

We have seen that the elect are chosen to salvation through the use of
means. Since they are chosen to be saved by means, they cannot be saved
in any other way or without them.

ELECTION IS THE ONLY GROUND OF HOPE
IN THE SUCCESS OF MEANS.

1. No means are of any avail unless God gives them efficiency.

2. If God gives them efficiency in any case, it is, and will be, in accordance
with, and in execution of, His election.

3. It follows that election is the only ground of rational hope in the use of
means to effect the salvation of any.
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ELECTION DOES NOT POSE ANY OBSTACLE
TO THE SALVATION OF THE NON-ELECT.

1. God has taken care to bring salvation within the reach of all, and to make
it possible to all.

2. He sincerely offers to save all, and does all to save all that He wisely
can.

3. His saving some is no discouragement to others, but should rather
encourage them to lay hold on eternal life.

4. The election of some is no bar to the salvation of others.

5. Those who are not elected may be saved, if they will but comply with
the conditions, which they are able to do.

6. God sincerely calls, and ministers may sincerely call on the non-elect to
lay hold on salvation.

7. There is no injury or injustice done to the non-elect by the election of
others. Has not God “a right to do what He will with His own?” If He
offers salvation to all upon terms the most reasonable, and if He does all
He wisely can for the salvation of all, shall some complain if God, in doing
for all what He wisely can, secures the salvation of some and not of
others?

THERE IS NO INJUSTICE IN ELECTION.

God was under obligation to no one He might in perfect justice have sent
all mankind to hell. The doctrine of election will damn no one: by treating
the non-elect according to their deserts, He does them no injustice; and
surely His exercising grace in the salvation of the elect, is no act of injustice
to the non-elect; and especially will this appear to be true, if we take into
consideration the fact, that the only reason why the non-elect will not be
saved is, because they pertinaciously refuse salvation. He offers mercy to
all. The atonement is sufficient for all. All may come, and are under an
obligation to be saved. He strongly desires their salvation, and does all that
He wisely can to save them. Why then should the doctrine of election be
thought unjust? *[See note at end of Lecture.]
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THIS IS THE BEST THAT COULD BE DONE
FOR THE INHABITANTS OF THIS WORLD.

It is reasonable to infer from the infinite benevolence of God, that His
present government will secure a greater amount of good than could have
been secured under any other mode of administration. This is as certain as
that infinite benevolence must prefer a greater to a less good. To suppose
that God would prefer a mode of administration that would secure a less
good than could have been secured under some other mode, would
manifestly be to accuse Him of a want of benevolence. It is doubtless true
that He could so vary the course of events as to save other individuals than
those He does; to convert more in one particular neighborhood, or family,
or nation, or at one particular time; or it may be a greater number upon the
whole than He does. It would not follow that He does not secure the
greater good upon the whole.

Suppose there is a man in this town, who has so strongly entrenched
himself in error, that there is but one man in all the land who is so
acquainted with his refuge of lies as to be able to answer his objections,
and drive him from his hiding-places. Now, it is possible, that if this
individual could be brought in contact with him, he might be converted; yet
if he is employed in some distant part of the vineyard, his removal from
that field of labor to this town, might not, upon the whole, be most for the
glory of God’s kingdom; and more might fail of salvation through his
removal here, than would be converted by such removal. God has in view
the good of His whole kingdom. He works upon a vast and comprehensive
scale. He has no partialities for individuals, but moves forward in the
administration of His government with his eye upon the general good,
designing to secure the greatest amount of happiness within His kingdom
that can be secured by the wisest possible arrangement, and administration
of His government.

HOW WE MAY ASCERTAIN OUR OWN ELECTION.

Those of the elect that are already converted, are known by their character
and conduct. They have evidence of their election in their obedience to
God. Those that are unconverted may settle the question each one for
himself, whether he is elected or not, so as to have the most satisfactory
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evidence whether he is of that happy number. If you will now submit
yourselves to God, you may have evidence that you are elected. But every
hour you put off submission, increases the evidence that you are not
elected.

Every sinner under the gospel has it within his power to accept or reject
salvation. The elect can know their election only by accepting the offered
gift. The non-elect can know their non-election only by the consciousness
of a voluntary rejection of offered life. If any one fears that he is one of the
non-elect, let him at once renounce his unbelief, and cease to reject
salvation, and the ground of fear and complaint instantly falls away.

INFERENCES AND REMARKS.

1. Foreknowledge and election are not inconsistent with free agency. The
elect were chosen to eternal life, upon condition that God foresaw that in
the perfect exercise of their freedom, they could be induced to repent and
embrace the gospel.

2. You see why many persons are opposed to the doctrine of election, and
try to explain it away; 1st, they misunderstand it, and 2nd, they deduce
unwarrantable inferences from it. They suppose it to mean, that the elect
will be saved at all events, whatever their conduct may be; and again, they
infer from the doctrine that there is no possibility of the salvation of the
non-elect. The doctrine, as they understand it, would be an encouragement
to the elect to persevere in sin, knowing that their salvation was sure, and
their inference would drive the non-elect to desperation, on the ground that
for them to make efforts to be saved would be of no avail. But both the
doctrine, as they understand it, and the inference, are false. For election
does not secure the salvation of the elect irrespective of their character and
conduct; nor, as we have seen, does it throw any obstacle in the way of the
salvation of the non-elect.

3. This view of the subject affords no ground for presumption on the one
hand, nor for despair upon the other. No one can justly say, If I am to be
saved I shall be saved, do what I will. Nor can any one say, If I am to be
damned I shall be damned, do what I will. But the question is left, so far as
they are concerned, as a matter of entire contingency. Sinners, your
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salvation or damnation is as absolutely suspended upon your own choice,
as if God neither knew nor designed anything about it.

4. This doctrine lays no foundation for a controversy with God. But on
the other hand, it does lay a broad foundation for gratitude, both on the
part of the elect and non-elect. The elect certainly have great reason for
thankfulness, that they are thus distinguished. Oh, what a thought, to have
your name written in the book of life, to be chosen of God an heir of
eternal salvation, to be adopted into His family, to be destined to enjoy
His presence, and to bathe your soul in the boundless ocean of His love for
ever and ever! Now are the non-elect without obligations of thankfulness.
You ought to be grateful, if any of your brethren of the human family are
saved. If all were lost, God would be just. And if any of this dying world
receive the gift of eternal life, you ought to be grateful, and render
everlasting thanks to God.

5. The non-elect often enjoy as great or greater privileges than the elect.
Many men have lived and died under the sound of the gospel, have
enjoyed all the means of salvation during a long life, and have at last died in
their sins, while others have been converted upon their first hearing the
gospel of God. Nor is this difference owing to the fact, that the elect
always have more of the strivings of the Spirit than the non-elect. Many
who die in their sins, appear to have had conviction for a great part of their
lives; have often been deeply impressed with a strong sense of their sins
and the value of their souls, but have strongly entrenched themselves under
refuges of lies, have loved the world and hated God, and fought their way
through all the obstacles that were thrown around them to hedge up their
way to death, and have literally forced their passage to the gates of hell.
Sin was their voluntary choice.

6. Why should the doctrine of election be made a stumbling-block in the
way of sinners? In nothing else do they make the same use of the purposes
and designs of God, as they do on the subject of religion; and yet, in
everything else, God’s purposes and designs are as much settled, and have
as absolute an influence. God has as certainly designed the day and
circumstances of your death, as whether your soul shall be saved. It is not
only expressly declared in the Bible, but is plainly the doctrine of reason.
What would you say if you should be called in to see a neighbor who was
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sick; and, on inquiry, you should find he would neither eat nor drink, and
that he was verily starving himself to death. On expostulating with him
upon his conduct, suppose he should calmly reply, that he believed in the
sovereignty of God, in foreknowledge, election and decrees; that his days
were numbered, that the time and circumstances of his death were settled,
that he could not die before his time, and that all efforts he could make
would not enable him to live a moment beyond his time; and if you
attempted to remonstrate against his inference, and such an abuse and
perversion of the doctrine of decrees, he should accuse you of being a
heretic, of not believing in divine sovereignty. Now, should you see a man
on worldly subjects reasoning and acting thus, you would pronounce him
insane. Should farmers, mechanics, and merchants, reason in this way in
regard to their worldly business, they would be considered fit subjects for
bedlam.

7. How forcibly the perversion and abuse of this doctrine illustrate the
madness of the human heart, and its utter opposition to the terms of
salvation! The fact that God foreknows, and has designs in regard to every
other event, is not made an excuse for remaining idle, or worse than idle, on
these subjects. But where men’s duty to God is concerned, and here alone,
they seize these scriptures, and wrest them to their own destruction. How
impressively does this fact bring out the demonstration, that sinners want
an excuse for disobeying God; that they desire an apology for living in sin;
that they seek an occasion for making war upon their Maker.

8. I have said, that the question is as much open for your decision, that
you are left as perfectly to the exercise of your freedom, as if God neither
knew or designed anything in regard to your salvation. Suppose there was
a great famine in New York city, and that John Jacob Astor alone had
provisions in great abundance; that he was a benevolent and liberal-minded
man, and willing to supply the whole city with provisions, free of
expense; and suppose there existed a universal and most unreasonable
prejudice against him, insomuch that when he advertised in the daily
papers that his storehouses were open, that whosoever would, might come
and receive provisions, without money and without price, they all, with
one accord, began to make excuse, and obstinately refused to accept the
offers. Now, suppose that he should employ all the cartmen to carry
provisions around the city, and stop at every door. But still they
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strengthened each other’s hands, and would rather die than be indebted to
him for food. Many had said so much against him, that they were utterly
ashamed to feel and acknowledge their dependence upon him. Others were
so much under their influence as to be unwilling to offend them; and so
strong was the tide of public sentiment, that no one had the moral courage
to break loose from the multitude and accept of life. Now, suppose that
Mr. Astor knew beforehand the state of the public mind, and that all the
citizens hated him, and had rather die than be indebted to him for food.
Suppose he also knew, from the beginning, that there were certain
arguments that he could bring to bear upon certain individuals, that would
change their minds, and that he should proceed to press them with these
considerations, until they had given up their opposition, had most
thankfully accepted his provisions, and were saved from death. Suppose
he used all the arguments and means that he wisely could to persuade the
rest, but that, notwithstanding all his benevolent efforts, they adhered to
the resolution, and preferred death to submission to his proposals.
Suppose, further, he had perfect knowledge from the beginning, of the
issue of this whole matter, would not the question of life and death be as
entirely open for the decision of every individual as if he knew nothing
about it?

9. Some may ask, Why does God use means with the non-elect, which He
is certain they will not accept? I answer, because He designs that they
shall be without excuse. He will demonstrate His willingness and their
obstinacy before the universe. He will stop their mouths effectually in
judgment by a full offer of salvation; and although He knows that their
rejection of the offer will only enhance their guilt, and aggravate their deep
damnation, still He will make the offer, as there is no other way in which
to illustrate His infinite willingness to save them, and their perverse
rejection of His grace.

10. Lastly, God requires you to give all diligence to make your calling and
election sure. In choosing His elect, you must understand that He has
thrown the responsibility of their being saved upon them; that the whole is
suspended upon their consent to the terms; you are all perfectly able to
give your consent and this moment to lay hold on eternal life. Irrespective
of your own choice, no election could save you, and no reprobation can
damn you. The
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“Spirit and the Bride say Come: let him that heareth say, Come; let
him that is athirst come; and whosoever will, let him take the water
of life freely” (Revelation 22:17).

The responsibility is yours. God does all that He wisely can, and
challenges you to show what more He could do that He has not done. If
you go to hell, you must go stained with your own blood. God is clear,
angels are clear. To your own Master you stand or fall; mercy waits; the
Spirit strives; Jesus stands at the door and knocks. Do not then pervert
this doctrine, and make it an occasion of stumbling, till you are in the
depths of hell.

* To this paragraph it has been objected as follows: “Can it be said, that
the only reason why the non-elect are not saved is their rejection of
salvation, etc? Is there not a reason back of this? God does not give that
gracious influence in their case, which He does in the case of the elect. If
the only reason why the non-elect are not saved is their pertinacious
refusal, then it would follow that the only reason why the elect are saved,
is their acceptance of salvation. If these two points are so, then why all
this discussion about election to salvation, and the means to that end, and
God’s reason for electing? The whole matter would resolve itself into free
will, and God would stand quite independent of the issue in every case.
Then would there be no such thing as election.” The objection contains a
non sequitur.

I say, the only reason why the non-elect are not saved, is because they
pertinaciously refuse salvation. But if this is true, he says, “it will follow
that the only reason why the elect are saved, is their acceptance of
salvation. But this does not follow. The non-elect fail of salvation only
because they resist all the grace that God can wisely bestow upon them.
This grace they resist, and fail of salvation. It is no more reasonable to say,
that God’s not giving them more divine influence to convert them “is a
reason back of this,” than it would be to say that His not having by a
gracious influence, restrained them from sin altogether, is “a reason back
of” their pertinacious resistance of grace. If the non-elect are lost, or fail of
salvation only because they resist all the grace that God can wisely
bestow, it would not follow that the only reason why the elect are saved,
is because they accept, or yield to the same measure of gracious influence
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as that bestowed upon the non-elect, for it may be, and in many cases the
fact is, that God does bestow more gracious influence on the elect, than on
the non-elect, because He can wisely do so. Here then is a plain non
sequitur. Observe, I am writing in the paragraph in question upon the
justice of the divine proceeding. I say, that so far as this is concerned, he
fails of salvation, not because God withholds the grace that He could
wisely bestow, but only because he rejects the grace proffered, and all that
can be wisely proffered.

If I understand this objector, there is another non sequitur in his objection.
I understand him to say, that upon the supposition that the elect and the
non-elect have the same measure of gracious influence, and that the reason
why the elect are saved, and the non-elect not saved is, that the elect yield
to, and the non-elect resist this influence; the whole question resolves into
free will, and there is no election about it. If this is his meaning, as I think
it must be, it is a plain non sequitur. Suppose God foresaw that this would
be so, and in view of this foreseen fact elected those who He foresaw
would yield both to the privileges and gracious influence to which He
foresaw they would yield, and to salvation as a consequence of this
influence and yielding. And suppose He foresaw that the non-elect,
although ordained or elected to enjoy the same measure of gracious
influence, would resist and reject salvation, and for this cause rejected or
reprobated them in His eternal purpose. Would not this be election? To be
sure, in this case the different results would turn upon the fact that the
elect yielded, and the non-elect did not yield, to the same measure of
gracious influence. But there would be an election of the one to eternal life,
and a rejection of the other. I cannot see how this objector can say, that in
this case there could be no election, unless in his idea of election there is
the exercise of an arbitrary sovereignty. I suppose that God bestows on
men unequal measures of gracious influence, but that in this there is
nothing arbitrary; that, on the contrary, He sees the wisest and best
reasons for this; that being in justice under obligation to none, He exercises
His own benevolent discretion, in bestowing on all as much gracious
influence as He sees to be upon the whole wise and good, and enough to
throw the entire responsibility of their damnation upon them if they are
lost. But upon some He foresaw that He could wisely bestow a sufficient
measure of gracious influence to secure their voluntary yielding, and upon
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others He could not bestow enough in fact to secure this result. In
accordance with this foreknowledge, He chose the elect to both the
gracious influence and its results, eternal life. In all this there was nothing
arbitrary or unjust. He does all for all that He wisely can. He does enough
for all to leave them without excuse. If the non-elect would yield to that
measure of gracious influence which He can and does bestow upon them,
which is the best He can do without acting unwisely, and of course
wickedly, they would be saved. To this they might yield. To this they
ought to yield. God has no right to do more than He does for them, all
things considered; and there is no reason of which they can justly complain
why they are not saved. They can with no more reason complain of His
not giving them more gracious influence than that He created them, or that
He made them free agents, or that He did not restrain them from sin
altogether, or do anything else which it had been unwise, and therefore
wrong to have done. Nor is the fact that God does not bestow on them
sufficient grace to secure their yielding and salvation, a “reason back of
their obstinacy to which their not being saved is to be ascribed,” any more
than any one of the above-named things is such a reason.

This objection proceeds upon the assumption, that election must be
unconditional to be election at all that election must be so defined, as to be
the cause of the difference in the eternal state of the elect and non-elect.
But I see not why election may not be conditionated upon the foreseen
fact, that the wisest possible administration of moral government would
secure the free concurrence of some, and not of others. What could be
wisely done being foreseen, the purpose that so it should be done would
be election. No man has a right to define the terms election and reprobation
in such a sense, as to exclude all conditions, and then insist that conditional
election is no election at all.
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LECTURE 44

REPROBATION

In discussing this subject I shall endeavor to show,

WHAT THE TRUE DOCTRINE OF REPROBATION IS NOT.

1. It is not that the ultimate end of God in the creation of any was their
damnation. Neither reason nor revelation confirms, but both contradict the
assumption, that God has created or can create any being for the purpose
of rendering him miserable as an ultimate end. God is love, or He is
benevolent, and cannot therefore will the misery of any being as an
ultimate end, or for its own sake. It is little less than blasphemy to
represent God as creating any being for the sake of rendering him
miserable, as an ultimate end of His creation.

2. The doctrine is not, that any will be lost or miserable to all eternity, do
what they can to be saved, or in spite of themselves. It is not only a libel
upon the character of God, but a gross misrepresentation of the true
doctrine of reprobation, to exhibit God as deciding to send sinners to hell
in spite of themselves, or notwithstanding their endeavors to please God
and obtain salvation.

3. Nor is this the true doctrine of reprobation, to wit: that the purpose or
decree of reprobation is the procuring cause of the destruction of
reprobates. God may design to destroy a soul because of his foreseen
wickedness; but His design to destroy him for this reason does not cause
his wickedness, and consequently does not prove his destruction.

4. The doctrine is not, that any decree or purpose of reprobation throws
any obstacles in the way of the salvation of any one. It is not that God has
purposed the damnation of any one in such sense as that the decree
opposes any obstacle to the salvation of any soul under heaven.

5. Nor is it that any one is sent to hell, except for his own voluntary
wickedness and ill-desert.
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6. Nor is it that any one will be lost who can be induced, by all the means
that can be wisely used, to accept salvation, or to repent and believe the
gospel.

7. Nor is it, nor does it imply, that all the reprobates might not be saved, if
they would but comply with the indispensable conditions of salvation.

8. Not does it imply, that the decree of reprobation presents or opposes
any obstacle to their compliance with the necessary conditions of
salvation.

9. Nor does it imply, that anything hinders or prevents the salvation of the
reprobate, but their perverse perseverance in sin and rebellion against God,
and their wilful resistance of all the means that can be wisely used for their
salvation.

WHAT THE TRUE DOCTRINE OF REPROBATION IS.

The term reprobation, both in the Old and the New Testament, signifies
refuse, cast away. “Reprobate silver shall men call them, because the Lord
hath rejected them” (Jeremiah 6:30). The doctrine is, that certain
individuals of mankind are, in the fixed purpose of God cast away, rejected
and finally lost.

THIS IS A DOCTRINE OF REASON.

By this is intended, that since the Bible reveals the fact, that some will be
finally cast away and lost, reason affirms that if God casts them off, it
must be in accordance with a fixed purpose on His part to do so, for their
foreseen wickedness. If, as a matter of fact, they will be cast away and
lost, it must be that God both knows and designs it. That is, He both
knows that they will be cast away, and designs to cast them off for their
foreseen wickedness. God can certainly never possess any new knowledge
respecting their character and deserts, and since He is unchangeable, He can
never have any new purpose respecting them.

Again, it follows from the doctrine of election. If God designs to save the
elect, and the elect only, as has been shown, not for the reason, but upon
condition of their foreseen repentance and faith in Christ, it must be that
He designs, or purposes to cast away the wicked, for their foreseen
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wickedness. He purposes to do something with those whom He foresees
will finally be impenitent. He certainly does not purpose to save them.
What He will ever do with them, He now knows that He shall do with
them. What He will intend to do with them He now intends to do with
them, or He were not unchangeable. But we have seen that immutability or
unchangeableness is an attribute of God. Therefore the present reprobation
of those who will be finally cast away or lost, is a doctrine of reason.

The doctrine of reprobation is not the election of a part of mankind to
damnation, in the same sense that the elect unto salvation are elected to be
saved. The latter are chosen or elected, not only to salvation, but to
holiness. Election, with those who are saved, extends not only to the end,
salvation, but also to the conditions or means; to wit, the sanctification of
the Spirit, and the belief of the truth. This has been shown. God has not
only chosen them to salvation, but to be conformed to the image of His
Son. Accordingly, He uses means with them, with the design to sanctify
and save them. But He has not elected the reprobate to wickedness, and
does not use means to make them wicked, with the ultimate design to
destroy them. He knows, indeed, that His creating them, together with His
providential dispensations, will be the occasion, not the cause, of their sin
and consequent destruction. But their sin and consequent destruction are
not the ultimate end God had in view in their creation, and in the train of
providences that thus result. His ultimate end must in all cases be
benevolent, or must be the promotion of good. Their sin and damnation are
only an incidental result, and not a thing intended as an end, or for its own
sake. God can have no pleasure, in either their sin or consequent misery for
its own sake; but on the contrary, He must regard both as in themselves
evils of enormous magnitude. He does not, and cannot therefore elect the
reprobate to sin and damnation, in the same sense in which He elects the
saints to holiness and salvation. The elect unto salvation He chooses to
this end, from regard to, or delight in the end. But the reprobate He
chooses to destroy, not for the sake of their destruction as an end, or from
delight in it for its own sake; but He has determined to destroy them for
the public good, since their foreseen sinfulness demanded it. He does not
use means to make them sinful, or with this design; but His providence is
directed to another end, which end is good; and the destruction of the
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reprobate is, as has been said, only an incidental and an unavoidable result.
That is, God cannot wisely prevent this result.

THIS IS THE DOCTRINE OF REVELATION.

That this view of the subject is sustained by divine revelation, will appear
from a consideration of the following passages:

“And in very deed for this cause have I raised thee up, for to shew
in thee My power, and that My name may be declared throughout
all the earth” (Exodus 9:16).

“Every one that is proud in heart is an abomination to the Lord;
though hand join in hand, he shall not be unpunished”
(Proverbs 16:5).

“And he said unto them, unto you it is given to know the mystery
of the kingdom of God, but unto them that are without, all these
things are done in parables: That seeing they may see, and not
perceive, and hearing they may hear and not understand, lest at any
time they should be converted, and their sins should be forgiven
them” (Mark 4:11-12).

“For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, even for this same purpose
have I raised thee up, that I might shew My power in thee, and
that My name might be declared throughout all the earth. What if
God, willing to shew His wrath, and to make His power known,
endured with much long-suffering the vessels of wrath fitted to
destruction. And that He might make known the riches of His glory
on the vessels of mercy, which He had before prepared unto glory.
Even us, whom He hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of
the Gentiles?” (Romans 9:17, 22-24).

“Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own
selves; know ye not your own selves, how that Jesus Christ is in
you, except ye be reprobates? But I trust that ye shall know that
we are not reprobates” (2 Corinthians 13:56).
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“But these as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and destroyed,
speak evil of the things that they understand not; and shall utterly
perish in their own corruption” (2 Peter 2:12).

“Have I any pleasure at all that the wicked should die? saith the
Lord God; and not that he should return from his ways, and live?
For I have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the Lord
God, wherefore turn yourselves, and live ye?” (Ezekiel 18:23, 32).

“Say unto them, as I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure in
the death of the wicked, but that the wicked turn from his way and
live; turn ye, turn ye, from your evil ways; for why will ye die, O
house of Israel?” (Ezekiel 33:11).

“The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some men count
slackness, but is long-suffering to us ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repentance” (2 Peter 3:9).

THESE PASSAGES WHEN DULY CONSIDERED
ARE SEEN TO TEACH:

1. That some men are reprobates, in the sense that God does not design to
save, but to destroy them, and,

2. That He does not delight in their destruction for its own sake; but would
prefer their salvation, if under the circumstances in which His wisdom has
placed them, they could be induced to obey Him.

3. But that He regards their destruction as a less evil to the universe, than
would be such a change in the administration and arrangements of His
government as would secure their salvation. Therefore, for their foreseen
wickedness and perseverance in rebellion, under circumstances the most
favorable to their virtue and salvation, in which He can wisely place them,
He is resolved upon their destruction; and has already in purpose cast
them off for ever.

WHY SINNERS ARE REPROBATED OR REJECTED.

This has been already substantially answered. But to avoid
misapprehension upon a subject so open to cavil, I repeat:
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1. That the reprobation and destruction of the sinner is not an end, in the
sense that God delights in misery, and destroys sinners to gratify a thirst
for destruction. Since God is benevolent, it is impossible that this should
be.

2. It is not because of any partiality in God, or because He loves the elect,
and hates the reprobate, in any sense implying partiality. His benevolence
is disinterested, and cannot of course be partial. 3. It is not from any want
of interest in, and desire to save them, on the part of God. This He often
affirms, and abundantly attests by His dealings with them, and the
provision He has made for their salvation.

4. But the reprobates are reprobated for their foreseen iniquities:

“And even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge,
God gave them over to a reprobate mind, to do those things which
are not convenient” (Romans 1:28).

“Who will render to every man according to his deeds: To them
who, by patient continuance in well-doing, seek for glory, honor,
and immortality, eternal life; But unto them that are contentious,
and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, indignation
and wrath; Tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that
doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile; But glory,
honor, and peace, to every man that worketh good; to the Jew first,
and also to the Gentile: For there is no respect of persons with
God” (Romans 2:6-11).

“Behold all souls are Mine; as the soul of the father, so also the
soul of the son is Mine: the soul that sinneth, it shall die. Yet say
ye, Why? Doth not the son bear the iniquity of the father? When
the son hath done that which is lawful and right, and hath kept all
My statutes, and hath done them, he shall surely live. The soul
that sinneth, it shall die. The son shall not bear the iniquity of the
father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son: the
righteousness of the righteous shall be upon him, and the
wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him” (Ezekiel 18:4, 19-20).
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“For we must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, that
every one may receive the things done in the body, according to
that he hath done, whether it be good or bad” (2 Corinthians 5:10).

“Be not deceived, God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap” (Galatians 6:7).

“Knowing that whatsoever good thing any man doeth, the same
shall he receive of the Lord, whether he be bond or free” (Ephesians

6:8).

“Knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive the reward of the
inheritance: for ye serve the Lord Christ” (Colossians 3:24).

“And, behold, I come quickly; and My reward is with Me, to give
every man according as his work shall be” (Revelation 22:12).

“Reprobate silver shall men call them,
because the Lord hath rejected them” (Jeremiah 6:30).

These passages show the teachings of inspiration on this subject. Be it
remembered, then, that the reason why any are reprobated, is because they
are unwilling to be saved; that is, they are unwilling to be saved on the
terms upon which alone God can consistently save them. Ask sinners
whether they are willing to be saved, and they all say, yes; and with
perfect sincerity they may say this, if they can be saved upon their own
terms. But when you propose to them the terms of salvation upon which
the gospel proposes to save them; when they are required to repent and
believe the gospel, to forsake their sins, and give themselves up to the
service of God, they will with one consent begin to make excuse. Now, to
accept these terms, is heartily and practically to consent to them. For them
to say, that they are willing to accept salvation, while they actually do not
accept it, is either to deceive themselves, or to utter an infamous falsehood.
To be willing is to accept it; and the fact, that they do not heartily consent
to, and embrace the terms of salvation, is demonstration absolute, that
they are unwilling. Yes, sinners, the only terms on which you can possibly
be saved, you reject. Is it not then an insult to God for you to pretend that
you are willing? The only true reason why all of you are not Christians, is
that you are unwilling. You are not made unwilling by any act of God, or
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because you are reprobate; but if you are reprobate, it is because you are
unwilling.

But do any of you object and say, why does not God make us willing? Is
it not because He has reprobated us, that He does not change our hearts
and make us willing? No, sinner, it is not because He has reprobated you;
but because you are so obstinate that He cannot, wisely, and in
consistency with the public good; take such measures as will convert you.
Here you are waiting for God to make you willing to go to heaven, and all
the while you are diligently using the means to get to hell yes, exerting
yourself with greater diligence to get to hell, than it would cost to insure
your salvation, if applied with equal zeal in the service of your God. You
tempt God, and then turn round and ask Him why He does not make you
willing? Now, sinner, let me ask you, do you think you are a reprobate? It
so, what do you think the reason is that has led the infinitely benevolent
God to reprobate you? There must be some reason; what do you suppose
it is? Did you ever seriously ask yourself, what is the reason that a wise
and infinitely benevolent God has never made me willing to accept
salvation? It must be for one of the following reasons. Either:

(1.) He is a malevolent being, and wills your damnation for its own
sake; or:

(2.) He cannot make you willing if He would; or

(3.) You behave in such a manner in the circumstances in which you
are, that, to His infinitely benevolent mind it appears unwise to take
such a course as would bring you to repentance. Such a change in the
administration of His government as would make you willing, would
not, upon the whole, be wise.

Now, which of these do you think it is? You will not probably take the
ground that He is malevolent, and desires your damnation because He
delights in misery; nor will you, I suppose, take the ground that He could
not convert you if He would, that is, if He thought it wise to do so.

The other, then, must be the reason, to wit: that your heart, and conduct,
and stubbornness, are so abominable in His sight, that, every thing
considered, He sees that to use such further means with you as to secure
your conversion, would, on the whole, do more hurt than good to His
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kingdom. I have not time at present to agitate the question whether you, as
a moral agent, could not resist any possible amount of moral influence that
could be brought to bear upon you, consistently with your moral freedom.

Do you ask how I know that the reason why God does not make you
willing is, that He sees that it would be unwise in Him to do so? I answer,
that it is an irresistible inference, from these two facts, that He is infinitely
benevolent, and that He does not actually make you willing. I do not
believe that God would neglect anything that He saw to be wise and
benevolent, in the great matter of man’s salvation. Who can believe that He
could give His only-begotten and well-beloved Son to die for sinners, and
then neglect any wise and benevolent means for their salvation? No, sinner,
if you are a reprobate, it is because God foresaw that you would do just as
you are doing; that you would be so wicked as to defeat all the efforts that
He could wisely make for your salvation. What a variety of means He has
used with you. At one time He has thrown you into the furnace of
affliction; and when this has not softened you, He has turned round and
loaded you with favors. He has sent you His word, he has striven by His
Spirit, He has allured you by the cross; He has tried to melt you by the
groanings of Calvary; and tried to drive you back from the way to death,
by rolling in your ears the thunders of damnation. At one time clouds and
darkness have been round about you; the heavens have thundered over
your head; divine vengeance has hung out, all around your horizon, the
portentous clouds of coming wrath. At another time mercy has smiled
upon you from above like the noonday sun, breaking through an ocean of
storms. He urges every motive; He lays heaven, earth and hell, under
perpetual contributions for considerations to move your stony heart. But
you deafen your ears, and close your eyes, and harden your heart, and say,
“Cause the holy one of Israel to cease from before us” (Isaiah 30:11). And
what is the inference from all this? How must all this end?

“Reprobate silver shall men call them,
because the Lord has rejected them” (Jeremiah 6:30).

WHEN SINNERS ARE REPROBATED.

1. In respect to the act of casting them off, they are cast away only when,
and not until, the cup of their iniquity is full.
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2. In respect to the purpose of reprobation, they are in the purpose of
God reprobated or rejected from eternity. This follows irresistibly from
the omniscience and immutability of God. He has certainly and necessarily
had from eternity all the knowledge He ever can or will have of the
character of all men, and must have designed from all eternity all things
respecting them which He ever will design. This follows from His
unchangeableness. If He ever does cast off sinners, He must do it
designedly or undesignedly. He cannot do it without any design. He must
therefore do it designedly. But if He does it designedly, it must be either
that He eternally entertained this design, or that He has changed. But
change of purpose or design is inconsistent with the moral immutability of
God. Therefore, the purpose of reprobation is eternal; or the reprobates
were in the fixed purpose of God cast off and rejected from eternity.

REPROBATION IS JUST.

Is it not just in God to let men have their own choice, especially when the
highest possible motives are held out to them as inducements to choose
eternal life? What! Is it not just to reprobate men when they obstinately
refuse salvation when every thing has been done that is consistent with
infinite wisdom and benevolence to save them? Shall not men be willing to
be either saved or lost? What shall God do with you? You are unwilling to
be saved; why then should you object to being damned? If reprobation
under these circumstances is not just, I challenge you, sinner, to tell what
is just.

REPROBATION IS BENEVOLENT

It was benevolent in God to create men, though He foresaw that they
would sin and become reprobate. If He foresaw that, upon the whole, He
could secure such an amount of virtue and happiness by means of moral
government, as to more than counterbalance the sin and misery of those
who would be lost, then certainly it was a dictate of benevolence to create
them. The question was, whether moral beings should be created, and
moral government established, when it was foreseen that a great evil would
be the incidental consequence. Whether this would be benevolent or not,
must turn upon the question, whether a good might be secured that would
more than counterbalance the evil. If the virtue and happiness that could be
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secured by the administration of moral government, would greatly out
measure the incidental evils arising out of a defection of a part of the
subjects of this government, it is manifest that a truly benevolent mind
would choose to establish the government, the attendant evils to the
contrary notwithstanding. Now, if those who are lost deserve their misery,
and bring it upon themselves by their own choice, when they might have
been saved, then certainly in their damnation there can be nothing
inconsistent with justice or benevolence. God must have a moral
government, or there can be no such thing as holiness in the created
universe. For holiness in a creature is nothing else than a voluntary
conformity to the government of God.

Since the penalty of the law, although infinite, under the wisest possible
administration of moral government, could not secure universal obedience;
and since multitudes of sinners will not be reclaimed and saved by the
gospel, one of three things must be done; either moral government must be
given up; or the wicked must be annihilated, or they must be reprobated
and sent to hell. Now, that moral government should be given up, will not
be pretended; annihilation would not be just, inasmuch as it would not be
an adequate expression of the abhorrence with which the divine ruler
regards the violation of His law, and consequently it would not meet the
demands of public justice. Now, as sinners really deserve eternal death,
and as their punishment may be of real value to the universe, in creating a
respect for the authority of God, and thus strengthening His government,
it is plain that their reprobation and damnation is, for the general good,
making the best use of the wicked that can be made.

Doubtless God views the loss of the soul as a great evil, and He always
will look upon it as such, and would gladly avoid the loss of any soul, if it
were consistent with the wisest administration of His government. How
slanderous, injurious, and offensive to God it must be, then, to say, that
He created sinners on purpose to damn them. He pours forth all the tender
yearnings of a father over those whom He is obliged to destroy. “How
shall I give thee up, Ephraim? How shall I deliver thee, Israel? How shall I
make thee as Admah? How shall I set thee as Zeboim? My heart is turned
within me, My repentings are kindled together” (Hosea 11:8). And now,
sinner, can you find it in your heart to accuse the blessed God of a want of
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benevolence? “O ye serpents! Ye generation of vipers! How can you
escape the damnation of hell?” (Matthew 23:33).

HOW IT MAY BE KNOWN WHO ARE REPROBATES.

It may be difficult for us to ascertain with certainty in this world, who are
reprobates; but there are so many marks of reprobation given in the Bible,
that by a sober and judicious investigation, we may form a pretty correct
opinion, whether we or those around us are reprobates or not.

1. One evidence of reprobation is a long course of prosperity in sin. The
Psalmist lays it down as such in:

“When the wicked spring as the grass, and when all the workers of
iniquity do flourish, it is that they shall be destroyed forever”

(Psalms 92:7).

God often gives the wicked their portion in this world, and lets them
prosper and wax fat like a stalled ox, and then brings them forth to the
slaughter. “The wicked are reserved unto the day of wrath” (2 Peter 3:7).

When therefore you see an individual for a long time prospering in his sins,
there is great reason to fear that man is a reprobate. In this passage
inspiration assumes the truth of the distinction between evidence and
proof. The Psalmist does not mean to be understood as affirming a
universal truth. He did not intend, that prosperity in sin was proof
conclusive that the prosperous sinner is a reprobate. But the least that
could have been intended was, that such prosperity in sin affords alarming
evidence of reprobation. It may be called presumptive evidence.

2. Habitual neglect of the means of grace is a mark of reprobation. If men
are to be saved at all, it is through the sanctification of the Spirit and belief
of the truth; and it will probably be found to be true, that not one in ten
thousand is saved of those who habitually absent themselves from places
where God presents His claims. Sometimes, I know, a tract, or the
conversation or prayer of some friend, may awaken an individual, and lead
him to the house of God; but, as a general fact, if a man stays away from
the means of grace, and neglects his Bible, it is a fearful sign of reprobation,
and that he will die in his sins. He is voluntary in it, and he does not
neglect the means of grace because he is reprobated, but was reprobated
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because God foresaw that he would take this course. Suppose a pestilence
were prevailing, that was certain to prove fatal in every instance where the
appropriate remedy was not applied. Now, if you wished to know whose
days were numbered and finished, and who among the sick were certain to
die with the disease, if you found any among them neglecting and despising
the only appropriate remedy, you would know that they were the
persons.

3. Those who have grown old in sin, are probably reprobates. It is a
solemn and alarming fact, that a vast majority of those who give evidence
of piety, are converted under twenty-five years of age. Look at the history
of revivals, and see, even in those that have manifested the greatest power,
how few aged persons have been converted. The men who are set upon the
attainment of some worldly object, and determined to secure that before
they will attend to religion, and yield to the claims of their Maker,
expecting afterwards to be converted, are almost always disappointed.
Such a cold calculation is odious in the sight of God. What! Take advantage
of His forbearance, and say, that because He is merciful you will venture
to continue in sin, till you have secured your worldly objects, and worn
yourself out in the service of the devil, and thus turn your Maker off with
the jaded remnant of your abused mortality! You need not expect God to
set His seal of approbation upon such a calculation as this, and suffer you
at last to triumph, and say, that you had served the devil as long as you
pleased, and got to heaven at last.

4. Absence of chastisements is a sign of reprobation. God says in the
epistle to the Hebrews:

“My son, despise not thou the chastening of the Lord, nor faint
when thou art rebuked of Him; for whom the Lord loveth He
chasteneth, and scourgeth every son whom He receiveth; if ye
endure chastening, God dealeth with you as with sons; for what
son is he whom the Father chasteneth not; but if ye be without
chastisement, whereof all are partakers, then are ye bastards, and
not sons” (Hebrews 12:8).

5. When men are chastened and not reformed by it, it is a mark of
reprobation. A poet has said, “When pain can’t bless, heaven quits us in
despair.” God says of such, “Why should ye be stricken any more? Ye
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will revolt more and more” (Isaiah 1:5). When your afflictions are
unsanctified, when you harden yourselves under His stripes, why should
He not leave you to fill up the measure of your iniquity?

6. Embracing damnable heresies, is another mark of reprobation. Where
persons seem to be given up to believe a lie, there is solemn reason for
fearing that they are among that number upon whom God sends strong
delusions, that they may believe a lie, and be damned, because they obey
not the truth, but have pleasure in unrighteousness. Where you see
persons giving themselves up to such delusions, the more certainly they
believe them, the greater reason there is for believing that they are
reprobates. The truth is so plain, that with the Bible in your hands, it is
next to impossible to believe a fundamental heresy, without being given up
to the judicial curse of God. It is so hard to believe a lie, with the truth of
the Bible before you, that the devil cannot do it. If therefore you reject
your Bible, and embrace a fundamental falsehood, you are more stupid and
benighted than the devil is. When a man professes to believe a lie, almost
the only hope of his salvation that remains, is, that he does not cordially
believe it. Sinner, beware how you trifle with God’s truth. How often have
individuals begun to argue in favor of heresy, for the sake of argument, and
because they loved debate, until they have finally come to believe their
own lie, and are lost for ever.

OBJECTIONS

1. To the idea that God rejected the reprobate for their foreseen
wickedness, it is replied that

“The Lord hath made all things for Himself; yea,
even the wicked for the day of evil” (Proverbs 16:4),

teaches another doctrine; that this passage teaches, that God made the
reprobates for the day of evil, or for the purpose of destroying them.

To this I reply, that if He did create them to destroy them, or with a
design when He created them to destroy them, it does not follow that their
destruction was an ultimate end, or a thing in which He delighted for its
own sake. It must be true, as has been said, that He designed from eternity
to destroy them, in view, and in consequence, of their foreseen
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wickedness; and of course, He designed their destruction when be created
them. In one sense then, it was true, that He created them for the day of
evil, that is, in the sense that He knew how they would behave, and
designed as a consequence to destroy them when, and before, He created
them. But this is not the same as His creating them for the sake of their
destruction as an ultimate end. He had another and a higher ultimate end,
which end was a benevolent one. He says “I have created all things for
Myself, even the wicked for the day of evil” (Proverbs 16:4), that is, He
had some great and good end to accomplish by them, and by their
destruction. He foresaw that He could use them for some good purpose,
notwithstanding their foreseen wickedness; and even that He could
overrule their sin and destruction to manifest His justice, and thus show
forth His glory, and thereby strengthen His government. He must have
foreseen that the good that might thus, from His overruling providence,
result to Himself and to the universe, would more than compensate for the
evil of their rebellion and destruction; and therefore, and upon this
condition, He created them, knowing that He should destroy and intending
to destroy them. That destruction was not the ultimate end of their
creation, must follow from such scriptures as the following:

“Say unto them, As I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure
in the death of the wicked; but that the wicked turn from his way
and live: turn ye, turn ye, from your evil ways; for why will ye die,
O house of Israel?” (Ezekiel 33:11).

“Have I any pleasure at all that the wicked should die; saith the
Lord God; and not that he should return from his ways and live?”
(Ezekiel 18:23).

“The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some men count
slackness, but is long-suffering to us ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repentance” (2 Peter 3:9).

“He that loveth not, knoweth not God, for God is love. And we
have known and believed the love that God hath to us. God is love;
and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him”
(1 John 4:8, 16).
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“But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for
the suffering of death, crowned with glory and honor; that He by
the grace of God should taste death for every man” (Hebrews 2:9).

2. Another objection to the doctrine of this lecture is founded on:

“Nay, but O man, who art thou that repliest against God? Shall the
thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me
thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same lump to
make one vessel unto honor, and another unto dishonor? What if
God, willing to shew His wrath, and make His power known,
endured with much long-suffering the vessels of wrath fitted to
destruction; and that He might make known the riches of His glory
on the vessels of mercy, which He had before prepared unto glory”
(Romans 9:20-23).

From this passage it has been inferred, that God creates the character and
disposes of the destinies of both saints and sinners with as absolute and as
irresistible a sovereignty as that exercised by the potter over his clay; that
He creates the elect for salvation, and the reprobate for damnation, and
forms the character of both so as to fit them for their respective destinies,
with an absolutely irresistible and efficient sovereignty; that His ultimate
end was in both cases His own glory, and that the value of the end justifies
the use of the means, that is, of such means. To this I reply:

(1.) That it is absurd and nonsensical, as we have abundantly seen, to
talk of creating moral character, either good or bad, by an irresistible
efficient sovereignty. This is naturally impossible, as it implies a
contradiction. Moral character must be the result of proper, voluntary
action, and the moral character of the vessels of wrath or of mercy
neither is, nor can be, formed by any irresistible influence whatever.

(2.) It is not said nor implied in the passage under consideration, that
the character of the vessels of wrath was created, or that God had any
such agency in procuring their character, as He has in forming the
character of the vessels of mercy. Of the vessels of wrath it is only
said they are “fitted to destruction,” that is, that their characters are
adapted for hell; while of the vessels of mercy it is said “which He had
before prepared unto glory.” The vessels of wrath are fitted, or had
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fitted themselves to destruction, under the light and influence that
should have made them holy. The vessels of mercy God had, by the
special grace and influence of the Holy Spirit, engaging and directing
their voluntary agency, before prepared for glory.

(3.) But the lump spoken of in the text contemplates, not the original
creation of men, nor the forming or creating in them of a wicked
character. But it manifestly contemplates them as already existing as
the potter’s clay exists; and not only as existing, but also as being
sinners. God may reasonably proceed to form out of this lump vessels
of wrath or of mercy, as seems wise and good unto Him. He may
appoint one portion to honor and another to dishonor, as is seen by
Him to be demanded by the highest good.

(4.) The passage under consideration cannot, in any event, be pressed
into the service of those who would insist, that the destruction of the
reprobate is chosen for its own sake, and therefore implies malevolence
in God. Hear what it says: “What if God, willing to show His wrath,
and make His power known, endured with much long-suffering the
vessels of wrath fitted to destruction; and that He might make known
the riches of His glory on the vessels of mercy, which He had before
prepared unto glory?” Here it appears, that He designed to show and
make known His attributes. This cannot have been an ultimate, but
must have been a proximate, end. The ultimate end must have been the
highest glory of Himself, and the highest good of the universe, as a
whole. If God willed thus to make known His holiness and His mercy,
for the purpose of securing the highest good of the universe, who has a
right to say, What doest Thou? or Why doest Thou thus?

3. Another objection is, if God knew that they would be reprobate or lost,
why did He create them? If He knew that such would be the result, and
yet created them, it follows that He created them to destroy them. I reply:

This objection has been already answered, but for the sake of perspicuity I
choose here to answer it again.

From the admitted fact, that God knew when He created them just what
their destiny would be, it does not follow that their destruction was the
end for which He created them. He created them, not for their sin and
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destruction as an ultimate end, but for another and a good end,
notwithstanding His foreknowledge of their sin and ultimate ruin.

4. It is further objected, that if God designed to make known His
attributes, in the salvation of the vessels of mercy, and in the destruction
of the vessels of wrath, He must have designed their characters as well as
their end, inasmuch as their characters are indispensable conditions of this
result.

I reply, that it is true, that the characters of both the vessels of wrath and
of mercy must have been in some sense purposed or designed by God. But
it does not follow that He designed them both in the same sense. The
character of the righteous He designed to beget, or induce by His own
agency; the character of the wicked He designed to suffer him to form for
himself. He doubtless designed to suffer the one rather than to interfere, in
such manner and form as would prevent sin, seeing as He did, that, hateful
as it was in itself, it could be overruled for good. The other He designed to
produce, or rather induce, both on account of the pleasure He has in
holiness, and also for the sake of its bearings on the subject of it, and upon
the universe.

5. To the doctrine of this lecture it is further objected, that if one is a
reprobate it is of no use for him to try to be saved. If God knows what he
will be in character, and designs his destruction, it is impossible that it
should be otherwise than as God knows and designs, and therefore one
may as well give up in despair first as last.

(1.) To such an objector I would say, you do not know that you are a
reprobate, and therefore you need not despair.

(2.) If God designs to cast you off, though you cannot know this, it is
only because He foresees that you will not repent and believe the
gospel; or in other words, for your voluntary wickedness. He
foreknows that you will be wicked simply because you will be, and
not because His foreknowledge makes you so. Neither His
foreknowledge respecting your character, nor His design to cast you
off, in consequence of your character, has any agency in making you
wicked. You are therefore perfectly free to obey and be saved, and the
fact that you will not, is no reason why you should not.
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(3.) You might just as reasonably make the same objection to every
thing that takes place in the universe. Everything that did, or will, or
can occur, is as infallibly known to God, as the fact of your
wickedness and destruction is. He also has a fixed and eternal design
about everything that ever did or will occur. He knows how long you
will live, where you will live, and when and where you will die. His
purposes respecting these and all other events are fixed, eternal, and
unchangeable. Why, then, do you not live without food and say, I
cannot make one hair black or white; I cannot die before my time, nor
can I prolong my days beyond the appointed time, do what I will;
therefore, I will take no care of my health? No this would be
unreasonable.

Why not also apply this objection to everything, and settle down in
despair of ever doing or being anything, but what an irresistible fate makes
you? The fact is, that the true doctrine, whether of election or reprobation,
affords not the least countenance to such a conclusion. The foreknowledge
and designs of God respecting our conduct or our destiny, do not in the
least degree interfere with our free agency. We, in every case, act just as
freely as if God neither knew nor designed anything about our conduct.
Suppose the farmer should make the same objection to sowing his seed,
and to doing anything to secure a crop; what would be thought of him?
And yet he might with as much reason, since he can plead the
foreknowledge and designs of God, as an excuse for doing nothing to secure
his salvation. God as really knows now whether you will sow and whether
you will have a crop, and has from eternity known this, as perfectly as He
ever will. He has either designed that you shall, or that you shall not, have
a crop this year, from all eternity; and it will infallibly come to pass just as
He has foreseen and designed. Yet you are really just as free to raise a
crop, or to neglect to do so, as if He neither knew nor designed anything
about it.

The man who will stumble either at the doctrine of election or reprobation,
as defined and maintained in these lectures, should, to be consistent,
stumble at everything that takes place, and never try to accomplish
anything whatever; because the designs and the foreknowledge of God
extend equally to everything; and unless He has expressly revealed how it
will be, we are left in the dark, in respect to any event, and are left to use
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means to accomplish what we desire, or to prevent what we dread, as if
God knew and designed nothing about it.

6. But it is objected, that this is a discouraging doctrine, and liable to be a
stumbling-block, and therefore should not be inculcated. I answer:

(1.) It is taught in the Bible, and plainly follows also from the
attributes of God, as revealed in the reason. The scriptures that teach it
are not less likely to be a snare and a stumbling-block, than are the
definition and explanation of the doctrine.

(2.) The proper statement, explanation, and defense of the doctrines of
election and reprobation, are important to a proper understanding of
the nature and attributes of God.

(3.) The scriptures that teach these doctrines are often subjects of
cavil, and sometimes of real difficulty. Religious teachers should,
therefore, state these doctrines and explain them, so as to aid the
inquirer after truth, and stop the mouths of gainsayers.

(4.) Again, these doctrines have often been so misstated and perverted
as to make them amount to an iron system of fatalism. Many souls
have heard or read these perversions, and greatly need to be enlightened
upon the subject. It is therefore all the more important, that these
truths should find a place in religious instruction. Let them be
understood, properly stated, explained, and defended, and they can no
more be a stumbling-block, than the fact of God’s omniscience can be
so.
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LECTURE 45

DIVINE SOVEREIGNTY

In this discussion I shall endeavor to show:

WHAT IS NOT INTENDED BY
THE TERM “SOVEREIGNTY” WHEN APPLIED TO GOD,

It is not intended, at least by me, that God, in any instance, wills or acts
arbitrarily, or without good reasons; reasons so good and so weighty, that
He could in no case act otherwise than He does, without violating the law
of His own intelligence and conscience, and consequently without sin. Any
view of divine sovereignty that implies arbitrariness on the part of the
divine will, is not only contrary to scripture, but is revolting to reason, and
blasphemous. God cannot act arbitrarily, in the sense of unreasonably,
without infinite wickedness. For Him to be arbitrary, in the sense of
unreasonable, would be wickedness as much greater than any creature is
capable of committing, as His reason or knowledge is greater than theirs.
This must be self-evident. God should therefore never be represented as a
sovereign, in the sense that implies that He is actuated by self or arbitrary
will, rather than by His infinite intelligence.

Many seem to me to represent the sovereignty of God as consisting in a
perfectly arbitrary disposal of events. They seem to conceive of God as
being wholly above and without any law or rule of action guiding His will
by His infinite reason and conscience. They appear shocked at the idea of
God Himself being the subject of moral law, and are ready to inquire, Who
gives law to God? They seem never to have considered that God is, and
must be, a law unto Himself; that He is necessarily omniscient, and that
the divine reason must impose law on, or prescribe law to, the divine will.
They seem to regard God as living wholly above law, and as disposed to
have His own will at any rate, reasonable or unreasonable; to set up His
own arbitrary pleasure as His only rule of action, and to impose this rule
upon all His subjects. This sovereignty they seem to conceive of as
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controlling and disposing of all events, with an iron or adamantine fatality,
inflexible, irresistible, omnipotent. “Who worketh all things after the
counsel of His own will” (Ephesians 1:11). This text they dwell much
upon, as teaching that God disposes all events absolutely, not according to
His own infinite wisdom and discretion, but simply according to His own
will; and, as their language would often seem to imply, without reference at
all to the universal law of benevolence. I will not say, that such is the view
as it lies in their own mind; but only that from the language they use, such
would seem to be their idea of divine sovereignty. Such, however, is not
the view of this subject which I shall state and defend on the present
occasion.

WHAT IS INTENDED BY DIVINE SOVEREIGNTY.

The sovereignty of God consists in the independence of His will, in
consulting His own intelligence and discretion, in the selection of His end,
and the means of accomplishing it. In other words, the sovereignty of God
is nothing else than infinite benevolence directed by infinite knowledge.
God consults no one in respect to what shall be done by Him. He asks no
leave to do and require what His own wisdom dictates. He consults only
Himself; that is, His own infinite intelligence. So far is He from being
arbitrary in His sovereignty, in the sense of unreasonable, that He is
invariably guided by infinite reason. He consults His own intelligence only,
not from any arbitrary disposition, but because His knowledge is perfect
and infinite and therefore it is safe and wise to take counsel nowhere else.
It were infinitely unreasonable, and weak, and wicked in God to ask leave
of any being to act in conformity with His own judgment. He must make
His own reason His rule of action. God is a sovereign, not in the sense that
He is not under law, or that He is above all law, but in the sense that He is
a law to Himself; that He knows no law but what is given Him by His own
reason. In other words still, the sovereignty of God consists in such a
disposal of all things and events, as to meet the ideas of His own reason, or
the demands of His own intelligence. “He works all things after the counsel
of His own will” (Ephesians 1:11), in the sense that He formed and
executes His own designs independently; in the sense that He consults His
own infinite discretion; that is, He acts according to His own views of
propriety and fitness. This He does, be it distinctly understood, without
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at all setting aside the freedom of moral agents. His infinite knowledge
enabled Him to select an end and means, that should consist with and
include the perfect freedom of moral agents. The subjects of His moral
government are free to obey or disobey, and take the consequences. But
foreseeing precisely in all cases how they would act, He has lad His plan
accordingly, so as to bring out the contemplated and desired results. In all
His plans He consulted none but Himself. But this leads me to say:

THAT GOD IS AND OUGHT TO BE AN ABSOLUTE
AND A UNIVERSAL SOVEREIGN.

By absolute, I mean, that His expressed will, in obedience to His reason, is
law. It is not law because it proceeds from His arbitrary will, but because
it is the revelation or declaration of the affirmations and demands of His
infinite reason. His expressed will is law, because it is an infallible
declaration of what is intrinsically fit, suitable, right. His will does not
make the things that He commands, right, fit, proper, obligatory, in the
sense, that should He require it, the opposite of what He now requires
would be fit, proper, suitable, obligatory; but in the sense that we need no
other evidence of what is in itself intrinsically proper, fit, obligatory, than
the expression of His will. Our reason affirms, that what He wills must be
right; not because He wills it, but that He wills it because it is right, or
obligatory in the nature of things; that is, our reason affirms that He wills
as He does, only upon condition, that His infinite intelligence affirms that
such willing is intrinsically right, and therefore He ought to will or
command just what He does.

He is a sovereign in the sense that His will is law, whether we are able to
see the reason for His commands or not, because our reason affirms that
He has and must have good and sufficient reasons for every command; so
good and sufficient, that He could not do otherwise than require what He
does, under the circumstances, without violating the law of His own
intelligence. We therefore need no other reason for affirming our obligation
to will and to do, than that God requires it; because we always and
necessarily assume, that what God requires must be right, not because He
arbitrarily wills it, but because He does not arbitrarily will it: on the
contrary that He has, and must have in every instance, infinitely good and
wise reasons for every requirement.
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Some persons represent God as a sovereign, in the sense, that His arbitrary
will is the foundation of obligation. But if this is so, He could in every
instance render the directly opposite course from what He now requires,
obligatory. But this is absurd. The persons just mentioned seem to think,
that unless it be admitted that God’s will is the foundation of obligation, it
will follow that it does not impose obligation, unless He discloses the
reasons for His requirements. But this is a great mistake. Our own reason
affirms that God’s expressed will is always law, in the sense that it
invariably declares the law of nature, or discloses the decisions of His own
reason.

GOD MUST AND OUGHT TO BE AN
ABSOLUTE SOVEREIGN IN THE SENSE JUST DEFINED.

THIS WILL APPEAR IF WE CONSIDER:

1. That His end was chosen and means decided upon, when no being but
Himself existed, and of course, there was no one to consult but Himself.

2. Creation and providence are only the results, and the carrying out of His
plans settled from eternity.

3. The law of benevolence, as it existed in the divine reason, must have
eternally demanded of Him the very course He has taken.

4. His highest glory and the highest good of universal being demand that
He should consult His own discretion, and exercise an absolute and a
universal sovereignty, in the sense explained. Infinite wisdom and
goodness ought of course to act independently in the promotion of their
end. If infinite wisdom or knowledge is not to give law, what or who shall?
If infinite benevolence shall not declare and enforce law, what or who
shall? God’s attributes and relations render it obligatory upon Him to
exercise just that holy sovereignty we have ascribed to Him.

(1.) This sovereignty, and no other, He claims for Himself.

“But our God is in the heavens; He hath done
whatsoever He hath pleased” (Psalms 115:3).

“Whatsoever the Lord pleased, that did He in heaven, and in earth,
in the seas, and all deep places” (Psalms 135:6).
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“For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven, and
returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and maketh it bring
forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower, and bread to the
eater; So shall My word be that goeth forth out of My mouth; it
shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I
please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it” (Isaiah
55:10-11).

“At that time Jesus answered and said, I thank Thee, O Father,
Lord of heaven and earth, because Thou hast hid these things from
the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes. Even so,
Father, for so it seemed good in Thy sight” (Matthew 11:25-26).

“For He saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have
mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I will have
compassion. So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that
runneth, but of God that showeth mercy. For the scripture saith
unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up,
that I might show My power in thee, and that My name might be
declared throughout all the earth. Therefore hath He mercy on
whom He will have mercy, and whom He will He hardeneth”
(Romans 9:15-18).

“In whom also we have obtained an inheritance, being
predestinated according to the purpose of Him who worketh all
things after the counsel of His own will” (Ephesians 1:11).

(2.) Again: God claims for Himself all the prerogatives of an absolute
and a universal sovereign, in the sense already explained. For example,
He claims to be the rightful and sole proprietor of the universe.

“Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and
the victory, and the majesty; for all that is in the heaven and in the
earth is Thine; Thine is the kingdom, O Lord, and Thou art exalted
as head above all” (1 Chronicles 29:11).

“For every beast of the forest is Mine, and the cattle upon a
thousand hills; I know all the fowls of the mountains; and the wild
beasts of the field are Mine. If I were hungry, I would not tell
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Thee, for the world is Mine, and the fullness thereof” (Psalms
1:10-12).

“The sea is His, and He made it, and His hands formed the dry
land. O come, let us worship, and bow down, let us kneel before
the Lord our Maker; For He is our God, and we are the people of
His pasture, and the sheep of His hand” (Psalms 95:5-7).

“Know ye that the Lord He is God, it is He that hath made us, and
not we ourselves; we are His people, and the sheep of His pasture”
(Psalms 100:3).

“Behold, all souls are Mine; as the soul of the father, so also the
soul of the son is Mine; the soul that sinneth it shall die”
(Ezekiel 18:4).

“For whether we live, we live unto the Lord; and whether we die,
we die unto the Lord; whether we live therefore, or die, we are the
Lord’s” (Romans 14:8).

(3.) Again: God claims to have established the natural or physical laws
of the universe.

“Thy faithfulness is unto all generations, Thou hast established the
earth, and it abideth. They continue this day according to Thine
ordinances, for all are Thy servants” (Psalms 119:90-91).

“The Lord by wisdom hath founded the earth, by understanding
hath He established the heavens. By His knowledge the depths are
broken up, and the clouds drop down the dew” (Proverbs 3:19-20).

“Thus saith the Lord, which giveth the sun for a light by day, and
the stars for a light by night, which divideth the sea when the
waves thereof roar; the Lord of hosts is His name” (Jerem. 31:35).

“Thus saith the Lord, if My covenant be not with day and night,
and if I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth;
Then will I cast away the seed of Jacob, and David My servant, so
that I will not take any of his seed to be rulers over the seed of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; for I will cause their captivity to return,
and have mercy on them” (Jeremiah 33:25-26).
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(4.) God claims the right to exercise supreme authority.

“Thine, O Lord, is the greatness and the power, and the glory, and
the victory, and the majesty; for all that is in the heaven and the
earth is Thine; Thine is the kingdom, O Lord, and Thou art exalted
as head above all” (1 Chronicles 29:11).

“For God is the king of all the earth, sing ye praises with
understanding” (Psalms 47:7).

“For the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord is our
king; He will save us” (Isaiah 33:22).

(5.) God claims the right to exercise His own discretion in using such
means, and in exerting such an agency as will secure the regeneration of
men, or not, as it appears wise to Him.

“Yet the Lord hath not given you an heart to perceive, and eyes to
see, and ears to hear, unto this day” (Deuteronomy 29:4).

“Wherefore thus saith the Lord God of hosts, Because ye speak
this word, behold, I will make My words in thy mouth fire, and
this people wood, and it shall devour them” (Jeremiah 5:14).

“And the disciples came, and said unto Him, Why speakest Thou
to them in parables? He answered and said unto them, Because it is
given unto you to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,
but to them it is not given” (Matthew 13:10).

“What if God, willing to show His wrath, and to make His power
known, endured with much long-suffering the vessels of wrath
fitted to destruction. And that He might make known the riches of
His glory on the vessels of mercy, which He had before prepared
unto glory” (Romans 9:22-23).

“In meekness instructings those that oppose themselves; if God
peradventure will give them repentance to the acknowledging of the
truth” (2 Timothy 2:25).

(6.) God claims the right to try His creatures by means of temptation.
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“If there arise among you a prophet, or a dreamer of dreams, and
giveth thee a sign or a wonder, and the sign or the wonder come to
pass, whereof he spake unto thee, saying, let us go after other
Gods, which thou hast not known, and let us serve them; Thou
shalt not hearken unto the words of that prophet, or that dreamer
of dreams; for the Lord your God proveth you, to know whether
ye love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your
soul” (Deuteronomy 13:1-3).

“And the Lord said, Who shall persuade Ahab, that he may go up
and fall at Ramoth-gilead? And one said on this manner, and
another said on that manner. And there came forth a spirit, and
stood before the Lord, and said, I will persuade him. And the Lord
said unto him, Wherewith? And he said, I will go forth, and I will
be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said,
Thou shalt persuade him, and prevail also; go forth, and do so” (1
Kings 22:20-22).

“And the Lord said unto Satan, hast thou considered My servant
Job, that there is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright
man, one that feareth God, and escheweth evil? And still he holdeth
fast his integrity, although thou movedst Me against him, to
destroy him without cause. So went Satan forth from the presence
of the Lord, and smote Job with sore boils, from the sole of his
foot unto his crown” (Job 2:3, 7).

“Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be
tempted of the devil” (Matthew 4:1).

(7.) God also claims the right to use all creatures, and to dispose of all
creatures and events, so as to fulfil His own designs.

“I will be his father, and he shall be my son; if he commit iniquity,
I will chasten him with the rod of men, and with the stripes of the
children of men” (2 Samuel 7:14).

“Now Naaman, captain of the host of the king of Syria, was a great
man with his master, and honorable, because by him the Lord had
given deliverance unto Syria; he was also a mighty man in valor, but
he was a leper” (2 Kings 5:1).
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“And the Sabeans fell upon them, and took them away; yea, they
have slain the servants with the edge of the sword; and I am
escaped alone to tell thee. While he was yet speaking, there came
also another, and said, The Chaldeans made out three bands, and
fell upon the camels, and have carried them away; yea, and slain the
servants with the edge of the sword; and I only am escaped to tell
thee. And Job said, Naked came I out of my mother’s womb, and
naked shall I return thither; the Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken
away; blessed be the name of the Lord” (Job 1:15, 17, 21).

“O Assyrian, the rod of Mine anger, and the staff in their hand is
Mine indignation: I will send him against an hypocritical nation,
and against the people of My wrath will I give him a charge, to take
the spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down like the
mire of the streets. Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth his
heart think so; but it is in his heart to destroy and cut off nations
not a few. Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath
performed His whole work upon Mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I
will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and
the glory of his high looks. Shall the axe boast itself against him
that heweth therewith? Or shall the saw magnify itself against him
that shaketh it? As if the rod should shake itself against them that
lift it up, or as if the staff should lift up itself, as if it were no
wood” (Isaiah 10:5-7, 12, 15).

“And I will lay My vengeance upon Edom by the hand of My
people Israel; and they shall do in Edom according to Mine anger,
and according to My fury; and they shall know My vengeance,
saith the Lord God” (Ezekiel 24:14).

“For, lo, I raise up the Chaldeans, that bitter and hasty nation,
which shall march through the breadth of the land, to possess the
dwelling-places that are not theirs. Art Thou not from everlasting,
O Lord, my God, mine Holy One? We shall not die, O Lord, Thou
hast ordained them for judgment; and O mighty God, Thou hast
established them for correction” (Habakkuk 1:6, 12).

(8.) God claims the right to take the life of His sinful subjects at His
own discretion.
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“And He said, Take now thy son, thine only son Isaac, whom thou
lovest, and get thee into the land of Moriah, and offer him there for
a burnt-offering upon one of the mountains which I will tell thee
of” (Genesis 22:2).

“But of the cities of these people, which the Lord thy God doth
give thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save alive nothing that
breatheth. But thou shalt utterly destroy them; namely, the
Hittites, and the Amorites, the Canaanites, and the Perizzites, the
Hivites, and the Jebusites, as the Lord thy God hath commanded
thee: That they teach you not to do after all their abominations,
which they have done unto their Gods; so should ye sin against the
Lord your God” (Deuteronomy 20:16-18).

“Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have,
and spare them not; but slay both man and woman, infant and
suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass” (1 Samuel 15:3).

(9.) God declares that He will maintain His own sovereignty.

“I am the Lord; that is My name: and My glory will I not give to
another, neither My praise to graven images” (Isaiah 42:8).

“For Mine own sake, even for Mine own sake, will I do it: for how
should My name be polluted? and I will not give My glory unto
another” (Isaiah 48:11).

These passages will disclose the general tenor of scripture upon this
subject.

REMARKS

1. The Sovereignty of God is an infinitely amiable, sweet, holy, and
desirable sovereignty. Some seem to conceive of it as if it were revolting
and tyrannical. But it is the infinite opposite of this, and is the perfection
of all that is reasonable, kind and good.

“For thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth eternity,
whose name is holy: I dwell in the high and holy place, with him
also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the spirit of
the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones. For I will
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not contend for ever, neither will I be always wroth: for the spirit
should fail before Me, and the souls which I have made. For the
iniquity of his covetousness was I wroth, and smote him: I hid Me,
and was wroth, and he went on forwardly in the way of his heart. I
have seen his ways, and will heal him; I will lead him also, and
restore comforts unto him, and to his mourners. I create the fruit of
the lips; Peace, peace to him that is far off, and to him that is near,
saith the Lord; and I will heal him” (Isaiah 57:15-19).

2. Many seem afraid to think or speak of God’s sovereignty, and even
pass over, with a very slight reading, those passages of scripture that so
fully declare it. They think it unwise and dangerous to preach upon the
subject, especially unless it be to deny or explain away the sovereignty of
God. This fear in pious minds has no doubt originated in a misconception
of the nature of this sovereignty. They have been led either by false
teaching, or in some way, to conceive of the divine sovereignty as an iron
and unreasonable despotism. That is, they have understood the doctrine of
divine sovereignty to so represent God. They therefore fear and reject it.
But let it be remembered and for ever understood, to the eternal joy and
unspeakable consolation of all holy beings, that God’s sovereignty is
nothing else than infinite love directed by infinite knowledge, in such a
disposal of events as to secure the highest well-being of the universe; that,
in the whole details of creation, providence and grace, there is not a
solitary measure of His that is not infinitely wise and good.

3. A proper understanding of God’s universal agency and sovereignty, of
the perfect wisdom and benevolence of every measure of His government,
providential and moral, is essential to the best improvement of all His
dispensations toward us, and to those around us. When it is understood,
that God’s hand is directly or indirectly in everything that occurs, and that
He is infinitely wise and good, and equally wise and good in every single
dispensation that He has one end steadily and always, in view that He
does all for one and the same ultimate end and that this end is the highest
good of Himself and of universal being; I say, when these things are
understood and considered, there is a divine sweetness in all His
dispensations. There is then a divine reasonableness, and amiableness, and
kindness, thrown like a broad mantle of infinite love over all His character,
works and ways. The soul, in contemplating such a sacred, universal, holy
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sovereignty, takes on a sweet smile of delightful complacency, and feels
secure, and reposes in perfect peace, surrounded and supported by the
everlasting arms.

4. Many entertain most ruinous conceptions of divine sovereignty. They
manifestly conceive of it as proceeding wholly independent of law, and of
second causes, or means. They often are heard to use language that implies
this. They say, “if it is God’s will, you cannot hinder it. If God has begun
the work, He will accomplish it.” In fact, their language means nothing,
unless they assume that in the dispensation of grace all is miracle. They
often represent a thing as manifestly from God, or as providential, because
it was, or appeared to be, so disconnected with appropriate means and
instrumentalities. In other words it was quite miraculous.

Now, I suppose, that God’s sovereignty manifests itself through and by
means, or second causes, and appropriate instrumentalities. God is as
much a sovereign in the kingdom of nature as of grace. Suppose farmers,
mechanics, and shopkeepers should adopt, in practice, this absurd view of
divine sovereignty of which I am speaking? Why, they would succeed
about as well in raising crops and in transacting business, as those
Christians and ministers who apply their views of sovereignty to spiritual
matters, do in saving souls.
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LECTURE 46

PURPOSES OF GOD

IN DISCUSSING THIS SUBJECT
I SHALL ENDEAVOR TO SHOW,

What I understand by the purposes of God. Purposes, in this discussion, I
shall use as synonymous with design, intention. The purposes of God
must be ultimate and proximate. That is, God has and must have an
ultimate end. He must purpose to accomplish something by His works and
providence, which He regards as a good in itself, or as valuable to Himself,
and to being in general. This I call His ultimate end. That God has such an
end or purpose, follows from the already established facts, that God is a
moral agent, and that He is infinitely wise and good. For surely He could
not be justly considered as either wise or good, had He no intrinsically
valuable end which He aims to realize, by His works of creation and
providence. His purpose to secure His great and ultimate end, I call His
ultimate purpose. His proximate purposes respect the means by which He
aims to secure His end. If He purposes to realize an end, He must of
course purpose the necessary means for its accomplishment. The
purposes that respect the means are what I call in this discussion, His
proximate purposes.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN PURPOSE AND DECREE.

Purpose has just been defined, and the definition need not be repeated. The
term decree is used in a variety of senses. The term is used in the Bible as
synonymous:

1. With foreordination or determination, appointment.

“He putteth forth His hand upon the rock; he overturneth the
mountains by the roots. When He made a decree for the rain, and a
way for the lightning of the thunder” (Job 28:10, 26).
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“I will declare the decree, the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my
son; this day have I begotten Thee” (Psalms 11:2).

“He hath also established them for ever and ever; He hath made a
decree which shall not pass” (Psalms 148:6).

“When He gave to the sea His decree, that the waters should not
pass His commandment; when He appointed the foundations of
the earth” (Proverbs 8:29).

“Fear ye not Me?, saith the Lord: Will ye not tremble at My
presence, which have placed the sand for the bound of the sea, by a
perpetual decree that it cannot pass it, and though the waves
thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail; though they roar,
yet can they not pass over it?” (Jeremiah 5:22).

“This is the interpretation, O king, and this is the decree of the
most High, which is come upon my lord the king” (Daniel 4:24).

2. It is used as synonymous with ordinance, statute, law.

“All the presidents of the kingdom, the governors, and the princes,
the counselors, and the captains, have consulted together to
establish a royal statute, and to make a firm decree, that whosoever
shall ask a petition of any God or man for thirty days, save of thee,
O king, he shall be cast into the den of lions. Now, O king,
establish the decree, and sign the writing, that it be not changed,
according to the law of the Medes and Persians, which altereth not.
I make a decree, that in every dominion of My kingdom men
tremble and fear before the God of Daniel; for He is the living God,
and steadfast for ever, and His kingdom that which shall not be
destroyed, and His dominion shall be even unto the end” (Daniel
6:7-8, 26).

This term has been generally used by theological writers as synonymous
with fore-ordination, appointment. To decree, with these writers, is to
appoint, ordain, establish, settle, fix, render certain. This class of writers
also often confound decree with purpose, and use the word as meaning the
same thing. I see no objection to using the term decree, in respect to a
certain class of physical events, as synonymous with appointment,
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foreordination, fixing, rendering certain. But I think this use of it, applied,
as it has been, to the actions of moral agents, is highly objectionable, and
calculated to countenance the idea of fatality and necessity, in respect to
the actions of men. It seems inadmissible to speak of God’s decreeing the
free actions of moral agents, in the sense of fixing, settling, determining
foreordaining them as He fixes, settles, renders certain all physical events.
The latter He has fixed or rendered certain by a law of necessity. The
former, that is, free acts, although they may be, and are certain, yet they
are not rendered so by a law of fate or necessity; or by an ordinance or
decree that fixes them so, that it is not possible they should be otherwise.

In respect to the government of God, I prefer to use the term purpose, as I
have said, to signify the design of God, both in respect to the end at which
He aims, and the means He intends or purposes to use to accomplish it.
The term decree I use as synonymous with command, law, or ordinance.
The former I use as expressive of what God purposes or designs to do
Himself, and by His own agency, and also what He purposes or designs to
accomplish by others. The latter I use as expressive of God’s will,
command, or law. He regulates His own conduct and agency in accordance
with the former, that is, with His purposes. He requires His creatures to
conform to the latter, that is, to His decrees or laws. We shall see, in its
proper place, that both His purposes and His actions are conformed to the
spirit of His decrees, or laws; that is, that He is benevolent in His
purposes and conduct, as He requires His creatures to be. I distinguish
what God purposes or designs to accomplish by others, and what they
design. God’s end or purpose is always benevolent. He always designs
good. His creatures are often selfish, and their designs are often the direct
opposite to the purpose of God, even in the same events. For example, see
the following cases:

“And Joseph said unto his brethren, Come near to me, I pray you;
and they came near. And he said, I am Joseph your brother, whom
ye sold into Egypt. Now therefore, be not grieved, nor angry with
yourselves that ye sold me hither; for God did send me before you,
to preserve life. For these two years hath the famine been in the
land, and yet there are five years, in the which there shall neither be
earing nor harvest” (Genesis 45:4-6).
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“And Joseph said unto them, Fear not; for am I in the place of
God? But as for you, ye thought evil against me, but God meant it
unto good, to bring to pass, as it is this day, to save much people
alive” (Genesis 1:19-20).

“O Assyrian, the rod of Mine anger, and the staff in their hand is
Mine indignation. I will send him against a hypocritical nation, and
against the people of My wrath will I give him a charge, to take the
spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of
the streets. Howbeit he meaneth not so, but it is in his heart to
destroy, and cut off nations not a few. Wherefore it shall come to
pass, that when the Lord hath performed His whole work upon
Mount Zion and on Jerusalem, I will punish the fruit of the stout
heart of the king of Assyria, and the glory of his high looks”
(Isaiah 10:5-7, 12).

“But Pilate answered them, saying, Will ye that I release unto you
the king of the Jews? (For he knew that the chief priests had
delivered Him for envy)” (Mark 15:9-10).

“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life” (John 3:16).

“Him, being delivered by the determinate counsel and fore-
knowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands have
crucified and slain” (Acts 2:23).

There must be some sense in which God’s purposes extend to all events.

1. This is evident from reason. His plans must, in some sense, include all
actual events. He must foreknow all events by a law of necessity. This is
implied in His omniscience. He must have matured and adopted His plan
in view of, and with reference to, all events. He must have had some
purpose or design respecting all events that He foresaw. All events
transpire in consequence of His own creating agency; that is, they all result
in some way directly or indirectly, either by His design or sufferance, from
His own agency. He either designedly brings them to pass, or suffers them
to come to pass without interposing to prevent them. He must have
known that they would occur. He must have either positively designed
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that they should, or, knowing that they would result from the mistakes or
selfishness of His creatures, negatively designed not to prevent them, or,
He had no purpose or design about them. The last hypothesis is plainly
impossible. He cannot be indifferent to any event. He knows all events,
and must have some purpose or design respecting them.

2. The Bible abundantly represents God’s purposes as in some sense
extending to all events. For example:

“He is the Rock, His work is perfect; for all His ways are
judgment; a God of truth, and without iniquity; just and right is
He” (Deuteronomy 32:4).

“O Lord, how wonderful are Thy works; in wisdom hast Thou
made them all; the earth is full of Thy riches” (Psalms 104:24).

“Seeing his days are determined, the number of his months are with
Thee; Thou hast appointed his bounds that he cannot pass”
(Job 14:5).

“This is the purpose that is purposed upon the whole earth; and
this is the hand that is stretched out upon all the nations” (Isaiah
19:26).

“And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all
the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before
appointed, and the bounds of their habitation” (Acts 17:26).

“In whom also we have obtained an inheritance, being
predestinated according to the purpose of Him who worketh all
things after the counsel of His own will” (Ephesians 1:11).

“Him, being delivered by the determinate counsel and fore-
knowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands have
crucified and slain” (Acts 2:23).

“For of a truth against Thy holy child Jesus, whom Thou hast
anointed, both Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Gentiles, and the
people of Israel, were gathered together, For to do whatsoever Thy
hand and Thy counsel determined before to be done” (Acts 4:27-
28).
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“And when they had fulfilled all that was written of Him, they
took Him down from the tree, and laid Him in a sepulcher” (Acts
13:29).

“For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of
old ordained to this condemnation, ungodly men, turning the grace
of our God, into lasciviousness, and denying the only Lord God,
and our Lord Jesus Christ” (Jude 4).

“For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil His will, and to agree,
and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of God shall
be fulfilled” (Revelation 17:17).

“And now I exhort you to be of good cheer; for there shall be no
loss of any man’s life among yon, but of the ship. For there stood
by me this night the angel of God, whose I am, and whom I serve,
Saying, Fear not Paul, thou must be brought before Caesar; and, lo,
God hath given thee all them that sail with thee. And as the
shipmen were about to flee out of the ship, when they had let
down the boat into the sea, under color as though they would have
cast anchors out of the foreship, Paul said to the centurion and to
the soldiers, except these abide in the ship, ye cannot be saved”
(Acts 37:22-24, 30-31).

“But we are bound to give thanks always to God for you, brethren,
beloved of the Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen
you to salvation through sanctification of the Spirit, and belief of
the truth” (2 Thessalonians 2:13).

“Elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through
sanctification of the Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the
blood of Jesus Christ” (1 Peter 1:2).

“Who covereth the heaven with clouds, who prepareth rain for the
earth, who maketh grass to grow upon the mountains. He giveth to
the beast his food, and to the young ravens which cry. He sendeth
forth His commandment upon earth; His word runneth very
swiftly. He giveth snow like wool; He scattereth the hoar-frost like
ashes. He casteth forth His ice like morsels; who can stand before
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His cold? He sendeth out His word and melteth them, He causeth
His winds to blow, and the waters flow” (Psalms 147:8, 9, 15-18).

“I form the light, and create darkness; I make peace and create evil.
I the Lord do all these things” (Isaiah 45:7).

“And all the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing; and He
doeth according to His will in the army of heaven, and among the
inhabitants of the earth, and none can stay His hand, or say unto
Him, What doest Thou?” (Daniel 4:36).

“Shall a trumpet be blown in the city, and the people not be afraid?
Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done it?”
(Amos 3:6).

“Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing? and one of them shall
not fall on the ground without your Father” (Matthew 10:29).

“For of Him, and through Him, and to Him, are all things”
(Romans 11:36).

“In whom also we have obtained an inheritance, being
predestinated according to the purpose of Him who worketh all
things after the counsel of His own will” (Ephesians 1:11).

“That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven;
for He maketh His sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust” (Matthew 5:45).

“Behold the fowls of the air, for they sow not, neither do they
reap, nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them.
Are ye not much better than they? And why take ye thought for
raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they toil
not, neither do they spin. And yet I say unto you, that even
Solomon in all his glory, was not arrayed like one of these.
Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which today is,
and tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall He not much more clothe
you, O ye of little faith?” (Matthew 6:26, 28, 19, 30).

“O Lord, I know that the way of man is not in himself; it is not in
man that walketh to direct his steps” (Jeremiah 10:23).
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“O house of Israel, cannot I do with you as this potter? saith the
Lord. Behold, as the clay is in the potter’s hand, so are ye in Mine
hand, O house of Israel” (Jeremiah 18:6).

“Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think anything, as of
ourselves, but our sufficiency is of God” (2 Corinthians 3:5).

“Thou, even Thou, art Lord alone: Thou hast made heaven, the
heaven of heavens, with all their host, the earth, and all things that
are therein, the seas, and all that is therein, and Thou preservest
them all; and the host of heaven worshippeth Thee” (Nehemiah
9:5).

“And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I the
Lord have deceived that prophet; and I will stretch out My hand
upon him, and will destroy him from the midst of My people
Israel” (Ezekiel 14:6).

“In that hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit, and said, I thank Thee, O
Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou hast hid these things
from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes:
even so, Father; for so it seemed good in Thy sight” (Luke 10:21).

“Therefore they could not believe, because that Esaias said again,
He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart; that they
should not see with their eyes, nor understand with their heart, and
be converted, and I should heal them. These things said Esaias,
when he saw His glory, and spake of Him” (John 12:32, 40, 41).

“Therefore hath He mercy on whom He will have mercy, and
whom He will He hardeneth” (Romans 9:18).

“And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that
perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they
might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong
delusions, that they should believe a lie; That they all might be
damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in
unrighteousness” (2 Thessalonians 2:10-12).

These passages will show the general tenor of scripture upon this subject.
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DIFFERENT SENSE IN WHICH
GOD PURPOSES DIFFERENT EVENTS.

1. The great end of all His works and ways He must have purposed
positively, that is, absolutely. This end, namely His own good and the
highest good of the universe, He set His heart upon securing. This end He
no doubt properly intended, or purposed to secure. This must have been
His ultimate intention or purpose. This end was no doubt a direct object of
choice.

2. God must no doubt also, in some sense, have purposed all the necessary
means to this result. Such actions as tended naturally, or on account of
their own nature, to this result, He must have purposed positively, in the
sense that He delighted in them, and chose them because of their own
nature, or of their natural relation to the great end He proposed to
accomplish by them. Observe, the end was an ultimate end, delighted in
and chosen for its own sake. This end was the highest good or well-being
of Himself and the universe of sentient existences. This has been
sufficiently shown in former lectures; and besides it follows of necessity
from the nature and attributes of God. If this were not so, He would be
neither wise nor good. Since He delighted in and those the end for its own
sake or value, and purposed it with a positive purpose, He must also have
chosen and delighted in the necessary means. He must have created the
universe, both of matter and of mind, and established its laws, with direct
reference to, and for the sake of, the end He purposed to accomplish. The
end was valuable in itself, and chosen for that reason. The necessary means
were as really valuable as the end which depended upon them. This value,
though real, because of their tendency and natural results, is not ultimate,
but relative; that is, they are not, in the same sense that the end is, valuable
in themselves; but they being the necessary means to this end, are as really
valuable as the end that depends upon them. Thus our necessary food is
not valuable in itself, but is the necessary means of prolonging our lives.
Therefore, though not an ultimate good, yet it is a real good of as great
value, as the end that naturally depends upon it. The naturally necessary
means of securing a valuable end we justly esteem as equally valuable with
the end, although this value is not absolute but relative. We are so
accustomed to set a value on the means, equal to the estimated importance
of the end to which they sustain the relation of necessary means, that we
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come loosely to regard and to speak of them as valuable in themselves,
when in fact their value is not absolute but relative. God must have
purposed to secure, so far as He wisely could, obedience to the laws of the
universe. These laws were established for the sake of the end to which
they tended, and obedience to them must have been regarded by God as of
real, though not ultimate, value, equal to that of the end, for the
accomplishment of which they were ordained. He must have delighted in
obedience to these laws for the sake of the end, and must have purposed to
secure this obedience so far as He could in the nature of things; that is, in
so far as He wisely could. Since moral law is a rule for the government of
free moral agents, it is conceivable, that, in some cases, this law might be
violated by the subjects of it, unless God resorted to means to prevent it,
that might introduce an evil of greater magnitude than the violation of the
law in the instances under consideration would be. It is conceivable, that,
in some cases, God might be able so to overrule a violation of His laws, as
upon the whole to secure a greater good than could be secured, by
introducing such a change into the policy and measures of His
administration, or so framing His administration, as to prevent altogether
the violation of any law. In this case, He might regard the violation as the
less of two evils and suffer it rather than change the arrangements of His
government. He might sincerely deplore and abhor these violations of law,
and yet might see it not wise to prevent them, because the measures
necessary to prevent them might result in an evil of still greater magnitude.
He might purpose to suffer these violations, and take the trouble to
overrule them, so far as was possible, for the promotion of the end He had
in view, rather than interpose for their prevention. These violations He
might not have purposed in any other sense than that He foresaw them,
and purposed not to prevent them, but on the contrary to suffer them to
occur, and to overrule them for good, so far as this was practicable. These
events, or violations of law, have no natural tendency to promote the
highest well-being of God and of the universe, but have in themselves a
directly opposite tendency. Nevertheless, God could so overrule them as
that these occurrences would be a less evil than that change would be that
could have prevented them. Violations of law then, He might have
purposed only to suffer, while obedience to law He might have designed to
produce or secure.
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3. We have seen, that God and men may have different motives for the
same event, as in the case of the brethren of Joseph, already alluded to:

“And Joseph said unto his brethren, Come near to me, I pray you.
And they came near. And he said, I am Joseph your brother, whom
ye sold into Egypt. Now therefore be not grieved nor angry with
yourselves that ye sold me hither; for God did send me before you
to preserve life. For these two years hath the famine been in the
land; and yet there are five years, in the which there shall neither be
earing nor harvest!” (Genesis 45:4-6).

As also in the case of the king of Assyria:

“O Assyrian, the rod of Mine anger, and the staff in their hand is
Mine indignation. I will send him against a hypocritical nation, and
against the people of My wrath will I give him a charge, to take the
spoil, and to take the prey, and to tread them down like the mire of
the streets. Howbeit he meaneth not so, neither doth his heart think
so; but it is in his heart to destroy and cut off nations not a few.
Wherefore it shall come to pass, that when the Lord hath
performed His whole work upon mount Zion, and on Jerusalem, I
will punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and
the glory of his high looks” (Isaiah 10:5-7, 12).

Also,

“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life” (John 3:16).

“Him being delivered by the determinate counsel and
foreknowledge of God, ye have taken, and by wicked hands have
crucified and slain” (Acts 2:23).

These, and such like instances, show that wicked agents may, and often
do, and when wicked always do, entertain a very different reason for their
conduct from what God entertains in suffering it. They have a selfish end
in view, or do what they do for a selfish reason. God, on the contrary, has
a benevolent end in view in not interposing to prevent their sin; that is, He
hates their sin as tending in itself, to destroy, or defeat the great end of
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benevolence. But foreseeing that the sin, notwithstanding its natural evil
tendency, may be so overruled, as upon the whole to result in a less evil
than the changes requisite to prevent it would, He benevolently prefers to
suffer it rather than interpose to prevent it. He would, no doubt, prefer
their perfect obedience, under the circumstances in which they are, but
would sooner suffer them to sin, than so change the circumstances as to
prevent it; the latter being, all things considered, the greater of two evils.
God then always suffers His laws to be violated, because He cannot
benevolently prevent it under the circumstances. He suffers it for
benevolent reasons. But the sinner always has selfish reasons.

4. The Bible informs us, that God brings good out of evil, in the sense that
He overrules sin to promote His own glory, and the good of being:

“Surely the wrath of man shall praise Thee; the remainder of wrath
shalt Thou restrain” (Psalms 76:10).

“But if our unrighteousness commend the righteousness of God,
what shall we say? Is God unrighteous who taketh vengeance? (I
speak as a man.) For if the truth of God hath more abounded
through my lie unto His glory; why yet am I judged as a sinner?
And not rather (as we be slanderously reported, and as some affirm
that we say), Let us do evil, that good may come? Whose
damnation is just”
(Romans 3:5, 7).

“Moreover, the law entered, that the offence might abound; but
where sin abounded, grace did much more abound” (Romans 5:20).

“And we know that all things work together for good to them that
love God, to them who are the called according to His purpose”
(Romans 8:28).

5. The Bible also informs us that God does not aim at producing sin in
creation and providence; that is, that He does not purpose the existence of
sin in such a sense as to design to secure and promote it, in the
administration of His government. In other words still, sin is not the object
of a positive purpose on the part of God. It exists only by sufferance and
not as a thing which naturally tends to secure His great end, and which
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therefore He values on that account and endeavors to promote, as He does
obedience to the law.

“Will ye steal, murder, and commit adultery, and swear falsely, and
burn incense unto Baal, and walk after other Gods whom ye know
not? And come and stand before me in this house, which is called
by My name, and say, We are delivered to do all these
abominations?” (Jeremiah 7:9-10).

“For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace, as in all
churches of the saints” (1 Corinthians 14:33).

“Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted of God; for
God cannot be tempted with evil, neither tempteth He any man;
But every man is tempted, when he is drawn away of his own lust,
and enticed. Then when lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth sin;
and sin when it is finished, bringeth forth death. Do not err, my
beloved brethren. Every good gift and every perfect gift is from
above, and cometh down from the Father of lights, with whom is
no variableness, neither shadow of turning” (James 1:13-17).

“But if ye have bitter envying and strife in your hearts, glory not,
and lie not against the truth. This wisdom descendeth not from
above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish. For where envying and
strife is, there is confusion, and every evil work. But the wisdom
that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, and gentle, and easy
to be entreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality
and hypocrisy”
(James 3:14-17).

“For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and the lust of the
eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father, but is of the world”
(1 John 2:16).

Obedience to law is an object of positive purpose. God purposes to
promote it, and uses means with that design. Sin occurs incidentally, so far
as the purpose of God is concerned. It need not be, and doubtless is not,
the object of positive design or purpose, but comes to pass because it
cannot wisely be prevented. God uses means to promote obedience. But
moral agents, in the exercise of their free agency, often disobey in spite of
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all the inducements to the contrary which God can wisely set before them.
God never sets aside the freedom of moral agents to prevent their sinning,
nor to secure their obedience. The Bible everywhere represents men as
acting freely under the government and universal providence of God, and it
represents sin as the result of, or as consisting in, an abuse of their
freedom.

“And they said one to another, We are verily guilty concerning our
brother, in that we saw the anguish of his soul, when he besought
us, and we would not hear; therefore, is this distress come upon
us” (Genesis 42:21).

“And Pharaoh hardened his heart at this time also, neither would he
let the people go” (Exodus 8:32).

“And Pharaoh sent, and called for Moses and Aaron, and said unto
them, I have sinned this time: the Lord is righteous, and I and my
people are wicked” (Exodus 9:27).

“Then Pharaoh called for Moses and Aaron in haste; and he said, I
have sinned against the Lord your God, and against you. Now
therefore forgive, I pray thee, my sin only this once, and entreat
the Lord your God, that He may take away from me this death
only” (Exodus 10:16-17).

“I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have
set before you life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose
life, that both thou and thy seed may live” (Deuteronomy 30:19).

“And if it seem evil unto you to serve the Lord, choose ye this day
whom ye will serve; whether the Gods which your fathers served
that were on the other side of the flood, or the Gods of the
Amorites, in whose land ye dwell; but as for me and my house, we
will serve the Lord” (Joshua 24:15).

“And again the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, and He
moved David against them to say, Go, number Israel and Judah.
And David’s heart smote him after that he had numbered the
people. And David said unto the Lord, I have sinned greatly in that
I have done: and now, I beseech Thee, O Lord, take away the
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iniquity of Thy servant; for I have done very foolishly” (2 Samuel
24:1, 10).

“My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not. For that they
hated knowledge, and did not choose the fear of the Lord; They
would none of My counsel; they despised all My reproof;
Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their own way, and be filled
with their own devices” (Proverbs 1:10, 29-31).

“A man’s heart deviseth his way, but the Lord directeth his steps”
(Proverbs 16:9).

The following things appear to be true in respect to the purposes of God,
as taught both by reason and revelation:

(1.) That God’s purposes extend in some sense to all events.

(2.) That He positively purposes the highest good of being, as a whole
as His end.

(3.) That He has ordained wise and wholesome laws as the necessary
means of securing this end.

(4.) That He positively purposes to secure obedience to these laws in
so far as He wisely can, and uses means with this design.

(5.) That He does not positively purpose to secure disobedience to His
laws in any case, and use means with that design; but that He only
purposes to suffer violations of His law rather than prevent them,
because He foresees that, by His overruling power, He can prevent the
violation from resulting in so great an evil as the change necessary to
prevent it would do. Or in other words, He sees that He can secure a
greater good upon the whole, by suffering the violation under the
circumstances in which it occurs, than He could by interposing to
prevent it. This is not the same thing as to say, that sin is the
necessary means of the greatest good. For should all moral agents
perfectly obey, under the identical circumstances in which they
disobey, this might, and doubtless would result in the highest possible
good. But God, foreseeing that it were more conducive to the highest
good of being to suffer some to sin, rather than so change the
circumstances as to prevent it, purposed to suffer their sin, and
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overrule it for good; but He did not aim at producing it, and use means
with that intent.

GOD’S REVEALED WILL IS NEVER
INCONSISTENT WITH HIS SECRET PURPOSE.

It has been common to represent sin as the necessary occasion, condition,
or means of the greatest good, in such a sense, that upon the whole God
secretly, but really prefers sin to holiness in every case where it exists;
that while He has forbidden sin under all circumstances, upon pain of
eternal death, yet because it is the necessary occasion, condition, or means
of the greatest good, God really prefers its existence to holiness in every
instance in which it exists. It has been said, sin exists. God does not
therefore prevent it. But He could and would prevent it, if He did not
upon the whole prefer it to holiness, in the circumstances in which it
occurs. Its existence, then, it has been said, is proof conclusive that God
secretly prefers its existence to holiness, in every case in which it occurs.
But this is a non sequitur. It does not follow from the existence of sin, that
God prefers sin to holiness in the circumstances in which it occurs; but it
may be that He only prefers sin to such a change of circumstances as
would prevent it. Suppose I require my son to do a certain thing. I know
that he will do it, if I remain at home and see to it. But I know also, that if
I go from home he will not do it. Now I might prefer that he should do as I
command, and consider his disobedience as a great evil; still I might regard
it as a less evil than for me to remain at home, and keep my eye upon him.
I might have just reasons for supposing that, under the circumstances, a
greater good could be secured upon the whole by my going from home,
although his disobedience might be the consequence, than may remaining at
home, and preventing his disobedience. Benevolence therefore might
require me to go.

But should my son infer from my leaving him, under these circumstances,
that I really, though secretly, preferred his disobedience to his obedience,
under the identical circumstances in which I gave the command, would his
inference be legitimate? No, indeed. All that he could justly infer from my
leaving him, with the knowledge that he would disobey me if I did, would
be, that although I regarded his disobedience as a great evil, yet I regarded
remaining at home a greater.
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Just so, it may be when sin exists. God is sincere in prohibiting it. He
would greatly prefer that it should not exist. All that can be justly inferred
from His not preventing it is, that, although He regards its existence as a
great and real evil, yet upon the whole He regards it as a less evil, than
would result from so great a change in the administration of His
government as would prevent it. He is therefore entirely and infinitely
sincere in requiring obedience, and in prohibiting disobedience, and His
secret purpose is in strict keeping with His revealed will. Were the moral
law universally obeyed, under the circumstances in which all moral agents
exist, no one can say, that this would not be better for the universe, and
more pleasing to God than disobedience is in the same circumstances. Nor
is it fair to infer, that upon the whole, God must prefer sin to holiness,
where it occurs, from the fact that He does not prevent it. As has been
said, all that can justly be inferred from His not preventing it is, that under
the circumstances He prefers not sin to holiness, but prefers to suffer the
agent to sin and take the consequences, rather than introduce such changes
in the policy and administration of His government as would prevent it. Or
it may be said, that the present system is the best that infinite wisdom
could devise and execute, not because of sin, but in spite of it, and
notwithstanding sin is a real though incidental evil. It is a palpable
contradiction and an absurdity to affirm, that any being can sin, intending
thereby to promote the greatest good. This will appear if we consider:

1. That it is admitted on all hands, that benevolence is virtue.

2. That benevolence consists in willing good, or the highest good of being
as an end.

3. That it is duty to will both the end and the necessary means to promote
it.

4. That right and benevolence are always at one, that is, that which is
benevolent must always be right, and can in no case be wrong.

5. That consequently it can never be sin to choose the highest good of
being, with all the necessary occasions, conditions, and means of
promoting it.

6. It is impossible therefore for a being to sin, or to consent to sin, as an
occasion, condition, or means, or designing thereby to promote the highest
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good of being; for this design would be virtue, and not sin. Whether all
virtue consists in benevolence, or not, still it must be admitted, that all
forms of virtue must be consistent with benevolence, unless it be admitted,
that there can be a law of right inconsistent with, and opposed to, the law
of benevolence. But this would be to admit, that two moral laws might be
opposed to each other; which would be to admit, that a moral agent might
be under an obligation to obey two opposing laws at the same time, which
is a contradiction. Thus it appears, that there can be no law of right
opposed to, or separate from, the law of benevolence. Benevolence and
right must then always be at one. If this be so, it follows, that whatever
benevolence demands, cannot be wrong, but must be right. But the law of
benevolence demands not only the choice of the highest good of being as an
end, but also demands the choice of all the known necessary occasions,
conditions, and means with a design to promote that end. It is naturally
impossible to sin, in using means designed and known to be necessary to
the promotion of the end of benevolence. It is therefore naturally
impossible to do evil, or to sin, that good may come, or with the design to
promote good thereby.

Let those who hold that right and benevolence may be opposed to each
other, and that a moral agent can sin with a benevolent intention, see what
their doctrine amounts to, and get out of the absurdity as best they can.
The fact is, if willing the highest good of being is always virtuous, it must
always be right to will all the necessary occasions, conditions, and means
to that end. It is therefore a contradiction to say that sin can be among the
necessary and intended occasions, conditions, and means; that is, that any
one could sin intending thereby to promote the highest good. But it is not
pretended by those who hold this dogma, that sin sustains to the highest
good the same relations that holiness does. Holiness has a natural tendency
to promote the highest good; but the supposition now under consideration
is, that sin is hateful in itself, and that it therefore must dissatisfy and
disgust all moral agents, and that its natural tendency is to defeat the end
of moral government, and to prevent rather than promote the highest good;
but that God foresees that, notwithstanding its intrinsically odious and
injurious nature, He can so overrule it as to make it the condition, occasion,
or instrument of the highest good of Himself and of His universe, and that
for this reason He really upon the whole is pleased that it should occur,
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and prefers its existence in every instance in which it does exist, to
holiness in its stead. The supposition is, that sin is in its own nature
infinitely odious and abominable to God, and perfectly odious to all holy
moral agents, yet it is the occasion of calling into development and exercise
such emotions and feelings in God and in holy beings, and such
modifications of benevolence, as do really more than compensate for all the
disgust and painful emotions that result to holy beings, and for all the
remorse, agony, despair, and endless suffering, that result to sinners.

It is not supposed by any one that I know of, that sin naturally tends to
promote the highest good at all, but only that God can, and does, so
overrule and counteract its natural tendency, as to make it the occasion or
condition of a greater good, than holiness would be in its stead. Now in
reply to this, I would say, that I pretend not to determine to what extent
God can, and will, overrule and counteract the naturally evil and injurious
tendency of sin. It surely is enough to say that God prohibits it and that it
is impossible for creatures to know that sin is the necessary occasion, or
condition, or means of the highest good.

If sin is known by God to be the necessary occasion, condition, or means
of the highest good of Himself and of the universe, whatever it may be in
itself, yet viewed in its relations, it must be regarded by Him as of infinite
value, since it is the indispensable condition of infinite good. According to
this theory, sin in every instance in which it exists, is and must be regarded
by God as of infinitely greater value than holiness would be in its stead.
He must then, upon the whole, have infinite complacency in it. But this
leads me to attend to the principal arguments by which it is supposed this
theory is maintained. It is said, for example:

(1.) That the highest good of the universe of moral agents is
conditionated upon the revelation of the attributes and character of
God to them; that but for sin these attributes, at least some of them,
could never have been revealed, inasmuch as without sin there would
have been no occasion for their display or manifestation; that neither
justice nor mercy, nor forbearance, nor self denial, nor meekness, could
have found the occasions of their exercise or manifestation, had sin
never existed.
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To this I reply, that sin has indeed furnished the occasion for a glorious
manifestation of the moral perfections of God. From this we see that
God’s perfections enable Him greatly to overrule sin, and to bring good out
of evil: but from this we are not authorized to infer, that God could not
have revealed these attributes to His creatures without the existence of sin.
Nor can we say, that these revelations would have been necessary to the
highest perfection and happiness of the universe, had all moral agents
perfectly and uniformly obeyed. When we consider what the moral
attributes of God are, it is easy to see that there may be myriads of moral
attributes in God of which no creature has, or ever will have, any
knowledge; and the knowledge of which is not at all essential to the highest
perfection and happiness of the universe of creatures. God’s moral
attributes are only His benevolence, existing and contemplated in its
various relations to the universe of beings. Benevolence in any being must
possess as many attributes as there are possible relations under which it
can be contemplated, and should their occasions arise, these attributes
would stand forth in exercise. It is not at all probable, that all of the
attributes of benevolence, either in the Creator or in creatures, have yet
found the occasions of their exercise, nor, perhaps, will they ever. As new
occasions rise to all eternity, benevolence will develop new and striking
attributes, and manifest itself under endless forms and varieties of
loveliness. There can be no such thing as exhausting its capabilities of
development.

In God benevolence is infinite. Creatures can never know all its attributes,
nor approach any nearer to knowing all of them than they now are. There
can be no end to its capabilities of developing in exercise new forms of
beauty and loveliness. It is true, that God has taken occasion to show forth
the glory of His benevolence through the existence of sin. He has seized
the occasion, though mournful in itself, to manifest some of the attributes
of His benevolence by the exercise of them. It is also true, that we cannot
know how or by what means God could have revealed these attributes, if
sin had not existed; and it is also true, that we cannot know that such a
revelation was impossible without the existence of sin; nor that, but for
sin, the revelation would have been necessary to the highest good of the
universe.
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God forbids sin, and requires universal holiness. He must be sincere in this.
But sin exists. Shall we say that He secretly chooses that it should, and
really, though secretly, prefers its existence to holiness, the circumstances
in which it occurs? Or shall we assume, that it is an evil, that God regards
it as such, but that He cannot wisely prevent it; that is, to prevent it
would introduce a still greater evil? It is an evil, and a great evil, but still
the less of two evils; that is, to suffer it to occur, under the circumstances,
is a less evil than such a change of circumstances, as would prevent it,
would be. This is all we can justly infer from its existence. This leaves the
sincerity of God unimpeached, and sustains His consistency, and the
consistency and integrity of His law. The opposite supposition represents
God and the law as infinitely deceitful.

(2.) It has been said, that the Bible sustains the supposition, that sin is
the necessary means of the highest good. I trust the passages that have
been quoted, disprove this saying.

(3.) It is said, that to represent sin as not the means of the highest
good, and God as unable to prevent it, is to represent God as unable to
accomplish all His will; whereas He says, He will do all His pleasure,
and that nothing is too hard for Him.

I answer: God pleases to do only what is naturally possible, and He is well
pleased to do that and nothing more. This He is able to do. This He will
do. This He does. This is all He claims to be able to do; and this is all that
in fact infinite wisdom and power can do.

(4.) But it is said, that if sin is an evil, and God can neither prevent nor
overrule it, so as to make it a means of greater good than could be
secured without it, He must be unhappy in view of this fact, because
He cannot prevent it, and secure a higher good without it.

I answer: God neither desires nor wills to perform natural impossibilities.
God is a reasonable being, and does not aim at nor desire impossibilities.
He is well content to do as well as, in the nature of the case, is possible,
and has no unreasonable regrets because He is not more than infinite, and
that He cannot accomplish what is impossible to infinity itself. His good
pleasure is, to secure all the good that is possible to infinity: with this He
is infinitely well pleased.
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Again: does not the objection, that the view of the subject here presented
limits the divine power, lie with all its force against those who make this
objection? To hold that sin is the necessary means or condition of the
highest good, is to hold that God was unable to promote the highest good
without resorting to such vile means as sin. Sin is an abomination in itself;
and do not they, as really and as much limit the power of God, who
maintain His inability to promote the highest good without it, as they do
who hold, that He could not wisely so interfere with the free actions of
moral agents as to prevent it? Sin exists. God abhors it. How is its
existence to be accounted for? I suppose it to be an evil unavoidably
incidental to that system of moral government which, notwithstanding the
evil, was upon the whole the best that could be adopted. Others suppose
that sin is the necessary means or condition of the greatest good; and
account for its existence in this way: that is, they suppose that God
admits or permits its existence as a necessary occasion, condition, or
means of the highest good; that He was not able to secure the highest good
without it. The two explanations of the admitted fact that sin exists, differ
in this:

One method of explanation holds, that sin is the necessary occasion,
condition, or means of the highest good; and that God actually, upon the
whole, prefers the existence of sin to holiness, in every instance in which it
exists; because, in those circumstances, it is a condition or means of greater
good than could have been secured by holiness in its stead. This theory
represents God as unable to secure His end by other means, or upon other
conditions, than sin. The other theory holds, that God really prefers
holiness to sin in every instance in which it occurs; that He regards sin as
an evil, but that while He regards it as an evil, He suffers its existence as a
less evil than such a change in the administration of His government as
would prevent it, would be. Both theories must admit, that in some sense
God could not wisely prevent it. Explain the fact of its existence as you
will, it must be admitted, that in some sense God was not able to prevent
it, and secure His end.

If it be said, that God could neither wisely prevent it, nor so overrule it as
to make it the means or condition of the highest good, He must be rendered
unhappy by its existence; I reply, that this must be equally true upon the
other hypothesis. Sin is hateful, and its consequences are a great evil.
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These consequences will be eternal and indefinitely great. God must
disapprove these consequences. If sin is the necessary condition or means
of the greatest good, must not God lament that He cannot secure the good
without a resort to such loathsome, and such horrible means? If His
inability wisely to prevent it will interfere with and diminish His
happiness, must not the same be true of His inability to secure the highest
good, without such means as will prove the eternal destruction of millions?

WISDOM AND BENEVOLENCE OF THE PURPOSES OF GOD.

We have seen that God is both wise and benevolent. This is the doctrine
both of reason and of revelation. The reason intuitively affirms that God
is, and is perfect. The Bible assumes that He is, and declares that He is
perfect. Both wisdom and benevolence must be attributes of the infinite
and perfect God. These attributes enter into the reason’s idea of God. The
reason could not recognize any being as God to whom these attributes did
not belong. But if infinite wisdom and benevolence are moral attributes of
God, it follows of course that all His designs or purposes are both
perfectly wise and benevolent. God has chosen the best possible end, and
pursues it in the use of the best practicable means. His purposes embrace
the end and the means necessary to secure it, together with the best
practicable disposal of the sin, which is the incidental result of His
choosing this end and using these means; and they extend no further; they
are all therefore perfectly wise and good.

THE IMMUTABILITY OF THE DIVINE PURPOSES.

We have seen that immutability is not only a natural, but also a moral
attribute of God. The reason affirms, that the self-existent and infinitely
perfect God is unchangeable in all His attributes. The ground of this
affirmation it is not my purpose here to inquire into. It is sufficient here to
say, what every one knows, that such is the affirmation of the reason. This
is also everywhere assumed and taught in the Bible. God’s moral attributes
are not immutable in the sense of necessity, but only in the sense of
certainty. Although God is not necessarily benevolent, yet He is as
immutably so, as if He were necessarily so. If His benevolence were
necessary, it would not be virtuous, for the simple reason that it would not
be free. But being free, its immutability renders it all the more
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praiseworthy. The purposes of God are a ground of eternal and joyful
confidence.

That is, they may reasonably be a source of eternal comfort, joy, and
peace. Selfish beings will not of course rejoice in them, but benevolent
beings will and must. If they are infinitely wise and good, and sure to be
accomplished, they must form a rational ground of unfailing confidence and
joy. God says:

“Declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times
the things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand,

and I will do all My pleasure” (Isaiah 46:10).

“The counsel of the Lord standeth for ever, the thoughts of His
heart to all generations” (Psalms 33:11).

“There are many devices in a man’s heart, nevertheless,
the counsel of the Lord, that shall stand” (Proverbs 19:21).

“But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it, lest haply ye be
found even to fight against God” (Acts 5:39).

These, and many parallel passages are reasonably the source of perpetual
confidence and joy to those who love God, and sympathize with Him.

THE RELATION OF GOD’S PURPOSES
TO HIS PRESCIENCE OR FOREKNOWLEDGE.

We have seen that God is omniscient, that is, that He necessarily and
eternally knows whatever is, or can be, an object of knowledge. His
purposes must also be eternal and immutable, as we have seen. In the order
of time, therefore, His purposes and His foreknowledge must be coeval,
that is, they must be co-eternal.

But in the order of nature, God’s knowledge of what He could do, and
what could be done, must have preceded His purposes: that is, He could
not, so to speak, in the order of nature, have formed His purpose and made
up His mind what to do, until He had considered what could be done, and
what was best to be done. Until all possible ends, and ways, and means,
were weighed and understood, it was of course impossible to make a
selection, and settle upon the end with all the necessary means; and also
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settle upon the ways and means of overruling any evil, natural or moral,
that might be seen to be unavoidably incidental to any system. Thus it
appears, that, in the order of nature, fore-knowledge of what could be
done, and what He could do, must have preceded the purpose to do. The
purpose resulted from the prescience or foreknowledge. He knew what He
could do, before He decided what He would do. But, on the other hand, the
purpose to do must, in the order of nature, have preceded the knowledge
of what He should do, or of what would be done, or would come to pass
as a result of His purpose. Viewed relatively to what He could do, and
what could be done, the Divine prescience must in the order of nature have
preceded the Divine purposes. But viewed relatively to what He would
do, and what would be done, and would come to pass, the Divine
purposes must, in the order of nature, have preceded the Divine
prescience. But I say again, as fore-knowledge was necessarily eternal with
God, His purposes must also have been eternal, and therefore, in the order
of time, neither His prescience could have preceded His purposes, nor His
purposes have preceded His prescience. They must have been
contemporaneous and co-eternal.

GOD’S PURPOSES ARE NOT INCONSISTENT WITH,
BUT DEMAND THE USE OF MEANS BOTH ON HIS PART,

 AND ON OUR PART, TO ACCOMPLISH THEM.

The great end upon which He has set His heart necessarily depends upon
the use of means, both moral and physical, to accomplish it. The highest
well-being of the whole universe is His end. This end can be secured only
by securing conformity to the laws of matter and of mind. Mind is
influenced by motives, and hence moral and physical government are
naturally necessary means of securing the great end proposed by the
Divine mind.

Hence also results the necessity of a vast and complicated system of
means and influences, such as we see spread around us on every hand. The
history of the universe is but the history of creation, and of the means
which God is using to secure His end, with their natural and incidental
results. It has already been shown, that the Bible teaches that the purposes
of God include and respect both means and ends. I will only add, that
God’s purposes do not render any event, dependent upon the acts of a
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moral agent, necessarily certain, or certain with a certainty of necessity.
Although, as was before said, all events are certain with some kind of
certainty, and would be and must be, if they are ever to come to pass,
whether God purposes them, or whether He foreknows them or not; yet
no event, depending upon the will of a free agent, is, or can be, certain with
a certainty of necessity. The agent could by natural possibility do
otherwise than he will do, or than God purposes to suffer him to do, or
wills that he shall do. God’s purposes, let it be understood, are not a
system of fatality. They leave every moral agent entirely free to choose
and act freely. God knows infallibly how every creature will act, and has
made all His arrangements accordingly, to overrule the wicked actions of
moral agents on the one hand, and to produce or induce, the holy actions of
others on the other hand. But be it remembered, that neither the Divine
fore-knowledge nor the Divine purpose, in any instance, sets aside the free
agency of the creature. He, in every instance, acts as freely and as
responsibly, as if God neither knew nor purposed anything respecting his
conduct, or his destiny.

God’s purposes extend to all events in some sense, as has been shown.
They extend as really to the most common events of life as to the most
rare. But in respect to the every day transactions of life, men are not wont
to stumble, and cavil, and say, Why, if I am to live, I shall live, whatever I
may do to destroy my health and life; and if I am to die, I cannot live, do
what I will. No, in these events they will not throw off responsibility, and
cast themselves upon the purposes of God; but on the contrary, they are
as much engaged to secure the end they have in view, as if God neither
knew nor purposed anything about it. Why then should they do as they
often do, in regard to the salvation of their souls, cast off responsibility,
and settle down in listless inactivity, as if the purposes of God in respect
to salvation were but a system of iron fatality, from which there is no
escape? Surely “madness is in their hearts while they live” (Ecclesiastes
9:3). But let them understand, that, in thus doing, they sin against the
Lord, and be sure their sin will find them out.
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LECTURE 47

PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS

In discussing this subject, I will,

NOTICE THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF CERTAINTY.

Every thing must be certain with some kind of certainty. There is a way in
which all things and events either have been, are, or will be. All events that
ever did or will occur, were and are as really certain before as after their
occurrence. To an omniscient mind their real certainty might and must have
been known, as really before as after their occurrence. All future events,
for example, will occur in some way, and there is no real uncertainty in
fact, nor can there be any real uncertainty in the knowledge of God
respecting them. They are really as certain before they come to pass as
they will ever be, and they are as truly and perfectly known as certain by
God as they ever will be. They are as truly present to the Divine
foreknowledge as they ever will be. Whatever of contingency and
uncertainty there may be respecting them in some respects, yet, in point
of fact, all events are certain, and there is no real uncertainty in respect to
any event that ever did or will occur. This would be equally true, whether
God or any other being knew how they would be or not. The
foreknowledge of God does not make them certain. He knows them to be
certain simply because they are so. Omniscience is the necessary
knowledge of all objects of knowledge, past, present, and future. But
omniscience does not create objects of knowledge. It does not render
events certain, but only knows how they certainly will be, because it is
certain, not only that they will be, but how and when they will be. All the
free actions of moral agents are as really certain before they occur, as they
ever will be. And God must as truly know how they will be before they
occur, as He does after they have occurred.

1. The first kind of certainty that I shall notice, is that of absolute
necessity; that is, a certainty depending on no conditions whatever. This is
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the highest kind of certainty. It belongs to the absolute and the infinite, to
the existence of space, duration, and to the existence of God; and in short
to everything that is self-existent, infinite, and immutable in a natural
sense; that is, to everything infinite that does not imply voluntariness. The
natural attributes of God are certain by this kind of certainty, but His
moral attributes, consisting as they do in a voluntary state of mind, though
infinite and eternal, do not belong to this class.

2. A second kind of certainty is that of physical, but conditional necessity.
To this class belong all those events that come to pass under the operation
of physical law. These belong properly to the chain of cause and effect.
The cause existing, the effect must exist. The event is rendered certain and
necessary by the existence of its cause. Its certainty is conditionated upon
its cause. The cause existing, the event must follow by a law of necessity,
and the events would not occur of course, did not their causes exist. The
causes being what they are, the events must be what they are. This class of
events are as really certain as the foregoing class. By speaking of one of
them as certain in a higher sense than the other, it is not intended, that one
class is any more certain than the other, but only that the certainty is of a
different kind. For example, the first class are certain by a kind of certainty
that does not, and never did depend on the will of any being whatever.
There never was any possibility that these things should be otherwise than
they are. This, it will be seen, must be true of space and duration, and of
the existence and the natural attributes of God.

But all other things except the self-existent, the naturally immutable and
eternal, are certain only as they are conditionated directly or indirectly
upon the will of some being. For example, all the events of the physical
universe were rendered certain by creation, and the establishing and
upholding of those physical and necessary laws that cause these events.
These are, therefore, certain by a conditionated, though physical necessity.
There is no freedom or liberty in the events themselves; they occur
necessarily, when their causes or conditions are supplied.

3. A third kind of certainty is that of a moral certainty. I call it a moral
certainty, not because the class of events which belong to it are less certain
than the foregoing, but because they consist in, or are conditionated upon,
the free actions of moral agents. This class do not occur under the
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operation of a law of necessity, though they occur with certainty. There is
no contingency predicable of the absolutely certain in the sense of absolute
certainty above defined. The second class of certainties are contingent only
in respect to their causes. Upon condition that the causes are certain, the
events depending upon them are certain, without or beyond any
contingency. This third class, though no less certain than the former two,
are nevertheless contingent in the highest sense in which anything can be
contingent. They occur under the operation of free will, and consequently
there is not one of them that might not by natural possibility fail, or be
otherwise than it is or will in fact be. This kind of certainty I call a moral
certainty, as opposed to a physical certainty, that is, it is not a certainty
of necessity in any sense; it is only a mere certainty, or a voluntary
certainty, a free certainty, a certainty that might, by natural possibility in
every case, be no certainty at all. But, on the contrary, the opposite might
in every instance be certain by a natural possibility. God in every instance,
knows how these events will be, as really as if they occurred by necessity;
but His foreknowledge does not affect their certainty one way or the other.
They might in every instance by natural possibility be no certainties at all,
or be the opposite of what they are or will be, God’s foreknowledge in any
wise notwithstanding. God knows them to be certain, not because His
knowledge has any influence of itself to necessitate them, but because they
are certain in themselves. Because it is certain in itself that they will be,
God knows that they will be. To this class of events belong all the free
actions of moral agents. All events may be traced ultimately to the action
of God’s free will; that is, God’s free actions gave existence to the
universe, with all its physical agencies and laws, so that all physical events
are in some sense owing to, and result from the actions of free will. But
physical events occur nevertheless under the immediate operation of a law
of necessity. The class now under consideration depend not upon the
operation of physical law as their cause. They are caused by the free agent
himself. They find the occasions of their occurrence in the providential
events with which moral agents are surrounded, and therefore may be
traced indirectly, and more or less remotely, to the actions of the Divine
will.

Concerning this class of events, I would further remark that they are not
only contingent in such a sense, that they might in every case by natural
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possibility be other than they are, but there may be, humanly speaking,
the utmost danger that they will be otherwise than they really will be, that
is, there may be danger, and the utmost danger, in the only sense in which
there can be in fact any danger that any event will be otherwise than what
it turns out to be. All events being really certain, there is in fact no danger
that any event whatever will turn out differently from what it does, in the
sense that it is not certain how it will be. But since all acts of free will, and
all events dependent on those acts, are contingent in the highest sense in
which any event can in the nature of things be contingent; and in the sense
that, humanly speaking, there may be millions of chances to one that they
will be otherwise than they will in fact turn out to be, we say of all this
class of events, that there is danger that they may or may not occur.

Again: I remark in respect to this class of events, that God may foresee
that so intricate is the labyrinth, and so complicated are the occasions of
failure, that nothing but the utmost watchfulness and diligent use of means
on His part, and on our part, can secure the occurrence of the event.
Everything revealed in the Bible concerning the perseverance and final
salvation of the saints, and everything that is true, and that God knows of
the free actions and destinies of the saints, may be of this class. These
events are nevertheless certain, and are known to God as certainties. Not
one of them will, in fact, turn out differently from what He foresees that
they will; and yet by natural possibility, they might every one of them
turn out differently; and there may, in the only sense in which danger is
predicable of anything, be the utmost danger that some or all of them will
turn out differently from what they in fact will. These events are
contingent in such a sense, that should the means fail to be used, or should
any event in the whole chain of influences connected with their occurrence,
be otherwise than it is, the end or event resulting, would or might be
otherwise, than in fact it will be. They are, nevertheless, certain, every one
of them, together with all the influences upon which each free act depends.
Nothing is uncertain in respect to whether it will occur or not; and yet no
free act, or event depending upon a free act, is certain, in the sense that it
cannot by natural possibility be otherwise, nor in the sense that there may
not be great danger, or, humanly speaking, a probability that it will be
otherwise, and that, humanly speaking, there may not be many chances to
one that it will be otherwise.
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When I say, that any event may, by natural possibility, be otherwise than
what it will in fact be, I mean, that the free agent has natural power in
every instance to choose otherwise than he does or actually will choose.
As an illustration of both the contingency and the certainty of this class of
events, suppose a man about to attempt to cross Lake Erie on a wire, or to
pass down the falls of Niagara in a bark canoe. The result of this attempt is
really certain. God must know how it will be. But this result, though
certain, is conditionated upon a multitude of things, each of which the
agent has natural power to make otherwise than in fact he will. To secure
his safe crossing, every volition must be just what and as it will be; but
there is not one among them that might not, by natural possibility, be the
opposite of what it will be.

Again, the case may be such, and the danger of failure so great, that
nothing could secure the safe crossing, but a revelation from God that
would inspire confidence, that the adventurer should in fact cross the lake,
or venture down the falls safely: I say, this revelation of God might be
indispensable to his safe crossing. Suppose it were revealed to a man under
such circumstances, that he should actually arrive in safety; but the
revelation was accompanied with the emphatic assurance, that the end
depended upon the most diligent, cautious, and persevering use of means
on his part, and that any failure in these would defeat the end. Both the
revelation of the certainty of success, and the emphatic warning, might be
indispensable to the securing of the end. Now, if the adventurer had
confidence in the promise of success, he would have confidence in the
caution not to neglect the necessary means, and his confidence in both
might secure the desired result. But take an example from scripture:

“But after long abstinence. Paul stood forth in the midst of them,
and said, Sirs, ye should have hearkened unto me, and not have
loosed from Crete, and to have gained this harm and loss. And now
I exhort you to be of good cheer: for there shall be no loss of any
man’s life among you, but of the ship. For there stood by me this
night the angel of God, whose I am, and whom I serve, Saying, Fear
not, Paul: thou must be brought before Caesar: and lo, God hath
given thee all them that sail with thee. Wherefore, sirs, be of good
cheer: for I believe God, that it shall be even as it was told me.
Howbeit we must be cast upon a certain island. But when the
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fourteenth night was come, as we were driven up and down in
Adria, about midnight the shipmen deemed that they drew near to
some country; And sounded, and found it twenty fathoms: and
when they had gone a little further, they sounded again, and found
it fifteen fathoms. Then fearing lest we should have fallen upon
rocks, they cast anchors out of the stern, and wished for the day.
And as the shipmen were about to flee out of the ship, when they
had let down the boat into the sea, under color as though they
would have cast anchors out of the foreship, Paul said to the
centurion and to the soldiers, Except these abide in the ship, ye
cannot be saved” (Acts 27:21-31).

Here the end was foreknown and expressly foretold at first, without any
condition expressed, though they plainly understood that the end was to
be secured by means. Paul afterwards informed them, that if they neglected
the means, the end would fail. Both the means and the end were certain in
fact, and God therefore expressly revealed the certainty of the result, and
afterwards by a subsequent revelation secured the use of the necessary
means. There was uncertainty, in the sense that the thing might, in fact,
turn out otherwise than it did, and yet it was uncertain in the sense that,
by natural possibility, both the means and the end might fail.

I remark, again, in respect to events that are morally certain, that if they
are greatly desired, they are not the more, but all the less, in danger of
failing, by how much stronger the confidence is that they will occur,
provided it be understood, that they are certain only by a moral certainty;
that is, provided it be understood, that the event is conditionated upon the
free acts of the agent himself.

Again: it is generally admitted, that hope is a condition of success in any
enterprise; and if this is so, assurance of success, upon the proper
conditions, cannot tend to defeat the end.

I remark, again, that there is a difference between real danger, and a
knowledge or sense of danger. There may be as great and as real danger
when we have no sense or knowledge of it, as when we have. And on the
other hand, when we have the highest and the keenest sense of danger,
there may be, in fact, no real danger; and indeed, as has been said, there
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never is any danger in the sense that anything will, as a matter of fact, turn
out differently from what God foresees it will be.

Again: the fact that anything is revealed as certain, does not make it
certain; that is, the revelation does not make it certain. It had been certain,
had not this certainty been revealed, unless it be in cases where the
revelation is a condition or means of the certainty revealed. An event may
be really certain, and may be revealed as certain, and yet humanly
speaking, there may be millions of chances to one, that it will not be as it is
revealed; that is, so far as human foresight can go, the probabilities may all
be against it. State what is not intended by the perseverance of the saints,
as I hold the doctrine.

1. It is not intended that any sinner will be saved without complying with
the conditions of salvation; that is, without regeneration, and persevering
in obedience to the end of life, in a sense to be hereafter explained.

2. It is not intended that saints, or the truly regenerate, cannot fall from
grace, and be finally lost, by natural possibility. It must be naturally
possible for all moral agents to sin at any time. Saints on earth and in
heaven can by natural possibility apostatize and fall, and be lost. Were not
this naturally possible, there would be no virtue in perseverance.

3. It is not intended, that the true saints are in no danger of apostasy and
ultimate damnation. For, humanly speaking, there may be, and doubtless
is, the greatest danger in respect to many, if not of all of them, in the only
sense in which danger is predicable of any event whatever, that they will
apostatize, and be ultimately lost.

4. It is not intended, that there may not be, humanly speaking, myriads of
chances to one, that some, or that many of them will fall and be lost. This
may be, as we say, highly probable; that is, it may be probable in the only
sense in which it is probable, that any event whatever may be different
from what it will turn out to be.

5. It is not intended, that the salvation of the saints is possible, except
upon condition of great watchfulness and effort, and perseverance on their
part, and great grace on the part of God.
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6. It is not intended, that their salvation is certain, in any higher sense than
all their future free actions are. The result is conditionated upon their free
actions, and the end can be no more certain than its means or conditions. If
the ultimate salvation of the saints is certain, it is certain only upon
condition, that their perseverance in obedience to the end of life is certain.
Every act of this obedience is free and contingent in the highest sense in
which contingency can be predicated of any thing whatever. It is also
uncertain by the highest kind of uncertainty that can be predicated of any
event whatever. Therefore there is and must be, as much real danger of the
saints failing of ultimate salvation, as there is that any event whatever will
be different from what it turns out to be.

But here it should be distinctly remembered, as was said, that there is a
difference between a certainty and a knowledge of it. It is one thing for an
event to be really certain, and another thing for us to have a knowledge of
it as certain. Everything is really equally certain, but many things are not
revealed to us as certain. Those that are revealed as certain, are no more
really so than others, but with respect to future things, not in some way
revealed to us, we know not how they will prove to be. The fact that a
thing is revealed to us as certain does not make it certain, nor is it really
any the less uncertain because it is revealed to us as certain, unless the
revelation tends to secure the certainty. Suppose the ultimate salvation of
all the saints is certain, and that this certainty is revealed to us; unless this
revelation is the means of securing their salvation, they are in just as much
real danger of ultimately failing of eternal life, as if no such revelation had
been made. Notwithstanding the certainty of their salvation, and the fact
that this certainty is revealed to them, there is just as much real, though
unknown, certainty or uncertainty, in respect to any future event
whatever, as there is in respect to this. All events are certain with some
kind of certainty, and would be whether any being whatever knew the
certainty or not. So all events, consisting in or depending upon the free
acts of free agents, are really as uncertain as any event can be, and this is
true whether the certainty is revealed or not. The salvation of the saints
then, is not certain with any higher certainty than belongs to all future
events that consist in, or are conditionated upon, the free acts of free will,
though this certainty may be revealed to us in one case, and not in the
other.
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7. Of course the salvation of the saints is not certain by any kind or degree
of certainty that affords the least ground of hope of impunity in a course
of sin. “For if they are to be saved, they are to be saved upon condition of
continuing in faith and obedience to the end of life.”

Moreover, their salvation is no more certain than their future free
obedience is. The certainty of future free obedience, and a knowledge of
this certainty, cannot be a reason for not obeying, or afford encouragement
to live in sin. So no more can the knowledge of the conditional and moral
certainty of our salvation afford a ground for hope of impunity in a life of
sin.

8. The salvation of the saints is not certain by any kind or degree of
certainty that renders their salvation or their damnation any more
impossible, than it renders impossible any future acts of sin or obedience.
Consequently, it is not certain in such a sense as to afford the least
encouragement for hope of salvation in sin, any more than a certainty that
a farmer would raise a crop upon condition of his diligent, and timely, and
persevering use of the appropriate means, would encourage him to neglect
those means. If the farmer had a knowledge of the certainty with its
conditions, it would be no temptation to neglect the means; but, on the
other hand, this knowledge would operate as a powerful incentive to the
required use of them. So neither can the knowledge of the certainty of the
salvation of the saints, with the condition of it, be to them a temptation to
live in sin; but, on the contrary, this knowledge must act as a powerful
incentive to the exercise of confidence in God, and perseverance in holiness
unto the end. So neither can the certainty that the necessary means will be
used, afford any encouragement to neglect the use of them in the case of
man’s salvation, any more than the revealed certainty that a farmer will
sow his field and have a crop, would encourage him to neglect to sow. The
known certainty of both the means and the end, with an understanding of
the moral nature of the certainty, has no natural tendency to beget
presumption and neglect; but, on the contrary, to beget a diligent, and
cheerful, and confident use of the necessary means.
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SHOW WHAT IS INTENDED BY THE DOCTRINE IN QUESTION.

It is intended, that all who are at any time true saints of God, are preserved
by His grace and Spirit through faith, in the sense that subsequently to
regeneration, obedience is their rule, and disobedience only the exception;
and that being thus kept, they will certainly be saved with an everlasting
salvation.

BEFORE I PROCEED TO THE DIRECT PROOF OF THE
DOCTRINE, A FEW REMARKS MAY BE DESIRABLE.

1. I would remark, that I have felt greater hesitancy in forming and
expressing my views upon this, than upon almost any other question in
theology. I have read whatever I could find upon both sides of this
question, and have uniformly found myself dissatisfied with the arguments
on both sides. After very full and repeated discussion, I feel better able to
make up and express an opinion upon the subject than formerly. I have at
some periods of my ministry been nearly on the point of coming to the
conclusion that the doctrine is not true. But I could never find myself able
to give a satisfactory reason for the rejection of the doctrine. Apparent
facts that have come under my observation have sometimes led me
seriously to doubt the soundness of the doctrine; but I cannot see, and the
more I examine the more unable I find myself to see, how a denial of it can
be reconciled with the scriptures.

I shall give the substance of what I regard as the scripture proof of this
doctrine, and beg the reader to make up his opinion for himself by a careful
examination. Perhaps what has been satisfactory to my mind may not be
so to the minds of others. Let no one believe this, or any other doctrine
upon my authority, but “prove all things and hold fast that which is good”
(1 Thessalonians 5:21).

2. I observe, that its truth cannot be inferred from the nature of
regeneration. It is true, as was said, and as will be farther shown, that
perseverance is an attribute or characteristic of Christian character; but this
does not necessarily result from the nature of regeneration, but from the
indwelling Spirit of Christ. It has been common for that class of writers
and theologians, who hold what is called the Taste Scheme of regeneration,
to infer the truth of this doctrine from the nature of the change that
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constitutes the new birth. In this they have been entirely consistent. If, as
they suppose, regeneration consists in a change in the constitution of the
mind, in the implanting or infusion of a new constitutional taste, relish, or
appetite; if it consists in or implies a change back of all voluntary action,
and such a change as to secure and necessitate a change of voluntary action;
why, then it is consistent, to infer from such a change the perseverance of
the saints, unless it can be made to appear that either God, or Satan, or
voluntary sin, can change the nature back again. If, in regeneration, the
nature is really changed, if there be some new appetite or taste implanted,
some holy principle implanted or infused into the constitution, why, then
it must follow, that they will persevere by a physical law of the new
nature or constitution. I see not how, in this case, they could even be the
subjects of temporary backsliding, unless the new appetite should
temporarily fail, as does sometimes our appetite for food. But if this may
be, yet if regeneration consists in or implies a new creation of something
that is not voluntary, a creation of a new nature, instead of a new
character, I admit, that perseverance might be reasonably inferred from the
fact of such a change. But since I reject wholly this theory of regeneration,
and maintain that it is wholly a voluntary change, I cannot consistently
infer the final salvation of the saints from the nature of the change that
occurs in regeneration. I have ben struck with the inconsistency of those
who hold the Taste Scheme of regeneration, and yet contend, not only for
falling from a regenerate state, but also that the regenerate may and do fall
into a state of entire depravity, every time they sin; that they fall from this
state of physical or constitutional regeneration every time they commit
sin, and must be regenerated or converted anew, or be lost. Now this is not
reconcilable with the idea of the physical regeneration.

3. Nor can we infer the perseverance of the saints, with any justice, from
their being, at their conversion, brought into a state of justification.

By perseverance some seem to mean, not that the saints do persevere or
continue in obedience, but that they will be saved at any rate, whether
they persevere in obedience or not. It was against this idea that such men
as the Wesleys, and Fletcher, and their coadjutors fought so valiantly.
They resisted justly and successfully the doctrine of perpetual
justification, upon condition of one act of faith, and maintained that the
saints as well as sinners are condemned whenever they sin. They also
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contended that there is no kind of certainty that all true saints will be
saved. Since I have endeavored to refute the doctrine of a perpetual
justification, conditionated upon the first act of faith, I cannot of course
infer the final salvation of the saints from the nature of justification.

Those who hold, that the first act of faith introduces the soul into a new
relation of such a nature that, from thenceforth, it is not condemned by the
law, do what it will, may justly infer from the nature of such a
justification, that all who ever exercise faith will escape the penalty of the
Divine law. But we have seen, that this is not the nature of gospel
justification, and therefore we must not infer that all saints will be saved,
from the mere fact that they have once believed and been justified.
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LECTURE 48

PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS PROVED

The following considerations, taken together, seem to me to establish the
truth of the doctrine in question beyond reasonable doubt.

1. God has from eternity resolved upon the salvation of all the elect. This
we have seen. No one of this number will ever bekost. These are given to
Christerom eternity, as a seed to serve Him. The conversion, perseverance,
and final salvation of the elect, we have seen to be secured. Their
conversion, perseverance, and salvation, are secured by means of the grace
of God in Christ Jesus, prevailing through the gospel so to influence their
free will as to bring about this result. The instructions, promises,
threatenings, warnings, expostulations of the Bible, with all the influences
with which they are surrounded, are the instrumentalities by means of
which the Holy Spirit converts, sanctifies, and saves them. At every step,
as Fletcher acknowledges, “grace is beforehand with free will.” God first
comes to, and moves upon, the sinner; but the sinner does not come to and
move, or attempt to move, God. God first draws, and the sinner yields.
God calls and the sinner answers. The sinner would never approach God,
did not God draw him.

Again: God calls effectually, but not irresistibly, before the sinner yields.
He does not yield and answer to a slight call. Some indeed wait to be
drawn harder, and to be called louder and longer than others; but no one, in
fact, comes to God until effectually persuaded to do so; that is, until he is
effectually hunted from his refuges of lies, and drawn with so great and
powerful a drawing, as not to force, but to overcome his reluctance or
voluntary selfishness, and as to induce him to turn to God and to believe in
Christ. That the sinner is wholly disinclined to obey, up to the very
moment in which he is persuaded and induced to yield, there can be no
doubt. His turning, as we have seen, is an act of his own, but he is induced
to turn by the drawings of the Holy Spirit.
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Every person who was ever truly converted knows, that his conversion is
not to be ascribed to himself, in any other sense, than that he finally
consented, being drawn and persuaded by the Holy Spirit. The glory
belongs to God, for the sinner only yielded after, perhaps, protracted
resistance, and never until after he was so convinced as to have no further
excuse or apology for sin, nor until the Spirit, by means of truth, and
argument, and persuasion, fairly overcame him, and constrained, not forced
him to submit. This is a brief statement of the facts connected with the
conversion of every soul that was ever converted to God. This is true of
the conversion of all the elect of God; and if others besides the elect are
ever converted, this is a true account of their conversion.

Again: the same is true of their perseverance in holiness, in every
instance, in every act. The saints persevere, not by virtue of a
constitutional change, but as a result of the abiding and indwelling influence
of the Holy Spirit. “Free grace is always beforehand with free will”; that
is, the will never obeys, in any instance, nor for one moment, except as it
is persuaded to do so as really as at the first. The work begun by the Holy
Spirit is not carried on, except as the same Spirit continues to work in the
saints to will and to do of His good pleasure. Saints do not begin in the
Spirit, and then become perfect through or by the flesh. There is no holy
exercise that is not as really to be ascribed to the grace and to the influence
of the Holy Spirit, as is conversion itself.

The saints convert not themselves, in the sense that they turn or yield,
until persuaded by the Holy Spirit. God converts them in the sense, that
He effectually draws or persuades them. They turn themselves, in the
sense that their turning is their own act. God turns them, in the sense that
He induces or produces their turning. The same is true of their whole
course of obedience in this life. The saints keep themselves, in the sense,
that all obedience is their own; all their piety consists in their own
voluntary obedience; but God keeps them, in the sense, that in every
instance, and at every moment of obedience, He persuades, and enlightens,
and draws them, insomuch, that He secures their voluntary obedience; that
is, He draws and they follow. He persuades, and they yield to His
persuasions. He works in them to will and to do, and they will and do.
God always anticipates all their holy exercises, and persuades the saints to
put them forth. This is so abundantly taught in the Bible, that to quote
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scripture to prove it were but to waste your time. The saints are not only
said to be converted, but also sanctified, and kept by the power of God.

No saint then keeps himself, except in so far as he is kept by the grace, and
Spirit, and power of God. There is therefore no hope for any saint, and no
reason to calculate upon the salvation of any one, unless God prevails to
keep him from falling away and perishing. All who ever are saved, or ever
will be, are saved by and through free grace, prevailing over free will, that
is, by free grace securing the voluntary concurrence of free will. This God
does, and is sure to do, with all the elect. It was upon condition of the
foreseen fact, that God could by the wisest administration of His
government, secure this result, they were elected to eternal salvation,
through sanctification of the Spirit, and belief of the truth. Now observe
how the elect are saved. All the threatenings, warnings, and teachings of
the Bible are addressed to them, as to all others. If there are any saints, at
any time, who are not of the elect, the Bible nowhere notices any such
persons, or speaks of them, as any less or more secure than the elect.

Again: the Bible nowhere represents or implies, that any but the elect are
converted. It does not represent any but the elect as at any time coming in
heart to Christ as at any time regenerated or born of God. The Bible
nowhere acknowledges two classes of saints, elect and non-elect. But, if
there were two such classes, and the salvation of the elect was certain, as it
really is, and that of the non-elect not certain, it is incredible that the Bible
should not reveal this fact. Again: so far is the Bible from recognizing or
implying any such distinction, that it everywhere implies the contrary. It
divides mankind into two, and but two classes, and these it sets one over
against the other. These are contrasted by the names, saint and sinner;
people of God, and people of this world; children of God, and children of
this world, or children of the devil; the elect and the reprobate, that is, the
chosen and the rejected; the sanctified and the unsanctified; the regenerated
and the unregenerate; the penitent and the impenitent. By whatever names
they are called, it is manifest that the same classes and none others are
meant. The elect of God is a common name for the saints or people of
God. I cannot find in the Bible any evidence, that any were converted at
any time, but the elect, or those whose salvation is sure. The elect are, or
will be, every one of them certainly converted and saved. If any one
chooses to contend that any other are ever converted, the burden of proof
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is upon him; let him prove it, if he can. But this he must prove, in order to
establish the fact, that any truly regenerated persons are ever lost, for sure
it is, that no one of the elect will ever be lost. But, since I am to take the
affirmative, I must take the burden of showing, that none but the elect are
recognized in the scriptures as saints; and as I am speaking only of the
salvation of the saints, I shall take it for granted, that all those who were
from eternity chosen to eternal salvation, through sanctification of the
Spirit and belief of the truth, will certainly be saved.

Now, if it can be shown, that some saints have been really lost, it will
follow, that some have been converted who were not of the elect. And, on
the other hand, if it can be shown that no saint has been, or will be, finally
lost; but, on the contrary, that all the true saints are, and will be, saved, it
will follow that none but the elect are converted. For all who are, or will
be, saved, are saved by God, and saved by design, and in accordance with
an eternal design, and of course they were elected to salvation from
eternity.

I have already said, that it is incredible that the Bible should read as it
does, and that it should nowhere distinguish between elect and non-elect
saints, if there is any such distinction. It cannot be said with justice, that
the Bible purposely conceals from all saints the fact of their election, lest it
should be a stumbling-block to them. This we have seen is not the fact, but
on the contrary, that the elect, at least in some instances, have known that
they were elect.

But it is said, that Peter exhorts the saints to “give all diligence to make
their calling and election sure” (2 Peter 1:10); from which it is inferred, that
they did not know that they were elect; and furthermore, that it might be
that, although they were real saints, nevertheless they were not, at least all
of them, of the elect. The words here referred to stand in the following
connection:

“Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of Jesus Christ, to them
that have obtained like precious faith with us, through the
righteousness of God and our Savior Jesus Christ: Grace and peace
be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and of Jesus
our Lord; According as His divine power has given unto us all
things that pertain unto life and Godliness, through the knowledge
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of Him that hath called us to glory and virtue: Whereby are given
unto us exceeding great and precious promises; that by these ye
might be partakers of the divine nature, having escaped the
corruption that is in the world through lust. And beside this, giving
all diligence, add to your faith, virtue; and to virtue, knowledge;
And to knowledge, temperance; and to temperance, patience; and
to patience, Godliness; And to Godliness, brotherly kindness; and
to brotherly kindness, charity. For if these things be in you and
abound, they make you that ye shall neither be barren nor
unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But he that
lacketh these things is blind, and cannot see afar off, and hath
forgotten that he was purged from his old sins. Wherefore the
rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling and election
sure: for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall” (2 Peter 1-10).

Upon this passage, I remark:

That Peter addressed this epistle to all who had faith, that is, to all true
Christians, as appears from the first verse. He addressed no one by name,
but left it for every one to be sure that he had faith. He then proceeds to
exhort them to grow in grace, assuring them that, if any one did not do so,
he had forgotten that he was purged from his former sins; that is, if any
one lacked that which he enjoined, it would prove that he had not true
faith, or that he had backslidden. Then he adds, as in the 10th verse:
“Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling and
election sure: for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall.” The apostle
plainly assumes:

(1.) That the called and elected will be saved; to make their calling and
election sure, was to make their salvation sure: and,

(2.) That none others are saved but the called and elected, for if others
are saved, it were of no consequence whether they were of the called
and elected or not, provided they were saved;

(3.) That he regarded none as Christians, or as at any time having true
faith, but the called and elected; for he was not exhorting supposed
impenitent sinners to become Christians, but supposed Christians to
be sure of their calling and election. This shows that he regarded all
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Christians as of the called and elected. To be sure of their calling and
election was to be sure of their salvation. The apostle did not certainly
mean to exhort them to become of the number of the elect, for this
number we have seen was settled from eternity; but by diligence and
growth in grace to secure their salvation, or thus to prove or
demonstrate their calling and election. He meant also to admonish them
that, although called and elected, still their ultimate salvation was
conditionated upon their diligent growth in grace, and perseverance in
holiness to the end of life. He therefore exhorts them to make their
calling and election sure, which is the same as to secure their salvation.
He speaks of calling and election as indissolubly connected. Effectual
calling either results from election, or election from calling. We have
seen that election is eternal; therefore election cannot result from
calling, but calling must result from election.

Again: Christians and saints, and the children and people of God, the
disciples of Christ, and the elect, are to all appearance regarded throughout
the Bible as the same class.

Again: Christ says,

“All that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me; and him that
cometh to Me I will in no wise cast out. And this is the Father’s
will which hath sent Me, that of all which He hath given Me I
should lose nothing, but should raise it up again at the last day”
(John 6:37, 39).

Here Jesus says, that all who are given to Him by the Father shall come to
Him, and that of those that come to Him, it is His Father’s will that He
should lose none, but that He should raise them up, (that is, to eternal life),
at the last day. He does not say here, that none do come to Him who are
not given to Him by the Father, but this is plainly implied, for He says,
“All that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me; and him that cometh to
Me I will in no wise cast out.” What He means by not casting them out, is
plain from the 39th verse: “It is the Father’s will that of all that shall come
to Me I should lose nothing.” By not casting them out, then, He intended
that He should surely save them, that is, all that came to Him. But if He
saves them, they must have been given to Christ and have been elected, or
they were not. If they were not elected, or given to Christ by the Father,
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they will never be saved, unless some are saved without God’s designing
or choosing to save them. If any are saved, God saves them, through or by
Christ. If He saves them, He does it designedly, and not without design.
But if He ever does, or will design it, He has from eternity designed it. So
then, it appears, that all who come to Christ were given to Him of the
Father; and that He will lose none of them, but will raise them up at the
last day. My object at present, however, is not to insist that no one that
comes to Christ will be lost, but only that all who come to Christ are of
the number that were given to Him of the Father, or are of the elect.

Again, compare:

“All that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me, and Him that
cometh to Me I will in no wise cast out. And this is the Father’s
will which hath sent Me, that of all which He hath given Me I
should lose nothing, but should raise it up again at the last day. No
man can come to Me except the Father which hath sent Me, draw
him, and I will raise him up at the last day. It is written in the
Prophets, And they shall be all taught of God. Every man therefore
that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto Me”
(John 6:37, 39, 44, 45).

Here it appears that no one can come to Christ except he be drawn of the
Father. Every one who is drawn by the Father with an effectual drawing,
or every one who hears and learns of the Father comes to Christ, and no
other. The Father draws none to Christ, but those whom He has given to
Christ; for these, and these only, are the children of God.

“And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord;
and great shall be the peace of thy children” (Isaiah 54:13).

From these passages it appears that none come to Christ but those who
are drawn by the Father, and that none are drawn by the Father but those
whom He has given to His Son, or the elect; and that of those who are thus
drawn to Christ, it is the Father’s will that He should lose none, but that
He should raise them up at the last day; that is, that He should save them.
But observe, it is my particular object just now to establish the fact, that
none come to Christ but those who are of the number that are given to
Christ, and also that every one who is given to Him shall come to Him.
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These, and these only are effectually called or drawn of the Father. All are
called in the sense of being earnestly and honestly invited, and all the
divine persuasion is addressed to them that can wisely be addressed to
them. But others, besides those given to the Son, are not, as a matter of
fact, persuaded and effectually drawn, in a sense that secures the
“concurrence of free will with free grace.”

The same truth is strongly implied in many other passages in the teachings
of Christ. For example, He says:

“Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that entereth not by the door
into the sheep-fold, but climbeth up some other way, the same is a
thief and a robber. But He that entereth in by the door is the
shepherd of the sheep. To Him the porter openeth: and the sheep
hear His voice; and He calleth His own sheep by name, and leadeth
them out. And when He putteth forth His own sheep, He goeth
before them, and the sheep follow Him: for they know His voice.
And a stranger will they not follow, but will flee from him: for they
know not the voice of strangers. This parable spake Jesus unto
them: but they understood not what things they were which He
spake unto them” (John 10:1-6).

He then proceeds to expound the parable. He is the good shepherd having
the care of His Father’s sheep. He says:

“Then said Jesus unto them again, Verily, verily, I say unto you, I
am the door of the sheep. All that ever came before Me are thieves
and robbers: but the sheep did not hear them. I am the door; by Me
if any man enter in, he shall be saved, and go in and out, and find
pasture. The thief cometh not, but for to steal, and to kill, and to
destroy: I am come that they might have life, and that they might
have it more abundantly. I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd
giveth His life for the sheep. But he that is a hireling, and not the
shepherd, whose own the sheep are not, seeth the wolf coming,
leaveth the sheep, and fleeth, and the wolf catcheth them, and
scattereth the sheep. The hireling fleeth, because he is a hireling, and
careth not for the sheep. I am the good shepherd, and know My
sheep, and am known of Mine. As the Father knoweth Me, even so
know I the Father: and I lay down My life for the sheep. And other
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sheep I have, which are not of this fold: them also I must bring, and
they shall hear My voice; and there shall be one fold, and one
shepherd. Therefore doth My Father love Me, because I lay down
My life, that I might take it again” (John 10:7-17).

He had other sheep which were not yet called they were not of this fold
that is, they were not Jews, but Gentiles; these He must bring. To the
unbelieving and cavilling Jews He said:

“But ye believe not, because ye are not of My sheep, as I said unto
you. My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow
Me. And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish,
neither shall any pluck them out of My hand. My Father which
gave them Me, is greater than all; and none is able to pluck them
out of My Father’s hand” (John 10:26-29).

Here it is plainly implied, that all those were sheep who were given to Him
by the Father, and that all such would surely hear and know His voice and
follow Him, but those that were not of His sheep, or were not given Him
by the Father, would not believe. He says, verse 26: But ye believe not,
because ye are not of My sheep, as I said unto you. What He here says
amounts to this: all those are sheep who are given to Me of My Father.
All My sheep thus given, shall and will hear My voice, and follow Me,
and none others will. I do not notice in this place what He says of the
certainty of their salvation, because my present object is only to show that
those and those only come to Christ who are given to Him of the Father,
or are of the elect.

This same truth is either expressly taught, or strongly implied in a great
many passages, and indeed it seems to me to be the doctrine of the whole
Bible.

“And we know that all things work together for good to them that
love God, to them who are the called according to His purpose”
(Romans 8:28).

Here they that love God are represented as identical with those “who are
the called according to His purpose.” In other words, they who love God
are the called according to, or in consequence of their election. All that love
God do so because they have been effectually called, according to the
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purpose or election of God. This passage seems to settle the question,
especially when viewed in its connection, that all who ever love God are of
the elect, and that they are prevailed upon to love God in conformity with
their election.

We shall have occasion, by and by, to examine the connection in which this
passage is found, for the purpose of showing that all who at any time truly
come to love God, will be saved. I have only quoted this twenty-eighth
verse here for the purpose of showing, not directly, that all that love God
at any time will be saved, but that they are of the number of the elect, from
which fact their ultimate salvation must be inferred.

It is plain that the apostles regarded regeneration as conclusive evidence of
election. The manner in which they address Christians seems to me to put
this beyond a doubt. Paul, in writing to the Thessalonians, says,

“But we are bound to give thanks always to God for you, brethren
beloved of the Lord, because God hath from the beginning chosen
you to salvation through sanctification of the Spirit, and belief of
the truth” (2 Thessalonians 2:13).

Here the apostle speaks of all the brethren at Thessalonica as beloved of
the Lord, and as being from eternity chosen to salvation. He felt called
upon to give thanks to God for this reason, that God had chosen them to
salvation from eternity. This he represents as true of the whole church:
that is, doubtless, of all true Christians in the church. Indeed, the apostles
everywhere speak as if they regarded all true saints as of the elect, and
their saintship as evidence of their election. Peter, in writing to the
Christians in his first letter, says:

“Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ, to the strangers scattered
throughout Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia, Elect
according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through
sanctification of the Spirit unto obedience and sprinkling of the
blood of Jesus Christ: Grace unto you, and peace, be multiplied.
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, which,
according to His abundant mercy, hath begotten us again unto a
lively hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. To
an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not
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away, reserved in heaven for you, Who are kept by the power of
God through faith unto salvation, ready to be revealed in the last
time: Wherein ye greatly rejoice, though now for a season, if need
be, ye are in heaviness through manifold temptations; That the trial
of your faith, being much more precious than that of gold that
perisheth, though it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise,
and honor, and glory, at the appearing of Jesus Christ: Whom
having not seen ye love; in whom, though now ye see Him not, yet
believing, ye rejoice with joy unspeakable, and full of glory:
Receiving the end of your faith, even the salvation of your souls”
(1 Peter 1:1-9).

Here it is plain that Peter regarded all who had been born again to a lively
hope, or who were regenerated, as elected, or as chosen to salvation. I
might pursue this argument to an indefinite length, but I must attend to
other considerations in support of the doctrine in question.

I will for the present close what I have to say under this particular branch
of the argument, by reminding you that Christ has expressly asserted that
no man can or does come to Him except the Father draw Him, and that the
Father draws to Him those and by fair inference those only whom He has
given to Christ; and further, that it is the Father’s will, that of those whom
the Father had given to Christ, and drawn to Him, Christ should lose none,
but should raise them up at the last day. It is, I think, evident, that when
Christ asserts it to be His Father’s will, that of those whom the Father had
given Him He should lose none, but should raise them up at the last day,
He intended to say, that His Father not merely desired and willed this, but
that such was His design. That the Father designed to secure their
salvation. This we shall more fully see in its proper place.
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LECTURE 49

PERSEVERANCE PROVED

2. I remark, that God is able to preserve and keep the true saints from
apostasy, in consistency with their liberty:

“For the which cause I also suffer these things; nevertheless, I am
not ashamed; for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded
that He is able to keep that which I have committed unto Him
against that day” (2 Timothy 1:12).

Here the apostle expresses the fullest confidence in the ability of Christ to
keep him: and indeed, as has been said, it is most manifest that the
apostles expected to persevere and be saved only because they believed in
the ability and willingness of God to keep them from falling. Again,

“Who art thou that judgest another man’s servant; to his own
master he standeth or falleth; yea, he shall be holden up, for God is
able to make him stand” (Romans 14:4).

Again,

“Who shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto
His glorious body, according to the working whereby He is able
even to subdue all things unto Himself” (Philippians 3:21).

Again,

“Now unto Him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above all
that we ask or think, according to the power that worketh in us”
(Ephesians 3:20).

Again,

“Now unto Him that is able to keep you from falling, and to
present you faultless before the presence of His glory with
exceeding joy” (Jude 24).
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Again,

“And God is able to make all grace abound towards you; that ye,
always having all sufficiency in all things, may abound to every
good work” (2 Corinthians 9:8).

“The eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that we may
know what is the hope of His calling, and what the riches of the
glory of His inheritance in the saints. And what is the exceeding
greatness of His power to us ward who believe, according to the
working of His mighty power, Which He wrought in Christ, when
He raised Him from the dead, and set Him at His own right hand in
the heavenly places” (Ephesians 1:18-20).

Again,

“Wherefore He is able to save them to the uttermost that come
unto God by Him, seeing He ever liveth to make intercession for
them” (Hebrews 7:5).

These and many other passages prove beyond a doubt that God is able to
preserve His saints.

3. God is not only able to keep all that come to Christ or all true
Christians, but He is also willing. But Christ has settled this question, as
we have seen.

“All that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me, and him that
cometh to Me I will in no wise cast out. For I came down from
heaven, not to do My own will, but the will of Him that sent Me;
And this is the Father’s will which hath sent Me, that of all which
He hath given Me I should lose nothing, but should raise it up again
at the last day. And this is the will of Him that sent Me, that every
one which seeth the Son, and believeth on Him, may have everlasting
life; and I will raise Him up at the last day” (John 6:37-40).

Here, then, we have just seen these two points settled, namely, that God is
able to save all saints, or all who at any time truly believe and come to
Christ; and, that He is willing, or wills to do it. Now if He is both able and
willing to keep and save all the saints, He certainly will do it.
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But here I know it will be objected, that by this course of argument, the
doctrine of universal salvation may be established. The Bible, it is said,
represents God as both able and willing to save all men, and if His being
both able and willing to save the saints, proves that they will all be saved,
it follows that His being able and willing to save all men proves that all
men will be saved. But the cases are not parallel; for God nowhere
professes ability to save all men, but on the contrary, disclaims such
ability, and professes to be unable to save all men; that is, He cannot,
under the circumstances, wisely save them, nor can He wisely do any more
for saints or sinners than He does. No passage can be found in the Bible, in
which God asserts His ability to save all men. The passages that affirm
that “God can do all things” (Deuteronomy 3:24), and that “nothing is too
hard for the Lord” (Jeremiah 32:17), and the like, cannot be understood as
affirming God’s ability to save all men. They do imply, that He has power
to do whatever is an object of physical omnipotence; but to save sinners is
not an object of physical power. Their salvation, if accomplished at all,
must be brought about by a moral and persuasive influence, and not by the
exercise of physical omnipotence. In the sense in which we can justly
apply the terms ability and inability to this subject, God is really unable to
do what it is unwise for Him to do. He has an end in view. This end is the
highest good and blessedness of universal being. This end can be
accomplished only by the appropriate means, or upon certain conditions.
These conditions include the perfect holiness of moral agents. If God
cannot wisely use such means as will secure the conversion and
sanctification of sinners, He cannot save them. That is, He is unable to
save them. This He repeatedly professes to be unable to do.

“Have I any pleasure at all that the wicked should die, saith the
Lord God; and not that he should return from his ways, and live?
For I have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the Lord
God; wherefore turn yourselves, and live ye” (Ezekiel 18:23, 32).

“Say unto them, As I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure
in the death of the wicked; but that the wicked turn from his way
and live: turn ye, turn ye, from your evil ways; for why will ye die,
O house of Israel?” (Ezekiel 33:11).
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“What could have been done more to My vineyard that I have not
done in it? Wherefore, when I looked that it should bring forth
grapes, brought it forth wild grapes?” (Isaiah 5:4).

“How shall I give thee up, Ephraim? How shall I deliver thee,
Israel? How shall I make thee as Admah? How shall I set thee as
Zeboim? My heart is turned within Me, My repentings are kindled
together” (Hosea 11:8).

These are only specimens of the manner in which God speaks of His
ability to save sinners, and to do more for the church or the world than He
does. From such professions on the part of God, we are to understand
Him, as disclaiming ability to do more or otherwise than He does, in
consistency with the highest good of being in general. Since the highest
good of being in general is the end which He is aiming to secure, He “may
justly be said to be unable to do whatever He cannot do in consistency
with the use of those means that will secure this end.” God, therefore, does
not affirm His ability to save all men, but fully disclaims any such ability,
and professes to do, and to be doing, all that He can to save them. He
professes to be perfectly benevolent and infinitely wise, and to be doing all
that infinite wisdom and benevolence can do for sinners and for all men,
and complains, that all He can do does not save, and will not save many of
them.

But with respect to the saints, He does expressly affirm His ability to
keep them, in a sense that will secure their salvation. This we have seen.
He does for them all that He wisely can, and does enough, as He expressly
affirms, to secure their salvation. No one can attentively read and consider
the passages relating to God’s ability to save all men, and His ability to
save His people, without perceiving, that the two cases are not parallel,
but that in fact they are contrasts. He expressly affirms His ability to
keep, to sanctify, and to save His elect children, whilst He repeatedly,
either expressly, or by implication, disclaims ability to save all men.

Again: the Bible nowhere represents God as willing the salvation of all
men, in the same sense in which it represents Him as willing the salvation
of Christians, or of His elect. Such passages as the following are specimens
of God’s professions of willingness to save all men.
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“Who will have all men to be saved, and to come unto the knowledge
of the truth” (1 Timothy 2:4).

“For God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have
everlasting life. For God sent not His Son into the world to
condemn the world; but that the world through Him might be
saved” (John 3:16-17).

“The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some men count
slackness; but is long-suffering to us ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to repentance” (2 Peter 3:9).

These and similar passages teach that God wills the salvation of all men,
only in the sense of desiring it. This we know from the fact, that He
nowhere intimates a willingness, in the sense of a design or intention, to
save all men; but on the contrary, plainly reveals an opposite purpose or
design; that is, He reveals the fact, that He cannot, shall not, and of course,
does not, expect or design to save all men. By the profession of a
willingness to save all men, we can therefore justly understand Him to
mean, only that He desires the salvation of all men, and that He would
secure their salvation if He wisely could. This is all that we can understand
Him as affirming, unless we would accuse Him of self-contradiction.

But He professes a willingness to save His elect, or in other words, all
regenerate persons, or all believers in Christ, and all whoever will truly
believe in Him, in the sense of purposing or designing to save them. This is
most manifest from the scriptures we have already examined, and this will
still further appear from the passages to be examined.

We have seen that the Father has given a certain number to Christ, with
express design to secure their salvation; that He has committed to Him all
the requisite power and influences to save them, and that they will actually
be saved. Nothing like this can be found in the Bible, respecting any other
class of men whatever. This objection, then, is without foundation, and the
argument from the ability and willingness of God to save His saints,
remains in full force and conclusiveness.

4. Again: Christ expressly prayed for all believers, and in a manner that
secures their being kept and saved:
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“As Thou hast given Him power over all flesh, that He should give
eternal life to as many as Thou hast given Him. I have manifested
Thy name unto the men which Thou gavest Me out of the world;
Thine they were, and Thou gavest them Me; and they have kept
Thy word. Now they have known that all things whatsoever Thou
hast given Me are of Thee; For I have given unto them the words
which Thou gavest Me; and they have received them, and have
known surely that I came out from Thee, and they have believed
that Thou didst send Me. I pray for them; I pray not for the world,
but for them which Thou hast given Me, for they are Thine. And
all Mine are Thine, and Thine are Mine; and I am glorified in them.
And now I am no more in the world, but these are in the world, and
I come to Thee. Holy Father, keep through Thine own name those
whom Thou hast given Me, that they may be one, as we are. While
I was with them in the world, I kept them in Thy name: those that
Thou gavest Me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son
of perdition, that the scripture might be fulfilled. And now come I
to Thee; and these things I speak in the world, that they might have
My joy fulfilled in themselves. I have given them Thy word; and
the world hath hated them, because they are not of the world, even
as I am not of the world. Neither pray I for these alone, but for
them also which shall believe Me through their word. That they all
may be one; as Thou, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, that they
also may be one in us; that the world may believe that Thou hast
sent Me. And the glory which Thou gavest Me, I have given them;
that they may be one, even as we are one. I in them, and Thou in
Me, that they may be made perfect in one, and that the world may
know that Thou hast sent Me, and hast loved them as Thou hast
loved Me. Father, I will that they also whom Thou hast given Me,
be with Me where I am; that they may behold My glory, which
Thou hast given Me, for Thou lovest Me before the foundation of
the world” (John 17:2, 6-14, 10-24).

Now observe, that in this most affecting prayer Christ says:

(1.) Verse 2. “As Thou hast given Him power over all flesh, that He
should give eternal life to as many as Thou hast given Him.” We have
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seen, that, in the 6th chapter of this book Christ expressly teaches,
that all are given to Him that come to Him by the Father.

(2.) He proceeds to affirm, that He had in the exercise of this power
kept in His Father’s name all who had been given, and had come to
Him, and had lost none.

(3.) He asks the Father henceforth to keep them in His own name, as
He was about to leave them, as to His bodily presence. He says, verse
15,

“I pray not that Thou shouldest take them out of the world, but
that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil.”

Again, He says, 20-24:

“Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall
believe on Me through their word. That they all may be one in us;
that the world may believe that Thou hast sent Me. And the glory
which Thou gavest Me I have given them; that they may be one,
even as we are one. I in them, and Thou in Me, that they may be
made perfect in one; and that the world may know that Thou hast
sent Me, and hast loved them as Thou hast loved Me. Father, I will
that they also whom Thou hast given Me be with Me where I am;
that they may behold My glory, which Thou hast given Me; for
Thou lovest Me before the foundation of the world.”

Now, as surely as Christ’s prayer is answered, all believers will be saved;
that is, at least all who ever have believed, or ever will believe, subsequent
to the offering of this prayer. But Christ’s prayers are always answered.

To this it is objected, that a part of this same prayer is not answered, and
of course never will be. It is said, for example, that in the 21st verse He
prays for the union of all believers, which has been far enough from having
been answered. The verse reads, “That they all may be one; as Thou,
Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one in us; that the
world may believe that Thou hast sent Me.” Here He explains the sense in
which He prays that all believers may be one, not that they should be all
of one denomination or creed, but that they should possess one and the
same spirit; that the same spirit that united the Father and the Son, that is,
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the Holy Spirit, who is in the Father and the Son, might also be in all
Christians. This is plainly His meaning; and that this is true of all real
Christians, that they possess the Holy Spirit, or the Spirit that dwells in
the Father and the Son, no one can doubt who understands and believes his
Bible.

But it is objected again, that Christ prayed to be delivered from crucifixion,
and His prayer was not answered.

I reply, that He did not pray for this, if at all, unqualifiedly. He says, “If it
be possible, nevertheless, not as I will, but as Thou wilt” (Matthew
26:39). If it were the pains of the cross from which His soul shrunk in the
garden, and from which He desired, if possible, to be excused, it is plain
that He did not pray unqualifiedly to be delivered; but, on the contrary,
submitted the question to the will of His Father. But in the prayer, in John
17, He made no such condition. He knew that in this case it was His
Father’s will to grant His request. Of this He had expressly informed His
disciples, as we have seen; that is, that it was His Father’s will to keep and
save all who were given to Christ, and had been drawn by the Father to
Christ. The spirit of this petition accords precisely with His teaching upon
the subject. He had taught before that all believers would be kept and
saved, and that this was His Father’s will; now, could He, either expressly
or impliedly, in this prayer, put in the condition that was in the prayer
just referred to, namely, “If it be Thy will?” But, although what has been
said is a full answer to the assertion that Christ’s prayers were not always
answered, it may be, for some minds, important to say, that it is far from
being certain that Christ prayed to be delivered from crucifixion.

But be this as it may, we are to remember that Christ expressly affirms,
that His Father always hears, that is, answers His prayers.

“And I knew that Thou hearest Me always: but because of the
people which stand by I said it, that they may believe that Thou
hast sent Me” (John 11:42).

Again, Paul says of Christ, “Wherefore He is able also to save them to
the uttermost that come unto God by Him, seeing He ever liveth to make
intercession for them” (Hebrews 7:5).
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Here he asserts, that Christ is able to save unto the uttermost all that come
unto God by Him, seeing He always lives to make intercession for them.
This, as plainly as possible, implies that His intercessions are all
prevailing. Indeed, as He is the mediator, they must be.

Now let us consider how far we have advanced in establishing the
perseverance and final salvation of all believers.

(1.) We have seen, that all the elect to salvation will be saved.

(2.) That all true believers are of this number.

(3.) That God and Christ are able to keep them from apostasy, and
save them.

(4.) That He is willing or wills to do it.

(5.) That Christ expressly prayed for the perseverance and final
salvation of all believers.

(6.) That He prayed in express accordance with the revealed will of His
Father; and:

(7.) That His prayers always prevail and are answered.

In Christ’s prayer in John 17., He expressly affirms that He did not pray
for the world, that is, for all men. He prayed only for those whom the
Father had given Him. For these He prayed, not merely that God would
save them upon condition of their perseverance, but that God would keep
them from the evil that is in the world, and save them, and make them one,
in the sense, that one Spirit should be in them all. He asked manifestly the
same things for all that in future believe, that He asked for those who had
already believed.

Should I proceed no further the argument is complete, and the proof
conclusive. But since this doctrine is so abundantly taught, either
expressly or impliedly, in the Bible, I proceed to the consideration of a
number of other passages which will throw still further light on the
subject.

5. Christ expressly and designedly teaches this doctrine:
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“And this is the Father’s will which hath sent Me, that of all which
He hath given Me, I should lose nothing, but should raise it up
again at the last day. And this is the will of Him that sent Me, that
every one which seeth the Son, and believeth on Him, may have
everlasting life: and I will raise him up at the last day. Verily,
verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on Me hath everlasting
life. I am the living bread which came down from heaven. If any
man eat of this bread, he shall live forever: and the bread that I will
give is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world” (John
6:39, 40, 47, 51).

Here He expressly teaches, as we have before seen, that it is His Father’s
will, that all believers, or all who at any time believe, (for this is plainly
His meaning), shall be saved; that He should lose none of them, but as we
have seen, John 17:2, should give them eternal life. Then He claims ability
to keep and save them agreeably to His Father’s will. This, remember,
respects all believers, or all who are given to Christ, who, we have learned,
are the same persons.

“My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me:
And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish,
neither shall any pluck them out of My hand. My Father which
gave them Me, is greater than all; and none is able to pluck them
out of My Father’s hand” (John 10:27-29).

The whole connection shows, that Christ intended to teach the certainty of
the salvation of all His sheep, or of all the elect, or, which is the same, of
all true believers. But, to this it is objected, that none are sheep any longer
than they remain obedient, and therefore the assertion that He will save the
sheep, does not secure those who at any time sin. But I reply, that Christ
recognizes all the elect as His sheep, whether converted, or whether in a
state of temporary backsliding, or not. He represents His sheep as hearing
His voice, and as following Him, and those who are not of His sheep as
not hearing His voice, and as not following Him,

“And other sheep I have which are not of this fold: them also I
must bring, and they shall hear My voice; and there shall be one
fold, and one shepherd. But ye believe not, because ye are not of
My sheep, as I said unto you” (John 10:16, 26).
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Again,—

“How think ye? If a man have a hundred sheep, and one of them be
gone astray, doth he not leave the ninety and nine, and goeth into
the mountains, and seeketh that which is gone astray? And if so be
that he find it, verily I say unto you, he rejoiceth more of that
sheep, than of the ninety and nine which went not astray. Even so
it is not the will of your Father which is in heaven, that one of
these little ones should perish” (Matthew 18:12-14).

The design of this parable is to teach the doctrine I am defending. If not,
what is its design? This is a full answer to the objection, that no one is
recognized as a sheep who has gone astray.

But again, it is said, that although no one else can pluck the sheep out of
the Father’s hand, yet we can do it ourselves. I grant that we can by
natural possibility; but this objection is good for nothing, for Christ
expressly says,

“My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me:
And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish,
neither shall any pluck them out of My hand. My Father, which
gave them Me, is greater than all; and none is able to pluck them
out of My Father’s hand” (John 10:27-29).

Not only is no one able to pluck them out of His Father’s hand, but Christ
gives unto them eternal life, and they shall never perish. This implies, that
while they might or are able to apostatize and be lost, yet, as a matter of
fact, they never will. What could be made out of all He says of Himself as
a shepherd in this passage, if, after all, He loses some of His sheep? Let
any one ponder the whole chapter and see.

6. Another argument, in support of the doctrine under consideration, I
deduce from the fact, that Paul, an inspired apostle, believed it.

“Paul and Timotheus, the servants of Jesus Christ, to all the saints
in Christ Jesus which are at Philippi, with the bishops and
deacons; Grace be unto you, and peace, from God our Father, and
from the Lord Jesus Christ. I thank my God upon every
remembrance of you, (Always in every prayer of mine for you all
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making request with joy), For your fellowship in the gospel, from
the first day until now. Being confident of this very thing, that He
which hath begun a good work in you will perform it until the day
of Jesus Christ” (Philippians 1:1-6).

Here the apostle represents himself as giving thanks for all the saints at
Philippi, upon the ground of his confidence that He who had begun a good
work in them would perform, or perfect it, until the day of Christ. His
confidence did not rest in them, but in the faithfulness of Christ. He did
not express a confidence, that they would of themselves persevere, but
that He who had begun a good work in them, would carry it on: that is,
that he would so work in them as to keep them, and as to secure their
perseverance to the end. This he expected with respect to all the saints at
Philippi. But if he believed this of all the saints at that place, it is plainly
and fairly inferable that he believed it, simply because he expected this, as
to all true saints. He does not intimate, that he expected this because of
any peculiarity in their case, that is, not because they were better than
other saints, or that God would do more for them than for others. He
seems plainly to have expressed this confidence, upon the ground of his
expectation, that He who begins a good work in any saint, will carry it on
and perfect it until the day of Christ. Should it be said, that Paul intended
merely to express the conviction or opinion of a good man, that the
Philippian saints would be saved, but that he did not intend to utter this as
the voice of inspiration; I reply, that Paul plainly expresses a confidence
that they would all be saved, and that God would perfect the work which
He had begun. Now, how came he by this confidence? He was an inspired
man. If inspiration had taught him that real saints do fall away and are lost,
how could he consistently express so thorough a persuasion, that all the
saints at Philippi would be saved? If Paul believed in the perseverance of
the saints, it must be true, or he was deceived in respect to this important
doctrine. But is it not safe to trust Paul’s opinion of this doctrine? If any
one is disposed to contend, that we cannot with strict justice infer that
Paul believed the same in respect to God’s perfecting the work in all
saints, that he believed in respecting the Philippians, I will not contend
with him with respect to this. It is, however, clear, that Paul no where in
this epistle, nor elsewhere, intimates that he had higher expectations in
regard to the salvation of the Philippians, than he had in respect to the
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salvation of all true saints. In writing to the churches, the apostles appear
to have regarded and spoken of all true saints as the elect-children of God.
They seem to represent the salvation of all such persons as certain, but
always keeping in mind and holding forth, either expressly or by way of
implication, the nature of this certainty, that it was conditionated upon the
right and persevering use of their own agency. They consequently
constantly endeavor to guard the churches against delusion, in regard to
their being real saints, and admonish them to prove themselves in this
respect, and also warn them against the supposition, that they can be
saved, without actual perseverance in faith and obedience to the end of life.

7. The apostles seemed to regard the conversion of sinners as an evidence
that God designed to save them, or that they were of the elect:

“Praising God, and having favor with all the people. And the Lord
added to the church daily such as should be saved” (Acts 2:47).

“And when the Gentiles heard this, they were glad and glorified the
word of the Lord; and as many as were ordained to eternal life,
believed” (Acts 13:48).

In these passages as elsewhere, the conversion of sinners is spoken of as
settling the question of their salvation. But if true saints do fall from grace
and perish, why should the inspired writers so often express themselves,
as if they regarded the regeneration of a person as an indication that he is
one of the elect, and as securing his salvation?

So common is it for Christ and the apostles to speak of regeneration as
settling the question of the salvation of those who are regenerated, that
great multitudes have overlooked the fact, that there was any other
condition of salvation insisted on in the Bible. When the jailor demanded of
Paul and Silas what he should do to be saved, Paul replied to him, “Believe
in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved, and thy house” (Acts
16:31).

Here, as is common in the Bible, faith is spoken of as if it were the sole
condition of salvation. Repentance, faith, regeneration, etc., are often, as
every student of the Bible knows, spoken of as if they were the only
conditions of salvation. Now, it seems to me, that this could not, and
ought not to be, if there is not a certain connection of some sort between
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real conversion and eternal salvation. It is true, the necessity of
perseverance to the end is often mentioned and insisted upon in the Bible
as a condition of salvation, just as might be expected when we consider the
nature of the certainty in question. If there is not, however, certain
connection between true regeneration or faith, or repentance and salvation,
it seems to me incredible, that we should so often find faith, and
repentance, and conversion spoken of as if they secured salvation.

Those who believe are represented as already having eternal life, as not
coming into condemnation, but as having passed from death unto life. The
following passages are specimens of the manner in which the scriptures
speak upon this subject.

“But as many as received Him, to them gave He power to become
the sons of God, even to them that believe in His name; Which
were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh nor of the will
of man, but of God” (John 1:12).

“He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life, and he that
believeth not the Son shall not see life; but the wrath of God
abideth on him. For God so loved the world, that He gave His only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish,
but have everlasting life. He that believeth on Him is not
condemned; but he that believeth not is condemned already,
because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son
of God” (John 3:36, 16, 18).

“But whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him, shall
never thirst: but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a
well of water springing up into everlasting life” (John 4:14).

“Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that heareth My word, and
believeth on Him that sent Me, hath everlasting life, and shall not
come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto life”
(John 5:24).

“All that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me; and him that
cometh to Me I will in no wise cast out. And this is the will of Him
that sent Me, That every one which seeth the Son, and believeth on
Him, may have everlasting life; and I will raise him up at the last
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day. It is written in the prophets, And they shall be all taught of
God. Every man therefore that hath heard, and hath learned of the
Father, cometh unto Me. Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that
believeth on Me hath everlasting life” (John 6:37, 40, 45, 47).

“Then Peter said unto them, Repent, and be baptized every one of
you in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins; and ye
shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost” (Acts 2:38).

“And He said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be
saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned” (Mark 16:15-16).

Now it seems to me, that this numerous class of passages strongly imply
that there is a certain connection of some sort between coming to Christ,
receiving Christ, etc., and eternal life. Observe, I do not contend that
perseverance in faith and obedience is not also a condition of salvation, but
on the contrary, that it actually is. Nor do I contend that such like
representations as the above, settle the question that all who at any time
repent, believe, or come to Christ, will be saved. The thing which I here
intend is, that this class of texts is just what we might expect, if the fact of
regeneration were certainly connected with salvation, and just what it
seems they ought not to be, in case this were not true.

To this it is objected, that many who attended on Christ’s ministry are
represented from time to time as believing, of whom it is almost
immediately said, that they turned back and walked no more with Him.

I answer, that the Bible manifestly recognizes different kinds of faith, such
as an intellectual faith, a faith of miracles, and the faith of the heart. The
following are specimens of the Bible treatment of this subject:

“Then Simon himself believed also: and when he was baptized, he
continued with Philip, and wondered, beholding the miracles and
signs which were done. Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter:
for thy heart is not right in the sight of God” (Acts 8:13, 21).

“Thou believest that there is one God; thou doest well: the devils
also believe and tremble” (James 2:19).
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These and many other passages manifestly speak of an intellectual faith, or
of a simple conviction of the truth.

Matthew 7:22, 23; 1 Corinthians 13:1, 2, are specimens of the manner in
which the faith of miracles is represented.

See Romans 10:9-11; Acts 8:37; Galatians 5:6 These and such like
passages speak of evangelical faith, or the faith of the heart. When the
multitude are spoken of as believing under Christ’s instruction, or in view
of His miracles, and then as going back and walking no more with Him, we
are doubtless to understand those passages as teaching simply, that they
were at the time convinced of His Messiahship, and that they
intellectually believed that He was what He professed to be. But their
history seems to forbid the conclusion that they were truly regenerated, or
that they had the true faith of the gospel.

Again: John speaks of those who openly apostatized as if they had not
been true Christians:

“They went out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had
been of us, they would no doubt have continued with us: but they
went out, that they might be made manifest that they were not all
of us” (1 John 2:19).

Observe the force of the expressions, “They went out from us, but they
were not of us”; that is, were not truly Christians. Why does he say so?
He assigns the reason for this assertion: “for if they had been of us, they
would have continued with us, but they went out that they might be made
manifest that they were not all of us.” That is, a part of the professed
disciples went out from the rest and returned to the world, that it might be
made manifest who were and who were not Christians. I do not say,
however, that this is indubitably taught in this passage; but it cannot be
denied, that this is its most natural construction.

8. The inhabitants of heaven seem to believe that there is a certain
connection between repentance and salvation.

“I say unto you, that likewise joy shall be in heaven over one
sinner that repenteth, more than over ninety and nine just persons
which need no repentance” (Luke 15:7).
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Now surely this joy is premature, unless they expect the penitent to be
saved. If, after all, there is an uncertainty about the result, in their
estimation, and if it may be, or there is a probability, that the penitent will
fall, and suffer a vastly more aggravated damnation than if he had never
been enlightened, one would think that they would at least suspend their
triumph until the result was known. To be sure they might rejoice, if the
sinner broke off temporarily from his sin, and rejoice at the bare prospect
of his salvation; but to me this passage reads just as it might be expected to
read, if they regarded repentance as certainly connected with ultimate
salvation.

Again: there are several parables that seem to take the perseverance of
the saints for granted, or to assume its truth. The one immediately
preceding the verse upon which I have just remarked is one of them.

“And He spake this parable unto them saying: What man of you,
having a hundred sheep, if he lose one of them, doth not leave the
ninety and nine in the wilderness, and go after that which is lost,
until he find it? And when he hath found it, he layeth it on his
shoulders, rejoicing. And when he cometh home, he calleth together
his friends and neighbors, saying unto them, Rejoice with me; for I
have found my sheep which was lost. I say unto you, that likewise
joy shall be in heaven over one sinner that repenteth, more than
over ninety and nine just persons which need no repentance” (Luke
15:3-7).

Now, why this joy at the return of a strayed or lost sheep, if there is no
certainty, or scarcely any probability, that he will not stray again, and be
finally lost with an aggravated destruction? Immediately following this is
another parable of the same import.

“Either what woman, having ten pieces of silver, if she lose one
piece, doth not light a candle, and sweep the house, and seek
diligently till she find it? And when she hath found it, she calleth
her friends and her neighbors together, saying, Rejoice with me; for
I have found that which was lost. Likewise, I say unto you, there is
joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner that
repenteth” (Luke 15:8-10).
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Here again it may be asked, why this great joy at finding the sinner, unless
his conversion is to result in his salvation? I do not quote these passages as
proving the doctrine in question, but only as specimens of the class of
passages that seem to assume the truth of the doctrine, and as being just
what might be expected, if the doctrine is true, and just what might not be
expected if the doctrine is not true.

To this it may be, and has been replied, that there are many passages that
are just what we could not expect, if the perseverance of the saints were
true. The following are relied upon as examples of this class:

“Therefore, leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go
on unto perfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance
from dead works, and of faith toward God; Of the doctrine of
baptisms, and of laying on of hands, and of resurrection of the dead,
and of eternal judgment. And this will we do if God permit. For it is
impossible for those who were once enlightened, and have tasted of
the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost; And
have tasted of the good word of God, and the powers of the world
to come; If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto
repentance; seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh,
and put Him to an open shame” (Hebrews 6:1-6).

“But when the righteous turneth away from righteousness, and
committeth iniquity, and doeth according to all the abominations
that the wicked man doeth, shall he live? All his righteousness that
he hath done shall not be mentioned; in his trespass that he hath
trespassed, and in his sin that he hath sinned, in them shall he die”
(Ezekiel 18:24).

“When I shall say to the righteous, that he shall surely live; if he
trust to his own righteousness and commit iniquity, all his
righteousness shall not be remembered; but for his iniquity that he
hath committed, he shall die for it” (Ezekiel 33:13).

“And ye shall be hated of all men for My name’s sake; but he that
endureth to the end shall be saved” (Matthew 10:22).
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“If a man abide not in Me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is
withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and
they are burned” (John 15:6).

“Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall”
(1 Corinthians 10:12).

“But Christ as a Son over His own house; whose house are we, if
we hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto
the end. Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil
heart of unbelief, in departing from the living God. But exhort one
another daily, while it is called today; lest any of you be hardened
through the deceitfulness of sin. For we are made partakers of
Christ, if we hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast unto
the end” (Hebrews 3:6, 12-14).

“Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left us of entering into
His rest, any of you should seem to come short of it. Let us labor
therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after the same
example of unbelief” (Hebrews 4:1, 11).

“Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling
and election sure: for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall”
(2 Peter 1:10).

In reply to this objection I remark, that instead of these passages being
otherwise than might be expected if the doctrine in question were true, and
therefore implying that the doctrine is not true, they are precisely what
might be expected, if the doctrine as I have stated it, were true. If the
certainty be but a moral certainty, even when the fact of conversion is
settled beyond all doubt, or possibility of mistake, if the final salvation of
the truly regenerate be as really conditionated upon perseverance as if
there was no certainty about it; and if, moreover, the fact of conversion is
seldom settled in this life beyond the possibility of mistake, then these
passages, instead of implying any real uncertainty in regard to the final
salvation of the saints, are just as and what might be expected, because
they are just what is needed, upon the supposition, that the doctrine in
question is true. They do not affirm that any true saints are, or will be,
lost. They do imply the natural possibility, and, humanly speaking, the
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danger of such an event. They further imply, that without watchfulness
and perseverance salvation is impossible. They also imply, that caution,
warning, and threatening, are needed. They also imply, that some men, to
say the least, are not certain of their own salvation, and that they do not
certainly know that they are saints, beyond all possibility of mistake.

Now, these things that are fairly implied in this class of passages are really
true: hence these passages just meet the necessities of the church, and are
therefore just what might be expected when all the facts in the case are
considered. I do not intend that this class of passages imply the truth of
the doctrine under consideration, but that they are consistent with it, and
might be expected, if the doctrine, as I have stated it, be true.

9. Regeneration is represented as securing perseverance in obedience:

First, In those passages that make it the condition of salvation.

Secondly, In those passages that expressly affirm, that the truly
regenerated do not, and cannot, live in sin.

“Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin; for His seed
remaineth in him: and he cannot sin, because he is born of God”
(1 John 3:9).

“Beloved, let us love one another: for love is of God; and every one
that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God” (1 John 4:7).

“Whosoever believeth that Jesus is the Christ is born of God: and
every one that loveth Him that begat, loveth him also that is
begotten of Him. For whatsoever is born of God overcometh the
world: and this is the victory that overcometh the world, even our
faith. We know that whosoever is born of God sinneth not: but he
that is begotten of God keepeth himself, and that wicked one
toucheth him not” (1 John 5:1, 4, 18).

These and similar passages expressly teach the persevering nature of true
religion, through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit: in other words, they
teach that the truly regenerate cannot sin, in the sense at least of living in
anything like habitual sin. They teach, that with all truly regenerate souls,
holiness is at least the rule, and sin only the exception; that instead of its
being true, that the regenerate souls live a great majority of their days
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subsequent to regeneration in sin, it is true that they so seldom sin, that in
strong language it may be said in truth, they do not sin. This language so
strongly and expressly teaches that perseverance is an unfailing attribute of
Christian character, that but for the fact that other passages constrain us to
understand these passages as strong language used in a qualified sense, we
should naturally understand them as affirming that no truly regenerate soul
does at any time sin. But since it is a sound rule of interpreting the
language of an author, that he is, if possible, to be made consistent with
himself; and since John, in other passages in this same epistle and
elsewhere, represents that Christians, or truly regenerate persons, do
sometimes sin; and since this is frequently taught in the Bible, we must
understand these passages just quoted as only affirming a general and not a
universal truth; that is, that truly regenerate persons do not sin anything
like habitually, but that holiness is the rule with them, and sin only the
exception. Certainly these passages cannot be reasonably understood as
affirming and meaning less than this. I know that it has been said, that
being born of God is used by John in these cases in a higher sense, and as
meaning more than simple conversion or regeneration, as representing a
higher state than can be predicated of all true Christians. But observe, he
especially affirms that all who truly believe are born of God.

Again: Christ speaks as if He regarded those only as having truly
believed who persevere in obedience.

“Then said Jesus to those Jews which believed on Him, if ye
continue in My word, then are ye My disciples indeed” (John 8:31).

The parable of the sower appears to have been designed expressly to teach
the persevering nature of true religion.

“A sower went out to sow his seed: and as he sowed, some fell by
the way side, and it was trodden down, and the fowls of the air
devoured it. And some fell upon a rock; and as soon as it was
sprung up, it withered away, because it lacked moisture. And some
fell among thorns; and the thorns sprang up with it, and choked it.
And other fell on good ground, and sprang up, and bare fruit a
hundred fold. And when he had said these things, he cried, He that
hath ears to hear, let him bear. Now the parable is this: The seed is
the word of God. Those by the way side are they that hear; then
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cometh the devil, and taketh away the word out of their hearts, lest
they should believe and be saved. They on the rock are they,
which, when they hear, receive the word with joy; and these have
no root, which for a while believe, and in time of temptation fall
away. And that which fell among thorns are they, which when they
have heard, go forth, and are choked with cares, and riches, and
pleasures of this life, and bring no fruit to perfection. But that on
the good ground are they, which, in an honest and good heart,
having heard the word, keep it, and bring forth fruit with patience”
(Luke 8:5-8, 11-15).

If this parable was not designed to distinguish true religion from its
counterfeits, and to illustrate the persevering nature of true religion, I do
not know, and cannot conceive, what was its design. I need not enlarge
upon it. Let any one read and consider the parable for himself.

Again: the parable of the leaven seems designed also to teach the
progressive and persevering nature of true religion.

“Another parable spake He unto them: the kingdom of heaven
isükike unto leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures
of meal, till the whole was leavened” (Matthew 13:33).

This parable I understand to represent or teach the aggressive nature of
true faith and piety, as it exhibits itself both in the hearts and lives of
individual Christians, and also as it progresses and extends itself in the
world. It is in its nature persevering and aggressive, and when it once truly
exists, it will through grace triumph. When I speak of the persevering
nature of true religion, I do not mean, that religion as it exists in the hearts
of the saints in this life would of itself, if unsupported by the grace and
indwelling Spirit of God, prevail and triumph over its enemies; but the
thing intended is, that through the faithfulness of God, He that has begun
or shall begin a good work in any heart, will perfect it until the day of
Jesus Christ. The persevering character of true religion is owing to the
indwelling Spirit of God.

This leads me to remark again, that repentance is made the condition of
receiving the Holy Spirit; and when this Spirit is received, it is with the
express promise and pledge that He shall abide in the heart for ever.
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“In the last day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried,
saying, If any man thirst let Him come unto Me and drink. He that
believeth on Me, as the Scripture hath said, out of his belly shall
flow rivers of living water. (But this spake He of the Spirit, which
they that believe on Him should receive; for the Holy Ghost was
not yet given; because that Jesus was not yet glorified” (John 7:37,
39).

Here we learn that water represents the Holy Spirit. This is abundantly
taught in the Bible. Now let us hear what Christ said to the woman of
Samaria.

“Jesus answered and said unto her, Whosoever drinketh of this
water shall thirst again. But whosoever drinketh of the water that I
shall give him, shall never thirst: but the water that I shall give him
shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life”
(John 4:13-14).

The prominent truth taught in this text is, that whosoever shall drink of
this water shall never thirst. In this particular respect the Savior contrasts
it with the water of Jacob’s well, and says, 13, 14: “Jesus answered and
said unto her, Whosoever drinketh of this water shall thirst again: but
whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him, shall never thirst;
but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a well of water springing
up into everlasting life.” This Christ plainly states as a fact.

That is, he shall never perish for lack of this Spirit or water, but it shall
abide in him, and spring up into eternal life. The Spirit shall remain in him,
and secure him against falling and perishing. The fact that the Spirit shall
abide with and in all who ever receive Him, and shall prevail to secure their
salvation, seems to be plainly taught in this passage.

Again, —

“But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit
of God dwell in you. Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ,
he is none of His. And if Christ be in you, the body is dead because
of sin; but the Spirit is life because of righteousness. But if the
Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, He
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that raised up Christ from the dead shall also quicken your mortal
bodies by His Spirit that dwelleth in you” (Romans 8:9-11).

Here it is expressly declared, that none are Christians who have not the
Holy Spirit, or Spirit of Christ, and that they who are Christ’s do not walk
after the flesh, but after the Spirit; that they who are Christ’s have
crucified, that is killed, the lusts of the flesh. This is the real character of all
true saints. Such like passages, observe, are designed to distinguish true
religion from its counterfeits, and to teach that perseverance in true
obedience is a characteristic of all real saints.

10. Christ represents it as impossible to deceive the elect: (Matthew
24:24). We have seen that the elect unto salvation include all true
Christians; that is, that all Christians are the elect children of God. They
have come to Christ. Observe, the Savior Himself teaches, as we have seen:

(1.) That no one can come to, or believe in Him, unless the Father draw
Him.

(2.) That the Father draws those, and only those to Christ, whom He
has given to Him.

(3.) That all whom the Father has given to Him shall come to Him, and
of those that come to Him He will lose none, but will raise them up at
the last day.

“No man can come to Me except the Father which hath sent Me, draw
him; and I will raise him up at the last day. It is written in the
prophets, And they shall be all taught of God. Every man therefore
that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto Me. All
that the Father giveth Me shall come to Me; and him that cometh to
Me I will in no wise cast out. For I came down from heaven not to do
Mine own will, but the will of Him that sent Me. And this is the
father’s will which hath sent Me, that of all which he hath given Me I
should lose nothing, but should raise it up again at the last day. And
this is the will of Him that sent Me, that every one which seeth the
Son and believeth on Him may have everlasting life; and I will raise him
up at the last day” (John 6:44, 45, 39, 38, 37, 40).
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False theories are represented as permitted to test the piety of true and
false professors.

“For there must be also heresies among you, that they which are
approved may be made manifest among you” (1 Corinthians 11:19).

Those that are of the elect, or are true children of God, will not follow
heresies. Christ says,

“And when He putteth forth His own sheep, He goeth before
them, and the sheep follow Him; for they know His voice. And a
stranger will they not follow, but will flee from him: for they know
not the voice of strangers. My sheep hear My voice, and I know
them, and they follow Me. And I give unto them eternal life; and
they shall never perish, neither shall any pluck them out of My
hand” (John 10:4, 6, 9, 27, 28).

But those who are not true believers will not, and do not hear and know
His voice, and follow Him.

“But ye believe not, because ye are not of My sheep, as I said unto
you” (John 10:26).

11. The eighth chapter of Romans seems to settle the question, or rather is
of itself a clear proof of the doctrine we are examining. We need to read and
ponder prayerfully the whole chapter, to apprehend distinctly the scope
of the apostle’s teaching upon this subject. He had in the seventh chapter
been dwelling upon and portraying a legal experience. He begins this eighth
chapter by asserting,

“There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. For
the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free from
the law of sin and death. For what the law could not do, in that it
was weak through the flesh, God sending His own Son in the
likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh;
That the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk
not after the flesh but after the Spirit. For they that are after the
flesh do mind the things of the flesh; but they that are after the
Spirit, the things of the Spirit. For to be carnally minded is death;
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but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. Because the carnal
mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God,
neither indeed can be. So then they that are in the flesh cannot
please God. But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit, if so be
that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now, if any man have not the
Spirit of Christ, he is none of His. And if Christ be in you, the
body is dead because of sin; but the Spirit is life, because of
righteousness. But if the Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from
the dead dwell in you, He that raised up Christ from the dead shall
also quicken your mortal bodies by His Spirit that dwelleth in you.
Therefore, brethren, we are debtors, not to the flesh, to live after
the flesh. For if ye live after the flesh, ye shall die; but if ye
through the Spirit do mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall live.
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of
God. For ye have not received the spirit of bondage again to fear;
but ye have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba,
Father. The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are
the children of God: And if children, then heirs; heirs of God and
joint heirs with Jesus Christ: if so be that we suffer with Him, that
we may be also glorified together. For I reckon, that the sufferings
of this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory
which shall be revealed in us” (Romans 8:1-18).

Here he describes the character of true believers as distinguished from mere
legalists, of whom he had been speaking. True believers, he here asserts,
are justified; they are in Christ Jesus; they walk not after the flesh, but
after the Spirit; the righteousness of the law is fulfilled in them, that is, the
law is written in their hearts; they have the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of
adoption; the Spirit witnesses with their spirit that they are the adopted
children of God: “If children, then heirs, heirs of God and joint heirs with
Christ”; the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be compared
to the glory that shall be revealed in them. He says:

“For we are saved by hope; but hope that is seen, is not hope; for
what a man seeth, why doth he yet hope for?” (Romans 8:24).

He then proceeds to notice the ground of this hope:
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“Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities; for we know not
what we should pray for as we ought; but the Spirit itself maketh
intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered. And He
that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit,
because He maketh intercession for the saints according to the will
of God” (Romans 8:26-27).

This, observe, he affirms to be true of all who are Christ’s, or who are true
believers. Of this Spirit He affirms the following things:

(1.) That all Christians possess this Spirit

(2.) That this Spirit bears witness with the spirits of Christians that
they are the children of God.

(3.) That He makes intercession for the saints according to the will of
God; that is, that He prays in them or excites them to pray, and to
pray aright, for those things which it is the will of God to grant to
them. He then says,

“And we know that all things work together for good to them that
love God, to them who are the called according to His purpose”
(Romans 8:28).

Here he represents those who love God, and those who are the called
according to His purpose, as the same persons; and affirms, that we know
that all things shall work together for their good. This he notices as a
second ground of hope. He next proceeds to state, how we know that all
things work together for the good of those that love God: or, which he
regards as the same thing, to those who are the elect, called according to the
election or purpose of God. He says,

“For whom he did foreknow, he also did predestinate to be
conformed to the image of his Son, that he might be the firstborn
among many brethren” (Romans 8:29),

that is, we know it, because they are predestinated to be conformed to the
image of His Son. Not if they will be, but to be, and therefore, all things
must directly or indirectly contribute to this result. He then says,
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“Moreover, whom He did predestinate, them He also called; and
whom He called, them He also justified; and whom He justified,
them He also glorified” (Romans 8:30).

That is, furthermore, we know this, and have good ground of hope from
the fact, that whom he did predestinate to be conformed to the image of
His Son, them, that is the same persons, He also called; and whom, that is,
the same persons whom He had predestinated to be conformed to the
image of His Son and had called, them He also justified; and whom He
predestinated, and called, and justified, them, that is, the same persons, He
also glorified.

Here then, he concludes, is a firm foundation for the hope of which he had
spoken, the grounds of which he had been pointing out. He accordingly
proceeds to say in a spirit of triumph:

“What shall we then say to these things? If God be for us, who can
be against us? He that spared not His own Son, but delivered Him
up for us all, how shall He not with Him also freely give us all
things? Who shall lay anything to the charge of God’s elect? It is
God that justifieth. Who is He that condemneth? It is Christ that
died, yea rather, that is risen again, who is even at the right hand of
God, who also maketh intercession for us” (Romans 8:31-34).

Here he says, “if God be for us, who can be against us?” and then proceeds
to point out several other considerations that enter into this ground of
confidence. All who love God are His elect. God justifies them, and who is
he that condemns them? God is for them, and who shall be against them?
God freely gave His Son for all of them, how much more shall He freely
give them all things? If He did not withhold His Son, surely He would
withhold nothing else from them that was necessary to secure their
salvation. Furthermore, it was Christ that died, and still more and rather,
that had risen again, and maketh intercession for them. If these things are
so, we may well inquire:

“Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall tribulation, or
distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?
(As it is written, For Thy sake we are killed all the day long; we are
accounted as sheep for the slaughter.)” (Romans 8:35-36).
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He then triumphantly affirms,

“Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors, through Him
that loved us. For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor
angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor
things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall
be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ
Jesus our Lord” (Romans 8:37-39).

If Paul in the eighth of Romans does not settle the question, that all the
saints will be saved, how could it be settled? Let us in few words sum up
the argument, as he here presents it:

We are saved already in anticipation, or in hope; and only by hope, for as
yet we have not received our crown. The grounds of this hope are, that we
are in Christ Jesus, have the Spirit of Christ, the Spirit of adoption. We
walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. This Spirit witnesses that we
are children and heirs of God. He makes intercession for us according to
the will of God. We also know, that all things work together for good to
them who love God, for they are the called according to His purpose.
They who are called, that is, effectually called, are called in conformity
with their predestination to be conformed to the image of God. Hence
those who are thus predestinated are called, and justified, and glorified.
Therefore, no one can lay anything to the charge of God’s elect. God
justifies, and who shall condemn them? Christ died for them, yea rather,
has risen and makes intercession for them. God withheld not His Son, and
of course will withhold from Christians nothing that is essential to secure
their salvation. Wherefore he concludes, that nothing shall be able to
separate us from the love of God.

I know that to this it has been replied, that although nothing else can
separate us from the love of God, yet we may separate ourselves from His
love. To this I answer, true; we may, or can do so; but the question is,
shall we, or will any of the elected and called do so? No, indeed; for this is
the thing which the apostle intended to affirm, namely, the certainty of the
salvation of all true saints. The apostle manifestly in this passage assumes,
or affirms, that all who ever truly loved God are elect, or are chosen to be
conformed to the image of His Son; and are called, and sanctified, and
justified, in conformity with such predestination. If this is not his meaning,
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what is? If this is not his meaning, what ground of hope do we, after all,
find in what he says? The apostle seems to have had the same thought in
his mind in writing to the Hebrews.

“Wherein God willing more abundantly to show unto the heirs of
promise the immutability of His counsel, confirmed it by an oath;
that by two immutable things, in which it was impossible for God
to lie, we might have a strong consolation, who have fled for refuge
to lay hold upon the hope set before us; which hope we have as an
anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast, and which entereth into
that within the veil; whither the forerunner is for us entered, even
Jesus, made a high-priest forever, after the order of Melchizedek”
(Hebrews 6:17-20).

There are a great many other passages of scripture, of the same import as
those I have quoted in support of this doctrine, as every one knows who
has taken the trouble to examine for himself. But I have pursued this
investigation far enough. If what has been said fails to satisfy any mind, it
is presumed that nothing which might be added would produce conviction.
I will therefore, after replying to some further objections, conclude the
discussion of this subject.
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LECTURE 50

PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS

OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

1. It is said that the natural tendency of this doctrine condemns it; that it
tends to beget and foster a carnal presumption in a life of sin, on the part
of those who think themselves saints. There is, I reply, a broad and
obvious distinction between the abuse of a good thing or doctrine, and its
natural tendency. The legitimate tendency of a thing or doctrine may be
good, and yet it may be abused and perverted. This is true of the
atonement, and the offer of pardon through Christ. These doctrines have
been, and are, greatly objected to by Universalists and Unitarians, as
having a tendency to encourage the hope of impunity in sin. It is said by
them, that to hold out the idea that Christ has made an atonement for sin,
and that the oldest and vilest sinners may be forgiven and saved, tends
directly to immorality, and to encourage the hope of ultimate impunity in a
life of sin the hope that, after a sinful life, the sinner may at last repent and
be saved.

Now, there is so much plausibility in this objection to the doctrine of
pardon and atonement, that many sensible men have rejected those
doctrines because of this objection. They have regarded the objection as
unanswerable. But a close examination will show, that the objection against
those doctrines is entirely without foundation; and not only so, but that
the real natural tendency of those doctrines affords a strong presumptive
argument in their favor. The telling of a convinced and self-condemned
sinner, that Christ has died for his sins, and offers freely and at once to
forgive all the past, has no natural tendency to beget a spirit of
perseverance in rebellion; but is on the contrary the readiest, and safest,
and I may add, the only effectual method of subduing him, and bringing
him to immediate repentance. But suppose, on the other hand, you tell him
there is no forgiveness, that he must be punished for his sins at all events,
what tendency has this to bring him to immediate and genuine repentance;
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to beget within him the love required by the law of God? Assuring him of
punishment for all his sins, might serve to restrain outward manifestations
of a sinful heart, but certainly it tends not to subdue selfishness, and to
cleanse the heart; whereas the offer of mercy through the death of Christ,
has a most sin subduing tendency. It is such a manifestation to the sinner
of God’s great love to him, His real pity for him, and readiness to overlook
and blot out the past, as tends to break down the stubborn heart into
genuine repentance, and to beget the sincerest love to God and Christ,
together with the deepest self-loathing and self-abasement on account of
sin. Thus the doctrines of the atonement and pardon through a crucified
Redeemer, instead of being condemned by their legitimate tendency, are
greatly confirmed thereby. These doctrines are no doubt liable to abuse,
and so is every good thing; but is this a good reason for rejecting them?
Our necessary food and drink may be abused, and often are, and o are all
the most essential blessings of life. Should we reject them on this account?

It is admitted that the doctrines of atonement and forgiveness through
Christ, are greatly abused by careless sinners and hypocrites; but is this a
good reason for denying and withholding them from the convicted sinner,
who is earnestly inquiring what he shall do to be saved? Who indeed?

It is also admitted, that the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints is
liable to abuse, and often is abused by the carnal and deceived professor;
but is this a good reason for rejecting it, and for withholding its
consolations from the tempted, tempest-tossed saint? By no means. Such
are the circumstances of temptation from within and without, in which the
saints are placed in this life, that when they are made really acquainted
with themselves, and are brought to a proper appreciation of the
circumstances in which they are, they have but little rational ground of
hope, except what is found in this doctrine. The natural tendency and
inevitable consequence of a thorough revelation of themselves to
themselves, would be to beget despair, but for the covenanted grace and
faithfulness of God. What saint who has ever been revealed to himself by
the Holy Spirit, has not seen what Paul saw when he said,

“In me, that is, in my flesh, dwelleth no good thing?” (Romans 7:18)

Who that has been made acquainted with himself, does not know that he
never did, and never will take one step towards heaven, except as he is
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anticipated and drawn by the grace of God in Christ Jesus? Who that
knows himself does not understand that he never would have been
converted, but for the grace of God anticipating and exciting the first
motions of his mind in a right direction? And what true saint does not
know, that such are his former habitudes, and such the circumstances of
trial under which he is placed, and such the downward tendency of his
own soul that although converted, he shall not persevere for an hour,
except the indwelling grace and Spirit of God shall hold him up, and
quicken him in the path of holiness?

Where, I would ask, is the ground of hope for the saints as they exist in
this world? Not in the fact that they have been physically regenerated, so
that to fall is naturally impossible. Not in the fact that they have passed
through any such change of nature as to secure their perseverance for an
hour, if left to themselves. Not in the fact that they can or will sustain
themselves for a day or a moment by their resolutions. Where then is their
hope? There is not even a ground of probability, that any one of them will
ever be saved, unless the doctrine in question be true, that is, unless the
promised grace and faithfulness of God in Christ Jesus goes before, and
from step to step secures their perseverance. But if this grace is promised
to any saint, as his only ground of confidence, or even hope that he shall
be saved, it is equally, and upon the same conditions, promised to all the
saints. No one more than another can place the least reasonable
dependence on anything, except the grace equally promised and
vouchsafed to all. What does a man know of himself who hopes to be
saved, and who yet does not depend wholly on promises of grace in Christ
Jesus?

The natural tendency of true and thorough conviction of sin, and of such a
knowledge of ourselves, as is essential to salvation, is to beget and foster
despondency and despair; and, as I said, the soul in this condition has
absolutely little or no ground of hope of ultimate salvation, except that
which this doctrine, when rightly understood, affords. However far he may
have progressed in the way of life, he sees, when he thoroughly knows the
truth, that he has progressed not a step, except as he has been drawn and
inclined by the indwelling grace and Spirit of Christ; and that he shall
absolutely go no further in the way to heaven, unless the same gracious
influence is continued, in such a sense, and to such an extent, as to
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overcome all the temptations with which he is beset. His only hope is in
the fact, that God has promised to keep and preserve him. Nothing but
God’s faithfulness to His Son procured the conversion of any saint.
Nothing but this same faithfulness has procured his perseverance for a
day, and nothing else can render the salvation of any soul at all probable.
What can a man be thinking about, or what can he know of himself, who
does not know this? Unless the same grace that secures the conversion of
the saints, secures their perseverance to the end, there is no hope for them.
It is true, that the promises to sinners and to saints are conditionated upon
their faith, and upon the right exercise of their own agency; and it is also
true, that grace secures the fulfillment of the conditions of the promises, in
every instance in which they are fulfilled, or they never would be fulfilled.

We have seen that the promises of the Father to the Son secure the
bestowment upon the saints of all grace to ensure their final salvation. It
shocks and distresses me to hear professed Christians talk of being saved
at all, except upon the ground of the anticipating, and persevering, and sin-
overcoming, and hell-subduing grace of God in Christ Jesus. Why, I should
as soon expect the devil to be saved, as that any saint on earth will be, if
left, with all the promises of God in his hands, to stand and persevere
without the drawings, and inward teachings, and over-persuading
influences of the Holy Spirit. Shame on a theology that suspends the
ultimate salvation of the saints upon the broken reed of their own
resolutions in their best estate! Their firmest resolutions are nothing unless
they are formed and supported by the influence of the Spirit of grace,
going before, and exciting, and persuading to their formation and their
continuance. This is everywhere taught in the Bible; and who that has
considered the matter does not know, that this is the experience of every
saint? Where, then, is the ground of hope, if the doctrine in question be
denied? “If the foundation be destroyed, what shall the righteous do?”
Where, then, is the evil tendency of this doctrine? It has naturally no evil
tendency. Can the assurance of eternal salvation through the blood, and
love, and grace of Christ, have a natural tendency to harden the heart of a
child of God against his Father and his Saviour? Can the revealed fact, that
he shall be more than a conqueror through Christ, beget in him a
disposition to sin against Christ? Impossible! This doctrine, though liable
to abuse by hypocrites, is nevertheless the sheet anchor of the saints in
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hours of conflict. And shall the children be deprived of the bread of life,
because sinners will pervert the use of it to their own destruction? This
doctrine is absolutely needful to prevent despair, when conviction is deep,
and conflicts with temptation are sharp. Its natural tendency is to slay and
keep down selfishness, to forestall selfish efforts and resolutions, and to
sustain the confidence of the soul at all times. It tends to subdue sin, to
humble the soul under a sense of the great love and faithfulness of God in
Christ Jesus; to influence the soul to live upon Christ, and to renounce
entirely and for ever all confidence in the flesh. Indeed, its tendency is the
direct opposite of that asserted in the objection. It is the abuse, and not the
natural tendency of this doctrine, against which this objection is urged. But
the abuse of a doctrine is no reason why it should be rejected.

2. But it is said that real saints do sometimes fall into at least temporary
backsliding, in which cases the belief of this doctrine tends to lull them into
carnal security, and to prolong their backsliding, if not to embolden them
to apostatize.

To this I reply that if real Christians do backslide, they lose for the time
being their evidence of acceptance with God; and withal they know that in
their present state they cannot be saved. This objection is leveled rather
against that view of perseverance that says “once in grace, always in
grace”; that teaches the doctrine of perpetual justification upon condition
of one act of faith. The doctrine as stated in these lectures, holds out no
ground of hope to a backslider, except upon condition of return and
perseverance to the end. Moreover, the doctrine as here taught is, that
perseverance in holiness, in the sense, that, subsequent to regeneration
holiness is at least the rule, and sin only the exception, is an attribute of
Christian character. Every moment, therefore, a backslider remains in sin,
he must have less evidence that he is a child of God.

But as I said, he loses confidence in his own Christianity, and in this state
of backsliding he does not believe the doctrine of perseverance, as a
doctrine of revelation. It is absurd to say, that while backslidden from God
he still has faith in His word, and believes this doctrine as a Christian
doctrine, and upon the strength of the testimony of God. He does not in
this state really believe the doctrine, and therefore it is not the tendency of
the doctrine when believed that harms him, but a gross abuse and
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perversion of it. But the perversion of a doctrine is no objection to it. The
real tendency of the doctrine is to break the heart of the backslider, to
exhibit to him the great love, and faithfulness, and grace of God which tend
naturally to subdue selfishness, and to humble the heart. When backsliders
are emboldened by this doctrine and rendered presumptuous, it is never by
any other than a gross perversion and abuse of it.

Those who persist in such objections should reflect upon their own
inconsistency, in making a manifest perversion and abuse of this doctrine
an objection to it, when they hold other doctrines, equally liable to abuse
and equally abused, in spite of such abuse. Let such persons see, that they
are practically adopting a principle, and insisting upon its application in
this case, which, if carried out, would set aside the whole gospel.

3. It is objected, that the Bible speaks of the saints as if there were real
danger of their being lost. It requires them to spend the time of their
sojourning here in fear, and abounds with cautions, and warnings, and
threatenings, that are certainly out of place, and not at all to be regarded, if
the salvation of the saints is a revealed certainty. How, it is inquired, can
we fear, if God has revealed the certainty of our salvation? Is not fear in
such a case a result of unbelief? Can God reveal to us the fact, that we shall
certainly be saved, and then call on us or exhort us to fear that we shall not
be saved? Can He require us to doubt His word and His oath? If God has
revealed the certainty of the salvation of all true saints, can any saint fear
that he shall not be saved without downright unbelief? And can God
approve and even enjoin such fears? If a person is conscious of possessing
the character ascribed to the true saints in the Bible, is he not bound upon
the supposition that this doctrine is true, to have and to entertain the most
unwavering assurance that he shall be saved? Has he any right to doubt it,
or to fear that he shall not be saved?

I answer, that no true saint who has an evidence or an earnest of his
acceptance with God, such as the true saint may have, has a right to doubt
for a moment that he shall be saved, nor has he a right to fear, that he shall
not be saved. I also add, that the Bible nowhere encourages, or calls upon
the saints to fear, that they shall not be saved, or that they shall be lost. It
calls on them to fear something else, to fear to sin or apostatize, lest they
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should be lost, but not that they shall sin and be lost. The following are
specimens of the exhortations and warnings given to the saints:

“Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temptation; the spirit
indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak” (Matthew 26:41).

“Take ye heed, watch and pray; for ye know not when the time is.
For the Son of Man is as a man taking a far journey, who left his
house, and gave authority to his servants, and to every man his
work, and commanded the porter to watch. Watch ye therefore; for
ye know not when the master of the house cometh, at even, or at
midnight, or at cock-crowing, or in the morning; Lest, coming
suddenly, he find you sleeping. And what I say unto you, I say
unto all, Watch”
(Mark 13:33-37).

“Blessed are those servants, whom the Lord when he cometh, shall
find watching; verily I say unto you, That He shall gird Himself,
and make them to sit down to eat, and will come forth and serve
them” (Luke 12:37).

“Wherefore, let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall”
(1 Corinthians 5:12).

“Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong”
(1 Corinthians 19:13).

“See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
redeeming the time, because the days are evil” (Ephesians 5:15, 16).

“Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of
His might. Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be able to
stand against the wiles of the devil” (Ephesians 6:10-11).

“Only let your conversation be as it becometh the gospel of Christ;
that whether I come and see you, or else be absent, I may hear of
your affairs, that ye stand fast in one spirit, with one mind striving
together for the faith of the gospel; And in nothing terrified by
your adversaries; which is to them an evident token of perdition,
but to you of salvation, and that of God” (Philippians 1:27, 28).
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“Therefore, let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch and be
sober” (1 Thessalonians 5:6).

“Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, where unto
thou art also called, and hast professed a good profession before
many witnesses” (1 Timothy 6:12).

“Thou therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ”
(2 Timothy 2:3).

“But watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an
evangelist, make full proof of thy ministry” (2 Timothy 4:5).

“But the end of all things is at hand; be ye therefore sober, and
watch unto prayer” (1 Peter 4:7).

“And ye shall be hated of all men for My name’s sake; but he that
endureth to the end shall be saved” (Matthew 10:22).

“If a man abide not in Me, he is cast forth as a branch, and is
withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and
they are burned” (John 15:6).

“Who will render to every man according to his deeds; To them
who, by patient continuance in well-doing seek for glory, and
honor, and immortality, eternal life” (Romans 2:6-7).

“But I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection; lest that
by any means, when I have preached to others, I myself should be
a castaway” (1 Corinthians 9:27).

“We, then, as workers together with Him, beseech you also that ye
receive not the grace of God in vain” (2 Corinthians 6:1).

“If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and be not moved
away from the hope of the gospel, which we have heard, and which
was preached to every creature which is under heaven: whereof I
Paul am made a minister” (Colossians 1:23).

“But Christ as a Son over His own house; whose house are we, if
we hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto
the end. Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil
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heart of unbelief, in departing from the living God. But exhort one
another daily, while it is called today; lest any of you be hardened
through the deceitfulness of sin. For we are made partakers of
Christ, if we hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast unto
the end” (Hebrews 3:6, 12-14).

“Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left us of entering into
His rest, any of you should seem to come short of it. Let us labor
therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after the same
example of unbelief” (Hebrews 4:1, 11).

“Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling
and election sure; for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall”
(2 Peter 1:10).

“Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer; behold, the
devil shall cast some of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and
ye shall have tribulation ten days; be thou faithful unto death, and I
will give thee a crown of life. He that hath an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit saith unto the churches; he that overcometh shall not be
hurt of the second death. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the
Spirit saith unto the churches: To him that overcometh will I give
to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in
the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth, saving he
that receiveth it. And he that overcometh, and keepeth My words
unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations”
(Revelation 2:10, 11, 17, 26).

“He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will be his God,
and he shall be My son” (Revelation 21:7).

“And if ye call on the Father, who without respect of persons
judgeth according to every man’s work, pass the time of your
sojourning here in fear” (1 Peter 1:17).

I find no instance in the Bible in which the saints are enjoined or exhorted
to fear that they shall actually be lost; but, on the contrary, this kind of
fear is everywhere, in the word of God, discountenanced and rebuked, and
the saints are exhorted to the utmost assurance that Christ will keep and
preserve them to the end, and finally bestow on them eternal life. They are
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warned against sin and apostasy, and are informed that if they do
apostatize they shall be lost. They are expressly informed, that their
salvation is conditionated upon their perseverance in holiness to the end.
They are also called upon to watch against sin and apostasy; to fear both,
lest they should be lost.

“Let us therefore fear, lest a promise being left us of entering into His
rest, any of you should seem to come short of it” (Hebrews 9:1).

“Therefore, leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go
on unto perfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance
from dead works, and of faith toward God, of the doctrine of
baptism, and of laying on of hands, and of resurrection of the dead,
and of eternal judgment. And this will we do, if God permit. For it is
impossible for those who were once enlightened, and have tasted of
the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost; And
have tasted the good word of God, and the powers of the world to
come, If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto repentance;
seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put
Him to an open shame” (Hebrews 6:1-6).

“Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil heart of
unbelief, in departing from the living God. But exhort one another
daily, while it is called today; lest any of you be hardened through
the deceitfulness of sin. For we are made partakers of Christ, if we
hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast unto the end”
(Hebrews 3:12-14).

They are required to fear to sin, but not to fear that they shall sin in any
sense that implies any expectation of sinning. They are to fear to
apostatize, but not to expect, or fear that they shall apostatize. They are
to fear to be lost, but not that they shall be lost. To fear to sin lest we
should be lost, is a very different thing from fearing that we shall sin and
shall be lost. There is just as much need of our fearing to sin, and of fearing
to be lost, as there would be if there were no certainty of our salvation.
When we consider the nature of the certainty of the salvation of the saints,
that it is only a moral and conditional certainty, we can see the propriety
and the necessity of the warnings and threatenings which we find
addressed to them in the Bible. The language of the Bible is just what it
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might be expected to be, in case the salvation of the saints were certain,
with a moral and conditional certainty.

But again: this objection is based upon a gross error in respect to the
philosophy of moral government. Moral law exists with its sanctions as
really in heaven as on earth, and its sanctions have in heaven the very
influence that they ought to have on earth. It is as true in heaven as on
earth, that the soul that sinneth shall die. Now, can the sanctions of law
exert no influence in heaven? I suppose no reasonable person will doubt
the certainty, and the known certainty of the perseverance of all saints
there. But if they are certain that they shall not sin and fall, can they not
be the subjects of fear in any sense? I answer, yes. They are naturally able
to sin, and may be sometimes placed under circumstances where they are
tempted to selfishness. Indeed, the very nature of mind renders it certain,
that the saints will always have need of watchfulness against temptation
and sin.

Now, it is the design of the sanctions of law in all worlds to produce hope
on the one hand, and fear on the other; in holy beings the hope of reward,
and the fear to sin lest they should perish. This hope and fear in a being
duly influenced by them, is not selfishness. It is madness and desperate
wickedness not to be influenced by them. Our reason affirms that we
ought to be influenced by them, that our own salvation is of infinite value,
and that our damnation were an infinite evil. It therefore affirms that we
ought to secure the one and to avoid the other. This is law both on earth
and in heaven. This we are not to do selfishly, that is, to seek our own
salvation, or to avoid our own damnation, exclusively or only, but to seek
to save as many as possible; to love our neighbor as ourselves, and
ourselves as our neighbor. In all worlds the sanctions of law ought to have
their influence, and with holy beings they have. Holy beings are really
subjects of fear to sin, and to be lost, and are the only beings who have the
kind of fear which God requires, and which it is the design of the sanctions
of law and of the gospel to inspire. What! Are we to be told that a
certainty of safety is wholly inconsistent with every kind and degree of
fear? What, then, is the use of law in heaven? Must a man on earth or in
heaven doubt whether he shall have eternal life, in order to leave room for
the influence of moral law, and of hope, and of fear, or in order to leave
play for the motives of moral government? There is room for the same fear
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in heaven that ought to be on earth. No one has a right to expect to violate
the precept, and thereby incur the penalty of law. But every one is bound
to fear to do so. The penalty was never designed on earth, any more than it
is in heaven, to beget a slavish fear, or a fear that we shall sin and be
damned; but only a fear to sin and be damned. A fear to sin and to be lost,
will, to all eternity, no doubt, be a means of confirming holy beings in
heaven. The law will be the same there as here. Free agency will be the
same there as here. Perseverance in holiness will be a condition of
continued salvation there as really as here. There may, and doubtless will,
be temptations there as well as here. They will, therefore, need there
substantially the same motives to keep them that they need and have here.
There will there be laws and conditions of continued bliss as here. There
will be the same place, and in kind, if not in degree, the same occasion for
fear there that there is here. I say again, that the objection we are
considering, overlooks both the true philosophy of mind, and of the
influence of the sanctions of moral law.

The objection we are considering is based upon the assumption that
warnings, exhortation to fear, etc., are inconsistent with the revealed
certainty of the salvation of the saints. But does not the Bible furnish
abundant instances of warning in cases where the result is revealed as
certain? The case of Paul’s shipwreck is in point. This case has been once
alluded to, but I recur to it for the sake of illustration in this place. God, by
Paul, revealed the fact, that no life on board the ship should be lost. This
he declared as a fact, without any revealed qualification or condition. But
when the sailors, who alone knew how to manage the ship, were about to
abandon her, Paul informs them that their abiding in the ship was a
condition of their salvation from death. The means were really as certain as
the end; yet the end was conditionated upon the means, and if the means
failed, the end would fail. Therefore, Paul appealed to their fears of death
to secure them against neglecting the means of safety. He did not intend to
excite in them a distrust of the promise of God, but only to apprise them
of the conditional nature of the certainty of their safety which had been
revealed to them, and thus cause them at once to fear to neglect the means,
and to confide in the certainty of safety in the diligent use of them. But
this is a case, be it understood, directly in point, and by itself affords a full
answer to the objection under consideration. It is a case where a revealed
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certainty of the event was entirely consistent with warning and
threatening. Nay, it is a case where the certainty, though real, was
dependent upon the warning and threatening, and the consequent fear to
neglect the means. This case is a full illustration of the revealed certainty of
the ultimate salvation of the saints; and were there no other case in the
Bible where warning and threatening are addressed to those whose safety
is revealed, this case would be a full answer to the assertion, that warnings
and threatenings are inconsistent with revealed certainty. Paul feared to
have the means of safety neglected, but he did not fear that they really
would be, because he knew that they would not.

To the pertinency of this case as an illustration, it is objected, that the
prophet pronounced the destruction of Nineveh in forty days to be
certain, as really as Paul in this case revealed the certainty of the safety of
all on board the ship; therefore, it is contended that Paul did not intend to
reveal the result as certain, because when a revelation was made respecting
the destruction of Nineveh, in just as unqualified terms, the event showed
that it was not certain. To this I reply, that in the case of Jonah, it is
manifest from the whole narrative that neither Jonah nor the Ninevites
understood the event as unconditionally certain. Jonah expressly assigned
to God his knowledge of the uncertainty of the event, as an excuse for not
delivering his message. So the people themselves understood, that the
event might not be certain, as their conduct abundantly shows. The
difference in the two cases is just this: one was a real and a revealed
certainty, and the other was neither. Why then should this case be adduced
as setting aside that of the shipwreck? But it is said, that no condition was
revealed in the one case more than in the other. Now so far as the history
is recorded, no mention is made in the case of Nineveh, that Jonah
intimated that there was any condition upon which the destruction of the
city could be avoided: yet it is plain, that both Jonah and the Ninevites
understood the threatening to be conditional, in the sense of the event’s
being uncertain. Jonah himself did not expect it with much certainty. But
in the case of Paul, he expressly affirms, that he believed God that it
should be as he had declared, that there should be the loss of no man’s life,
and he encouraged them to believe the same thing. Paul understood the end
to be certain, though he knew, and soon informed them, that the certainty
was a moral one, and conditionated upon the diligent use of means. The
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two cases are by no means parallel. It is true that Nineveh would have
been destroyed, had they not used the appropriate mans to prevent it; and
the same is true of the ship’s crew; and it is also true that, in both cases, it
was really certain that the means would not be neglected; yet in one case,
the certainty was really understood to be revealed, and was believed in,
and not in the other. Now observe, the point to be illustrated by reference
to this case of shipwreck. It is just this: Can a man have any fear, and can
there be ground and need of caution and fear, where there is a real and
revealed, and believed or known certainty? The objection I am answering
is, that, if the salvation of the saints is certain, and revealed as such, and is
believed to be certain, there is then no ground of fear, and no necessity or
room for warning, threatening, etc. But this case of shipwreck is one in
which all these things meet.

(1.) The event was certain, and of course the conditions were sure to be
fulfilled.

(2.) The certainty was revealed.

(3.) It was believed. Yet,

(4.) There was warning, and threatening, and fear, to neglect the means.
But these things did not all meet in the case of Jonah and the Ninevites.
In this case,

(1.) It was not certain that the city would be destroyed.

(2.) It was not understood to be revealed as certain.

(3.) It was not believed to be certain.

Why, then, I ask again, should these cases be taken as parallels?

Paul repeatedly speaks of his own salvation as certain, and yet in a manner
that conditionates it upon his perseverance in faith and obedience to the
end. He says:

“For I know that this shall turn to my salvation through your
prayer, and the supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ. And having
this confidence, I know I shall abide and continue with you all, for
your furtherance and joy of faith” (Philippians 1:19, 25).
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“And the Lord shall deliver me from every evil work, and will
preserve me unto His heavenly kingdom to whom be glory forever
and ever” (2 Timothy 4:18).

In this place it is plain, that he regarded his perseverance and ultimate
salvation, by and through the grace of God, as certain. Paul everywhere, as
every attentive reader of the Bible knows, renounces all hope but in the
indwelling grace and Spirit of Christ. Still, he felt confident of his salvation.
But if he had no confidence in himself, on what was his confidence based?
Again:

“For the which cause I also suffer these things: nevertheless I am
not ashamed; for I know whom I have believed, and am persuaded
that He is able to keep that which I have committed unto Him
against that day” (2 Timothy 1:12).

Here again Paul expresses the fullest confidence of his own salvation. He
did not merely intend to say that Christ was able, if He was disposed, to
keep that which he had committed to Him, but he assumed His willingness
and asserted His ability, as the ground of his confidence. That he here
expressed entire confidence in his ultimate salvation, cannot reasonably be
doubted. He did not say that he was persuaded that Christ was able to
save him, if he persevered; but his confidence was founded in the fact, that
Christ was able to secure his perseverance. It was because he was
persuaded that Christ was able to keep him, that he had any assurance, and
I might add even hope, of his own salvation. The same reason he assigned
as the ground of confidence that others would be saved. To the
Thessalonians he says,

“But the Lord is faithful, who shall establish you, and keep you
from evil” (2 Thessalonians 3:3).

Again, Jude says,

“Now unto Him that is able to keep you from falling, and to
present you faultless before the presence of His glory with
exceeding joy” (Jude 24).

Again, Peter says, of all the elect or saints,
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“Who are kept by the power of God through faith unto salvation,
ready to be revealed in the last time” (1 Peter 1:5).

Thus we see, that the ground of confidence with the apostles was, that
God and Christ could and would keep them, not without their own efforts,
but that He would induce them to be faithful, and so secure this result. The
same was true of Christ, as is manifested in His last prayer for them.

“I pray not that Thou shouldest take them out of the world, but
that Thou shouldest keep them from the evil. They are not of the
world, even as I am not of the world” (John 17:15, 16).

But the apostles frequently express their confidence, both in the certainty
of their own salvation, and also in the salvation of those to whom they
wrote. Paul says,

“I therefore so run, not as uncertainly, so fight I, not as one that
beateth the air: But I keep under my body, and bring it into
subjection: lest that by my means, when I have preached to others,
I myself should be a castaway” (1 Corinthians 9:26, 27).

Here he expresses the fullest confidence that he shall win the crown, but at
the same time recognizes the condition of his salvation, and informs us that
he took care to fulfil it, lest he should be a castaway. He says, verse 26: “I
therefore so run, not as uncertainly, so fight I, not as one who beateth the
air.” He alludes to the Olympic games, and in this connection says,

“Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one
receiveth the prize? So run, that ye may obtain. And every man
that striveth for the mastery is temperate in all things. Now they
do it to obtain a corruptible crown, but we an incorruptible” (1
Corinthians 9:24, 25).

He then adds, verses 26 and 27:

“I therefore so run, not as uncertainly, so fight I not as one that
beateth the air: But I keep under my body, and bring it into
subjection; lest that by any means, when I have preached to others,
I myself should be a castaway.”
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Of those who ran in these games, but one could win the prize. But not so
in the Christian race: here all might win. In those games, because but one
could possibly win, there was much uncertainty in respect to whether any
one in particular could win the prize. In the Christian race there was no
need of any such uncertainty. As it respected himself he says, “I therefore
so run, not as uncertainly, so fight I, not as one that beateth the air”: that
is, I do not run with any uncertainty or irresolution, because of uncertainty
in respect to whether I shall win the prize. Nor do I fight as one that
beateth the air, or as one who fights uncertainly or in vain; but while I have
this confidence, I keep under my body. It has been denied that Paul
intended to express a confidence in his salvation in this place; but this
cannot be reasonably denied. He was speaking in this connection of the
Christian race, and of the conditions of winning the victor’s crown. He
affirms that there was no real uncertainty whether he should win the
crown. In the Olympic games there was uncertainty, because but one could
win; but here no such ground of uncertainty existed; and, moreover, with
him there was no real uncertainty at all, while at the same time he
understood the conditional nature of the certainty, and kept under his
body, etc. Can any one suppose that Paul really had any doubt in regard to
his own ultimate salvation? Now observe, these passages in respect to
Paul are not adduced to prove that all saints will be saved; nor that, if Paul
was sure of his salvation, therefore all saints may be. To prove this is not
my present design, but simply to show, that while Paul was sure, and had
no doubt of his ultimate salvation, he yet feared to neglect the means. He
was not disheartened in the Christian race with a sense of uncertainty, as
they who ran in the Olympic games. He was not, as they might be,
irresolute on account of their great uncertainty of winning. He expected to
win, and yet he dared not neglect the conditions o winning. Nay, he
expected to win, because he expected to fulfil the conditions; and he
expected to fulfil the conditions, not because he had any confidence in
himself, but because he confided in the grace and Spirit of God to secure
his perseverance. Nevertheless, he kept under his body, and feared self-
indulgence, lest he should be a castaway.

Paul affirms of the Thessalonians, that he knew their election of God.
“Knowing, brethren beloved, your election of God” (1 Thessalonians
1:14). In both his epistles to this church, he often speaks of them in a
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manner that implies, that he regarded their salvation as certain, and yet he
also frequently warns and exhorts them to faithfulness, and to guard
against being deceived by false teachers, etc.

“Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and by our gathering together unto him, that ye be not soon
shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit nor by word, nor
by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. Let no
man deceive you by any means; for that day shall not come, except
there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the
son of perdition” (2 Thessalonians 2:1-3).

He addresses the same strain of exhortation to them that he does to all
Christians, and plies them with admonition and warning, just as might be
expected, considering the moral and conditional nature of the certainty of
their salvation.

In writing to the Philippians, he says,

“Being confident of this very thing, that He which hath begun a
good work in you, will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ.
Even as it is meet for me to think this of you all, because I have
you in my heart; inasmuch as both in my bonds, and in the defence
and confirmation of the gospel, ye are all partakers of my grace”
(Philippians 1:6, 7).

Here he expresses the confidence of an inspired apostle, that Christ would
secure their salvation. But yet, he says:

“Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my
presence only, but now much more in my absence, work out your
own salvation with fear and trembling; For it is God which worketh
in you, both to will and to do of His good pleasure”
(Philippians 2:12-13).

Here he warns them to work out their salvation with fear and trembling.
There is no stronger passage than this, where the saints are exhorted to
fear; and mark, this is addressed to the very persons of whom he had just
said,
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“Being confident of this very thing, that He which hath begun a
good work in you, will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ”
(Philippians 1:6).

Almost at the same breath he expresses the confidence of an inspired
apostle, that he who had begun a good work in them would carry it on
until the day of Jesus Christ; that is, that He would surely save them; and
at the same time exhorts them to “work out their salvation with fear and
trembling.” Paul also addresses the church at Ephesus as follows:

“Paul an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, to the saints
which are at Ephesus, and to the faithful in Christ Jesus: Grace be
to you and peace, from God our Father, and from the Lord Jesus
Christ: Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places
in Christ: According as He hath chosen us in Him before the
foundation of the world, that we should be holy, and without
blame before Him in love: Having predestinated us unto the
adoption of children by Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the
good pleasure of His will, To the praise of the glory of His grace,
wherein He hath made us accepted in the Beloved. In whom we
have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of sins,
according to the riches of His grace; Wherein He hath abounded
toward us in all wisdom and prudence; Having made known unto
us the mystery of His will, according to His good pleasure which
He hath purposed in Himself: That in the dispensation of the
fullness of times, He might gather together in one all things in
Christ, both which are in heaven and which are on earth, even in
Him: In whom also we have obtained an inheritance, being
predestinated according to the purpose of Him who worketh all
things after the counsel of His own will: That we should be to the
praise of His glory, who first trusted in Christ” (Ephesians 1:1-12).

Now, let any one read the epistle through, and he will find, that these same
elect persons are addressed throughout with precept, exhortation, and
warning, just as all other saints throughout the Bible. To quote the
instances of this were only to quote much of the epistle. Indeed this is the
common usage of the inspired writers, to address the saints as the elect of
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God, as persons whose salvation was secure as a matter of fact, but whose
salvation was after all conditionated upon their perseverance in holiness;
and they hence proceed to warn, admonish, and exhort them, just as we
might expect when we consider the nature of the certainty of which they
were speaking.

But if it be still urged, that the fact of election is not revealed in any case to
the individuals who compose the elect; that if the fact of election were
revealed to any one, to him threatenings and warnings would be out of
place; I reply, that this is only saying, that if certainty is revealed as such
at any time, and in respect to anything, then warnings, and threatenings,
and fears, are wholly out of place. But this is not true, as we have seen in
the case of the shipwreck. Here the certainty was revealed to the
individuals concerned, and accredited. Christ also revealed to His apostles
the fact of their election, as we have seen, also to Paul. Can any one
reasonably call in question the fact, that the apostles understood well their
election of God, not only to the apostleship, but also to eternal life?
Observe again, what Paul says in writing to the church at Ephesus, in the
passage which has just been quoted. Here he expressly recognizes himself
as one of the elect, as he does elsewhere, and as the apostles always do,
directly or by way of implication, and yet Paul and the other apostles did
not feel that warning, and watchfulness, and fear to sin were at all out of
place with them.

Job speaks as if the certainty of his salvation had been revealed to him. He
says:

“For I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that He shall stand at
the latter day upon the earth. And though after my skin worms
destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God: Whom I shall
see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not another; though
my reins be consumed within me” (Job 19:25-27).

Can any one suppose that Job regarded threatenings, and warnings, and
fear to sin, as out of place with him? It is generally admitted, that there is
such a thing as the full assurance of faith or hope, or as attaining to the
certain knowledge that salvation is secure to us. But would a saint who has
made this attainment be less affected than others by all the threatenings,
and warnings, and exhortations to fear, found in the Bible? Would such
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souls cease to tremble at the word of God? Would they cease to pass their
time of sojourning here with fear? Would they cease to “work out their
salvation with fear and trembling?” Would God no longer regard them as
belonging to the class of persons mentioned in:

“For all those things hath Mine hand made, and all those things have
been, saith the Lord: but to this man will I look, even to him that is
of a contrite spirit, and trembleth at My word?” (Isaiah 66:2).

Christ prayed for the salvation of His apostles, in their presence, in such a
manner as to leave no room for them to doubt their ultimate salvation, if
they expected His prayers to be answered. He did the same with respect
to all that should believe on Him through their word. Now will you affirm,
that they who are conscious of believing in Jesus, must cease to have
confidence in the efficacy of His prayers, before they can feel the power,
and propriety, and influence of warnings, and threatenings, and the various
motives that are addressed to the elect of God to preserve them from
falling? The supposition is preposterous. What! Must we doubt the
efficacy of His prayers, in order to credit and appreciate the force of His
warnings? In fact, the more holy any one is, and the more certain he is of
his eternal salvation, the more does sin become an object of loathing, of
fear, and even of terror, to him. The more holy he is, the more readily he
trembles at the word of God, and the more sensibly and easily he is
affected by a contemplation of sin and divine wrath, the more awful and
terrible these things appear to him, and the more solemnly do they affect
him, although he has the fullest assurance that he shall never taste of either
sin or hell. It is true, indeed, as we shall have occasion to remark hereafter,
that in general, the Bible assumes that individuals are not sure of their
salvation and upon that assumption proceeds to warn them.

But still it is insisted that, if the end is certain, so are the means; and if one
is revealed as certain, so is the other; and that therefore it is absurd, and
implies unbelief, to fear that we shall neglect the means, or that either the
end or means will fail. But as we have said, to fear to neglect the means,
and to fear that we shall neglect them, are not the same. We are naturally
able to neglect them, and there is just as much real danger of our neglecting
them, as there would be if no revelation were made about it, unless the
revelation of the certainty of their use be a means of securing the use of
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them. We are therefore to fear to neglect them. There is, in fact, as much
real danger of our neglecting the means of our salvation, as there is that any
event whatever will be different from what it turns out to be. There is no
more real danger in one case than in the other; but in one case the certainty
is revealed, and in the other not. Therefore, when the certainty is not
revealed, it is reasonable to fear that the event will not be as we desire, and
as it ought to be. But in the other, that is, when the certainty is revealed,
we have no right to fear that it will be otherwise than as revealed, nor to
fear that the means will in fact be neglected; but in all such cases we should
fear to neglect the means, as really and as much, as if no revelation of
certainty had been made; just as Paul did in the case of his shipwreck.

Again, it is inquired, are we not to fear that any of the saints will be lost,
and pray for them under the influence of this fear? I answer, no. The saints
are the elect. None of God’s elect will be lost. We are to pray for them as
Christ prayed for His apostles, and as He prayed for all believers, not with
the fear that they will be lost, for this were praying in unbelief; but we are
to pray for all persons known to be saints, that they may persevere unto
the end and be saved, with confidence that our prayer will be answered.
But it is said, that Paul expressed doubts in regard to the salvation of the
churches in Galatia. I answer, that he expressed no doubt in respect to
their ultimate salvation; he says,

“I desire to be present with you now, and to change my voice;
for I stand in doubt of you” (Galatians 4:20).

In the margin it reads, “I am perplexed for you.” He says in the next
chapter:

“I have confidence in you through the Lord, that ye will be none
otherwise minded; but he that troubleth you shall bear His
judgment, whosoever he be” (Galatians 5:10);

Paul set himself zealously to reclaim these churches from error, and
expresses full confidence of the result; and no where, that I see, intimates,
that he doubted whether they would finally be saved.

But it is said still, that if the salvation of all the saints is secured, and this
certainty is revealed, there is no real danger of their either neglecting the
necessary means, or of their being lost, and therefore warnings, and
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threatenings, and fears are vain; and that the certainty being granted, it is
irrational and impossible to fear, without doubting the truth of God; that
certainty is certainty, and it matters not at all of what kind the certainty is;
that if it be granted that the event is certain, all danger, and of course all
cause of fear, is out of the question.

To this form of the objection I reply, that it proceeds upon the
assumption, that there is no danger of the saints falling, if God has revealed
the certainty of their ultimate salvation. But what do we mean by danger?
It has already been said, that all events are certain, in the sense that it is
and was from eternity as really certain that they will be, and how they will
be; and that all their circumstances and conditions are, and eternally were,
as certain as they ever will be. So that there never is any real danger, in the
sense of uncertainty, that any event will be otherwise than it turns out in
fact to be. By danger, then, is not meant that there is really any
uncertainty in respect to how anything will be. But all that can properly
be intended by danger is, that there is a natural possibility, and, humanly
speaking, a probability, that it may be otherwise than as we desire; that
this is probable in the sense that there is, humanly speaking, from the
circumstances of the case and so far as we can judge, from the course of
events, a probability that a thing may not occur as we would have it.

Now, a natural possibility always exists in respect to the falling and final
destruction of the saints; and in most cases at least, the circumstances are
such that, humanly speaking, and aside from the grace of God, there is not
only real danger, but a certainty that they will fail of eternal life. There are,
humanly speaking, many chances to one that they will fall and be lost.
Now, this danger is as real as if nothing of certainty had been revealed. The
event would have been as certain without the revelation of the certainty as
with it, unless it be true, which I suppose in many cases is the fact, that
the revelation of the certainty helps to secure their perseverance.

But thus far I have replied to the objection, upon the assumption, that the
certainty of the salvation of the saints is revealed, in the sense that
individual saints may know the certainty of their own salvation. I have
shown, as I trust, that admitting this to be true, yet the nature of the
certainty leaves abundant room for the influence of a wholesome sense of
danger, and for the feeling of hope and fear. But the fact is, that in but few
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cases comparatively does it appear, that the certainty is revealed to the
individuals as such. The salvation of all true saints is revealed, as we have
seen, and the characteristics of true saints are revealed in the Bible. So that
it is possible for individual saints to possess a comfortable assurance of
salvation, upon the knowledge that they are saints. And as was shown, it
is doubtless true that in some cases, in the days of inspiration, and not
improbably in some cases since the Bible was complete, individuals have
had a direct revelation by the Holy Spirit that they were saints, and
accepted of God.

But in the great majority of cases in all time hitherto, the saints have had
no personal and clear revelation of their being saints, and no evidence of it,
except what they gather from an experience that in their view accords with
the Bible description of the character of the saints. When Peter addressed
his epistles to the elect saints, for example, although he regarded the elect
as certain of salvation, yet he did not distinguish and address individuals
by name; but left it for them to be satisfied of their own election and
saintship, by their own consciousness of possessing the character that
belongs to the saints. He did not reveal to any one in particular the fact of
his own election. This was for the most part true of all the letters written
to the churches. Although they were addressed as a body, as elect, and as
saints, yet from this they were not to infer, that they were all saints or
elect, but were to learn that fact, and who were real saints, from their
conscious character.

We have seen, in another place, that the Bible represents perseverance, in
the sense already explained, as an attribute of Christian character; and
therefore no one can have evidence that he is a saint, any farther than he is
conscious of abiding in obedience. If saints do abide in the light, and have
the assurance that they are saints, we have seen the sense in which they
may be influenced by hope and fear, and the sense in which moral law with
its sanctions may be useful to them. But when a saint shall backslide, he
must lose the evidence of his being a saint, and then all the warnings and
threatenings may take full effect upon him. He finds himself not
persevering, and has of course to infer that he is not a saint; and the
doctrine of the perseverance of the saints can be no comfort to him. It is in
fact against him; for this doctrine is, that the saints do persevere; every
day he lives in backsliding, it becomes less evident that he is a saint. The
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Bible is manifestly written, for the most part, upon the assumption, that
individual saints do not certainly know their election, and the certainty of
their own salvation. It therefore addresses them, as if there were real
uncertainty in respect to their salvation; that is, as if, as individuals, they
were not certain of salvation. It represents the salvation of real saints as
certain, but represents many professed saints as having fallen, and warns
them against presumption and self-deception, in the matter of their
profession, privileges, and experience. It represents the danger of delusion
as great, and exhorts them to examine and prove themselves, and see
whether they are truly saints. The warnings found in the Bible are, for the
most part, evidently of this kind; that is, they assume that individuals may
deceive themselves, and presumptuously assume their own election, and
saintship, and safety, from their privileges, relations, and experiences.
Inspiration, therefore, proceeds to warn them, assuming that they do not
know the certainty of their own individual salvation. We shall by and by
have occasion to examine some passages that will illustrate and confirm
this remark.

There is, therefore, I apprehend, no real difficulty in accounting for the
manner in which the Bible is written, upon the supposition that the
doctrine under consideration is true. But on the contrary, it appears to me,
that the scriptures are just what might be expected, if the doctrine were
true. When we consider the nature of the certainty in all cases, and also
that the great mass of professed Christians have no certain revelation of
their being real saints, that there is so much real danger of deception, in
regard to our own characters, and that so many are and have been deceived;
I say, when we consider these things, there can be no difficulty in
accounting for the manner in which both professors and real saints are
addressed in the word of God.
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LECTURE 51

PERSEVERANCE OF SAINTS

FURTHER OBJECTIONS ANSWERED.

4. A fourth objection to this doctrine is, that if, by the perseverance of the
saints is intended, that they live anything like lives of habitual obedience to
God, then facts are against it.

To this objection I reply: that by the perseverance of the saints, as I use
these terms, is intended that, subsequently to their regeneration, holiness is
the rule of their lives, and sin only the exception. But it is said, that facts
contradict this.

(1.) The case of king Saul is brought forward as an instance in point to
sustain the objection.

To this I reply: that it is far from being clear that Saul was ever a truly
regenerate man. He appears, in connection with his appointment to the
throne of Israel, to have been the subject of divine illuminations, in so far
as to be much changed in his views and deportment, and as to have had
another heart, in so much that he prophesied, etc.; but it is nowhere
intimated that he became a truly regenerate man, a truly praying child of
God. Similar changes are not infrequently witnessed in men, and changes
evidently brought about by the illuminations of the Holy Spirit, where
there is no good reason to believe that the subjects of them were truly
regenerated. From the history of Saul, subsequent to the change of which
we are speaking, we gather absolutely nothing that looks like true piety.
His case therefore cannot properly be brought as an objection to the
doctrine in question, for the plain reason, that evidence is wanting that he
ever was a saint. His prophesying, as is evident from the connection in
which it is spoken of, was merely speaking fervently upon religions
subjects. He was so much enlightened, as to manifest for a time
considerable excitement upon the subject of religion, and as to mingle with
the schools of the prophets, and take an interest in their exercises. But this
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was only similar to what we often witness, when the ends and indeed
when all the circumstances, duly considered, show clearly that true
regeneration has not taken place. Who has not seen men have, for the time
being, another, but not a holy, heart?

(2.) It is said, that David did not persevere in obedience, in the sense
that obedience was his rule, and sin only the exception. To this I reply:

(a.) It is not pretended that there is any doubt respecting the final
salvation of David.

(b.) That David did not persevere, in the sense defined above wants
proof. His psalms, together with his whole history, show that he was a
highly spiritual man. He was an eminent type of Christ, and, for a man
in his circumstances, was a remarkable saint. To be sure, David
practiced polygamy, and did many things that in us, under the light of
the gospel, would be sin. But it should be considered, that David under
a dispensation of comparative obscurity, and therefore many things
which would now be unlawful and sinful, were not so in him. That
David, with comparatively few exceptions, lived up to the light he had,
cannot be reasonably called in question. He is said to have been a man
after God’s own heart. I know this is said of him as a king, but I know
also that, as king this could not have been said of him, unless he had
feared and served the Lord, and in the main lived up to the light with
which he was surrounded.

(3.) It is also said, that Solomon king of Israel did not persevere, in the
sense contended for in this discourse.

Of Solomon I would say, that he at one period of his life, for how long a
time it does not appear, fell into grievous backsliding, and appears in some
sense to have tolerated idolatry. His final apostasy has been inferred from
the fact, that idolatry was practiced in Israel, after his supposed
repentance; and until the end of his life, the people were allowed to offer
sacrifices, and to burn incense in the high places, and therefore his
repentance was not genuine.

To this I reply, that the same was true also during the reign of several of
the pious kings who succeeded him, and is probably to be accounted for
by the fact, that neither Solomon nor his successors had, for a considerable
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time, political power or influence enough to abolish idolatry altogether.
The people were greatly divided in their religious views and worship.
Many were the priests and devotees of the groves and high places, and
multitudes of the high and more influential classes cleave to their idols. It
was a very difficult matter to put an effectual stop to idolatry, and
perhaps was impossible in Solomon’s day, and for a long time after.
Solomon’s idolatrous wives and concubines had doubtless exerted great
influence in rendering idolatry popular with the people, and it was not
until several generations had passed away, that the pious kings seem to
have had sufficient political power to banish idolatry from the nation.
Solomon’s final apostasy, then, cannot be inferred from the fact, that
idolatry continued to be practiced in the nation until long after his death.
There is no reason to believe that he continued to practice it himself.

But, from the writings of Solomon, we may gather sufficient evidence that,
in the general, he did not live a wicked life, though he fell into many
grievous sins. His Ecclesiastes seems to have been written after he was
reclaimed from backsliding, as appears from the fact, that the book
contains many statements of his views and experiences while in his
wanderings from God. It appears to me, that the book is inexplicable upon
any other supposition. In his wanderings from God, as is common, he fell
into great doubts and embarrassments in regard to the works and ways of
God. He became skeptical, and in the book under consideration, he states
the skeptical views that he had entertained. But the book, as a whole,
contains conclusive evidence of piety at the time it was written. This
probably will not be called in question.

(4.) Observation, it is said, conflicts with the doctrine in question. So
far as human observation can go, I admit that this is so; that many
persons seem to be born again, and to run well for a time, and
afterwards fall, and apparently live and die in sin. But it should be
remarked, that observation cannot be conclusive upon this subject,
because we cannot certainly know, that any of the cases just alluded to
are real conversions to God. Hence the objection fails of
conclusiveness. Were it certainly known that such persons were truly
regenerated, and that afterwards they fall away and live in sin, and die
in that state, it would follow, that the doctrine, at least in the form in
which I have stated it, cannot be true. But this is not, and cannot be
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certainly known by observation. If, as I trust, it has been found to be
true, in our examination, that the Bible plainly teaches the doctrine in
question, in the form in which I have stated it, it must follow of course
that observation cannot disprove it, for the reason that it is not a
question that lies within the reach of observation, in such a sense as to
admit of certainty, or of any such kind or degree of evidence as to
shake the sure testimony of the Bible.

5. But an appeal is also made to consciousness to overthrow this doctrine.
It is said, that the real saints, at least in some instances, know themselves
to have lived a great part of their lives in sin, and even by far the greater
part of their days subsequent to regeneration.

This objection or assertion may be answered substantially as was the last.
It is true, indeed, that the saints may know themselves to have been
regenerated; and it is also true, that many may think they know this when
they are deceived. A man may know himself to be awake, but from this it
does not follow that no one can think himself awake while he is asleep.
But since upon examination, it has been found that the Bible plainly
teaches the doctrine of the saints’ perseverance, in the sense in which I
have defined it, we must of course yield the objection founded on
experience, and grant that such experiences can weigh nothing against the
testimony of God. The objection of course cannot be conclusive; for it is
not one of the nature that admits of no error or doubt. The Bible defines all
the essential attributes of Christian character. Now, if upon examination,
perseverance in the sense here insisted on is proved to be one of them, it is
absurd to array against the doctrine the consciousness of not persevering.
It is to assume that we, and not the Bible, can decide who is a Christian,
and what are the essential attributes of Christian character.

6. But it is also objected to the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints,
that several passages of scripture plainly teach that some real saints have
fallen away and been lost. I will therefore now proceed to the examination
of those passages upon which the principal reliance is placed to disprove
this doctrine. The first one which I shall notice is found in:

“Moreover, brethren, I would not that ye should be ignorant, how
that all our fathers were under the cloud, and all passed through the
sea; And were all baptized unto Moses in the cloud and in the sea;
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And did all eat of the same spiritual meat; And did all drink the
same spiritual drink; (for they drank of that spiritual rock that
followed them, and that rock was Christ); But with many of them
God was not well pleased, for they were overthrown in the
wilderness. Now these things were our examples, to the intent we
should not lust after evil things, as they also lusted. Neither be ye
idolaters, as were some of them, as it is written; The people sat
down to eat and drink, and rose up to play. Neither let us commit
fornication as some of them committed, and fell in one day three
and twenty thousand. Neither let us tempt Christ, as some of them
also tempted, and were destroyed of serpents. Neither murmur ye,
as some of them also murmured and were destroyed of the
destroyer. Now all these things happened unto them for examples,
and they are written for our admonition, upon whom the ends of
the world are come. Wherefore, let him that thinketh he standeth
take heed lest he fall” (1 Corinthians 10:1-12).

It is said of this passage, that the history of the Israelites is here
introduced as a warning to real Christians; consequently, the apostle must
have assumed, that those of the Israelites who fell were real saints, or there
would have been no pertinency or force in his allusion. To this I reply,
that the pertinency and force of the allusion appear to me to have been as
follows. The Israelites composed the visible church of God. At the time
mentioned, they were all professors of religion. All possessed great light
and privileges compared with the rest of the world; they therefore felt
confident of their acceptance with God, and of their consequent safety and
salvation. But with many of them God was not well pleased. Some of
them turned out to be idolaters and were destroyed. Now, says the
apostle, let this be a warning to you. You are in like manner professors of
religion. You are all members of the visible church of God to which the
promises are made. You have great light and privileges when compared
with the world at large. You may think yourselves to be altogether safe,
and sure of final salvation. But remember, that the history of the ancient
church is written for your benefit; and the destruction of those just alluded
to, is recorded for your admonition. Be not high minded, but fear. Do not
be presumptuous, because you are members in good standing in the visible
church, and possess great light and privileges; but remember, that many
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before you, who were like you in these respects, have lost their souls:
“Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall” (1
Corinthians 10:12).

If the apostle had intended to convey the impression that they were real
saints that fell in the wilderness, and that real saints do fall away and are
lost, he would no doubt have said, let him that standeth, instead of him
that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall. The term rendered thinketh
is represented by Robinson as correctly translated in this passage. The
meaning of the apostle appears to have been this, that others who were,
from their circumstances and fancied characters, very confident of their
safety, had been finally cast off and lost; therefore, take heed to
yourselves, lest being similarly situated, you in like manner deceive
yourselves; and while you think that you stand, you should fall and
perish.

But it may be said, that the apostle speaks of those as falling who had
eaten of the spiritual meat, and drank of the rock Christ, and therefore
must have been real saints. To this I reply, that the apostle does indeed
use universal language, and speak of all the Israelites as doing these things;
but who will soberly contend that he intended really to be understood as
affirming, that all the Israelites that passed through the sea, etc., were true
saints? What he says does not necessitate the conclusion that any of them
were truly regenerated saints. They were all baptized unto Moses, that is,
were all introduced into the covenant of which he was the mediator. They
all ate of the same spiritual bread, that is, the manna on which the Lord fed
them. They all drank of the spiritual rock; that is, of the water that gushed
from the rock when Moses smote it with his rod, and which rock was a
type of Christ, as was also the manna. Now, does the apostle mean to say,
that all the Israelites understood the typical meaning of these waters, and
this manna, and that they were all truly spiritual or regenerate persons? I
think not. All that he intended appears to me to be, that all the church of
the Jews at the time were so far partakers of the grace of Christ as to
receive this baptism, and as to have this spiritual or typical bread and
water, and also to enjoy great light and much miraculous instruction, but
that, nevertheless, with many of them God was displeased. Their being
baptized in their passage through the Red Sea, did not imply that they so
understood and consented to it at the time, nor does the assertion that they
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ate the spiritual food, and drank of the spiritual rock, imply anything more
than that they enjoyed these great and high privileges, and counted
themselves as very secure in consequence of them. It is certainly straining
the sense to make the apostle affirm that all the Israelites were real saints
who passed through the sea. Indeed, it is doubtful whether he intended to
affirm the real piety of any of them. It was not essential to his purpose to
do so.

In examining the class of passages adduced to prove that some real saints
have fallen from grace and been lost, I am only concerned to show, that
they do not by fair construction necessitate this conclusion. I may admit
that, if the doctrine of perseverance were not found to be clearly taught in
the Bible, the not unnatural construction of some of the class of texts in
question might lead to the conclusion that some, yea many, real saints have
been lost.

But, since, from the previous examination it has appeared, that the
doctrine is plainly and unequivocally taught in the Bible, all that needs to
be shown of the class of texts now under consideration is, that they do
not, when fairly interpreted, really and unequivocally teach that some true
saints have been lost. This showing will sufficiently vindicate the
scriptures against the imputation of self-contradiction, in both affirming
and denying the same doctrine. Observe, I am not called upon to show,
that the passages in question cannot be so construed, and with
considerable plausibility, as to make them contradict this doctrine; but all I
am called upon to show in this place is, that they do not necessarily, by
fair construction, contradict it; that they do not necessitate the admission
either that the Bible contradicts itself, or that a different construction must
be given to the passages that seem to teach this doctrine.

With these remarks I proceed to the examination of:

“The Lord knoweth how to deliver the Godly out of temptations,
and to reserve the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished:
but chiefly them that walk after the flesh in the lust of uncleanness,
and despise government: presumptuous are they, self-willed; they
are not afraid to speak evil of dignities. Whereas angels, which are
greater in power and might, bring not railing accusation against
them before the Lord. But these, as natural brute beasts, made to be
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taken and destroyed, speak evil of the things that they understand
not; and shall utterly perish in their own corruption; and shall
receive the reward of unrighteousness, as they that count it
pleasure to riot in the daytime. Spots they are, and blemishes,
sporting themselves with their own deceivings, while they feast
with you; having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from
sin; beguiling unstable souls: a heart they have exercised with
covetous practices; cursed children, which have forsaken the right
way, and are gone astray, following the way of Balaam the son of
Bosor, who loved the wages of unrighteousness; but was rebuked
for his iniquity: the dumb ass speaking with man’s voice, forbade
the madness of the prophet. These are wells without water, clouds
that are carried with a tempest; to whom the mist of darkness is
reserved forever. For when they speak great swelling words of
vanity, they allure through the lusts of the flesh, through much
wantonness, those that were clean escaped from them who live in
error. While they promise them liberty, they themselves are the
servants of corruption: for of whom a man is overcome, of the
same is he brought into bondage. For if after they have escaped the
pollutions of the world, through the knowledge of the Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, they are again entangled therein and
overcome, the latter end is worse with them than the beginning. For
it had been better for them not to have known the way of
righteousness, than, after they have known t, to turn from the holy
commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened unto them
according to the true proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit
again; and the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire”
(2 Peter 2:9-22).

Now observe, the apostle calls the persons of whom he speaks “wells
without water: clouds that are carried with a tempest,” that is, without
rain. His whole description of them shows, that he is speaking of false
professors or hypocrites. But it is inferred, that they are fallen saints,
because it is said they have “forsaken the right way, and are gone astray
after the error of Balaam,” etc. But this does not necessarily imply that
they were in heart ever in the right way, but that they have forsaken the
right way, so far as the outward life is concerned: in which respect they
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had doubtless been in the right way, or they would not have been admitted
to membership in the church.

But it is said of these false professors, that “they allure through lust and
much wantonness those who were clean escaped from those who live in
error.” But neither does this necessitate the conclusion, that they had
escaped in heart from those that lived in error, but merely that they had for
the time being outwardly abandoned their idolatrous practices and
companions, and had made a profession, and put on the form of
Christianity.

But it is also said,

“For if after they have escaped the pollutions of the world, through
the knowledge of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, they are again
entangled therein and overcome, the latter end is worse than the
beginning. For it had been better for them not to have known the
way of righteousness, than, after they have known it, to turn from
the holy commandment delivered unto them. But it is happened
unto them according to the true proverb, The dog is turned to his
own vomit again; and the sow that was washed to her wallowing in
the mire” (2 Peter 2:20-22).

Neither does this necessitate the conclusion, that they had in heart escaped
from the pollutions that are in the world, but merely that they had
outwardly reformed. What is said in the last verse seems to favor this
construction. Verse 22: “But it is happened unto them according to the
true proverb, The dog is turned to his own vomit again; and the sow that
was washed to her wallowing in the mire.” That is, the dog has returned to
his vomit, because he remains a dog, and is not changed; and the sow that
is washed to her wallowing in the mire, because she is still a sow, and her
washing has not changed her nature. So, the apostle would say, by
returning to their former ways, do the persons in question show, that they
have experienced no radical change; but on the contrary, that they are only
like a washed sow, sinners still, who have been only outwardly cleansed,
while within they are the same as ever. This appears to me to be all that
can fairly be made out of this passage.

I will now attend to:
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“Holding faith and a good conscience, which some having put
away, concerning faith have made shipwreck: of whom is
Hymeneus and Alexander, whom I have delivered unto Satan, that
they may learn not to blaspheme” (1 Timothy 1:19, 20).

Of this text I may say, that the apostle was writing to Timothy as an
eminent religious teacher, and was giving him cautions respecting his
influence in that relation. Hymeneus and Alexander, as we may infer from
this, and which is still more plainly taught in other passages, were religious
teachers, who had cast off or perverted the true faith or doctrine of the
gospel, and thus made shipwreck. They had put away faith and a good
conscience, and by so doing had made shipwreck of the true gospel. This
passage does not teach that these men were true Christians, nor does it
necessarily imply that any had been true saints who had gone with them.
The expression, “some having put away,” does not necessarily imply that
they once had true faith and a good conscience, but only that they taught
that which was inconsistent with either; or it may mean that they had
rejected or refused both faith and a good conscience; that they practiced
and taught things inconsistent with either true faith, or with the true
gospel, or with a good conscience, and had therefore run upon a rock, and
wrecked their souls, and the souls of those who followed them. But this
proves nothing in respect to their ever having been real saints.

The apostle was speaking in popular language, and represented things as
they appeared to the observer. Thus, we should speak of spurious
converts. It certainly does not appear to me, that this passage would,
without forced construction, warrant the conclusion that some real saints
had been lost, even apart from those passages which, we have seen, seem
unequivocally to teach the doctrine. Much less, when those passages are
considered, are we, as I think we have seen, authorized so to construe this
passage as to make it either contradict them, or to necessitate such a
modification of their construction as is contended for by those who deny
the doctrine in question. If the doctrine in question is not really taught in
the Bible, we certainly should not believe it; but if it is, we must not
lightly reject it. We need candidly to weigh each passage, and to
understand, if we can, just what is the mind of God as therein revealed.
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The case of Judas has been relied upon as an instance of utter apostasy,
and of consequent destruction. It is said, that in the Psalms Judas is
spoken of as the familiar friend of Christ in whom he trusted.

“Yea, Mine own familiar friend, in whom I trusted, which did eat
of My bread, hath lifted up his heel against Me” (Psalms 41:9).

There is no reason to believe that Psalms 41 primarily respected either
Christ or Judas. Christ quotes the 9th verse, as is common in the New
Testament, not because it was originally spoken of himself or of Judas, but
because his case was like that of the Psalmist. In the passage in which
Christ quotes these words, he directly negatives the idea of Judas being
one of his true disciples. He says,

“I speak not of you all; I know whom I have chosen; but that the
scripture may be fulfilled, He that eateth bread with Me hath lifted
up his heel against Me” (John 13:18).

Here Christ plainly teaches, that he to whom He applied these words, was
not chosen in the sense of being chosen to salvation, or in the sense of his
being a true saint. He says:

“But there are some of you who believe not. For Jesus knew from
the beginning who they were that believed not, and who should
betray Him. And He said, Therefore said I unto you, that no man can
come unto Me, except it were given Him of My Father. Jesus
answered them, Have not I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a
devil? He spake of Judas Iscariot the son of Simon: for he it was that
should betray Him, being one of the twelve” (John 6:64, 65, 70, 71).

He had chosen twelve to follow Him as pupils or disciples; but one of
them he had known from the beginning to bea wicked man. In: “While I
was with them in the world, I kept them in Thy name: those that Thou
gavest Me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of perdition;
that the scripture might be fulfilled” (John 17:12). Christ has been
represented as saying to his Father in this passage, that he had lost none
that the Father had given him except the son of perdition, that is Judas.
But this is not the meaning of the passage in Christ’s prayer. He intended
that of those that the Father had given Him, He had lost none; but the son
of perdition was lost that the scripture might be fulfilled.
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The same form of expression is used in: “And many lepers were in Israel
in the time of Eliseus the prophet; and none of them was cleansed, saving
Naaman the Syrian” (Luke 4:27). Here ei me is used in the original as
meaning not except, but as an adversative conjunction but. Naaman was
not an Israelite, but a heathen. Christ here used the same form of
expression as in John 17:12. In this passage in Luke it is plain, that He
intended that the prophet was not sent to any Israelite, but to a heathen.
This same form is also used,

“How he entered into the house of God, and did eat the shewbread,
which was not lawful for him to eat, neither for them which were
with him, but only for the priests” (Matthew 12:4).

Here the same form of expression in the original is used, as in John 17:12.
The plain meaning of this form in Matthew 12:4 is but, not except. It was
not lawful for David, nor for his companions to eat the shewbread, but it
was lawful for the priests to do so. So also,

“As touching the Gentiles which believe, we have written and
concluded that they observe no such thing, save only that they
keep themselves from things offered unto idols, and from blood,
and from strangled, and from fornication” (Acts 21:25).

Here the same form is used, and the plain meaning of the phraseology is
just that which I am contending for, in the passage in Christ’s prayer.
Likewise,

“And there shall in no wise enter into it anything that defileth,
neither whatsoever worketh abomination, or maketh a lie; but they
which are written in the Lamb’s book of life” (Revelation 21:27).

Here again the same form of expression, and the same word in the original,
are used in the sense now contended for. Nothing shall enter into the city
that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh abomination or maketh a lie, but
they which are written in the Lamb’s book of life, shall enter in. So beyond
reasonable doubt, Christ intended to say in His prayer to His Father:
While I was with them in the world I kept them in Thy name: those that
Thou gavest Me I have kept and none of them is lost, that is, I have lost
none of those whom Thou hast given Me; but the son of perdition is lost,
according to the scriptures.
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But it seems to me, that the context shows clearly what the Savior
intended by this form of expression. He says,

“And now I am no more in the world, but these are in the world,
and I come to Thee. Holy Father, keep through Thine own name
those whom Thou hast given Me, that they may be one as we are.
While I was with them in the world, I kept them in Thy name:
those that Thou gavest Me I have kept, and none of them is lost,
but the son of perdition; that the scripture might be fulfilled” (John
17:11, 12),

that is:

“Do Thou keep them in Thine own name and lose none of them,
for while I was with them I kept them in Thy name, and lost none
of them; but the son of perdition is lost.” He evidently did not
mean to say, I lost but one whom Thou gavest Me; or that He kept
in His Father’s name all except one of those whom the Father had
given Him. He says, “I have manifested Thy name unto the men
which Thou gavest Me out of the world: Thine they were, and
Thou gavest them Me; and they have kept Thy word. Now they
have known that all things, whatsoever Thou hast given Me, are of
Thee. For I have given unto them the words which Thou gavest
Me; and they have received them, and have known surely that I
came out from Thee, and they have believed that Thou didst send
Me. I pray for them: I pray not for the world, but for them which
Thou hast given Me; for they are Thine. And all Mine are Thine,
and Thine are Mine; and I am glorified in them. And now I am no
more in the world but these are in the world, and I come to Thee.
Holy Father, keep through Thy own name those whom Thou hast
given Me, that they may be one as we are. While I was with them
in the world, I kept them in Thy name: those that Thou gavest Me
I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of perdition; that
the scripture might be fulfilled” (John 17:6-12).

Here He plainly represents, that all who had been given Him by the
Father, had known and kept the word of God. They had believed and
persevered, and Christ was glorified in them. Since He had kept them in
His Father’s name, and had lost none of them, He proceeds to pray, that
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now the Father will keep them in His own name. Let any one ponder well
this passage from verses 6 to 12, and he will see, I trust, that this is a true
view of the subject. At any rate this cannot be a proof text to establish the
fact, that any have fallen from grace; for the plain reason, that the text can
quite as naturally at least, and I think with much greater propriety, be
quoted to sustain the doctrine which it is adduced to disprove. Again:

“Then came Peter to Him, and said, Lord, how often shall my
brother sin against me, and I forgive him? Till seven times? Jesus
saith unto him, I say not unto thee until seven times; but until
seventy times seven. Therefore is the kingdom of heaven likened
unto a certain king, which would take account of his servants. And
when he had begun to reckon, one was brought unto him which
owed him ten thousand talents. But forasmuch as he had not to
pay, his lord commanded him to be sold, and his wife and children,
and all that he had, and payment to be made. The servant therefore
fell down and worshiped him, saying, Lord, have patience with me,
and I will pay thee all. Then the lord of that servant was moved
with compassion, and loosed him, and forgave him the debt. But
the same servant went out, and found one of his fellow-servants,
which owed him a hundred pence; and he laid hands on him, and
took him by the throat, saying, Pay me that thou owest. And his
fellow-servant fell down at his feet, and besought him, saying,
Have patience with me, and I will pay thee all. And he would not;
but went and cast him into prison, till he should pay the debt. So
when his fellow-servants saw what was done, they were very
sorry, and came and told unto their lord all that was done. Then his
lord, after that he had called him, said unto him, O thou wicked
servant, I forgave thee all that debt, because thou desiredst me:
Shouldest not thou also have had compassion on thy fellow-
servant, even as I had pity on thee? And his lord was wroth, and
delivered him to the tormentors, till he should pay all that was due
unto him. So likewise shall My heavenly Father do also unto you,
if ye from your hearts forgive not every one his brother their
trespasses” (Matthew 18:21-35).

This has been adduced to prove that some do fall from grace, especially the
32nd to the 34th verses. But from this whole passage it is evident, that
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what the Lord meant was to set in a strong light the necessity of a
forgiving spirit, and that this is a condition of salvation. It is a parable
designed to illustrate this truth, but does not assert as a fact, that any truly
pardoned soul was ever lost; nor does it imply this, as any one may see
who will duly weigh the whole parable. It does plainly imply, that a
pardoned soul would be lost should he apostatize; but it does not imply
that such a soul ever did apostasize.

I consider next, “Having damnation, because they have cast off their first
faith” (1 Timothy 5:12). This passage stands in the following connection:

“Let not a widow be taken into the number under threescore years
old, having been the wife of one man: Well reported of for good
works; if she have brought up children, if she have lodged strangers,
if she have washed the saints’ feet, if she have relieved the afflicted,
if she have diligently followed every good work. But the younger
widows refuse, for when they have begun to wax wanton against
Christ they will marry; Having damnation, because they have cast
off their first faith. And withal they learn to be idle, wandering
about from house to house; and not only idle, but tattlers also, and
busy bodies, speaking things which they ought not” (1 Timothy
5:9-13).

The word rendered damnation in this passage is often rendered judgment
and condemnation; and the meaning may be, that the younger widows were
found to wax wanton and fall into condemnation, and for a time at least to
disgrace their profession, by casting off their first faith; or it may mean,
that they were apt to be found among those who renounced the profession
of the true faith, which they at first professed. They were young widows,
uneducated as heathen women were and are, and it could not be surprising
that many of this class should make a spurious profession, and afterwards
cast off their profession through wantonness, and disgrace their
profession. The apostle, therefore, warns Timothy against too hasty a
reception of them, or against having too early a confidence in the reality of
their piety.

Again: it has been said, that from Christ’s letters to the churches in Asia,
recorded in Revelation, we learn that those churches, some of them at least,
were in a state of apostasy from God; and that from the fact that the
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judgments of God annihilated those churches, there is reason to believe
that the apostasy was complete and final, and their destruction certain. To
this I reply, that those letters were written to churches as such, just as the
prophets spoke of the Jewish church as such. The things which the
prophets declare of the Jewish church were declared of them as a body of
professed saints, some generations of whom had more, and some less, real
piety. The prophets would rebuke one generation for their backsliding and
apostasy, without meaning to represent that the particular individuals they
addressed were ever true saints, but meaning only that the body as such
was in a degenerate and apostate state, compared with what the body as
such had been in former times. So Christ writes to the churches of Asia,
and reproves them for their backslidden and apostate condition, asserts
that they had fallen, had left their first love, etc., from which, however, we
are not to infer, that He intended to say this of those who had been truly
converted as individuals, but merely that those churches as bodies had
fallen, and were now composed of members as a whole who were in the
state of which He complained.

The churches of Asia were doubtless, when first gathered by the apostles
and primitive ministers, full of faith, and zeal, and love. But things had
changed. Many of the members had changed, and perhaps every member
who had originally composed those churches was dead, previous to the
time when these letters were written. However this may be, there had
doubtless been great changes in the membership of those churches; and
since they were evidently addressed as bodies, it cannot be fairly inferred,
from what is said, that the same persons addressed had fallen from a state
of high spirituality into backsliding or apostasy, but that was true only of
the then present membership, when compared with the former
membership and state of the churches. These letters cannot be justly relied
upon as disproving the doctrine in question; for the utmost that can be
made of them is, that those churches as bodies were at the time in a state
of declension.

The passages we have examined are, so far as I know, the principal ones
upon which reliance has been placed to disprove the doctrine in question. I
have read over attentively several times the views of Mr. Fletcher, in his
Scripture Scales, and the passages quoted by him to disprove this doctrine.
His chief reliance is manifestly upon the numerous passages that imply the
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possibility and danger of falling, rather than on any passages that
unequivocally teach that any have fallen or will utterly fall. I am not aware
that any respectable writer has laid much stress upon other passages than
those I have examined, as expressly teaching, or unequivocally implying
the fact of the fall and ruin of real saints. There may be such writers and
such passages as those of which I speak; but if there are, I do not recollect
to have seen them.

REMARKS

1. If the doctrine under consideration is not true, I cannot see upon what
ground we can affirm, or even confidently hope, that many of our pious
friends who have died have gone to heaven. Suppose they held on their
way until the last hours of life. If we may not believe that the faithfulness
of God prevailed to keep them through the last conflict, what reason have
we to affirm that they were preserved from sin and apostasy in their last
hours, and saved? If the sovereign grace of God does not protect them
against the wiles and malice of Satan, in their feebleness, and in the wreck
of their habitation of clay, what has become of them? I must confess that,
if I did not expect the covenanted mercy and faithfulness of God to
prevail, and to sustain the soul under such circumstances, I should have
very little expectation that any would be saved. If I could have any
confidence that Christians would stand fast while in health, aside from the
truth of this doctrine, still I should expect that Satan would overcome them
in the end, when they passed through the last great struggle. Who could
then trust to the strength of his own purposes?

2. But I could no more hope, that myself or any one else, would persevere
in holiness in our best estate, even for one day or hour, if not kept by the
power of God through faith, than I could hope to fly to heaven. As I have
before said, there is no hope of any one’s persevering, except in so far as
free grace anticipates and secures the concurrence of free will. The soul
must be called, and effectually called, and perpetually called, or it will not
follow Christ for an hour. I say again, that by effectual calling, I do not
mean an irresistible calling. I do not mean a calling that cannot, or that
might not be resisted; but I do mean by an effectual calling, a calling that is
not in fact resisted, a calling that does in fact secure the voluntary
obedience of the soul. This is my only hope in respect to myself, or
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anybody else. This grace I regard as vouchsafed to me in the covenant of
grace, or as a reward of Christ’s obedience unto death. It is pledged to
secure the salvation of those whom the Father has from eternity given to
the Son. The Holy Spirit is given to them to secure their salvation, and I
have no expectation that any others will ever be saved. But these, every
one of them, will surely be saved. There is, there can be no hope for any
others. Others are able to repent, but they will not. Others might be saved,
if they would believe, and comply with the conditions of salvation, but
they will not.

We have seen, that none come to Christ, except they are drawn of the
Father, and that the Father draws to Christ those and those only whom He
has given to Christ, and also, that it is the Father’s design that of those
whom He has given to Christ, He should lose none, but that He should
raise them up at the last day. This is the only hope that any will be saved.
Strike out this foundation, and what shall the righteous do? Strike out from
the Bible the doctrine of God’s covenanted faithfulness to Christ the truth
that the Father has given to Him a certain number whose salvation He
foresees that He could and should secure, and I despair of myself and of
everybody else. Where is any other ground of hope? I know not where.
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GLOSSARY
ARBITRARY: a choice of the will in the worst sense; that is, in the sense of
having no regard to reason, or to the nature and relations of moral agents.

ATONEMENT: the governmental substitution of the sufferings of Christ for
the punishment of sinners. It is a covering of their sins by his sufferings.

CAUSE: the reason behind an effect or event.

CHOICE: the act of the will in selecting an object, the ground and reason of
all physical acts.

CONDITION: a sine qua non, or that without which, something could not
exist. Not a cause, yet a necessary element.

CONDITION OF OBLIGATION: A condition of obligation in any particular
form is a sine qua non of obligation in that particular form. It is that,
without which, obligation in that form could not exist, and yet is not the
fundamental reason of the obligation, i.e. Moral agency and knowledge.

CONSCIENCE: the faculty or function of the intellect that recognizes the
conformity or disconformity of the heart and life to the moral law as it lies
revealed in the reason, and also awards praise to conformity, and blame to
disconformity to that law. It also possesses a propelling or impulsive
power, by which it urges the conformity, and denounces the
nonconformity of will to moral law.

CONSCIOUSNESS is the faculty or function of self-knowledge. It is the
faculty that recognizes our own existence, mental actions, and states,
together with the attributes of liberty or necessity, belonging to those
actions or states. “Consciousness is the mind in the act of knowing itself.”

CONVERSION: see regeneration.

DEATH: as applied to the mind [heart] in the Scriptures is a state of entire
sinfulness, of total depravity and alienation from God.
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DESIRE: a phenomenon of the sensibility, the longing for or wanting what
the mind perceives to be a good or desirable. The existence of
constitutional desires are not sinful per se, their unlawful indulgence is.

DISINTERESTED BENEVOLENCE: Love, willing the good for its own sake;
promoting good with no ulterior motive. Not uninterested, but without
supreme self-interest.

DIVINE S OVEREIGNTY: The sovereignty of God consists in the
independence of his will, in consulting his own intelligence and discretion,
in the selection of his end, and the means of accomplishing it. In other
words, the sovereignty of God is nothing else than infinite benevolence
directed by infinite knowledge.

ELECTION: that all of Adam’s race, who are or ever will be saved, were
from eternity chosen by God to eternal salvation, through the
sanctification of their hearts by faith in Christ. In other words, they are
chosen to salvation by means of sanctification. Their salvation is the end--
their sanctification is a means. Both the end and the means are elected,
appointed, chosen; the means as really as the end, and for the sake of the
end.

ENTIRE S ANCTIFICATION: present, full obedience, or entire consecration
to God.

EXECUTIVE CHOICE , VOLITIONS: efforts put forth to secure the end.

FAITH: It is an efficient state of mind, and therefore it must consist in the
embracing of the truth by the heart or will. It is the will’s closing in with
the truths of the gospel. It is the soul’s act of yielding itself up, or
committing itself to the truths of the evangelical system. It is a trusting in
Christ, a committing of the soul and the whole being to him, in his various
offices and relations to men. It is a confiding in him, and in what is revealed
of him, in his word and providence, and by his Spirit.

FIRST TRUTH: a truth universally and necessarily assumed by all moral
agents, their speculations to the contrary, in any wise, not withstanding.

FORGIVENESS: Forgiveness implies previous condemnation, and consists
in setting aside the execution of an incurred penalty.
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FREE-WILL: the faculty or power of moral agents to choose, decide
between objects of choice without force or of necessity.

GOSPEL: the good news that the Mercy of God will withhold the deserved
penalty for sin, and the Grace of God will treat the sinner as if he had
never sinned, in consideration of the death and resurrection of Christ on
condition of faith and repentance in the sinner.

GOSPEL JUSTIFICATION: it consists in a governmental decree of pardon or
amnesty--in arresting and setting aside the execution of the incurred
penalty of law--in pardoning and restoring to favor those who have sinned,
and those whom the law had pronounced guilty, and upon whom it had
passed the sentence of eternal death, and rewarding them as if they had
been righteous. Not to be regarded as a forensic or judicial proceeding. An
act of grace, not law.

GOVERNMENT: the direction, guidance, control by, or in accordance with,
rule or law. All government is, and must be, either moral or physical.

GRACE: the attribute of love disposed to give a blessing to a person who
deserves opposite treatment.

GROUND: the reason for something, the cause, the consideration.

GROUND OF OBLIGATION: the consideration which creates or imposes
obligation, the fundamental reason of the obligation, the intrinsic value of
the object.

INTELLECT: the faculty which includes, among other functions, reason,
conscience and self-consciousness.

INTENTION: choice.

LAW: A Rule of Action: it is applicable to every kind of action, whether of
matter or of mind--whether intelligent or unintelligent--whether free or
necessary action.

LAW OF LIBERTY: rule of action administered by motive and choice, moral
law, not pre-determined.

LAW OF NECESSITY: a rule of action imposed by force, law of cause and
effect, pre-determined.
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LEGAL JUSTIFICATION: the pronouncement that the justified person is
guiltless, or, in other words, that he has not violated the law, that he has
done only what he had a legal right to do. An act of law, not grace. It
cannot be possible that a sinner can be pronounced just in the eye of law;
that he can be justified by deeds of law, or by the law at all.

LOVE: the commitment to promote the good of another for its own sake;
disinterested benevolence.

MEANS: immediate objects or proximate ends of pursuit; actions taken to
secure or promote the end chosen.

MORAL ACTION: strictly an act of the will only.

MORAL AGENCY consists in the possession of the powers, or faculties,
and susceptibilities of a moral agent and is universally a condition of moral
obligation. The attributes of moral agency are intellect, sensibility, and
free-will.

MORAL DEPRAVITY: Moral depravity is the depravity of free-will, not of
the faculty itself, but of its free action. It consists in a violation of moral
law. Depravity of the will, as a faculty, is, or would be, physical, and not
moral depravity. It would be depravity of substance, and not of free,
responsible choice. Moral depravity is depravity of choice. It is a choice at
variance with moral law, moral right. It is synonymous with sin or
sinfulness. It is moral depravity, because it consists in a violation of moral
law, and because it has moral character.

MORAL GOVERNMENT: the declaration and administration of moral law. It
is the government of free will by motives as distinguished from the
government of substance by force.

MORAL GOVERNMENT, GROUNDS OF: Moral government is indispensable
to the highest well-being of the universe of moral agents. The universe is
dependent upon this as a means of securing the highest good. This
dependence is a good and sufficient reason for the existence of moral
government.

MORAL GOVERNMENT, END OF: to promote the highest good, or
blessedness of the universe.
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MORAL LAW: that rule to which moral agents ought to conform all their
voluntary actions, and is enforced by sanctions equal to the value of the
precept.

MORAL PERFECTION: conformity to moral obligation.

OBEDIENCE: the consent of the will to serve the dictates of another, either
the demands of the sensibilities for gratification, or the demands of the
reason to conform to moral law.

OBLIGATION: idea of obligation, or of oughtness, is an idea of the pure
reason. It is a simple, rational conception, and, strictly speaking, does not
admit of a definition, since there are no terms more simple by which it may
be defined.

PARDON: setting aside the penalty due for transgression of law, an exercise
of mercy by the executive, not the judge. Synonym: forgiveness.

PENALTY: that misery or pain due as a sanction for transgressing the law.

PERFECTION: conformity to what is intended or required.

PERFECTIONISM: See Sinless Perfection.

PERMANENT S ANCTIFICATION: consists in being established, confirmed,
preserved, continued in a state of sanctification or of entire consecration to
God.

PERSEVERANCE: that all who are at any time true saints of God, are
preserved by his grace and Spirit through faith, in the sense that
subsequently to regeneration, obedience is their rule, and disobedience only
the exception; and that being thus kept, they will certainly be saved with
an everlasting salvation.

PHYSICAL DEPRAVITY: is commonly and rightly called disease. It consists
in a physical departure from the laws of health; a lapsed, or fallen state, in
which healthy organic action is not sustained. When physical depravity is
predicated of mind, it is intended that the powers of the mind, either in
substance, or in consequence of their connection with, and dependence
upon, the body, are in a diseased, lapsed, fallen, degenerate state, so that
the healthy action of those powers is not sustained. Physical depravity,
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being depravity of substance as opposed to depravity of the actions of
free-will, can have no moral character.

PHYSICAL GOVERNMENT: control, exercised by a law of necessity or force,
as distinguished from the law of free will, or liberty.

PHYSICAL LAW: the order of sequence, in all the changes that occur under
the law of necessity, whether in matter or mind. I mean all changes
whether of state or action, that do not consist in the states or actions of
free will.

PROXIMATE CHOICE: choice of means.

PUBLIC JUSTICE: consists in the promotion and protection of the public
interests, by such legislation and such an administration of law, as is
demanded by the highest good of the public.

REASON: the faculty that intuits moral relations and affirms moral
obligation, to act in conformity with perceived moral relations. It is the
faculty that postulates all the a priori truths of science whether
mathematical, philosophical, theological, or logical.

REGENERATION: the same as the new birth. It is designed to express
primarily and principally the thing done, that is, the making of a sinner
holy, and expresses also the fact, that God’s agency induces the change.
Throw out the idea of what is done, that is, the change of moral character
in the subject, and he would not be born again, he would not be
regenerated, and it could not be truly said, in such a case, that God had
regenerated him. Same as conversion.

REPENTANCE: a change of choice, purpose, intention, in conformity with
the dictates of the intelligence. A turning from sin to holiness, or more
strictly, from a state of consecration to self to a state of consecration to
God, is and must be the turning, the change of mind, or the repentance that
is required of all sinners.

REPROBATION: that certain individuals of mankind are, in the fixed
purpose of God, cast away, rejected and finally lost.
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RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE: Retributive justice consists in treating every
subject of government according to his character. It respects the intrinsic
merit or demerit of each individual, and deals with him accordingly.

S ANCTIFICATION: a state of consecration to God. To sanctify is to set
apart to a holy use--to consecrate a thing to the service of God.

S ELFISHNESS: the obedience of the will to the impulses of the sensibility.
It is a spirit of self-gratification. The will seeks to gratify the desires and
propensities, for the pleasure of the gratification. Self-gratification is
sought as an end, and as the supreme end. It is preferred to the claims of
God and the good of being.

S ENSIBILITY: the faculty or susceptibility of feeling. All sensation, desire,
emotion, passion, pain, pleasure, and in short, every kind and degree of
feeling, as the term feeling is commonly used, is a phenomenon of this
faculty.

S IN : a voluntary transgression of the moral law; a spirit of self-seeking, or
a disposition to seek good to self, upon condition of its relations to self,
and not impartially and disinterestedly.

S INLESS PERFECTION: [also called PERFECTIONISM] a theological view that
holds that a believer can “arrive” at a state in which

(1.) his walk in obedience and holiness is not dependant on the Grace
of God, and that

(2.) he no longer has the ability to sin. Finney rejected this view
entirely.

TEMPTATION: the demand of the sensibilities for gratification, contrary to
that end to which the heart is devoted.

TOTAL DEPRAVITY: moral depravity of the unregenerate is without any
mixture of moral goodness or virtue, that while they remain unregenerate,
they never in any instance, nor in any degree, exercise true love to God and
to man.

ULTIMATE CHOICE: the choice of an object for its own sake, or for its
intrinsic value.
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UNBELIEF: the soul’s withholding confidence from truth and the God of
truth. The heart’s rejection of evidence, and refusal to be influenced by it.
The will in the attitude of opposition to truth perceived, or evidence
presented.

WILL: “by will I mean the heart,” the faculty or power of moral agents to
choose. See choice.

WISDOM: the choice of the best ends, and in the use of the most
appropriate means to accomplish the end chosen. WONDERFUL: amazing,
filled with wonder, astonishment.
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APPENDIX A

VARIOUS CLASSES OF TRUTHS

(FROM THE 1847 EDITION)

Before we proceed further in these investigations, I must call your
attention to a subject that properly belongs at the beginning of this course
of study, and which will be found there should these lectures ever be
published in their proper order: I allude to the various classes of truths to
come under consideration in this course of instruction, with the manner in
which we arrive at a knowledge or belief of them. All human investigations
proceed upon the assumption of the existence and validity of our faculties,
and that their unequivocal testimony may be relied upon. To deny this is
to set aside at once the possibility of knowledge or rational belief, and to
give up the mind to universal skepticism. The classes of truths to which
we shall be called upon to attend in our investigations may be divided,
with sufficient accuracy for our purpose, into truths that need no proof,
and truths that need proof. The human mind is so constituted that by
virtue of its own laws it necessarily perceives, recognizes, or knows some
truths without testimony from without. It takes direct cognizance of them,
and cannot but do so.

The first class, that is, truths that need no proof, may be subdivided into
truths of the pure reason and truths of sensation. These two classes are in
some sense self-evident, but not in the same sense. Truths of the pure
reason are intuitions of that faculty, and truths of sensation are intuitions
of the senses. I shall therefore speak of self-evident truths of reason and
self-evident truths of sensation. I must assume that you possess some
knowledge of psychology, and take it for granted that you understand the
difference between the intuitions of reason and the intuitions of sense.

By self-evident truths of reason, then, I mean that class of truths that are
directly intuited and affirmed by that faculty in the light of their own
evidence, and by virtue of its own laws, whenever they are so stated that
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the terms of the proposition in which they are conveyed are understood.
They are not arrived at by reasoning, or by evidence of any kind except
what they have in themselves. As soon as the terms of the propositions in
which they are stated are understood, the reason instantly and positively
affirms their truth. It is unnecessary and preposterous to attempt any
other proof of this class of truths than to frame a perspicuous statement of
them. Nay, it is positively injurious, because absurd, to attempt to prove
in the common acceptation of the term prove a self-evident truth of reason.
All attempts to prove such truths by reasoning involve an absurdity, and
are as much a work of supererogation as it would be to attempt to prove
that you see an object with your eyes fully open and set upon it.

THE MATHEMATICAL AXIOMS BELONG TO THIS CLASS.

The self-evident truths of reason are truths of certain knowledge. When
once so stated, or in any way presented to the mind as to be understood,
the mind does not merely believe them, it knows them to be absolutely
true. That is, it perceives them to be absolute truths, and knows that it is
impossible that they should not be true. Although this class of truths are
never arrived at by reasoning, yet much use is made of them in reasoning,
since the major premise of a syllogism is often a self-evident truth of
reason.

This class of truths is affirmed by a faculty entirely distinct from the
understanding, or that power that gains all its knowledge from sense. It
takes cognizance of a class of truths that from their nature forever lie
concealed from the senses and consequently from the understanding.
Sensation can never give us the abstract truths of mathematics. It can never
give us the absolute or the infinite. It cannot give moral law or law at all.
Sensation can give facts, but not laws and principles.

That God and space and duration are infinite, that all God’s attributes
must be infinite, are self-evident truths of reason; that is, they are truths of
a priori affirmation and assumption. They are never arrived at by
reasoning, or by induction, and never can be. The mind only knows them
by virtue of its own laws, and directly assumes and intuits them whenever
they are suggested. The eye of reason sees them as distinctly as the mind
sees objects of vision presented to the fleshly organ of vision. The mind is
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so constructed that it sees some things with the natural fleshy eye, and
some truths it sees directly with its own eye without the use of an eye of
flesh. All the self-evident truths of reason belong to this class; that is, they
are truths which the mind sees and knows, and does not merely believe. In
reasoning, the bare statement of a self-evident truth is enough, provided, as
has been said, that it is so perspicuously stated that the terms of the
proposition are understood. It should be borne in mind, in reasoning, that
all men have minds, and that the laws of knowledge are physical, and, of
course, fixed and common to all men. The conditions of knowledge are in
all men the same. We are therefore always to assume that self-evident
truths cannot but be known as soon as they are stated with such
perspicuity as that the terms in which they are expressed are understood.
Our future inquiries will present many illustrations of the truth of these
remarks.

It should be also remarked that universality is an attribute of the self-
evident truths of reason. That is, they are universal in the sense:

1. That all men affirm them to be true when they understand them.

2. They all affirm them to be true in the same way; that is, by direct
intuition. Or they perceive them in their own light, and not through the
medium of reasoning, demonstration, or sense.

3. Self-evident truths of reason are true without exception, and in this
sense also universal.

4. Necessity is also an attribute of self-evident truths. That is, they are
necessarily true and cannot but be so regarded. And when the conditions
which have been named are fulfilled, they cannot but be so known to every
moral agent.

Self-evident truths of reason may be again divided into truths merely self-
evident, and first-truths of reason. This class of truths possess all the
characteristics of self-evident truths, to wit: they are universal truths; they
are necessary truths; they are truths of direct intuition; they are truths of
certain knowledge.

Their peculiarity is this: they are truths that are necessarily and
universally known by moral agents. That is, they are not distinguished
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from mere self-evident truths of reason, except by the fact that from the
laws of moral agency they are known universally, and all moral agents do
and must possess certain knowledge of them.

They are truths of necessary and universal assumption. Whether they are
at all times, or at any time, directly thought of or made the particular
object of the mind’s attention or not, they are nevertheless at all times
assumed by a law of universal necessity. Suppose, for example, that the
law of causality should not be at all times or at any time a subject of
distinct thought and attention. Suppose that the proposition in words
should never be in the mind, that “every event must have a cause.” Still,
the truth is there in the form of absolute knowledge, a necessary
assumption, an a priori affirmation, and the mind has so firm a hold of it as
to be utterly unable to overlook, forget, or practically deny it.

Every mind has it as a certain knowledge long before it can understand the
language in which it is expressed, and no statement or evidence whatever
can give the mind any firmer conviction of its truth than it had from
necessity at first. This is true of all the truths of this class. They are
always and necessarily assumed by all moral agents whether distinctly
thought of or not. And for the most part this class of truths are assumed
without being frequently, or at least, without being generally the object of
thought or direct attention. The mind assumes them without a direct
consciousness of the assumption.

For example, we act every moment, judge, reason, and believe, upon the
assumption that every event must have a cause, and yet we are not
conscious of thinking of this truth, nor that we assume it, until something
calls the attention to it. First-truths of reason, then, let it be distinctly
remembered, are always and necessarily assumed though they may be-
seldom thought of. They are universally known before the words are
understood by which they may be expressed, and although they may never
be expressed in a formal proposition, yet the mind has as certain a
knowledge of them as it has of its own existence.

But it is proper to inquire whether there are any conditions of this
assumption, and if so, what they are? Does the intelligence make this
assumption upon certain conditions, or independent of all or any
conditions? The true answer to this inquiry is that the mind makes the
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assumption only upon the fulfillment of certain conditions. These
conditions being fulfilled, the intelligence instantly and necessarily makes
the assumption by a law of its own nature, and makes it whether the
assumption be a distinct object of consciousness or not.

The only condition of this assumption that needs to be mentioned is the
perception of that by the mind to which the first truth sustains the relation
of a logical antecedent or of a logical condition. For example, to develop
and necessitate the assumption that every event must have a cause, the
mind only needs to perceive or to have the conception of an event,
whereupon the assumption in question instantly follows by a law of the
intelligence. This assumption is not a logical deduction from any premise
whatever, but upon the perception of an event, or upon the mind’s having
the idea or notion of an event, the intelligence irresistibly, by virtue of its
own laws, assumes the first-truth of causality as the logical and necessary
condition of the event; that is, it assumes that an event and every event
must have a cause.

The condition upon which the first-truths of reason are assumed or
developed is called the chronological condition of their development,
because it is prior in time and in the order of nature to their development.
The mind perceives an event. It thereupon assumes the first-truth of
causality. It perceives body, and thereupon assumes the first-truth, space
is and must be. These first-truths, let it be repeated, are not assumed in the
form of a proposition, thought of or expressed in words, nor is the mind at
the time always, or perhaps ever, at first, distinctly conscious of the
assumption, yet the truth is from that moment within the mind’s
inalienable possession, and must forever after be recognized in all the
practical judgments of the mind.

Thus, it should be distinctly said, the first-truths of reason lie so deep in
the mind as perhaps seldom to appear directly on the field of conscious
thought, and yet so absolutely does the mind know them that it can no
more forget, overlook, or practically deny them, than it can forget,
overlook, or in practice deny its own existence.

I have said that all reasoning proceeds upon the assumption of these
truths. It must do so of necessity. It is preposterous to attempt to prove
first-truths to a moral agent:
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for if a moral agent, he must absolutely know them already, and if he did
not, in no possible way could he be put in possession of them except by
presenting to his perception the chronological condition of their
development, and in no case could any thing else be needed, for upon the
occurrence of this perception, the assumption or development follows by
a law of absolute and universal necessity. And until these truths are
actually developed, no being can be a moral agent.

There is no reasoning with one who calls in question the first-truths of
reason, and demands proof of them. All reasoning must, from the nature of
mind and the laws of reasoning, assume the first-truths of reason as
certain, and admitted, and as the a priori condition of all logical deductions
and demonstrations. Some one of these must be assumed as true, directly
or indirectly, in every syllogism and in every demonstration.

In all our future investigations in the line of truth we shall pursue, we shall
have abundant occasions for the application and illustration of what has
now been said of first-truths of reason. If, at any stage of our progress, we
light upon a truth of this class, let it be borne in mind that the nature of the
truth is the preclusion, or as lawyers would express it, the estoppel of all
controversy. To deny the reality of this class of truths is to deny the
validity of our most perfect knowledge and of course it is a denial of the
validity of our faculties. The only question to be settled in respect to this
class of truths, is, does the truth in question belong to this class? There are
many of this class that have not been generally recognized as belonging to
it. Of this we shall have abundant instances fall in our way as we proceed
in our investigations. There are many truths which men, all sane men,
certainly know, of which they not only seldom think, but which, in
theory, they strenuously deny.

Before I dismiss this branch of our subject, I will mention some of the
many truths that undeniably belong to this class, leaving others to be
mentioned as we proceed and fall in with them in future investigations.

I have already noticed three of this class, to wit; the truth of causality the
existence of space and of time. That the whole of any thing is equal to all
its parts, is also a truth of this class, universally and necessarily known
and assumed by every moral agent. Also, that a thing cannot be and not be
at the same time.
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A third class of self-evident truths are particular truths of reason. The
reason directly intuits and affirms them. They are truths of certain
knowledge, but have not the attributes of universality or infinity. To this
class belong the truths of our own existence, of personal identity, and
individuality. These are not truths of sensation, nor are they first or self-
evident truths according to the common use of those terms. Yet they are
truths of rational intuition, and are seen to be true in the light of their own
evidence, and as such are given to us as undoubtable verities by
consciousness.

All the truths that come within the pale of our own experience, that is, all
our mental exercises and states are truths self-evident to us. We need no
proof of them. Whether they are phenomena or states of the Intellect, of
the Will, or of the Sensibility. When thus spoken of, in mass, they cannot
be called self-evident truths except in the sense that to ourselves they
appear on the field of consciousness as facts or realities, and we know or
affirm them with undoubting certainty.

Truths of sensation, I have said, are in a certain sense self-evident truths.
That is, they are facts of which the mind has direct knowledge through the
medium of the senses. In speaking of truths of sensation as in some sense
self-evident, I mean of course truths or facts of our own senses, or those
revealed directly to us by our senses. I know it is not common to speak of
this class of truths as self-evident; and they are not so in the sense in
which simple rational intuitions are. Yet they are facts or truths which
need no proof to establish them to us. The fact that I hold this pen in my
hand is as really self-evident to me as that three and two are five. I as
really know or perceive the one as the other, and neither the one nor the
other needs any proof. It is not my design to exhaust this subject, nor to
enter upon nice and highly metaphysical distinctions, but only to give
hints and make suggestions that will call your attention to the subject, and
meet our necessities during our present course of study, leaving it to your
convenience to enter upon a more critical analysis of this subject.

Of truths that require proof, the first class to which I must call attention is
the truths of demonstration. This class of truths admit of so high a degree
of proof that when the demonstration is complete, the intelligence affirms
that it is impossible that they should not be true. This class when truly
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demonstrated, are known to be true with no less certainty than self-evident
truths: but the mind arrives not at the perception and knowledge of them
in the same way. That class is arrived at universally, directly and a priori,
that is, by direct intuition without reasoning. This class is arrived at
universally by reasoning. The former are obtained without any logical
processes, while this last class is always and necessarily obtained as a
result of a logical process. We often get these truths by a process strictly
logical without being at all aware of the way in which we came to be
possessed of them. This class, then, unlike the other, are not to be
communicated and established without reasoning, but by reasoning. In this
class of truths the mind from its own laws will not rest unless they be
demonstrated. They admit of demonstration, and from their nature and the
nature of the intelligence, they must be demonstrated before they can be
known and rested in as certain knowledge. Many of them may be received
in the sense of being believed without an absolute demonstration. But the
mind cannot properly be said to know them until it has gone through with
the demonstration, and then it cannot but know them.

To possess the mind of a first-truth of reason you need only to present
the chronological condition of its development. To reveal a self-evident
truth of reason, you need only to state it in terms of sufficient perspicuity.
But to prove a truth belonging to the class now under consideration you
must fulfill the logical conditions of the intellect’s affirming it. That is, you
must demonstrate it.

The next class to be considered are truths of revelation. I mean truths
revealed by divine Inspiration. All truths are in some way revealed to the
mind, but not all by the Inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Some of this class
are known and some only believed by the mind. That is, some of these
truths are objects or truths of knowledge or of intuition when brought by
the Holy Spirit within the field of vision or intuition. Others of them are
only truths of faith or truths to be believed. The divinity of the Lord Jesus
Christ is a truth of revelation of the first class, that is, a truth of intuition
or of certain knowledge when revealed to the mind by the Holy Spirit.
This truth, when thus revealed, the pure reason directly intuits. It knows
that Jesus is the true God and eternal life by the same law by which it
knows the first-truths of reason. The only account the soul can give of this
truth is, that it knows it to be true. It sees or perceives it to be true. But
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this perception or intuition is conditionated upon the revelation of the
Holy Spirit. “He shall take of mine,” said Jesus, “and shew it unto you.”
More on this topic in its proper place. The facts and truths connected
with the humanity of the Lord Jesus are of the second class of truths of
revelation, that is, they are only truths of belief or of faith, as distinct from
truths of the pure reason or of intuition.

This class of truths, from their nature, are not susceptible of intuition.
They may be so revealed that the soul will have no doubt of them, and
hardly distinguish them from truths of certain knowledge; nevertheless,
they are only believed and not certainly known as truths of intuition are.

The Bible is not of itself, strictly and properly a revelation to man. It is,
properly speaking, rather a history of revelations formerly made to certain
men. To be a revelation to us, its truths must be brought by the Holy
Spirit within the field of spiritual vision. This is the condition of our either
knowing or properly believing the truths of revelation. `No man can say
that Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Spirit.’ `No man can come to me,
except the Father which hath sent me, draw him.’ `They shall all be taught
of God.’ `The natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God,
neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned.’ `He that
is spiritual [has the Spirit,] judgeth all things.’

But I must not in this place dwell longer upon this subject. I would only
add now that those who call in question the divinity of Christ exhibit
conclusive evidence that Christ has never been revealed to them by the
Holy Spirit. Those who hold his divinity as a theory or opinion are not at
all benefitted by it, for Christ is not savingly known to any except by the
revelation of the Holy Spirit.

To the classes of truths already considered might be added several others,
such as Probable Truths, Possible Truths, etc.

But I have carried this discussion far enough to answer the purposes of
this course of instruction, and I trust far enough to impress your minds
with a sense of the importance of attending to the classifying of truths and
of ascertaining the particular class to which a truth belongs as the condition
of successfully attempting to gain the possession of it yourself, or of
possessing the minds of others with it. As religious teachers you cannot be
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too deeply impressed with the importance of attending to this
classification. I am fully convinced that much of the inefficiency of
religious teachers is owing to the fact that they do not sufficiently study
and comply with the laws of knowledge and belief to carry conviction to
the minds of their hearers. They seem not to have considered the different
classes of truths, and how the mind comes to possess a knowledge or
belief of them. Consequently they either spend time in worse than useless
efforts to prove first or self-evident truths, or expect truths susceptible of
demonstration to be received and rested in without such demonstration.
They often make little or no distinction between the different classes of
truths, and seldom or never call the attention of their hearers to this
distinction. Consequently, they confuse and often confound their hearers
by gross violations of all the laws of logic, knowledge, and belief. I have
often been pained and even agonized at the faultiness of religious teachers
in this respect. Study to show yourselves approved, workmen that need
not be ashamed, and able to commend yourselves to every man’s
conscience in the sight of God.
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APPENDIX B

HOW WE ATTAIN TO
THE KNOWLEDGE OF CERTAIN TRUTHS

(FROM THE 1851 EDITION)

All teaching and reasoning take certain truths as granted. That the
unequivocal, a priori affirmations of the reason are valid, for all the truths
and principles thus affirmed, must be assumed and admitted; or every
attempt to construct a science of any kind, or to attain to certain
knowledge upon any subject, is vain and even preposterous. As I must
commence my lectures on moral government by laying down certain moral
postulates, or axioms, which are, a priori, affirmed by the reason, and
therefore self-evident to all men when so stated as to be understood, I will
spend a few moments in stating certain facts belonging more appropriately
to the department of psychology. Theology is so related to psychology
that the successful study of the former without a knowledge of the latter is
impossible. Every theological system and every theological opinion
assumes something as true in psychology. Theology is, to a great extent,
the science of mind in its relations to moral law. God is a mind or spirit: all
moral agents are in his image. Theology is the doctrine of God,
comprehending His existence, attributes, relations, character, works, word,
government (providential and moral), and, of course, it must embrace the
facts of human nature and the science of moral agency. All theologians do
and must assume the truth of some system of psychology and mental
philosophy, and those who exclaim most loudly against metaphysics no
less than others.

There is a distinction between the mind’s knowing the truth and knowing
that it knows it. Hence I begin by defining self-consciousness.

Self-consciousness is the mind’s recognition of itself. It is the noticing of,
or act of knowing, itself: its existence, attributes, acts, and states, with the
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attributes of liberty or necessity which characterize those acts and states.
Of this, I shall frequently speak hereafter.

THE REVELATIONS OF SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS

Self-consciousness reveals to us three primary faculties of mind which we
call intellect, sensibility, and will. The intellect is the faculty of knowledge;
the sensibility is the faculty or susceptibility of feeling; the will is the
executive faculty, or the faculty of doing or acting. All thinking, perceiving,
intuiting, reasoning, opining, forming notions or ideas, belong to the
intellect.

Consciousness reveals the various functions of the intellect, and also of the
sensibility and will. In this place, we shall attend only to the functions of
the intellect, as our present business is to ascertain the methods by which
the intellect arrives at its knowledges, which are given to us in self-
consciousness.

Self-consciousness is, itself, of course, one of the functions of the intellect;
and here it is in place to say that a revelation in consciousness is science
and knowledge. What consciousness gives us we know. Its testimony is
infallible and conclusive upon all subjects upon which it testifies.

Among other functions of the intellect, which I need not name, self-
consciousness reveals the three-fold fundamental distinction of the sense,
the reason, and the understanding.

OF THE SENSE

The sense is the power that perceives sensation and brings it within the
field of consciousness. Sensation is an impression made upon the
sensibility by some object without, or some thought within the mind. The
sense takes up, or perceives the sensation, and this perceived sensation is
revealed in consciousness. If the sensation is from some object without the
mind, as sound or color, the perception of it belongs to the outer sense. If
from some thought, or mental exercise, the perception is of the inner sense.
I have said that the testimony of consciousness is conclusive for all the
facts given by its unequivocal testimony. We neither need, nor can we
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have, any higher evidence of the existence of a sensation than is given by
consciousness.

Our first impressions, thoughts, and knowledge, are derived from sense.
But knowledge derived purely from this source would, of necessity, be
very limited.

OF THE REASON

Self-consciousness also reveals to us the reason or the a priori function of
the intellect. The reason is that function of the intellect which immediately
holds or intuits a class of truths which, from their nature, are not
cognizable either by the understanding or the sense. Such, for example, is
the mathematical, philosophical, and moral axioms and postulates. The
reason gives laws and first principles. It gives the abstract, the necessary,
the absolute, the infinite. It gives all its affirmations by a direct beholding
or intuition, and not by induction or reasoning. The classes of truths given
by this function of the intellect are self-evident. That is, the reason intuits
or directly beholds them, as the faculty of sense intuits or directly beholds
a sensation. Sense gives to consciousness the direct vision of a sensation,
and therefore the existence of the sensation is certainly known to us. The
reason gives to consciousness the direct vision of the class of truths of
which it takes cognizance; and of the existence and validity of these truths
we can no more doubt than of the existence of our sensations.

Between knowledge derived from sense and from reason there is a
difference: in one case, consciousness gives us the sensation: it may be
questioned whether the perceptions of the sense are a direct beholding of
the object of the sensation, and consequently whether the object really
exists and is the real archetype of the sensation. That the sensation exists
we are certain, but whether that exists which we suppose to be the object
and the cause of the sensation admits of doubt. The question is, does the
sense immediately intuit or behold the object of the sensation? The fact
that the report of sense cannot always be relied upon seems to show that
the perception of sense is not an immediate beholding of the object of the
sensation; sensation exists, this we know, that it has a cause we know; but
that we rightly know the cause or object of the sensation we may not
know.
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But in regard to the intuitions of the reason, this faculty directly beholds
the truths which it affirms. These truths are the objects of its intuitions.
They are not received at second hand. They are not inferences nor
inductions, they are not opinions, nor conjectures, or beliefs, but they are
direct knowings. The truths given by this faculty are so directly seen and
known that to doubt them is impossible. The reason, by virtue of its own
laws, beholds them with open face in the light of their own evidence.

OF THE UNDERSTANDING

The understanding is that function of the intellect that takes up, classifies
and arranges the objects and truths of sensation under a law of
classification and arrangement given by the reason, and thus forms notions
and opinions and theories. The notions, opinions, and theories of the
understanding may be erroneous, but there can be no error in the a priori
intuitions of the reason. The knowledge of the understanding are so often
the result of induction or reasoning, and fall so entirely short of a direct
beholding, that they are often knowledge only in a modified and restricted
sense.

OF THE IMAGINATION, AND THE MEMORY, ETC.,
I NEED NOT SPEAK IN THIS PLACE.

What has been said has, I trust, prepared the way for saying that the
truths of theology arrange themselves under two heads: Truths which need
proof and Truths which need no proof.

TRUTHS WHICH NEED PROOF

First. Of this class it may be said, in general, that to it belong all truths
which are not directly intuited by some function of the intellect in the light
of their own evidence.

Every truth that must be arrived at by reasoning or induction, every truth
that is attained to by other testimony than that of direct beholding,
perceiving, intuiting, or cognizing, is a truth belonging to the class that
needs proof.
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Second. Truths of demonstration belong to the class that needs proof.
When truths of demonstration are truly demonstrated by any mind, it
certainly knows them to be true, and affirms that the contrary cannot
possibly be true. To possess the mind of others with those truths, we
must lead them through the process of demonstration. When we have done
so, they cannot but see the truth demonstrated. The human mind will not
ordinarily receive and rest in a truth of demonstration until it has
demonstrated it. This it often does without recognizing the process of
demonstration. The laws of knowledge are physical. The laws of logic are
inherent in every mind; but in various states of development in different
minds. If a truth which needs demonstration, and which is capable of
demonstration, is barely announced and not demonstrated, the mind feels a
dissatisfaction and does not rest short of the demonstration of which it
feels the necessity. It is therefore of little use to dogmatize, when we ought
to reason, demonstrate, and explain. In all cases of truths not self-evident,
or of truths needing proof, religious teachers should understand and
comply with the logical conditions of knowledge and rational belief; they
tempt God when they merely dogmatize where they ought to reason,
explain, and prove, throwing the responsibility of producing conviction
and faith upon the sovereignty of God. God convinces and produces faith,
not by the overthrow of, but in accordance with, the fixed laws of mind. It
is therefore absurd and ridiculous to dogmatize and assert, when
explanation, illustration, and proof are possible and demanded by the laws
of the intellect. To do this, and then leave it with God to make the people
understand and believe, may be at present convenient for us, but if it be
not death to our auditors, no thanks are due to us. We are bound to inquire
into what class a truth belongs, whether it be a truth which, from its nature
and the laws of mind, needs to be illustrated or proved. If it does, we have
n right merely to assert it, when it has not been proved. Let us comply
with the necessary conditions of a rational conviction and then leave the
event with God.

TO THE CLASS OF TRUTHS THAT NEED PROOF
BELONG THOSE OF DIVINE REVELATION.

All truths known to man are divinely revealed to him in some sense, but I
here speak of truths revealed to man by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.
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The Bible announces many self-evident truths and many truths of
demonstration. These may or might be known, at least many of them,
irrespective of the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. But the class of truths of
which I here speak rest wholly upon the testimony of God and are truths
of pure inspiration. Some of these truths are above reason in the sense that
the reason can, a priori, neither affirm nor deny them.

When it is ascertained that God has asserted them, the mind needs no other
evidence of their truth, because by a necessary law of the intellect all men
affirm the veracity of God. But for this necessary law of the intellect, men
could not rest upon the simple testimony of God, but would ask for
evidence that God is to be believed. But such is the nature of mind, as
constituted by the Creator, that no moral agent needs proof that God’s
testimony ought to be received. Let it be once settled that God has
declared a fact or a truth, and this is, with every moral agent, all the
evidence he needs.

The reason, from its own laws, affirms the perfect veracity of God, and
although the truth announced may be such that the reason, a priori, can
neither affirm or deny it, yet when asserted by God, the reason irresistibly
affirms that God’s testimony ought to be received.

These truths need proof in the sense that it needs to be shown that they
were given by a divine inspiration. This fact demonstrated, the truths
themselves need only to be understood, and the mind necessarily affirms
its obligation to believe them.

My present object more particularly is to notice:

TRUTHS WHICH NEED NO PROOF

These are a priori truths of reason and truths of sense; that is, they are
truths that need no proof because they are directly intuited or beheld by
one of these faculties.

The a priori truths of reason may be classed under the heads of first truths:
self-evident truths which are necessary and universal: and self-evident
truths not necessary and universal.
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FIRST TRUTHS HAVE THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES.

(1) They are absolute or necessary truths in the sense that the reason
affirms that they must be true. Every event must have an adequate cause.
Space must be. It is impossible that it should not be, whether any thing
else were or not. Time must be, whether there were any events to succeed
each other in time or not. Thus necessity is an attribute of this class.

(2) Universality is an attribute of a first truth. That is, to truths of this
class there can be no exception. Every event must have a cause, there can
be no event without a cause.

(3) First truths are truths of necessary and universal knowledge. That is,
they are not merely knowable, but they are known to all moral agents by a
necessary law of their intellect.

That space and time are, and must be, that every event has and must have
a cause, and such like truths, are universally known and assumed by every
moral agent whether the terms in which they are stated have ever been so
much as heard by him or not. This last is the characteristic that
distinguished first truths from others merely self-evident, of which we
shall soon speak.

(4) First truths are, of course, self-evident. That is, they are universally
directly beheld in the light of their own evidence.

(5) First truths are truths of the pure reason, and of course truths of
certain knowledge. They are universally known with such certainty as to
render it impossible for any moral agent to deny, forget, or practically
overlook them. Although they may be denied in theory, they are always,
and necessarily, recognized in practice.

No moral agent, for example, can, by any possibility, practically deny, or
forget, or overlook the first truths that time and space exist and must exist,
that every event has and must have a cause.

It is, therefore, always to be remembered that first truths are universally
assumed and known, and in all our teachings, and in all our inquiries we are
to take the first truths of reason for granted. It is preposterous to attempt
to prove them, for the reason that we necessarily assume them as the basis
and condition of all reasoning.
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The mind arrives at a knowledge of these truths by directly and necessarily
beholding them, upon condition of its first perceiving their logical
condition. The mind beholds or attains to the conception of an event.
Upon this conception it instantly assumes, whether it thinks of the
assumption or not, that this event had, and that every event must have, a
cause.

The mind perceives or has the notion of body. This conception necessarily
develops the first truth, space is and must be.

The mind beholds or conceives of succession; and this beholding or
conception necessarily develops the first truth, time is and must be.

As we proceed we shall notice divers truths which belong to this class,
some of which, in theory, have been denied. Nevertheless, in their practical
judgments, all men have admitted them and given as high evidence of their
knowing them as they do of knowing their own existence.

Suppose, for example, that the law of causality should not be, at all times
or at any time, a subject of distinct thought and attention. Suppose that
the proposition, in words, should never be in the mind, that “every event
must have a cause,” or that this proposition should be denied. Still the
truth is there in the form of absolute knowledge, a necessary assumption,
an a priori affirmation, and the mind has so firm a hold of it as to be utterly
unable to overlook or forget or practically deny it. Every mind has it as a
certain knowledge long before it can understand the language in which it is
expressed, and no statement or evidence whatever can give the mind any
firmer conviction of its truth than it had from necessity at first. This is
true of all the truths of this class. They are always, and necessarily,
assumed by all moral agents, whether distinctly thought of or not. And for
the most part this class of truths are assumed, without being frequently, or
at least without being generally, the object of thought or direct attention.
The mind assumes them without a distinct consciousness of the
assumption. For example, we act every moment, and judge, and reason,
and believe, upon the assumption that every event must have a cause, and
yet we are not conscious of thinking of this truth, nor that we assume it,
until something calls the attention to it.
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First truths of reason, then, let it be distinctly remembered, are always and
necessarily assumed, though they may be seldom thought of. They are
universally known before the words are understood by which they may be
expressed; and although they may never be expressed in a formal
proposition, yet the mind has as certain a knowledge of them as it has of
its own existence.

All reasoning proceeds upon the assumption of these truths. It must do so
of necessity. It is preposterous to attempt to prove first truths to a moral
agent; for, being a moral agent, he must absolutely know them already, and
if he did not, in no possible way could he be put in possession of them
except by presenting to his perception the chronological condition of their
development, and in no case could any thing else be needed, for upon the
occurrence of this perception, the assumption or development follows by
a law of absolute and universal necessity. And until these truths are
actually developed, no being can be a moral agent.

There is no reasoning with one who calls in question the first truths of
reason and demands proof of them. All reasoning must, from the nature of
mind and the laws of reasoning, assume the first-truths of reason as
certain, and admitted, and as the a priori condition of all logical deduction
and demonstration. Some one of these must be assumed as true, directly or
indirectly, in every syllogism and in every demonstration.

In all our future investigations we shall have abundant occasion for the
application and illustration of what has now been said of first truths of
reason. If, at any stage of our progress, we light upon a truth of this class,
let it be borne in mind that the nature of the truth is the preclusion, or, as
lawyers would express it, the estoppel of all controversy.

To deny the reality of this class of truths is to deny the validity of our
most perfect knowledge. The only question to be settled is, does the truth
in question belong to this class? There are many truths which men, all sane
men, certainly know, of which they not only seldom think, but which, in
theory, they strenuously deny.

2. The second class of truths that need no proof are self-evident truths,
possessing the attributes of necessity and universality. Of these truths, I
remark:
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(1) That they, like first truths, are affirmed by the pure reason, and not
by the understanding, nor the sense.

(2) They are affirmed, like first truths, a priori; that is, they are
directly beheld or intuited, and not attained to by evidence or
induction.

(3) They are truths of universal and necessary affirmation, when so
stated to be understood. By a law of the reason, all sane men must
admit and affirm them in the light of their own evidence, whenever
they are understood.

This class, although self-evident when presented to the mind, are not, like
first truths, universally and necessarily known to all moral agents. The
mathematical axioms and first principles, the a priori grounds and
principles of all science, belong to this class.

(4) They are, like first truths, universal in the sense that there is no
exception to them.

(5) They are necessary truths. That is, the reason affirms, not merely
that they are, but that they must be, true; that these truths cannot but
be. The abstract, the infinite, belong to this class.

To compel other minds to admit this class of truths, we need only to frame
so perspicuous a statement of them as to cause them to be distinctly
perceived or understood. This being done, all sound minds irresistibly
affirm them, whether the heart is, or is not, honest enough to admit the
conviction.

3. A third class of truths that need no proof are truths of rational intuition,
ut possess not the attributes of universality and necessity.

Our own existence, personality, personal identity, etc, belong to this class.
These truths are intuited by the reason, are self-evident, and given, as such,
in consciousness; they are known to self, without proof, and cannot be
doubted. They are at first developed by sensation, but not inferred from it.

Suppose a sensation to be perceived by the sense, all that could be
logically inferred from this is that there is some subject of this sensation,
but that I exist, and am the subject of this sensation, does not logically
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appear. Sensation first awakens the mind to self-consciousness; that is, a
sensation of some kind first arouses the attention of the mind to the facts
of its own existence and personal identity. These truths are directly beheld
and affirmed. The mind does not say, I feel, or I think, and therefore I am,
for this is a mere sophism; it is to assume the existence of the I as the
subject of feeling, and afterwards to infer the existence of the I from the
feeling or sensation.

4. A fourth class of truths that need no proof are sensations. It has been
already remarked that all sensations given by consciousness are self-
evident to the subject of them. Whether I ascribe my sensations to their
real cause may admit of doubt, but that the sensation is real there can be no
doubt. The testimony of the sense is valid for that which it immediately
beholds or intuits, that is, for the reality of the sensation. The judgment
may err by ascribing the sensation to the wrong cause.

But I must not proceed further with this statement; my design has been
not to enter too minutely into nice metaphysical distinctions, nor by any
means to exhaust the subject of this lecture, but only to fix attention upon
the distinctions upon which I have insisted for the purpose of precluding
all irrelevant and preposterous discussions about the validity of first and
self-evident truths. I must assume that you possess some knowledge of
psychology and of mental philosophy, and leave to your convenience a
more thorough and extended examination of the subject but hinted at in this
lecture.

Enough, I trust, has been said to prepare your minds for the introduction
of the great and fundamental axioms which lie at the foundation of all our
ideas of morality and religion. Our next lecture will present the nature and
attributes of moral law. We shall proceed in the light of the a priori
affirmations of the reason, in postulating its nature and its attributes.
Having attained to a firm footing upon these points, we shall be naturally
conducted by reason and revelation to our ultimate conclusions.
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that the collection is eclectic and may include works that contain positions
with which we at AGES Software do not agree. This paradox is consistent
with our design, however: any useful library consists of books on a wide
variety of subjects and sometimes includes information for reference
purposes only. The AGES Digital Library hopefully will reflect — as its
components are released — the necessary breadth and depth for a solid
personal library.

HOW WERE THESE VOLUMES PREPARED?
Most of the books and documents have been scanned or typed from works
that have entered the public domain. Some have been reproduced by
special arrangement with the current publisher or holder of the copyright.
They have been put in a format that can be readily used by computer users
everywhere.

ARE THESE EXACT COPIES OF THE ORIGINAL WORKS?
Usually not. In the process of preparing the Library, we at AGES
Software have taken the liberty to make certain edits to the text. As we
discovered errors in spelling, certain archaic forms, typographical mistakes
or omissions in the original we have done our best to correct them. Our
intention has been to remove anything that might obscure the meaning or
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otherwise detract from the usefulness of a book for the modern reader. We
have, however, attempted to retain the essential content and thoughts of
the original — even when we found ourselves in disagreement.

WHY IS THE  DIGITAL LIBRARY COPYRIGHTED?
While much of the content is in the public domain, the transcription, form
and edits of these works took many people many hours to accomplish. We
ask each purchaser to respect this labor and refrain from giving away
copies of this or any volume of the Library without written permission
from AGES Software. Our policy, however, is to work with each
individual or organization to see that the price of Digital Library volumes
not be a hindrance in their reaching the hands of those who need them. If
price is an obstacle, please contact us at the address above and present
your situation.
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